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Keynote Address · Discours-programme
2009 CASID Conference · Conference de l'ACEDI 2009

Is "Development" a Panacea?
How to Think beyond Obsolete Categories1
Gilbert Rist
To be sure, the mere fact of calling into question "development," the basic notion that
unites the various members of the Canadian Association for the Study oflnternational
Development, requires some degree of foolhardiness and impertinence-all the more
so since the present crisis is likely to boost both development and growth, through the
various economic programs lavishly funded by OECD (Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development) countries. These programs are admittedly focused
on the "redevelopment" of the Northern countries rather than on the development of
the countries of the South, but, on the whole, they give the impression that, more than
ever, development has to be considered a collective aspiration and a shared demand.
Be that as it may, it has always been my firm belief that the main role intellectuals can
play within society is to ask questions-particularly disturbing ones-and to view any
commonly accepted assertion with deep suspicion. "Development" is precisely one of
these terins whose meaning seems so obvious as to be above criticism. The consensus
aro~nd them is so broad that the mere fact of questioning them may lead either to
deliberate incomprehension or unanimous condemnation. But I am ready to take the
risk, quite knowingly.
I shall structure my speech in the following way. First, I shall briefly give you my
definition of" development:' just to make sure that we know what we are talking about,
and later, I shall try to show how "actually existing development" is at the root not only ·
of the present (economic and financial) crisis, but also of the many crises (over climate,
energy resources, ecology, and food) that are threatening us. In the second part, I shall
try to give examples as to why the various measures-mainly pertaining to economc
ics---:that are implemented to cope with these problems are unsuited to solving them. I·
· shall end with some concluding remarks.

i. This is the text of the keynote speech delivered by Gilbert Rist at a conference of the Canadian
Association for the Study oflnternational Development held in Ottawa in May of 2009.
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The Development Paradox:
Why the Pursuit of Growth Leads to Degrowth
My definition of "development" is not based on an abstract compilatl.on of our best
wishes for the welfare of others (satisfaction of "basic needs" or mastery of one's destiny). Nor am I greatly interested in policies conducted under the umbrella of "development co-operation." First because, judging by numbers, they are of marginal
significance (0.3% of OECD countries' GNP); second because they have failed more
often than not, and finally, because their putative favourable outcomes have inerely
helped to offset the damage done by development. On the contrary, for this reason my
definition is based on the various social practices that have turned-in the course of the
last two centuries or so-Northern countries into "developed" ones.
Why is it that, in the North, development has progressively become imperative?
To my mind, everything started with three strangely coeval events (which took place
around i776). First, the publication ofthelnquiry into the Wealth of Nations by Adam
Smith, who invented economics and discovered that the pursuit of self-interest could
be conducive to collective affluence; second, the Declaration of Independence of the
United States of America, which proclaimed, for the first time, that "all men are created
equal ... and are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness," and, finally, the perfecting of the
steam engine by Jam es Watt, i.e., the discovery of a new source of energy based on the
harnessing of heat-that would rapidly succeed the wind- and watermills-and become
dependent on fossil resources. I strongly believe that this extraordinary conjunction of
apparently quite different innovations-market, individualism, and "fire engines" that are mutually reinforcing-is a key to understanding the origin of development:
From then on, everything is linked together. To be sure, development did not happen overnight or even in the space of a generation. Oppositions and resistances were
numerous. But the way was paved for its inexorable spread. From now on, we think of
ourselves as being members of developed countries, and we are usually proud of the
fact. Suffice it to compare the present style of life and comfort we enjoy with those of
our grandparents, which seems to us so strenuous, to say nothing of the conditions prevailing in the so-called "underdeveloped" countries. Nevertheless, a question remains:
what has been the cost of this change and why have we ended up in such circumstances?
In other words, what are the actual social practices that make a difference between so
called developed countries and all the others? To put it differently, what happens, what
can anyone observe when development takes place? Although a longer version might
offer greater precision, my definition, in a nutshell, reads as follows: "development" is
nothing but the general transformation of the natural environment and social relations
into commodities (goods and services)-and their destruction-in order to foster economic growth. Once again-and I think it is worth hammering the point home-this
definition is not based on wishful thinking but on the actual process observable when
comparing what happens and exists in a "developed" country with what happens and
exists in a "non-developed" one.
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Transforming the natural environment into commodities first requires the institu. tion of property rights over land and water (in order to start the process) and, later, over
the stocks of non-renewable resources, plus, nowadays, over seeds and biodiversity. Let
us simply remember that the mere fact of buying and selling a piece ofland-a transaction .that is now largely taken for granted-was for a long time unthinkable, not only
in the countries of the South but also in Europe, where land ·could not be appropriated
save through inheritance, marriage, or conquest.
·The commoditization of social relations starts with the i.nstitution of wage labour,
which takes the place of former feudal rights but also of mutual services formerly exchanged on a reciprocal basis. Unlike the craftsman who used to sell the product of his
hands at a price ensuring.his livelihood, the worker sells his. labour and loses control
over it. What used to be free must be paid for; day nurseries have replaced grandparents in looking after small children; and dating sites have succeeded village dances as
opportunities for those in quest of marriage partners. Sperm banks have been created;
the practice of womb-leasing has become common, there is a market for "human spare
parts" (eyes; kidneys, livers); and, above all, human beings are expected to know how
to sell themselves to potential employers. Prostitution may be officially condemned, but
it has become the common lot: everyone is for sale.
To ensure a continuous rise in growth rate, the number of marketable goods and
services must be escalated, since national accounting only deals with market exchanges.
Finally, once all ways of boosting growth have failed, in spite of aggressive or seductive
advertising to promote useless gadgets, and after exhausting all possibilities of stimu~
lating conspicuous consumption or of transporting mangoes, shrimps, and tourists
around the world, there is but one option left: to launch new financial products consisting of virtual money, to make people believe in potentially infinite enrichment. And we
know the consequences.
In The Great Transformation, Karl Polanyi has summarized what I have just too
briefly explained. According to him, market society is based on three "fictitious commodities": land, labour, and money. He .didn't foresee licensing procedures to appropriate biodiversity, or womb-leasing, or toxic debts. But he made a strong point:
development is based on fictions.
But, eventually, that has to be paid for. We not only have to pay to obtain those goods
and services that fulfill our individual desires, but we also have to pay a collective price
for the continuous functioning of the system. And the price for development is simply
degrowth. This neologism is used, nowadays (particularly in the French-speaking parts
of Europe) as a slogan by those who consider themselves "growth objectors." But here
I am giving the .word a very concrete meaning, as I always prefer to argue from actual
facts rather than from wishful thinking.
• What suffers degrowth is the total amount of primary products that, as we know,
are none renewable. It includes oil and ore (as well as uranium) on which we depend
for our energy, as well as aluminum, steel, or plastics used in our. cars, our aircraft,
and our dishwashers.
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What suffers degrowth is the total amount of natural resources-what economists
call funds. To ensure steady production, these funds should be conserved, but are
overexploited, like, for example, the Amazon forest or the cod off Newfoundland.
What also suffers degrowth is biodiversity, as we may observe from the drastic lessening of the kinds of apples on sale in the supermarket, or by the substitution of
eucalyptus or oil palm trees for the primary forest in many parts of Africa and Asia.
What suffers degrowth is the quality of air and water, due to multiple sources of
pollution,
be it the exploitation of the bituminous sands of Alberta, the coal-fuelled
I
power stations in China, or the use of nitrate fertilizers or intensive pig breeding in
Brittany.
What also suffers degrowth are social bonds, due to the rise of inequalities and insecurity.
The quality of life is suffering degrowth as it is eroded by stress at work or urban
congestion.
Finally, the time to enjoy life also suffering degrowth, since everyone is continuously
forced to earn money in order to buy spans of time that can be freely squandered
later on.

The economic crisis that now mobilizes all available energies might just be only the
tip of the iceberg. We should therefore earnestly ask whether programs intended to
. boost economic growth might not, at the en.cl of the day, hasten the onset of other crises
(over climate, energy resources, ecology, and food), which are all the more serious since
they threaten human survival.
To summarize this first part of my presentation, let me just say one thing: to get the
miracle of development under way requires only the conjunction of market, individualism, and the resort to sources of energy that are believed inexhaustible, and, from then
on, the transformation ofland (or natural environment), labour (or social relations),
and money into fictitious commodities. This is the way it works. All of us have believed
in it and, at least in the Northern countries, we have benefited from it. But the illusion
is progressively fading away as we are confronted with a new equation: development
leads to degrowth.

The Obsolete Economic Conceptions
The first edition of my book entitled The History ofDevelopment: From Western Origins
to Global Faith, was published in i996. At that time, I was rather proud to have contributed to the disappearance of a notion whose promises had never been kept in spite
of the fantasies it aroused and the significant resources that had been made available
\ to carry it out. To be sure, development is nowadays going out of fashion. It has been
replaced by the ambiguous oxymoron of "sustainable development" or by the struggle
against poverty. However, the idea "is no longer to eradicate poverty but, according to
the Millennium Goals, just to halve it by 2015.
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And yet, the damages I have just mentioned still go on. Why? Simply because we are
trapped in the conceptual framework we use in order to analyze most phenomena, i.e.,
economics. I am ·perfectly aware that economics is not a monolithic science and that
it. comprises various schools of thought (neoliberals, Keynesians, Marxists, regulation~
ists, conventionalists, and the like). Nevertheless, my contention is that all these trends
rest on common presuppositions or initial axioms that are scarcely debated and that
are either unrealistic or wrong. Above all-and this is what I intend to show-I believe
that the economic tools that have been forged by this "science" do indeed prevent us
from understanding reality and the various crises that I have mentioned before. For
lack of time I will only take three examples, even if many others could be mentioned:
the confusion betwe.en stocks and funds, the mechanistic stance of economic reasoning,
and market reductionism.

Stocks and Funds
To put it simply-at the risk of oversimplifying-the difference between resources
stemming from stocks and resources ensuing from funds depends on the rate at which
· they may be used to generate income. Thus, the Organization of Oil Producing Countries (OPEC) regularly meets to decide on the pace of exploitation of their mineral
resources: they may increase or reduce oil production, and income, at will. In contrast,
the owner of a fund (be it a field or a hotel) depends on the specific nature of his resource-which he has to conserve-in order to secure an income. The farmer knows
that harvest only takes place once a year and the.hotel manager cannot rent out the
same room twice for the same night. Stocks and funds are therefore quite different
kinds of resource which classical economists had clearly set apart.
For instance, David Ricardo taught that commodities derived their exchangeable
value from two sources: either from their scarcity or from "the quantity oflabour necessary to obtain them." What are, according to him, ·scarce commodities? His answer
is: "some rare pictures, scarce books and coins, wines of a peculiar quality ... are all of
this description. Their value is wholly independent of the quantity oflabour originally
necessary to produce them." And he adds: "Their value varies with the varying wealth
and inclinations of those who are desirous to possess them." Since these commodities form a very small part of commodities exchanged in the market, Ricardo chose
to exclude them from his theory and concentrated on "true" commodities, specifying
clearly: "In speaking then of commodities, of their exchangeable value and of the laws
which regulate their.relative prices, we mean always such .commodities only as can be
increased by the exertion of human industry, and on the production of which competition operates without restraint.'"

2. David Ricardo, The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, London: J.M. Dent & Sons
.
Ltd, i973 [1821], pp. 5-6.
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To be sure, as Ricardo was convinced of the infinite generosity of nature; it would not
have occurred to him to consider that the value of the stock of non-renewable resources
.depended on scarcity. But, if we follow his line of reasoning, this has become perfectly
legitimate. As a matter of fact, to secure an income by squandering the family jewels or
by relying on one's own work are two radically different forms of behaviour. However,
on the market-according to neoclassical economists__:_the various possible origins of
inco.me are confused: money makes all commodities interchangeable, whether stemming from stocks or funds, and their price only depends on their utility, i.e., their
desirability.
And yet, from a "substantive" point of view___:as Polanyi would have it-not all commodities are equivalent. Some of them, like non-renewable resources, are characterized
by a kind of "scarcity" due to their finiteness, whereas others are taken to be "scarce"
when demand exceeds supply or when supply is cut down through a monopoly effect
(which validates the tautology: what is. scarce is expensive because what is expensive is
scarce). Be that as it may, there is no reason for confusing what is part of the order of
nature and what results from a mere social construct. To rely on the same procedure to
set the price of a barrel of oil and of a kilo of potatoes is certainly not reasonable. But
there is ~ore to it. To whom do non-renewable resources belong? To the State with
jurisdiction over the territory where they are to be found? To the utility companies
in charge of their exploitation? Are they private or public goods? Since nobody ever
produced them, should they not, with good reason, belong to all? The question is open
to debate and people like Joseph Stiglitz do not hesitate to recommend that "planetary
commons" should be placed under "world public management." 3
·
Finally, the confusion-maintained by the market-between resources stemming
from stocks and resources ensuing from funds is at the root of both development and
the degrowth that follows. Indeed, development is largely based on growing use of
hon-renewable resources and the excessive squandering of stocks may only lead, before
long, to their e·xtinction.

The Mechanistic Economic Model
I certainly do not want to teach a course in economic history, but let me just recall that
economics started in an age dominated by Newtonian mechanics aiming at discovering arid interpreting the natural order of the world. Thus, to give a "scientific" flavour
to their theories, the first scholars in economics formulated their "laws" by resorting
to the vocabulary of mechanics. This is why economics is about equilibrium (of supply
and demand), balance (of trade), elasticity (of demand), flows (of capital), atomicity (of
actors), circuits (of exchanges), etc. Clearly,. the idea was to construct a kind of"social
physics" in the image of the teachings of astronomy and natural laws.
3. Joseph E. Stiglitz, Un autre monde: Cantre le fanatisme du marche, Paris: Fayard, 2006, p. 283
[original title: Making Globalization Work, New York: W.W. Norton, 2006].
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This venture failed for two reasons. First, because it is not justified, methodologically,
to transpose into the social realm laws that govern the natural world, and, second, because natural sciences evolved during the nineteenth century and these advances went
unnoticed by the economic community. No doubt the first reason for this failure is a
serious one, but the second is no better, to say the least.
·
Newtonian mechanics is characterized by the reversibility of time. One therefore
assumes that it is possible to start from A in order to reach B, and to return to A, without introducing fundamental changes into the model. This is congruent with the first
principle of thermodynamics, according to which "nothing is created, nothing is lost, .
and everything undergoes a transformation." However, the second principle teaches
us that, in a closed system, the available useful energy irremediably turns into disorder
(or entropy): it dissipates and becomes irretrievable. This discovery should have been of
great interest to nineteenth century economists, as nascent industry was largely based
on the use of fire engines that domesticated heat. Unfortunately, this was not the case,
and neoclassical economists (and particularly Leon Walras) continued to believe that
their "science" was as accurate as astronomy or mechanics. Hence the privilege granted
to a mathematical presentation of economic theorems.
Why are such remarks so important? Simply because the economic process does not
take place in isolation, as the circular diagram in most textbooks would have us believe.
The ecorn::imic process constantly interacts with the environment from which it draws
its energy, which is laterdischarged in thdorm of pollution and waste. Any production
-entails destruction. For sure, economists are not unaware of pollution problems (i.e.,
negative externalities) but they rely solely on the market to solve them. Either they estimate the costs that all are willing to bear so that pollution might go on, or they attach
fictitious prices to the environment, or they create "pollution quotas." Such measures
are not totally useless, but they bypass the real problem because they pay no regard
to the energy-matter flows which are first drawn from the environment and later on
discharged into it, and which irreversibly increase the entropy of the global system and
threaten the equilibriums of the biosphere. In other words, standard economics, which "
is based on mechanistic presuppositions, is unable to grasp, in depth, global ecological
issues. An.d, nowadays, this must be taken as a major weaki:iess.

Market Reductionism
I am not going to embark, o_nce more, on a critique of the GNP (gross national product)
and the way it is calculated. There is general agreement in admitting-as a matter of
common sense-that it is absurd to add positive values (the production of bread and
the salary of teachers) to negative ones (the cost of depollution). Furthermore, there are
many alternative models of national accounting that take care of these critiques. The
issue at stake is rather that economics in general, and national accounting in particular,
only take into consideration goods and services that are marketable.
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This problem had already been shrewdly identified by Thomas Robert Malthus. He
started by criticizing the definition of wealth proposed by Lord Lauderdale, according
to whom wealth encompasses "all that man desires as useful and delightful to him."
For Malthus, this definition-which was an accurate description of what the "good life"
may be about-was too extensive. He therefore decided to restrict his study to material
objects, i.e., "those which are capable of accumulation and definite valuation." 4 However, this "definite valuation" is nothing but the market price. It is therefore. with full
knowledge of the consequences of limiting the scope of their subject matter that the
first economists chose to ignore a large part of the amenities oflife, under the pretext
that it is not possible to value what is priceless. This calls for two remarks on my part.
First, if economics confines itself to goods and services exchanged on the marketand it is perfectly entitled to do so-a question arises: what is the extent of the goods
and services that elude the market and nevertheless freely circulate between individuals
and households and within society in general in the form of gifts and counter-gifts?
Without going into unnecessary detail, let ine just mention research conducted by.
Ahmet Insel on French society. 5 He comes to the conclusion that the share of gift exchanges (domestic chores, voluntary work, mutual invitations between households)
would approximate two thirds of GNP, if they were converted into money. This calculation does not include inheritances,·or gifts in cash, or ritual presents. Of course, to convert into monetary value gifts that are supposed, by definition, to escape calculation, is
a tricky and questionable procedure. Nevertheless, this evaluation, rough as it may be,
clearly shows that, even in our developed societies, the market is not the only indic~tor
that may explain all existing forms of exchange. To believe that we are subject to "the
dictatorship of the market" is half true: our society could not function for one minute
if it were left under the sway of commoditization only.
Second, we should recall the differences between gift exchange and market exchange.
Let me concentrate on one aspect orrly. What is the main reason for exchanging gifts?
The answer is: to create social links. To give something to someone is an act of both
acknowledgement and recognition; thus the receiver is bound to give back, or rather
to give in turn in order to express acknowledgement and recognition to the first giver.
The value of the gift is unimportant, for when we offer a gift to someone, we hasten to
say, "But it's nothing!"
Similarly, the time lapse between a gift and.a counter-gift is also unimportant, as it is
precisely this duration which maintains social links. These conditions are therefore in
total contradiction to the market scenario. First, partners in exchange do not need to
know each other: the only thing they are interested in is the good at stake and they do
not care about personal relationships. Second, the business must be settled straightaway
and the "gift" in return takes place immediately. Partners may then depart because they

4. Robert Thomas Malthus, Principles of Political Economy, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1989 [1820], pp. 27-28.
5. Ahmet Insel, "La part du don, esquisse d'evaluation", Ce que donner veut dire: Don et interiU,
Paris MAUSS/La Decouverte, 1993, pp. 221-235.
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are free from any further coµimitment. Market exchange not only represents the lowest
level of social relationships but is also the sworn enemy of any social bond.
To conclude briefly on this point, let me underline the extent of transactions that are
beyond the purview of economics, even though we are made to believe that economics
rules the world. Admittedly, as I tried to show in the first part of this presentation, the
mar~et system is progressively colonizing entire fields of our lives which were formerly
exempted from it. In spite of this trend, economics offers a representation of the world
which is partial in both senses of the word: it is biased because it re~ts on the methodological choice of ignoring a large part of social life, and it is partial because it takes a
part for the whole.

Concluding Remarks
Due to the short period of time allowed fo'r this talk, I have been forced to simplify,
to sketch my arguments very roughly, and to dispense with necessary nuances. I must
apologize for this but I hope I was clear enough.
To my mind, "development" -which is but another word for economic growth-is
anything but a panacea. On the contrary: it is far more dangerous than I first thought.
The issue is not whether its promises have been kept or not. The answer is beyond
doubt and we all know it. Neither is it a question of dreaming up alternative theories
that would make it more efficient, more human, more social or more "sustainable." Indeed, any solution that may be chosen necessarily entails economic growth. The question has therefore to be put anew: development is definitely neither "the problem of the
South" nor the achievement of a state of bliss for the whole of mankind. The problem .
is much more global and must be put in a way that takes into account its consequences
on the biosphere scale, in order to grasp the extent of irreversible transformations due
to human activity. At that level, the usual picture changes radically, and former certainties are shattered. Hope turns to despair, and the old dream is replaced by a nightmare
which is still to come. The development we have promoted-with good intentions and
maybe at the cost of personal sacrifices-proves to be nothing but the other side of an
ineluctable degrowth.
A change of perspective therefore discloses new problems that cannot be solved by
using the same approaches as those which have brought these problems about. In other
words, economics, which was conceived in a mechanistic age when the infinite generosity of nature was taken for granted and which has deliberately chosen to focus only
on the market, so as to be able to formulate its laws in mathematical language, has
·now become obsolete. What we know about the world today has nothing to do with
the knowledge of the Enlightenment. Since all other sciences have evolved and have
forsaken their outdated paradigms, why should we be content with an economic "science" that keeps rehearsing a series of"truths" that have remained unchanged since the
nineteenth century? As is always the case, "scale determines phenomena." As the scale
we use to look at the world has changed, so the world is no longer what it used to be.
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The time has come to consider it differently and, hopefully, to see it as it is rather than
as we would wish it to be.
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Response · Replique

Development Studies as Part of Political Process
Bonnie Campbell
It is an honour and a pleasure ·to have been asked to make some brief comments in response to Mr. Rist's address. As did our speaker, I shall speak in both of our languages.
Je dois dire d'entree de jeu que j'ai une admiration inconditionnelle pour le travail .
de M. Rist. Ses analyses decapantes, outils d'eveil pour combien d'entre nous, enseignants et etudiants, sont une contribution inestimable pour interroger et deconstruire
les discours et les pratiques mises de l'avant au nom du« developpement ». Des discours et des pratiques qui servent si souvent a justifier l' extension du systeme que nous
connaissons et qui tentent de faire, comme le soulignait notre conferencier, de l'interet
individuel la source du bonheur collectif.
En tant qu'analyse critique de l'existant, la contribution de M. Rist definit le « developpement »tel qu'il est: la« transformation (et la destruction) de la nature et des
relations sociales en biens et services marchands afin de stimuler la croissance economique ».
La demonstration de ce que « coute » notre systeme est meticl.lleusement menee, et
la presentation des trois categories obsoletes qui viennent d'etre exposees constitue un
enrichissement a la reflexion critique que nous devons collectivement poursuivre. Ces
categories, rappelons-le, sont d'abord la confusion entretenue par le marche entre les
stocks et les fonds qui entraine la dilapidation des ressources non renouvelables. Ensuite, le modele mec~niste, sur lequel s'est fondee l'economie, qui est devenu obsolete
et ne permet pas de comprendre les problemes ecologiques. Enfin, le marche qui exclut
par hypothese ce qui est socialement le plus precieux : le lien social et les biens immateriels. Pour cette contribution, nous vous sommes tres reconnaissants.
La ou je voudra:is m'arreter c'est sur cette notion de« developpement »tel qu'il est,
une notion bien precise de croissance et une notion eminemment ideologique, pour
souligner l'importance de savoir comment n.ous en sommes arrives la. Ceci n;ie parait central et tout a fait complementaire a l'apport de M. Rist, pour savoit pourquoi
d'autres chemins ne semblent pas possibles, OU Ont ete clairement ecartes, et a quelles
conditions ils pourraient devenir envisageables.
Comme l' ecrivait Theotonio dos Santos en 1969 clans son article «La crise de la theorie du developpement et les relations de dependance en Amerique latine » :
Canadian Journal of Development Studies 30, nos. 3-4 (2010 ): 355-359
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Nous rejetons [... ]la possibilite d'une ideologie generale de developpement.
Les ideologies diverses correspondent a divers interets sociaux et [... ] a diverses classes sociales [... ].Les classes interessees par le developpement sont
differentes et cherchent differents chemins de developpement. Il ya done necessairement des fai;:ons non seulement distinctes mais aussi opposees de definir ce qu'est le developpement et quelles sont les mesures pour l'atteindre.
1

Ou sont passes ces « differents chemins de developpement » qui semblaient exister
il ya 40 aris?
To understand the historical processes that explain how we have come to where we
are, we need to understand "development" as it is. To do so, we also need to explore
why other paths that appeared to exist 40 years ago no longer seem conceivable and
appear to have been excluded, particularly if we are interested in understanding the
conditions under which other paths might emerge.
Let me illustrate by an analogy. Our work over quite some years on mining in Africa
and mining regimes led us back to Canada and to the principle of free mining.
The development of the mining sector in Canada was largely influenced by the white
settler colonial context and, in particular, by the interests·of the mining entrepreneurs
themselves. How? In large part, this happened through the principle of free mining,
introduced into our Canadian regulatory and legislative frameworks under the colonial
regime of the i9th century. It resulted from the political objective to generate wealth
"within the framework of the ideology of economic liberalism" (our translation), as well
as from the situation of dependence of the State vis-a-vis the capital, the technologies,
and the expertise of the private mining entrepreneurs! Consequently, it attributed to
them a privileged political status and considerable influence. This principle, also called
"free entry," has in fact characterized the development of the mining sector in various
Canadian provinces to the present day. Several implications are of note, of which the
following four:
i.

2.

The principles inherent in free mining suggest that the development of the mining
sector is not only desirable but also a priority with regard to alternative uses of a
particular territory.
The liberty of action attributed to the mining entrepreneurs has conditioned the
manner in which most Canadian jurisdictions foresee or take account of participation or consultation on the part of communities, notably First nation communities,
affected at the time of the issuing of mining rights. The formal process of consultation and participation of affected communities-often Aboriginal-is generally
deferred to a more advanced stage of mining projects.

i. Theotonio dos Santos,« La crise de la theorie du developpement et Jes relations de dependance
en Amerique latine », L'Homme et la Societe, no 12, 1969, p. 47.
2. Pierre Paquette, L'extraction de matieres premieres et la politique miniere de l'Etat: une analyse
de leur evolution et de leur contribution au developpement economique du Quebec, 1867-1975, Doctoral
thesis, Department of Economics, McGill University, 1982, pp. no; 546-547.
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3. The delegation of authority to mining companies through the principle of free min-

ing often takes place as well to the detriment of the authority of the public adminis~
tration.
4. Free access to the resource and the guarantee of the right to exploit constitute, according to Karen Campbell, key structural issue that contributes to the preferential treatment enjoyed by the mining industry. "3 This explains why regimes based on
free mining appear characterised by an asymmetrical power structure that has had,
and continues to have as a consequence, a constraining and even restricting effect
on the negotiating space oflocal actors with regard to the choice of the development
strategy of their territory.

"a

Why this detour, you may be asking?
Research we have carried out regarding the impact of the reforms introduced to
open up the African mining sector to foreign investment through the liberalization
process of the Bos and 90s points to key consequences, notably social and environmental impacts, but also far-reaching political consequences with regard to limiting state
authority, sovereignty, and political space. This process is accompanied by the introduction and shaping of asymmetrical power relations and institutional arrangements
that contribute to the perpetuation of these consequences.
If analyzed through the lens of the Canadian experience, in many ways the process of
reform of the mining sector in Africa over the last two decades, which began with structural adjustment policies, has produced what might be seen as a simulation of what
was accomplished through the principle of free mining in the white settler colonies.
Interestingly, the role that multi- and bilateral actors, as well as international NGOs,
assume in conditioning the structural relations of power that help determine values,
norms, and practices that enter into the revision of mining regimes has been largely
overlooked. This significant oversight can perhaps be explained at least in part by the
apparent concordance between the values that have shaped mining regimes in North
America and those that have be~n introduced into African regulatory frameworks.
However, the consequences of the manner in which African mining sectors have
been opened to foreign investment have been critical. :f'.our implications are worth
noting:
I.

The strong retrenchment of the state from the sector has also been accompanied by
parallel processes of the redefinition of its role and a reduction of state authority
and sovereignty. A study prepared in 2001 for the World Bank recommended in this
regard:

3. Karen Campbell, Undermining Our Future: How Mining's Privileged Access to Land Harms
People and the Environment, Discussion Paper on the Need to Reform Mineral Tenure Law in Canada,
West Coast Environmental Law Staff Counsel, January 2004.
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(ii) Allowing or expanding private access to resources previously reserved to
the state, which involves a major change in the concept ofsovereignty for many
.developing countries!l. (our italics).
The process of the redefinition of the role of the state in the mining sector and its
sovereignty more generally, in many ways echoes the observations of Susan Strange
with regard to the reduced.autonomy and authority of states, as well as their reduced
capacity to influence the evolution of their own structures. As a counterpart, the
distribution of structural power has clearly been shifted to the advantage of private
actors and notably transnational mining companies. In the volume published in 1991
by Susan Strange with John Stopford and John S. Henley, the consequences of the
growth of foreign direct investments on the structural power of states is described as
follows: "states' positive power to harness internal resources is decidedly constrained
when they try to influence where and how international production takes place. They
find they cannot direct; they can only bargain." 5
3. The narrowing of the margin of manoeuvre of mineral-rich states and of their policy
space as a result of having to respond to an externally driven reform process have
in certain circumstances been accompanied by the institutionalizing of a particular mode of the reproduction of power relations. The "politics of mining" that has
emerged and been perpetuated, notably in countries very well endowed with mineral
resources, is often severely lacking in transparency and accountability.
4. The fourth dimension concerns the emergence and prolonging of particular domestic structural power relations linking African decision makers to powerful foreign
actors, whether corporate, financial, or diplomatic. The possibility of moving beyond
the current situation to one ensuring the introduction of regulatory frameworks
likely to promote alternative developmental and environmental objectives and the
protection of human rights appears constrained in many situations, however, by the
asymmetrical structural relations of power inherited from the past and the hierarchy
of values that these relations perpetuate.
2.

My point in raising this analogy is to underline the importance of understanding
how available options and strategies have been and are continually being conditioned
and at times, narrowed down. It is particularly salient in this regard, to examine the way
in which specific institutional arrangements have been put in place and are being put
in place, how they work and how they are perpetuated, if better understanding is to be
gained as to the conditions needed for them to be transformed.
However, the political dimensions of these processes, as our work on mining reminds us repeatedly, are increasingly being dissimulated and obscured by the tendency
to technicize social and political issues that are increasingly treated above all as proced-

4. Koh Naito, Felix Remy and John P, Williams, Review ofLegal and Fiscal Frameworks for Exploration and Mining, produced for the World Bank, Vol.1, London: Mining Journal Books, 2001, p. 6.
5. John M. Stopford, Susan Strange, and John S. Henley, Rival States, Rival Firms: Competition
for World Market Shares, Call!bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001, p. 14.
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ural issues, to be resolved through the introduction of the right set of administrative
measures. To this must be added the introduction of reforms, the signing of trade and
investment agreements that constrain political space and that often narrow options,
strategies, and policies to those that our countries and the financial institutions propose
and quite often impose.
Ainsi, en abordant le terrain politique, en analysant les dimensions politiques des
reformes, en reintroduisant les' jeux des acteurs et les enjeux de responsabilite, la re. cherche en« developpement » peut fournir des elements des non seulement pour comprendre comment nous en sommes arrives ou nous sommes, mais surtout, sous quelles
· conditions il devient possible d'ouvrir des espaces politiques et de concevoir des arrangements institutionnels permettant de penser le devenir social et collectif autrement.
S'il ya une specificite a la recherche pour le developpement, c'est que la recherche
dans ce domaine, en tant que telle et par dela ses objets singuliers, non seulement
participe de la problematique du developpement, mais intervient comme instrument
soit de prolongation, soit de transformation des relations passees caracterisees par les
asymetries et l'insoutenabilite que no.us connaissons.
S'il ya un role pour les etudes en developpement---: et done une reponse a la question
de savoir comment penser hors de categories devenues obsoletes-, c'est (tout comme
les theories critiques de l'ecofeminisme le suggerent, par exemple) en reconnaissant
qu'il est necessaire de retracer les origines des exploitations, afin non seulement de s'y
opposer, mais aussi, afin de revaloriser les connaissances, les valeurs et les pratiques
indument rejetees au sein de nos societes <lites « modernes ». Mais c'est surtout en
reconnaissant ce domaine d'etudes comme partie integrante de processus politiques
(development studies as part of a political process), et en reconnaissant au chercheur le
role de revelateur, de decapeur de ces processus, com.me vous le faites si admirablement
bien, M. Rist.
Merci.

Gouvernance, contetfation et developpement
en Asie du Sud-Est

Introduction
Aujourd'hui, alors que l'attention des specialistes du developpement se concentre
autour des enjeux de gouvernance democratique, il est utile de s'interroger sur sa pertinence theorique lorsqu'il s'agit de comprendre les dynamiques politiques qui marquent
plusieurs Etats de l'Asie du Sud-Est. Trop souvent comprise comme etant la« bonne
gouvernance »'et associee a une approche normative promue par les bailleurs de fonds
internationaux depuis les annees 19802, il apparait ici plus heuristique d'apprehender la
gouvernance, telle que proposee par Smouts, Battistella et Venesson, comme etant un
outil d'analyse ((pour etudier des situations dans lesquelles le lieu et_la nature des autorites effectives et des pouvoirs de decision sont mouvants et incertains » (2003, 238).
A partir de ce point de depart voulant, qu'au fond, la gouvernance condense et resulte des rapports de forces politiques et socio-economiques a l'interieur d'un :Etat,
il devient fascinant de tenter de saisir les dynamiques contemporaines qui marquent
l'Asie du Sud-Est. De la, l'idee de comparer trois Etats (Laos, Malaisie et Philippines)
qui offrent d'interessants contrastes et paradoxes. D'un cote, les Philippines, longtemps
considerees comme un modele de transition democratique reussie a la suite du soulevement populaire de 1986 qui a marque la fin de la dictature de Marcos, mais qui au
fond reste un Etat marque par le pouvoir oligarchique et l'arbitraire. A l'autre bout du
spectre, le Laos, pays officiellement socialiste dirige par un parti unique, mais qui ouvre
de plus en plus ses frontieres a l'investissement etranger et aussi a la presence croissante
d'organisations non gouvernementales. Au milieu, la Malaisie, presentee comme l'un
des « Tigres » de la region avec un developpement economique soutenu depuis plus
de 20 ans et une stabilite politique relative, marquee par·un regime politique semiautoritaire. Ainsi, la question qui traverse les quatre articles ici presentes est celle de
comprendre l'agencement particulier des rapports de pouvoir non seulement au sein de

i. lei, on entend ia notion de gouvernance telle qu'elle a ete empruntee au langage de la gestion,
voulant que Jes decideurs puissent « assurer un equilibre entre Jes interets des actionnaires (shareholders) et ceux de !'ensemble des autres parties prenantes liees a la firme (stakeholders)» (Smouts,
.
Battistella et Venesson 2003, 237).
2. Voir Fisette et Raffinot 2010.
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l'Etat, mais aussi entre ses differents representants et les forces politiques et sociales a
l' exterieur de celui-ci3. Comme le demontrent les quatre articles, cet agencement est a la
fois relativement stable dans le temps, malgre diverses formes d'opposition parfois secretes ou discretes (par exemple : utilisation des nouvelles technologies du W eh, petits
projets de developpement, formations sur les droits), ou parfois bruyantes et ouvertes
(entre auties, mobilisation dans la rue, tentative de coup d'Etat ou encore lutte armee).
Au-dela d'une analyse qui voudrait que I'organisation d'elections ou encore de la presence d'une societe civife (souvent definie par la presence d'ONG) soient garantes d'une
gouvernance democratique OU d'une consolidation democratique, les etudes proposees
ici offrent plutot une perspective nuancee des formes de domination contemporaines.
Ancrees dans une comprehension fine de la persistance des mecanismes de controle
et de coercition des elites politiques et de la capture' des institutions etatiques, ces etudes
de cas revelent qu'il est impossible de reduire a une Serie de presupposes axiomatiques
ou de preconditions, les possibilites de la mise en place de politiques de d~veloppement
inclusif et participatif. Au contraire, ce qui ressort de l'analyse, c'est que les dynamiques
de contestation politique s'inscrivent a l'interieur de structures politiques et socio-economiques tributaires de processus historiques marques a la fois par la formation de
l'Etat-nation, la definition de l'espace politique public, la repartition du pouvoir au
sein des institutions etatiques, ainsi que les experiences passees de mobilisation et de
contestation4 • Plutot qu'une demarche causale lineaire, les quatre articles demontrent
que l'agencement entre facteurs explicatifs pouvant permettre une plus grande participation politique, une democratisation politique et un developpement equitable est
loin d'etre fixe dans le temps. Si la mise en place d'organisations populaires au sein _,
de la societe civile peut aun moment contribuer aune plus grande democratisation, a
d'autres moments, ces organisations peuvent venir renforcer les structures de pouvoir
existantes. Tout comme les elections ont intrinsequement un double caractere: d'une
part, permettre une participation politique plus large, mais en meme temps, pacifier
une population mobilisee et revendicatrice 5• Enfin, les nouvelles technologies de !'information offrent des moyens originaux et novateurs de plaidoirie politique .et de reseautage, mais en meme temps, elles peuvent contribuer a atomiser la militance OU reduire
I' opposition politique a une lutte cybernetique.
Ce sont ces aspects contradictoires ou paradoxaux des formes de contestation et
d'expressions politiques que les auteurs des quatre etudes de cas tentent de presenter
dans leur analyse du Laos, de la Malaisie et des Philippines. Dans son article sur le
Laos, Steeve Daviau examine comment un secteur d' organisations de la societe civile se
developpe actuellement au Laos, largement articule autour de l'etablissement d'ONG.
Bien que contraintes par la nature du regime politique, ces organisations emergent peu
3. Ces quatre articles s'inscrivent dans la lignee de plusieurs ouvrages parus au cours des
15 dernieres annees et qui s'interessent aux interactions entre elections, democratisation et mobilisation de la societe civile, entre autres : Rodan 1996; Taylor 1996; Franco 2001; Boudreau 2004; Alagappa
2004; Hedman 2006; Loh Kok Wah et Ojendal 2005; Weiss 2006; Quimpo 2008.

4. Pour une telle analyse appliquee au monde rural de l'Asie du Sud-Est, voir Caou.ette et Turner
2009.
5. Cette idee est developpee entre autres par Anderson 1996.
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a peu clans les marges du pouvoir, mais en meme temps, l'Etat laotien developpe des
mecanismes de contr6le, entre autres a travers le Decret national Sur la societe civile.
Pour !'instant, il s'agit d'un phenomene encore nouveau, mais deja le double caractere
du developpement de ces organisations emerge alors que l'Etat discipline cet espace et
que certaines acceptent ces contraintes ou accentuent leur dependance par rapport a
un financement exterieur.
"
Le premier article sur la Malaisie par Patricia Sloane-White et Isabelle Beaulieu illustre avec une grande lucidite le pouvoir de recuperation et de contr6le de la contestation
par l'Etat, d'une part, a travers une serie de legislations et de lois qui contraignent la
dissidence et, d'autre part, par differentes politiques de redistribution. Cet agencement
entre cooptation et coercition rendue possible par la nature de I' economie rentiere de la
Malaisie a permis a la coalition au pouvoir depuis 50 ans de s'assurer une grande stabilite. Au meme moment;cette stabilite et ce systeme particulier de gestion politique qui
recompense la conformite et reprime la dissidence se perpetue aussi par le maintien et
la reproduction. d'une elite malaisienne (les bumiputeras) reliee par une variete de reseaux d' appartenance et socialisation, en particulier a travers un parcours scolaire au sein
d'ecoles et de colleges elitistes. En meme temps, comme le demontrent Sandra Smeltzer et Douglas Keddy, la dissension reste presente et se renouvelle constamment tant
clans ses pratiques que clans ses demandes. Aujourd'hui, les sites de reseautage social, tels
Friendster, MySpace et surtout Facebook semblent prendre la releve ou du moins s'ajouter aux formes plus traditionnelles de contestation politique, telles les manifestations, les
piquets ou encore, les publications papier. A la fois de plus en plus accessible aux jeunes
des classes moyennes et a travers l'appui indirect de l'Etat qui cherche a constituer une
citoyennete branchee, le militantisme cybernetique semble en pleine expansion tout en
portant en lui les memes contradictions que celui ailleurs en Occident, soit son atomisation, son individualite et surtout sa circularite potentielle, c'est-a-dire une conversation
entre individus deja convaincus et qui partagent des idees semblables. II n'en reste pas
moins que l'acceleration phenomenale du reseautage social et politique a travers le Web,
en meme temps que les resultats surprenants de la derniere election (mars 2008), OU po ur
la premiere fois, la Coalition nationale (Barisan Nasional) a perdu sa majorite des deuxtiers au Parlement, justifient de s'interroger sur une possible interaction causale entre ses
resultats et les nouvelles modalites de militantisme politique.
Enfin, I' article sur les derives de la gouvernance aux Philippines revele combien il importe de situer la contestation et les luttes electorales a l'interieur de structures politiques
et socio-economiques particulieres. Plut6t que d'affirmer I'existence d'une affinite elective
entre democratisation et electoralisme, clans ce cas precis, il faut voir comment les structures coloniales mises en place tout d'abord par les Espagnols, puis par les Americains,
ont su creer une forme d'electoralisme pernicieux. Ce systeme a permis et permet encore
aujourd'hui a une oligarchie terrienne puissante et finement habile d'utiliser les elections
a des fins non pas partisanes, mais plut6t patrimoniales et ainsi de depourvoir le tresor
public philippin, telle une marge de credit. Selon cette perspective, la dictature de Marcos
ne peut se concevoir comme « accident » de parcours de la democratie philippine, mais
plut6t la manifestation extreme du systeme oligarchique mis en place depuis l'indepen-·
dance, mais deja largement constitue au moment de !'ere coloniale. Enfin, tout comme
1
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pour les autres etudes de cas, la comprehension de ce systeme de gouvernance hautement
personnalise, fractionne depend aussi d'un agencement institutionnel particulier. Dans
le cas des Philippines, la faiblesse des institutions etatiques, y compris des forces armees
. hautement politisees et loin de l'objectif d'une armee professionnelle etapolitique, permet
aux modes d'appropriation du pouvoir politique et des donnees publiques de se maintenir et se perpetuer malgre le fait que les Philippines hebergent sans doute le plus grand
nombre d'ONG par personne de la region. Un autre rappel qu'il n'y a rien d'evident ou
d'automatique lorsque vient le temps d'apprehender le potentiel de transformation reel et
fictif de la societe civile. Dans l'ensemble, ces quatre articles appellent a un~ theorisation
plurielle et nouvelle des dyn;:imiques politiques, enracinee dans la trajectoire particuliere
des Etats de l'Asie du Sud-Est6•
Bonne lecture,
DOMINIQUE CAOUETTE,

Universite de Montreal
Responsable de la sectionthematique
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Oligarchie, electoralisme et contestation politique ·
les derives du neopatrimonialisme et
de l'Etat philippin contemporain 1
Dominique Caouette

RESUME L'analyse de l'Etat philippin est riche autant dans les typologies utilisees que dans
l'etendue des recherches qui ont ete menees au cours de 25 dernieres annees. En fait, la mise
en place de la dictature de Marcos en 1972 est rapidement devenue le referent, le point d'ancrage de cette multitude analytique, les uns et les autres comparant les regimes subsequents
partir du standard etabli par ce dernier. Plusieurs y ont vu plutot la version quasi-caricaturale,
celle poussee I' extreme d'une logique inherente au systeme politique largement mis en place
durant la periode americaine (1898-1946). Dans cet article, !'auteur explore cette riche litterature avec une optique particuliere, expliquer la mise en place d'une nouvelle manifestation
du neopatrimonialisme associee un regime d~ democratie oligarchique qui s'incarne dans
la presidence actuelle de Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo (depuis 2001). La saisissante continuite
qui existe entre diverses variantes de gouvernance neopatrimoniale est egalement analysee,
depuis l'independance al'ere de Marcos de 1972 a1986, puis plus recemment dans l'aventure
rocambolesque de la presidence de Joseph Estrada entre 1998 et 2001, et aujourd'hui avec le
regime de Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo.

a

a

a

ABSTRACT The analysis of the Philippine state provides in-depth perspective in terms of
both the typologies used and the breadth of the research conducted over the past 25 years.
The establishment of the Marcos dictatorship in 1972 becomes the reference point for this
multi-pronged analysis, with each subsequent regime compared to it: This period in Philippine
history is often viewed as a quasi-caricatural extension of the political system which was widely
entrenched during the American period (1898-1946). In this article, the author explores this
wealth of literature from a unique standpoint, and explains the rise of a new form of neopatrimonialism manifested in the current oligarchic democracy ofGloria Macapagal-Arroyo's
presidency, dating from 2ooi. The striking consistency across various forms of necipatrimonial
governance is also analyzed, beginning with the period extending from independence to the
Marcos era (1972-1986), and continuing through the more recent and unconventional Joseph
Estrada presidency from 1998 to 2001, Up to the current regime of Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo.

i. Une version abregee de cet article para1tra bientot: Caouette D., « Caciquisme, capitalisme de connivence et oligarchie: les travers de l'Etat philippin contemporain », dans Bach D. et Gazibo M. (dir.), Etat et
neopatrimonialisme :'genese et trajectoires contemporaines, (soumis aux Presses de l'Universite d'Ottawa).
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Introduction
En fevrier 2006, alors que les Philippines s'appretaient a feter les 20 ans de la revolte
populaire qui avait mis fin a la dictature de Ferdinand Marcos\ la presidente Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo proclamait l'etat d'urgence. Declarant qu'elle venait de dejouer une
tentative de coup militaire planifiee par uncertain nombre d'officiers des forces d'elite,
elle interdisait les rassemblements populaires, imposait un couvre-feu et autorisait des
arrestations sans mandat (Gomez 2006). Dans la meme lancee, elle accusait egalement
la gauche communiste d'avoir concocte une alliance tactique avec ces memes militaires
pour renverser le gouvernement. Un peu plus d'une semairie plus tard, soit le 3 mars,
Macapagal-Arroyo annorn;:ait qu'elle etait en mesure de lever l'etat d'urgence, affirmant
que le calme etait revenu et qu'elle etait a mem"e de contr6ler la situation..
Ce nouvel ·episode de !'imbroglio politique qui caracterise les Philippines depuis la
« transition democratique » d'il ya 20 ans, illustre bien les difficultes et contradictions
inherentes a une democratie inachevee, greffee sur une structure de pouvoir oligarchique, des forces armees de plus en plus politisees, et une societe civile qui voit clans
la rue un exutoire a ses frustrations. Au-dela d'un electoralisme douteux et de l'idee
d'une democratie malmenee, sujette a des crises soudaines et imprevisibles, c'est la
continuite avec le passe qui frappe au regard de la nature des luttes politiques depuis
les 20 dernieres annees.
Le texte qui suit constitue une tentative de restitution des modalites d'expression du
patrimonialisme aux Philippines. Apres une presentation des racines historiques du re"
gime politique, on s'attachera a comprendre les mecanismes, en particulier le contr6le
des luttes electorales qui ont permis et permettent toujours aux elites oligarchiques de
conforter leur mainrriise sur l'Etat philippin. 11 sera, en particulier, question du double
caractere de l'Etat philippin, a la fois patrimonial et oligarchique. S'inspirant des theses
de Weber, le qualificatif « d'Etat oligarchique patrimonial» propose par Paul Hutchcroft (1998) est particulierement approprie pour saisir les dynamiques politiques du
pays. Selon l'auteur, les Philippines illustrent bien cette forme etatique clans laquelle
((la force sociale dominante possede une base economique independante en grande
partie de l'appareil etatique, neanmoins l'Etat joue un role central clans le processus
d'accumulation de la richesse » [traduction] (1998, 52). Ainsi, tout comme clans les Etats
patrimoniaux en general, il existe une mince separation entre le prive et le public, mais
plus precisement aux Philippines, ce sont les elites terriennes constituees de grandes
familles capables d'imposer leurs vues et visees sur l'appareil bureaucratique et meme
electoral qui determinent le caractere oligarchique de l'Etat. Ainsi, contrairement a un
2. Le soulevement de fevrier 1986 fait partie integrante de la mythologie politique nationale et est
celebre rituellement chaque annee. On y fait reference sous le nom d'EDSA, acronyme de l'Epifanio
de los Santos Avenue qui traverse la ville de Manille en passant entre deux camps militaires, le camp
Crame et le camp Aguinaldo. C'est la que s'etaient refugies Jes officiers militaires qui avaient initie
la rebellion contre Marcos. Leur mutinerie avait alors ete relayee par l'appel du Cardinal Sin et de
diverses figures de !'opposition, provoquant une mobilisation generale sur l'EDSA (Anderson 1988;
Wurfel 1988).
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Etat patrimonial de type classique ou le controle de l'appareil administratif est central,
le centre de pouvoir repose al' exterieur de la bureaucratie qui reste totalement penetree
et loyale aU:x interets de differentes factions de l'oligarchie terrienne et souvent incapable de mettre en place de veritables reformes (Hutchcroft 1998, 53).

Les fondements d'un Etat patrimonial et oligarchique
Afin de mieux saisir !'importance de !'interpenetration entre economie et politique
aux Philippines, il importe de remonter a la periode de la colonisation, tout d'abord
par les Espagnols, puis par les Americains au tournant du :xxe siecle. Si l'cin reprend la
periodisation proposee par Hawes (1987, 19), trois grandes periodes se sont succedees, a
savoir l' emergence d'une oligarchie terrienne au moment de la colonisation americaine,
puis une diversification des interets de l'elite apres la Deuxieme Guerre mondiale, et
enfin une desintegration de cette cohesion intra-elite durant les annees 1960. C'est en
examinant la mise en place d'une elite terrienne liee aux marches internationaux par
le biais des cultures destinees a !'exportation que l'on arrive le mieux a saisir en quoi
le systeme politique est devenu oligarchique. La courte periode d'industrialisation par
substitution des importations observee au debut des annees 1960 a cree d'importantes
tensions au sein de cette elite, mais le controle de l'appareil politique par cette elite n'en
a pas vraiment ete modifie. L'emergence et !'importance des mobilisations populaires
a la fin de la dictature de Ferdinand Marcos n'ont pas veritablement remis en cause cet
heritage.
·

La colonisation espagnole
C'est avec la colonisation espagnole au XVI< siecle que l'on voit se mettre en place les
grandes familles terriennes, qu'Anderson (1998) qualifie de« caciques ». Ces grandes
familles formees en grande partie des ari.ciennes elites autochtones constitueront le
noyau de l'oligarchie terrienne (Hawes 1987, 125). N'ayant pas vraiment trouve d'or ou
de metaux precieux, la colonisation espagnole se caracterise par le peu d'investissement
en infrastructures. Une grande partie de la gestion de la colonie est d'ailleurs sous la
responsabilite d'une variete de congregations religieuses qui, au fil des ans, sauront
acquerir le controle d'une bonne partie du territoire de l'archipel (Anderson 1988, 5).
De fait, pendant longtemps, Manille, la nouvelle capitale, n'est guere plus qu'un grand
entrepot pour les produits provenant de la Chine ou qui y sont destines. La soie et les
porcelaines chinoises sont achetees avec l'argent du Mexique pour etre revendues avec
d'enormes profits de l'autre cote du Pacifique et en Europe. C'est a la fin du XVIII<
siecle, lorsque port de Manille s'ouvre au commerce international et aux vaisseaux
etrangers, qu' emerge la premiere veritable incitation a la commercialisation a plus large .
echelle de produits agricoles tropicaux, tels le Sucre, l'indigo et l'abaca3• Alors qu'en

1e

3. L'abaca, egalement appele chanvre de Manille, est une fibre textile fabriquee apartir des feuilles
de bananier pouvant etre tissees utilisee dans la confection de vetements mais aussi une multitude de
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1855 les exportations de sucre totalisaient 53 ooo.tonnes et celles d'abaca 12 ooo tonnes,
40 ans plus tard, ces exportations sont respectivement de 376 ooo et 70 ooo tonnes
(Hawes 1987, 22). Avec l'essor du commerce des produits tropicaux, les meztisos (metis-

ses nes d'un pere chinois OU espagnol et d'une mere philippine) realisent !'importance
qu'il ya a accumuler de la terre.

La colonisation americaine
Les luttes pour l'independance de la fin du.XIX< siecle (Agoncillo 1956; Anderson 2005)
et la colonisation americaine a partir de 1898 ala suite de la guerre hispano-americaine
ne vont guere modifier cette concentration des meilleures terres arables, specialement
autour des cultures d'exportation. En fait, !'insertion de l'economie philippine dans
la sphere economique americaine a travers une serie de traites aura surtout pour effet
d'intensifier la place des cultures d'exportation, tout en renfon;:ant la concentration des
terres entre quelques mains (Abinales et Amoroso 2005, 117-130).
A travers ce processus de monopolisation terrienne, la colonisation americaine va
contribuer de maniere significative a la consolidation d'une oligarchie nationale solidement etablie et bien en vue alors que se mettent en place des institutions politiques
bicamerales, inspirees du Congres, mais sans veritable ajustement. Ainsi que l'explique .
Anderson (1988, 11), « ce nouveau systeme de representation se revele etre tout a fait
adapte aux ambitions sociales et geographiques des nouveaux riches mestizos, leur
base economique etant enracinee dans l'agriculture d'hacienda et non dans la capitale »
[traduction].
Cette oligarchie terrienne va graduellement asseoir son autorite non seulement sur
les institutions nationales, mais aussi locales en contr6lant notamment les postes electifs et en tissant tout un reseau de patronage; Elle n'assume pas d'emblee la variete
de postes bureaucratiques, mais promeut plut6t une suite de fideles qui doivent leurs
postes bureaucratiques aux faveurs et aux largesses de leur « parrains »4 (Hutchcroft
1991, 421). De plus, son statut et son prestige social sont egalement consolides avec
l'envoi de sa progeniture dans les meilleures un.iversites americaines. Celle-ci finira
· d'ailleurs par constituer une nouvelle classe de professionnels dans les domaines de la
medecine, du barreau et des autres professions liberales (Hawes 1987, 28). A travers ses
reseaux, l'oligarchie terrienne etablit egalement un contr6le sur l'ensemble de l'appareil
bureaucratique.
C'est durant cette periode, egalement marquee par l'adoption en grande partie du
systeme electoral americain, que se forgent les caracteristiques particulieres du patrimonialisme philippin. Du fait de criteres restrictifs - linguistiques, de propriete et d'alproduits tels Jes cordages, Jes sandales et meme la fabrication de meubles.
4. Aux Philippines, la pratique du parrainage constitue un veritable mecanisme de promotion
sociale et de securite sociale. Ainsi, !ors de mariage et de bapteme, ii est possible de nommer un
nombre important de« parrains »et de« marraines ,,; habituellement des gens influents et/ou riches
ainsi_que des amis et parents proches. Une fois lies en tant que « comperes »,des obligations morales d'assistarice mutuelle permettent souvent un echange de faveurs et constituent une possibilite
d'avancement ou d'acces ades postes gouvernementaux ou, en cas de crise, un filet de securite sociale.
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phabetisme -, jusqu'a la Seconde Guerre. mondiale seulement 14 % de la population
peut voter, ce qui circonscrit de maniere significative les possibilites de participation
populaire (Anderson 1996, 24). En outre, le system~ electoral qui prevoit un seul representant par district prend rapidement mi tour oligarchique et patrimonial. La grande
variete des langues locales permet aux politiciens d'utiliser non seulement le ·pouvoir de
I' argent, les liens patrons-clients, mais aussi les barrieres linguistiques comme sources
de legitimation et de domination. Ce systeme electoral assure une certaine stabilite
politique car il disperse le pouvoir de maniere horizon tale a travers l'archipel. II permet
egalement la formation de liens verticaux car les oligarques terriens s'assurent d'line
certaine representation a Manille. Toutefois, il n'y a pas de creation d'une bureaucratie
professionnelle centralisee (Anderson 1996, 22). En fin de compte, la periode coloniale
americaine se traduit par l'etablissement d'un Etat OU I' elite terrienne contr6le fermemeht «tout autant l'economie que le politique »(Hawes 1987, 19).
Ce systeme demeure relativement stable durant I' ere americaine grace au libre acces
economique qui est offert, en particulier a l'industrie du sucre, au marche des .EtatsUnis, alors l'un des plus proteges du monde (Anderson 1996, 22). Cette industrie prend
d'ailleurs un enorme essor car l'acces au marche americain permet de_vendre du sucre
a des prix beaucoup plus eleves que sur le marche mondial et assure la consolidation
d'une oligarchie sucriere. L'epoque americaine est egalement propice a I' emergence de
nouvelles grandes familles du fait de la vente de 400 ooo acres de terres agricoles des
plus fertiles, confisquees par les Americains aux congregations religieuses (Roth 1977).
Le contr6le oligarchique de la legislature coloniale permet egalement le « pillage » des
tresors publics a travers des institutions gouvernementales telle:; que la Banque centrale
des Philippines. En depit des 35 annees durant lesqueHes sont organisees des elections,
celles-ci n'engendreront pas la moindre legislation destinee a avoir des effets benefiques
pour la population philippine clans son ensemble (Anderson 1996, 22).

Vers une democratie oligarchique
L'occupation japonaise (1941-1945) ouvre la porte a l'independance du pays, sans toutefois modifier un systeme de domination ou continuent de s'entremeler pouvoir politique et pouvoir economique. Ce dernier reste largement concentre entre les mains
de I' oligarchie terrienne organisee au tour de grandes familles souvent sous I' egide
d'un patriarche (Hawes 1987, 28; Steinberg 1971; McCoy 1994; Wurfel 1980; Abinales et Amoroso 2005). Si I' occupation japonaise et la guerre ont affecte de maniere
significative I' ecoriomie, elles .n' ont pas pour autant permis de briser le contr6le de
l'oligarchie malgre une pression grandissante des paysans resistants qui, au moment de
l'independance, vont exiger une serie de reformes relatives en particulier au contr6le de
la terre 5• L'aide, les investissements et le soutien militaire des Etats-Unis clans la lutte
anti-insurrectionnelle sont determinantes pour la restauration de l'ordre oligarchique.
5. De 1948 a1954, le centre du pays est le theatre d'une rebellion armee paysanne qui revendique la
repartition des terres, une democratisation des processus electoraux et une plus grande participation.
politique (Kerkvliet 1979).
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Trois accords bilateraux avec les Etats-Unis s'averent decisifs pour le retablissement
de la mainmise politique et economique de l'oligarchie: le Tyding Rehabilitation Act
garantit aux Philippines 620 millions de dollars pour la reconstruction du pays et en
particulier une rehabilitation rapide du secteur agro-exportateur; un second traite garantit aux Amerieains le controle et I' utilisation de leur bases militaires (23 installations
reparties Sur I' ensemble de l'archipel) pour 99 ans (Anderson 1988, 14). Enfin, le Bell
Act retablit le libre-echange avec les Etats-Unis, permettant ainsi un meilleur acces au
marche americain pour les produits philippins (Hawes 1987, 29).
Jusqu'a la fin des annees 1950, ce systeme economique, essentiellement fonde sur les
exportations agraires vers le marche americain, permet a l'oligarchie terrienne de maintenir son controfo politique. Des balances de paiements de plus en plus negatives dues
a la reduction des depenses americaines aux Philippines, associees a une baisse des prix
des produits d'exportation et a une augmentation des couts des biens d'importation,
conduiront le gouvernement philippin a mettre en place une serie de politiques associees au modele d'industrialisation par substitution des importations. Ces politiques
industrielles jointes a un nouveau militantisme etudiant et ouvrier vont creer certains
remous a l'interieur de la coalition gouvernementale sans toutefois remettre en question le caractere oligarchique de la gouvernance. Alors que l'economie se modernise
peu a peu tout en conservant son caractere agraire, il est possible de voir emerger de
maniere plus precise les caracteristiques associees a l'Etat neopatrimonial oligarchique.
Le systeme electoral s'est egalement adapte aux conditions de l'independance, dans
un pays denue de bureaucratie centrale coherente et solide, sans armee professionnelle et ou le controle de la police et des armees privees est fragmente et domine par
des oligarques provinciaux (Anderson 1988, 23-24). L'argent et la violence deviennent
deux composantes intrinseques des luttes politiques. Cela conduit a un pillage encore
.plus intensif des finances publiques et a la formation de reseaux complexes de machi..:
nes politiques souvent organisees autour d'un oligarque ou d'une famille puissante
(Anderson 1988, 24; voir aussi Sidel 1999; Kingsbury '.1.005; Wurfel 1988). Les tactiques
electorales deployees vont de l'achat de votes a l'in.timidation directe par des milices
privees (Franco 2001; Quimpo 2008). Alors que dans la periode de l'apres-guerre, ces
milices avaient pour fonction premiere de controler et de reprimer les mouvements·
paysans (Ileto 1979), celles-ci sont maintenant deployees dans le cadre de competition
intra-oligarchique. (Anderson 1988, 18).

Caciquisme et dictatµre: Ferdinand Marcos (1972-1986)
Avec la montee des demandes de participation populaire, les tensions se developpent
a l'interieur de la coalition oligarchique autour du type de politiques a favoriser. Alors
que les politiques de substitution des importations s'essoufflent, le FMI et la Banque
mondiale deviennent des acteurs essentiels, a travers l' octroi de prets croissants au
gouvernement philippin pour couvrir les deficits recurrents de la balance des paiements
(Wurfel 1988, 16; Lichauco 1988~ 32-38). Maintenir le modele de gouvernance oligarchique apparait de plus en plus difficile dans un tel contexte. C'est qu'alors qu'emerge la
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figure de Ferdinand Marcos qui, elu en 1965 et reelu en 1969, proclame la loi martiale
en 1972.
Marcos etait confronte al'impossibilite d'une nouvelle reelection et a la lenteur des
travaux d'une Convention constitutionnelle qui aurait du, selon ses plans, proposer la
mise en place d'un systeme parlementaire pouvant assurer la perennite de son r~gime.
Il va choisir de centraliser d'une maniere inedite l' ense1'.1ble du pouvoir politique et
de briser le modus operandi oligarchique qui avait caracterise les Philippines depuis
les debuts de la colonisation amerl.caine. La declaration de la loi martiale marque le
debut d'un regime autoritaire caracterise par la domination de Marcos et sa famille,
ses « cronies » et les militaires. Hutchcroft definit les cronies comme etant les individus
et les familles les plus favorisees par le regime (1991, 435). D'ailleurs, pour l'auteur,
les Philippines constituent une forme de« booty capitalism » (capitalisme du pillage)
marque par l' extraction massive et recurrente de privileges et de ressources etatiques
de la part des cronies et des grandes familles oligarchiques, d'ou l'importance des luttes
inter-oligarchiques (Hutchcroft 1998, 20).
Marcos n'est pas le seul dirigeant autoritaire en Asiedu Sud-Est acette epoque. Qu'il
suffise de citer Suharto en Indonesie ou les generaux au pouvoir en Thai:lande et en
Birmanie. Neanmoins, Marcos et ses acolytes (cronies) illustrent sans doute le mieux
les formes predatrices de gouvernance patrimoniale, tant le pillage de l'Etat et du tresor
public est organise de maniere discretionnaire et orientee en vue de soutenir un reseau
de patronage prive etendu al'ensemble du pays; De plus, il n'existe pas, pour ainsi dire,
une tradition bureaucratique independante ou encore une armee professionnelle. Au
contraire, Marcos saura rapidement s'allier de larges secteurs des forces armees et policieres qu'il met a son serVice. L'accroissement des effectifs de l'armee va de pair avec
leur implication croissante clans le maintien de l'ordre civil, des opportunites elargies
pour participer directement OU indirectement ala Vie economique et, pour les soldats,
des augmentations de salaire (Hawes 1987, 40). Afin de s'assurer la loyaute des militaires, Marcos sait habilement redistribuer, qu'il s'agisse de « la gestion des proprietes confisqueeS a des opposants, des entreprises publiques, des biens immobiliers OU
autres » (Anderson 1988, 23).
Au meme moment, Marcos se presente al'etranger comme une force stabilisatrice et
un allie indefectible des Americains, embourbes au Viet Nam et soucieux de maintenir
leurs bases en Asiedu Sud-Est. Marcos tire egalement parti de l'importance strategique des bases militaires mises ala disposition des Etats-Unis pour rerpplir ses propres
coffres (Hutchcroft 1991, 429 ). Faisant un large usage de la. violence, le regime civil philippin met en place un systeme de monopoles qui vont ruiner l'economie philippine,
alors meme que le regime des militaires thai:landais s'avere a la fois moins coercitif et
plus propice a un boom economique (Anderson 1996, 25).
Ce pillage personnalise de Marcos et de ses allies ne se fait pas sans resistance. Des
la fin des annees 1970, la guerilla dirigee par le parti communiste philippin (CPP) s'intensifie, de meme qu"un mouvement d'opposition au sein des grandes familles oligarques isolees du pouvoir et clans certains cas depossedees par le regime de Marcos. ·
Cette opposition multiforme s'elargira specialement apres l'assassinat de l'opposant au
regime, Beriigno Aquino, au moment de son retour d'exil politique (Rocamora 1994;
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Caouette 2002). Face acette opposition et au scepticisme grandissant des Americains,
Marcos opte pour la voie electorale et annonce une election presidentielle impromptue
en novembre 1985 6 •
Cependant, son calcul lui joue un tour. En 1985, ce mouvement d'opposition s'est
elargi, il comprend alors une bonne partie de la classe entrepreneuriale, une partie de
l'Eglise catholique (y compris certains membres de la hierarchie), une partie des classes
moyennes7, plusieurs secteurs populaires importants, !'intelligentsia, plusieurs jeunes
officiers militaires et aussi un nombre important d'oligarques exclus du cercle restreint
des proteges de Marcos. En marge du depouillement des sctutins en fevrier 1986, qui
donne Marcos gagnant face a la candidate vedette Corazon Cojuangco Aquino, veuve
de Benigno Aquino, deux acolytes de Marcos, son sous-chef d'etat-major Fidel Ramos
et son ministre de la Defense Juan Ponce Enrile, lancent une mutinerie. Celle-ci est
alors soutenue par une large mobilisation populaire lancee suite a l'appel de !'opposition, en particulier celui de !'influent Cardinal Sin. Devant !'impasse et le retrait du
soutien des Americains, Marcos et sa famille acceptent de quitter le pays pour un exil
douillet aHawa"i.

Le retour des oligarques
Durant les premiers mois de la presidence Aquino, la vie politique semble placee sous le
signe de l'ouverture, avec la formation d'un cabinet qui comprend plusieurs representants de la societe civile et des personnalites qui n'ont pas necessairement de liens avec
les grandes dynasties oligarques (Anderson 1988; Kingsbury 2005; Magno 1989; Nemenzo 1988). Cette ouverture democratique va etre de courte duree. La coalition reunie autour d'Aquino s'avere trop heterogene, tandis que l'armee et plusieurs elements
de l'oligarchie restent mefiants face a des personnalites jugees trop menac;:antes pour
leurs inten~ts. L'armee reste toutefois trop divisee pour prendre le pouvoir, comme le
montre l'echec de six tentatives de coup d'.Etat. Neanmoins, ces rebellions vont inciter
le gouvernement d'Aquino arenouer avec les logiques de fonctionnement oligarchique
(Bello et Gershman 1990).
Lorsque prend fin le mandat d'Aquino, une veritable restauration oligarchique a
pris place. Celle ci s'est traduite par la restauratiOn d'une grande partie des privileges
des cronies de Marcos et une approche laxiste par rapport aux poursuites judiciaires
(Kingsbury 2005, 308). Les instances electorales nationales, le Congres et le Senat,
jouent a nouveau leurs fonctions premieres de pacification face a urie population mobilisee autour de la destitution de Marcos. Au meme moment, les quelques mesures
legislatives qui avaient une teneur sociale, tel le programme de reforme agraire, ont
6. Lorsqu'il annonce cette consultation electorale durant une entrevue sur une chaine de television americaine, Marcos veut apaiser !'opinion internationale qui Jui est de plus en plus defavorable
. (Wurfel 1988, 295).
7. Il faut souligner qu'une partie des classes moyennes se prevaut des politiques migratoires relativement favorables de plusieurs pays occidentaux dont Jes Etats-Unis pour quitter le pays et ce, dep'uis
Jes annees 1960 (Anderson 1994, 24).
.
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ete progressivemeri.t videes de leur contenu (Putzel 1992; Wurfel 1988, 321-323; Goodn.o
1991, 269-277) et ce, malgre la proliferation d'organisations non gouvernementales et
d'associations de la societe civile (Hilhorst 2003; Clarke 1998).
L'element marquant de la fin du regime d'Aquino est son transfert pacifique du
pouvoir, a la suite de I' election de Fidel Ramos, ancien chef d'etat-major puis ministre
de la Defense. Ramos retablit les finances publiques en faisant.appel aux institutions
financieres internationales. En fait, les structures de pouvoir sous-jacentes ne changent
pas vraiment. Ce que l'on peut observer c'est une premiere forme de neopatrimonialisme acaractere technocratique, Ramos se presentant comme un gestionnaire entoure
d'une equipe de technocrates dont un contingent important d'economistes neoliberaux. Ramos terminera son mandat en 1998 avec I' election de Joseph Estrada, ancien
acteur de cinema, personnage populiste et charisrqatique, precedemment maire d'une
des municipalites de la region metropolitaine de Manille et vice-president durant le
mandat de Ramos.
La presidehce d'Estrada sera de courte duree. Rapidement, il mine plusieurs des
efforts de paix menes par son predecesseur avec les rebelles musulmans et les communistes, en choisissant une option militariste qui mene a d'importants deplacements de
population. De plus, sa gestion economique est egalement desastreuse et l'on voit ap-.
paraltre les formes les plus caricaturales. Comme l'observe Bello:« Joseph Estrada etait
un pratiquant invetere, mais aussi maladroit du capitalisme de crony» [traduction]
(1004, 243). Ainsi, il ne remet pas en question le modele patrimonial de la democratie
oligarchique philippine qui continue sa restauration amorcee depuis la revolte d'EDSA.
Sous Estrada, ii devient de phis en plus clair que I' administration et les candidats qui
s'opposent n'ont pas veritablement de programmes politiques et economiques. On voit
aussi que le systeme electoral mis en place depuis 1986 ·a reproduit celui d' avant 1972,
qui encourage le maximum de competition entre les factions politiques tout en maintenant une forme de front uni contre toute forme de changements veritables.
Certains, tel Bello (1004), parlent du system~ d'EDSA comme d'un systeme a deux
visages. D'un cote, c'est un systeme democratique au sens formel de la tenue d'elections et de l'egalite des votes. De l'autre, c'est un systeme excessivement dispendieux,
qui maintient l'ordre socio-economique en place et permet aux elites de changer de
maniere periodique. A l'interieur de ce systeme, le support des electeurs philippins
est sollicite de diverses manieres, souvent couteuses (entre autres, l'achat de votes ou
!'organisation de rallyes politiques aux allures de fetes populaires) ou parfois basees
sur la contrainte et la menace. A !'occasion, les resultats des votes sont simplement
manipules au profit d'une OU l'autre des factions des elites (Bello, Malig et De Guzman
2004, 1-5). Depuis la revolte d'EDSA, les regimes qui se sont succede n'ont pas ete capables d'amener la prosperite promise, de reduire les inegalites et de stopper l'exode
massif des Philippins qui emigrent (on estime que 10 % de la population, soit pres de
10 millions de personnes vivent OU travaillent a l'exterieur des Philippines). De plus, il
n' existe pas encore de bureaucratie solide .et impartiale capable de mettre en· place de
veritables politiques et programmes.
En 2001, ala suite d'un scandale financier durant lequel Joseph Estrada tente d'acheter les membres du Congres, une nouvelle mobilisation s' organise. Appelee, EDSA 11,
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cette nouvelle descente en masse clans la rue est celle des classes moyennes urbaines
et menent au depart du president et a l'arrivee au pouvoir de la vice-presidente Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo en fevrier 2ooi. Nouvellement installee a la presidence, Macapagal-Arroyo doit faire face a une nouvelle emeute en mai 2ooi. Cette fois, il s'agit d'une
mobilisation des classes populaires, certaines franges financees par les partisans loyaux
a Estrada, mais egalement des groupes sociaux favorables a son discours populiste.
Populaire, arrivee au po.uvoir avec une grande legitimite, Macapagal-Arroyo est la
fille d'un ancien president philippin. Lorsqu'elle accede a la presidence, elle est alors
consideree comme integre bien que sa famille et son mari fassent partie de l'oligarchie
politique bien.etablie clans certaines provinces de l'archipel. Rapidement confrontee
a une resurgence de la rebellion musulmane et au~ groupuscules arnies et terroristes,
tels Abu Sayyaf sur l'ile de Mindanao, la presidente choisit les solutions du passe, c'esta-dire ouvrir a nouveau les portes du pays aux forces armees americaines. Il s'agit la
d'une solution pratique a court terme qui lui permet de consolider son tout nouveau
regime. Mais elle doit aussi repondre aux attentes des masses populaires, surtout des
classes moyennes descendues clans la rue pour la soutenir lors du renversement du
president Estrada.
Les attentats du 11 septembre 2001 arrivent done a un moment opportun et Macapagal-Arroyo sera une des premieres a soutenir les Etats-Unis clans leur aventure
afghane. Elle se montre aussi des plus ouvertes a explorer les possibilites qu'offre la
constitution philippine quant au deploiement de forces americaines a des fins d'exercices conjoints avec l'arinee philippine. C'est d'ailleurs sous cette clause que sont arrives
en janvier 2002 un premier contingent de conseillers.militaires americains, mais aussi
des promesses d'aide financiere importantes perc;:ues comme essentielles a la relance de
l'economie. L'armee philippine, alliee de Macapagal-Arroyo, y trouve egalement son
compte avec l'arrivee d'equipements neufs et l'utilisation de materiel de detection par
satellite qui reduisent le nombre d'embuscades et de pertes face aux rebelles. Neanmoins, la maniere de confronter la crise a Mindanao selon une logique militaire ne
resout aucunement les conflits sociopolitiques qui existent sur l'ile quant au contr6le
de la terre, a la distribution de la richesse, au contr6le de l'appareil politique par les
elites economiques, et a la marginalisation economique des groupes autochtones, des
paysans sans-terre, des travailleurs agricoles et ouvriers urbains, qu'ils soient chretierts,
musulmans ou animistes.
En 2004, Macapagal-Arroyo arrive a se faire elire avec une tres mince majorite qui,
d'ailleurs, est rapidement remise en question lorsque l'enregistrement d'une conversation telephonique clans laquelle elle demande au responsable de la Commission electorale de lui assurer une avance d'un million de votes est diffuse clans les medias. Depuis,
les problemes s'accumulent: tentatives repetees de coup d'Etat,,eclJ.ec des negociations
de paix avec la rebellion communiste et pietinements clans sa strategie face aux groupes
musulmans de Mindanao malgre un appui militaire et financier substantiel de la part
du gouvernement americain.
Plongee clans la tourmente politique depuis le milieu de 2005, la presidente Gloria
Macapagal-Arroyo s'accroche au pouvoir alors que son navire prend l'eau de toute
part. En juin 2005, elle a du reconnaitre publiquement avoir communique avec un haut
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responsable de la Commission electorale au moment du depouillement des scrutins
en mai 2004. En septembre, elle survit a une procedure de destitution initiee par des
membres des partis d' opposition au Congres. En fevrier 2006, elle proclame l' etat d'urgence au moment ou se preparent d'imposantes manifestations pour celebrer les 20 ans
de l'emeute populaire d'EDSA et le depart de Marcos. Accusant une section des forces
armees de vouloir fomenter un coup d'Etat, elle fait arreter trois dirigeants militaires,
. interdit les manifestations prevues et ferme un quotidien. L'anniversaire tourne a la
resistance citoyenne. Les pressions viendront de toutes parts : des allies traditionnels,
des ex-presidents, des membres influents de l'Eglise catlwlique et de la societe civile et
aussi de certains Etats de la communaute internationale. Une semaine plus tard, l'~tat
d'urgence est leve, la presidente declarant que l'ordre et le calme sont revenus.
Depuis, les rumeurs de coup persistent et reviennent periodiquement. Bien que souvent non fondees, il n'en reste pas moins que le regime devenu funambule marche
sur un fil qui s'amincit de jour en jour. Si d'un cote, la societe civile philippine reste
mobilisee et la presse relativement libre, de l'autre, les disparites economiques sont
aujourd'hui les plus. aigues de la region. De plus, le pays obtenait en 2005, le classement peu enviable de 117< pays sur 159 par !'organisation Transparency International
(2006, 46, note 2) sur son index de la perception de la corruption, en chute de plus de
15 places par rapport al'annee anterieure. Tout aussi inquietant est qu'aujourd'hui les
Philippines sont consider~es par !'organisation Reporters sans frontieres comme l'un
des pays les plus dangereux pour les journalistes (Reporters sans frontieres 2005, 2). Le
climat d'impunite actuel est des plus preoccupants et le nombre croissant d'assassinats
en 2006 par des escadrons paramilitaires en temoigne 8•

Conclusion
Longtemps considerees comme le prototype d'une transition democratique pacifique,
les Philippines celebraient en fevrier 2006, le 20< anniversaire du soulevement populaire
contre Marcos en 1986. Ce 2oe anniversaire au gout plutot aigre-doux eut neanmoins le
merite d'exposer au grand jour comment !'imbroglio politique philippin s'inscrit dans
la continuite et la consolidation d'un regime politique patrimonial dans un contexte de
democratie oligarchique. Plutot que de se concentrer sur un evenement ou une crise
particuliere, il importe aujourd'hui de chercher quelles sont les tendances de fond et les
composantes de la vie politique philippine qui se reproduisent. En ceci, le regime de la
presidente Macapagal-Arroyo revele un nombre important d'elements de continuite.
Un premier element de continuite est sans doute la persistance de la mainmise des
grandes familles oligarchiques, encore enracinees dans la propriete terrienne, sur le
systeme electoral. Cette structure de pouvoir ne date pas d'hier et plusieurs comme
Benedict Anderson (1996) et David Wurfel (1988), font remonter ses origines a la
8. Dans son rapport annuel de 2006, Amnistie internationale denonce d'ailleurs cet etat de fait,
soulignant qu'en 2005, 66 dirigeants de gauche et travailleurs communautaires ont ete tues (Amnesty
International 2006).
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periode americaine qui a vu se mettre en place un systeme electoral hautement fragmente. En fait, le systeme americain a ete si bien copie qu'il existe aujourd'hui un nombre impressionnant de postes elus. On estimait au milieu des annees 1980, qu'il y avait
un elu pour 1 400 electeurs. Cependant, loin de permettre une plus grande democratisation, ceci a conduit plutot la canalisation de la participation electorale vers une serie
de reseaux clientelistes complexes et de machines politiques (Sidel et Hedman 2000;
Quimpo 2005). La particularite de ·ce systeme, en plus d'etre des plus dispendieux, est
. qu'il a permis de securiser et d'asseoir le pouvoir des oligarques. Dans ce contexte,
l'ere Marcos merite d'etre vue comme celle d'un «big man» ou de l'ultime « cacique »
(Anderson 1988; Caouette 2002). Depuis EDSA et malgre l'introduction de certairts
elements de proportionnalite dans les processus electoraux, les postes au Congres et
surtout au Senat restent l'apanage d'une oligarchie resiliente et traversee par d'intenses
luttes de pouvoir comme dans tout systeme neopatrinionial.
Second element troublant mais qui reflete bien aussi cette forme de continuite, c'est
la politisation croissante des forces armees et l'impossible institutionnalisation du pouvoir. Avec la proclamation presidentielle 1017 et l'arrestation de plusieurs dirigeants
militaires, dont le brigadier general Danilo Lim et le colonel Ariel Querubin, le gouvernement philippin venait de confronter sa u< tentative de coup d'Etat depuis le soidisant retour a la democratie en fevrier 1986. Qui plus est, Lim et Querubin et leurs
acolytes n'en etaient pas a leur premiere tentative: ils avaient deja lance une premiere
mutinerie.contre Macapagal-Arroyo en 2003 et Lim avait participe a une tentative de
coup d'Etat contre la presidente Aquino en decembre 1989 avant d'etre amnistie par la
suite, apparemment afin de ramener l'harmonie au sein des forces armees (Cabacungan
et Dalangin-Fernandez 2006). Aujourd'hui, la mutinerie ou la menace de mutinerie,
telle l'occupation d'un centre commercial des beaux quartiers de Manille en 2003, sont
devenues des formes de moyen de pres~ion et de. negociations pour les militaires.
Dernier element au tableau, le role des elections. Loin d'etre l'indicateur du caractere
democratique du pays, les elections semblent aujourd'hui profondement remises en
question. Comme l'atteste la crise qui a suivi la diffusion de la conversation telephonique dans laquelle la presidente Macapagal-Arroyo a tente de manipuler la Commission
electorale a son profit, le role des elections en tant que canal d'expression politique
a certainement du plomb dans l'aile. Les recentes campagnes electorales ont vu resurgir une multitude de formes d'accords, de tractations et d'alliances tactiques entre
la gauche maoi:ste armee et certains elements de l'elite terrienne, entre mouvements
popula.ires et oligarques, et entre guerilleros et politiciens traditionnels. Bref, bien que
le systeme limite de representation proportionnelle ait permis l'emergence de partis
sectoriels, le systeme electoral reste dans son ensemble profondement douteux car il
reussit.bien mieux a pourvoir aux demandes et aux pressions politiques des elites qu'a
permettre la mise en place d'une gouvernance democratique.
L'analyse des regimes politiques aux Philippines est riche de concepts et typologies suggeres pour tenter de rendre compte d'une histoire complexe (Quimpo 2005).
Pour certains, tels Lande (1965) et Novak et Snyder (1974), ce sont les liens complexes
de patronage et de clientelisme qui decrivent le mieux et permettent de comprendre
l'exercice du pouvoir. Pour d'autres, tel Hawes (1987, 53), il serait plutot adequat de
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parler aux Philippines d'une certaine forme d'autonomie etatique, quoique beaucoup
moindre que dans les nouveaux pays industrialises de l' Asie de l'Est, et atfaiblie par les ·
luttes internes de la bourgeoisie. Nombre d'auteurs, dont Wurfel (1988) ont vu dans la
dictature de Ferdinand Marcos !'expression d'un Etat neopatrimonial dans sa version
la plus repressive et centralisee. Wurfel suggere qu'en fait, sous Marcos, le systeme
politique dans son ensemble etait devenu b~aucoup plus complexifie, que la base du
pouvoir du dictateur s'etendait bien au-dela du controle de l'appareil bureaucratique
et qu'il est preferable de parler d'autoritarisme patrimonial ou encore de neopatrimonialisme en tant que forme hautement personnalisee mais aussi institutionnalisee de
pouvoir politique (1988, 153). Enfin, certains proposent plutot une vision sur le long
terrile, tels Anderson (1988) et Hutchcroft (1998), qui voient plutot !'episode de Marcos
comme !'expression quasi-caricaturale d'une logique de pouvoir inherente a:u systeme
politique qui a ete consolide durant la pfriode americaine (1898-1946). Le premier prefere parler de « democratie caciquiste » et le second d'Etat patrimonial oligarchique, ou
!'importance du controle du jeu electoral lui-meme devient l'une des regles implicites
de l'exercice du pouvoir patrimonial.
Comme il a ete demontre, !'analyse des differents regimes politiques qui se sont succede depuis la colonisation americaine revele plusieurs des attributs du neopatrimonialisme: un lien etroit entre les interets prives et publics, des institutions politiques faibles
et facilement manipulables, le favoritisme et la domination des reseaux clientelistes
(Medard 1991, 342). De plus, l'etude de ces regimes revele la faible capacite de l'Etat
philippin a mettre en place des politiques transparentes et imputables (Transparency
International 2006).
La discussion precedente a egalement fait ressortir le role des processus electoraux
comme les occasions de lutte intra-oligarchique ou le charisme, l'argent et !'utilisation
de la violence s'entremelent, non sans rappeler le phenomene des « hommes puissants » (Sahlins 1977), et le role du politicien investisseur (Lacam 1998). Les etudes de
Sidel (1999) et Lacaba (1995) sur les « cai:ds » regionaux, celles de McCoy (1994) et de
Gutierrez (1994) sur les grandes dynasties familiales, ainsi que celle de Franco (2001)
et Quimpo (2008) sur !'importance des reseaux clientelistes font echo aux travaux de
Sahlins et Lacam tout en otfrant un eclairage philippin a la recente discussion d'Erdmann et Engel (2006). Il apparait done que pour comprendre les dynamiques politiques philippines, le recours au neopatrimonialisme est fecond, surtout si on en souligne
la dimension oligarchique structurante qui les discrimine. De plus, en adoptant une
telle perspective conceptuelle, il devient ainsi possible de problematiser les processus
electoraux. Ceux-ci sont porteurs tout autant d'elements democratiques que de possibilites de pacification et de subordination des luttes structurelles et des demandes de
transformation sociale plus profonde (Anderson 1996).
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Beyond 50 Years of Political Stability in Malaysia:
Rent and the Weapons of the Power Elite
Patricia Sloane-White and Isabelle Beaulieu

This article seeks to explain. Malaysia's rema~kable political stability over
more than ·50 years. We offer a macro-level analysis of Malaysia's rentier-based economy
and a micro-level analysis of a political-corporate network of elite Malays as key factors. We
argue that the Malay elite, by securing access to abundant rent, has designed, mobilized, and
strengthened the state's institutions at its discretion, in a way that provides broad redistribution while strengthening its own role. In contrast to James Scott's theory on resistance against
the elite, we argue that Malaysia's elite generates collaboration and co-optation; these are the
"weapons of the strong."

ABSTRACT

RESUME Cet article tente d' expliquer la remarquable stabilite politique de la Malaisie depuis
plus de 50 ans. Nous presentons une analyse macro-analyse de la Malaisie, caracterisee par
une economie de rente, ainsi qu'une micro-analyse d'un reseau politiques et economiques
constitue de !'elite malaise, qui constituent !es elements des de notre these. Nous croyons
qu'en assurant l'acces a une rente abondante, !'elite malaise a cree, mobilise et renforce !es
institutions gouvernementales a sa convenance, de fa~on a permettre une juste redistribution
tout en renfor~ant son propre role. Invoquant des arguments contraires a la theorie de James
Scott sur la resistance a l'egard des elites, nous soutenons que !'elite malaisienne suscite la
collaboration et la cooptation; ce sont la !es« armes des puissants ».

In 2007, Malaysia celebrated the 5oth anniversary of its independence. In a region
where turbulence and frequent regime change have characterized the last five decades,
Malaysian history has been surprisingly uneventful. The Malaysian elite, the political
regime, political parties, econo~ic orientation, and communitarian setting remained
. unaltered decade after decade. In 2008, there were some signs of change, when, in the
national elections, the performance of the opposition was its best ever. This was a sharp
reversal of the results of the previous election in 2004, in which the opposition experi·. enced its worst ever results. While the ruling coalition in power since independence in
1957 retained its majority, it was not the two-thirds majority it had consistently won in
the past. Was this evidence of a changing Malaysia?
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Before trying to answer questions about where Malaysia might be going, we argue
that it is especially important to interrogate the reasons for Malaysia's past record of
stability. What this article seeks to demonstrate is a theory suggesting why Malaysia's
government did not change for more than 50 years. We argue that two linked factors-the rentier-based economy and political-corporate elite networks-can explain
post-colonial political stability and might explain further stability. Our analysis will
demonstrate empirical evidence that Malaysia is a rentier state controlled by a primarily Malay or bumiputera 2 elite who remains in control in 2010. This elite, by securing access to abundant rent, has designed, mobilized, and strengthened the state's institutions
at its discretion. The success of the rentier economy strengthened the state's institutions
and the role of the elite, who, in turn, designed the state's redistributive policies and
built the coalition of political parties that delivers stability. This article will explore the
settings and conditions that have shaped the choices available to the elite in power. 3
Two distinctive features have characterized Malaysia since its independence from
the British: uncommon political stability and impressive economic development. The
same political coalition, the Barisan Nasional (BN or National Front), composed of
ethnically based parties but dominated by Malays, has ruled the country since i957; 4 the
authoritarian 5 regime has remained stable and unchanged. Over these years, although
the government has faced challenges and opposition movements, what has struck observers of the contemporary Malaysian scene is how, at all levels of society-rich and
poor; urban and rural; Malay, Chinese, and Indian 6-a vast proportion of the population continued to support the government.
1

i.
Rentier state is a term used in political science to classify those states which derive all or a
substantial portion of their national revenues from the rent of indigenous resources to external clients. The term is most frequently applied to states rich in highly valued natural resources such as
petroleum, however it could also be applied to those nations which trade on their strategic resources.
2.
The term bumiputera means "sons of the soil" and is used to refer to Malays and all other
indigenous groups in the country. Bumiputeras are provided with special privileges by the government.
3. Space limitations prevent a discussion of public policies designed since independence by the
Malaysian government.
4. The coalition of parties or the Barisan Nasional (formerly known as the Alliance) is dominated
by one party, the United Malays National Organisation, seconded, since the 1950S, by the Malaysian
Chinese Association. The coalition also is comprised of the Malaysian Indian Congress (MIC) and
more than 10 other small parties. It has formed the federal government in Kuala Lumpur since the
first election in i955.
5. Authoritarianism is understood as a non-democratic political system that falls short of totalitarianism. Public space is limited, and the use of force is both permitted. and frequently applied in
restricting it. Political power rests in the hands of a single group, and the opposition has no access to
power even if elections are held regularly. "Semi-democratic" or "semi-authoritarian" is not used in
order to avoid conceptualization problems. The concepts of" democracy with adjectives" and "hybrid
regime" are the subjects of theoretical debate (Diamond 2002; Collier and Levitsky i997).
6. Ethno-cultural and religious diversity has marked the nation since the colonial period, but two
groups predominate: the Malays make up approximately 60%, Malaysians of Chinese origin make up
approximately 25%, and Malaysians ofindian origin make up approximately 8% of the total population. As defined by the constitution of Malaysia, Malays must be Muslim regardless of their ethnic
heritage; otherwise, legally, they are not Malay. Conversion is considered to be apostasy that could
lead to the possibility of a Malay being arrested and sent to a rehabilitation camp.
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Yet, in the March 2008 election, as noted above, there were emergent signs of change,
as the federal parliamentary seats held by the Barisan Nasional dropped from a crucial
two-thirds majority to 63 percent. Several factors, communitarian, social, and economic
in nature, seem to have played a crucial role. One notable factor was that the Malaysian
Indian community, which had vigorously supported the ruling coalition in previous
elections, withdrew its support.7 For the first time, Indians-the poorest of Malaysia's
three ethnic groups-clearly expressed their dissatisfaction, making demands for policies that better served their community's socio-economic needs. Another factor was
linked to a new and growing sense of social and economic insecurity in the country.
The government was under mounting criticism for not addressing important issues
like the escalation of corruption and urban crime, its inability to control prices and
inflation, and for not managing the current and anticipated rise in the price of petrol.
Moreover, Anwar Ibrahim, who had served as deputy prime minister from 1993 to 1998
but had been imprisoned on charges of sodomy and corruption, 8 returned to politics in
2008 with a groundswell of support from opposition parties.
Despite the novelty of complaints, concerns, and mo.vements of tl).ese kinds in Malaysia and their persistence since 2008, the p_olitical and corporate "power elite" (Mills
1956).:.__a coalition of UMNO (United Malays National Organisation; the pro-Malay
party leading the Barisan Nasional since 1955) elites and big businesses, situated in the
corridors and networks that extend from Putrajaya, Malaysia's new governmental city,
to Kuala Lumpur-remains remarkably strong. While the permanence of the Western
power elite described by C. Wright Mills was the result of a vast and inevitable industrial, political, and military dynamic that empowered an American elite after World
War. II-undeniably a "First World" phenomenon-we contend that there is no similar
example of a stable elite regime in the post-colonial world that stands out aside from
Malaysia. 9 Unlike the elite in neighbouring Southeast Asian nations, the permanence.
of Malaysia's elite has never been seriously challenged.
This article does not argue that opposition is non~existent in Malaysia; it has existed
in the past, and does in the pres.ent. However, from 1957 to 2010, the opposition has
never been able to institutionalize changes in the Malaysian political scene. And with
the ruling coalition still holding 63% of the seats in Parliament, we contend that it will
remain difficult to make significant changes in Malaysia. Those who James C. Scott
(1985) called resisters in Malaysia, or what political scientists often posit as their contemporary correlative-a strong civil society that exerts significant pressure on the state
for representation and change-remains small in Malaysia and, moreover, relatively
politically weak. Malaysia's authoritarian laws and the very narrow public space they
allow have kept and will continue to keep opposition at bay. But coercion alone does
not explain how this regime has reproduced itself. Nor do theories about undemocratic
stratagems adequately consider the remarkably institutionalized place of Malaysia's

For a discussion of the HIND RAF (Hindu Rights Action Force) movement, see Star 2007.
8. For a discussion, see Peletz 2002.
9. The city-state of Singapore, a former British colony, has had a similar history of stability, but
it must be noted that it was a part of Malaysia from i963 to i965.
7.
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"power elite." In this case study, we analyze Malaysia's rentier economy, arguing that it
generates the opposite of resistance to the power elite-that is, collaboration. Malaysians
we have interviewed from all walks of life describe this characteristic of their nation
as "harmony," pointing to their more volatile Southeast Asian neighbours' histories of
post-colonial strife. They represent their society as one in which people gladly agree to
agree for the well-being of all. Yet we have long believed there is more to Malaysia's
stability than mere congeniality. 10

Interrogating Malaysia's Stability
Our argument is that it is not the presence of rent per se that ma:kes a difference in
the Malaysian case, but the manoeuvring room that rent provides to the government
and the political-corporate elite. Moreover, Malaysia's power elite made the choice of
developing the rentier-based economy to favour the many, not the few. This nation has
broadly dispersed material well-being to all levels of society with a mix of liberal and
illiberal policies and institutions like the New Economic Policy (NEP), an affirmative
action policy designed to respond to the economic grievances of Malays, in place from
1970 to 1990 (and extended, seemingly indefinitely, as the New Development Policy
since then); the Federal Land Development Authority (FELD A), a statutory body designed to eradicate rural poverty; and the Employees Provident Fund (EPF). But as
Mills himself noted, what makes a power elite successful is not just the material things
it delivers but the promises it makes. A power elite exploits what Mills called the tools
of "co-option" and "socialization" (1956), that is, as we will discuss below, it makes an
instrumental appeal to its middle-class citizenry: the potential of social and economic
inclusion into its networks and wealth. Itis impossible to predict whether this approach
can continue to generate collaborative or co-optive socialization in a Malaysia experiencing newly articulated social and economic unrest. We contend that to understand
where Malaysia might go in the future, it is crucial to understand how the regime and
elite has managed to stay in power up to today.
This article explores two dimensions, one macro-level and one micro-level, to offer
a new explanation for the Malaysian case. The macro-level political and economic dimensions of the Malaysian state are explored for the context that shaped the choices
available for the elite. The micro-level analysis discusses, as an exemplary case study of
collaboration and co-optation, the experiences and ideology of Malaysia's most elite
bumiputera cohort, a small group of Malay men who are known as "Malay College Old
Boys." These "Old Boys" participate in and reap richly the benefits of their relationship

10. The research upon which this article is based was conducted jointly and individually. SloaneWhite conducted anthropological research in Malaysia for four years between 1993 and 1998. Beaulieu
conducted political and economic research on Malaysia for extended periods between 1996 and 1999·
During 1996 and 1997, we collaborated on parts of our Malaysian research and returned to this collaborative field work in 2007-2008.
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to the rentier state. We argue that this cohort-and collaborating and co-opting others
· like it-wield the weapon of high-level, state-based networking that links Malay (and
Malaysian Chinese) entrepreneurs back to the macro-level political and economic dynamics of Malaysia .. Contrary to Scott's argument concerning the "weak" in Malaysia
(1976, 1985), we will show how the Malay power elite (the "strong") is valorized and
emulated. We argue that the "strong" is not seen by the "weak" as a villainous dominating class (as in Scott's analysis), rather, members of the elite are, to many fellow Malays,
seen as national heroes." And while Malaysian Chinese entrepreneurs may not see the
Malay elite as heroes, they certainly engage with them as business partners. Finally, we
demonstrate the crucial ways in which both the non-elite or middle-class bumiputera
and the Malaysian Chinese are swayed, co-opted, and socialized by the promise, illusion, and occasional success of collaborative access to elite Old Boy networks.
Before turning to these two levels of analysis, it is important to highlight the fact
that the Malaysian case of political stability poses a challenge not only to Scott's seminal work but to a number of studies within modernization theory which argue that
undemocratic regimes are legacies of traditional societies doomed to inevitable extinction.12 Recent works by political scientists studying Southeast Asia have taken up variations on this idea, proposing that empowered modern voices will emerge from civil
society to bring about change in Malaysia (Nair 2005). Indeed, many authors argue that
vast ideological and social changes are currently underway in Malaysia and claim that
voices of resistance and dissent, and the empowerment of civil society, can be heard
and seen, especially in the so-called "blogosphere," where authoritarian laws are often
flouted, and in the activities of Malaysian non-governmental organizations (NGOs).13
But we contend that substantive political resistance has yet to occur in Malaysia.
Indeed, to us, the concept of a maturing civil society poses a problem when exami_ning
Malaysian blogging and NGOs. While politically critical blogs have emerged in Malaysia, they are almost exclusively written in English by and for highly (Western-) edu. cated Malaysian intellectuals, representing examples of"preaching to the converted." 14
Concerning social movements, wl}ile NGOs proliferate among the Malaysian middle
class, recent research has highlighted strong ties between many Malaysian NGOs and
foreign foundations which represent not resistance, b_ut deep engagement with West11.
At the basis of Scott's theory of resistance in Malaysia was his premise that as the wealth of
the rich grew, the "weak" became increasingly resentful and found ways to act out their resentments.
In Malaysia today, as the rich become ever richer and the empowered become ever more powerful,
we do not find substantial evidence of that struggle. Instead, as our analysis will show, we find the
acceptance of the status quo by the Malaysian citizenry remarkably fulsome.
12. For a critical appraisal of the modernization theory in Southeast Asia, see Rodan 2004.
13. See, for example, Loh Kok Wah and Saravanamuttu 2003; Weiss and Hassan 2003.
14. The notion that the most vocal critics of the Malaysian government and economy are people
who do not live in Malaysia is a theme that has been discussed on a listserv group called Kopitiam
that is generated by a group of Malaysian students in the United States. ·This is also true about one
of the most eloquent ofbloggers, Farish Noor, whose blog, The Other Malaysia, is read by followers
worldwide but written from outside Malaysia. Our point is that while these are outsider voices heard
by some Malaysian insiders, they do not amount to protest that represents substantive resistance to
the Malaysian state.
,
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ern neo-liberal economic and political agendas (Pinter 2001; Nahan 2003). Among the
main donors to some prominent liberal-leaning Malaysian NGOs are such organiza- ·
tions as the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, Packard Foundation, and the .
German Friedrich Naumann Foundation. While we are not suggesting that the voices
and actions of Malaysian bloggers and NGOs are uniformly Western in orientation or
co-opted by Western interests, we are questioning the presumption that Malaysia is
developing an active or self-sustaining civil society to counter its authoritarian features.
Moreover, despite a wealth of recent scholarly literature on Islam that has seen the
appropriation of public culture and social organization by "civil Islamists" as a move-·
ment towards democratization and pluralism especially evident in Southeast Asia
(Hefner 2000; Peletz 2002, 279), Islam in Malaysia shows few liberalizing tendencies.
Instead, we will argue that the state's resources-its rent and elite networks-help to
disarm and pre-empt emergent resisters .while co-opting the rest of middle-class society
as potential collaborators. Finally, it is important to note that Malaysia relies heavily on
foreign workers for cheap labour in all sectors; this means that the po?rest class in the
country has no possibility for representation of any kind. As such, we argue that in Malaysia, in both the past and present, it is important to study the weapons of the strong.

The Stable State of Malaysia and Its Economy
Despite our contention that Malaysia has not developed a vibrant civil society or strata
of "resisters," the nation has experienced brief periods of small- and large-scale social
protest in the contemporary era, some of which reoccurred in 2008-2010. Malaysia can
nonetheless be described as one of the least seismic of the Southeast Asian nations (with
only Singapore as the other exception), as the present political regime has survived all
crises without any changes, acquiescence, or compromises. The constitution has never
been suspended, except for a brief period from 1969 to 1971; the military has never
intervened in politics. The communist movement in Malaysia was never powerful; it
was resoundingly defeated in 1960 (White 2004). Even in the political crisis of the late
1990s, when public outrage against the arrest of then Deputy Prime Minister Anwar
for what appeared to be trumped-up sexual crimes mobilized a previously docile citizenry, widespread protests did not lead to changes in the Malaysian neo-liberal development pattern or its authoritarian political regime. Indeed, time and again, Malaysia
has demonstrated not a nascent capacity for generating resistance, but a rapid return
to equilibrium and the status quo after brief periods of disruption.
It is further worth noting that Malaysia has never experienced coups d'etat, revolutions, political assassinations, or any other serious threat to its political institutions.
Moreover, without exception since the end of the colonial period, the same coalition
of political parties has been in power. The permanence of this alliance, which held
two-thirds of the seats in Parliament for 50 years until its majority was reduced to a
still-significant percent in 2008, reinforces the country's stability. Evidence of Malaysian political stability was seen in 2004, when UMNO and its coalition won the federal
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election, with the most o~erwhelming voter support ever,1 5 just one year after the potentially destabilizing retirement of the long-serving UMNO leader and Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad.
Malaysians may vote, but this political regime is not truly democratic. Democracy
requires the presence of minimal components allowingfor the expression of civil liberties and political competition via elections, but also there must be popular participation, access to information, and the liberty of both expression and association. Power
must be able to be accessed through competition, citizen participation, the respect for .
rights and liberties, and the primacy of the rule of law. These elements are clearly lacking in Malaysia where a vast arsenal oflaws and regulations-a legacy of the colonial.
period-are very much kept in force today by a government that systematically seeks
to !=Ontrol and limit any form of opposition.16 The Freedom House thus categorizes
Malaysia as "partly free."•7
The police enforce legislation limiting the actions . of individuals, such as the Internal
Security Act, the Sedition Act, and the Official Secrets Act. Other laws limiting freedom
of association and expression, such as the Society Act, the Printing and Publishing Act,
and the Universities and University Colleges Act, are widely respected. Malaysians
know that defiance of these laws exposes violators to severe fines or prison sentences.
The Malaysian state also regularly resorts to arbitrary imprisonment and detention
without trial (Abbott 2004). Dozens of opposition leaders, as well as thousands of citizens, have been jailed for political activities since 1957 (Amnesty International i999).
In each and every period of political crisis, opposition leaders have been jailed and
detained without trial. 18
One key democratic quality also missing in Malaysia is that the constitution does
not recognize the equality of citizens. Malays (and other groups classed as bumiputeras), representing somewhat over half of the present population, hold special rights
enshrined in the constitution, and freedom of expression is limited to the point of
prohibiting, under penalty of imprisonment for sedition, any discussion of these special Malay rights. The "rule oflaw" principle is rarely applied in Malaysia; instead the
government operates under the strategy of "rule by law." These laws, endlessly justified as a necessary consequence' 9 of what is characterized by the public authorities as
15. In the 2004 elections, UMNO's coalition, the Barisan Nasional, won 63.5% of the popular vote
and 90.8% of the seats in the legislative assembly (Welsh 2005). Since 1957, UMNO has dominated the
political system, winning all federal elections.
16. The constitution was written during a state of emergency declared by the British, who were,
at the time, seeking the eradication of the communist movement. Ordinary and exceptional laws ·
adopted during this period continued to have the force oflaw after independence by virtue of Article
162 (1) of the constitution.
17. Freedom House, which uses a scale from one to seven, grants Canada, France, and the United
States scores of one. Malaysia almost always earns a score of 4.5, far behind, for example, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Indonesia.
. 18. For detailed analysis of the Malaysian authoritarian political regime see Brownlee 2007;
Rodan 2004; and Crouch 1996.
19. In 1969, Malaysia experienced a series of ethnic riots between the Malays and the Chinese.
The laws that were invoked at that time to quell conflict were already fully in place at independence
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Malaysia's "volatile" ethnic mix, are the state's politic~! tools and, in our sense, are
weapons of the elite.
Impressive economic development has accompanied Malaysia's political stability.
Malaysia today is vastly transformed by.wide-scale economic development and urbanization. Many of its citizens are now middle class.2° A memorandum written for American President Lyndon Johnson in 1966 highlighted t~is tendency early on, noting that
Malaysia had become something of an economic and political "showpiece" in Southeast
Asia (US Department of State 1966). Its tendency to differ from its more economically
and politically troubled Southeast Asian neighbours has continued to the present day;
although deeply affected by the Asian economic crisis of 1997-1998, Malaysia, unlike
Indonesia and Thailand, did not need to ask for assistance from the International Monetary Fund. Sailing through the crisis on its own resources, Malaysia resumed progr~ss
on the path toward economic growth remarkably quickly (Jomo 2004).
Since independence, the government has been able to plan economic development
in the least adverse physical environment in the region. The population remains small,21
the land abundant, and the rent easily extractable. Malaysia's developmental strategies have emphasized agricultural and rural development to raise the income of poor
farmers; labour-intensive export industrialization to absorb poor workers; and public investment in education, health, and infrastructure, especially in rural areas, thus
retaining the support of rural Malays. Starting slowly, public investments grew exponentially in the mid-197os (De Koninck 1986). The government spent handsomely
on electricity, water, roads, and on education and health, at first financed mainly by
the exports of tin and rubber, then palm oil and timber, and now oil and gas. In the
1980s and 1990s, as a consequence of the NEP, Malaysia experienced massive growth
in industrial investment and manufacturing output, becoming one ofthe "East Asian
miracle" economies (World Bank 1993). Growth in the manufacturing sector brought
wages higher, and the agricultural labour force declined in absolute terms. The Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations estimated that only 1L7% of the
Malaysian population will depend on agriculture in 2010. 22 Malaysia today is an exporting country of mainly electric and electronic goods, palm oil, and oil and gas (Matrade
2007). The manufacturing sector remains heavily dependent on foreign capital, compoin 1957, and were used throughout the 1960s to, among other things, abolish city council° elections,
silence the opposition when creating the Federation of Malaysia including Singapore in 1963, and
curb the development of trade unions.
·
20. Economists estimate the middle-class population of Malaysia at 46% (Senauer and Goetz
2003, 6). Sixty-nine percent of Malaysia's population is now urban (UNFPA 2007, 91). Poverty reduction has been impressive, with only 5.1% of the population below the poverty line (UNDP 2007).
According to the Human Development Index (HDI) of the United Nations, a composite index of
literacy, infant mortality, and life expectancy, between 1970 and 1998, Malaysia ranked fourth in the
world in terms of improvement in living standards (UN 2001).
21. At independence in 1957, the population of Malaysia was 6.28 million (Swee-Hock 1988). In
2007, the government estimated the population at 27 million (Malaysia 2007).
22. The agricultural population is defined as all persons depending on agriculture, hunting, fishing, and forestry for their livelihood. It comprises persons active in agriculture and their dependents
(FAO 2007).
.
.
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nents, management; and technology (Kolavalli 2006; Stubbs 1999). We argue that this
stable, undemocratic economic miracle has become successful through the structuring
of a rentier state that is controlled by the bumiputera elite.

The Rentier Malaysian State
In a rentier state, the economy is dominated by rent from abroad, earned mainly
through the exporting of natural resources. 23 The government is the principal recipient
of that rent. Revenues generated in this way are not linked to production, that is, they
are not extracted from productive activities or work undertaken by the population or
enterprises, nor from investment or interest, nor frcim risk-management or profit. 24
This allows the government, as it does in Malaysia, to design generous redistributive
policies not financed by taxation. A rentier state does not suffer automatically from
weak institutions; as is often assumed (Karl i.997). We argue, following Benjamin Smith
(2004, 2007), that the presence of natural resources is a political opportunity, rather
than simply a structural variable. 25
Taxes on the population being sharply limited, the government depends on nonfiscal receipts to finance public expenditures; this fiscal autonomy from the society it
governs increases the state's political autonomy. The causal connection between the
development of representative government as a mode of political organization and the
needs of states to extract resources from their populations has been the subject of many
studies, notably those of Charles Tilly (1985), who argues that the tax-paying bourgeoisie demands representation in keeping with the taxes they are obligated to pay. These
pressures are essentially absent in rentier states (Moore 2004; Ross 2001). High public
expenditures are· another characteristic of a rentier state, and represent a significant
portion of the national economy. Together, then, the source of a state's revenues and
its redistributive role set this form of political organization apart from the producer
state (Beblawi and Luciani 1987 ). All of these elements prove true in the Malaysian case.
Natural resources-tin, rubber, palm oil, timber, and oil and gas-were and remain
crucial to the economy's performance. The Malaysian government retains a low level
'of dependency on the taxation of its population. Personal income taxes represented less
than 10% of the government's revenue in the '.woos, and remained at an average rate of
23. Oil and gas are usually a key source of rent is such states, but perennial agriculture such as
rubber and palm oil also generate rents (D_i John 2002).
24. Various aspects of the political and social impacts of rentier states have been the subject
of many studies. See, for example, Robinson, Torvik, and Verdier 2005; Moore 2004; Karl 1997;
Chaudhry 1997; and Beblawi and Luciani 1987. The "resource curse" or poor economic performance
of this type of regime, along with its political instability, characterizes much of the research agenda on
rentier states (Sachs and Warner 2001). Recent works now doubt the causal link between the rentier
state and poor economic or political performance, and consider the role played.by institutions (Smith
2007; Rosser 2006).
25. A rentier state is not the equivalent to a state in which rent-seeking predominates, for while
rent-seeking may indeed be endemic, it is not a necessary precondition (Sandbakken 2007).
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10% from the 1990s (Malaysia 2008; 2001).2 6 For the fiscal year of 1998, in the aftermath
of the Asian economic crisis, the government declared the entire year personal income
tax-free for all citizens and residents of the country. Few governments can permit
themselves a total privation of personal income taxes for an entire year; the Malaysian
state did so easily. Furthermore, for the last 20 years, Malaysia's level of public expenditure as a percentage of gross domestic product was the highest in Southeast Asia (Asian
Development Bank 2004, 297) and is higher than in most developing countries. In the
1980s and the 1990s, it represented an average of 26.8% of Malaysia's gross national
product, compared to 16.3% in Latin American nations, and i7% in Asian nations (Fan
and Rao 2003, 4).
Lastly, it is important to point out that Malaysian industrialization policy also follows a rentier pattern, for while the government taxes industrial activities, the manufacturing sector remains dominated by foreign capital, and the bulk of taxation falls
primarily on the backs of outsiders. Indeed, the Malaysian state is more redistributive
of revenues to than extractive of revenue from its population (Beaulieu 2008). It is precisely these aspects of the rentier state that most concern us for the Malaysian case, and
we will now show how rent, low taxation, and redistribution comprise the Malaysian
state's weapons against any opposition, securing support from a vast majority of the
population.

Malaysia's Institutional ChoicesThe Malaysian government manages the economy, invests in its development, and has
remained committed to economic liberalism and free trade since its independence.
Redistributive policies have led the state to invest ambitiously and massively in the
country's infrastructure, to open up and enter into production vast amounts of commercial agricultur.al land, to support free primary and secondary education, to provide
free basic health care, and to build a bureaucracy and public-service sector of significant
size (De Koninck 2007; Athukorala 2001), creating multiple public institutions and
companies to address national and public well-being. The government's orientation
can be seen in two crucial Malaysian institutions: the national oil company, Petroliam Nasional Berhad (PETRONAS), and the compulsory Employees Provident Fund,
·the EPF. Created in 1974, PETRONAS, which now employs over 30,000 people, is a.
state-owned corporation holding exclusive ownership and rights to all oil and gas in
Malaysia. PETRONAS has a global presence, and is a participant in the international
oil market group known today as the "new Seven Sisters.''>7 All foreign and private com-

26.
OECD nations' average tax on personal income as a percentage of GDP is from 40% to 60%
(Heady 2002; Joumard 2002).
27. These new Seven Sisters (Saudi Aramco, Russia's Gazprom, CNPC of China, NIOC of Iran,
Venezuela's PDVSA, Brazil's Petrobras, and Malaysia's PETRONAS) have consolidated their power
as resource holders and seekers, sidelining the world's biggest oil groups (ExxonMobil and Chevron
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parries must operate through its production-sharing contracts. Since the mid-198os,
between 25% and 30% ofgovernment revenue has come from activities related to oil ·
and gas (von der Mehden and Troner 2007). It contributes substantially to the national
budget, paying taxes and dividends, but also provides its single owner, the state, with
access to its immense profits. The EPF,2 8 established in 1951, has also developed into an
.essential economic tool for the government (McKinnon 1996; Drake 1969). It provides
public authorities with the necessary reserves to finance vast projects and plans, and
to avoid external debt. It is one of the significant institutional choices that have helped
Malaysia to escape the so-called "resource curse" .of rentier economies (see note 24). ·
The resilience of the Malaysian regime clearly has deep roots in its material 6utlays.
The abundance of revenues obtained through institutions like PETRONAS and EPF
explains the manoeuvrability of Malaysia's public powers in managing the country,
balancing public finances, administering its generous redistributive policies, avoiding
external debt, and dodging inflation crises. }Iigh-value public services generate broad
economic satisfaction among the Malaysian citizenry; this allows the state to impose
its will and laws. Yet, like the non-democratic nature of Malaysia, its institutionally obtained rent, low taxation, and redistribution are not sufficient, we argue, to fully explain
Malaysian political stability. It is here that we turn to a micro-level examination, the·
collaborative and co-optive power of the elite.

The Networks of the Power Elite
To explore how the weapons of the elite operate in Malaysia, we have studied elite bumiputera networks. Although to both scholars and Malays alike, the Chinese are best
known for their entrepreneurial networks in Malaysia, our focus is on Malay networking. It was a desire to demobilize the supposedly superior economic networks of the
Malaysian Chinese that led the pro-Malay government to implement the bumiputera
affirmative-action policies of N:EP in place from 1970. 29 Our concern with bumiputera
entrepreneurial networks (Sloane 1999) is based on our belief that in the contemporary
capitalist Malaysian setting, they best represent Mills's theory of the power elite- "interchangeable" and "interlocking" power groups in government and corporations that
make a mockery of democratic principles. Furthermore, following Edmund Gomez's
position (1994), we maintain that Chinese networks in Malaysia are tightly bound to the
rentier state through ties to this bumiputera power elite, making Chinese entrepreneurs
highly dependent on collaboration with leaders in the Barisan Nasional.

of the US and Europe's BP and Royal Dutch Shell, which emerged out of the original Seven Sisters)
(Hoyos 2007).
28. This fund, which is financed by employers and workers from Malaysia's private sector, is
under the authority "of the Ministry of Finance which is also its primary borrower.
29. For a. discussion of the myths and realities of Chinese networking in Malaysia, see Yao 2002.
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The bumiputera power elite is a tightly knit and cohesive group, comprised of the head
· of state, UMNO politicians, private corporate bodies like PETRONAS, managers of the
EPF, and the population of Malay entrepreneurs who have been selected to head up and
benefit from shareholding in former publicly owned companies dispersed to bumiputera
elit~s as part ofNEP policy over the course of a generation. Engaged in vastly enriching
government-business relationships and networks, Malay entrepreneurs intimately par-.
ticipate in' and reap the lion's share of the benefits of the rentier state.
In ongoing research on the background, ideology, and networks of Malay capitalists
and entrepreneurs, we have found that many of the bumiputera power elite-the men
positioned as the chief executive officers (CEOs) of top companies, as high-level civil
servants, and in political leadership roles-almost uniformly attended one of the elite
secondary schools begun by the British during the colonial era (Sloane i999). Since the
i97os, these schools held a crucial role in playing out one of the primary objectives and
principles of pro-Malay government policy since the period after the ethnic riots of
1969: the creation via education of a new burriiputera capitalist class to compete with
the supposedly superior Malaysian Chinese economic interests.
But one secondary school stood out from the rest in conferring eliteness and is the
focus of our attention here: Malay College Kuala Kangsar or MCKK. 30 In the late i99os,
we conducted an ethnographic study of a group of one dozen MCKK Old Boys who
graduated from this school in the period between the mid-197os and the mid-198os.
At the.time of our interviews, the men ranged in age from their late thirties to their
mid forties; many were in positions of enormous corporate, institutional, political, and
academic power.
MCKK was said to be unique among Malaysian secondary schools because of
MCOBA-the Malay College Old Boys Association. Malays who did not go to MCKK
both envy ancf seek access to this ·network. The factor most associated with the school
was the role ofMCKK networking in bringing about entrepreneurial success (Khasnor
2005, i75-88). Supposedly through MCOBA-the contemporary link to the MCKK
past-any alumnus can access any other Old Boy. MCKK "Boys" meet alumni at the
MCOBA building in downtown Kuala Lumpur for discussions and dinners. They enjoy
group activities like golf tournaments and Harley Davidson races. Old Boys also meet
virtually on the MCOBA website chat room. On Wednesdays, Old Boys like to wear
.their college ties as a symbol of pride; it also helps them recognize each other in boardrooms and at other functions. A well-known Malaysian journalist and MCKK alumnus
has written, "the Malay College Old Boys Association has become the nearest thing to
a Masonic lodge this country's ever known outside the Chinese clans. MCOBA is a
code with special access into every corner of governance ih Malaysia: the government,
the civil service, the private sector, academia, the palaces, ev:erywhere" (Rehman i991).
30. MCKK is an elite boarding school in the state of Perak which has recently celebrated its centenary-with much fanfare and coverage in the Malaysian press. In honour of this event, MCKK was
declared a national heritage site and was commemorated with the issuance of several beautiful postage stamps. Famously referred to as the "Eton of the East," MCKK began as a colonial-era school for
sons of the Malay royalty and aristocracy. The current rulers of Perak, Pahang, and Negeri Sembila\)
are all MCKK alumni.
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As such, as many Malays described it, it wasn't merely an MCKK education, but the
workings of the cult of MCOBA-symbolic and mysterious like the Masons, impenetrable and powerful like a Chinese secret society-that was said to bring success to
the MCKK alumni. Evidence was all around in Malaysia that was is true: Four of the
five prim.e ministers who have ruled Malaysia since 1957 were MCKK Old Boys. Anwar
Ibrahim, former deputy prime minister, went to MCKK, as did the vast majority of
UMNO leaders, many government ministers, diplomats, PETRONAS board members,
university administrators, and bumiputera CEOs who lead private companies and the
nati.on's media.
Our study concerned the entrepreneurial Old Boys, whom former finance miµister
and economic advisor to Mahathir, Daim Zainuddin, an MCKK Old Boy himself, was
said to have picked to become the Malay corporate stars (Gomez 1994). It was these
elite and well-connected men who were selected as primary beneficiaries of huge NEPera privatization programs in Malaysia in the 1980s and 1990s (Gomez 1994; Khasnor
2005, 224-29) as the rentier state divested its public companies directly into the hands
ofbumiputera: They were the directors and managers of the bumiputera corporations
which, during the 1990s and today, won tenders for many of the nation's most massive
development projects. The bulk of redistribution from the Malaysian rentier state takes
the form of public services such as infrastructure development. These Malay businessmen and their corporations became multi-millionaires a·s their companies helped build
the modern nation. But rather than being criticized by Malays less well-positioned than
themselves for unfair access to the rewards of the ren tier state, the success of these men
was, as we shall soon show, publicly valorized.

Meritocracy, Team-Building, and the Power Elite
The MCKK Old Boys whom we spoke to in the 1990.s believed MCKK stood as a model
of modern educational meritocracy for the modern Malaysian nation. MCKK alumni
told us that "both the prince and the son of the padi (rice field) farmer went to MCKK."
But, in general, the MCKK men in our study did not come from rural or underprivileged backgrounds. Rather, they had come from a civil-~ervice background and had
been programmed for success by ambitious, modernized parents who knew well the
value of an English-style education and rigid academic discipline. While anyone could
theoretically take the admission test for MCKK, in reality, the boys who ultimately
attended Malay residential schools in the 1970s (as today), just like their civil-service
fathers, were handpicked by local school leaders and encouraged to apply. But MCKK
Old Boys we interviewed played down evidence of privilege in their pasts, implying that
they started from an undifferentiated class of impoverished rural Malays targeted by
state development policies since the ethnic riots of 1969. Their self-representation-that
success rests on meritocratic achievements alone-reflected themes from the ideal type
constructed by Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad in the 1990s known as Melayu Baru
(the "new Malay").
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Throughout the i99os, Mahathir made it clear that he was uncomfortable with frequent criticism in the national and international press of the lavish and supposedly
politically sponsored lifestyles of rich and famous Malay capitalists. He denied the
"subsidy mentality" of Malays that pro-Malay policy was said to have created, and
disavowed the dependency relationship that outside critics said existed between Malay
capitalists and the state. Pointing to the new generation of business entrepreneurs,
CEOs of top Malay-owned corporations, and global-savvy Malay industrialists like the
MCKK Old Boys, Mahathir insisted that success in contemporary Malaysia was wholly
the result of self-generated free-market merit. Malays now stood on their own two feet:
they were "new Malays." 31 He urged all Malays to take on this mantle of self-sufficiency
and autonomy.
The MCKK men in our study believed they were autonomous from the state, and
that their success was based on their own accomplishments and their ability to play
the game of business well. Thus, having arrived at MCKK as "gems in the rough," as
one graduate described it, the boarding-school experience moulded them into men.
In its current promotional literature, MCKK describes the spirit of camaraderie and
brotherhood arising on its rugby fi.elds and in its hallowecl residential traditions. The
overarching claim appears to be that the place earned via MCKK was earned through
great hardship, masculine rituals and know-how, and personal fortitude. C. Wright
Mills described this tendency of the power elite to see itself as superior to the rest of
society as one of its most defining characteristics.

Networking and the Power Elite
One MCKK alumnus in our study said, "look at the upper management of any company in Malaysia-if there is one MCKK man, you'll see many others in the organization." MCKK, because of its rigours, he said, created its own kind-and "that's who you
want around you today." Another MCKK man said, "You are tied to that school for life,
even if you hated it there. So when two strangers discover that they are MCKK men,
they have no barriers. You give a job to the kid >yho comes in with MCKK on his CV.
You all know that you share the same past, the same bonds." Nonetheless, MCKK men
we interviewed in the i99os denied the charges of cronyism that are sometimes said to
characterize their networks. Yet it was well known at the time that the entrepreneur
Halim Saad-former chairman of one of Malaysia's most successful construction and
engineering companies, United Engineers Malaysia (UEM), and alumnus ofMCKKhad brought dozens of MCKK men into his organization. Many of these men became
millionaires while managing subsidiary companies ofUEM and building the Malaysian
rentier state's vast modern infrastructure. 32
3i.

For further discussion, see, for example, Shamsul i999.
Obvious comparisons can be made between networks like the one being described here and
the Ecole Nationale d'Administration in France, as well as the very similar University of Tokyo "Old
32.
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Asked about this, MCKK men in our study described this form of networking
as purely expedient, a matter of recruitment from a pre-qualified applicant pool.
The boys who went to MCKK during the same years are called budak koleq-which
roughly means "child of the school," or really school buddies. Later, as adults committed to uplifting the Malay capitalist class and acting on the interests of national
and ethnic progress, they viewed their networking among their "buddies" as expedient and appropriate-they wanted Malays to succeed as fast as they can, and they
were its path breakers.
Old Boys also represented themselves as a virtuous new Islamic capitalist class with a
moral duty to help their Muslim brothers and sisters. Since the i97os, as Islamic intensification was on the rise in Malaysia, Malay capitalists and Islamists alike increasingly
sought to align themselves to "purer" Islamic values than those they believed had been
practised in Malaysia in the past. The bumiputera elite in our study claimed they could
join high-level economic activity to Islamic principles and values. Using the powerful evocation of the Islamic umnia or community of Muslims, they played down the
elitism of their networks. They stated that they were willing to engage any Malay- in
business who was as qualified for success as they were. MCKK Old Boys thus described
themselves as inclusionary of other Malays, not exclusionary. Although we saw little
evidence of the accessibility of thefr networks to Malays less well-placed than they
(Sloane i999), their Islamic and ethnic exhortations and virtuous self-representations
were widely·accepted by the many Malays who emulated them, as we will now show.
"Helping others succeed" through "networking" is very much a state-based ideology
in Malaysia. Through the 1990s, Prime Minister Mahathir described Malaysian society
as a moral community in which the Muslim communal values of the unima could guide
the economic interests of the citizenry. He urged Malays to always lend a helping hand
to their fellow Muslims, and lauded what he called an economic "Malay brotherhood"
that even stretched into cyberspace. When he launched an international business directory for ethnic Malays worldwide-a kind of MCOBA for the masses-Mahathir
said that Malays now reached "across the world for their common good" (New Straits
Time~ i996). Mahathir frequently stated that Malay-Muslim development would help
all the citizens of Malaysia, regardless of ethnicity or race, a theme which was further
elaborated as "Islam Hadhari" by his successor, Abdullah Ahmad Badawi,33 and then
in ''iMalaysia," the 2009 campaign of Abdullah's successor, Malaysian Prime Minister
Najib Tun Razak, who has called for greater interethnic cooperation of all Malaysian
citizens for the sake of national unity. Whether this would mean an end to bumiputera
privileges is yet to be seen.
In the i99os, for many urban Malays, the indusionary language of its leaders rang
true. Business-minded middle-class Malay society had become a vibrant network society, enriched by redistributions made to them by the rentier state and favourable pro-

Boy" network in Japan (for a discussion, see Schaede i995).
33. Islam Hadhari ("civilizational Islam") implied to Abdullah a form of"civic" Islam, in which
Islam can be used to create economic development and harmony for the benefit of the entire nation,
regardless of ethnicity. See Syed Ali Tawfik Al-Attas and Ng Tieh Chuan 2005.
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Malay development programs such as Amanah Saham Nasional and Amanah Saham
Bumiputera (Mehmet 1986) which provided them with an enormous quantity of shares
in government-owned companies. Using their capital and social ties to multifarious
entrepreneurial ventures (Gomez 1994), they struck deals with other ambitious Malays
and focused much of their networking effort on those who were closely associated with
the rentier state-such as UMNO leaders and MCKK alumni-who might provide
them with access to ever greater economic opportunities.
The middle-class bumiputera population thus did not critique men in the MCKK
elite; instead many sought to emulate them as paragons of Malay and Muslim entrepreneurial modernity. But perhaps most importantly, as a consequence of inclusionary Islamic and ethnic ideology in Malaysia, some members of the middle class also
believed they could collaborate with the elite, thereby allowing them to confirm and
perpetuate their status in the growing middle class, and perhaps even to become elites
themselves with access to the rentier state (Sloane 1999, q1-85).
The burp.iputera elite's Malay and Muslim religio-populist ideology may not have appealed to the Malaysian Chinese business community, but the possibility of collaborating with it for a rich slice of economic opportunity with the Malaysian rentier state did.
While the majority of our Old Boy respondents denied that they conducted business
with Chinese entrepreneurs and claimed they always put Malay interests first, the links
between them are easily documented (Gomez 1994). Untold numbers of Malaysian
Chinese entrepreneurs have collaborated with the bumiputera power elite.

The Weapons of the Elite
The weapons of the elite have been very much on display in periods of crisis in Malaysia. Since independence in 1957, Malaysia has experienced three key political crises
that had the potential to undermine the structures of its political system: first in 1969,
during ethnic confrontations between Malays and Chinese (Kua 2007; see note 19); second in 1987, during a series of political confrontations bringing about sharp divisions
in UMNO (Means 1991); third in 1998, in the aftermath of the Asian economic crisis
and the arrest and conviction of Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim. Despite the
drama and turmoil that briefly characterized these events, in retrospect, it is obvious
that as episodes of social dissent and political discord they were remarkably transient,
and when they ended, the Malaysian political system remained wholly in place and
unchanged.
These three crisis periods in contemporary Malaysian history had, we argue, much
in common. They all grew out of difficult economic periods in the country, which constrained the rentier state's ability to act. The beginning of each crisis saw ideological
divisions within UMNO that essentially revolved around policies adopted to assuage
. economic difficulties. The dissenters and their strategies were similar, as well: capitalizing on a momentary weakness inside UMNO, the opposition mobilized. During the
three crises, the government systematically employed coercion and force, never com-
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promise or negotiati.on. In each case, the situation was rapidly brought under control
by Malaysia's powerful authoritarian laws. Between crises, the state never transformed
its institutions in response to demands from the opposition or civil society. Finally,
each crisis was followed by the adoption ·of vast additional public investment measures.
Alongside industrialization, the Malaysian government has always focused on developing the rentier character of the economy. While rent allows the consolidation of the
country's institutions, it also helps to explain the demobilization of entire segments of
the population. Malaysia's low-taxation policy and redistribution activity are weapons
of the strong-Malaysian citizens demand little participation or political representation because they are highly rewarded for their quiescence. Malaysians recognize other
weapons too, the very real constraints of an authoritarian state which ensures their silence. The state contends that these laws are necessary in a multicultural, multi-ethnic,
multi-religious nation like Malaysia. This ensures that any public discussion of proMalay bumiputera redistribution policies will be silenced, as will any criticism oflslam
or the Islamic establishment. The pro-NI;alay government's position that it will always
. safeguard the Malays' special rights and privileges further fed into the belief that the
Malays would always look after, .uplift, and assist other Malays as their Islamic brothers,
which underlined the position of the Malay middle class 'that they were both morally
and materially tied to the bumiputera power elite and vice versa.
While using largely closed networks to protect their own interests, the Malay power
elite, as in the case of the MCKK cohort in the 1990s, has long been able to claim to be
acting for national, religious, and ethnic interests on behalf of the larger Malay group.
The state valorized the Malay power elite for being "morally engaged" with the Malay
middle class through shared Islamic and ethnic values. As such, rather than viewing the
·politically connected power elite as inaccessible, the state represented them as "MalayMuslim brothers." This sentimental moral rhetoric served to obscure the reality behind
the actual lines of state-based power in Malaysia. Suggesting that all Malays could network like the Malay power elite and that the Malay-Muslim moral universe was one
of shared affective ties across class lines, this ideology took focus away from the reality of Malaysian political economy, which favoured many with the rentier-state-based
benefits of redistribution, its "co-optive socialization," but enriched only a handful of
collaborative Malays with its greatest assets.
We argue that.these powerful factors allowed the Malaysian government to remain
stable over 50 years, controlled by the same power elite since independence, with the
bumiputera entrepreneurial elite as its primary beneficiaries. Malaysian Chinese businessmen, deeply connected through the Malaysian Chinese Association to UMNO in
the Barisan Nasional, maintained their collaborative relations with the bumiputera
power elite. The rentier state had an impact on political stability insofar as it remained
redistributive and continued to deliver development to all citizenry.
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Malaysia at 53
Malaysia in 2010 has not yet changed. After losing significant support in 2008, the
same coalition, the BN, remains in power. The opposition, led by Anwar Ibrahim, is
struggling. It did not succeed in breaking up the coalition in power despite multiple
and dramatic promises to the contrary in 2008. In 2009, the prime minister changed,
following the same scenario as for all departing prime ministers from Malaysia: Abdullah Badawi simply retired as the leader of UMNO, and Najib Tun Razak, as UMNO
Vice President, replaced him. Most observers expect the Barisan Nasional coalition to
remain in power. The BN still has a sufficiently large parliamentary majority to pass
the bulk of new legislation unchallenged. Political tussles between the BN and the main
opposition Pakatan Rakyat (PR) alliance are fierce as both sides strive to increase their
representation in the national and state parliaments. There is a risk of mass demonstrations if the leader of the PR, Anwar Ibrahim, is found guilty of sodomy as in 1998 in a
new trial that began in February 2010. Freedom of expression and freedom of assembly
are still restricted for government critics. Prime Minister Najib and his ministers defend preventive detention and outdated repressive laws in the name of public security
and a fragile multi-ethnic society.
In 2009 and 2010, the country was affected by the economic crisis, its citizenry experiencing inflation and rising fuel prices. Communitarian concerns are also rising.
There are broad accusations of corruption and ineffectuality in the current leadership
of UMNO, with the current prime minister's performance under much scrutiny and
factionalism in the party. In this, as in all former crises, the government has taken preemptive action: stepping up its authoritarian measures and resorting yet again to massive arrests and detentions (Amnesty International 2009). In August 2009, at a march
s_upporting the repeal of the Internal Security Act, security forces arrested nearly 600
people (including 44 children) and used tear gas and chemically laced water from water
cannon against the crowds. Malaysian authorities continue to harass and arrest human
rights defenders, including lawyers, journalists, NGO activists, opposition politicians,
and even outspoken members ofSuhakam, Malaysia's official human rights watchdog
.organization.
But, as we have argued, the Malaysian regime does not survive on authoritarianism
alone. Its institutions and the elite remains able to deliver economic development in an
environment where the majority of citizens still believes in a better future and remain,
as Mills described, "co-opted" and "socialized" by the elite. We contend that the Malaysian state has retained its resilience by delivering the material conditions expected
by the population. In the current economic situation, PETRONAS and the state institutions are in a position to be of great developmentalist help. The government is relying
on them to keep the opposition at bay, as it did when challenged in 1969, 1987, and 1999·
In November 2008, the government announced a stimulus package of7 billion MYR
(i.9 billion US$, 1% of GDP) including the following elements: investment funds to promote strategic industries and high-speed broadband; small-scale projects such as village
roads and school repairs; affordable housing, education, and skills-training programs;
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and improved public transport and military facilities. In March 2009, th_e government
unveiled a second much larger stimulus package of 60 billion MYR (16.2 billion US$,
8.6% of GDP) to be implemented over 2009 and 2010. The Malaysian economy was one
of the hardest hit in the East Asia region, but it has remained fundamentally resilient.
The turmoil in manufacturing did not lead to a broad-based recession and the crisis
has remained mostly a manufacturing-for-exports crisis. Sound fundamentals and responsive policies continue to provide support. With East Asia leading the recovery and
advanced economies showing progressive improvement, the Malaysian economy was
projected to grow again at 4.1% in 2010, following a contraction of 2.3% in 2009 (World
Bank 2009).
If the rentier state and its elite stop delivering the citizenry its formula of co-optive
socialization, security, and a hope for a better future, Malaysians might demand wideranging political change. Or, perhaps not. In Malaysia in 2010, as the rich retain their
wealth and the empowered retain their position, we contend that the elite and its pow·erful collaborators are still in place, continuing to make powerful promises of inclusion
to the middle classes.
We have sought to explain the heuristic value of the link between political in~titu
tions, rent, and the networks of a power elite. Malaysia is an example of a rentier state
that adapts and continues to draw its revenues from resources exogenous to society. It
is not the quantity of oil exported that allows for the explanation of political processes.
but the manoeuvring room that rent provides the government. With rent, institutions,
and networking still very much alive in Malaysia's s3rd year, that manoeuvring room
may remain very wide indeed. For more than so years, Malaysia has represented a case
of a persistently blocked democracy with a satisfied citizenry: some are. lured by the
co-opting and socializing pull of Islamic and ethnic middle-class well-being and the
seductive promise of collaboration with a power elite, others are in active collaboration with the elite, and the rest is the majority of its citizenry made complacent by the
level of development and services the government has, right up to the present moment,
continued to deliver.
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Organisations abut non lucratif:
timide emergence de la societe civile en
Republique democratique populaire lao
Steeve Daviau

RESUME La societe civile laotienne en est encore ases premiers balbutiements et l'espace
actuellement disponible est circonscrit au niveau associatif. Cet article examine I' emergence
et la nature changeante de la societe civile au Laos !ravers !'analyse du contexte politique et
des facteurs culturels sous-jacents une ouverture politique quf permet !'emergence timide
de formes d'organisations de societe civile. Bien qu'elles necessitent la sanction du Parti et
de l'Etat pour exister, ces associations constituent al'heure actuelle un pas vers la pluralite
et l'ouverture de l'espace public et un veritable tremplin vers le developpement de la societe
civile au Laos.

a

a

ABSTRACT Civil society in Laos is still in its infancy and the space available so far is
restricted to the level of associations. This paper examines the emergence and changing nature
of this civil society through analysis of the political settings and cultural factors underlying the
political opening that currently allows the emergence of civil society organizations. Despite the
fact that these organizations must have the sanction of the Party in order to exist, they are one
step forward toward plurality and the opening of public space, making this a real leap forward
in the development of' a genuine civil society in Laos.

Introduction
Autrefois un Etat « tampon )> et isole au creur de la peninsule indochinoise, la Republique democratique populaire (RDP) lao (SathalanalathPasatipatai Pasason Lao) a
entrepris depuis i986 une transition du communisme vers une economie de marche et
une ouverture face aux pays limitrophes. Selon l'indice du developpeinent humain du
Programme des Nations Unies pour le developpement (PNUD) pour 2005, le Laos etait
classe 133< sur 177 pays, plus bas que ses voisins immediats. D'une superficie de 236 300
km2, dont 70 % est montagneuse et 40 % couverte de fon~t, le Laos est situe au creur de
la peninsule indochinoise et est entoure de la Birmanie et de la Chine au nord-ouest,
du Vietnam al'est, du Cambodge au sud et de la Thallande al'ouest. Selon le dernier
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recensement national (2005), le pays compte 5,6 millions de personnes, avec une croissance rapide de 2 % par annee. Au niveau ethnique, le gouvernement reconnait officiellement 49 groupes ethniques principaux, repartis en quatre familles linguistiques:
Tai-Lao, M6n-khmer, Tibeto-birman et Hmong-Iu-hmien. Les minorites ethniques
representent environ 50 % de la population du pays.
L'objectif general gouvernemental, tel qu'annonce clans le Sixieme plan quinquennal
(2606-2010 ), est la lutte contre la pauvrete. Le processus de developpement du gouvernement lao est diiectement lie a l'integration du pays a l'economie de marche et aux
politiques d'ajustements structurels imposees par les organismes multilateraux. Le Laos
est l'un des pays qui m;:oit le plus d'aide internationale, et l'emergence de la societe
civile resulte des pressions des bailleurs de fonds et des acteurs internatiohaux au Laos.
L' etablissement de la premiere entite apte aenregistrer des associations de societe civile,
le Lao Union of Science and Engineering Associations (LUSEA), a ete autorise car il
est conditionnel al'entree du Laos clans l'Association des nations de l'Asie du Sud-Est
(ASEAN). La collaboration avec des associations semble aussi necessaire si le gouvernement veut atteindre les objectifs de reduction de la pauvrete qu'il s'est fixes pour 2020.
Au debut des a~nees 2000, le gouvernement a accorde l'enregistrement de plus
d'une vingtaine d'associations a but non lucratif puis interrompu le processus en
2003-2004; de sorte que plusieurs organisations locales sont en attente de statut,
subsista·nt sous l'ombrelle d'organisations non gouvernementales (ONG) internationales. D'autres organisations locales sont effectivement en fonction et suscitent
beaucoup d'interet de la part de divers acteurs engages, par rapport a leur viabilite
clans le contexte politique laotien.
Cet article examine l' emergence et la nature changeante de la societe civile au Laos
atravers, clans un premier temps, l'analyse du contexte politique et des facteurs culturels sous-jacents a une ouverture politique qui permet l'~mergence timide de formes
cl' organisations de societe civile en RDP lao. Pour y parvenir, nous allons remonter
historiquement les etapes importantes de l'ouverture politique qui a permis de jeter les
bases d'un embryon de societe civile au Laos.
.
Dans un second temps, nous presenterons des etudes de cas r~velant les strategies de
divers acteurs activement engages clans ce contexte d' ouverture : (1) les organisations
ombrelles (Lao Union of Science and.Engineering Associations (LUSEA) et le Front lao
cl' edification nationale (FLEN)), actives clans l'enregistrement cl' associations au Laos;
(2) Concern Worldwide, une ONG internationale qui supporte un projet au niveau
institutionnel soit la redaction du Decret national sur les associations en RDP lao; (3)
deux ONG internatibnales qui soutiennent des associations et qui partagent la strategie
de transiter du statut de bureau (succtirsale) acelui d'ONG locale: CIDSE (NORMAI)
et Handicap International France (LADCA); (4) une association a caractere plus in1

,

L
En fait, il n'y a pas de consensus al'heure actuelle sur !'appellation exacte de ces associations,
que !'on designe par divers termes: Non Profit Organizations (NPOs), Civil Society Organizations,
Civil Society Associations, etc. II n'existe pas de traduction officielle en lao, mais on refere generalement aux associations par le terme de samakhoum.
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dependant, la Community Knowledge Support Association (CKSA), Hee a un reseau
regional, l'IKAP.

Contexte politique et facteurs culturels : la conjoncture
laotienne·
Dans son analyse comparative de la societe civile en Thai1ande, en Indonesie, aux Philippines et en Malaisie, Hedman (2001) a identifie quatre facteurs structurels des qui
ont fac;:onne la voie et les perspectives de mobilisation au nom de la societe civile en
Asiedu Sud-Est. La variation clans la nature des regimes, la constellation de classes,
l'heritage de la gauche et les institutions religieuses y ont influence de maniere determinante le cadre temporel (timing) etl'ampleur, l'identite et la trajectoire de la mobilisation politique. Je me propose done, clans un premier temps, de m'inspirer de ce
cadre analytique pour tenter de conceptualiser l'espace dispoQible pour l'emergence
de la societe civile en RDP lao, de maniere historique, en allant de la revolution lao de
1975 jusqu'a aujourd'hui.
En 1975, la revolution socialiste met un terme a 600 ans de feodalisme; l'instauration
d'un systeme autoritaire ira de pair avec la construction du nouvel homme socialiste.
Le pouvoir va desormais exercer son autorite a l'interieur de chaque village.et devenir
le compagnon de chaque individu, elaborant ainsi un systeme de controle et de domination de la population; un veritable panoptique.a l'echelle nationale. En fait, clans le
cas du Laos, il n'y a pas eu de revolution au sens propre du terme; la monarchie n'a
jamais abdique en raison de mecontentenients ou de luttes internes, mais plutot en
consequence de la dependance ideologique et militaire face. au Vietnam (Evans 2002).
A pres la chute du Bloc de l'Est, le Laos se tourne vers les institutions multilaterales et entame une liberalisation economique en 1986 avec les Nouveaux mecanismes
economiques (NME). Les NME coincident avec un changement de discours qui met
desormais l'accent s'ur le developpement economique et social'. Mais la liberalisation
economique ne se traduit pas par un adoucissement politique. Comme en Chine et
au Vietnam, le regime socialiste s'est maintenu au pouvoir et on observe un renforcement du monopole du pouvoir politique du Parti, detenu par les generaux de l'armee
nationale.
La structure politique est divisee entre la ligne verticale du Parti et la ligne horizontale representee par les organisations de masse. Selon le proverbe lao « Pak sin am,
lat nam pha, pasason pen chao », le Parti montre la voie, le gouvernement dirige et le
peuple est maitre. 11 n'y a en fait que peu de participation populaire : le Parti monopo2. Version lao de la perestroika, egalement mis en reuvre au Vietnam sous la designation de Doi
moi, les reformes et Jes changements politiques apportes avec Jes NME jettent les bases d'une economie de marche qui repose sur cinq points: rehabiliter le role du marche dans l'economie, renouveler
· le secteur des entreprises publiques, promouvoir le secteur prive, ameliorer la gestion financiere
macroeconomique et controler la monnaie et le credit. Par consequent, le processus national de
developpement est lie de pres a !'integration du pays dans l'economie de marche et aux politiques
.
d'ajustements elaborees par les institutions internationales.
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lise le pouvoir politique et tous les medias et moyens d'information (radios, journaux,
haut-parleurs, etc.).
Selon la rhetorique laotienne, le pays est dirige par la dictature du proletariat; aucune
forme de contestation (consideree comme antirevolutionnaire) n'est toleree. Le gouverrrement et le Paiti sont en fait indissociables, selon l'appellation pak-lat (Parti-Etat)
utilisee pour parler de.l'Etat en general. Comme l'exprime Chagnon: « The GOV and
the Party have not quite found their comfort zone in allowing the Lao private sector ·
to enter into social and economic development work» (Chagnon et al. 2003, 82). Par
consequent, l'espace disponible p'our l'emergence de la societe civile au Laos est considerablement reduit.

Socialisme et bouddhisme theravada
Le Parti se fait le gardien des traditions, et le socialisme est domestique, utilisant le symbolisme legitimant du bouddhisme. En effet, l'arrivee au pouvoir. d'un regime socialiste au Laos n'a pas coincide avec une tentative d'elimination ou de promotion d'une
doctrine de bouddhisme socialiste comme en Birmanie, mais avec une reorganisation
du bouddhisme pour servir l'Etat. Ainsi, comme le commentent Hours et Selim:« Implique clans une societe dont les modalites de structuration se jouent clans une alliance
particuliere entre le pouvoir politique et le bouddhisme theravada [ou bouddhisme
du petit vehicule], le communisme laotien a ete l'objet d'une internalisation et d'une
reinterpretation endogene caracteristique » (1997, 14). Le bouddhisme a ete transforme
pour servir les inten~ts de l'Etat marxiste et l'autorite du regime a travers un double
processus simultane : les leaders du Parti revolutionnaire populaire lao ont mine la legitimite accordee par le bouddhisme au regime feodal, tout en etablissant de nouvelles.
justifications ideologiques pour l'exercice de leur propre autorite politique.
Evans (1993) analyse plus particulierement les moyens adoptes par les leaders du
Parti revolutionnaire poptilaire lao pour realiser une transition vers une vision du
monde marxiste-leniniste. Dans un premier temps, il decrit le modele traditionnel de
legitimation (vision dumonde socioreligieuse, fruit d'un syncretisme entre la mythologie lao et des notions du bouddhisme indien) et le processus par lequel il a ete fragilise
par le colonialisme frarn;:ais et le gouvernement royal lao. Il propose ensuite une analyse
du socialisme lao et une comparaison des ·structures de legitimation entre le marxisme
et le bouddhisme. Finalement, il analyse les moyens adoptes par le nouveau regime
pour utiliser certains aspects de l'ordre tr~ditionnel afin de faciliter une acceptation
initiale du marxisme-leninisme, tout en reduisant systematiquement le bouddhisme
au statut d'apanage de l'Etat marxiste. Le cas du·bouddhisme theravada laotien vient
confirmer le modele de Hedman selon lequel : « InstitutiOns of Buddhism have proven
rather inhospitable for mobilizational efforts that might threaten political stability by
challenging the incumbent regime» (2001, 929).

3.
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Organisations de masse en tant que societe civile
En fait, depuis la revolution de i975, les organisations ·ae masse ont ete generalement
considerees comme la seule forme de societe civile au Laos. Il ya quatre organisations
de masse au Laos: le Front lao d'edification nationale (FLEN), I'Association des femmes lao (LWU), I' Association des jeunes lao (LYU), I' Association des syndicats lao
(LLU). Plusieurs acteurs internationaux (ONG, agences bilaterales et niultilaterales) les
considerent, clans la situation d'un pays a parti unique, comme partie integrante de la
societe (Chagnon et al. 2003). Caril est vrai que depuis i975, ces quatre organisations
de masse ont fait office de societe civile au niveau rural.
En I' absence de societe civile au Laos, les organisations de masse rejoignent la base ·
de la societe et representent leurs membres clans les dialogues nationaux sur les politiques nationales ou les strategies a suivre. En particulier, deux de ces organisations
constituent des liens importants entre l'Etat et les citoyens (citizenry), car elles ont des
avancees clans les communautes eloignees et sont responsables de divers aspects de la
vie communautaire, incluant la participation des femmes, les activites des jeune~ et la
participation des minorites ethniques au developpement (Projet de la Banque asiatique
de developpement). Elles menent egalement des projets acaractere economique, social
ou humanitaire (campagnes de vaccinatfon, lutte contre la drogue, etc.).
Dans les faits, le FLEN et l' Association des femmes lao sont presents atous les echelons administratifs : village, district, province et au niveau national. Les representants
du Front au niveail communautaire sont souvent des aines qui occupent des positions
importantes clans le systeme institutionnel vernaculaire, par exemple clans le conseil
des anciens (regroupant les hommes ages du village, qui sont en charge du reglement
des conflits, de l' acces au fancier, des rituels collectifs, .mais aussi des alliances et de la
resolution de conflits entre communautes, en fonction du droit coutumier) clans les
communautes minoritaires. Pour sa part, le chef de village est en charge de faire le lien
entre la communaute et l'Etat. Toutefois, les· representants des organisations de masse,
tout en constituant les meilleurs defenseurs des voix populaires - ils contribuent a
faire entendre les voix de la base aux decideurs politiques -, sont egalement en charge
de la diffusion des politiques aupres de la population, done le fer de lance des politiques
gouvernementales.
Mais pour d'autres, les organisations de masse ne constituent en aucun cas la societe
civile puisqu'elles ne sont pas du tout independantes du gouvernement. Par exemple,
si en theorie les pastes sont offerts atout le monde, ce sont generalement les representants du Parti qui les occupent; clans tousles cas, les organisations de masse,ne sont pas
independantes du Parti.
Neanmoins, de nouvea.ux elements de la societe civile sont en train d'apparaitre sur la
scene laotienne. Depuis quelques annees, le gouvernement encourage les organisations
de masse a trouver elles-memes leur financement aupres des bailleurs internationaux
(pour leurs salaires et les activites de developpement). Certains employes gouvernementaux ont d'ailleurs indique que le besoin de fonds a stimule des discussions a propos de la gestion des ressources humaines et financieres au sein·de leurs organisations
(Concern Worldwide, 2007) .. L~s organisations de ·masse, soutenues par le Parti, ont
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notamment elargi et renforce leur role au niveau de la societe civile en raison de C{!tte
augmentation de l'assistance des bailleurs de fonds internationaux et du fait qu'elles
sont desormais impliquees clans des thematiques de developpement rural: prevention
du sida, trafic humain, pl~nification familiale, etc.

L'emergence d'institutions de societe civile en RDP lao
Au debut des annees 1990, le Parti refusait encore d'autoriser la formation d'associations privees ou d'ONG locales, par exemple. La raison invoquee, selon certains officiels, etait qu'il n'y avait pas de cadre legl.slatif; par ailleurs, les dirigeants du Parti
etaient soucieux et ont prefere ne pas s'ouvrir simultanement au marche et a la societe
civile. Malgre les confusions apropos de la societe civile (certains membres du gouvernement ne voient pas la pertinence de permettre l'enregistrementdes associations
puisque les organisations de masses representent deja la societe civile), et le manque
de cadre l~gislatif et structure!, il semble que certains aspects de la societe civile ont recemment germe. Nous verrons tout d'abord les bases constitutionnelles qui ont permis
cette eclosion.
En 1991, la Constitution lao a entrouvert la possibilite du developpement d'associations professionnelles semi-autonomes locales, testant ainsi les frontieres de la societe civil{! (Concern Worldwide, 2007). L'article 31 de la Constitution garantit le droit
d'association: «Les citoyens lao jouissent des libertes d'expression orale et ecrite, de
reunion, d'association et de manifestation qui ne sont pas en contradiction avec les
termes de la loi. 4 »
Mais clans les faits, meme si la Constitution lao garantit le droit d'association, aucun
cadre legislatif specifique n' existe definissant un statut specifique pour ce type d' organisations, ni aucune reglementation touchant a la vie associative. De ce fait, les associations, du moins suivant le sens qu'a ce terme en Occident, n'ont pas vraiment .
d'existence juridique au Laos. A l'heure actuelle, tout passe encore par les grandes organisations de masse ou les ONG internationales.
Le Parti revolutionnaire populaire lao a proclame une resolution en 1993 encourageant la creation d'associations (traduction du terme samakhoum ou encore ongkan
chattang tang sangkhoum en langue lao), mais ni loi ni reglement n'a ete enonce permettant la mise en application de ces directives generales. Dans la pratique, plusieurs
organisations (umbrella organizations) ont alors ete creees par diverses branches du
gouvernement pour permettre l'enregistrement et la surveillance des associations. La
resolution mentionne le besoin de creer des associations, definit les caracteristiques
memes d'une association (benevole, autogeree, autofinancee), categorise les associations (professionnelles OU COmmunautaires), et etablit les regles de base pour la gestion
des associations par l'Etat (Concern Worlwide 2007, 6):

4. Assemblee populaire supreme, 1991, p. 10.
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Deux autres decrets, proclames par le ministere de l' Agriculture et des Forets, regularisent l'etablissement et le fonctionnement des associations d'utilisateurs de l'eau
(water users). Le premier (n°0156/AF) a ete proclame en mars 1997 et le second (n°1150/
MAP 2000) en juin 2000. Ces deux decrets definissent les associations d'utilisateurs
de l'eau en tant qu' « entites juridiques)) et enoncent les regles d'etablissement d'associations, les responsabilites des associations et de leurs membres ainsi que les mecanismes de gestion. Finalement, les articles 14, 27 et 40 de la Loi sur l'Administration
locale (octobre 2003) mentionnent que les organisations sociales, au meme titre que
Jes autorites et organismes gouvernementaux, .ont un role de clans le developpement
socioeconomique du pays.

Organisations ombrelles et enregistrement d'associations
LUSEA : se plier aux exigences internationales pour l'entree du Laos dans l'ASEAN

En septembr~ 2000, le gouvernement lao envoyait des observateurs au Vietnam pour
rencontrer la Vietnamese Union of Science and Technology Association (VUSTA) afin
de se familiariser avec le principe d'association. Un rapport a ete presente au ministere
des Sciences et Technologies et au Bureau du Premier ministre ainsi qu'au ministere
des Affaires exterieures pour etablir les associations lao. Une seconde rencontre fut
organisee, toujours au Vietnam, en decembre de la meme annee, aupres de l'Asian
Federation of Engineering Organization (AFEO), suivie de la meme proposition d'etablissement des associations lao. Finalement, le Bureau du Premier ministre a officiellement promulgue le Decret 59 etablissant le Lao Union of Science and Engineering
Associations (LUSEA) en 2005.
Cependant, le processus d'enregistrement d'associations abut non lucratif a debute
auparavant. Le but du LUSEA est de faire le lien entre les associations jumelles au sein
de l'ASEAN afin d'ameliorer, de promouvoir et de developper les sciences et technologies, en ligne avec la politique gouvernementale de reduction de la pauvrete. Le LUSEA
est egalement responsable de la promotion et du suivi des organisations et associations
locales a but non lucratif qui sont enregistrees sous cette organisation de tete.
Depuis sa mise en fonction ala fin de 2005, 41 associations ont ete.enregistrees sous le
LUSEA; certaines sont des associations purement professionnelles, tandis que d'autres
sont impliquees clans le developpement environnemental et multisectoriel. Neuf autres
associations ont commence le processus d'eiuegistrement mais sont toujours en at-·
tente.

a

Liste des associations but non lucratif en RDP lao enregistrees ou en processus de l'etre sous le Lao
Union of Science and Engineering Associations (LUSEA)
Septembre 2007

LISTE DES MEMBRES PERMANENTS DU LUSEA
1
Association bf Lao Architects and Civil Engineers
2
Association for Research and Development
3
Lao Biodiversity Preservation Development Association
4
Rural Research and DevelopmentTraining Center
5
Lao Power Engineering Association
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

/

Renewable Energy for Sustainable Development Association
Community and Environment Development Association
Non Profit Association of Lao Development
.
The Social Science Researcher and Art of Speaking Promotion Association
Vulnerable Lao Youth Development Association
Lao Community Sustainable Development Promotion Association
Lao Promotion Organic Products Association
Tree Plantation and Livestock Promotion Association
Community Environmental Promotion and Cultural Association
Agricultural and Handicraft Promotion Association (AHPPA)
Non-Profit Association for Rural Mobilization and Improvement (NORMAi)

II

LISTE
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

DES MEMBRES DU tUSEA (EN PROCESSUS D'ENREGISTREMENT)
Non Profit Organization Lao ABC
Association for Agriculture and Handicraft Products Promotion
Community Association for Mobilizing Participation in Development
Community Knowledge Support Association
Cooperative Orthotic & Prosthetic Enterprise
Gender Development Group
Lao Development Cooperation Association
Lao National Network of People Living with HIV/ AIDS
Promotion for Education and Development Association
Young Engineers Council
Technology Promotion for Sustainable Development, Information and Environmental
Management
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LISTE
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

DES AUTRES ASSOCIATIONS ET ORGANISATIONS A BUT NON LUCRATIF
Foundation for Assisting Poor People of Lao PDR
Foundation for Promotion of Education
Lao Culture Foundation
Lao Disabled People Association
Lao Disabled Women Development Center
_Lao Disadvantaged Children Association
Lao Fine Arts Association
Lao Handicrafts Association
Lao Journalists' Association
Lao Medical Association
Lao Performing Arts Association
Lao Photographers' Association
Lao Writers' Association
Mobile Conservation Education Unit

Liste des fondations en RDP lao
1
LAO-INTERNATIONAL POVERTY ALLEVIATION FOUNDATION
2
NATIONAL POVERTY REDUCTION FOUNDATION
3
SRISATHIASAY FOUNDATION
4
MINSAI FOUNDATION
5
LAO DEVELOPMENT AND WEALTH FOUNDATION

En fait, le LUSEA est maintenant taxe d'illegitimite par le gouvernement lao, puisque
son secretaire general a auto rise l' enregistrement d' associations qui ne rel event pas
du domaine scientifique. Le gouvernement est done d'avis que le LUSEA a perdu son
mandat d'enregistrer des associations au Laos et done par la meme occasion d'etre actif
au developpement de la societe civile au Laos.
Par consequent, toutes les associations qui sont en attente de recevoir leur enregistrement sous le LUSEA sont paralysees, et certaines devront eventuellement transiter
vers une institution qui est accreditee par l'Etat pour enregistrer des associations.
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Autres organisations ombrelles

Cependant, le LUSEA n'est pas la seule entite apte a enregistrer des associations. Malgre
le fait que la Constitution (article 31) et les resolutions du Parti mentionnees plus haut
stipulent le droit d' etablir des associations, il n' existe aucun cadre legislatif pour justifier l'existence des associations et permettre la mise en application de ces dispositions.
L'article 31 permet theoriquement a tousles ministeres d'enregistrer des associations
membres, mais, clans les faits, peu le font: la National Disabled People Association
(NPDA) est enregistree aupres du ministere du Travail et du Bien-etre social, la Lao
Bar Association l'est aupres du ministere de la Justice, l'Association des medecins lao
l'est aupres du ministere de la Sante, etc. Le National Committee for Disabled People
(LCDP) et la Lao National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LNCCI) sont egalement actifs au niveau de l'enregistrement d'associations.
En consequence, divers ministeres gouvernementaux ont pris !'initiative d'etablir
des organisations ombrelles sous lesquelles les associations peuvent s'enregistrer. Mais
ces organisations ombrelles n'ont pas de role de coordination ni de reseautage et par
consequent il n' existe pas, a l'heure actuelle, de plate-formed' echanges, d'information
ou de diffusion. Un des problemes qui en resulte est que personne ne connait l' ampleur
de ces associations; plusieurs associations etant par exemple enregistrees au niveau des
provinces.
Le FLEN est egalement actif au niveau de l'enregistrement d'associations. Ace jour,
le Front a eiuegistre 55 membres : 51 associations et quatre fondations. Le Front enregistre des associations depuis des annees, mais manque de comprehension concernant
ce que devrait etre son role par rapport aces associations en plus d'avoir une capacite
de gestion faible.
En janvier dernier se tenait le« National Workshop on People's Strata & Civil organization», organise par l~ People's Strata & Civil Organization Department (PSCD) du
FLEN et reunissant des membres des echelons national, provincial et des districts, clans
le district de Paksan, province de Bolikhamxay. La rencontre, la premiere du genre, .
visait a (1) uniformiser la vision des directeurs des ministeres face aux roles et responsabilites du PSCD afin que ceux-ci soient en mesure d'agir comme meneurs pour
atteindre les objectifs du Parti et du gouvernement; (2) permettre la prise de conscience
et la comprehension, par les directeurs du FLEN a tous les niveaux, de l~ur fonction,
clans le but d'encourager la participation des nouvelles generations au changement
favorisant le developpement socioeconomique, clans le cadre du mandat du FLEN, et
en accord avec le gouvernement et le Paiti; (3) encourager le PSCD a tousles niveaux a
collaborer avec les·organisations et a ameliorer les capacites de gestion de l'info_rmation.
On observe done une volonte de sensibilisation et d'uniformisation ideologique des
employes gouvernementaux a tousles echelons administratifs par rapport a leur mandat, et d'elargissement de la participation de la societe civile, clans le respect de la ligne
politique offi.cielle.
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Le decret national sur les associations
Le PACSA. (Public Administration and Civil Service Authority) a ete mandate par le
premier ministre pour elaborer le Decret national sur la societe civile. Un co mite, forme
de representants de neuf ministeres5, est responsable de la revision du decret. Ils en sont
a la quatrieme version, et la version finale est prevue pour juin 2008. Des conferences
mensuelles ont ete tenues depuis plus d'un an; celle de janvier dernier reunissait plus
de 80 representants gouvernementaux, mais egalement des membres de la societe civile
(la National Disabled People Association et la Foundation for Education) qui ont ete
invites pour participer aux discussions.
Ceci est des plus interessant parce qu'habituellement ces conferences sont tenues a
huis dos. Pour la premiere fois, des organisations non gouvernementales sont invitees
aces conferences pour donher leur point de vue sur un decret concernant la societe
civile. Ceci est notamment du au profil progressiste et au dynamisme de certains membres du gouvernement.
Un des objectifs du Decret est d'uniformiser la situation et d'etablir"un processus
pour l'enregistrement puisqu'il existe a l'heure actuelle plusieurs processus selon les
ministeres, et differents criteres - ou dans certains cas, pas du tout de criteres.
A l'heure actuelle, meme si les bailleurs de fonds et les ONG internationales ont les
yeux rives sur les associations emergentes, il est presque impossible de soutenir ces associations en etant base au Laos. En effet, le ministere des Affaires exterieures a interdit
aux associations d'acceder aux financements internationaux tant que le Decret'sur les
associations n'est pas signe6• Sa ratification constitue en fait la premiere etape. Les divers acteurs impliques dans sa redaction devront ensuite mettre la main a la pate pour
diffuser les informations relatives a sa mise en application et au fonctionnement legal
des associations, non seulement pour le gouvernement, mais aussi pour les citoyens
lao qui planifient demarrer leur propre association, ou qui ont deja une association.
C'est au niveau interne que le gouvernement va decider qui sera responsable de la
mise en application du decret visant les associations. L'ideal serait que la PACSA en ait
la charge, puisque !'organisation est formee d'avocats dont les decisions seraient prises
en fonction des lois. Mais il est egalement possible que la gestion des associations et
!'application du Decret soient laissees au niinistere de la Securite publique; on observerait alors une situation plus contraignante pour les associations, qui seraient l'objet
d'un contr6le accru.

5. II s'agit du vice-directeur de la PACSA et de representants des ministeres de la Justice, des
Finances, des Affaires exterieures, de l'Assemblee nationale, du Parti Central, du LUSEA et du
Department of People Strata and People Organization du FLEN.
6. Le decret a finalement ete ratifie par le Bureau du Premier ministre en avril 2009.
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Etude de cas 1: ONG internationale et projet de soutien de la
societe civile au Laos
Face a cette breche ouverte - il s'agit en fait d'un veritable changement politique si on garde a !'esprit que le gouvernement amenage des ouvertures pour permettre
!'emergence de la societe civile, dans cet Etat a parti unique, les acteurs internationaux
bases au Laos sont aux aguets.
Plusieurs autres ONG internationales (Concern Worldwide, United Nation Development Program, Global Association for People and the Environment) soutiennent des
associations locales et d'autres y songent egalement (OXFAM, Save the Children Australia, German Agro Action). Certaines ONG internationales ont egalement forme un
groupe de travail sur la societe civile (CARE, Netherlands Development Organization,
SCA, Canadian University Service Overseas, (CUSO), United Nation Development
.Program, DED, pour n'en nommer que quelques-unes).
Mais certains employes des ONG internationales qui ont deja travaille dans des pays
ou la societe civile est plus dynamique arrivent au Laos, armes d'attentes par rapport a
ce qui devrait avoir deja eu lieu et font quelques fois des commentaires o.u des demandes plutot deplaisantes aux autorites gouvernementales. La reaction du gouvernement
est_souvent un petit sourire poli, mais les autorites laotiennes n'apprecient pas de se
faire dire quoi faire dans leur propre pays. Et ·ce genre de reaction forte de la part
d'employes des ONG internationales ne contribue en aucun cas a l'ouverture. A l'autre
extreme, d'autres ONG s'autocensurent et se confi.nent a apporter un soutien technique
demande par l'Etat.
Entre ces deux positionnements, demeure la voie mitoyenne, selon laquelle rien ne
sert de pousser les autorites laotiennes, il faut plutot les accompagner, et nouer une
relation assez forte pour developper un dialogue. Concern Worldwide, par exemple;
promeut non pas une approche de conflit ou d'evitement, mais plutot un accompagnement critique.
Le programme de Concern Worlwide prevoit (1) d'aider le gouvernement lao a creer
un environnement (c'est-a-dire un cadre legal et politique) dans lequel la societe civile
peut emerger; (2) de contribuer a la formation des organisations de la societe civile
(civil society organizations ou CSOs) pour favoriser la reddition de comptes (accountability) et la bonne gouvernance; (3) de stimuler la conscience, au sein du gouvernement
face a la notion et au potentiel de la societe civile; et fi.nalement (4) d'etablir un code de
conduite pour les organisations de la societe civile au Laos.
En fait, Concern Woddwide planifi.ait soutenir le LUSEA, mais dans le contexte
actuel, l'ONG a plutot decide de soutenir le FLEN et a elabore un projet de formation
afi.n d'ameliorer les capacites de ce dernier asoutenir, conseiller et gerer les associations
(car le Front, qui a enregistre pres d'une cinquantaine d'associations a l'heure actuelle,
n'a en fait aucun role ou capacite de gestion) qui travaillent notamment au niveau de
la reduction de la pauvrete. Le Front continue toujours d' enregistrer des associations;
il n'a pas ete interdit, contrairement aux autres entites jusque-la responsables de l'enregistrement d'associations au Laos.
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Concern Worldwide supporte la PACSA clans le processus de redaction du Decret
national sur les associations. Pour mener a bien cette tache, Concern W orlwide a emmene des representants gouvernementaux lao en visite aux Philippines et au Vietnam,
le but etant de favoriser les echanges entre acteurs gouvernementaux et societe civile
ailleurs en Asiedu Sud-Est.
Le Vietnam est deja passe par ce processus d'ouverture et de developpement de la
societe civile. Concern Worldwide travaille en partenariat avec le Vietnam National
Assistance for the Handicapped (VNAH), membre de la VUSTA (Vietnam Union of
Science and Technology Association) qui a egalement travaille avec le LUSEA. Ceci
a permis de se rendre compte de la relation politique entre le Laos et le Vietnam. Au
niveau politique, il est clair que le Laos est pret a suivre le Vietnam, plus que n'importe
quel autre pays clans le monde.
Concern W orlwide a souvent emmene au Laos des delegues vietnamiens du ministere des Affaires exterieures ou du ministere des ONG qui ont soutenu le processus
d'ouverture a la societe civile au Vietnam, et qui affirment que le temps est venu pour
le Laos de faire de meme.
Lors de conferences internationales, les Lao ecoutent poliment les presentations des
etrangers qui ont des bonnes idees; pourtant, ces dernieres s'appliquent rarement bien
au cas laotien. En revanche, lorsqu'un delegue vietnamien prend la parole, les gens
ecoutent, absorbent et vont presque jusqu'a prendre le modele integralement avec des
modifications mineures pour l'appliquer au cas laotien. Les collaborateurs vietnamiens,
invites au Laos par Concern Worlwide, peuvent se permettre de faire des affirmations
qui ne seraient jamais tolerees clans le cas d'un expatrie europeen par exemple. Les
employes gouvernementaux lao (qui souvent parlent vietnamien) mettent en pratique
les recommandations des delegues vietnamiens, et durant les reunions avec la PACSA
notamment, les delegues vietnamiens font avancer le processus d'aboutissement du
Decret national de maniere significative.
En somme, la societe civile est beaucoup plus avancee au Vietnam qu'au Laos et la
strategie de Concern Worlwide est de mettre a profit l'exemple vietnamien et la configuration politique lao-vietnamienne pour ouvrir des portes et faire avancer la societe
civile au Laos.
Le role de Concern Worlwide est done de tenter d'ouvrir des espaces qui peuvent
eventuellement favoriser des liens et des interactions entre les associations et le gouvernement, done une communication efficace entre les deux groupes. Ceci est fondamental puisque, pour le moment, le gouvernement ne sait absolument pas comment
interagir avec ces associations~ L'Etat a jusqu'a maintenant agi seul, et aussi avec le
secteur des affaires et des investissements etrangers par exemple, et doit maintenant
inclure un nouvel acteur clans l'arene. Cette situation suscite des craintes.
Certaines personnes, au sein du gouvernement, craignent en effet que les associations
emergentes remplacent les organisations de masse et que les financements internationaux soient desormais diriges uniquement vers les associations. C'est clans le but de
jeter les bases d'un partenariat entre gouvernement, ONG et associations que Concern
W orlwide a fait recemment approuver un projet pilote de recherche sur Jes savoirs locaux clans la province de Louang Namtha. L'idee est de proposer un modele de travail
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de partenariat qui definirait clairement les roles des collaborateurs (gouvernement lao,
ONG internationales et associations) et permettrait aux associations d'eventuellement
apporter une expertise et des habilites techniques, par exemple, l'objectif etant d'appuyer le gouvernement dans l'entreprise de developpement durable du pays.

Etude de cas 2: associations creees par des ONG internatioriales
avant de quitter le Laos : NORMAI (CIDSE) et LADCA
(Handicap International France).
NORMAI : transition du statut d'ONG internationale acelui d'association locale

NORMAi (transcription phonetique du lao signifiant « pousse de bambou ») a ete mis
sur pied par l'ONG Cooperation internationale pour le developpement et la solidarite
(CIDSE), presente au Cambodge, au Vietnam et au Laos. L'ONG cible principalement
les paysans, les Autochtones et les femmes, et travaille dans les domaines du developpement rural integre, du renforcement institutionnel, des formations sur le genre et le
developpement, du credit rural et de la sante.
L'objectif de CIDSE pour I' ensemble de ses bureaux indochinois est de passer du
statut d'ONGinternationale a celui d'association locale autonome. Face a la difficulte
d'obtenir l'enregistrement de NORMAi au niveau national (NORMAi est toujours
dans la liste .des associations en attente d'enregistrement sous le LUSEA), CIDSE a
reussi afaire enregistrer NORMAi a·u niveau provincial, par les autorites de la province
de Savannakhet. Cette strategie apparemment efficace a court terme ne semble pas
avoir porte fruit puisque le ministere des Affaires exterieures ne semble pas reconnaitre
I' association; en outre, plusieurs acteurs impliques dans le developpement de la societe
civile ali Laos doutent de la viabilite de cette association.

Association en processus denregistrement: la LADCA

La Lao Development and Cooperation Association (LADCA) a ete fondee au debut de
2006 par Handicap International France (HI France) dans le district de Sepone, dans
la province de Savannakhet. L'association est egalement toujours en attente de son
enregistrement officiel aupres du LUSEA. L'association est composee du personnel de
HI France, qui a demenage ses bureaux de Vientiane a Hanoi au Vietnam. En fait la
LADCA est non seulement un produit de HI France, mais a aussi herite des ressources
materielles de l'ONG fran'i'.aise (vehicules, ordinateurs, materiel de bureau, etc.). HI
s' est aussi garde le privilege de nommer le directeur de la LADCA.
.
HI demeure un acteur necessaire pour la survie de la LADc;A, au niveau notamment
de la redaction de proposition de projets que HI presente directement aux bailleurs
de fonds internationaux (par exemple, la Ville de Luxembourg en 2006). A l'heure
actuelle, un projet potentiel (HE_LVETAS) cible l' organisation villageoise.
L'avantage de la LADCA est que les employes sont terns originaires de la province de
Savannakhet et connaissent ties bien le terrain ou ils ont travaille depuis plus de cinq
ans sous la banniere de HI. La principale faiblesse de l' equipe est la redaction de pro po-
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sition de projets et la capacite de produire des rapports de projets pour les bailleurs de
fonds. On observe egalement une faible capacite arepondre aux appels d'offres et d'etre
en mesure de concurrencer les ONG internationales telles que CARE, qui a des fonds
pour engager des consultants internationaux qui sont familiers avec les formats des .
bailleurs de fonds. Done leur force est leur experience sur le terrain. L'un des objectifs
de la LADCA est de tenter d'obtenir des sous-contrats pour mettre en application des
portions de projets d'ONG internationales dans la province de Savannakhet, dans des
zones ou la LADCA a plus de cinq ans d'experience en developpement rural.
Dans les deux cas, NORMAi et la LAPCA sont des residus d'ONG internationales
qui ont planifie la transition d'un bureau d'ONG internationale vers un statut d'association locale. Ces deux associations sont en attente d'enregistrement aupres du LUSEA
depuis quelques annees; elles sont maintenues en vie par des ONG internationales qui
assument les frais de fonctionnement, les salaires, la recherche de fonds et les liens avec
les bailleurs de fonds internationaux. Dans les deux cas egalement, le retrait des ONG
internationales qui les soutiennent mettrait serieusement en cause leur viabilite.

Etude de cas 3 : la Community Knowledge Support Association
(CKSA)
La Community Knowledge Support Association (CKSA), qui etait en attente depuis
2005 aupres du LUSEA, est la derniere association enregistree au Laos. A la suite de la
signature d'une entente cadre entre Concern Worldwide et le FLEN, Concern Worldwide a propose ala CKSA, qu'il soutient, de se faire enregistrer aupres du FLEN. C'est
ce que le directeur de la-CKSA, Vanxay-Hmong Blanc (originaire de la province de
Xieng Khouang, au Nord Laos) a fait. Quelques mois plus tard, I' association a obtenu
son enregistrement officiel aupres du departement de la Societe civile du FLEN.
Vanxay a travaille dix ans dans le domaine du developpement pour plusieurs ONG
internationales : Danish Red Cross a Xieng Khouang, Concern Worldwide dans le
district de Motsuk Tafa aBokeo, et enfin Enfants et Developpement. 11 a obtenu une
bourse de l'ambassade de France et a ete forme par Bio-Force en 2003-2004 a Lyon en
France. Durant son stage, il a notamment travaille sur des dossiers qui lui ont permis de
se familiariser avec le monde des bailleurs de fonds, et c'est apartir de ce moment qu'il.
a envisage de creer sa propre organisation. A son retour au Laos, apres quatre mois de
ch6mage, il est choisi par le Fonds canadien de developpement comme responsable du
reseau de l'IKAP (Indigenous Knowledge and Peoples) au Laos.
En fait, Vanxay est toujours le representant au Laos de ce reseau present dans six
pays (Thai:lande, Vietnam, Chine, Laos, Myanmar et Cambodge). Le reseau regional
a ete cree au lendemain de la conference intitulee Indigenous Knowledge, Biodiversity and Local Governance in Mainland Montane South East Asia (MMSEA), tenue a
Lijiang, en Chine, en 2002, dans le but de soutenir et de revitaliser les savoirs locaux.
Les objectifs du reseau sont les suivants :
.
i. Promouvoir les savoirs locaux pour assurer des meides de vies durables dans les
regions montagneuses de la MMSEA;
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Renforcer les organisations communautaires et les reseaux ethniques pour favoriser
la transmission des savoirs locaux aux nouvelles generations;
Etablir des contacts afin de faciliter les visites d'echanges et se joindre aux efforts
pour assurer un developpement durable clans la region de la MMSEA; .
Monter un reseau de renforcement des capacites pour soutenir les personnes et les
savoirs locaux ainsi que la conservation de la biodiversite et le developpement endogene;
Mettre sur pied des formations pour les personnes et les facilitateurs ali niveau local;
Proposer des conseils et des formations au personnel du developpement et aux chercheurs (ONG, bureaux gouvernementaux, academiques, etc.);
Promouvoir la recherche autochtone sur les personnes et les savoirs locaux en ce qui
a trait aux ressources naturelles;
Developper des adions de defense des inten~ts des personnes et des savoirs locaux
clans la MMSEA.

L'IKAP et la CKSA ont sensiblement les memes objectifs et des activites similaires,
en fait, l'IKAP loge chez la CKSA. Dans le passe, l'ONG Concern Worldwide soutenait
l'IKAP. Maintenant, l'ONG irlandaise continue toujours d'appuyer financierement la
CKSA, en payant le loyer pour les bureaux de la CKSA ainsi que le salaire de Vanxay.
Pour leur part, le Fonds canadien de developpement ya contribue en offrant des meubles et d'autres appareils de bureau.
Vanxay est dynamique et motive. Issu d'un groupe minoritaire et du monde rural, il
croit fermement au developpement des capacites et des gens. Mais il sait pertinemment
que les ONG internationales ne seront pas toujours aussi nombreuses au Laos et qu'il
faut des maintenant s'assurer de jeter les bases qui permettront de continuer le travail
ensuite. Il s'agit done d'assurer la perennite de l'action, un moyen de trouver du financement pour des projets et de travailler avec les gens.
La CKSA en est encore a ses premiers balbutiements. A l'heure actuelle, la nouvelle
association travaille au reseautage avec d'autres associations, organisations et ONG internationales : Gender Development Group (GDG), Village Focus International, Rural
Research and Development Training Center (RRDTC) etc,, qui toutes soutiennent les
savoirs locaux. Car la raison d'etre de la CKSA est de batir un reseau regroupant les
differents acteurs impliques clans le devel9ppement des espaces minoritaires au Laos.
L'avantage d'etre enregistre aupres du FLEN est bien entendu la presence du Front a
tousles niveaux administratifs (village, district, province) et partout au Laos.
,
La CKSA finalise actuellement un projet de recherche sur la pharmacopee traditionnelle en territoire Khamu et Rmeet au Nord Laos, projet amorce avec l'aide d'ONG
internationales (Canada Fund, Concern Worldwide). Les perspectives de travail en
collaboration avec les acteurs internationaux demeurent : par exemple, un projet de
recherche sur les modes de vie clans la province de Louang Namtha est appuye par
Concern W orlwide. Egalement, la CKSA est en train de monter un dossier qui sera pre-·
sente ala Communaute europeenne au sujet d'un projet de promotion des savoirs locaux (agriculture et production d'artisanat) clans les provinces de Louang Namtha et de
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Bolikhamxay. Le point commun entre la CKSA et les associations LADCA et NORMAi
est que les employes sont tous issus du milieu du developpement international au Laos.
Les personnes travaillant au sein des ONG internationales ou des associations n'ont
generalement pas de passe d'implication dans la structure communiste. Cette situation
est diametralement opposee au cas thai:landais, ou les etudiants avaient rejoint le parti
communiste thai:landais et ensuite massivement ouvert des ONG locales, utilisant des
methodologies de masse, la democratie participative, s' octroyant un salaire bas et se
devouant a la population.
Les employes des ONG au Laos ne correspondent pas du tout ace type de profil. Les
cadres communistes sont demeures dans les organisations de masse ou du moins dans
la structure gouvernementale, et une portion des employes des ONG internationales
est principalement motivee par le salaire beaucoup plus eleve OU les benefices lies a
l'industrie du developpement. Les membres des associations n'echappent pas non plus
ace phenomene et plusieurs y voient un moyen d'obtenir des benefices personnels.
Cette situation semble permettre d' etablir un parallele entre le modele de Frolic de
«state-led civil society» et ce qui est en train de se passer au Laos. Frolic (Brook 1997) ·
affirme que tandis que l'Etat voit d'un bon ceil l'emergence d'organisations comme
etant utile, les individus au sein de ces organisations sont plus interesses par les gains
et benefices personnels a court terme que par une autonomie individuelle detachee du
pouvoir etatique.
11 reste des zones grises qui permettent a divers organismes de subsister, sans aucun
statut legal. On denombre en effet quelques groupes informels, generalement formes
par d'anciens membres du personnel d'ONG internationales et qui demeurent, le plus
SOUVent, des lieux de reflexion OU qui COntribuent a la mise en ceuvre de politiques
nationales. Le Participatory Development Training Center (P ADEC Lao) est un centre
de formation des jeunes dans le domaine de !'agriculture ecologique qui est enregistre
aupres du ministere de l'Education; le Sustainable Agriculture Forum (SAF) est un
. groupe de reflexion qui propose des discussions et formations concernant le developpement rural, et aussi l'emploi de methodologies participatives. Finalement, le Gender
and Development (GDG) est actif depuis 11 ans, toujours sans statut particulier.
Ces organisations demeurent neanmoins dependantes des ONG international~s, notamment Sur le plan du financement, et toutes sont egalement dans la phase d'attente
du Decret national sur les associations.

Conclusion
Si dans certains pays d'Asie du Sud-est tels les Philippines, la societe civile est en position de demander des comptes a l'Etat; au Laos, elle en est encore a ses premiers
balbutiements et l' espace actuellement disponible est circonscrit au niveau associatif.
Les progres les plus importants vers la societe civile au Laos ont ete accomplis avec
l'emergern::e de ces associations independantes ou semi-independantes qui, bien qu'elles
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necessitent la sanction du Parti et de l'Etat pour exister, constituent a l'heure actuelle
un tremplin vers le developpement d'une veritable societe civile au Laos.
L'espace actuellement disponible est circonscrit au niveau associatif; l'individu isole
n'a pas encore voix au chapitre, mais en theorie uri regroupement d'individus peut
creer une association, sur des bases apolitiques. Et le proselytisme est strictement interdit.
Le gouvernement a autorise ces associations et organisations a but non lucratif a
fonctionner comme des entites legales independantes, clans le but de contribuer a la
strategie de reduction de la pauvrete. Par consequent, le secteur necessite du soutien
afin de devenir un acteur solide du processus de developpement du pays.
Un moyen crucial pour le gouvernement de maximiser les ressources humaines disponibles afin de realiser ses objectifs ambitieux de developpement est cl' encourager le
mise en place d'institutions de societe civile. ·Paree que, sans deleguer une portion du
travail au secteur prive, il serait impossible d'atteindre les objectifs de developpement
a long terme. Ainsi, selon les employes du secteur prive et cl'organisations non gouvernementales internationales, l'emergence du secteur prive par la creation d'organisations non gouvernementales peut, d'une.part, faciliter ces developpements, favoriser
l'autonom:ie des Lao sur le plan des efforts deployes et, d'autre part, attirer des fonds
additionnels pour le pays (Chagnon et al. 2003, 82).
Ainsi, le Sixth National Socio Economic Development Plan mentionne·que le gouvernement va notamment assurer la transmission de l'information et le developpement
d'un cadre legal pour les associations : « the regular supply of information by sources in
relation to the services, policies and development plans for the people, and create conducive conditions for all the people to access information without any difficulties. A legal
framework for Civil Society Associations (CSA) will be developed» (GOL 2006, 114).
L' emergence des associations est un pas de plus vers la pluralite et l' ouverture de l' espace public au Laos. Car deja, les discussions en cours au Laos concernant la societe civile - dont l' emergence est directement liee aux pressions internationales et au besoin
de partenaires locaux afin d'atteindre les objectifs de developpement du pays - ont
deja fait reagir l'Etat lao, un des derniers regimes a parti unique, en produisant des
ajustements au niveau de la pratique et des processus decisionnels.
La solution d'une collaboration harmonieuse entre l'Etat et la societe civile au Laos
reside alors clans une volonte politique du premier, et clans une cooperation institutionnelle ou les roles et responsabilites sont clairement definis clans le cas du gouvernement
comme de la societe civile.
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Won't You Be My (Political) Friend?
The Changing Face(book) of SocioPolitical Contestation in Malaysia
Sandra Smeltzer and Douglas Keddy

Using Malaysia as a case study, this article explores the potential of Facebook
(the social networking website) as a tool for political change within restricted media environments. In countries with little or no freedom of the press, citizens often turn to alternative
forms of media to express dissent, connect with like-minded individuals, and organize.
Facebook's integrated privacy controls can help facilitate such corinections and may lend
themselves to discussion and debate that challenge the status quo, particularly in Malaysia,
which has emphasized economics before political rights and civil liberties since the country's
independence.
·

ABSTRACT

RESUME En prenant la Malaisie pour sujet d'etude, cet article explore le potentiel du reseau
social Internet Facebook comme outil de changement politique dans les environnement mediatiques restreints. Dans les pays ou la liberte de presse est limitee voire inexistante, Jes citoyens
se tournent souvent vers des formes mediatiques de rechange pour s'organiser, exprimer leur
dissentiment et etablir des liens avec des gens aux vues similaires. Les controles integres de la
confidentialite de Facebook peuvent faciliter de telles interactions et favoriser Jes discussioris
et les debats qui defient le statut quo. Ceci est particulierement vrai en Malaisie ou, depuis
l'independance du pays, !'accent a ete mis Sur l'economie, au detriment des droits politiques
et des libertes civiles.
·

This article examines Facebook's potential as a tool for political change within restricted
media environments, focusing specifically on Malaysia as a case study. With a mere
4,318 users attributed to the social networking site's Malaysia Network at the beginning
of this research (May 11, 2007), little could have realistically been expected from the
1

i.
Although the number of Network members provides an indication of early Malaysian par~
ticipation, it did not accurately reflect the full ~xtent of Facebook use in Malaysia. First, Facebook
ceased actively promoting its Networks in mid-2008 (and eliminated them altogether in 2009), deemphasizing·national and regional pages in favour of global connections. Second, non-Malaysians
may have been part of the national Network and Malaysian users may have instead been members of
other Networks. Third, member statistics gave no indication of users' type or intensity of activity, nor
did they reveal the number of duplicate profiles users may have potentially possessed.
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country's early adopters. Almost three years later (March 2010), however, Facebook
had become the most popular website in the country (Alexa 2010a)-surpassing even
the world's most-visited site, search engine Google-indicating the presence of a substantially higher number of Malaysian users and, thus, a more significant critical mass
capable of engaging in political discussion within, and effectuating change through, this
virtual community. Although the vast majority of the site's content revolves around
users' personal daily lives, we anticipated that in a restricted media environment such
as Malaysia, it would also be used as a venue for citizens to produce and consume politically oriented content.
Since the country's independence, Malaysia's government has consistently placed
economics befor(! political rights and civil liberties, arguing that fiscal growth and stability must take precedence over freedoms of expression in such a multicultural and
multiracial society. In line with the work of Amartya Sen (1999), we argue that these
freedoms-and the critical political discussions they can allow for-are necessary for a
functioning democracy and for socio-political and economic development.
.The objectives of this article are, therefore, threefold. First, we examine if, how, and
to what extent Facebook usage can support critical political activities inside and outside formal electoral politics in this restricted media environment. We contextualize
this research within other emerging and established Web 2.0 .r;nedia (including blogging and YouTube), competing social networking platforms, and vis-a-vis Malaysia's
media landscape. Seconc;l, this research considers how Facebook's integrated privacy
controls can lend themselves to politically oriented discussion, debate, and coordination of online and on-the-ground activities. Third, as Malaysia's government adively
tries to control domestic (and ofttimes international) media1 we question if it will be
capable of-and interested in-doing the same with politically oriented activities carried out via Facebook.

Critical Communication for Development:
The Case of Malaysia
Over the past five decades, Malaysia's economy has grown dramatically, and life expectancy has risen sigiiificantly-by 2009, the country ranked 66th out of 182 countries in
the United Nations Development Programme's Human Developml'.nt Report (UNDP
2009). Of specific interest to this research, however, is the· observation that little improvement has been made in terms of civil and political rights, including freedom of
speech, freedom of expression, and freedom of the press. As has historically been the
case in Malaysia, socio-political concerns are cast aside in favour of the country's num ber one priority: economic growth. The government exploits this economic rqtionale
to justify repressing political freedoms, including exercising tight controls over media,
educational institutions, and public assembly. This approach is heavily influenced by
the Lee thesis (named after former Prime Minister of Singapore, Lee Kwan Yew), which
argues such freedoms hinder economic development. Yet, according to Article 19 of
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the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, "[e]veryone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without
'
interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media
regardless of frontiers" (United Nations.1948).
The Communication Rights in the Information Society campaign (CRIS, born out of
the New World Information and Communication Order debates of the 1970s and '8os,
and out of critical perspectives on the World Summit on the Information Society) has
fought to uphold Article 19, arguing that the right to communicate-broadly definedis a fundamental human right and critical to socio-political and economic development
(Siochru 2005).2 Indeed, when communication tools are in place for citizens to critically
discuss, debate, and disseminate information and to coordinate political activities, indi. viduals are better positioned to constructively influence politics, promote transparency,
and foster social democracy.
As Sen adamantly maintains-and we agree-the Lee thesis is fundamentally flawed
precisely because political freedoms and economic growth are false alternatives: "Political and civil rights, especially those related to the guaranteeing of open discussion,
debate, criticism, and dissent, are central to tlie processes of generating informed and
reflected. choices ... [They] are not only pivotal in inducing social responses to economic needs, they are also central to the conceptualization of economic needs themselves" (Sen 1999, 153-54). In Malaysia, however, the government tries to control public
discourse by obstructing public assembly and heavily regulating mainstream media
through restrictive laws, annual license renewal requirements, and concentrated own-.
ership linked directly to the ruling Barisan Nasional (BN or National Front) coalition. Social networking sites appear to offer an avenue for some, and potentially many,
citizens to circumvent these politically motivated control mechanisms. To help contextualize the possible political uses of Facebook in particular, the following section
offers a brief historical and comp\}rative overview of the site vis-a-vis two other social
networking sites, Friendster and MySpace, that have proven particularly popular in
Southeast Asia.

Social Networking Site (SNS) Evolution:
From Friendster to MySpace to Facebook
While numerous SNSs of various sizes and focuses have entered the digital landscape
with varying degrees of success over the past several years, a few competitors have risen
to the top, notably Friendster, MySpace, and Facebook.3 Friendster, created in 2002 by
Jonathan Abrams, grew predominantly from its initial roots as a dating site and, while

2. For an insightful critique of CRIS, see Thomas 2006; for a useful overview of CRIS and the
"right to communicate," see Mueller, Kuerbis and Page 2007.
3. While Google-owned Orkut is currently more popular globally than Friendster, the latter is
profiled here due to its historical popularity throughout Southeast Asia, particularly in Malaysia.
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still independently" owned, was offered 30 million US$ by Google in 2003. Its decision to
turn down the deal is "regarded as cine of Silicon Valley's biggest blunders" (Associated
Press 2007). In early 2004, MySpace surpassed Friendster in total page views, in part
because of the latter's slow page loading times resulting from insufficient infrastructure
required to support its rapid growth (Lee 2007). In recent years, Friendster has witnessed somewhat of a revival based on attracting Asian users (Roberto, as quoted in Lee
2007) and, at one point in 2007, was Malaysia's most-visited SNS and the second-most
visited website overall (Alexa 2007). While still relatively popular in Malaysia, Friendster again lost much of its lustre and, as early as spring 2009, fell behind Facebook in
popularity (Alexa· 2009 ). As of March 2010, the site had slipped even further, trailing its
two primary historical competitors and upstart Twitter, ranking as the country's 2rnd
most visited website and falling to 251st globally (Alexa 2010a, 2010b ).
Launched a year after Friendster, MySpace quickly gained popularity for profiling
music and bands and for allowing users to code their own pages. In July 2005, Rupert
Murdoch's News Corporation purchased MySpace (and its parent company, Intermix
Media) for 580 million US$ (BBC 2005). Although MySpace still ranks as the world's
16th most popular English-language website (Alexa 2010b), when asked as early as
2007 whether readers were abandoning newspapers in favour of MySpace, Murdoch
replied, "I wish they were. They're all going to Facebook at the moment" (Vara 2007).
In March 2010, MySpace ranked as the rnd most popular SNS in Malaysia and the 10th
most popular website overall (Alexa 2010a).
Founded in 2004 by Harvard student Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook-or thefacebook.
com as it was then known-quickly spread to American Ivy League schools, followed
by other campuses in the United States, and later to international educational institutions. In spring 2006, the company opened the site to work networks and by autumn
made it available to anyone with a valid email address (Facebook 2007). The removal
of registration restrictions effectively released Facebook to the masses and, in conjunction with its clean, easy-to-use interface, growing number of applications, and relative
privacy controls, played a central role in the site's subsequent explosion of growth. By
April 2007, Facebook's user base had climbed to 20 million active users worldwide;
by August 2008, that number had risen to 100 million and, as of March 2010, the site
had surpassed the 400 million active user mark (Facebook 2010), punctuating its place
atop the pile of social media platforms. The number of Facebook users in the Malaysia
Network alone increased nearly 7,000% between May 2007 and March 2008. 4 Two
years later, the site had risen to become the most popular website in the country, ahead
of search engines Google and Yahoo! and video-sharing site YouTube (Alexa 2010a).
Given that the widespread global popularity of Facebook is relatively recent, published academic literature about the site has just begun to emerge. This literature has
tended to investigate issues related to privacy, online identity construction and commercial applications, or focused on aspects of political networking during election
campaigns, specifically the site's role in attracting voters during the 200_8 American
4. Due to Facebook;s discontinuation ofits national Networks in 2009, recent figures are unavailable.
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presidential election (see, as examples, Acquisti and Gross 2006; boyd 2008; boyd and
Ellison 2007; Charnigo and Barnett-Ellis 2007; Bargittai 2007; Kaid 2009; Norquay
2008; Papacharissi 2009). As well, most of this research addresses the site's use in Western contexts-predominantly American-with the earliest studies targeting geographically delineated areas where Facebook was first introduced (i.e., universities, colleges,
and high schools) (Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe 2007).
Research related to the potential political uses of SNSs in restricted medi~ environments, however, remains fairly .limited. Some noteworthy exceptions include Mona
Eltahawy's (2008) optimistic observations of political Web 2.0 usage in the Middle
East, particularly in Egypt; and Maqsood Shaheen's (2008) short, rather uncritical piece
recounting SNS usage by Pakistan's university students during the country's November 2007 "state of emergency." In a similar vein, Christina Neumayer and Celina Raffi
(2008) describe the successful organization through Facebook of political rallies against
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia-People's Army (Fuerzas Armadas
Revolucionarias de Colombia-Ejercito del Pueblo or FARC). Conducting in-depth,
critical research about SNS usage in restricted media environments and outside a specific demographic (e.g., students enrolled in an educational institution) is, however,
particularly challenging and requires creative methodologies (Hargittai 2007, 277-78).
To this end, for our primary research, we: (1) tracked numerical growth of, and analyzed discussio~ threads in, the Malaysia Network and select politically oriented Malaysia-based groups (May 2007-December 2008); (2) created and monitored discussion
threads within the Malaysia Network and select relevant Facebook groups addressing
the site's current and potential roles in the country; (3) conducted semi-structured interviews with 17 early adopters of Facebook in Malaysia (July-August 2007) and seven
electronic interviews with creators or administrators of politically oriented Facebook
groups (July 2007-December 2008) to gain insight into initial expectations for the
site; and (4) conducted a qualitative analysis oflocal English-language newspapers for
coverage of SNSs (July 2007-March 2008).

Contextualizing the Rise of Facebook:
Malaysia's Critical Media Landscape ·
Established in 1995 by Bala Pillai and the late M.G.G. Pillai, the Sangkancil mailing list
was Malaysia's first politically oriented online community. The subsequent growth of
Internet access, combined with the _relative cost efficiency of producing online content
and the government's 1996 pledge to not censor the Internet, spurred a rapid expansion
of critical electronic media in the country. As is well-documented, the 1999 launch of
independent electronic newspaper Malaysiakini, the Anwar affair, 5 and the Reformasi
movement all played central roles in this initial surge, opening the door for today's
5. In the late i99os, then Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim was removed from.office and
subsequently jailed on politically motivated charges of corruption and immoral conduct. Anwar's
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increasingly important online alternative media (see, as examples, Abbott 2004; Balraj
2006; Banerjee 2007; George 2005, 2006; Khattab 2.006; Lewis 2006; Nain and Wang
2004; Sani 2005; Seneviratne and Singarayar 2006; Smeltzer 2008). Much of the content
· available through these online media-especially blogging-focuses on users' apolitical quotidian lives; some, however, relates to political issues not normally discussed
in mainstream media or in public forums. These issues include, but are certainly not
limited to, sensitive religious an~ racial·concerns, sexual orientation, and substance
use (Smeltzer 2008). While these topics may challenge what is broadly considered to
be Malaysia's moral, social, and political status quo, they are not specifically geared
toward effectuating political change in the country. By comparison, politically contentious media content is produced to "directly and explicitly challenge the authority of
elites in setting the national agenda and in forging consensus" (George 2006, 4).
Malaysia's government struggles to negotiate a balance between controlling its domestic media to ensure they are neither overly political nor politically contentious, with
its desire for an IT-savvy citizenry and an economically prosperous high-tech future.
As local Internet activities do not need to pass through a central proxy server, online
media use has posed new challenges to the government's traditional control mechanisms. It now remains relatively easy for Malaysians to engage in politically oriented
activities online, including use of Web i.o technologies to support candidates and parties opposing the BN's political domination (Gong 2009; Smeltzer and Lepawsky 2010 ).
It is not, however, only the Internet's content that concerns the government; it is also,
as Graham Brown argues, "the very use of the medium that threatens the regime's hegemonic foundations" (2004, 97).
Nevertheless, the government has demonstrated it is more than willing to employ diverse methods of controlling new media and deterring others from engaging in similar
activities. Former Prime Minister Abdullah Badawi and current Prime Minister Najib
Razak have made it very clear that all activities conducted online are subject to the same
laws and regulations as traditional media. They have publicly warned bloggers to obey
domestic laws or face severe repercussions, supported a defamation suit by a pro-government newspaper publisher (New Straits Times Press) against two prominent bloggen; (Jeff Ooi and Ahirudin Attan), made public examples of bloggers they feel have
stepped over politically contentious lines, and raided the offices of Malaysiakini. 6 In fall
2008, Abdullah's government shut down the Malaysia Today website and detained its
editor and operator, Raja Petra Kamarudin, under the Internal Security Act (ISA) for
"allegedly being a threat to security, peace and public order" after he published a series
of political commentaries on the site (Ong 2008b ). In 2009 Raja Petra remained "under
threat of the application of Article 8 of the ISA [which allows for two years detention
without trial], on the personal orders of interior minister, Syed Hamid Albar, who considers him 'a threat to national security'" (RSF 2009a, 33). Immediately prior to Najib's

arrest lead to the launch of the Reformasi (Reform) movement directed against then Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad and the Barisan Nasional coalition.
6. Raja Petra Kamarudin, personal communication, 29 Juli2007; J. Ooi, personal communication, 29 July 2007.
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April 2009 installation as Malaysia's sixth prime minister, the government issued a
three-month ban on Suara Keadilan and Harakah, the newspapers for opposition parties Parti Keadilan Rakyat (PKR or People's Justice Party) and Parti Islam Se-Malaysia
(PAS or Pan-Malaysian Islamic Party), respectively. Such actions have contributed to
Malaysia ranking i31st out of 175 countries in the Reporters without Borders 2009 Press
Freedom Inde:x (RSF 2009b ).
It is in this environment that various social networking sites have gained political traction. At the beginning of this research, extensive Malaysian membership in
Friendster and MySpace hinted at the country's appetite for SNSs and at the presence
of a critical mass for potential Facebook users. Concomitantly, the growing prevalence
of politically contentious electronic media, notably blogging, indicated that such sites
would be used, in part, for a range of political purposes. Internet penetration rates
in the country have also continued to climb steadily. Although barriers to Internet
usage remain for significant segments of the population, according to the Malaysian
Industry-Government Group for High Technology (MIGHT), as of 2009, an estimated
63.8% of Malaysians had Internet access in at least one location in their personal and
work lives (Bernama 2009). .
By the end of 2007, the political potential of Facebook began making media headlines. In December that year, an article in Singapore's Straits Times stated, "To circumvent the muted coverage of opposition politics in Malaysia's mainstream media, .
an increasing number of people are using [Facebook] to discuss issues and announce
upcoming meetings ... [the site isl becoming a popular avenue for political dissent in.
Malaysia" (Hassan 2007). The same month, Malaysiakini ran a story titled "The Potential of Facebook for Activism" (Chua 2007). In the lead-up to the March 2008 federal
election-in which the ruling BN coalition lost its two-thirds majority government for
the first time in Malaysia's post-coloniaf history_:_domestic mainstream and alternative media increasingly referenced the influential role of Web 2.0 technologies on local
politics, especially voters' decisions (Smeltzer and Lepawsky 2010).7 Though much of
this electoral coverage focused on biogs and web-based alternative newspapers, it also
referenced SNSs-especially Facebook-as a valuable venue for politicians to connect
with constituents and potential voters, and as a platform for citizens to discuss politics, disseminateinformation, and organize events. Excerpts from the mainstream New
Straits Times (NST) newspaper include: "Lee [a BN candidate] is also on Facebook, the
social networking site that is now de rigueur for politicians trying to engage Net users"
(Ng 2008); "The oldest candidate in the 12th general election, who can barely read, has
got into Facebook, an international social networking website" (Majawat 2008); and
"youth organisations used multiple methods such as mass emails, Facebook, biogs and·
networking groups to spread awareness about voting" (Chin 2008).

7. Three local organizations-Aliran, The Centre for Independent Journalism, and the Writers
Alliance for Media Independence-created a Media Monitors' Diary to critically analyze Malaysia's
mainstream media coverage of the election (www.aliran.com.elections).
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A Critical/Reconstructive Approach to
Facebook in Malaysia
As this article examines how SNSs can be reappropriated for political purposes, we take
a position akin to the critical/reconstructive approach forwarded by Richard Kahn and
Douglas Kellner (2005, 2008). Kahn and Kellner describe their work as both "critical of
corpora~e forms and hegemonic uses of the Internet" and supportive of"the oppositional
deployments of the Internet made by a wide variety of groups in the cause of progressive cultural and political struggle" (2005, 75). From a critical perspective, while we are
cautiously optimistic ofFacebook's potential in Malaysia, we recognize that the government regularly employs hegemonic and coercive measures to control any form of media
production that challenges the status quo. SNSs also help extend capitalism-and, many
would argue, Western cultural and media imperialism-into every nook and cranny of
public and private life. In the ultimate form of Dallas Smythe's (1981) "audience as commodity," Facebook users willingly offer up invaluable information to third parties for
data-mining purposes (see Fuchs 2009, 82-84). Under the guise of consumer sovereignty,
these prosumers (prodtlcers/consumers) provide user-generated content that has them
engaging in unpaid or immaterial labour and subjecting themselves to even greater surveillance (for a perspicacious overview of this literature, see Cohen 2008).
As well, online politically contentious activities do not_necessarily translate into onthe-ground activism. We must be particularly wary of uncritically celebrating the "illusion of political action through typing on a computer" -what Kahn and Kellner refer
to as "soft activism" (2005, 15). In fact, in some instances, these activities may do more
harm than good by focusing attention away from the hard work of actually engaging
in "real-life" politics. As Darin Barney argues, "in the contemporary context, information, communication and participation stand in for motivation, judgment and action"
(2008) and thus "may actually undermine the prospect of politics aimed at more radical outcomes" (2008, 92). As the creator of the "Communication Rights for Malaysia"
Facebook group comments: "Obviously, Facebook is an easy tool to use, but it is deceptive in that - it is reaching a small, and very particular, Malaysian audience - and one
that is the most likely to have access to these ideas anyway. The advantage is that they
are likely to take action. The disadvantage is that it can be easy to be deceived by online
successes without trying to monitor how much difference they make offiine ... "8
On the reconstructive side of the equation, and as discussed in greater detail below,
Web 2.0 and burgeoning 3G technologies9 can be used to circumvent traditional media
controls in Malaysia and to connect Citizens, organize events, and facilitate discussion. For us, however, Kahn and Kellner take their reconstructive perspective a bit too

8. S. Randhawa, personal communication, 8 January 2008.
9. These represent the third (and in the relatively near future, fourth) generation of wireless
standards for mobile devices, resulting in higher speeds, data processing capabilities, and multimedia application support. The iPhone and BlackBerry are paradigmatic examples of 3G phones (often
referred to as "smart phones").
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far, overemphasizing the democratizing power of these technologies. As Sharon Ling
points out, specifically in reference to the Mal_aysian scenario, " [i] t is not enough merely
, to point out what the desirable alternative is; there must also be clear and practical solutions as to how this alternative can be achieved" (2003, 296). Importantly then, Web 2.0
technologies-including Facebook-must be viewed as buttresses for on-the-ground
politics, not as replacements for them. In other words, online activities in isolation will
not be the impetus for political change, but they can play a significant and collaborative
role in supporting political efforts.
Additionally, despite a growing critical mass of Malaysians on Facebook, users still
represent a select demographic of the local population, limiting the site's current potential as a tool for widespread political activism in the country. As Donatella della Porta
and Sidney Tarrow caution, "[e]very new form of communication both heightens ties
between those who already know one another, and raises the walls of exclusion for
those lacking access to the new medium of communication" (2005, 4). In this case,
Facebook may only be effectively used by citizens who are literate and moderately technologically adept. These limitations are compounded by myriad other familiar access
issues, including economics, gender, age, ethnicity, (dis)abilities, education, motivation/desire, and infrastructure availability, especially in rural areas, which restrict the
number and type of citizens capable of, and interested in, using SNSs (Hargittai 2007 ). 10
As Nick Couldry rightly points out: "The risk is that the social inequalities underlying
[a more complex usage] gap get rigidified in inequalities of use across~ range of services (including political information) offered online, resulting in a deepening of social
inequality" (2007, 388) ..

·

Political Uses of Facebook in Malaysia:
Opportunities and Limitations
'Election Fever and Everyday Politics
While existing academic literature has tended to focus on SNSs·as tools for social networking, a growing body of research has begun to expfore the site's political potential,
particularly, as noted above, in the lead-up to elections. In scholarly work and the ·
popular press alike, US President Barack Obama's federal election campaign is the most
referenced example to date of a concerted and arguably successful effort to use Fatebook for raising political and financial support. Obama's campaign actively reached
out through the rapidly expanding Facebook platform, leveraging online networks of

10. Re'flecting Facebook's global push, it is noteworthy that users have translated the site into more
than 70 global languages-including, of relevance to this study, Malay, simplified and traditional Chinese, Tamil, and several other Indian languages-over the past two years. This newfound accessibility
has helped mitigate earlier barriers related to language.
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(especially young) American voters (see, as examples, Kaid 2009; Norquay 2008; Schatz
'
2007; Vargas 2007). 11
While SNS activities in Malaysia may not be as widespread as they are in North
America, many domestic political parties have developed a Facebook presence and
created party groups to disseminate information, discuss issues, raise awareness, and
attract future members. Notwithstanding relatively low membership at the. start, some
of these groups witnessed significant growth prior to the March 2008 federal electionparticularly as more Malaysians joined Facebook-demonstrating a growing acuity
for potential uses of the medium. Each party's Facebook presence is consistent with
its prominence in the local blogosphere-numerous members of the Parti Tindakan
Demokratik (Democratic Action Party or DAP) and PKR, for example, are reasonably
active on both Facebook and in the blogosphere, whereas PAS and the ruling Pertubuhan Kebangsaan Melayu Bersatu (United Malays National Organisation or UMNO)
party are less so (Smeltzer 2008).
To rouse support for their individual election campaigns, political candidates from
these and other parties have tried to raise their personal profile on Facebook, a trend
local newspapers began noticing in 2007. As one NST article stated: "Blogs, personal
websites, or Facebook profiles - you name it, they've got it. Members of parliament,
especially those of more urban constituencies, are taking to the Internet in an attempt
to reach out to the public" (Tan and Chai 2007). A few months before the 2008 election, the·Group Chief Editor of The Star newspaper predicted that "blogs and websites
... the ubiquitous sms' and, more recently, self-made videos on You Tube and social
networking on Facebook" will increasingly be used by politicians "to persuade voters
and win votes" (Wong 2007). By election day, many prominent opposition party politicians (e.g., Lim Kit Siang, Anwar Ibrahim, JeffOoi, Teresa Kok, Karpal Singh, Tony
Pua) boasted more "Facebook friends" than their respective party's Facebook group
had "members" or "fans." While late to the party in recognizing the political implications of the new digital landscape, Prime Minister Najib Razak quickly counted more
than i22,ooo fans in his first six months on Facebook, even going so far as to invite 300
of them for tea at his home in early 2010 in an apparent effort to connect to netizens .
. Campaigning for an election is only one example of how Facebook can be employed
for political purposes. Though the majority of Facebook's content is apolitical, there
exists a wide range of political and politically contentious Malaysia-based Facebook
groups, pages, and discussion threads. As the site took hold in the country, particularly
12

11.
Despite Facebook's tremendous popularity in Canada, its use by domestic political parties
during the country's October 2008 federal election was "very minimal compared to their American counterparts" (Small 2008, 86). Facebook has, however, been used for other political purposes,
including raising awareness of Prime Minister Stephen Harper's decision in late 2009 to prorogue
Canadian parliament. The "Canadians Against Proroguing Parliament" Facebook group quickly
gained more than 200,000 members, while thousands protestedthe government's decision in downtown Toronto. Also noteworthy, the Facebook group's popularity was covered by both public and
private domestic mainstream media.
12.
UMNO's Khairy Jamaluddin was one of the few politicians from the ruling party to actively
make use of Facebook early on for social and political purposes.
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popular early discussion threads-as determined by both number of posts and number
of commenters-included: "What do you guys think about the government of Malay-·
sia?"; "Tun Mahathir - Visionary Leader or Ruthless Dictator"; "What do u think of
gays"; "Racism - Can we discuss about racism in Malaysia?"; "UMNO - Return Back
What Have Thou Taken"; and "Anti-Government Groups at Facebook." These types
of subjects could not, and would not, be critically addressed by Malaysia's mainstream
media; indeed, the government would view the discussions they engender as threats to
the country's national interests.
·
Examples of early Malaysia-specific politically contentious Facebook groups with at
least a thousand members included: "Deny Barisan Nasional Majority in Next Election!
Ha! Ha! Ha! Boot them Out!"; "I Bet I Can Find 10,000 People Who Hate Khairy Jamaluddin"; "Malaysians for Freedom of Religion"; ."Moraie [sic] Support FOr Elizabeth
Wong"; "Save the Malaysian Judiciary"; "Stop the Coup! Elec;tions in Perak NOW!";
"The March 8th Revolution - An Awakening Of A.New Dawn"; "Uphold the Malaysian ·constitution. Reaffirm religious fre·edoip"; "Vote For A Change Malaysia"; and
"1,0000,00 Malaysian hate ISA [the Internal Security Act]". As well, numerous nongovernmental, community-based, and alternative media organizations have established
Facebook groups (e.g., WWF Malaysia, Malaysiakini, and domestic human rights organization Suaram) with a relatively significant list of fans. That more than 11,000 users
joined the "Support Raja Petra Kamarudin!!" group within a few weeks of his run-in
with the authorities' use of the ISA demonstrates that Facebook can also be used to rally
support for timely issues or events.
The above examples of specialized and more broad-based groups and discussion
threads suggest that Facebook differs from earlier forms of online networking in which
users' relationships tended to move online to offline. SNSs like Facebook can i11stead
be_ used to strengthen existing relationships between users and to establish weak ties- _
that is, relationships with new people or people whom users already know, but not
well (Donath and boyd 2004, So; Ellison, Steinfield and Lampe 2007). Both·forms of
relationships contribute to building a sense of camaraderie, especially in restricted
media environments and where citizens are spread over large geographic areas. In so
doing, they can help strengthen imagined communities a la Benedict Anderson's oftreferenced vision of nationhood where citizens who may or may not know each other
in real-life can feel affinity toward each other and be part of a broader group (Anderson 1991). Knowing that hundreds or thousands of other people share similar political
concerns and want to discuss issues, share information, and perhaps pursue actionespecially when it is difficult to do so_ through other avenues-can be an important
precursor for political activities.
Additionally, because the "public display of connections is one of the most salient
features" of SNSs (Donath and boyd 2004, 72), Facebook can play a role in terms of
how publicly users express their political beliefs and affiliations within the context of
their online activities. Indeed, joining a political party's group or becoming Facebook
friends with a political candidate or MP can be likened to the political act of placing a
party's sign in one's front yard. Similarly, joining certain kinds of politically oriented
groups makes pers~nal interests and convictions publicly known to one's friends, col-
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leagues and, potentially, the broader SNS community. It is also possible for users to
self-identify political leanings and party affiliations on their personal Facebook profiles,
which can be used to locate others with similar views. Through an increased realization
that others share common political views, it may become possible to further normalize
counter-hegemonic political activities and help neutralize government propaganda and
media control.

An Echo Chamber of Like-Minded Citizens?
Facebook's connectivity can also be viewed in a less positive light-as a political echo
chamber with only like-minded people communicating with each other. As citizens are
now able to construct personalized and pre-selected media universes, they can forgo
being exposed to potentially unanticipated encounters with different perspectives, information, and ideas. This kind of individualized media environment, Cass Sunstein
(2001, 2007) maintains, is a serious threat to a functioning democracy that should ideally allow for discussion and debate among differing ideologies and viewpoints. In this
case, Facebook users are more likely to add to their Friends List only those family
members, colleagues, and friends they already know personally (if only at a fairly superficial level). Similar to blogs and RSS feeds that allow people to individuate content of
interest to them, Facebook users are also more likely to only join groups for which they
already have an interest and similar viewpoints. Additionally, although the number of
languages relevant to Malaysians has expanded on Facebook, online c;ommunities may
splinter along the lines of the country's linguistic communities, as is largely the case
with its traditional media (Brown 2005). As well, assigning one's name to the types
of political groups listed above could be likened to signing a virtual petition and thus
subject to Kahn and Kellner's charge of"soft activism."
There are, however, some examples that help counteract the echo chamber argument. For instance, News Feeds describe the Facebook activities of users' friends-for
example, what groups they join, causes they support, comments they make, and pictures, videos or links they post-which may provide opportunities for unsolicited political awareness and discussion. Some general-themed Facebook groups also contain
political and politically contentious discussion threads users could unexpectedly come
across and potentially read. As a particularly germane example, the November 2007
BERSIH (meaning "clean" in Malay) rally for fair elections, organized by a coalition
of domestic non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and opposition parties, drew an
estimated 40,000 citizens to the streets of Kuala Lumpur. To promote the event, the coalition created discussion threads within the Malaysia Network and relevant Facebook
groups, posted it on the Network's Upcoming Events calendar and created a "BERSIH"
Facebook group with additional background information. As one of the group's creators commented, "I was relying on its [Facebook's] connectivity and I was hoping that
the 'chain-reaction effect' would multiply the awareness [of the rally] a thousand times"
(Commenter A, personal communication, December 21, 2007). Citizens also used Facebook to discuss heavy-handed police reaction to the rally and to broadcast personal
video of what was not being shown by domestic mainstream media_. For months, cov-
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erage of the rally by four media organizations-Al Jazeera, the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC), NatsSeven TV (ntv7, a private local station), and Radio Televisyen
Malaysia (RTM, a government-operated station)-were the top-posted items on the
Malaysia Network. These postings gave all Network users an opportunity to view (1) the
forceful means police used to control demonstrators,,and (2) the mainstream media's
pro-government coverage of the rally.13
Facebook was used in a similar manner just two weeks after the BERSIH event when
the Hindu Rights Action Force (HINDRAF) organized a rally to raise awareness of
Hindu rights in Malaysia. When police stated that no tear gas or water cannons were
used on demonstrators, bloggers and Facebook users posted pictures and video proving
otherwise, forcing the police to change their account. On a still larger scale, the viral
properties of Facebook's News Feeds helped attract worldwide attention to these rallies and, more generally, to the threat to basic freedoms and civil liberties ih Malaysia.
As Farish Noor commented, specifically in reference to the BERSIH rally, "While the
government wrestles with yet another instance of people's power taking to the streets,
another local demonstration has gone global" (as quoted in Hassan 2007).

Keeping it Real? The Impact of Privacy
Concerns on Facebook's Political Uses
Unlike its primary competitors, which do not limit access to personal profiles, Facebook's relative privacy controls lend themselves to the creation of an online environment that can be more conducive to politically contentious uses. Originally, Facebook
required users to sign up with academic email addresses, which meant their online
presence, by necessity, reflected a real-life identity. When the site was opened to the
general public, users could choose to create fake online personas using non-identifying
information and email addresses (though Facebook reserved the right to delete profiles
created with fictitious names). Neverthel~ss, there has been an overwhelming tendency
for Facebook users to remain true to their identities. Indeed, for many "there is not
much point in being on it unless you make it [your profile] open to groups of contemporaries - and once it is open to those groups, it is pretty much open, full stop"
(Fletcher 2007, 45; see also Dwyer, Hiltz and Passerini 2007).
Numerous Malaysian Facebook users interviewed for this research noted that the
ethos of using real-life identities accompanied the entree of Facebook into Malaysia.
As one user wrote in a discussion thread in the "Communication Rights for Malaysia"
_group, "[t]ransparency is the 'in' thing [sic] the 21st Century. The more information
you give, the more better your credibility" (Commenter B, August 30, 2007). At the
same time, this transparency ethos could dissuade many Facebook users from engaging in politically contentious discussions for fear the site could be infiltrated by the

i3. This is not to suggest that Al Jazeera and the BBC are themselves free from political and economic pressures. It is also relevant to note that although the Al Jazeera and BBC clips were in English
and those from ntv? and RTM in Malay, the images each media organization chose (or chose not) to
broadcast illustrate well their political differences.
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authorities, if they are unaware of the strength of their privacy controls, and/or if they
are wary of the potential relationship between corporate·Facebook and the government. As Cohen (2008) writes, "Facebook's privacy policy notes that information will
be shared with government agencies if legally required ... Although state access to
social networks is primarily conjecture at this point, social networking sites have the ·
potential to become implicated in state security, adding another critical dimension to
a political economic analysis" (Cohen 2008, i6). While Malaysia may boast a relatively
vibrant politically oriented blogosphere, the state continues to actively promote what
Ross King calls "a climate offear" (2008, 94) in this "surveillance-prone" society (232).
Though keen to control what citizens produce and consume online, Malaysia's government has generally been less concerned about a medium that garners relatively few
readers, listeners, or viewers. It has instead taken action against those attracting larger
and more diverse audiences-ones that are more likely to provide an opportunity for
sustained critique of the status quo, and thus greater potential for political repercussions. It follows then that if Face book has a fairly limited user base and remains largely
apolitical or, more precisely, political in the "right" way ala the Prime Minister's Facebook usage, the government will likely remain unconcerned about its place in Malaysia.
Indeed, recognizing its potential for reaching audiences that are becoming increasingly
aware of new media, the ruling BN party has begun to embrace the social networking
site for a variety of initiatives.
If, however, Facebook continues to gain prominence, not only as a social networking tool, but also as a medium for politically contentious activities, local authorities
.will likely begin to cast more of their surveillance attention in its direction. As one user
commented, "yes, Malaysians can and probably do use facebook for political reason,
but likely to supplement existing blogs outside facebook, or to meet other malaysian
political-minded individuals. As for whether the authorities will monitor facebook
users, I don't think they are presently, however, that may change if political use of
facebook increases to the point of being an overt challenge to authorities ... "(Commenter D, August 30, 2007). Yet, it is unlikely, we suggest, that the government will
follow in the footsteps of other countries that have banned or threatened to ban the site
(e.g., Bahrain, China, Iran, Moldova, Syria, Tunisia, and the United Arab Emirates).

The Changing Face(book) of Political Contestation:
Viral Properties of Dissent?
As discussed above, in the absence of equitable coverage in mainstream media, many
opposition parties and candidates have begun to make use ofFacebook to advance their
platforms and generate political support. The growing number of politically oriented
Facebook groups with relatively significant membership also indicates an increasing
interest in the site's potential uses as a c_ommunication tool for discussing topics and
events that affect the country, and as a space for showing support for specific political issues. Facebook therefore, we argue, represents another option in citizens' media
toolkit for circumventing government control mechanisms.
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While these may represent important steps for a country with limited democratic
freedoms, we must temper our expectations with a realistic understanding of if and
how the site is used by citizens who are not already involv~d in politically contentious
activities-that is, who beyond the "usual suspects" ofbloggers, critical NGOs, opposition party members, and so forth are able to and want to produce and/or consume
politically contentious Facebook content. Additionally, as Zizi Papacharissi reminds us
in Sen-like fashion, although online media can "certainly help connect, motivate, and
organize dissent, whether the expression of diss~nt is powerful enough to effect social
change is a question of human agency and a much more complex issue" (2002, 20; see
also Couldry 2007).
.
If Facebook is not used for what the government would consider to be politically
problematic purposes by a critical mass of Malaysians, it may view the site favourably insomuch as it supports the techno-nationalism that permeates official discourse.
Since the mid-199os, information technology (IT) has become central to Malaysia's
modernization project. Under then Prime Minister Mahathir's administration, Malaysia launched the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC), constructed the high-tech cities
Putrajaya and Cyberjaya and established the National Information Technology Council
of Malaysia to guide and promote IT in the country. These initiatives have represented
key components in Malaysia's Vision 2020 aspirations of becoming a modern, global,
progressive, world-class country in the information age (Bunnell 2002, 2004; Bunnell,
Barter and Sirat 2002; Mee 2002). Mainstream domestic media also began promoting
"popular enthusiasm for the Net and the MSC, employing a national 'Love IT' campaign that used television ads, outdoor billboards and posters" (Lewis 2006, 21).
More than a decade later, and despite the MSC' s mediocre results, this rhetoric of
technologically imbued modernity continues to have currency and could be applied to
Facebook's growing popularity if the site is seen to represent Malaysia's technological
prowess. When Friendster announced in 2007 that Malaysia represented its largest
user base in the world, for example, the news made the front page oflocal mainstream
papers, accompanied by such headlines as: "Friendster mania lights up cyberworld"
(C.S. Ling 2007a) and "Malaysians take to Friendster in big way" (C.S. Ling 2007b ). In
contrast, the government and, to a large extent, the mainstream media have rhetorically constructed blogging as potentially harmful to the country's political stability and
economic fut_ure. Given that, since the i99os, the government has made it very clear
that new forms of technology are to be used for socio-economic, rather than political,
purposes, Facebook may also become subject to similar pressures and controls if its use
has a critical impact on real-world politics.
A particularly salient instance of the government's desire to control how Malaysians
use new media came in July 2007 when it censured a rap music parody of the Malaysian national anthem, "Negaraku," posted on YouTube. Created by Wee Meng Chee,
a Malaysian student living in Taiwan, the video garnered significant public attention
both in Malaysia and abroad. Wee kept the original anthem in Malay, interspersing it
with Mandarin and Hokkien lyrics that criticized the government, its corruption, and
its treatment of ethnic Chinese citizens (Koh 2008). Local authorities considered the
video's content a serious affront to Malaysia's national interests and publicly threatened
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to prosecute Wee under the Sedition Act when he returned home to Malaysia.' 4 As
well, mainstream media were issued a gag order to discontinue reporting on the issue
(Manirajan and Dass 2007; Ong 2008a).
As educated, upwardly mobile, young people with access to the Internet, students
like Wee are often the most likely to ~e drawn to a site like Facebook and, possibly,
to on- and off-line political activism. Malaysia's Universities and University Colleges
Act (UUCA, Act 30, 1971), however, prohibits students from joining a protest or demonstration, from signing any type of petition, or from associating with "any society,
political party, trade union or any other organisation, body or group of persons whatsoever ... except as may be provided by or under the Constitution, or except as may be
approved in advance in writing by the Vice-Chancellor" (Universities 2005). The government's control over this demographic, which can be particularly receptive to both
activism and new technology, may offer another significant limitation to Facebook's
potential to support politically oriented public activities.
What we have then in the Malaysian situation is a Catch-22. If increasing numbers of
citizens begin to use Facebook and engage in political activities online, the government
may decide to step in, likely beginning with threats that encourage self-censorship. If
the government goes so far as to advocate prosecution (as in Wee's experience with
YouTube), citizens will not necessarily discontinue using the site for political purposes,
but it may limit the number doing so and the extent of their critical political behaviour.
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Development through Social Entrepreneurship:
Perspectives and Evidence from Bangladesh·
Ahmed T. Rashid

ABSTRACT Social entrepreneurship has recently emerged as a vital concept for assessing
how business ventures are integrated with the social objective of development organizations.
Despite its increasing salience, social entrepreneurship has remained largely under-investigated in the context of the developing world. In this paper, I explore the nature and form
of social entrepreneurship, focusing on the non-profit sector in Bangladesh and using BRAC
(Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee) in particular as a case in point. The non-profit
sector in Bangladesh, particularly the NGO initiatives, have transformed the lives of millions
of poor and marginalized people, mostly women. Due to factors like the need for sustainability, several NGOs have increasingly engaged themselves in commercial enterprises. The paper
underscores the potential trade-offs between organizational growth and pro-poor orientation
·that may jeopardize the social objectives ofNGOs.
·

RESUME L'entrepreneuiiat social est recemment apparu comme un concept essentiel
pour evaluer dans quelle mesure !es qperations commerciales s'integrent l'objectif social
des organismes de developpement. Malgre son importance croissante, ii demeure un objet
d' etude largement neglige dans le contexte des pays en developpement. Dans le present article,
j'explore sa nature et sa forme au Bangladesh en examinant le secteur sans but lucratif et le cas
particulier du Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC). Dans ce pays, le secteur
sans but lucratif et les initiatives des ONG ont transforme la vie de millions de personnes
pauvres et marginalisees, surtout des· femmes. Des facteurs comme la necessite d'assurer leur
viabilite ont incite plusieurs ONG s'engager de plus en plus dans des entreprises commerciales. L'article souligne !es eventuels compromis entre la croissance durable et !'orientation
favorable aux pauvres qui pourraient menacer les objectifs sociaux des ONG.

a

a

Introduction
The convergence of non-profit and for-profit methods of financing development organizations has been one of the most interesting advancements in recent times (Baron
2008; Reis 1999). The impetus behind the convergence between for-profit and nonprofit modes of financing reflects a necessary change in contemporary reality. In the
non-profit sector, the assumption that it is not desirable to mix altruistic and business
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approaches is increasingly being challenged. Ideological imperatives that non-profit
organizations should not be making a profit to achieve certain developmental goals
are now contested. While non-profit organizations in many developing countries have
been and are still prohibited from earning income through market investments or from
revenue-generating activities such as selling their services for a fee or creating missionrelated business ventures, there has been growing recognition that it is irrational to
condemn development organizations that are committed to improving t_he lives of the
poor to rely solely on infrequent and inadequate grants and donations.
Against this backdrop, many non-profit organizations are working to improve the
lives of the poor by generating financial resources through experimentation and adaptation according to new realities. World-renowned figures like 2006 Nobel Peace
Prize winner Mohammed Yunus have come.forward arguing for the creation of"social
business enterprises," enterprises that are based on market principles but dedicated to
improving the lives of the poor (Yunus 2006). Yunus believes that as long as the commitment is to improve the lives of the poor, it does not matter if the social business
enterprises are organized as for-profit businesses or NGOs.
Increasingly, the need for new approaches to social problem-solving that incorporate
inter-sectoral collaboration (NGO-business, NGO-government, etc.) is being emphasized in academic and policy realms (Austin 2000). The emerging theme arising out
of the above discussion is a blurring of traditional sectoral boundaries between the
private and non-profit sectors (Reis i999). Social entrepreneurship, which involves innovations that use market-based approaches to solve social problems, is considered a
suitable model through which to theorize and explain these developments. Despite its
increasing salience, social entrepreneurship has remained largely under-investigated,
especially in the context of the developing world. In this paper, I explore the nature
and form of social entrepreneurship, using BRAC (Bangladesh Rural Advancement
. Committee), a large NGO in Bangladesh, as a case study. BRA C's holistic approach to
socio-economic development and its quite extensive commercial enterprise activities
provide us with an interesting analytical basis on which we can evaluate the concept of
social entrepreneurship.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Part I, I briefly discuss the concept
of social entrepreneurship and.its various dimensions. Particular emphasis is given to
the role ofNGOs as social entrepreneurs. Next, I provide an overview of the regulatory
context of the non-profi~ sector in Bangladesh. Then I explore BRAC's model of social
entrepreneurship. Here, emphasis is given to the financial and institutional .linkages
between BRAC's development approaches and commercial enterprises. I discuss how
BRAC's commercial enterprises fit into its overall model of development. An evaluation of social entrepreneurship is done thereafter in terms of the economic and regulatory contexts and BRAC's role as an agent of social change. Concluding remarks are
made in the final section.
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The Concept of Social Entrepreneurship
The concept of social entrepreneurship has been used widely, often with quite divergent
meanings (Drucker 2002). At a general level, social entrepreneurs endeavour to create
social value through innovative entrepreneurial business models. Fowler (20oob, 83)
defines social entrepreneurship as "the creation of viable economic structures, relations, institutions, organizations and practices that yield ongoing social benefits." Reis
(1999) observes that social entrepreneurs are driven by two strong forces. First, the na-.
ture of the desired social change often benefits from an innovative, entrepreneurial, or
enterprise-based solution. Second, the sustainability of the organization and its services
requires diversification of its funding streams, often including the creation of earned
income streams or a partnership with a for-profit organization.
According to CCSE (2001), social entrepreneurship broadly enc<?mpasses a variety
of initiatives that fall into two categories. First, in the for-profit sector, social entrepreneurship ·encompasses activities emphasizing the importance of a socially engaged pri- ·
vate sector. Second, it refers to activities encouraging more entrepreneurial approaches
in the not-for-profit sector in order to increase organizational effectiveness and foster
long-term sustainability. While the boundary between for-profit and non-profit is becoming increasingly blurry, the idea of social entrepreneurship resonates more strongly
with the non-profit sector (Dees, Emerson, and Economy 2001; Bornstein 2003).
Social entrepreneurship organizations in the non-profit sector are more focused on
solving social problems than generating a profit. While the social goal does not preclude them ·from attaining profitability, the possibility of wealth is a means to an end
and not an end unto itself (Dees, Emerson, and Economy 2002). Similarly, Fowler
(20ooa) argues that the economic mission of social entrepreneurship should be driven
by a need for creating surplus, not profit. Thus, while some organizations may be involved in business activities, their goal 1s positive social change rather than profitability
alone. In social entrepreneurship, the creation of social value is the primary objective,
while economic value creation is often a by-product that allows the organization to
achieve sustainability and self-sufficiency (Seelos and Mair 2005; Mair and Marti 2006).
1

NGOs as Social Entrepreneurs
NGOs in developing countries belonging in the not-for-profit sector have generally
tended to use a traditional charity model of development. Established for a specific social purpose, NGOs usually rely on funding from outside sources, such as government
grants or private contributions. However, an increasing number ofNGOs are moving
i. The view that the private sector needs to balance corporate profit with a corresponding commitment to public responsibility is known as corporate social responsibility (CSR) (Reis i999) .. For a
discussion of the relationship between CSR and development, see Blowfield (2005).
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toward revenue-generating business ventures. It is useful to further explore the factors
that contributed to this trend. These include increasing pressures for improved effectiveness and sustainability in the context of reduced funding from traditional sources
and increased competition for these scarce resources. Traditionally, NGOs have been
. accountable to their donors who insist on certain mechanisms of operation (White
i999; Hulme and Edwards i997; Edwards and Fowler 2003). The push toward sustainability was partly a response to questions of misplaced accountability. At the same time,
some NGOs experience moral discomfort in expecting the poor to pay the full costs
of an intervention (Fowler 2ooob ). Against this backdrop, resource mobilization from
additional sources becomes critical for NGOs.
The ability to generate income is not the only defining characteristic of social entrepreneurship. While the issue of financial sustainability is highly significant, social
entrepreneurship is also is about a mindset of acting boldly without being limited to the
resources currently in hand (Dees i998). It is about galvanizing coUective action toward
a transformational goal.Striking a balance between an NGO's social and economic
goals is a critical element of social entrepreneurship. Often, these goals are contradictory. One central concern is the extent to which NGOs .introduce profit-generating
activities and whether they interfere with their traditional missions to work. The fear is
that in the process of resource generation and diversification, the goal of social transformation might be lost. Fowler (2ooob, So) argues that many NGOs are concentrating on resource sustainability at the cost of two dimensions: enduring impact (NGOs'
contribution to society) and organization viability (their ability to act on their own
terms). Some studies from developing countries have indeed highlighted how the origi. nal missions of many NGOs-for example, poverty alleviation-have been sidelined
in the pursuit of creating profit-making business enterprises, arid in fact have changed
the mindset from being guided by a set of core social values (Wood 1997; Reddy 2003).
On. the other hand, social enterprises grounded in the ethos of innovation and transformational change can have significant developmental impacts because this creates
social and economic values (Nagler 2007). For instance, social entrepreneurial activities
generate employment, which is particularly significant for the disadvantaged segment
of societies. At the same time, there is innovation and the creation of new goods and
services, often for unmet social needs.
Given the complexity of the concept of social entrepreneurship, it is difficult to come
up with its typology. The most comprehensive typology of social entrepreneurship has
been proposed by Alan Fowler (1997, 2oooa, 20oob ). One form of social entrepreneurship is the combined approach-when NGO development programs are specifically designed to generate positive socio-economic outcomes as well as disposable income for
the NGO. Emmanuel (2006) argues that when business generates spillovers that reduce
the cost of development activities, this acts as an additional incentive for the NGO to
invest in business. When such beneficial spillover effects exist, it makes more sense for
the NGO to adopt the combined or integrated approach-that is, to keep control over
business investments rather than letting the business wing act independently. Within
this approach, there are broad categories, such as joint ventures, when NGOs provide
initial investment costs that communities turn -into productive use. In addition, NGOs
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establish income sources with a development impact but which are owned by them
alone. In this approach, there exists the problem of financial transparency to ensure
economic viability. In addition, favourable legal framework and taxation policies are
pre-conditions for successful implementation.
The second type of social entrepreneurship is the supplementary approach, where
generating surplus does not produce social benefits but is simply a cross-subsidy. In
this category, NGOs engage in income-generating activities that have no relationship
to the development program. With the supplementary approach, "income gained is
untied profit which effectively acts as a supplement to development derived funds"
(Fowler 20oob, 94). There are two variants of the supplementary approach: active (enterprises that create active and substantial organizational and management requirements) and passive (investments).
For Fowler (20oob ), neither of the variants discussed above fully captures the es-.·
sence of social entrepreneurship in the sense of introducing innovation in how society
works to solve social problems. Nevertheless, social entrepreneurship is preferred by .
NGOs because it effectively takes politics out of development. In addition, several other
practical issues may intervene in introducing and implementing social entrepreneurship. First, there may be political suspicion and an ambiguous public image, especially
in undertaking for-profit endeavours. Second, legal conditions may be an obstacle: in
the South, non-profit law seldom forbids profit-generating activities, but when an issue
becomes significant, a common response is to formulate more restrictive laws. For so. cial entrepreneurs, markets are often not an appropriate mechanism for achieving their
targets. In particular, markets do not do a good job of valuing social improvements,
public goods and harms, and benefits for.people who cannot afford to pay.

Economic and Regulatory Context of
Commercialization ofNGOs in Bangladesh
Bangladesh is well known for social entrepreneurship through NGO activities. In particular, NGOs have played an integral part in delivering and facilitating pro-poor services and in some cases·have taken on the primary role in poverty reduction efforts
and social development. Over the last two decades, NGOs have significantly expanded
their services. However, the rapid growth and diversification of the NGO sector has
also raised concerns about the regulatory framework governing the commercialization
of NGO activities (World Bank 2006).
The regulatory mechanisms governing NGOs activities in Bangladesh are generally
complex and ambiguous (Karim 1996; World Bank 2006; Ahmad 2001). An NGO may
be registered with the Ministry of Social Welfare under the Voluntary Social Welfare
Agencies (Registration and Control) Ordinance of 1961 or as a joint stock company by
the Ministry of Com~erce under the Societies Registration Act of 1860 or the Companies Act of 1913. The NGO Affairs Bureau is widely recognized as the primary regulator
of development NGOs, administering most regulations relating to NGOs. A signifi-
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cant source of NGO funding is from donors. Most of the NGOs that receive foreign
funding must operate under the Foreign Donations (Voluntary Activities) Regulation
Ordinance 1978 and Foreign Contributions (Regulation) Ordinance of 1982. The NGO
Affairs Bureau administers these two laws relating to foreign donations.
Contradictions are apparent in the regulations regarding NGOs engaging themselves in profit-generating activities. According to the 1860 ·Act, voluntary societies
cannot undertake business-oriented projects. However, in the 1961 Ordinance, there is
a provision for gaining profit in order to create job opportunities. 3 Since both the Act
and Ordinance apply to the same cases, some NGOs are flourishing simultaneously as
service-oriented organizations and as profit-oriented business organizations. The Association of Development Agencies in Bangladesh, the self-regulatory body of NGOs
in the country, posits that in addition to accepting resources from the public, business
community, and donors, NGOs can generate their own funds.
Similarly, the taxation regime for NGOs, increasingly complicated by NGO com. mercial activity to fund development programs, is unclear (World Bank 2006). The
1984 Income Tax Ordinance stipulates that income used for "charitable" purposes is
exempt from taxes. Thus, under the law as it is written, NGOs would not be required
to pay tax on income from any source, including income from commercial activities.
However, the Finance Acts of 1998and1999 made NGOs subject to tax on their income,
though the income tax manual does not reflect these changes. 4
In sqm, there is great confusion in terms of financial regulations surrounding sources
of finance, business activities undertaken by NGOs, tax laws, and so on. The grey areas
of interpretahon of regulations and the overall weakness of the regulatory framework
governing the NGO sector in Bangladesh have probably contributed to the growth of
the NGO industry. The debates regarding commercial activities of NGOs have to be
understood in terms of the already-strained relations between NGOs and government.
Due to factors like external sources of financial support and advocacy, the influence and
power of NGOs have increased vis-a-vis the state in Bangladesh (Haque 2002). In this
context, the government suggests that NGOs venturing into business for profit activities be viewed as commercial enterprises subject to tax, even though their objective is
to generate resources to carry out the development goals (World Bank 1996; PALISA
2007). 5 On the 0th.er hand, NGOs maintain that profit-earning activities do not contradict their missions since income generated by them is either spent on charitable
purposes or accumulated for future applicahons for such purposes. The argument is
2

2. The share of aid to NGOs as a portion of total aid to Bangladesh has risen from 10.5% in the
first half of the 1990s to approximately 28% in 2005 (World Bank 2006, 41).
3. Similarly, a circular issued by the External Resources Division of the Ministry of Finance
and Planning in 1986 directed NGOs to undertake income-generating projects, in addition to their
scheduled programs, to assist in attaining self-sufficiency and by implication reduce or obviate the
reliance on foreign donors.
4. Surpluses from micro-credit are tax exempt as long as the NGO is registered with the NGO
Affairs Bureau.
5. There has been opposition to NGO business activities from the private sector as well, which
claims that Bangladeshi NGOs enjoy unfair advantage in business including tax exemptions, lowinterest loans, etc. (Islam 2000 ).
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based on the premise that NGOs do not distribute profits to private shareholders, unlike for-profit companies.

BRAC's Model of Social Entrepreneurship
The largest NGO in Bangladesh, BRAC was established in the early 1970s as a relief organization to help refugees after Bangladesh's war of independence from Pakistan and
to provide support and rehabilitation programs to address the suffering that resulted
from famine and natural disasters. Currently registered under the Societies Registration Act of 1860, BRAC covers 78% of Bangladesh's villages. 6 Out of all clients of a
micro-credit institution in Bangladesh, around 17% are with BRAC (CDF i999). In
2006,.BRAC employed more than 93,000 people, making it the nation's second larg. est employer after the government. Recently, BRAC has also begun operations in Sri
Lanka, Afghanistan, Tanzania, and Uganda.
·
BRAC is characterized as a learning organization, continuously evolving its programs
. while taking into account new socio-economic and political realities. While it started
as a relief organization,.BRAC later decided to extend its services and thus increased
attention to education and skills training. The micro-credit program was eventually
added and is now the cornerstone of its overall development agenda. BRA C's 'approach
is arguably more comprehensive than that of other organizations, like Grameen Bank,
that had comparable impacts in effecting social transformation (Develtere and Huybrechts 2002). BRAC has four "core" programs: economic development; education, health,
and social development; human rights; and legal services. The micro-finance program
is self-reliant and generates a surplus. In 2003, the net income was about US$10 million
(Kairy 2004). Education, social, and health programs are non-earning activities.
BRAC's social entrepreneurship can be broadly divided into two categories. These
are program support enterprises and for-profit companies (see Table 1).
There are two forms of program support enterprises. The first component consists
of businesses that have grown as an extension of credit operations and the needs of
micro-entrepreneurs. Examples of these businesses include poultry firms, feed mills,
seed mills, and prawn hatcheries. One of the main rationales of such programs is the
employment generation of micro-credit recipients. Profits from these enterprises are
diverted back to the poverty alleviation and social development programs.
The other form of program support enterprises links rural producers with the market. Various commercial ventures that generate profit have been set up but are not
considered fully for-profit, such as tlie Aarong Rural Craft Centre, BRAC Printers, and
the BRAC Dairy and Food Project. These comm!'!rcial ventures are strategically linked
to those of BRAC and act as a safety net for rural producers (BRAC Annual Report
2006). The example of the Aarong Rural Craft Centre can be mentioned here.7 In 1976,
6. Unless otherwise mentioned, all BRAC data are from the BRAC Annual Report, various years.
7. See http://www.brac-aarong.com/.
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when BRAC first began encouraging sericulture for women in the Manikganj district of
Bangladesh, their onlybuyers were a few scattered retailers in Dhaka. Typically,. a long
time would pass between supply and payment, until BRAC intervened. Aarong, then,
was born out of a need to ensure that the poor silk farmers of Manikganj were paid
for their goods upon delivery so that they could feed their families. Currently, Aarong
supports more than 30,000 rura:l artisans.
Program support enterprises were created to form synergies between activities generated by micro-finance beneficiaries and BRAC's commercial ventures. By providing
backward or forward linkages, these commercial enterprises ensure economic sustainability for poor rural producers. The enterprises provide timely supplies of quality inputs required by BRAC members and beneficiaries for their enterprises and also help
protect these recipients from market failures.
·
Similarly, some of the commercial projects have a development basis. Aarong, which
facilitates the participation of poor rural producers or artisans, also exemplifies the
linkages. Aarong employs disadvantaged women, but also the benefits the women receive extend well beyond the wages they earn for their products, since every woman
who works in Aarong-owned production facilities is also a beneficiary ofBRAC's multifaceted development programs. Therefore, BRAC is continuously restructuring to
find synergies between development and business. Both program support enterprises
and commercial projects have direct links with development.
Table 1. Typology of BRAC's enterprises
Type of
enterprise

Regulatory framework

Hatcheries,
seed
production,
poultry

Societies Registration
Act 1860

Strong

- Linking rural
with urban
consumers
- job creation

BRAC Dairy
and Food

Societies Registration
Act 1860

Moderate·

No direct poverty
reduction
element

BRAC-Delta
Housing

Companies Act 1994;
(BRAC Bank under
Banking Act 2001)

Weak

Program support - An extension of
enterprises
credit operations

For profit
companies
and banking
institutions

Link with
development

Example

Characteristics

BRAC Bank

Adapted from World Bank (2006)

The second category of BRAC's social entrepreneurship model is for-profit companies. BRAC has several enterprises that function as fully commercial companies with
the objective of profit generation. These enterprises or private companies are involved
in different sectors, which include a BRAC Internet service called BD Mail, BRAC
Bank, ·and two real estate companies, Delta BRAC Housing Finance Corporation and
BRAC Concord Lands, Ltd. The business venture~ are set up as separate entities governed by the relevant regulatory frameworks (Companies Act or Banking Act).
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The developmental imperatives of the ventures that are jndependently run organizations, whether fully or partly owned by BRAC, are more ambiguous. For instance,
while BRAC is a shareholder of BRAC Bank, financial or institutional linkages between these entities are less clear-cut. There are some connections with the BRAC's
NGO wing and BRAC Bank: BRAC NGO members who receive loans from tl1e last
tier of micro-finance programs (known as MELA) graduate to the Small and Medium
Enterprises (SME) scheme of BRAC Bank. Nevertheless, BRAC Bank is run like any
other commercial bank. In sum, there is no direct poverty reduction element in Lhe
for-profit commercial enterprises. Since the business enterprises share profits with the
NGO wing, this form of social entrepreneurship can be termed as "indirect"-that
is, cross-subsidization. Profits made by the commercial projects create new revenue
streams fo r BRAC to fund its core development programs.
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Figure 2. Income (in Taka) from commercial projects and
program support enterprises 1999-2006

Financing the non-income-generating programs is one of the key factors behind
the drive for the commercialization of BRAC. Commercialization offers a sustainable
solution to ensure the continuity of important social development programs Like those
that promote health and nutrition. As a result of these various commercial activities,
BRA.C's financial sustainabj)jty has dramatically increased over the last decade. In 2006 ,
BRAC generated 70% of its income. Program support enterprises and commercial
projects combined accounted for 32% of the total income. Income from both of these
sources has shown rapid growth in the last few years. From 2002 to 2006, the average
combined contribution from program support enterprises and commercial projects in
the total income source was around 35% (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).
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Analysis of BRAC's Model of Social Entrepreneurship
Going back to Fowler's typology of social entrepreneurship, it can be argued that BRAC
encompasses both combined and supplementary approaches. The program support
enterprises represent the combined approach wherein socio-economic developmental
goals are embedded in the business ventures. On the other hand, entities like BRAC
Bank exemplify the case in which commercial entities are separate from the NGO.
But since both belong to a common institutional framework, it can be considered a
supplementary model. Of course, these broad categorizations are an oversimplification
that does not fully grasp the complex processes of institutional and financial linkages.
It is very difficult to assess the processes of interaction between social and economic
ventures given BRAC's enormous size and diverse nature of its programs.
In addition to categorizing the forms of social entrepreneurship, it is also important to further evaluate each of the forms, particulaily in terms of the nature of linkages between social and commercial enterprises. BRAC's program support enterprises
emerged within the institutional context of BRAC rather than any external pressures.
Specifically, BRAC's micro-finance program was the main factor behind the introduction of many of its enterprises. The creation of these enterprises was necessary in order
to ensure that BRAC's micro-loan beneficiaries that are engaged in income-generating
activities like farming or fisheries are able to participate in the market. It is no accident
that Aarong started back in the late i9;7os when BRAC's micro-credit program was
taking off. Therefore, such enterprises did not emerge in context of the pressures of
market forces or the need for increased profitability. Rather, they were created to fulfill
an endogenous need_ to form a strategic link with BRAC's development programs.
In contrast, ventures like BRAC Bank emerged in the context of an increased competition for resources. The emergence of the for-profit enterprises also coincided with a
significant expansion ofBRAC's programs in Bangladesh and abroad in the late i99os.
The profitability of the commercial enterprises is of paramount importance for BRAC's
sustainability. The historical evolution of BRAC's enterprises illustrates the gradual
shift toward for-profit orientation (see Table 2).
Table 2. Year of origin of selected BRAC programs/enterprises
Type of business/activity

Year

Aarong Rural Crafts

Handicrafts

1978

BRAC Food and Dairy Project

Milk processing

1997

Delta BRAC Housing

Housing finance

1997

BRAC Bank

Commercial bank

2001

Program/enterprise/company

As discussed earlier, the regulatory context ofNGOs engaging in business activities
is highly problematic. Since BRAC is extensively involved in both supplementary and
combined models of commercialization, most of the identified regulatory problems
apply to BRAC. BRAC is currently in litigation with the National Bureau of Revenue
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regarding the q uestion of whether an o rganization sho uld stilJ be exempt from tax o n
the surp luses generated by business o perations.
Wha t does resource dive rsificatio n mean for self-reliance of BRAC? Interestingly,
the increasing commercializatio n ofBRAC has not coincided with a reductio n in donor
contributions. Even tho ug h the share of do no r contributions have in the to tal income
has decreased, the recent tre nd sh ows that d o no r contributio ns have gradually i11creased (see Table 3 a nd Figure 3). The need to cover large fixed costs and the beneficial
spillovers of some business ventu res onto development programs help to explain thjs
fact, beyond the pattern of do no r fun ding (Emman uel 2006).
Fo r o ne thing, the inc reased fin ancial indepe nde nce could mean that the locus of
sustainability may be shi fting from do no rs to resources gene rated fro m BRAC's own
enterprises. Therefore, the survival of these enterprises, in part icular the program support enterprises, which ar e in theory no n-profit maki ng, becomes increasingly critical
as BRAC scales u p its prog ram in Bangladesh and abroad. One re la ted concern is that if
the d o no rs keep providing huge amounts of aid to BRAC even as it generates mo re and
mo re profi t by itself, pa rt of the resources is like ly to implicitly subsidize the creation of
new business ventures rather than development progra ms fo r the poor.
Table 3. Donor contribution in annual
expenditure
Year

Donor contribution in
annual expenditure

1980

100%

1985

97%

1990

68.2%

1995

54%

2000

21%

2005

24%

2006

30%

Figure 3. Donor grants in Taka from 1998 to 2006
Donor grants
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BR.AC has also been accused of taking ad vantage of me mbers ch rough the pricing of
inputs o r o utputs, thus entrapping their members into adver se pric ing relatio nships.
Ma nnan (2004) a rgues that the fact tha t the p roducts produced by the members in·
volved with the project support enterprises are channelled back into the BR.AC system
allows BRAC to create a large "internal marke t." However, the evidence in this regard
is inconclusive. McKennie, Toomey, a nd Hossain (2003) sho~ that BRAC's program
sup port e nterprises often set a price floo r, even when market conditions change, to
protecc poor proJucers. The BRAC Dairy project is o ne good exam ple. Out of a round
60 m ilk collectio n chilling statio ns, i 6 are not generating sufficient volume to break
even. Yet none of these chilling sta tio ns have been closed down because they are in
ultra-poor a reas and rem oving them would deprive many rural producers from earning
a fair price fo r their produce.
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Nevertheless, the dependence of rural produ,cers on BRAC's·program support enterprises puts them in a vulnerable position. While these enterprises promote market
participation by the poor, under what conditions will this participation be sustained?
Since the commercial ventures are prone to market mechanisms, any market-related
problems will negatively impact the enterprise and, in turn, the producers. There is a
possibility that the rural producers will bear the brunt of the failure of enterprises. 8
Finally, there is a core issue that relates to the degree to which NGO activities should
be commercialized. As indicated earlier, a proper balance between development and
a commercial approach is essential. BRAC appears to have a good balance between its
developmental and commercial ventures. However, the implications of increased commercialization are more profound; in reality, the inherent contradictions of articulating
and achieving social and economic goals are apparent. Having multiple entities that
pursue different goals might compromise BRAC's ability to advocate for broader social
change or the ability to have an enduring impact on society. For instance, a pro-poor
policy might have quite different implications for BRAC NGO activities and BRAC
Bank. In this sense, social and business goals may not always be compatible.

Conclusion
I have presented some general ideas on the concept of social entrepreneurship. While
the concept has still not been fully theorized in context of the South, it is a useful way to
analyze the new realities within which NGOs operate-a political economy dominated
by market-driven models of development and increased competition for resources.
Focusing on the non-profit sector in Bangladesh, I discussed how NGO activities can
be viewed in terms of social entrepreneurship. A common trend in the contemporary
context is the commercialization ofNGOs in developing countries. NGOs are involved
in commercial enterprises to a greater degree now than any time before, following an
ethos of mixing business ventures with their social missions and creating "hybrid"
organizations.
BRAC exemplifies how social entrepreneurship emerged as a result of the two forces
identified by Reis (1999). First, several BRAC schemes, like Aarong, can be characterized as innovative enterprise-based solutions for social change. Second, the drive for
sustainability was central for BRAC as it expanded its programs at a significantly rapid
pace amid increased competition of donor grants.

8. While there is no evidence of this in BRAC's case, Grameen Bank's Village Pay Phone Program (VPP) offers a good example of the social entrepreneurship model incorporating business and
social goals proved to have negative consequences for rural entrep_reneurs. VPP provides poor rural
women with cell phones that are used for pay phone services that generate income. Since cell phone
charges have drastically dropped due to increased market competition, VPP is no longer viable. See
Bayes (2001) and Aminuzzaman, Baldersheim, and Jamil (2003) for their assessment of the VPP.
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An analysis of BRAC underscores the complexities of social entrepreneurship in
the non-profit sector. Interestingly, BRAC's program support enterprises are not recent; for example, Aarong has been in existence since the late i97os. Enterprises that
emerged as an extension of the credit program provided the poor with employment
and facilitated their integration to the market. These are good examples Qf innovative
development models. However, the combined approach is not without contradictions.
While evidence in this regard is sketchy, social entrepreneurship approaches where
the social missions are embedded are less likely to be sustainable in the long run and
therefore present greater danger for vulnerable groups dependent on such development
programs. Nevertheless, the program support enterprises represent the ethos of social
en trep reneurshi p.
More recent social entrepreneurship approaches of BRAC have a more explicit
commercial basis and have received increased critical attention. As the commercial
ventures have evolved in extent and nature, the linkages with the social mission of
the organization have gradually weakened. The current trend indicates a growing inclination toward a supplementary approach-that is, undertaking separate for-profit
enterprises. In such a scenario, the main linkage between social goals and economic
activity is characterized by cross-subsidization-channelling funds generated from the
commercial ventures to development programs.
BRAC's supplementary approach needs to be analyzed in terms of the key features of
social entrepreneurship. IfBRAC Bank is taken as a case in point, profit-generating enterprises do not create employment opportunities for marginalized groups. In addition,
fully commercial enterprises do not create new goods and services that reflect broader
social needs. In this context, the extent to which the commercial enterprises contribute to a societal transformational goal is questionable, even when there are indirect
linkages in the form of cross-subsidies that fund development programs. Therefore,
following Fowler, the supplementary approach-that is, having completely separate
business entities that generate income to run development projects-is not a good
representation of the ethos of social entrepreneurship.·
It is difficult to assess the relative rationalization Of supplementary and combined
approaches of BRAC social entrepreneurship. From the existing evidence, it can be
inferred that separating non-profit businesses from development work might be a more
viable solution for NGOs. This assumption is based on two grounds. First, one of the
·central factors behind the antagonistic rel~tion between NGOs and the government,
and to some extent business sectors in Bangladesh, is that both government and businesses contend that NGOs should not be permitted to use subsidized capital to enter
into or operate businesses, and that they should pay taxes on their for-profit activities
at the same rate as other businesses. Therefore, having separate commercial entities
governed under for-profit laws may create a more supportive environment for NGOs
and eliminate some of the regulatory problems facing NGOs undertaking commercial
ventures.
Second, NGO businesses that are separately incorporated from the parent NGOs' social programs perform better because separation allows for greater specialization, more
strategic business planning, and improved governance (World Bank 2006). Moreover,
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the commercial success of BRAC enterprises is becoming increasingly critical for sustainability given the reduction of the donor grants in the total income pool. This is
particularly relevant for BRAC as it expands and scales up its programs in Bangladesh
and abroad. In sum, while cross-subsidy may not capture the essence of social entrepreneurship, it might be a better option for NGOs in view of the financial and regulatory
context of developing countries.
Finally, this paper reinforces the fact that commercial ventures may be at odds with
achieving broader social goals. There could be important trade-offs between pro-poor
orientation and commercial ventures if NGOs are unable to strongly articulate their
social missions of advocacy and social development. In this context, NGOs' contributions to society in general or their enduring impact as well as their ability to act on their
own terms become jeopardized. NGOs must therefore often revisit their core values
in undertaking and implementing commercial ventures in order to ensure a balanced
development approach.
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Dissection d'un discours apropos des conflits
sociaux : le cas du projet Camelot
Dimitri della Faille

1

RESUME Dans !es annees 1960, aux Etats-Unis, la resolution de conflits apparait en sociologie comme une solution temporaire et initiale a une periode de developpement.en Amerique
latine. Dans cet article, nous exarninons le cas du projet Camelot (1964-1965) dans ses logiques
disciplinaires et organisationnelles. Nous y comparons l'etat de la connaissance sociologique
sur !es contextes etrangers a celui de l'anthropologie. Alors que !es initiatives militaires au
Moyen-Orient semblent etre assorties de projets d' etudes en sciences sociales (p. ex. !'Initiative
Minerva et le Human Terrain System), I' examen de Camelot semble, plus que jamais, nous
offrir une occasion de reflexion critique sur !'interaction entre connaissance scientifique et
objectifs strategiques.
ABSTRACT In the 1960s, conflict resolution appeared as a topic in American sociology as a
temporary and initial phase of development in Latin America. In this paper, we examine the
case of Project Camelot (1964-1965) through its.relationship with its disciplinary and organizational histories. Additionally, we compare the state of knowledge about foreign contexts.within
sociology and anthropology. With the current growing use of the Social Sciences in military
efforts in the Middle East (i.e., the Minerva Initiative and the Human Terrain System), the
study of Camelot offers an opportunity to critically reassess the interaction between scientific
knowledge and strategic agendas.
·

L L'auteur tient particulierement a remercier Johan Galtung, Ellen Herman, Neil McLaughlin,
Rudolph J. Rummel, Mark Solovey, Charles Tilly (1929-2008), Alain Touraine et Aristide Zolberg
pour leurs reponses a ses questions, leurs conseils et !es eclaircissements varies qu'ils ont apportes a
differents stades de l'ecriture du present article. II va sans dire que la responsabilite d'eventuelles apories theoriques ou erreurs historiques n'appartiennent qu'a !'auteur. Cet article a beneficie du soutien
financier du ministere de !'Education du Quebec (programme de bourses a Ia mobilite etudiante)
et de Victor J\rmony, directeur de these. Cette recherche aurait ete impossible sans !es ressources
documentaires des bibliotheques Fogelman de la New School et Bobst de l'Universite de New York.
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Introduction
Mai 2008, la province de Khost a l'est de l'Afghanistan clans la region frontaliere avec
le Pakistan. La deflagration d'un engin explosif improvise renverse un vehicule blinde
qui transporte un bataillon de la 82< troupe de l'armee de l'air des Etats-Unis. A bord
du vehicule, Se trouve egalement Michael Bhatia, un doctorant en science politique a
l'Universite Oxford, qui, en 2006, avait donne un cours sur les origines de la guerre
a l'Universite Carleton d'Ottawa. Lejeune politologue ainsi que deux de ses compagnons de route ne survivront pas a cette attaque (Geller 2009). Bhatia participait a un
programme de l'armee des Etats-Unis intitule Human Terrain System (HTS) qui avait
comme objectif d'augmenter la collaboration de specialistes des sciences sociales avec
les troupes de combat en Afghanistan et en Iraq (Kipp et al. 2006). Ces specialistes
avaient comme mission de fournir des informations cruciales au commandement de
l'armee a partir d'une connaissance intime du terrain, de l'histoire et de la culture locale. Certains auraient ete deployes avec des uniformes et formes au maniement des
armes (Gonzalez 2007). Depuis, l'armee a mis fin ace programme controverse qui aura
cofrte la vie a au mains trois politologues et anthropologues.
Un tel projet n'est pas isole. Les moyens militaires pour contraindre les groupes
armes a abandonner la violence en Afghanistan et en Iraq ont montre leurs limites
et les coriflits violents minent la legitimite des actions des gouvernements de la coalition clans la region. Dans son bulletin mensuel, Footnotes, !'Association etasunienne
de sociologie, se rejouissait deja en fevrier 2005 de !'utilisation des sciences sociales
clans la lutte du gouvernement des Etats-Unis contre le terrorisme au Mayen-Orient.
Depuis, de nombreux projets ont fait les manchettes des revues professionnelles en
sciences sociales et plus particulierement en anthropologie. D'autres projets mains
controverses - qui ne visent pas a armer des specialistes des sciences sociales et a les
embarquer clans des vehicules blindes - ont retenu !'attention des critiques. En avril
2008, Robert Gates, secretaire a la Defense des Eta ts- u nis, annoncrait en conference
publique la creation de !'Initiative Minerva qui prevoit !'utilisation des connaissances
d'anthropologues, de sociologues, d'historiens, de politologues ainsi que de specialistes
d'autres disciplines des sciences sociales et cognitives (Gusterson 2009). Selan Robert
Gates, cette initiative conjointe du departement de la Defense et de plusieurs universites financera des recherches en sciences sociales, a hauteur de i8 millions de dollars
par annee. Mise en ceuvre depuis, cette initiative permettra, selon les dires de Robert
Gates, de reduire les conflits armes sans utilisation demesuree de la force (Lutz 2008).
Les projets soutenus par l'Initiative Minerva s'interessent tout autant aux origines sociales de la violence terroriste, a l'histoire politique du regime de Saddam Hussein,
qu'aux deploiements militaires de la Chine. Pour le secretariat a la Defense, c'est un
excellent investissement qui, s'il est efficace, permettra de diminuer les cofrts humains,
economiques et en fin de compte politiques des missions en Afghanistan et en Iraq2 •
2. On notera que de tels projets se passent egaleme.nt dans le contexte d'une ouverture croissante
de l'armee qui accueille journalistes et artistes au sein de ses operations en Afghanistan et en Iraq.
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Cette mise en place d'une collaboration rapprochee entre les sciences sociales et des
entreprises belliqueuses pour soutenir des actions militaires dans des zones de conflits
n'est pas sans rappeler plusieurs tentatives plus ou moins fructueuses qui ont emerge
sporadiquement depuis le debut du :xxe siecle. La plus connue d'entre elles est, sans
· aucun doute, le projet Camelot. Mis en ceuvre en i964, le projet cherchait a comprendre
l'origine collective des conflits et la dynamique des insurrections dans les regions sousdeveloppees3. Contrairement a de nombreux projets soutenus par le departement de la
Defense des Eta ts-U nis, Camelot avait une forte composante theorique et de nombreux
specialistes en sciences sociales parmi les plus en vue al' epoque y ont participe4 • Dans le
contexte actuel, il nous semble necessaire de reflechir a nouveau ace projet fort controverse qui, bien qu'il appartienne a une autre epoque, a de nombteux points communs
avec les projets recents mentionnes plus haut. Cette reflexion devrait particulierement
interesser ceux qui etudient le lien entre les conflits sociaux et le sous-developpement.
Bien que pour diverses raisons historiques et organisationnelles les specialistes canadiens des sciences sociales du developpement soient moins sollicites que leurs collegues
au sud de la frontiere, nous ne sommes pas a l'abri de possibles invitations a collaborer
aux efforts de l'armee dans les zones de conflits. En effet, la Revue militaire canadienne
publiait recemment un article intitule « La de du succes : l'intelligence culturelle et
l'espace de bataille moderne)) dont void un extrait particulierement edifiant:
Pour que les operations militaires soient couronnees de succes dans un espace de bataille dynamique et complexe, les forces armees devront mener des
operations fondees sur le renseignement et avoir une connaissance intime de
la population locale et des belligerants. Pour etre utilisable, ce savoir devra
evidemment decouler d'une analyse approfondie du milieu et des motivations de l' ennemi ainsi que de la culture des populations q ue ce dernier cherche a assujettir. (Spencer et Balasevicius 2009, 40)
Notre article, qui examine les contextes intellectuels et politiques d'un discours sur le
conflit social dans les pays sous-developpes a partir de l'exemple du projet Camelot, est
base sur un travail original de recherche bibliographique et historique. En plus d'avoir
consulte des documents d'epoque, nous avons effectue une recherche biographique sur
3. Meme si·dans notre travail nous critiquons l'idee de« sous-developpement »,nous l'utilisons
dans cet article car c'etait, a l'epoque du projet Camelot, une categorie normative tres repandue. En
l'inserant dans le contexte historique, politique et scientifique de l'epoque, nous desirons montrer une
des limites de cette meme notion.
·
4. Voici la liste des 33 consultants qui ont accepte de participer au projet Camelot: Clark C. Abt,
Kathleen Archibald, Jessie Bernard, Frank Bonilla, Thomas E. Caywood, Ira Cisin, James S. Coleman,
Lewis Coser, Th~odore Draper, Harry Eckstein, S.N. Eisenstadt, Frederick Frey, William Gamson,
Gino Germani, W.J.·Goode, Robert Hefner, Arthur Hoehn, Richard Jung, Samuel Klausner, William
Kornhauser, Sheldon Levy, Jiri Nehnevajsa, Hugo Nutini, William Riker, R.J. Rummel, Thomas C.
Schelling, David Schwartz, Gilbert Shapiro, Neil Smelser, Carl C. Taylor, William Taylor, Gordon
Tullock et Charles Wolf. Dans le contexte du pro jet Camelot, un consultant apporte avec lui connaissances, analyse et expertise technique qu'il aura developpees en dehors du contexte particulier du
projet sans, pour autant, que son statut limite ses autres engagements.
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les 33 consultants qui ont travaille sur ce projet. A partir d'elements biographiques presents clans les ouvrages. et articles publies par les consultants, des notices parues apropos
de ces memes consultants lors des remises de prix, de titres honorifiques ou d'avis de
deces, ainsi que des biographies obtenues sur Internet, notre recherche nous a permis
de les caracteriser en fonction de leurs aires culturelles d'interets, de l'avancement de
leur Carriere OU encore de leur appai;tenance a une ecole theorique au milieu des annees
1960. Cet article fait egalement grand usage des commentaires que nous avons pu obtenir
au pres de consultants du projet Camelot, des acteurs lies directement a la controverse, ou
encore au pres de sociologues ou politologues proches des consultants ou de leurs detracteurs. Nous avons recueilli ces commentaires lo rs d' entrevues en personne, par telephone,
ou encore par questionnaires envoyes par courrier electronique.
D'un point de vue methodologique, cet article tient done son originalite de sa synthese bibliographique, de sa recherche biographique et de son materiel d'entrevue original. Il la tient egalement de son analyse conjointe des contextes organisationnels,
theoriques et historiques. Par ailleurs, nous noterons qu'il n'existe aucun travail substantiel en franc;:ais qui effectue, comme nous l'avons fait, une analyse historique et epistemologique basee sur des donnees de premiere et de seconde main. Cet article pallie
done tous ces manques.
Il nous parait reducteur de n'envisager, clans le projet Camelot, que le resultat de
la politique etrangere des Etats-Unis tout autant qu'il nous parait errone de n'y voir
que le resultat de developpements internes aux sciences sociales. Ainsi, nous tachons,
clans cet article, d'eviter le relativisme OU l'historicisme qui reduirait a !'extreme le projet Camelot a la specificite de son contexte. La structure de cet article se divise ainsi.
Premierement, nous effectuons un bref survol historique du contexte de la mise en
ceuvre et de l'echec du projet Camelot. Deuxiemement, nous essayons de comprendre
pourquoi, aujourd'hui encore, des projets comme Camelot font bien plus reagir les
anthropologues que les sociologues et les politologues. Troisiemement, nous montrons
comment Camelot s'est insere clans le contexte de nouveaux modes d'organisation de
la connaissance. Quatriemement, nous degageons ce que nous avons appele des « instrumentalisations reciproques » entre les champs scientifiques et militaires. Cinquiemement, nous reflechissons aux problemes lies aux donnees, a leur statut et a leur
utilisation. Sixiemement, avant de conclure, nous montrons les travers theoriques de
l'analyse du conflit.

Mise en reuvre avortee de Camelot
Juillet 1965, le manoir Airlie en Virginie. Situee a 80 kilometres au sud-ouest de
Washington, cette retraite doree de 1500 hectares de bois et de jardins s'appretait a
accueillir ce qui allait devenir un evenement crucial clans l'histoire des sciences sociales
etasuniennes. En effet, pour une periode de quatre semaines, une trentaine de sociologues, de politologues, de statisticiens et de strateges militaires devait se reunir clans cette
somptueuse propriete pour reflechir a l'avenir de la paix clans le monde. Lors de cette
seance organisee par le Bureau de recherche des operations speciales (SORO - Special
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Operations Research Office) 5, la trentaine de consultants convoques pour l'oc.casion
devait poursuivre le travail de 'reflexion deja entame au cours des mois precedents et
etablir les bases d'un projet de recherche de longue haleine. Cependant, cette reunion
n'eut jamais lieu.
Une annee plus tot, au printemps 1964, sous le patronage conjoint de quelques
scientifiques du comportement et d'administrateurs du departement de la Defense des
Etats-Unis (DoD - Department of Defense), le SORO obtint un soutien financier sans
precedent pour les sciences sociales. Ce furent alors les premiers pas de ce qui sera
connu sous le nom de projet Camelot6 , un projet de recherche qui devait etudier, a partir de la sociologie, mais aussi de l'histoire, de la science politique; de la psychologie et
de l'anthropologie, l'origine collective des conflits internes et ce, essentiellement, clans
les pays non occidentaux, principalement ceux reputes pour leur sous-developpement
economique (Herman 1995; Horowitz 1967; Solovey 2001). Le projet Camelot prend
forme clans un contexte historique et politique particulier, par ailleurs tres bien documente. Entre 1963 et 1965, les Etats-Unis font face a un nombre croissant de conflits
clans lesquels ils sont engages militairemen:t (p. ex. a Cuba, en Republique dominicaine,
au Vietnam, au Laos, au Congo), economiquement (p. ex. en Indonesie) ou diplomatiquement (p. ex. clans le coup d'Etat de 1964,au Bresil).
Sous la direction du sociologue et specialiste repute de l'Amerique latine, Rex Hopper, pres de 30 chercheurs devaient contribuer a une paix mondiale durable par leurs
analyses multidimensionnelles des conflits sociaux. La formulation des questionnements centraux est, sans equivoque aucune, teintee par pres de 20 ans de suspicion
nourrie par cette guerre froide des detix blocs en quete de zones d'influence. Dans sa.
reponse a nos questions adressees par courrier electronique, le politologue et consultant de Camelot, Rudolph Rummel resume ainsi les objectifs du projet :
[Its] purpose was to understand the causes and conditions of conflict and
violence, and to do this as scientifically and systematically as possible. Why
was this supported by the DoD? Because there were people in DoD who wanted to know this so that such violence, and especially wars, could be avoided.
Il sera attribue ace projet d'etude de la faisabilite d'une «analyse prophylactique »du
conflit sodal un budget d'approximativement 6 millions de dollars par les Etats~Unis
sur une periode de trois ans et demi 7• Avec un tel montant et considerant que ce bud-

5. Cree en 1956, le SORO est une unite de recherche financee par le departement de la Defense
des Etats-Unis et etablie a!'American University a Washington D.C. Theodore Vallance en est alors
le president. Dans la tourmente, le SORO disparait en 1966 au profit du Centre pour la recherche sur
!es systemes sociaux (Center for Research in Social Systems) qui aurait a son tour, selon toute vraisemblance, cesse ses activites au debut des annees i970.
6. Dans cet article, nous utilisons !'appellation en franc;ais « projet Camelot » aux depens de sa
graphie anglaise, «Project Camelot».
7. A titre indicatif, si !'on tient compte de la variation de l'indice des prix a la consommation sur
Je marche etasunien, cette Somme de 6 millions en 1964 equivaudrait a un montant de plus de 40
millions de dollars americains en 2010.
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get ne visait que sa premiere phase, soit une evaluation de la possibilite de sa mise en
place, le projet Camelot avait un dessein sans pareil. L'importance de son financement
devait refleter l'inten~t porte a sa recherche par la communaute scientifique, l'armee et
le gouvernement des Etats-Unis. L'apport attendu du projet Camelot pour les sciences
sociales a ete compare ace que le projet Manhattan fut pour la recherche en physique8 :
un projet d'une importance inegalee tant au regard de son financement que de ses
retombees. Effectivement, le projet Manhattan eut de nombreuses retombees inatten.dues sur la recherche technologique en general. 11 etait attendu du projet Camelot des
retombees similaires sur la recherche en sciences sociales tant du point de vue de son
organisation que de sa contribution theorique. Meme dans leurs reves les plus fous, les
sociologues, anthropologues et politologues n'osaient imaginer une telle manne pour
les sciences sociales.
Entre mars et avril i965, l'anthropologue chilien Hugo Nutini multiplie les demarches aupres des autorites universitaires chiliennes (Lowe i966). Nutini est un consultant
junior du projet Camelot; il a obtenu son doctorat deux annees plus tot. Ce specialiste
de l' analyse des structures familiales dans le monde rural en Amerique centrale est base
aux Etats-Unis, pays dont il a egalement la nationalite9 • Ce jeune chercheur - apparemment attire par la contribution tres genereuse du departement de la Defense des
Etats-Unis - prit contact, de son propre chef semble-t-il, avec des chercheurs chiliens
reputes. La nature de l'appui du directeur du projet, Rex Hopper, a !'initiative de Nutini
reste nebuleuse (Manno et Bednarcik i968, 210). 11 apparait pourtant que Nutini a agi
tout en mystifiant l'origine exacte du financement du projet. C'est d'autant plus surprenant que ce projet, tout comme l'Initiative Minerva qui fait actuellement l'objet de
debats, n' avait jamais fait l' obj et de restrictions de confidentialite quanta son origine et
sa nature. Johan Galtung, un sociologue norvegien qui etait alors en residence au Chili,
reirut par ailleurs une invitation formelle a se presenter a la reunion du manoir Airlie
en juillet i965. Cette invitation, qu'il reirut directement du bureau du SORO aux EtatsU nis, contenait une description detaillee du fonctionnement du projet et de l'origine
de ses fonds. Galtung en avait informe des collegues chiliens. La documentation qu'il
avait reirue ne correspondait en rien a la description qu'Hugo Nutini utilisait pour tenter de recruter des Chiliens dans le projet. Tres rapidement, la communaute politique
chilienne et internationale fut alertee des menaces a la souverainete nationale du Chili.
De son cote, Nutini persista a nier le lien avec le departement de la Defense.
Alors que la reunion prevue au manoir Airlie etait toujou~s au programme, Robert
McNamara, secretaire de la Defense des Etats-Unis, reiroit en juillet i965 l'ordre presidentiel d'annuler tousles projets de recherche portant sur l'Amerique latine subven-

8. Le projet Manhattan etabli en 1941 avait comme objectif principal le developpement de la premiere arme atomique. Cependant, il eut de nombreuses retombees technologiques et medicales. L'on
peut citer, entre autres, le developpement de l'informatique.
9. Pour des exemples des recherches menees par l'anthropologue al'epoque, voir Nutini (1961,
1965). A plusieurs reprises, nous avons tente de prendre contact avec M. Nutini, professeur d'anthropologie al'Universite de Pittsburgh; celui-ci a prefere ignorer nos demandes et nos questions.
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tionnes par la Defense des Etats-U nis 10 • Cet ordre est motive par la reaction aux debats
internationaux autour de la nature et des objectifs de Camelot. Quatre mois plus tot,
29 boo soldats de l'armee des Etats-Unis avaient envahi la Republique dominicaine
avec l'aide de quelques dictatures latino-americaines (Bresil, Paraguay, Honduras et
Nicaragua). Cette intervention visait a stabiliser une situation qui risquait de faire basculer le pays dans le groupe des pays hostiles au capitalisme industriel mu par les valeurs democratiques. Dans ce contexte de relations internationales tres tendues, il etait
convenu que le projet Camelot continuait de ternir l'image de la relation entre les EtatsUnis et l'Amerique latine. Le gouvernement des Etats-Unis et son departement de la
Defenses' etaient attire les foudres du gouvernement chilien, de nombreux intellectuels
ainsi que de npmbreux organes de presse a travers le monde. C'est dans ce contexte
qu'on annula la reunion prevue au manoir Airlie en juillet i965.

Une tradition anthropologique de reflexions morales
et deontologiques
La litterature tres abondante commentant le projet Camelot insiste, anotre avis, de maniere demesuree sur la composante anthropologique du projet. Bien que la dimension
anthropologique du projet soit indeniable, Camelot etait avant tout un projet sociologique. Parmi les consultants dont nous avons pu identifier le parcours universitaire avec
precision, pres de la moitie ont rec;:u leur formation de doctorat en sociologie; quatre,
ont ete formes en science politique, trois, en economie, mais un seul a ete forme en
anthropologie. Comme le note l'anthropologue Riall Nolan (2001, 84), meme si !'implication des anthropologues dans le projet Camelot etait tres limitee, la reaction de
l'anthropologie a cette entreprise controversee a ete tres vive et la dimension sociologique de Camelot a ete sous-estimee. Outre I' intervention tres remarquee de l'anthro~
pologue etasunien Marshall Sahlins (1967) lors de la reunion annuelle de I'Association
etasunienne d'anthropologie en novembre 1965, nous avons releve de nombreuses references en provenance de l'anthropologie au projet Camelot. Pour John Van Willigen
(2002, 49), Camelot est l'un des deux exemples essentiels al'histoire de l'ethique en
anthropologie appliquee. Dans son ouvrage sur l'anthropologie culturelle appliquee,
Gary Ferraro (2005, 117) presente Camelot comme un projet anthropologique. Dans la ,
10. Lorsqu'on etudie Jes biographies des consultants, on est frappe de voir a quel point !'association du projet Camelot avec l'Amerique latine apparait accidentelle. Dans notre recherche, nous
avons pu associer plus des deux tiers des consultants du projet a une aire culturelle d'interet. Dans
le travail precedant ieur engagement pour le p·rojet Camelot, une tres faible majorite des consultants
avait alors travaille sur di verses regions de I' Amerique latine, Jes autres ayant travaille sur !'Europe de
!'Est, le Mayen-Orient ou encore l'Asie (Chine, Coree, Japan). La connaissance empirique de l'Amerique latine des consultants de Camelot nous est apparue tres limitee tant par la faible place que ces.
consultants avaient accordee alors ala region dans leur carriere que par la deficience des aptitudes
methodologiques d'un travail sur le terrain. Si le projet Camelot est associe a l'Amerique latine, ce
n'est qu'une consequence malheureuse, ala fois de la bevue d'Hugo Nutini, de la carriere du directeur du projet, le latino-americaniste Rex Hopper mais egalement de la proximite de crises politiques
telle celle qui secoua la Republique dominicaine au printemps i965 (Manno et Bednarcik i968, 209).
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liste des cas les plus importants de participation d'anthropologues a des projets contrerevolutionnaires, Katy Gardner (1996, 35) place avantageuserrient Camelot. Jonathan
Benthall (2000, 13) fait de meme dans !'introduction de son ouvrage a l'anthropologie
contemporaine: On trouve quelques breves references au projet Camelot dans la litterature en frarn;:ais. Les politologues Alain Rouquie (1969) et Andre Corten (2001) evoquent brievement le projet. Dans son histoire des idees sociologiques, Michel Lallement
(1993) decrit tres succinctement le projet. Mais, c' est dans le recueil de l'anthropologue
Jean Copans (1975) intitule « Anthropologie et imperialisme » que l'on trouve la plus
substantielle contribution au debat sur Camelot en frarn;:ais.
Peu importe la langue, nous constatons un important desequilibre au sein de la
litterature entre les substantielles discussions apropos du projet menees par des anthropologues et les evocations, parfois tres sommaires, en provenance de la sociologie
·et de la science politique. Ces deux dernieres disciplines, faut-il le rappeler, representaient en nombre et en fonction du prestige des contributeurs, les plus importants
~apports au projet. Comment peut-on alors s'expliquer que, de toutes les disciplines des
sciences sociales, l'anthropologie fut celle qui reagit le plus fortement a la revelation
de !'existence d'un projet tel que celui de Camelot? Nous evoquons, a cet egard, les
elements suivants.
On peutemettre l'hypothese que si le projet Camelot a retenu avant tout I' attention des
anthropologues c' est parce qu'Hugo Nutini, qui est la premiere personne a avoir tente de
mettre en U!uvre le projet sur le terrain, est lui-meme anthropologue. Par son opportunisme et sa nai:Vete, Nutini crea un tort dont les consequences pour l' anthropologie furent
interpretees comme etant incommensurables. La triste reputation internationale de Camelot est la consequence directe de !'initiative de cet anthropologue et de sa manipulation. Cependant,-cet accident de l'histoire ne peut expliquer qu'en partie la profusion des
reactions des anthropologues. En effet, dans le cas de l'Initiative Minerva mise en place
depuis 2008 la reaction des anthropologues surpasse celle des sociologues et politologues
bien que ces derniers soient plus concemes par le projet. Michael Bhatia, le politologue
decede en Afghanistan dans le cadre du HTS a ete Jui aussi egalement presente a tort
comme anthropologue (Geller 2009). Ainsi, il nous semble qu'il faille aussi evoquer a cet
egard deux autres elements propres a la discipline anthropologique et a sa methodologie
qui peuvent expliquer la reaction demesuree de cette derniere.
Premierement, parce qu'ils dependent fortement de leur expertise sur le terrain, les
anthropologues etaient les chercheurs qui avaient le plus a perdre d'une remise en
question de la nature de leur travail. Le travail des. anthropologues depend grandement
du lien de confiance avec les societes qu'ils etudient. Mais, le travail mene par des anthropologues etasuniens sur le terrain avait deja servi a plusieurs reprises des interets
exterieurs a ceux de la science et mis a mal Ce lien de confiance1 Avec le projet Camelot
et la nature de leur travail ainsi remise en question, les anthropologues couraient le
risque de voir ce lien de confiance disparaitre. En effet, le travail anthropologique sur
le terrain depend non seulement de la confiance que les anthropologues ont pu etablir
1

•

11. Voir par exemple l'ouvrage de Goldschmidt (i979), en particulier les articles de Ma.rgaret
Mead et Edward Spicer.
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avec le consulat du pays afin d'obtenir les papiers necessaires au sejour a l'etranger,
mais egalement avec les autorites locales afin d'acceder, clans certains cas, a des regions OU ils desirent sejourner mais dont l'acces, ainsi qu'au groupe qu'ils desirent
etudier, est limite. Une-fois ce lien de confiance brise par l'esclandre cree a la suite de
la revelation du caractere d'ingerence du travail planifie par les consultants du projet
Camelot, les anthropologues risquaient de perdre l'acces a leur terrain en Amerique
latine, mais egalement ailleurs puisque le projet Camelot acquit rapidement une «renommee » internationale et fut discute par plusieurs assemblees legislatives. Cet acces
au terrain avait souvent ete le fruit de nombreux mois, voire de nombreuses annees de
travail en contact avec les differents niveaux d'autorite que nous avons mentionnes.
Ainsi, nous emettons l'hypothese que ce n'est pas tant le fait que les interets strategiques des Etats-Unis eurent associe leurs objectifs avec ceux de l'anthropologie qui
.derangea les anthropologues - de nombreux anthropologues etaient convaincus du
bien-fonde d'une anthropologie « embarquee » - mais plut6t le risque de confusion
qu'il crea clans l'esprit des autorites etrangeres entre une anthropologie scientifique et
une anthropologie militaire. Il faut rappeler que Camelot etait un projet qui ne devait
pas s'effectuer sous le couvert du secret; ses resultats devaieilt meme etre publics. Les
consultants avaient done tout ala fois le loisir d'indiquer leur affiliation avec le projet et
de partager les resultats des recherches qui decoulaient du financement offert. On notera que c'est egalement le cas de l'Initiative Minerva qui prevoit donner libre acces aux
documents traduits de l'arabe et du chinois. Paree que les anthropologues travaillaient
alors essentiellement clans des milieux sociaux culturellement exterieurs aux leurs pour la plupart situes a l'etranger - ils avaient alors plus a perdre que les sociologues ..
En consequence, Marshall Sahlins (1967, 73) appelle les anthropologues aproteger leurs
relations academiques privilegiees avec les pays sous-developpes et il les met en garde:
«le travail de terrain sous contrat de l'armee des Etats-Unis ne va nullement proteger
cette relation privilegiee ».
Deuxiemement, comme explication de cette reaction de l'anthropologie aun projet
en provenance de la sociologie, nous pouvons aussi evoquer la familiarite des anthropologues avec les dimensions deontologiques du travail sur le terrain clans des milieux
so.cialement et culturellement exterieurs. Paree que le travail des anthropologues depend nettement plus de leur experience sur le terrain, et que le contexte particulier de
ce travail a suscite de nombreux debats, l'anthropologie etait plus encline aeffectuer
un retour critique et ethique sur !'implication de son travail. La sociologie etasunienne,
clans les annees de l'apres Seconde Guerre mondiale, etait mal outillee pour etudier
les contextes etrangers et manquait globalement d'experience de terrain a l'etranger
12

•

12. Meme si l'on peut, comme Alain Drouard (1986, 11), expliquer !'internationalisation de l'objet
de la sociologie - c'est-a-dire un interet pour l'etude des relations sociales dans Jes societes exterieures a l'Europe occidentale, aux Etats-Unis et au Canada - par les necessites liees a !'effort de guerre
fourni par la discipline durant les annees i940, l'on doit cependant constater que la sociologie aux
Etats-Unis avait deja, dans une certaine mesure, un objet internationalise avant la Seconde Guerre
mondiale. Cependant, ce sont principalement des recherches hermeneutiques qui utilisent la force de
!'argumentation, en faisant discuter entre eux les textes. En 1964, dans sa recension de la sociologie
portant sur l'Amerique latine Rex Hopper (1964, 243-289) ne fait aucunement mention de travaux
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Aux Etats- Unis, dans les annees 1960, on ne peut pas fondamentalement differencier
la sociologie de l'anthropologie apartir de la nature de son objet, l'etude des relations
sociales dans les societ~s humaines. C' est plut6t la position du chercheur face acet obj et
qui permet de differencier ces deux disciplines-sceurs. Aipsi, l'anthropologie, comme
discipline, avec ses modes organisationnels specifiques, ses institutions, leurs histoires
et leurs traditions a developpe une connaissance particuliere du travail a l'etranger.
Contrairement a la sociologie, l'anthropologie a developpe une formation specifique
et une litterature sur le sujet. Les apprentis anthropologues evoluent dans un cadre
particulier qui leur offre de nombreux cas de reference, bien documentes et debattus.
Dans une tres celebre lettre qu'il adresse a l'editeur du journal The Nation, l'anthropologue Franz Boas (1919) denonce ce qu'il appelle sans retenue, la« prostitution » de
l'anthropologie. Souvent citee, tronquee la plupart du temps mais rarement lue, cette
lettre constitue une reelle opposition a l'usage de l'anthropologie a des fins gouvernementales et particulierement a des fins etrangeres a celles du champ de la science.
Fort de preuves irrefutables qu'il dit avoir en sa possession, Boas vilipende quatre de
ses collegues ·qui ont utilise leur position d'anthropologues pour participer a des activites d'espionnage13 • Plus de So ans apres la publication de cette iettre, l'anthropologue
David Price (2000) faisait le point sur ce qui est communement appele l'« Affaire Boas
» dans le journal qui publia originellement la lettre. L'« Affaire Boas» offre a l'anthropologie un point de reference, un moment historique auquel se referer. Un tel cadre,
de tels points de references a des debats concernant l'usage de la science sociologie
developpee al'exterieur d'une modernite etasunienne etaient pratiquement inexistants
en sociologie dans les annees 1960. Les apprentis sociologues n' etaient pas formes aux
differents contextes d'un travail dans un milieu social culturellement exterieur au leur.
Par contre, la discipline anthropologique aux Etats-Unis a accumule un ensemble de
cas de references acet egard et si la discipline a reagi au projet Camelot, c'est que ce cas
faisait echo aplusieurs autres precedents. En quelque sorte, ils ont etabli une tradition
de reflexions morales et deontologiques (Biddle, Davis et Medema 2001, 146) qui n' etait
pratiquement pas presente au sein de la sociologie des annees 1960. Si l'anthropologie .
reagit une fois de plus de maniere importante ades projets telle l'Initiative Minerva OU
le HTS, c'est qu'elle base ses reflexions sur cette tradition de debats. pe tels projets ont
certes de nombreuses implications pour le travail des anthropologues, mais les sociologues et politologues gagneraient pourtant a debattre de ces memes questions car ils
y sont ou y seront confrontes.

significatifs effectues par des Nord-americains sur l'Amerique latine avant la fin de la Seconde Guerre
mondiale alors que dans un meme effort portant sur l'anthropologie, Strickon (i964, 125-167) en identifie un grand nombre. Par ailleurs, jusqu'au milieu des annees i960, au sein des revues de sociologie
aux Etats-Unis, !es principaux articles portant sur l'Amerique latine proviennent d'anthropologues
ou ont des perspectives anthropologique_s (Della Faille 2009a).
i3. En decembre i919, en reaction acette sortie de Boas, !'Association etasunienne d'anthropologie
vote une motion de censure. Cette motion sera repudiee par cette meme association en juin 2005.
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Des nouvelles formes d'organisation de la connaissance
Le projet Camelot s'inscrit dans une periode de croissance et de transformation des
universites et de la recherche en sciences sociales. Les departements, les programmes
de recherche et d'enseignement en sciences sociales et la sociologie elle-meme sont en
expansion considerable. Les annees 1960 sont egalement caracterisees par l'introduction de nouvelles manieres d'apprehender les objets de la connaissance. Les etudes
de zones geographiques ou aires culturelles sont en pleine emergence (Solovey 2001).
L'introduction de programmes multidisciplinaires de l'etude des pays sous-developpes
constitue une nouvelle maniere d'envisager l'objet d'une recherche qui remplace petit a
petit les travaux produits par ailleurs par les historiens, linguistes, sociologues, anthropologues et economistes. L' organisation de la connaissance par discipline est critiquee
pour son isolement. Ces etudes multidisciplinaires sont done envisagees comme etant
bien plus que la simple addition de recherches eparses et independantes: c'est a une
reorganisation des universites qu'on assiste.
Siles etudes d'aires culturelles se definissent par l'approche multidisciplinaire d'un
objet_ caracterise par son inscription geographique precise, le projet Camelot s'en distingue quelque peu. En effet, le projet etait corn;:u comme une contribution theorique
generale ala comprehension des changements sociaux et, en particulier, ala nature des
conflits sociaux. Le projet Camelot ne visait pas, dans sa phase exploratoire, a contribuer a la connaissance d'une region OU d'une aire particuliere. Cependant, l'idee du
projet Camelot s'inscrit malgre tout dans l'esprit du temps et des transformations des
universites et de la recherche car, en effet, Camelot participe a une logique de reformulation de l'organisation de la connaissance scientifique qui s'opere dans le contexte
de la creation de nombreux programmes d'etudes d'aires culturelles et d'un investissement massif dans ces nouvelles unites par des fonds prives et publics (Della Faille •
2008, 2009b). Les fonds investis par les organisations privees et publiques ont pousse
les universites aorganiser la connaissance apartir de nouveaux modes qui remettent en
question la division par discipline et qui, lorsqu'ils n' ont pas rem place les departements
batis autour de disciplines telles la sociologie, l'anthropologie ou la g~ographie ont
affaibli leur pouvoir. Pour Thomas Bender (1997), les disciplines conferaient traditionnellement aux universites du prestige et attiraient les etudiants. Les hauts standards de
recherche et d' engagement dans l' enseignement faisaient la reputation d'une universite.
Avec leurs fonds de recherche, ces nouvelles unites multidisciplinaires ont attire, a la
fois, chercheurs et etudiants et ont eu un impact remarque sur l'organisation des unites
disciplinaires.
· Pour le senateur James W. Fulbright (1967) - qui s'est d'ailleurs personnellement
implique dans les debats contre le projet Camelot - les contrats prives et publl.cs tant
gouvernerneritaux que militaires ainsi que la creation de centres de recherche qui repondent aux questionnements d'interets politiques remettent fondamentalement en
question l'independance de la science. Mais, plus que tout, ces nouvelles logiques d'organisation transforment les campus universitaires. Ainsi, ce que Fulbright appelle le
complexe militaire-industriel-academique dans une critique ouverte de l'appel au ren-
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forcerrient du complexe militaire-industriel du president Dwight Eisenhower de 1961
est une alliance de logiques distinctes mais dont la collusion des inten~ts affecte les
universites (Leslie 1993; Solovey 2001). Le senateur Fulbright se fait le porte-parole des
critiques emises par le sociologue C. Wright Mills (1956), qui dans son fameux ouvrage
The Power Elite observait la collusion entre elites industrielle, politique et militaire. La
reorganisation du travail des sciences dans une universite ouverte, de maniere croissante, aux logiques commerciales et militaires est la resultante depressions exercees par
ce complexe militaire-industriel-academique qui « corrompt » le sens de l'universite.
A l'insta~ de Veblen (1918), Fulbright y voit une remise en cause de l'independance
necessaire a l'accomplissement des objectifs fondamentaux de l'universite: une institution de recherche et d'enseignement libre de toute influence economique, politique
ou militaire. M~me si la logique d'affrontement de la guerre froide et l'interet des institutions economiques, politiques et militaires ne sont pas entierement responsables de
la creation de centres de recherche orientes vers des objets plutot que des disciplines,
ces apports de fonds divers se sont appuyes sur des logiques d'organisation qui preexistaient et qui etaient le resultat de developpements theoriques. L'apport substantiel de
fonds de recherche, en provenance des fondations privees et des departements de la
Defense et d'Etat,.fo-nds qui seront consacres a l'etude d'aires culturelles particulieres
(Afrique, Asie, Amerique latine et Europe de l'Est) a renforce la tendance a reorganiser
la connaissance en centres multidisciplinaires14 •
L'historien Ron Robin (2001, 208-217) voyait dans le projet Camelot un test pour cette
approche multidisciplinaire. Cependant, les etudes multidisciplinaires telles qu'elles
emergeaient alors n' avaient pas pour objectif premier· de contribuer a la construction,
au renforcement ou a !'invalidation de la theorie, comme certains des consultants de
Camelot auraient pu l'esperer. Quarante annees plus tard, l'Initative Minerva s'appuie
sur les bases multidisciplinaires qui se sont constituees dans les annees 1960, c'est-a. dire qu' elle envisage le conflit social dans ses diverses dimensions par dela les divisions
disciplinaires. Un projet comme Minerva favorise l'epuisement de l'objet dans sa complexite plutot que le developpement d'outils theoriques. Actuellement, les etudes multidisciplinaires ne sont plus rinnovation qu'elles etaient dans les annees 1960. Bien que la
sociologie con.tribue grandement a l'analyse multidisciplinaire des aires culturelles, elle
est encore tres fortement ancree dans un mode d'organisation traditionnel qui cher14. La position de la sociologie face a cette approche multidisciplinaire est complexe. Certes,
durant Jes annees 1960, le nombre des sociologues participant aux centres multidisciplinaires etudiant l'Amerique latine est tres faible (Della Faille 2009b). On constate une resistance au sein de la
communaute sociologique as'inserer dans une approche multidisciplinaire. Mais, entre 1946 et 1967,
sous !'impulsion et la direction de Talcott Parsons, Jes departements de psychologie (psychologie
sociale, du developpement et de la personnalite), de sociologie et d'anthropologie sociale de Harvard
ne forment plus qu'un. Ce nouveau departement de relations sociales devait se consacrer ala theorie
generale de !'action (Bales 1999, 158). D'une maniere similaire, James Coleman, un des consultants
du projet Camelot creera en 1959 le departemen.t de relations sociales a l'Universite Johns Hopkins
(Franzosi 1994, 263). Meme si le departement de relations sociales a Harvard ne perdurera pas, l'historien Nils Gilman (2003, 72-112) montre qu'il est le berceau de la theorie de la modernisation. Les
reflexions de ses «mandarins» fai;:onneront !es politiques de transformations radicales du tissu social
des pays <lits sous-developpes.
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che reconnaissance et prestige aupres d'instances disciplinaires. Mais, dans la situation
actuelle ou la recherche et les departements de sciences sociales sont sous-finances,
on peut penser que de gros projets multidisciplinaires portant sur l'etude des origines
collectives du conflit dans les pays sous-developpes vont renforcer la tendance generale
a I' utilisation instrumentale de la connaissance en sciences sociales, mais egalement, la
recherche - utilitaire ou pragmatique - de reconnaissance du travail sociologique et
anthropologique aupres de ces organismes subventionnaires.

Des instrumentalisations reciproques
L'etude de la mise en ceuvre du projet Camelot revele que dans leurs interactions, les
champs scientifiques et militaires ont reduit leur sens mutuel a une vue utilitariste par
un processus de subordination que nous appelons instrumentalisations reciproques
parce qu'elles se sont mutuellement renforcees. Dans le cas du projet Camelot, deux
types d'instrumentalisation nous semblent se degager particulierement. Ils sont egalement a l'ceuvre dans le cas de l'Initiative Minerva.
Premierement, les consultants du projet Camelot ont envisage !'utilisation des fonds
et des promesses de projet en termes de developpement theoriques, mais egalement au
profit de leurs carrieres; c' est particulierement vrai pour les plus jeunes chercheurs' 5•
En etudiant Camelot, on voit que, d'un cote, les consultants l'ont envisage comme une
entreprise scientifique construite selon le modeletraditionnel des sciences de la nature
en vigueur a l'epoque. A cet effet, Camelot est assez caracteristique de la croyance en la
possibilite du fonctionnement d'une « grosse science sociale »16 • Selon l'illustre sociologue Jessie Bernard (1967, 128-130), consultante et grande defenderesse de Camelot, le
pro jet etait avant tout une reflexion de fond sur l'utilite de la connaissance sociologique,
envisagee comme une sorte de soumission au test de la theorie. Mais d'un autre cote
- et c'est ce que nous retiendrons prinCipalement - au-dela des ideaux d'une sociologie scientifique moderne, les chercheurs ont instrumentalise le financement et les
proinesses de Camelot tout en reconnaissant la difficulte, voire l'impossibilite de mettre
en ceuvre les differentes etapes du projet telles qu'ils les avaient eux-memes explicitees.
L'instrumentalisation des fonds du departement de la Defense par les sociologues ne
montre pas necessairement que ceux-ci sont mus par uncertain cynisme, mais plutot

is. Notre etude du profil professionnel des consultants du projet Camelot a releve que, outre
certains sociologues tres reputes, la majorite d'entre eux avait obtenu leur doctorat moins de dix ans
avant le debut de Camelot et que ceux-ci ont acquis l.eur reputation dans !es annees i970, soit apres
Camelot. Par ailleurs, !ors de notre rencontre avec Charles Tilly, celui-ci nous a explique que le SORO
avait contacte Talcott Parsons. Parsons, avec qui ii etait en contact pour avoir enseigne a Harvard,
ne semblait pas interesse au pro jet. Cependant ii suggera aTilly d'y participer en suggerant que cela
serait une excellente opportunite pour sa carriere. Tilly refusa l'offre car le projet lui semblait avoir
d'enormes lacunes theoriques et methodologiques.
i6. Le terme Big Social Science (Almond i965) fait reference au terme Big Science qui emerge
apres la Seconde Guerre mondiale pour decrire !es gros projets scientifiques qui sont caracterises ala ·
fois par de gros budgets, de gros laboratoires et de nombreux employes.
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que leurs objectifs depassent le cadre du contrat et servent plus l'institutionnalisation
de la discipline que les objectifs specifiques, quoique tres larges, du projet.
Deuxiemement, en s'associant avec les sciences sociales, le departement de la Defense a tache d'utiliser l'image d'un mode pacifique et scientifique de resolution de
conflits. Dans un important ouvrage collectif qu'il dirigea, Horowitz (1967, 3-44) suggere, en effet, que le projet Camelot flattait l'ambition de plusieurs sociologues mais
egalement de militaires. Cette instrumentalisation de la science sociale par le departement de la Defense prend appui sur un.ensemble de vertus que conferent les sciences
sociales a l'institution militaire et est renforcee par le cout tres peu eleve de la recherche
en sciences sociales 17• Tout d'abord, les sciences sociales conferent a l'institution militaire l'image illusoire d'effectuer une guerre propre qui favorise non pas les moyens de
destruction massive, mais plut6t l'information, la frappe chirurgicale ou l'ingenierie
sociale. Ensuite, les sciences sociales conferent a l'institution militaire, qui en fait usage,
une forte legitimite. Si les actions militaires sont informees par les sciences sociales,
elles apparaissent, du meme coup, fondees rationnellement. Cette rationalite des decisions semble d'ailleurs avoir motive plusieurs sociologues dans leur desir de participer
ace projet (Nisbet 1966, 47). Enfin, l'utilisation des sciences sociales dans une guerre
contre des conflits sociaux a comme consequence d'apaiser le niveau de preoccupation
des partisans d'orientations faiblement belliqueuses a l'interieur du departement de la
Defense. En utilisant les sciences sociales, l'institution militaire apaisait les preoccupations de ses membres les mains enclins a utiliser la force. Les sciences sociales portaient
la promesse d'une meilleure utilisation de l'action militaire de grande envergure qui
comporte de grands risques pour la paix mondiale et les populations civiles locales.
Ainsi, l'institution militaire projetait l'image d'une guerre contr6lee scientifiquement,
oil tout. est calcule et reflechi18 • Que les decisions soient prises en fonction de l'information acquise avec des nouveaux moyens ou que les actiOns utilisent la connaissance
des sciences sociales, l'institution militaire fait le calcul qu' elle a tout a gagner a inclure
les sciences sociales au sein de ses departements de recherche et a multiplier le financement de projets exterieurs tels Camelot ou Minerva.

17. Avec un budget d'a peine quelques millions, la recherche en sciences sociales est une goutte
d'eau dans !'ocean du budget moyen de 250 milliards de dollars depense annuel!ement par l'armee
des Etats-Unis entre 1950 et 1991 (Jans.son 2001, 142). En 1965, de cette somme, le departement de
la Defense ne depensait que 20 millions sur des projets de recherche en sciences du comportement
(New York Times, 1965b, 2).
18. II faut rappeler qu'emerge alors une « politiqtie scientificisee » (Habermas 1978), une politique
qui ne fait pas qu'adopter le discours scientifique. C'est une politique qui est profondement affectee
par !es ideaux performatifs de la science empiriqtie contemporaine. C'est-a-dire une politique qui
dirige et qui prend des decisions qu'elle fonde sur un appareil technologique et operationnel inspire ·
des sciences du comportement, de la demographie et de la statistique.
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De I' imperialisme des donnees et de
l'ingerence de !'action
Ces instrumentalisations reciproques ont cree une situation problematique pour la
recherche qui se pose tant au regard du statut de ses donnees que de !'utilisation des
resultats. Meme si le projet Camelot etait corn;:u comme un projet de recherche pfotot
conventionnel, avec un acces public aux donnees et aux resultats d'analyse, il etait a
l'image d'une science qui change et qui n'oriente plus ses recherches vers les memes
recepteurs (Nisbet 1966). Des projets tels Camelot et Minerva montrent qu'il serait naiJ
de penser que les resultats des recherches en sciences sociales diffuses a partir des universites restent sous le controle de leurs auteurs. En effet, il existe de nombreux cas documentes d'usage de recherches publiques utilisees par !'institution militaire ades fins
depassant largement les interets et orientations de la recherche institutionnelle (Pallone
et Hennessey 1995). Charles Tilly nous rappelle que les organisateurs du projet Camelot
en etaient conscients et qu'ils ne pouvaient se degager de la responsabilite de l'usage
des resultats. Il ajoute: «The researcher who relies on a sensitive agency for money can
· hardly howl with indignation when its public relation get him into hot water » (Tilly
1966, 84). Tilly en appelle done au bon sens. Les malentendus peuvent exister clans le
cadre d'un travail regulier qui est approprie par des intentions douteuses, mais avec le
projet Camelot il n'y avait aucune confusion possible.
Nous pensons que le rapprochement ideologique entre les objectifs d'une certaine
science sociale et celui du departement de la Defense des Etats-Unis depasse la seule similarite des orientations. Ainsi, le projet Camelot etait corn;:u clans une logique d'« imperialisme de donnees », les donnees collectees et l'analyse subsequente durant la phase
empirique du projet ne devaient servir que les interets des chercheurs et eventuell~ment
des organisations responsables de sa commande. En ce sens, le projet Camelot est un
pro jet de type « safari» qui favorise une vision imperialiste des rapports Nord-Sud clans
les Ameriques. Un projet de recherche de type« safari» implique un ou plusieurs chercheurs clans un effort de collecte d'informations sur le terrain. Une fois les informations
collectees clans le « Sud >>, les chercheurs d'un projet « safari » retournent ensuite clans
leurs departements du« Nord» a partir desquels ils analysent et publient les resultats
sans que le sens du processus de recherche soit explique aux participants, que ces derniers soient impliques clans le processus d'analyse ou, plus simplement, aient acces aux
resultats (Szalai et Petrella 1977 ) 19 • Dans le cas du pro jet Camelot, le financement prove- .
nant du departement de la Defense faisait craindre, non pas que les donnees ne soient
pas utiles aux populations local.es, mais plutot qu'elles soient utilisees aleur encontre.
On ne craignai.t pas l'asymetrie du travail du sociologue, mais le potentiel d'ingerence
informe par les resultats de celui-ci.

19. Ce type de projet est souvent associe a·une dimension neo-colonialiste de la science. C:::ependant, etant donne le sens restreint que nous donnons au terme colonialisme, nous ne preferons pas
l'utiliser dans cette acception. Pour plus d'information sur la science neo-coloniale, voir Lander
(2000 ), NACLA (1971) et Gal tung (1967).
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Outre les problemes poses par le statut des donnees, nous avons releve un paradoxe
particulier clans la motivation annoncee par les consultants du projet quant aux raisons
de leur participation et des fins de leurs donnees. Ce paradoxe est particulierement apparent clans notre echange avec le politologue Rudolph Rummel. Il serr.ible etrange aux
yeux de Rummel que les pacifistes qui ont combattu le projet Camelot n'aient pas envisage le potentiel de pacification porte par le projet. Les critiques de Camelot ont rapidement releve le lien qui existe entre le conservatisme des elites sociologiques de l'epoque
et les tentatives de dompter les mouvements insurrectionnels. En effet, on attribue aux
sociologues engages clans le projet des valeurs conservatrices ou reactionnaires qui sont
en continuite avec les caracteristiques attendues du structuro-fonctionnalisme. Alvin
Gouldner (1970) a montre, clans son ouvrage The Coming Crisis of Western Sociology,
que le structuro-fonctionnalisme,.alors courant dominant en sociologie aux Etats-U nis,
etait habite par uncertain conservatisme et faisait la promotion du statu quo. Le socio- .
logue·fran<rais Alain Touraine, lorsqu'il evoque son sejour comme etudiant a Harvard,
a egalemen t parle de l' (( aristocratisme faussement liberal )) des sociologues de l' en tourage du tres repute Talcott Parsons (Drouard 1986, 19). Cependant, Horowitz (1967,
iv) note, parmi les consultants du projet Camelot, plusieurs de ses anciens etudiants,
amis et quelques bonnes connaissances qu'il ne peut considerer comme des sociologues
faisant la promotion du conservatisme. Nisbet (1966, 47) ajoute : « Most of the social
scientists involved were, to one degree or another, on the liberal-left of the political
spectrum, and it is not likely there was a single supporter of the Viet Nam war ainong
them.» Gino Germani (1966) fait remarquer apropos de Rex Hopper que celui-ci, dont
l'inclassable C. Wright Mills avait ete un etudiant, etait oppose au statu quo impose par
la religion et ses valeurs. Comment comprendre alors cette dissonance au sein d'un
projet considere par certains comme une tentative conservatrice, anti-insurrectionnelle
ou imperialiste, et par d'autres comme une enfreprise mue par des ideaux sociaux-democrates de paix?
Premierement, on peut evoquer la difficulte de definir les ideaux sociaux-democrates
de paix et de classer les orientations ethiques et politiques des consultants de Camelot.
Comme le note Horowitz (1979, 6) clans son introduction a la publication en anglais de
Sociologia de la modernizaci6n de Gino Germani, un des consultants de Camelot, que
ce dernier n'etait considere comme un sociologue de gauche qu'en Amerique du Nord.
En Argentine, il avait combattu les extremismes populaires de droite et de gauche. Les
reactionnaires critiquaient son combat contre les totalitarismes qui tendaient a denaturer la mystiqu~ de leurs positions et par, consequent, constituait un risque pour la
solidarite nationale; les radicaux lui reprochaient son implication aupres de plusieurs
instances internatfonales et son gout pour les techniques de recherche nord-americaines et, des lors, en faisaient un agent de l'imperialisme (Kahl 1988, 24).
Deuxiemement, on peut evoquer le raisonnement suivant. L'usage de la sociologie
clans la resolution des conflits etait envisage comme la premiere etape, temporaire,
d'une initiative de developpement econoniique et social qui apporterait la paix a long
terme. On rappellera qu'a peine 48 heures apres I' explosion de la bombe a Hiroshima,
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Talcott Parsons ainsi que quatre autres chercheurs en sciences sociales20 publient dans
le quotidien Washington Post un vibrant appel aux sciences sociales. Celles-ci devraient
relever le defi de la paix dans une societe humaine equipee pour se suicider (Bender
i997, is; Boyer i994, i68). Paradoxalement, le projet Camelot s'inscrit dans cette meme
logique de paix.· Parmi les consultants du pro jet Camelot plusieurs avaient connu, d'une
maniere directe OU indirecte les consequences des totalitarismes nationalistes, fascistes
ou communistes (p. ex. L. Coser, S.N. Eisenstadt, G. Germani). D'autres, avaient fait
partie des troupes qui ont combattu ces totalitatismes en Europe ou ailleurs (p. ex. F.
Bonilla, H. Eckstein, W.J. Taylor) et, a l'instar de Parsons, ils cherchaient a contribuer a
l'instauration d'une paix inondiale. Au-dela d'une tres bonne opportunite de developper leur carriere et de participer a une grande entreprise de recherche, les sociologues
ont participe nai:vement a cette idee que les Etats-Unis pouvaient apporter la paix en
faisant la guerre aux confllts dans les pays sous-developpes.
Dans le cas de certains conflits sociaux en Asie, en Afrique ou en Amerique latine
dans lesquels le projet Camelot aurait du intervenir, le gouvernement des Etats-Unis
appuyait des regimes dont les objectifs etaient contraires aux ideaux humanistes et pacifiques qui semblaient animer les sociologues, meme ceux consideres comme les plus
conservateurs. Dans les faits, et Camelot en est l'illustration, jusqu'a la fin des annees
1960 meme les chercheurs consideres comme liberaux ou progressistes et qui aspiraient
a construire une societe dansJaquelle il y aurait une distribution plus egalitaire des revenus et une integration croissante et pacifique de tousles elements de la societe ont, le
plus SOUVent, favorise des solutions qui ont mene au Statu quo OU a la defense des elites
financieres, industrielles et politiques.

Du conflit social comme deformation disciplinaire
Maintenant que nous avons montre les problemes que posent le statut des donnees et
leur utilisation dans un projet co~me Camelot, nous devons montrer les deficiences
de la categorie de travail « conflit social». Un tel examen est toujours pertinent car,
bien que dans la description du projet de l'Initiative Minerva et de ses objectifs21 , l'idee
du conflit social soit secondaire, elle :repose sur des bases comparables. Un projet de
recherche intitule « Les sciences sociales pour le contre-terrorisme » est mene actuellement par un tres influent groupe de reflexion, RAND Corporation. Un de ses documents les plus recents demontre la persistance de nombreuses deficiences que nous
allons maintenant examiner (Davis et Cragin 2009).
Des le debut des annees i960, le conflit surgit en sciences sociales comme un des
phenomenes collectifs associes aux changements sociaux radicaux. Le conflit permet de
saisir les logiques de desintegration systemique. Lorsque Jessie Bernard (1967, i43) evoc
20.
2i.

Les autres chercheurs sont G.S. Pettee, H. Van B. Cleveland, L. Gordon et J. Lydenberg.
Mine~a Initiative« Program Objectives»: http://minerva.dtic.mil/, page consultee le ier

mars 2010.
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que le contexte historique et politique qui justifiait la mise en a:uvre de Camelot, elle
le fait dans ces termes : « decomposition (fall apart) », « effondrement (break down) »
et « desintegration (disintegrate) ». Selon elle, ces termes decrivent adequatement la
situation des regions auxquelles le projet devait apporter une paix durable. Dans son
analyse des documents du projet Camelot, Marshall Sahlins (1967, 77) note que les
conflits sociaux y sont decrits comme des « activites anti-systemiques » qui resultent
d'une « desintegration sociale ». Cette meme documentation voit dans la confrontation
entre membres d'une meme communaute: les mouvements nationaux sociaux organises, les groupes pr6nant une democratisation ou une nationalisation des ressources,
des membres exclus de la societe, mais egalement l'usage de la force armee a l'egard de
certains groupes, comme autant de sympt6mes du changement social radical.
Au-dela de la documentation de Camelot, les productions des consultants du projet
nous eclairent plus encore sur la relation entre les conflits et les changements sociaux
radicaux. Certes, pour une approche structuro-fonctionnaliste orthodoxe (Parsons
1951), les revolutions et les changements radicaux compromettent l'equilibre de la societe. Le changement social empeche le systeme d'assurer sa reproduction et son hon
fonctionnement. Jamais il n'est envisage comme etant souhaitable. Mais une diversite
d'acct;ptions du concept de conflit social se degage des travaux que les consultants de
Camelot developpaient au debut des annees 1960. Cette diversite apparait particulierement dans l'ouvrage collectif qu'un consultant du projet Camelot, Harry Eckstein
(1964), a dirige sur le theme de la guerre interne. On y releve un desaccord sur les
origines des conflits (Eckstein i965, 143-144). En voici quelques exemples. Pour Lewis
Coser (1956), un fonctionnaliste reformiste et consultant du projet, les conflits internes
naissent alors que les valeurs de base qui sont a l'origine de la legitimite du systeme social ne sont plus partagees par toutes les parties d'un groupe social. Cette rupture dans
le partage des valeurs communes menace l'equilibre de !'ensemble du systeme social.
Mais Coser convient que le conflit social remplit certaines fonctions, telle celle de forcer
le groupe a se resouder. Neil Smelser (1962), egalement fonctionnaliste et consultant
du projet, s'interesse aux dimensions collectives du conflit. Lorsqu'un conflit est porte
par un mouvement social qui se traduit par la mobilisation de ressources et la saisie
d'une opportunite politique, un tel mode de conflit ne remet en question ni les valeurs
communes ni le systeme social. Tant que le contr6le social est effectif, l'objectif de ces
mouvements sociaux est le changement de quelques mecanismes a l'interieur du systeme plut6t que la remise en question de ses valeurs fondamentales. Toutefois, pour
un autre consultant du projet Camelot, James Coleman (1957), partisan de l'analyse
du choix rationnel et d'une approche rigoureuse de la theorisation en sociologie, les
conflits ne naissent pas a la suite de divergences sur les valeurs fonda~entales, ils sont
lies a des evenements partic.uliers dont les causes peuvent etre diverses. Les causes du
-conflit doivent etre comprises dans leur relation avec des conditions pen;:ues par les
acteurs et ce, qu'elles soient internes ou externes, le resultat de conditions preexistantes
OU de developpements plus recents. Cette approche est differente des approches structuraliste OU fonctionnaliste pour lesquelles les logiques echappent a l'entendement et
aux objectifs des groupes sociaux.
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L'opfrationnalisation d'une telle categorie de travail est rendue difficile par ces divergences theoriques et methqdologiques. Jessie Bernard en convenait: le projet comportait cette importante faiblesse (1967). Etant donne la diversite theorique des chercheurs
concernes, ii aurait ete difficile d' envisager une position commune sur des points qui
semblaient par ailleurs fondamentaux, comme I' origine et la nature collective des
conflits sociaux ainsi que la possibilite de Jes etudier empiriquement et la maniere de
Jes resoudre .. Outre ces problemes, nous notons plusieurs travers theoriques dont void
Jes trois principaux.
Premierement, meme sides divergences importantes apparaissent quant aux causes
des conflits sociaux, pour Jes consultants du projet ii existe un quasi-consensus sur Jes
mefaits de ces transformations sociales radicales. Cette idee des m:efaits se traduit par
une obsession pour !'integration sociaie et le bon fonctionnement de la societe vue
comme un organisme social. Les conflits soc.iaux, meme s'ils peuvent remplir certaines
fonctions, sont envisages negativement car ils menent a un mauvais fonctionnement
generalise de cet orgariisme. Cette conception metaphorique des relations sociales qui
envisage le conflit a partir des risques de propagation et de contagion est egalement ce
qui a motive la mise en reuvre du projet. Alors, si Jes sociologues de Camelot ont pu
trouver une oreille attentive aupres du departement de la Defense c'est justement que
cette idee de contagion des conflits et du risque etait clans I' esprit du temps. Elle gagnait
en importance clans le travail des sociologues et elle mesurait·des evenements objectifs
tels la revolution cubaine, la radicalisation du conflit au Vietnam, le coup d'Etat de
1964 au Bresil, la confrontation croissante entre la Malaisie et l'Indonesie. Ainsi, parce
qu' elle associe des themes comme imprevisibilite, maladie, risque, conflit, explosion, la
categorie de travail « conflit social » du projet Cameiot etait ~!'image de la theorie des
dominos qu'Eisenhower (1954) explique ainsi:
You have a row of dominoes set up, you knock over the first one, and what
will happen to the last one is the certainty that it will go over very quickly.
So you could have a beginning of a disintegration that would have the most
profound influences.
Marshall Sahlins (1967; 74) fait remarquer que c'est plutot la relation de la region
avec la politique etrangere des Etats-Unis que sa pertinence en termes de contribution ala connaissance sociologique ou anthropologique qui motive !'inclusion des pays
d'Amerique latine clans la recherche. Les consultants du projet Camelot tentaient de
repondre a!'inquietude qui provenait des institutions politiques et militaires; celles-ci
cherchaient aexpliquer et apredire ce qui leur semblait etre de l'ordre de l'aleatoire et de
l'incontrolable. De ce fait, l'entreprise etait de grande envergure, elle cherchait a expliquer comment certains pays et groupes reputes non hostiles aux Etats-Unis, pouvaient
aJors bascuJer clans Je groupe des pays hostiles aux interets etasuniens OU meme encore,
comment ils pouvaient devenir assez favorables a ces memes interets. En ce sens, Jes
interets politiques rencontrent clans la sociologie de nombreuses homologies. Tous
deux tentent d'expliquer l'incertitud~ et l'envisagent clans une homologie seduisante,
mais excessive, entre equilibre homeostatique et logiques sociales. Mais cette obsession
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pour l'equilibre social et les mesures politiques et sociales prophylactiques s'est revelee
etre un aveuglement partiel. Ainsi, 1heodore Draper (1967, 120 ), un des consultants du
projet Camelot, constate en 1967 que la victoire de Castro n'avait pas permis de valider
cette idee de contamination, ni meme, par ailleurs, de l'invalider. Si le communisme ne
s' est pas repandu comme « une epidemie » en Amerique latine c'est parce que le monde
est beaucoup plus complexe que le laisse entendre cette approche theorique. Ainsi, par
exemple, cette theorie avait sous-estime le role que pouvaient jouer les differentes composantes sociales et politiques en Amerique latine clans la limitation des changements
radicaux. Draper constate que l'effort des Etats-Unis a ete finalement inefficace puisque
qu'il avait ete difficile alors de prevoir que les pays latino-americains reagiraient chacun
' a partir de leurs specificites nationales. En poussant plus loin la metaphore, on peut
dire que le projet etait envisage comme !'initiative de medecins qui, du haut de leurs
connaissances specialisees, affirmeraient mieux comprendre les dynamiques al'reuvre
que les populations au sein desquelles les epidemies naissent et se propagent. En.1965,
un journaliste du New York Times declarait que le projet etait biaise par une certaine
conception de l'incapacite des pays sous-developpes a se prendre en charge et adefinir
par eux-memes ce qui peut apparaitre comme etant un probleme social (New York
Times l965c, 24). Benjamin S. Rosenthal, representant democrate au Congres des EtatsUnis, notait que «the mentality which believes it has the right to promote such dubious
'studies' as 'Project Camelot' is the same as that which mistakes popular revolutionary
movements for diabolic plots» (New York Times 1965d, 28).
Deuxiemement, alors qu' elle utilise le conflit social comme une categorie analytique
centrale pour comprendte et permettre d'endiguer les risques poses par la possible
desintegration sociale des pays sous-developpes, la sociologie pratiquee par les consultants du projet Camelot a egalement peche car elle s'est retenue d'en envisager d'autres
dimensions. Des nombreuses categories qui auraient pu servir a une telle entreprise
scientifi.que, le projet n'en a retenu que quelques-unes. Par exemple, en pensant avant
tout le conflit apartir des dimensions infranationales, la sociologie du conflit social telle
qu'elle etait pratiquee par les consultants du projet Camelot etait defi.ciente en ce qu'elle
ne cherchait pas a examiner l'agencement entre le contexte politique international et
les arrangements entre structures, fonctions et actions sociales telles qu'ils se realisent
localement. Une telle approche du conflit est tres mal outillee pour comprendre les
antagonismes inherents aux societes fortement hierarchisees. Des concepts telles la
solidarite, les formes de participation sociale, la domination des elites et les inegalites
sociales auraient pu lui etre fort utiles. Sans pour autant ramener l'idee de conflit ades
antagonismes collectifs entre classes sociales - une idee qui se traduit difficilement
clans tousles contextes sociaux des regions sous-developpees - le manque de consideration des dimensions internationales de la conscience collective· et de l'analyse des
interets conflictuels est une faiblesse majeure du travail propose par les consultants du
projet Camelot.
Troisiemement, en raison de son universalisme, l'operationnalisation de la categorie
conflit social etait tres difficile amoins d' effectuer un reamenagement majeur. Il est fort
probable que cette limite fut envis'agee par les consultants. Cependant, clans les annees
1960, l'interet pour la production de theories universelles et la comprehension par sche-
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mas etaient generalisees dans le travail des consultants du pro jet. Si on prend l' exemple
des travaux envisages pour l'etude des relations de hon voisinage dans les Ameriques
qui ont inspire Camelot, les societes latino-americaines sont comprises a travers un
ensemble pratiquement abstrait qui diminue arbitrairement les divergences entre les
pays de la region afin de pouvoir operationnaliser une analyse basee sur des categories
reductrices et ethnocentriques. Ce caractere trop universel aplanit les specificites de
l'Amerique latine qui sont rarement envisagees comme des societes post-coloniales,
autochtones ou catholiques avec ce que cela peut signifier comme configurations sociales particulieres. Si elles sont envisagees comme catholiques, les societes latino-americaines sont differenciees du protestantisme etasunien sur la base de cette caracteristique
generale dont la similarite des incidences sociales structurelles et fonctionnelles est
arbitrairement exageree. Lorsqu'elles sont envisagees comme autochtones, les societes
latino-americaines sont avant tout comprises a partir d'un conflit entre les mondes
ruraux autochtones et urbains d'ascendance europeenne, portant sur l'occupation du
territoire. Lorsqu'elles sont envisagees comme post-coloniales, les societes latino-americaines sont pen;:ues comme des nouveaux participants a une economie et a une politique continentales en cours d'integration. Cette tendance universaliste implique des
equivalences arbitraires entre certaines regions OU groupes sociaux. Elle suppose des
liens, parfois abstraits, entre des groupes tels « les squatters de Mexico, les paysans nepalais et les nomades touaregs » (Escobar 1994, 53). Ce sont des schemas de pensee qui
reduisent la complexite en ayant comme objectif principal de faire correspondre une
realite sociale aune entreprise theorique et non le contraire.
On convient que l'inten~t pour le conflit social est le resultat d'une croissance objective des phenomenes sociaux mesures par cette meme categorie et documentes historiquement. Meme l'historien le plus constructiviste convientde l'existence empirique des
tensi,ons politiques dans les regions sous-developpees des annees 1960. Mais l'interet
croissant pour le conflit social est egalement le resultat de transformations theoriques
dans les modes d'apprehe~sion des changements sociaux. Ace titre, Camelot est ala
fois al'image d'un contexte historique et d'une transformation des sciences sociales et
de leurs manieres d'apprehender la realite. Considerant la resurgence recente de l'interet pour l' economie politique et la theorie marxiste du conflit dans les sciences social es
nord-americaines, on est en droit de se demander quelle sera la place de cette tendance
theorique au sein de projets comme l'Initiative Minerva.

Conclusion
L'echec du projet Camelot aura laisse une empreinte de tres courte duree sur la sociologie. Cet echec n'a pas provoque des changements radicaux dans la poHtique subventionnaire du departement de la Defense des Etats-Unis. De nombreux projets de plus
petite importance ont continue aetre menes (New York Times 1965a; Science Magazine
1965, 1212). Entre 1964 et 1968, le financement de la recherche en sciences sociales accorde par le departement de la Defense a pratiquement double. Entre 1966 et 1970, ce
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financement est estime a environ 40 millions de dollars americains de 1970 (Nader
1997, 123). C'est, comme le fait remarquer Charles Tilly (1966, 84), un gouvernement
qui est « so concerned with internal war as to invest megabucks in research on it » va
mettre de c6te un tel echec et trouver des nouvelles manieres de stimuler la recherche.
Il semble done que les debats autour de Camelot n'ont eu des effets que clans les cerdes
universitaires.
Le seul effet a long terme de l'echec du projet Camelot est la force qu'il a eu de cr~er
un precedent, une sorte de tradition sous une forme mythique a laquelle referer. En
novembre 2005, lorsque David Altheide (2005, 10), sociologue a l'Universite d'Etat de
l' Arizona, prevenait ses collegues de l' Association etasunienne de sociologie des risques
eleves de travailler a partir des fonds du departement de la Defense clans !'analyse des
societes du Moyen-Orient, il evoquait, un peu approximativement, le cas du projet
Camelot en ces mots : « Social scientists joined U.S. operatives to spy: on resisters in
Chile in order to unsettle their plans and pave the way for the eventual overthrow of
President Allende». Outre le decalage chronologique evident entre le projet Camelot
en 1964-1965 et le coup d'Etat contre le president Allende en septembre 1973, le projet
Camelot ne prevoyait pas l'usage de la force, ni meme une collaboration sur le terrain
avec les militaires. Le projet Camelot est devenu une histoire mythique; comme tout
mythe, c'est un recit a l'origine et a la forme un peu fabuleuses qui sert a donner du
sens, a expliquer et a organiser. Ainsi, l'histoire de Camelot se transmet de generation en generation et, au-dela des nombreuses references aux recherches qui auraient
pretendument ete menees par le projet, son recit fait parfois l'objet d'interpretations
feeriques ou fabuleuses. Pour Andre Corten, le projet Camelot se retrouve perdu au
milieu d'un large reseau d'intrigues politiques servant a expliquer les rapports entre
la theologie de la liberation en Amerique latine et l'Universite de L6uvain en Belgique (Corten 2001; Corten 2003, 4). Pour Milica Zarkovic Bookman (1997, 93), l'echec
du projet Camelot est du a un « local distrust in a South American barrio for North
American social scientifists claimed to be administering anti-measles vaccinations ».
Et tout comme Altheide (2005) le mentionne, la reflexion sur le projet Camelot vient a
un moment crucial pour les sciences sociales et, en particulier, pour l'etude des contextes etrangers a partir des sciences sociales nord-americaines. La pertinence de cette
reflexion est d'autant plus cruciale que .se remettent en place actuellement plusieurs
tentatives de synergies entre la sociologie, la science politique, l'anthropologie et les
entreprises militaires des gouvernements occidentaux. Avec la croissance actuelle de
l'interet que nous avons mentionne pour les etudes sur le Moyen-Orient ou la Chine,
le cas du projet Camelot devrait remplir cette fonction mythique. Ainsi, meme si le
recit de Camelot est deforme OU utilise bien au-dela de ses implications reelles, il sert
de rappel a ceux qui seraient tentes de se lancer clans des projets de recherche sur des
contextes socialement et culturellement etrangers a partir de categories de travail qui
sont en homologie avec les interets strategiques des gouvernements occidentaux. Il suscite la reflexion Sur le present et le futur de la recherche ainsi que Sur son independance.
La sociologie contemporaine a largement depasse les limites de l'operat_ionnalisation
de ses concepts et methodologies. De nombreux travaux contemporains ont applique
ces concepts et methodologies aux contextes etrangers que nous avons mentionnes.
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L'examen des instrumentalisations reciproques que nous avons degagees dans notre
article ainsi que des contextes organisationnels et theoriques dans lesquels Camelot est
inscrit, devrait permettre aux sociologues qui travaillent sur ces contextes etrangers de
s'interroger sur le risque existant pour !'ensemble de la communaute des chercheurs
lorsque la formulation de leurs projets implique une certaine collusion entre les categories sociologiques d'analyse et celles de l'ingerence politique et militaire. Que des
specialistes des sciences sociales decident de prendre les armes et d'accompagner nos
troupes en Iraq et en Afghanistan c'est un enjeu de deontologie. Mais lorsque des fonds
~mportants en viennent afa<;:onner ou renforcer des approches qui sont theoriquement
limitees OU politiquement motivees, c'est un enjeu pour l'essor des etudes du developpement et pour notre relation avec nos terrains d'etude.
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Restructurer efficacement les filieres cotonnieres
en Afrique : les le<;ons de la dereglementation
des reseaux de service en Occident
Michel Fok

a

RESUME La theorie des reseaux de distribution de services appliquee l'amilyse des filieres
. cotonnieres en Afrique met en evidence l'efficacite economique d'associer la promotion d'une
culture de rente avec la fourniture diversifiee de services d'appui aux paysans. Les faits stylises
sur la dynamique des reseaux permettent de rappeler qu'il ne pourrait y avoir de developpement cotonnier effectif sans !'intervention de l'Etat pour !'aider atteindre une taille critique.
La dereglementation des grands reseaux de service doit preserver !'integration vertica!e, mais
la regulation des monopoles locaux de production cotonniere doit s'exercer, notamment pour
concretiser un systeme d'information partagee vers une gouvernance amelioree.

a

ABSTRACT The theory of networks, carried out within the framework of deregulating large
sePiice distribution firms, !s .applied to analyze the cotton sector in Africa. This paper examines
the effectiveness of combining cash crop promotion with the supply of diversified services to
producers. The stylized facts about the dynamics of service networks remind us that there
cannot be any actual cotton development to reach critical size without state support. Vertical
integration must be preserved in restructuring the cotton sectors. Local monopolies that result
should nevertheless be regulated, notably to materialize a shared information system as a tool
towards improved governance.

Introduction
Les pays cotonniers de l'Afrique francophone ont saisi.l'occasion de la reunion ministerielle de l'OMC aCancun, en septembre 2003, pour darner !'importance economigue
et sociale de leur production cotonniere et pour protester contre les subventions d_e
quelques pays qui menacent la survie de cette production. Diverses analyses avaient
effectivement souligne la bonne performance des filieres cotonnieres en Afrique francophone (Lele, Van de Walle et Gbetibouo 1989) presentees comme de veritables « success stories» (Gabre-Madhin et Haggblade 2003; Mcphail et Polti i988) en raison du
processus induit de developpement rural en termes d'alphabetisation fonctionnelle,
de professionnalisation du monde rural, d'amelioration de la securite alimentaire ...
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a travers la fourniture effective de services de nature publique dont le developpement
rural a besoiri (Ashley et Maxwell 2002).
L'appreciation de la.performance de ces filieres est devenue cependant plus critique
(Badiane et al. 2002; Baffes 2004; Pursell et Diop 1998) lorsque leur fragilite financiere
s'est revelee face aux baisses du cours mondial au debut des annees 1990. Cette situation est a l'origine du processus de restructuration des filieres cotonnieres en Afrique
francophone, apres celui engage dans les autres pays africains. Engagee a des rythmes
differencies et suivant des modalites tres variables, mais le plus souvent avec le souci de
decharger ks societes cotonnieres des activites non directement liees a la production
cotonniere, la restructuration a donne des resultats au mieux mitiges (Bourdet 2004;
Fok et Tazi 2003; Goreux et Mcrae 2002) : les infrants ne sont plus toujours fournis a
temps ni en quantites et qualites voulues, les paysans sont payes en retard et l'entente
entre les acteurs est parfois tres deletere dans certains pays (Sale, Togbe et Waddell
2003), alors que la faillite financiere des filieres menace.
Dans ces pays, la preservation des impacts economiques et sociaux positifs de la
production cotonniere passe done autant par la conduite d'une restructuration efficace
des filieres concernees que par une issue favorable des negociations internationales .
au niveau de l'OMC. Sans minimiser l'enjeu de l'aboutissement des negociations de
Doha en direction d'une regulation pour des echanges plus equitables, il parait important aussi de se preocrnper de !'amelioration de la restructuration puisque son issue
depend moins de la bonne volonte et des calculs de la communaute internationale.
Ce serait encore temps car, hormis le Benin et la Cote d'Ivoire, les ajustements des
restructurations engagees, OU a engager, peuvent etre assez aises dans plusieurs pays
(Burkina Faso, Mali, Tchad, Cameroun) et peuvent entrer dans la consolidation des
filieres cotonnieres alaquelle la communaute internationale, apres le cri d'alarme des
pays africains a Cancun, est desireuse de contribuer. Cependant, pour y parvenir, il
faudraitau prealable comprendre la rationalite economique du developpement en taille
et de la diversification des activites des filieres cotonnieres africaines.
Or, les etudes pour aider a cette comprehension sont rares. Fok (1993) a certes propose une grille d'analyse de la dynamique de la filiere.cotonniere, mais ce fut pour
un seul pays (Mali) et sans insister suffisamment sur les mecanismes economiques en
reuvre. Beaucoup d'observateurs se contentent d'analyser les fiiieres cotonnieres africaines par la theorie de la concurrence pure et parfaite pour denoncer les risques d'ini~
quite des societes cotonnieres fonctionnant en monopole (Baffes 2000, 2004; Pursell
et Diop 1998). Ce faisant, ces auteurs proches de la Banque mondiale avaient raison de
contester le caractere naturel des monopoles observes: les investissements pour l'egrenage du coton sont certes specifiques mais ils ne sont pas d'un niveau tel a decourager
l'entree de nouveaux acteurs; c'est ce qui est observe episodiquement dans les filieres
cotonnieres en Afrique anglophone depuis leur liberalisation (Tschirley, Poulton et
Labaste 2009). La reference de ces auteurs, au moins implicitement, a la concurrence
pure et parfaite est cependant inappropriee (Fok 1998). Une analyse par la concurrence
if11parfaite (Fraval 1999) a montre que celle-ci peut apporter un eclairage plus adapte
pour comprendre le fonctionnement des filieres cotonnieres en Afrique. L'attitude predomine aussi a ne pas regarder ces filieres a travers le fonctionnement d'autres filieres
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ou secteurs economiques, y compris en Occident. C'est une attitude qui fait manquer
la possibilite d'exploiter des· connaissances theoriques plus generales afin de mieux
comprendre en retour les filieres cotonnieres africaines.
Le present article est une tentative. de sortir de cette attitude. Le fonctionnement
en monopole et la remise en cause de celui-ci rapprochent les filieres cotonnieres des
grands reseaux de distribution de services fondamentaux (energie, eau; transport, telecommunications ... ) dont l'etude, avant et apres leur dereglementation en Occident,
a genere un corpus theorique appele « theorie des reseaux » en economie industrielle
(Economides i996, 2005). Ce corpus prend fondamentalement acte de !'existence
d'economies d'echelle clans la fourniture des services en reseaux et d'une situation de
concurrence imparfaite. La similitude se retrouve aussi atravers la deception des resultats apres restructuration. Dans le domaine du transport aerien, la concentration s'est
accrue aI' echelle internationale alors qu' en France la concurrence a totalement disparu
.apres avoir fait illusion pendant une courte duree. On retrouve cette situation de domination d'un acteur, apres liberalisation, clans la filiere cotonniere du Benin. La baisse de
la qualite du service rendu, avec l'exemple du transport ferroviaire au Royaume-Uni,
est egalement manifeste clans la filiere cotonniere au Benin, voire en Cote d'Ivoire.
L'objet de cet article est de montrer que les filieres cotonnieres en Afrique peuvent
etre assimilees a de grands reseaux de distribution de services, OU tout au moins peuvent etre analysees en usant du cadre conceptuel des grands reseaux de distribution,
et que les lec;:ons tirees de la dereglementation de ces derniers apportent un eclairage
utile pour ameliorer la restructuration de ces filieres. Nous ferons beaucoup reference
aux cas des pays de l'Afriqu.e francophone, mais sans exclusif car les modalites d'organisation et de restructuration sont assez diverses en Afrique clans son ensemble. La
premiere partie est consacree a montrer que I' assimilation de ces filieres a des reseaux
de services est possible. La deuxieme partie permet d' apprecier les modalites de restructuration des filieres cotonnieres apartir de la comprehension de la dynamique des
reseaux de services., Dans la troisieme partie, nous soulignerons I la necessite d'un .role
de regulation de l'Etat clans un processus de dereglementation.

Assimilation des filieres cotonnieres ades
reseaux de service
Pour eviter que toute activite economique so it ramenee a un reseau, Curien (2000)
propose d'identifier les reseaux par une morphologie en trois couches et de les reperer
par cinq criteres de reconnaissance. 11 considere que tout reseau doit comporter une
couche basse, une couche mediane et une couche haute. La couche basse est constituee
des infrastructures, qui peuvent etre de longue distance OU des infrastructures locales,
ce sont ces infrastructures qui sont sources des services offerts aux clients d'un reseau.
Dans le domaine de la telephonie par exemple, il s'agit respectivement des equipements
de transmission interurbaine et de distribution locale. La couche haute englobe les
services finals rendus par le reseau, OU les prestations adestination des clients, dont la
nature, la qualite OU le prix peuvent etre tres differencies en fonction des segments de
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clientele. La couche mediane correspond aux services de contr6le-commande, regroupes aussi sous le vocable d' «info structure», dont la fonction est d' optimiser l'utilisation
des infrastructures pour fournir les prestations ala clientele.
L'identification de la morphologie ne suffit pas, Curien (2000) propose aussi de les
reperer par cinq criteres de reconnaissance qui sont (a) l'existence d'effet de club, (b)
la mise en reuvre de synergie de production, (c) l'observation de subventions croisees
entre types de services et/ou entre types d'usagers, (d) l'existence d'un conflit de frontiere entre services sous monopole et services concurrentiels, (e) et enfin l'existence
d'une forte regulation par les pouvoirs publics.
Dans le cas des filieres cotonnieres en Afrique, nous pensons pouvoir bien identifier ces trois couches ainsi que les cinq criteres de reconnaissance. Pour familiariser le
lecteur avecles specificites de ces filieres, nous en donnons d'abord une description
succincte.

Description succincte des filieres cotonnieres africaines
La production cotonniere est issue de la culture du cotonnier qui donne le coton-graine
ala recolte. Ce produit do it etre transforme, au niveau des usines d' egrenage, pour que
le coton fibre soit separe de la graine. L'usine d'egrenage est done un nreud de passage
indispensable.
Jusqu'au milieu des annees i980, !'organisation de la production cotonniere au Sud
du Sahara etait dominee par une entreprise etatique qui avait le monopole de l' achat du
coton-graine produit par les paysans, de sa transformation clans les usines d'egrenage
et de la vente du coton fibre qui en est issu. En contrepartie, cette entreprise etatique
etait chargee de fournir aux paysans les services dont ils avaient besoin pour bien produire (livraison des semences et des intrants chimiques, communication de messages
techniques), mais aussi de l'obligation d'acheter tout le coton produit.
Pour assurer ses activites, l' entreprise etatique disposait d'un ensemble d'usines
d'egrenage, reparties clans l'ensemble de sa zone d'intervention, auquel etaient rattaches des pares de camions pour evacuer le coton-graine des villages vers les usines. Elle
disposait aussi d'un personnel technique, localise en grande partie clans les aires de
production, suivant une organisation pyramidale, pour assurer la diffusion des messages techniques vers les paysans mais aussi pour remonter les informations vers le siege.
Cette structure maillee sur le terrain est d' ailleurs communement appelee « reseau d' encadrement ».Dans les pays de l'Afrique francophone, la fourniture d'intrants agricoles
aux paysans se fait acredit, le remboursement etant realise lors de la commercialisation
du coton-graine. Il est important de souligner que, clans certains pays et en certaine
periode, les intrants pouvaient etre fournis et utilises par les paysans Sur des cultures
autres que le coton.
Toujours clans les pays francophones, deux evolutions notables doivent etre soulignees pour les besoins de nos propos. D'abord, depuis le milieu des annees i980, la
commercialisation du coton-graine est assuree en grande partie par les organisations
villageoises contre remuneration par la societe cotonniere. Ensuite, clans tous ces pays,
l'on a assiste aune grande diversification des activites assumees par l'entreprise etati-
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que (alphabetisation forictionnelle, diversification des productions agricoles, intermediation pour la realisation des puits OU forages clans les villages, appui specifique aux
femmes rurales clans leurs activites de production, amenagement des terroirs OU des
parcelles contre I' erosion, amenagement des bas-fonds pour securiser la production de
riz ... ). Ces deux evolutions ont beneficie d'un fort appui des pouvoirs publics grace au
soutien financier des agences d'aide bilaterale et multilaterale (Fok 1993), plus particulierement a partir de la fin des annees 1970.

Filieres cotonnieres : morphologie .et caracteristiques
de reseaux de service
1.

Une morphologie typique en trois couches

La production cotonniere est engagee en Afrique depuis le milieu du XIXe siecle suivant
une organisation de la production qui a beaucoup evolue jusqu'a aujourd'hui. Pour
identifier les differentes couches de la morphologie du reseau coton, nous pensons
qu'il faut prendre comme repere les annees 1960 car ce f~t a cette epoque que la production cotonniere a amorce une inflexion notable. Or, a cette periode, il n'y avait pas
d'activites industrielles clans les zones rurales, la fourniture de l'energie ~lectrique etait
frequemment defaillante OU inexistante et le pare des camions etait bien reduit. On voit
ainsi que la couche basse du reseau coton correspond a I' ensemble des infrastructures
d'egrenage (u~ine d'egrenage), de production autonome d'energie, du pare de camions
et du garage pour leur maintenance. L'existence d'economies d'echelle est evidente
pour ces infrastructures.
La couche haute englobe les services rendus aux paysans-clients du reseau coton. II
s'agit fondamentalement de la commercialisation du coton-graine produit par les paysans et de la fourniture des semences pour la production de la campagne suivante. Ce
sont les deux services incontournables de tout reseau coton. Les pays de l' Afrique francophone se caracterisent par la fourniture de services supplementaires tels que le credit
intrants aux paysans, la diffusion des messages techniques et la formation des paysans
(pour !'utilisation de la culture attelee OU des produits pesticides) qui SOnt a l'origine
d'une superiorite de productivite observee par rapport aux pays anglophones (Lele,
Van de Walle et Gbetibouo 1989). D'autres appuis sont venus·ensuite etoffer l'offre de
services au profit des paysans, aboutissant a cette diversite deja evoquee des activites.
La couche mediane du reseau est constituee fondamentalement du « maillage » de
personnel technique, localise sur le terrain et charge de la diffusion des messages techniques, de la mise en place des intrants au pres des paysans .clans les villages, mais aussi
de remonter les informations (besoins en intrants, previsions de production~. Cette
couche mediane est une « infostructure » dont le role est crucial clans le contexte d'une
grande dispersion geographique des paysans a faible volume individuel de production.
Indeniablement, les filieres cotonnieres en Afrique sub-saharienne ont la m<?rphologie d'un reseau de service, elles satisfont aussi aux cinq criteres de reconnaissance.
Nous nous limitons a analyser les « effets de club »,la synergie de production et les
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subventions croisees, les deux autres criteres (monopole et regulation par l'Etat) sont
assez evidents dans le cas de ces filieres.
2.

D'importants « effets de club »

Les« effets de club» sont ceux qui beneficient aux membres du fait de I'extension du
club, atravers notamment une diminution du COUt d'adhesion OU un elargissement de
la gamme de services offerts. Les « effets de club » sont en realite directs ou indirects et
on les retrouve bien dans le cas des filieres coto.nnieres en Afrique.
En premier lieu, I' augmentation du nombre de paysans producteurs de coton s'est
partout traduite par une augmentation du nombre de marches de commercialisation
voire le deplacement des marches vers les villages memes des producteurs. La reduction du cout de transaction au profit des paysans est substantielle, encore pllls lorsque la commercialisation est transferee aux villageois avec retribution. On pourrait
citer d'autres exemples d'effets directs. Du point de vue de l'entreprise, I' extension du
. « club » Se traduit par une reduction des COUtS unitaifes, comme on le Voit dans le domaine de l'encadrement des paysans pendant la periode 1975-1992 au Mali (figure 1).
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Figure 1. Evolution des ratios de performance quantitative de l'encadrement
Source: Fok (1993)

Les effets indirects sont moins nombreux, ils ne se retrouvent pas partout dans tous
les pays cotonniers. de l' Afrique, mais leurs incidences economiques et sociales peuvent
etre tres significatives. La OU le developpement de la production cotonniere s' est appuye
sur la promotion de la culture attelee (Mali surtout, mais aussi Cote d'Ivoire, Burkina
Faso, Cameroun, Benin), il en est resulte_ la constitution d'un reseau de forgerons villageois pour offrir aussi le service de mouture des cereales au profit des femmes. Partout,
la proc:J.uction cotonniere a induit l' ouverture et l' entretien de pistes rurales qui ont aide
les villages as'integrer davantage al'economie de marche.
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3. Synergies de production par la diversification des activites

L'existence de synergies de production clans la fourniture de services diversifies aux
clients est reliee souvent a !'utilisation des infrastructures de la couche basse. Dans le
cas des filieres cotonnieres, cette synergie s' est surtout exprimee a travers le pare de
camions pour la collecte primaire de bien d'autres produits que le coton. Au Mali, la
societe cotonniere a ainsi pu prendre en charge, au nom de l'Etat, la commercialisation
des cereales clans sa zone d'intervention, a la fin des annees 1970, de maniere plus efficace que l' office etatique specialise qui etait en place. A la fin des annees 1980, c' est cette
capacite d'intervention qui a permis a cette societe cotonniere de conduire, en-relation
avec la cooperation canadienne, une operation de promotion de stockage villageois du
ma!s pour eviter que les paysans aient a vendre a un prix que la bonne production allait faire effondrer. La relation positive entre production cotonniere et vivriere est deja
attestee par le constat que la securite alimentaire des producteurs de coton etait mieux
assuree, car ils arrivaient a produire pratiquement autant que les non-producteurs de
coton, sans cependant avoir a vendre a l' exces les surplus de production vivriere pour
satisfaire les besoins monetaires (Fok et Tazi 2003; Raymond et Fok i995).
Tabieau 1. Comparaison des surplus vivriers par habitant entre exploitations cotonnieres et
non-exploitations au Mali en fonction du degre d'equipement
Exploitations avec coton

Exploitations sans coton

1992

1998

1992'

1998

Avec plus d'une unite complete de
culture attelee

170

239

122

334

Avec une unite complete de culture
attelee

156

230

244

302

Equipement en culture attelee
absent ou incomplet

25

42

67

3

Note: Le surplus de cere_ales/habitant estcalcule apres deduction de 250 kg/personne/an pour couvrir les besoins de
consommation.
Source: Fok et Tazi (2003)

C'est la mobilisation de la couche mediane, par !'implication du personnel d'encadrement, qui a ete source importante de synergies de production des filieres cotonnieres. Dans le cas evoque de la commercialisation des cereales au Mali, le reseau
d'encadrement tres present sur le terrain permettait d'acheter et de payer rapidement
les paysans, OU de former ces derniers a la construction de silos hermetiques pour eviter
les pertes au stockage des grains. C'est cette couche qui a contribue a la fourniture de
nouveaux services de conseil et d'appui technique aux paysans clans le domaine de la
diversification des activites evoquee plus haut.

/
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4. Diverses expressions de subventions croisees

Les filieres cotonnieres ont ete aussi, et le sont encore dans beaucoup _de pays africains,
le lieu de subventions croisees, a la fois entre le? types de services et entre les usagers.
La subvention croisee- intervient d'abord entre la commercialisation du coton-graine
et la fourniture des intrants aux paysans. Dans tousles pays de l'Afrique francophone,
jusqu'au milieu des annees 1980, la fourniture des intrants a ete realisee en dessous du
cout reel (voire assuree gratuitement comme en Cote d'Ivoire), le cout correspondant
etant plus OU moins defalque dans le calcul du prix d'achat du COtOn-graine a la commercialisation. La subvention croisee entre les types de clients est pius evidente encore
avec l'adoption d'un prix unique d'achat du coton-graine, independamment de la localisation geographique des paysans ou du volume de leurs productions. La subvention
croisee pouvait intervenir aussi entre les types d'intrants (les insecticides subventionnes alors que les engrais etaient «taxes»), OU a l'interieur d'un rrieme type d'infrants
comme les insecticides (un seul prix pour diverses formulations d'insecticides aux prix
differencies a !'acquisition).

Probleme du cout implicite d'adhesion au reseau de service coton
Pour tousles reseaux de service habituels (telephonie, transport, energie ... ), le probleme de la nature et du niveau du cout d'adhesion des clients aux reseaux concernes ne
se pose pas, ce cout apparait sous la forme d'un abonnement et/ou le cout a payer pour
beneficier du service concerne. Il n'en est pas de meme pour la filiere cotonniere dont
nous venons de montrer qu'elle a toutes les caracteristiques d'un reseau de service. La
nature du cout d' adhesion n' est pas evidente et son niveau n' est pas facile a determiner.
Avant d'analyser ce probleme, il convient de souligner que l'assimilation de la filiere
cotonniere a un reseau de service au profit de ses adherents (producteurs de coton) met
en evidence la necessite d'un droit d'adhesion a acquitter comme condition a la perennisation des services attendus. Il est revele ainsi l'existence d'une relation de type (( droit
et devoir »qui n'est pas explicitement prise en compte dans la restructuration des filieres
cotonnieres.
Le cout d'adhesion ne donne cependant pas lieu a un paiement explicite, on ne sait
pas qui s'en-acquitte, quand et a quel niveau. C'est une situation d'opacite qui n'est pas
favorable a la serenite du fonctionnement des (( reseaux » coton et qu'il n'est pas facile
d' ameliorer.
Le cout d'adhesion au« reseau » coton a sans doute a voir avec le prix d'achat paye
aux paysans pour le coton-graine qu'ils livrent. Il est alors tentant de l'estimer a partir
de l'ecart de ce prix avec le prix mondial converti a la meme position de vente (Pursell
et Diop 1998). En raison des effets de club (influern;:ant le rendement et la superficie
en coton), cette fac;:on de faire est une surestimation et la reference a l'ecart de revenu
(entre membre et non-membre du reseau) serait deja plus realiste. Cela resterait une
surestimation qui ne tient pas compte des effets indirects de _club auxquels on attache aussi de !'importance lorsqu'on parle des effets du coton sur le developpement...
(Dioum 2002). Une reference large a l'estimation du cout d'adhesion aurait done plus
de sens, mais elle n'est p~s aisee a expliciter et a evaluer.
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Nous ne pouvons pas encore trancher sur cette question difficile qui necessite un
approfondissement, mais nous pensons qu'elle est cruciale pour la poursuite du fonctionnement de la filiere cotonniere comme un reseau efficace de service.

Enseignements sur les modalites de restructuration
des filieres cotonnieres
Les travaux sur les grands reseaux de service mettent en evidence !'incidence de leur
taille clans leur viabilite economique et permettent de preciser leur dynamique. Nous
procederons en rappelant les acquis de ces travaux avant de les appliquer pour jeter un
autre regard sur I' evolution des filieres cotonnieres en Afrique.

Dynamique des reseaux
11 existe· plusieurs modeles developpes pour comprendre la dynamique des reseaux de ·
service, nous nous· contentons de presenter le modele de Noam (1991) qui permet de
mettre en evidence la notion de masse critique des reseaux et l'inten~t pour la collectivite d'avoir une taille du reseau plus grande que celle qui decoulerait de la seule prise
en compte des inten~ts individuels de chaque membre.
Le modele considere une fonction d'utilite u(n) de chaque membre du reseau qui depend
de la taille n du reseau, c'est une fonction croissante mais l'accroissement de l'utilite decroit
au-dela d'une certaine taille. Le cout total d'exploitation du reseau c(n) est une fonction de
la taille du reseau. Le cout unitaire par membre du reseau est alors c(n)Jn, ce cout est decroissant jusqu'a une certaine taille (pour exprimer la reduction du cout fixe) puis croissante
(pour indiquer une progressivite plus que proportionnelle des couts variables).

c(n)/n

u(n)+nu' (n)
u(n)

Figure 2. Dynamique des reseaux en quatre phases
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En supposant que l'operateur du reseau se place a l'equilibre budgetaire, il pratique
un prix egal au cout unitaire c(n)!n. Suivant cette hypothese, le reseau n'est pas financierement viable tant que le prix d'adhesion au reseau est superieur a l'utilite que les
membres en tirent. La courbe d'utilite u(n) coupe la courbe du cout unitaire c(n)!n en
deux points. Le point le plus a gauche definit la taille critique m en de<ra de laquelle le
reseau ne peut exister. Le point le plus a droite definit la taille de sortie n4, taille au-dela
de laquelle l'exploitation du reseau ne peut plus etre rentabilisee.
Noam distingue deux approches possibles d'optimisation. Une approche consistant
a maximiser l'interet que chaque membre retire du reseau, c'est-a-dire la fonction u(n)
- c(n)/n, il s'agit d'un optimum prive. Une autre approche consiste a maximiser l'interet collectif de tousles membres du reseau, c'est-a-dire la fonction nu(n) - c(n), il
s'agit d'un optimum collectif. L'optimum prive correspond a la taille n2 pour laquelle
les courbes u(n) et c(n)ln admettent des tangentes paralleles. L'optimum collectif correspond a la taille n3 a laquelle l'utilite collective marginale est egale au cout marginal
d'expfoitation du reseau ..
Ce modele permet de distinguer quatre phases dans le developpement d'un reseau:
une phase initiale, en de<ra de la masse critique m, au cours de laquelle le reseau ne peut
se developper sans subvention externe; une phase de.croissance auto-entretenue, entre
la masse critique et la taille m au cours de laquelle il est de l'interet des membres du
reseau de partager les c01its de son developpement; une phase de croissance dirigee,
entre les optima prive met collectif n3, au cours de laquelle l'intervention publique est
necessaire afin que l'interet collectif prime sur les interets prives; et enfin une phase
de service universel qui s'etend au~dela de l'optimum collectif n3, qui peut etre autoentretenue jusqu'a la taille de sortie n4 mais qui necessitera une intervention publique
si on veut aller au-dela.

Enseignements pour un autre regard sur la dynamique
des filieres cotonnieres
Pas de reseau cotonnier acout d'adhesion eleve

Il ne peut exister de reseau si le cout de l'adhesion est juge trop eleve. Dans le cas des
filieres cotonnieres, cela pouvait arriver si le prix d'achat du coton-graine paye aux paysans etait juge comme trop faible. Cela a ete experimente en main ts endroits al' epoque
coloniale (Henry 1925; Hesling 1931; Rabault 1944). Cette perception peut merracer un
reseau meme si ce dernier parait bien etabli. Le boycott du semis, observe au Mali lors
de la campagne 2000-2001, a ete motive en partie par une telle contestation (Sinaba
2oooa, 20oob), qu'elle rut fondee OU pas. Un phenomene similaire fut observe des 1980
lorsque l'on decida d'appliquer trop rigoureusement le classement du coton-graine a
l'achat et de payer les paysans a un prix inferieur a 'ce que ces derniers avaient anticipe,
provoquant l'annee suivante leur retrait not~ble (Fok 1993).
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Pas de reseau cotonnier sans depassement de masse critique
L'histoire du developpement de la production cotonniere en Afrique est emaillee de
tentatives de promotion qui ont tourne court, les entreprises qui s'y sont engagees ayant
du abandonner a defaut d'avoir reussi a atteindre un niveau suffisant de production.
En 2004, au Mozambique, la societe cotonniere SAMO a decide d'abandonner ses activites, bien qu'elle beneficiat d'une zone d'exclusivite pour l'achat du coton-graine des
paysans: elle considerait que la taille de cette zone etait trop reduite pour Jui permettre
d'exploiter ses infrastructures de maniere rentable.

Inefficacite de l'eclatement des monopoles de taille insuffisante .

La notion d'une taille critique necessaire pour assurer la rentabilite d'un reseau coton
signi:lie que l'eclatement d'un monopole ne peut etre envisage que si cellli-ci a atteint
une taille suffisante. Toujours au Mozambique, les societes cotonnieres ont ete critiquees, et le sont toujours, pour l'insuffisance des services qu'elles rendaient aux paysans de leurs zones. La solution proposee par certains observateurs etait de proceder
a l'eclatement des zones attribuees aces societes, suivant le raisonnement que la faible
qualite des services temoignait de l'inadequation des moyens de ces societes avec la
taille des zones qui leur etaient allouees. C'est une recommandation erronee au regard
de la condition de taille critique et des interventions publiques pour aider a atteindre
cette derniere.
·

Pas de depasseinent de masse critique sans soutien

Bien qu'une approche plus saine ait ete definie en 1952 pour developper la production
cotonniere en Afrique francophone, la phase d'acceleration de I' adhesion des paysans
au ((club coton ».n'est intervenue qu'a partir du milieu des annees 1960 a la faveur
du soutien exterieur (aides frarn;:aises, puis europeennes,-puis enfin aide multilaterale)
pour aider les Etats africains concernes a garantir le prix d'achat aux producteurs et a
fournir une assistance reelle et diversifiee aux paysans.
Sans nier la contribution des Africains eux-memes, le «success story» (Mcphail et
Polti i98S) des filieres cotonnieres des pays de l'Afrique francophone a ete d'abord le
succes du soutien des pouvoirs publics, avec l'aide financiere de la cooperation bilaterale et multilaterale. En tout cas, la theorie des reseauxjustifie a posteriori le bien-fonde
des actions de soutien de ces aides.
Il en decoule qu'il est vain d'attendre des resultats probants et rapides dans le developpement de la production cotonniere en laissant les operateurs prives intervenir seuls
sans les soutenir par des interventions publiques. C'est malheureusement l'option que
l'on observe encore aujourd'hui au Ghana ou au Mozambique.

Le soutien est necessaire plus longtemps qu'on le croit

I

I
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La theorie des reseaux indique que le soutien public au developpement des reseaux est
necessaire et justifie pour atteindre iin optimum collectif. L'histo.ire du developpement
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·des filieres cotonnieres confirme que le soutien dont elles ont beneficie s'est etale sur
plusieurs decennies. Cela est particulierement vrai au Mali (Fok 1993), mais aussi pour
la plupart des autres pays de l'Afrique de l'Ouest et du Centre, et meme dans le monde
entier (Fok 1997).
La theorie ne permet pas de preCiser la duree necessaire pour passer a la taille critique
ni pour passer de cette derniere aux optima prive ou collectif. On peut considerer que,
dans le domaine de !'agriculture dans les pays en voie de developpement, le soutien doit
<lurer car le rythme d'evolution est lent comme on le voit avec le transfert de la gestion
du credit intrant et de la commercialisation du coton-gra1ne aux groupements villageois. Ce transfert ne pouvait se concretiser qu'a partir d'une formation adaptee des
paysans qui etaient presque tous analphabetes. Cette formation c;iemandait du temps
et des moyens, car il ne fallait pas limiter la formation a quelques personnes par village,
au risque de voir s'exprimer les abus de pouvoir de certains responsables villageois,
ce qu'on n'a pas pu eviter totalement (Bingen, Carney et Dembele 1997; Bingen 1996).

Rationalite economique de la diversification des activites des reseaux coton

La diversification des services offerts au sein d'un reseau participe a son agrandissement
et a la reduction du cout moyen de son exploitation, c'est-a-dire a sa viabilite economique. Dans le cas du coton, on a rapporte les impressions du personnel d' encadrement,
jusque dans les annees 1970, sur la faible portee de leurs actions lorsque leurs activites
se limitaient a promouvoir la culture cotonniere (Cisse 1986). C'est la diversification
effective de ces activites (notamment l'appui aux productions vivrieres) qui a participe
a !'extension observee du (( club coton)) par !'augmentation du nombre des paysans
cotonniers.
11 convient de rappeler que tous l~s nouveaux services proposes aux clients du (( reseau coton »en Afrique francophone l'ont ete sur !'initiative des agences d'aide internationale. Elargir la gamme de services dans une optique de developpement rural, mais
a un cout marginal reduit, scellait en fait une alliance objective et une approche economique pragmatique entre les bailleurs de fonds et les societes cotonnieres. La diversification des activites avait done une justification economique, occultee aujourd'hui,
meme si elle pouvait devenir excessive.
Depassement de taille anuancer

La fragilite financiere des soc;ietes cotonnieres, decoulant le plus souvent d'une crise
du marche mondial qui dure1, a conduit a revoir !'organisation de ces operateurs et
a remettre en cause leur taille et leurs activites. C' est neanmoins une remise en cause
qui ne tient pas compte de la specificite du developpement dans le contexte des pays
de l' Afrique francophone. Du fait de l' etat de pauvrete d' offres de service, il semble que
i. Bien sur, ii ya eu aussi des derapages revoltants de gestion dans certains pays (Mali), mais les
scandales d'Enron ou de Worldcom montrent que ce n'est ni specifique. au coton, ni a un monopole
para-etatiq ue.
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la diversification des activites appelle urie diversification encore plus grande: !'engagement de nouvelles activites ne permettait pas de s'affranchir de continuer a assurer
des services plus anciens et poussait au contraire a s'engager de plus en plus loin clans
les services a offrir.
On voit ce phenomene avec la constitution des associations villageoises qui pouvait
permettre d' envisager u.ne autre forme de conseil technique mais sans pour autant
abandonner I' ancienne forme car tousles villages ne franchissaient pas en meme temps
le seuil d'association. On le voit aussi clans les domaines plus techniques. Une fois
qu'on a commence a amenager les bas-fonds pour securiser la culture de riz (la cooperation canadienne fut particulierement presente clans ce domaine au Mali), emergeait le besoin d'un conseil technique plus fin pour ajuster les cultures en fonction
des potentialites permises par les amenagements realises. Et puis, apparaissait aussi la
demande des paysans pour mieux utiliser ces amenagements pour les productions de
contre-saison ...
Aujourd'hui, la diversification des activites des societes cotonnieres est plutot denoncee, sa justification economique etant ignoree. C'est le principe du recentrage autour
des activites du coton qui guide la restructuration des filieres cotonnieres (Badiane et
al. 2002; Republique du Mali 2001) laissant les zones cotonnieres orphelines de services
dont elles ont besoin pour se developper.

Enseignements sur le role de l'Etat apres
la restructuration
Les reflexions qui decoulent plus directemeilt de la dereglementation des grands reseaux peuvent eclairer celle qui concerne les filieres cotonnieres en Afrique. Nous nous
concentrons ici sur le role et Ies modalites de regulation que doit preserver l'Etat meme
apres le processus de dereglementation. La question du caractere du monopole des
entreprises de service, monopole nature! (au sens economique) ou monopole institutionnalise, a fait grand debat clans la mesure ou la reponse donnee pouvait justifier ou
non la pertinence de la dereglementation. Le caractere institutionnalise des monopoles
cotonniers en Afrique est indeniable (Fok 1993) et la remise en cause de ces monopoles
ne merite plus le debat passionne qu'elle a connu. Pour autant, il faut rappeler que ces
monopoles ont ete institutionnalises parce que le principe de marche libre n'avait pas
donne de resultats satisfaisants ni pour les operateurs prives ni pour la collectivite. Cela
semble restervrai aujourd'hui. Au Ghana, l'echec de 15 an.s de liberalisation de la filiere
cotonniere a conduit le gouvernement a revenir, depuis 2000-2001, a un systeme de
monopoles locaux. Au Zimbabwe, on observe une situation de fait d'un duopole, dix
ans apres la liberalisation (Larsen 2002).
La dereglementation, en laissant s'operer les seules forces du marche, ne saurait done
donner automatiquement les resultats escomj:>tes d'une reelle concurrence au profit des
paysans (Tschirley, Poulton et Labaste 2009). C'est ace titre qu'il faut avoir conscience
du role de regulation de l'Etat.
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Modalites d'une regulation geographique aexpliciter
Trois moyens sont actuellement recenses pour la regulation des monopoles. Le mode
de regulation fonde sur la force du marche est certainement a ecarter au vu de ses
resultats. Ce mode s'appuie sur la theorie des marches contestables (Baumol, Panzar
et Willig 1982) selon laquelle, l'entreprise monopolistique en place, sentant la menace
de l'entree possible de nouveaux entrants, s'autodiscipline a appliquer une tarification
equitable afin de decourager l'entree effective de nouveaux operateurs. Cette theorie a
ete a l'origine de la dereglementation du transport aerien (aux resultats douteux) et a
ete exploitee aussi en telephonie (Royaume-Uni et Nouvelle-Zelande) avec une faible
efficacite et une manifestation d'effets pervers.
La regulation par la tarification a ete la plus usitee mais ne saurait suffire en ellememe. Elle confere le pouvoir de decision a !'instance de regulation, relevant de l'Etat,
pour veiller a la pratique d'une tarification qui ne penalise pas certaines categories
d'usagers des reseaux. Dans son essence, une telle regulation s'appuie sur l'apprehension des couts d'exploitation pour deduire une tarification equitable. Dans la pratique,
cette regulation patit de la difficulte a bien apprehender les couts de l'operateur du
reseau.
Tousles monopoles des filieres cotonnieres en Afrique ont ete soumis a une regulation par la tarification. Cette regulation etait exercee auparavant uniquement par
l'Etat. Depuis le debut des annees 1990, dans certains pays en Afrique francophone, les
paysans y participent aussi par leurs institutions reconnues. Il en decoule la signature
de contrats (appeles contrat plan ou convention cadre suivant les pays), engageant les
societes cotonnieres, l'Etat et les paysans, notamment sur les niveaux et I' evolution du
prix d'achat du coton-graine aux paysans, en fonction d'un prix de revient indicatif de
la fibre de coton e_n position d'exportation. Dans la pratique, I' appreciation des prix de
revient indicatifs a ete frequemment source de desaccords entre les acteurs et qui ont
pu ebranler le fonctionnement des filieres.
Meme suivant des modalites ameliorables (Lemaitre, Fok et Jeje 2001) et ameliorees
(Goreux et Macrae 2002), la regulation par la tarification reste peu satisfaisante pour
apprecier le benefice que les paysans retirent de leur appartenance au« reseau coton »,
en raison des divers effets directs et indirects que nous avons mentionnes. La regulation
doit done se faire suivantune approche multiciitere dont le prix (ici le prix d'achat du
coton-graine) n'en constitue qu'un element.
Reste le mode de regulation geographique qui semble etre plus efficace dans le pilotage des monopoles de distribution de service. Cette orientation recoupe l'option de
restructurer les filieres cotonnieres par l'etablissement de monopoles locaux (cas deja
effectif de la Cote d'Ivoire, du Burkina Faso et du Ghana, et cas retenu egalement plus
recemment pour le Mali). Pour autant, pour qu'une telle regulation puisse s'exercer, il
faudrait que l'Etat exerce son pouvoir regalien en imposant aux societes cotonnieres,
jouissant d'un monopole local, de s'engager a fournir les informations correspondant
aux criteres retenus comme pertinents (Tschirley, Poulton et Labaste 2009) pour juger
de la qualite de fonctionnement de leurs reseaux respectifs. C'est toute I' importance des
systemes d'information partagee au sein des filieres, comme support d'une demarche
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. vers une gouvernance amelioree, car davantage partagee. Les modalites et le contenu
d'une regulation geographique apparaissent ainsi comme specifiques a un secteur de
service OU a une filiere, ils ne peuvent etre declines de maniere generique.

Regulation pour la preservation des effets de club
L'analyse des experiences de dereglementation conduit a indiquer que le procede de
desintegration verticale en fonction des trois couches des reseaux n'a pas donne de
resultats positifs. Un tel constat va a l'encontre de l'interet recent porte a la reforme
des infrastructures (Kessides 2004). Cela n'est pas tres etonnant quand on prend en
compte l'interdependance des trois couclre~ pour parvenir a une bonne efficacite economique par la reduction du cout moyen d'exploitation. Cette analyse conduit a preferer le maintien d'une integration technique, c' est-a-dire le maintien d'une logique de
fonctionnement de reseau, mais avec regulation.
.
La traduction d'un tel resultat clans le cas de la restruct.uration des filieres cotonnieres est de preferer l'option d'un maintien d'activites integrees (associant fourn:iture de
services, achat et transformation du coton-graine). Cette analyse conforte l'option de
monopoles locaux contre engagement de fournir les services d'appui aux paysans. Ce
resultat interpelle la pertinence de I' orientation actuelle, clans certains pays, a confier
les activites integrees (appelees communement fonctions critiques) a une instance interprofessionnelle. Au Benin, par exemple, les societes cotonnieres sont cantonnees
aux seules activites d'egrenage du coton-graine et d'exportation du coton fibre et sont
. dechargees de toute responsabilite a faire augmenter la production OU a faire etendre
le reseau coton. Un tel schema est a l'origine d'une performance declinante et d'une
grande mesentente au sein de la filiere.

Regulation pour eviter !'exclusion OU ses effets indesirables
La dereglementation des grands reseaux integre le souci du service universe! afin d'eviter que des consommateurs se trouvent exclus des serVices offerts, car les senrices distribues relevent du bien-etre public. La logique de rentabilite economique du reseau peut
conduire a ne pas fournir de service Ia OU le collt correspondant serait plus eleve que le
consentement a payer. Par contre, la preoccupation de l'interet collectif peut conduire
les pouvoirs publics a allouer fa subvention necessaire pour permettre que nul ne soit .
ecarte de l'usage d'un service.
Dans le cas des filieres cotonnieres, la preoccupation de faire beneficier le plus grand
nombre de paysans peut etre legitime alors que le risque d'exclusion est reel. 11 est rationnel pour un operateur prive de concentrer ses investissements clans les zones ou la
production de COtOn-graine est potentiellement forte, OU de limiter les COUtS d' exploitation en reduisant les distances de collecte du coton-graine, de sorte que les paysans
des zones plus eloigpees peuvent souffrir d'un service de moindre qualite (Benin, Cote
d'Ivoire). Pour l'operateur prive concerne, cette evolution comporte le risque d'une re"
duction de la taille du reseau en dec;a de la taille minimale. Pour la colle.ctivite, les effets
pervers sont plus graves et plus difficiles contr6ler. Le mouvement de concentration
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geographique confere une sorte de prime aux paysans situes a proximite des usines
d'egrenage, et surtout il devrait inciter les paysans eloignes a se rapprocher geographiquement, accentuant ainsi la pression fonciere clans les zones d'attraction et exacerbant
les conflits fanciers aux consequences potentiellement dramatiques.
Dans la dereglementation actuellement engagee des filieres cotonnieres en Afrique,
cette analyse devrait conduire a preconiser qu'un systeme de soutien puisse etre envisage pour temperer OU inflechir le rllOUVement de deplacement et de concentration
geographique de la production, deja observe clans plusieurs pays (Mbetid-Bessane et
al.

2010).

Regulation pour eviter le gaspillage en investissement
d'infrastructures
Dans la dereglementation des grands reseaux, un principe important auquel les operateurs doivent se conformer concerne l'interconnexion. En pratique, cela signifie que
chaque operateur a le droit d'utiliser partiellement, clans des limites determinees prealablement, les infrastructures de la couche basse d'un autre operateur. Cette mesure est
liee au cout eleve de la mise en place de telles infrastructures qui constitue une veritable
barriere a l'entree de nouveaux operateurs.
L'applicatiori de cette mesure clans la regulation des filieres coton apres leur liberalisation ne doit pas etre envisagee au sens strict. Si chaque operateur pouvait avoir la
possibilite de recourir aux usines d'egrenage d'un autre, de sorte qu'il serait en mesure
d'acheter le coton-graine clans une zone sans avoir a y installer ses propres capacites
d'egrenage, il serait tentant pour les paysans de vendre leur production a une societe
differente de celle qui leur avait fourni intrants et conseils techniques. La consequence
sera une reduction voire la cessation de la fourniture de ces services comme on a vu au
Ghana, en Zambie et au Mozambique.
Le principe de l'interconnexion correspond cependant a une idee force de partenariat possible, voire souhaitable, entre les operateurs prives apres la restructuration des
filieres cotonnieres. Cela changerait de la situation qui prevaut actuellement, indifference voire adversite entre les societes cotonnieres. Ce partenariat ne devrait pas rencontrer de grande difficulte a s'exprimer clans le cas du partage des couts pour mettre
la classification du coton fibre en conformite avec les exigences du marche mondial. Il
faudrait explorer d'autres terrains de partenariat, comme la production et controle de
production de semences de qualite.

Conclusion
Le recours a la concurrence imparfaite est deja apparu bien plus pertinent pour analyser les filieres cotonnieres en Afrique, cet article pousse cette pertinence plus loin en
appliquant la theorie des reseaux a !'analyse des filieres cotonnieres. Ce travail est une
ebauche et constitue une premiere·application au secteur agricole d'une theorie d'eco-
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nomie industrielle. Une exploitation plus poussee du corpus de la theorie des reseaux
devrait apporter des elements utiles clans les domaines de la regulation, du mecanisme
de prix et de la fourniture des intrants (Desruelle, Gaudet et Richelle i996; Economides
i998, 2004; Economides et Viard 2004) pour le cas specifique de ces filieres.
L'assimilation de ces filieres aux grands reseaux de distribution de service en Occident parait adequate clans la mesure ou elles en ont la morphologie et les criteres
de fonctionnement. Cette assimilation aide a comprendre la rationalite et l'efficacite
economique de Ia fourniture de services d'appui a !'agriculture en impliquant l'Etat
mais de maniere indirecte. Dans la restructuration actuelle des filieres cotonnieres en
Afrique, notre analyse nous pousse a considerer que !'option <lite de recentrage des
activites autour du coton est erronee, elle ne permettra ni d'assurer le developpement
du coton ni d'induire un processus de developpement rural.
Dans I' assimilation des filieres cotonnieres a des reseaux de service, il ya une reserve
concernant la difficulte a determiner le cofrt d'adhesion pour beneficier des services
d'un reseau. Cette reserve est en partie liee a la nature de bien public des .produits des
services agricoles et elle indique les limites d' exploitation d'une theorie du do.maine de
l'economie industrielle. C'est cependant un resultat important que de souligner, pour
les filieres cotonnieres, la justification d'un cofrt d'abonnement a acquitter ainsi que
!'incidence positive de« l'effet de club)) du reseau pour l'abaisser. C'est une realite qui
nous semble etre occultee clans la conduite de la restructuration de ces filieres.
Les faits stylises sur la dynamique des reseaux s'appliquent bien au cas des filieres
cotonnieres. IIs permettent de rappeler qu'il n'y a pas eu, et qu'il ne pourrait y avoir,
d'installation effective de reseaux coton sans que ceux-ci aient pu atteindre une taille
critique. Atteindre une telle taille necessite une intervention publique pour une duree
assez longue clans le contexte des pays en voie de developpement. II est ainsi vain d'attendre que la seule privatisation suffise au developpement d'une filiere cotonniere. II
est aussi prejudiciable de considerer la restructuration des filieres cotonnieres de taille
insuffisante.
, La ou la taille atteinte pourrait justifier la restructuration des filieres, la dereglementation doit respecter !'integration verticale. L'option du maintien du systeme integre
au sein des monopoles locaux est ainsi justifiee car elle est plus propice a assurer une
fourniture de services d'appui aux paysans. Cette lec;:on conforte le choix du Burkina
Faso et du Mali. Elle signifie aussi qu'il faudrait revenir sur les orientations prises clans
certains pays (Benin) ou mieux les preciser (Cote d'Ivoire).
Entin, la dereglementation doit se conjuguer avec une regulation qui releve du pouvoir regalien de l'Etat. Cette regulation doit etre exercee pour veiller ace que les services
d'appui aux paysans soient apportes, en prevenant !'exclusion de certains paysans et
en assurant un controle de la qualite des services rendus par les societes privees. Elle
doit s'appuyer sur unreel systeme d'information partag~e entre les acteurs des filieres
cotonnieres,·support concret a une meilleure gouvernance de ces dernieres, clans le
cadre d'une gestion interprofessionnelle.
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Ordres contradictoires et coordination
destructive: le malaise iranien
1

Mehrdad Vahabi2

RESUME Trois principaux modes de coordination ont ete identifies dans la litterature, a
savoir le mode de coordination par le marche, la redistribution et la reciprocite (Polanyi 1944,
1968; Lindblom 1977; Komai 1984, 1992). Notre objectifest d'introduire un nouveau type de
coordination que nous nommerons « mode de coordination destructive». C'est une forme
d'integration sociale par chantage, menace, intimidation, agression, violence ou nuisance.
Ce type de mode de coordination a ete pratiquement entierement neglige dans la litterature,
· meme s'il existe depuis les temps anciens sous differentes formes et varietes. Une illustration
recente typique est celle de l' ordre social sous la Republique islamique d'Iran sur lequel sera
centre le present article.
ABSTRACT Three main typical or ideal modes of social organization have been identified in
the literature, namely the market, the redistribution, and the reciprocity (Polanyi 1944, 1968;
Lindblom 1977; and Komai, 1984, 1992). Our purpose is to introduce another type of social
organization that we name the "destructive mode of coordination." It is social organisation by
coercive means. This type of organization has almost entirely been neglected in the literature,
although it has existed since ancient times in different forms and varieties. A typical recent
illustration is the social order under the Islamic Republic of Iran, which will be the focus of
the paper.
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ete redige au debut du premier mandat presidentiel d'Ahmadinejad (2005-2009). Nous y avians deja
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des dixiemes elections presidentielles en juin 2009. Certes, cet article est loin de fournir une explication detaillee de ces evenements qui requiert un nouvel article. Cependant, ii nous semble qu'une
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Introduction

,.

I

Le concept de« mode de coordination» saisit la fac;:on dont une economie est imbriquee
clans les relations sociales et influence l\ntegration d'une societe a travers un « processus institue ». Ainsi, le role de l'economie comme « ciment »de la societe (Elster 1989)
peut etre compris atravers une analyse des differents modes de coordination qui definissent l' arrangement institutionnel special et unique atravers lequel l' economie pelit
coordonner les activites humaines clans des situations historiques differentes. Beaucoup d'auteurs ont utilise des concepts similaires ou meme synonymes afin de mettre
en lumiere le role integratif de l' economie clans la societe humaine. Parmi ces auteurs,
on citera particulierement Polanyi (1968, 148-149) qui emploie les notions de« formes
OU regularites d'integration >>,et Lindblom (1977) qui utilise celles de« mecanismes de
controle » et enfin Kornai (1984, 1992) qui suggere « modes de coordination »3• Tous
ces auteurs conc;:oivent l'economie comme un « processus institue » et insistent sur
(( l'inseparabilite entre economie et politique clans l' analyse des mecanismes et system es
sociaux de base» (Lindblom 1977, 8).
Le concept de« mode de coordination» nous aide acomprendre comment l'activite
economique est coordonnee a travers l'interaction de differents groups sociaux, d'organisations et d'individus au sein d'un arrangement institutionnel particulier. Trois
principaux modes de coordination ont ete identifies clans la litterature 4 :
1.

2.

Le mode de coordination par le marche est une forme d'integration sociale a travers l'echange marchand. L'Angleterre depuis la revolution industrielle est la figure
emblematique de ce type de coordination. Cette forme d'integration requiert une
institution specifique asavoir un systeme de marches de formation des prix (Polanyi
1944, 1968; Lindblom 1977).
Le mode de coordination ethique est une forme d'integration sociale atravers la« reciprocite ». Les tribus et les communautes de parente en sont des exemples saillants
(Polanyi 1944, 1968). Ce mode assume une mitre institution specifique comme cadre,
a savoir Jes groupements symetriquement arranges tels que le systeme de parente.

3. Nonobstant les similitudes de ces classifications quanta l'irnportance des arrangements institutionnels dans la coordination des activites economiques, plusieurs differences majeures entre
elles ne doivent pas etre ignorees. Un certain nombre de ces differences sont rapportees chez Kornai
(1984, 309; 1992, 96).
4. Karl Polanyi (1944, 1968) distingue trois formes d'integration : la reciprocite, la redistribution
et l'echange. Lindblom (1977) suggere la classification suivante: l'autorite, le marche, et le precepto-

rat. Ces classifications ne sont pas exhaustives. D'autres types de coordination sont aussi mentionnes
dans la litteratu"re. Par exemple, Polanyi (1944) se refi:re ali « menage » (householding) comme une
forme separee de mecanisme d'integration. Kornai (1992) note aussi deux autres mecanismes de
coordination a savoir la coordination par la famille (qui est le synonyme de !'expression de Polanyi
householding) et la« coordination auto-gouvernante » (self-governing coordination). Cependant, la
difference entre ce dernier et le mode de coordination ethique n'est pas claire dans !es travaux de
Kornai. Po~r une application des trois modes de coordination a !'analyse de la firme, voir Schlicht
(1998, 217-241, 276-278).
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Les individus faisant ·partie d'une tribu, d'un clan, d'une famille, d'une communaute
religieuse s'identifient au sein du groupe et !'adhesion aux regles constitue le code
d'honneur ou le rituel religieux5•
3. Le mode de coordination bureaucratique est une forme d'integration sociale atravers
l'autorite du gouvernement. Ce type de coordination est une des variantes de ce que
Polanyi (1944, 1968) nomme la « redistribution ». II depend de la presence d'une
instituti.on centralisatrice dans le groupe comme l'Etat6 et designe des mouvements
de redistribution vers un centre et du centre vers l'exterieur. L'economie de type
sovietique est une des illustrations recentes de cette forme d'integration sociale. ·
Un modele ideal ou typique est bien entendu une abstraction qui selectionne un
groupe d'elements tres lies entre eux d'un monde reel de systemes mixtes. II n'y a pas
de systeme social reel qui puisse etre exclusivement coordonne par seulement un de ces
modes de coordination. Une societe est organisee par ime combinaison de differentes
formes d'integration. L'articulation entre ces diverses formes se c~racterise·par la domination d'une de ces formes. L' etude de ces trois modes de coordination conn us et
leur articulation n'est pas la visee de cet article7.
Notre objectif est d'introduire un nouveau type de coordination que nous nommerons « mode de coordination destructive». C'est une forme d'integration sociale par
chantage, menace, intimidation, agression, ou nuisance bref par !'utilisation de tout
moyen coercitif (Vahabi 2009a). Dans ce type de coordination, les ressources et les
efforts humains sont alloues pour ['appropriation de ce que les autres produisent, ou
pour la protection de soi-meme et de ce que l'on possede. Une telle situation est liee a
la defaillance de la mise en application (enforcement) des regles par l'Etat. Dans un Etat
defaillant, le recours a la coercition (meme par les institutions) n'obeit pas aux regles
juridiques, economiques OU politiques. S'appuyant sur la definition des institutions
comme « regles du jeu » (North 1990), nous pouvons constater que dans la coordination destructive, la coercition n'est pas institutionnalisee.
Par ailleurs, I' adoption d'un comportement agressif n'est pas due aux mauvaises
intentions des agents individuels « vicieux ».Les agents doivent adopter un comportement agressif (ou etre proteges par les groupes ayant recours aux moyens coercitifs)
non seulement pour transgresser ou violer les droits des autres, mais aussi pour faire
valoir ou proteger 'leurs propres droits8 • La coercition non institutionnalisee stricto
sensu ·se refere ala coercition qui n' est pas soutenue par la loi OU par l'Etat. Cependant,
5. Lindblom (1977) appelle cela le« preceptorat » (Preceptoral System), du mot precepteur signifiant enseignant. L'integration atravers le controle des moyens de communication, l'endoctrinement
et la persuasion constituent le noyau du systeme. II cite la Chine pendant la revolution culturelle de
Mao comme une illustration typique d'un systeme du preceptorat.
6. Chez Polanyi, la redistribution ne se limite pas au « mode de coordination bureaucratique ».
Elle peut etre interpretee egalement comme une redistribution plus equitable (par exemple dans le
cas du socialisme) que !'allocation de ressources par le marche.
·
7. Pour une excellente description de ces trois modes de coordination du point de vue de la decision, de !'information et des structures incitatives, voir Kornai (1984, i992).
8. Vahabi (2009a) fournit plusieurs illustrations dans lesquelles le role coordinateur de comportement agressif est note.
-
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dans un sens plus large, elle comprend aussi la coercition utilisee par les institutions
paralleles conflictuelles ou rivales. Un« etat d' exception» tel qu'il est decrit par Agamben (2005) s'inscrit dans le cadre de cette definition plus large de la coercition non institutionnalisee, car cet etat se caracterise parle role fondateur de la violence organisee
qui precede toutes les lois.
Le terme « destructif » fait allusion a la nature agressive et conflictuelle des relations sociales conduisant a des destructions physiques ou morales 9 • Par ailleurs, l'appropriation a travers le pillage, le vol, la confiscation, etc. repose sur l'instauration de
la propriete par l'abolition ou l'exclusion des autres de leurs droits de propriete. Ainsi
le terme « destructif» tient compte de l'instauration du droit de detruire ou d'abusus
comme la barriere ultime du droit de propriete.
Ce type de coordination a ete pratiquement entierement neglige dans la litterature,
meme s'il existe depuis les temps anciens sous differentes formes et varietes. Une illustration recente typique est celle de l'ordre social sous la Republique islamique d'Iran.
L'Iran n'est pas le seul exemple au Mayen-Orient; bien d'autres exemples peuvent etre
donnes dans cette region ainsi qu'en Afrique et en Amerique latine. Historiquement,
le colonialisme, (( l'accumulation primitive du capital)) et le regime stalinien de 1933 a
1938 (Kornai 1984) peuvent etre evoques comme des exemples de l'histoire contemporaine. Le pillage des tribus et les colonies pirates dans le passe et le present constituent
aussi d'autres illustrations. Meme si je ferai reference aces exemples, l'Iran depuis la
revolution de 1979 sera mon centre d'attention principal.
La societe iranienne ayant la revolution etait organisee autour d'une articulation
hierarchique entre les marches, la redistribution et la reciprocite. Depuis la revolution, l'Iran fait face a une crise economique structurelle qui se demarque par la perturbation des marches et l'incapacite de l'Etat de faciliter le processus de reproduction
et d'accumulation du capital. Le resultat de cette crise post-revolutionnaire est plus
qu'une simple reduction du produit interieur brut OU d'une desindustrialisation (voir
par exemple, Amuzegar 1993). 11 peut etre decrit comme « une "complication progressive" de la structure sociale existante, sans que celle-ci ne soit transformee en une autre
structure» (Nomani et Behdad 2006). Cela implique une desarticulation entre la redistribution, les marches, et la reciprocite, et le developpement d'un mode de coordination
destructive. Ce type de coordination peut etre caracterise par un systeme specifique
d'ordres contradictoires et d'institutions paralleles qui requiert l'utillsation permanente
de moyens coercitifs directs afin de garantir la coexistence entre ces derniers. Ce type
de coordination est situe entre l'ordre social et le desordre.
Cet article comprendra deux parties. La premiere partie introduira le concept d'.ordres contradictoires en general, et centrera ensuite son attention sur le type particulier
d'institutions paralleles sur lequel la coordination destructive est fondee dans l'exemple
iranien. La seconde partie sera consacree a l'etude du mecanisme d'allocation appropriative au sein des fondations religieuses (Bonyads) en Iran comme une illustration
de la coordination destructive.
9. Pour une analyse plus systematique du,« pouvoir destructif » et ses differentes form es y compris la menace et les moyens coercitifs, voir Vallabi 2004.
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Ordres contradictoires et coordination destructive
La nouvelle economie institutionnelle a produit une vaste litterature sur l'ordre et le
desordre. Son resultat principal peut etre resume de la maniere suivante : il y a trois
etats ideaux d'organisation politique, a savoir (1) les regimes consensuels, (2) les regimes autoritaires de l'ordre politique et (3) le desordre politique (North, Summerhill,
Weingast 2000, 29). «En bref, nous argumentons que l'ordre politique peut emerger de
deux fac;:ons: une societe autoritaire ou l'ordre est base sur la coercition, et une societe
consensuelle ou l'ordre est base sur la cooperation sociale » (op. cit., 50-51). Dans les
deux cas, la coercition legale est le monopole de l'Etat. La violence institutionnalisee
est la fondation de la souverainete qui garantit la mise en application externe des regles
(external enforcement) et done la stabilite d'un ordre social.
L'absence d'un tel monopole signifie la rupture clans la mise en application externe
et implique le desordre et le chaos. La litterature reconnait alors ces trois etats : les
societes autoritaires et consensuelles ou il y a un ordre social unique, et un regime de
desordre social qui manque de ce type d'ordre unifie. Ce qui manque ala litterature est
une analyse des ordres contradictoires clans laquelle l'ordre et le desordre ne peuvent
pas etre si nettement distingues. De tels ordres contradictoires sont tine porte d'entree
ala comprehension de la coexistence entre la coercition institutionnalisee et non institutionnalisee. Par exemple, une periode de transition ou de transformation sociale est
·une periode durant laquelle la crise de la souverainete ou le vide institutionnel regne.
C'est une periode de« no man's land» qui se caraCterise par le fait que les arrangements
institutionnels anciens ne sont plus dominants alors que les nouveaux arrangements ne
sont pas encore assez murs pour reguler l'ordre social.
La premiere caracteristique de ce type de coordination est qu'il est base sur la coexistence de regles contradictoires OU d'iristitutions paralleles qui peuvent seulement attenuer OU« resoudre » leurs differences en fonction de leur balance de pouvoir respective.
Alors que !'absence d'un pouvoir dominant determine le caractere anarchique de ce
type de coordination, l' equilibre resultant d'une certaine balance du pouvoir entre des
institutions paralleles assure uncertain ordre. Un tel type de coordination base sur un
eq~ilibre instable n'est pas concevable en I' absence d'une crise de souverainete. Afin de
clarifier le cadre conceptuel de notre analyse, il convient de developper la distinction
entre les trois notions de (( desequilibre », d' (( equilibre stable )) et d' (( equilibre instable
ou neutre ».
Depuis longtemps, les economistes ont bien distingue deux sens differents de desequilibre. Dans un premier sens, le desequilibre s'oppose a l'equilibre comme I' absence
d'une egalite entre l'offre et la demande. Une seconde acception du desequilibre repose
sur une distinction entre l'equilibre stable et l'equilibre instable (ou neutre). Un equilibre stable est un equilibre dynamique qui se demarque par le fait qu'il sera retabli auto~
matiquement au cas ou il serait perturbe par un choc externe. En revanche, un equilibre
instable (ou neutre) tombera en desequilibre et ne reviendra plus vers un sentier d'equilibre lorsqu'il s'eloigne du point d'equilibre initial en raison d'un choc externe (Solow_
1988). Autrement <lit, un equilibre instable n'assure pas forcement l'equilibrage clans le.
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temps S'appuyant sur ces deux types de distinction, je caracterise le mode de coordination destructive par un equilibre instable entre les ordres contradictoires, alors que le
chaos fait etat d'une rupture de l'equilibre entre les ordres contradictoires ou l'impossibilite de leur coexist~nce. Quant a l'etat d'equilibre stable, celui-ci se caracterise par
la domination d'un ordre.
Un mode de coordination destructive comme equilibre instable entre les ordres
contradictoires se nourrit de la crise et se perpetue grace a la persistance de la crise.
Neanmoins, cette crise ne doit pas atteindre un niveau qui peut romp rel' equilibre instable entre les ordres contradictoires. La tendance d'une coordination destructive est de
provoquer le« chaos» mais seulement un chaos« organise» atravers une « organisation chaotique » liee ala coexistence d'institutions paralleles. L' etude des ordres contradictoires est done la premiere etape pour comprendre la coordination destructive.
10

•

Ordres contradictoires et loi hors Etat
Le fait qu'un individu ou une communaute puisse considerer la pluralite de systemes
contradictoires comme simultanement valide est connue des sociologues depuis longtemps. Weber donne differents exemples: « Une personne qui combat dans un duel
suit un code d'honneur; mais en meme temps, dans la mesure ou il le garde secret ou
au contraire se rend ala police, il tient compte de la loi criminelle » (1968, vol. 1, 32).
Dans ce cas, un mecanisme interne demise en application des regles (enforcement),
asavoir le « code d'honneur » base sur la tradition et la coutume contredit la loi _de
l'Etat OU le mecanisme externe. La coexistence de deux ordres peut etre possible OU
non si l'evit~ment ou !'infraction du sens generalement accepte de l'ordre est devenu la
regle OU non. S'il existe des groupes plus puissants que l'Etat qui dependent du (( code
d'honneur » du duelcomme un moyen de resoudre les conflits, alors on peut avoir une
situation particuliere comme celle de l'armee allemande autrefois.
En Allemagne, participer a un duel etait encore une obligation legale imposee par
l'Etat a ses officiers de l'armee meme si le duel etait expressement interdit par le code
criminel. Le « compromis » entre l'Etat et la tradition faisait alors que dans l'armee le
code d'honneur etait officiellement reconnu, alors que la situation etait differente en
dehors du groupe des officiers ~e l'armee puisque le duel etait soumis au code criminel.
Weber cite aussi l'exemple de la Zadruga sla_ve, dans l'Autriche imperiale, dans laquelle certaines normes etaient completement en contradiction avec la loi officielle
10.
La distinction entre l'equilibre stable et instable a ete raffinee par le developpement d'une
nouvelle conception de l'equilibre en termes de viabilite ou soutenabilite. Contrairement a la distinction habituelle entre (( equilibre stable)) et (( equilibre instable», l'objectif de la theorie de la
« viabilite » consiste a concevoir et developper des outils mathematiques et numeriques permettant
d'etudier Jes evolutions regies par des systemes evolutionnaires non deterministes (voir Aubin et al.
2005). Dans le present travail, nous prenons appui sur la distinction usuelle entre l'equilibre s~able
et instable pour theoriser la logique d'un mode de « coordination destructive » par opposition au
« chaos » ou par contraste avec d'autres formes de coordination. Cependant, nous soulignons l'insuffisance de cette theorisation qui demontre la logique de notre type de coordination dans le cadre
d'une dynamique deterministe. Pour raffiner notre expose, ii nous faut developper dans l'avenir une
representation des modes de coordination dans un coritexte de dynamique evolutionnaire.
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mais mises en application et soutenues par l'appareil coercitif de la Zadruga et« seulement l'Etat, si invoque, refusait la reconnaissance et procedait, a travers son pouvoir
coercitif, a le detruire »(Weber 1968, vol. 1, 316}. Un autre exemple interessant date du
Mayen-Age ou la defense de recourir a la cour ecclesiastique comprise-clans les codes
de certaines corporations de marchands n'etait pas valide du point de vue de la loi canonique, alors qu'elle a neanmoins persiste.
Afin de comprendre les differentes sources d'ordres contradictoires, on doit se rappeler que le monopole de la violence par l'Etat est un phenomene nouveau. Mais meme
aujourd'hui l'Etat n'a pas de monopole sur tousles moyens coercitifs. En particulief, les
moyens moraux de coercition echappent a untel monopole. On parle de loi « d'Etat »,
a savoir la loi garantie par l'Etat, seulement quand la coercition legale est exercee par
les moyens physiques de coercition de la communaute politique. Quand les moyens
de coercition qui garantissent un « droit » appartiennent a une autre autorite comme
une hierarchie religieuse (hierocratie), alors on parle de« loi hors Etat ».Par ailleurs,
malgre !'importance des moyens coercitifs dans la mise en application externe (external
enforcement), les moyens non violents de pouvoir destructif comme l' exclusion d'une
organisation ou d'une communaute, un boycott, ou la promesse d'une recompense
OU d'une punition dans l'au-dela peut SOUS certaines conditions etre plus efficace a
induire l'obeissance qu'un appareil politique dont le fonctionnement coercitif n'est pas·
toujours previsible. Dans de telles circoristances, les individus et les groupes sociaux
peuvent suivre des ordres differents de ce qui est officiellement promulgue par la loi
. .
de l'Etat.
Un des types les plus aigus de« loi hors Etat »est celui lie a une situation de pouvoir
dual. Celle-ci a ete observee durant la revolution, la guerre et !'occupation militaire OU
le ccinflit entre ordres contradictoires peut etre si intense que le desordre et l'anarchie
s'ensuivent. Mais il ya d'autres types de coexistence entre differents types d'autorites
qui forment un equilibre meme si cet equilibre n'est pas stable. Cet equilibre instable
constitue un etat intermediaire entre l'ordre social et le desordre avec des institutions
paralleles. Il peut <lurer sur une periode courte (par exemple, la coordination destructive SOUS le regime Stalinien de 1933 a 1938) OU longue (par exemple, !'accumulation
primitive du capital). Contrairement a un etat d'equilibre stable11, un etat d'equilibre
instable se demarque par !'absence d'un mode de coordination dominant, et implique
une certaine desarticulation entre les differerits modes de coordination due a la coexistence des institutions paralleles.
Le mode de coordination dans un tel etat intermediaire est destructif puisque la coercition extra legale ou directe joue paradoxalement un role clef dans le controle et !'integration des institutions paralleles. On do it souligner que seuls les ordres contradictoires
qui affaiblissent ou minent le monopole de l'Etat sur les moyens physiques de coercition
sont dans le cadre de la coordination destructive puisque, dans de tels cas, la resolution
des conflits entre institutions paralleles depend de moyens coercitifs extra legaux ou de
la balance de pouvoir. D'autres types d'ordres contradictoires n'ont pas necessairement
11. Un etat d'equilibre stable se caracterise par !'articulation entre Jes differents modes de coordination sous la domination d'un d'entre eux.
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besoin de !'intervention de la coerciti'on non institutionnalisee, et peuvent etre expliques par les constellations specifiques des trois mecanismes connus de coordination, a
savoir la coordination par le' marche, b·ureaucratique et ethique (reciprocite).
L'ordre social sous le regime de la Republique islamique d'Iran est un cas d'ecole
d'ordres contradictoires. Ilse caracterise notamnient par des institutions paralleles a
tous les niveaux de la societe. Le reste de cette partie sera focalise sur les principales
sources d'ordres contradictoires qui menent a la coordination destructive en general
et notamment en Iran.

L'autorite d'Etat et l'autorite religieuse
Comme mentionne precedemment, le monopole de l'Etat sur les moyens physiques de
coercition n' exclut pas l'autorite religieuse sur la coercition morale. Cependant, sous
les lois islamiques, l'autorite religieuse revendique egalement un role dominant clans
!'utilisation de la violence physique de deux fa<;:ons. La premiere fa<;:on de legitimer
!'utilisation de la coercition immediate est le djihad ou la guerre sainte, et la seconde
est connue comme le hisba. Dans la litterature legale islamique (jiqh), .le terme hisba
indique le devoir de chaque musulman d'ordonner le bien et d'interdire le mal. Ces
deux devoirs sont tres lies a la fois theoriquement et clans les pratiques.

Le djihaq
Depuis les premiers jours du regime islamique, surtout depuis le temps de l'hegire12 de
Mohammed, un des plus importants devoirs de ses dirigeants, que ce soit le prophete
OU Un calife, etait d' organiser et mener le djihad fi sabil allah, a Savoir la guerre Sainte
clans le chemin de Dieu contre les incroyants. Les ordres coraniques sont clairs sur le
sujet et encouragent les fideles au djihad (D. Cook 2005, chap. i).
Au debut, le djihad faisait partie des obligations saintes de l'Etat islamique de
conquerir les Etats non croyants et etendre l'islam. Cependant, !'offensive byzantine
clans les annees 740 a change la situation. Ce fut la fin de ce qu'on peut appeler « l'Etat
Djihad », mais «le Djihad en lui-me:me ne s'est pas arrete; il est simplement devenu ce
qu'on appelle aujourd'hui "privatise", c'est-a-dire qu'il est passe de campagnes d'Etat
centrales a des raids independants, non controles par le gouvernement et de plus petite
echelle menes et garnis de mutatawwi'a, les guerriers volontaires pour la foi. Ce transfert de direction religieuse clans le Djihad, du calife aux mutatawwi'a, a mene a son tour
a des changements vraiment fondamentaux clans toutes les spheres de la civilisation
islamique » (Tor 2005, 558). ·
Le mouvement mutatawwi'a a pose une question fondamentale concernant le role
propre des autorites politiques clans le djihad: est-ce que les leaders politiques doivent
controler le djihad, ou est-ce une obligation religieuse parmi les autres comme celle de
faire acte de charite, pour tout croyant qui peut s'engager a le faire? La victoire de la
i2. Weber (1968, vol. 2, 623-627) pretend que durant la periode de la Medina, l'islam s'est transforme de sa forme originate en une «religion guerriere arabique nationale ».
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deuxieme conception a marque la transition du statut et l'autorite religieuse du calife
vers une direction inspiree par la sunna (tradition) prophetique. Cette conception a ete
finalement adoptee par les ecoles du sunnisme chafeite et hanbalite vers la fin de la periode Omeyyades (Crone et Hinds 1990, 84-85). Le djihad «privatise» est aujourd'hui
ce qui est conduit par les groupes tels q~' Al Qaida clans le monde musulman sunnite
qui mine l'autorite des directions politiques clans les pays arabes particulierement en
Arabie saoudite.
Contrairement aux traditionalistes sunnites, le chiisme Ithna Ashari (duodecimain)
comme une version persane de fislam etait au debut une tendance d'opposition contre
l'autorite religieuse du calife (Savory i990, i5). Le djihad a toujours ete considere par
les chiites comme la responsabilite individuelle du croyant devant Dieu. La revolution
iranienne de 1979 a ete interpretee par le fondamentalisme islamique comme le djihad
(Ozbudam 1990, 244), et la guerre contre l'Iraq a aussi ete referee comme le djihad
(Zabih i988, 149-152).
Apres la revolution de 1979, le pouvoir theocratique chiite en Iran n'avait pas
confiance clans l'armee en place (Artesh) et la bureaucratie de la periode du Chah, et a
done cree ses propres forces militaires et son administration paralleles. La creation du
Sepah Pasdaran (I' organisation des gardiens de la revolution islamique) et du Basijis
(!'organisation des forces volontaires pour la mobilisation) faisaient partie du projet
d'islamisation des forces armees. Les deux concepts centraux autour desquels ces nouvelles institutions (( revolutionnaires islamiques )) ont ete baties etaient le djihad et le
Chahadat (martyre) 13 •
Des douzaines de groupes militaires officiels ou semi-officiels, rattaches au Sepah et
d'autres fondations religieuses, qui sont entraines en Iran pour faire la guerre contre
les non-croyants et les infideles clans le monde entier et pour I' exportation du chiisme
Ithna Ashari (duodecimain), sont endoctrines par le concept du djihad. Labranche
internationale du Sepah connue sous le nom de« la force de Jerusalem ou Qods » s'est
specialisee clans !'intervention etrangere notamment en Iraq et au Liban et si necessaire
clans l'assassinat des opposants politiques en exil. Ct:,tte branche est devenue un nouveau centre de pouvoir clans la prise de decisions strategiques acote du guide supreme
depuis I' election d'Ahmadinejad en 2005.
Contrairement au sunnisme, « l'Etat Djihad » est la forme dominante en Iran. Cela
ne veut pas dire que l'Etat en Iran a un controle sur tousles groupes semi-officiels
ou paramilitaires, puisque la hierarchie religieuse chiite n'est pas monocentriste mais ·
polycentriste avec des Faqihs (savants religieux) differents, chacun ayant l'autorite de
formuler son propre verdict sur les differentes questions incluant le djihad14 •
De surcroit, les forces paramilitaires perm.ettent au guide, supreme a.insi qu'aux Faqihs puissants d'utiliser les moyens coercitifs sans etre contraints par la loi. C'est la raison pour laquelle une bonne partie des Basijis nommee Ansar Hezbollah (Ies aides du
Hezbollah) est directement organisee sous I' egide du bureau du guide supreme (Bayt
· 13. Pour l'islamisation des forces armees en Iran apres la revolution de 1979, voir Ehteshami 1990,
Eisenstadt 1996; Entessar 1988; Katzman 1993; Chahgadian 1987; Zabih 1988,·
14. Concernant le djihad et le Hezbollah, voir Kramer 1990, 105-130,
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Imam), notamment par son fils, Mojtaba Khamenei 15 (Enghelab Islami dar Hejrat,
2009). Outre le guide supreme, certains Faqih puissants lies au Sepah comme Mesbah
Yazdi ont leurs propres fideles au sein des forces paramilitaires.
Enfin, il faut souligner que le Sepah a un service de renseignements parallele a celui
du ministere des Renseignements et de la Securite qui rivalise avec-ce dernier. Le Sepah
et les Basijis detiennent aussi leurs propres prisons16 •
La figure I illustre l' organigramme des forces militaires iraniennes. Pour le construire,
j'ai repris le schema fourni par Wehrey et al. (2009, 9) en y ajoutant les informations
d'Enghelab Islami dar Hejrat (2009). ·
Dans d'autres mouvements chiites en Iraq, au Liban, en Syrie, etc., il ya un melange
entre des djihads semi-etatiques et semi-prives. La Republique islamique d'Iran est un
Etat Djihad qui cherche a prendre la direction religieuse et politique clans le monde
musulman a travers une campagne anti-americaine et anti-israelienne. Cette strategie
a deja provoque d'importantes tensions avec beaucoup de leaders sunnites arabes, surtout avec ceux de l'Arabie saoudite qui n'ont aucune autorite religieuse sur le djihad
(pour d'autres sources de tensions, voir Fiirtig 2002) .
. 2.

Le hisba

Si le djihad se concentre sur le fait d'imposer un ordre divinement decrete sur les Dar
al-Harb (pays belligerants), le hisba cherche a imposer le meme ordre au sein du Dar
al-Islam (la communaute islamique). Malgre le fait que tousles savants islamiques et les
ecoles de loi islamique sont d'accord sur le hisba (ordonner le bien et interdire le mal),
il n'y a aucun consensus apropos de la fa<;:on dont il devrait etre applique. L'ambigu"ite
du concept (M. Cook 2003) a donne raison a la controverse : « A quel type de devoir
le hisba est-il lie? Qui peut et qui doit realiser ces devoirs respectivement? Avec quels
moyens ce devoir doit etre accompli et est-ce que la violence est autorisee? » (Abdelsalam 2005, 548).
La majorite des savants considere le hisba comme un devoir collectif incombant a
l'entiere communaute musulmane. Concernant la question de qui est autorise a realiser
le devoir du hisba, Ghazali (1058-1111), le grand savant de l' ecole chafeite, considere que
tout musulman est autorise a exercer le hisba. Les savants sont en desaccord quant aux
reponses concernant quand, comment et par qui le hisba peut etre pratique d'une fa<;:on
violente. « Alors que Mawardi permet !'utilisation Iegale de la violence seulement par
le muhtasib choisi par le souverain, Ghazali (d. 1085, chafeite), Juwaini et Shaykhzada
15. Ces forces paramilitaires ont ete !es plus agressives dans la suppression du mouvement
contestataire recent en Iran qui a exp lose apres la fraude massive !ors des elections presidentielles en
juin 2009 (pour !es estimations concerriant !es fraudes, voir Ansari et al. 2009; Mebane 2009).
16. La prison de Kahrizak (a Teheran) dans laquelle de nombreux manifestants arretes en juin,
juillet et aout 2009 ont ete detenus fait partie des prisons gerees par !es Basijis. Cette prison est connue
pour la torture, le viol et Jes assassinats des manifestants. La revelation de nombreux assassinats y
compris de Mohsen Ruholamini, le fils d'un des proches de Mohsen Rezaie, un des candidats des
elections presidentielles, !'ex commandant du Sepah et le porte-parole actuel du Conseil du Discernement, a amene le guide supreme aordonner la fermeture de cette prison. Cependant, la fermeture
de ce donjon n'est pas encore acquise. Le Sepah detient egalement des cellules speciales dans la prison
d'Ewin aTeheran dans lesquelles !es prisonniers sont interroges hors du cadre de la loi.
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al-Hanafi (d. 1887, hanafite) permettent l'usage de la violence par tout musulman pour
empecher Je munker [celui qui nie la foi]. En meme temps, Ghazali et Juwaini recommandent l'accord prealable du sultan - meme si legalement ce n'est pas necessaire
- pour empecher les troubles. » (Abdelsalam 2005, 551).
Dans la Republique islamique d'Iran, le hisba est pratique systematiquement ala fois
par l'Etat et au niveau prive. L'Etat a cree differentes unites speciales repressives contre
la non conformite avec le hijab (la fac;:on islamique de couvrir le corps des femmes).
Mais des brigades extremistes non officielles et semi-officielles comme « la patrouille de
la vengeance de Dieu »'7 interviennent aussi pour punir les femmes insuffisamment voilees ou les protestataires feministes. On ne doit pas oublier qu'une fondation iranienne
non etatique (panzdah khordad) a unilateralement pris l'initiative en 1989 d' offrir une
« prime » de 2 millions de dollars pour accomplir le verdict contre M. Salman Rushdie,
l'auteur britannique des Versets sataniques (1988) (Financial Times, le 17 juillet 1997).
Dans le djihad et le hisba, la violence non institutionnalisee ou « privee » et la violence semi-etatique peuvent .etre legitimees et institutionnalisees par certaines references doctrinales et ieligieuses. Le monopole de l'Etat sur la coercition physique est done
mine, et comme resultat de ce type d' ordres contradictoires la coordination destructive
se repand.

L'Etat emergent et la politique entre factions
Dans un regime democratique, les differentes formations politiques peuvent apaiser
leurs conflits et trou\'.er un compromis ou au moins un arrangement sur la base de
la loi constitutionnelle etablie et des institutions. Cependant, clans l'absence de telles
institutions, la formation d\ine coalition goilvernementale OU la resolution de disputes
politiques requiert un arbitre qui doit remplir le vide institutionnel en exerc;:ant un role
influent sur tousles partis. Un leader charismatique, une force externe puissante ou des
arrangements traditionnels peuvent assumer l'arbitrage. Mais l'arbitre en tout cas est
en lui-meme une institution au-dessus des institutions naissantes.
Dans le cas d'un leader charismatique, comme l'a temoigne l'Iran durant Khomeini,
l'arbitre s'impose comme le « representant » de tous les groupes sociaux malgre leurs
interets opposes et parfois antagonistes. Si necessaire, l'arbitre pretend qu'il est plus
« gauchiste » que tout groupe de gauche clans la defense des demandes des travailleurs,
et plus (( a droite » que tout partisan farouche du caractere sacre de la propriete privee. En un mot, l'arbitre « represente »tousles groupes sociaux et en meme temps les
supprime tous en les privant de leurs representations politiques organisees directes.
En cela, la Republique islamique ressemble au bonapartisme. Par consequent, chaque
changement majeur clans la balance de pouvoir entre les differents groupes sociaux
provoque une crise de « representation », et requiert l'usage de moyens extralegaux

i7. Ces brigades paramilitaires tentent de semer la peur chez les femmes « desobeissantes ». Elles
circulent dans les villes et intervienilent pour avertir ou punir les femmes « mal voiles ». A la fin des
annees 1990 et au debut des annees 2000 ces brigades ont assassine certaines femmes soi-disant
(( prostituees)) aMachhad OU dans d'autres provinces pour leur infliger ((la vengeance de Dieu »!
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ou coercitifs. Dans !'absence de representations politiques organisees, la demagogie
et les mobilisations populistes combinees avec une douzaine de petits coups d'Etat1 8
constituent la fa<;:on « normale »de gouverner et de resoudre les rivalites entre factions.
La Republique islamique d'Iran depuis 1979 et le gouvernement de coalition du
Liban durant les annees 1990 sont delix recents exemples d'ordres contradictoires dus
aux rivalites factionnelles intenses. Dans les deux cas, un mode de coordination destructive est en vigueur. La constitution d'un gouvernement de « coalition » officiel ou
non officiel au Liban et en Iran n'implique pas un regime« consensuel ».
Depuis sa fondation, la Republique islamique d'Iran a toujours ete un Etat de coalition non officiel sous une direction charismatique, marque par une politique entre
factions (Najafi 2004, 412). Dans !'absence de syndicats de travailleurs, de.partis politiques, de societes professionnelles et d'associations voisines durant la periode du
Chah, I' alliance bazar-mosquee s'est revelee etre le noyau central du mouvement revolutionnaire en 1979. Le bazar et la mosquee, comme des jumeaux inseparabl~s, ont ete
durant de nombreux siecles et tout au long de la dynastie Pahlavi, l'arene principale de
la vie publique de l'Iran urbain (A. Ashraf 1988; S. Ashraf et Banuazizi 1992). Ce noyau
central est entre en alliance avec !'intelligentsia militante et a mobilise successivement
la population urbaine marginale et d'autres groupes sociaux. Il est souvent dit que la
rapide modernisation sous le Chah etait la cause de la revolution. Mais en termes d'interets materiels, l'ulama (le clerge chiite) avait beaucoup plus a perdre des resultats de
la modernisation que les bazaaris (les marchands traditionnels).
Comme A. Ashraf le note ajuste titre, l' ulama « etait retrograde de partenaire d'un
reseau de domination politique aune position de manque de pouvoir relatif, alors que
les bazaaris ont gagne considerablement en termes de richesse materielle. La majorite
de l'ulama a soutenu la revolution de 1977 a1979 comme une protestation contre leurs
privileges perdus. Les gros marchands et les bazaaris pro'speres ont soutenu la revolution sous l'hypothese ... que leur style de vie serait respecte par l'Etat islamique, qu'ils
seraient libres d'une domination arbitraire de l'Etat, et que clans le nouveau regime ils
auraient de nombreux contacts opportuns au sein de la bureaucratie d'E.tat... Cependant, clans I' ensemble, la revolution avait pour but principal par sa direction de captu- ,
rer l'appareil de l'Etat moderne en expansion afin d'exporter la revolution et d'etablir
un empire islamique » (A. Ashraf 1988, 562-563).
Un regime theocratique est en opposition avec les exigences socio-economiques
d'une societe moderne en developpement et les valeurs culturelles occidentales. Dans
un sens, c'est l'oppose de la revolution constitutionnelle incomplete iranienne en 1906,
puisqu'il introduit une nouvelle institution theocratique de la tutelle du jurisconsulte
(Velayet-e faqih) pour assumer l'autorite politique et la souverainete comme le reprei8. L'histoire de la Republique islamique d'Iran depuis sa naissance est marquee par Jes petits
coups d'Etat d'une faction contre une autre. Le coup d'Etat contre le premier president de la Republique, M. Abu! Hassan Bani Sadr, la tentative de coup d'Etat contre Khomeini par Ghotbzadeh, le
coup d'Etat contre Rafsandjani par la aroite conservatrice, le coup d'Etat contre Khatami par Jes
« osoolgrayan ,, (fondamentalistes), le coup d'Etat electoral !ors des neuviemes elections presidentie!les a!'issue desquelles Ahmadinejad est devenu president, et enfin le coup d'Etat electoral !ors des
elections parlementaires recentes en mars 2008 en sont quelques· illustrations.
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sentant de l'Imam cache (Nooriala 2008). Mais en meme temps, Khomeini est l'heritier d'une insurrection revolutionnaire contre l'autocratie du Chah. La Republique
islamique est un oxymoron, puisqu'elle doit combiner a la fois une (( republique)} (la
continuite d'une revolution constitutionnelle) et un gouvernement « islamique » (en
rupture et en opposition directe avec la tradition constitutionnelle). Le resultat de cette
contradiction est la nouvelle constitution adoptee en 1980 qui plaide simultanement en
faveur d'institutions paralleles electives (republicaines) et nominatives (theocratiques).
Pour mieux comprendre la part de la« tradition» et du« modernisme » dans la composition de la Republique islamique d'Iran, il faut se poser une question simple : dans
quelle mesure la legitimite de ce regime est-elle basee sur la« tradition»? S'appuyant
sur la distinction weberienne de trois formes d'autorite et trois sources de« legitimite »,
a savoir rationnelle, traditionnelle et charismatique (Weber 1968), peut-on caracteriser
l'autorite postrevolutionnaire iranienne comme « traditionnelle »?
Selan Weber (1968, 226-241), l'autorite traditionnelle peut revetir trois formes : (1)
la gerontocratie ou le patriarcalisme primitif, (2) le patrimonialisme et le sultanisme,
(3) la domination type« proprietaire » (Stiindische Herrschaft). Hormis la gerontocratie comme la forme la plus elementaire de l'autorite traditionnelle qui se resume en
un pouvoir patriarcal sans avoir l'aide d'un personnel administratif, les autres formes
sont Jes variantes du patrimonialisme. « Le patrimonialisme, et dans le cas extreme le
sultanisme tendent a apparaitre lorsque la domination traditionnelle developpe une
administration et une force militaire qui sont des instruments purement personnels
du maitre » (Weber 1968, vol. 1, 231). La domination de type« proprietaire » (Stiindische Herrschaft) est aussi « une forme de l'autorite patrimoniale sous laquelle le personnel administratif s'approprie des pouvoirs particuliers et des actifs economiques
correspondant » (op.cit., 232). L'autorite traditionnelle dans ses versions plus avancees
presente differentes variantes du patrimonialisme. Peut-on alors mobiliser la notion
weberienne de« patrimonialisme »pour decrire la Republique islamique d'Iran? 19
Ma reponse est negative. Si I' on adopte la terminologie weberienne, la source de legitimite de l'autorite postrevolutionnaire iranienne est plutot charismatique. L' autorite
de Khomeini s'est fondee sur son opposition politique contre le« regime du Chah »et
non pas sur son autorite religieuse. En tant que personnage « religieux », il n'avait ni la
reputation, ni la carrure theologique des grands Ayatollahs chiites de l'epoque comme
Golpaygani, Najafi Maraashi OU meme Shariaatmadari. Son autorite ne s'appuyait pas
sur la « tradition», mais sur une revolution politique moderne. Par ailleurs, l'idee de la
tutelle du jurisconsulte (Velayet-e faqih),.formulee par Khomeini en 1961, etait une idee
tout a fait heterodoxe chez le clerge chiite qui etait historiquement partisan d'un « roi
juste et pieux », c' est-a-dire un roi qui soutenait !'Islam et Jes clerges chiites. ·
La notion de conquete du pouvoir par !es religieux chiites etait presque une « heresie »,car elle remettait en cause le pouvoir du roi. Khomeini lui-meme ne soutenait pas
cette idee avant 1961, date a laquelle, suite au lancement d'un projet de «.reformes agrai19. C'est au rnoins la proposition qui est faite par Akbar Gangi, journaliste iranien en exil. II
caracterise la Republique islarnique d'Iran sous la direction du present guide supreme cornrne « sultanisrne », c'est-a-dire une des variantes du« patrirnonialisrne »(Gangi 2002).
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res » par Mohammad Reza Chah d'Iran, une confrontation ouverte entre le Chah et une
partie du clerge a eu lieu. Khomeini a assume la direction de cette opposition religieuse,
ce qui lui a coute l' exil. Son ouvrage, Velayet-e faqih, clans lequel il a defendu clairement
la conquete du pouvoir par le clerge chiite, a ete redige apres cette confrontation. Ce
nouveau programme exigeait une « modernisation » de la pensee theologique afin de
pouvoir preparer la route vers la conquete du pouvoir clans un pays ou le capitalisme
avanc;:ait rapidement grace aux « reformes agraires » du Chah et a la rente petroliere.
Meme si Khomeini a beneficie de la force de « traditiop », son autorite etait done avant
tout charismatique.
La position de Khomeini incarnaft ce paradoxe : il avait le controle d'un appareil
d'Etat en modernisation, alors que comme dir~geant supreme theocratique il depassait
les contraintes constitutionnelles d'un ordre apparemment legal-rationnel, et assumait
le titre d'imam, la position reservee exclusivement aux douze infaillibles imams clans la
communaute iranienne chiite (A. Ashraf 1994; Ruhani 1984). La Republique islamique
d'Iran comme Etat theocratique ne pouvait que continuer a vivre contre les exigences
d'une societe moderne grace ason monopole sur le pouvoir politique. Mais le maintien du pouvoir politique l'a oblige a donner la priorite au (( politique )) au detriment
de la« religion». Cette priorite a ete reconnue par Khomeini lui-meme lorsqu'il s'est
prononce en faveur de l'instauration du « verdict gouvernemental » selon lequel le
gouvernement islamique pouvait suspendre ou transgresser les « verdicts religieux »
au cas ou ces derniers s'opposeraient aux interets du pouvoir islamique. -L'accord au
sein de« l'Assemblee des Experts» pour designer Khamenei comme le nouveau guide
supreme apres le deces de Khomeini etait aussi base sur des criteres « politiques » et
non pas seulement « religieux ».
La conquete du pouvoir par le clerge chiite a donne naissance a une « religion
d'Etat » qui impose la hierarchie centralisatrice de l'Etat ala hierarchie polycentrique
traditionnelle du clerge. Dans son histoire, la hierarchie traditionnelle chiite n'a jamais
ete aussi menacee de perdre son polycentrisme et done sa « democratie interne ». La
vraie question est alors de savoir qui a change qui : est-ce l'institution traditionnelle
religieuse qui a change l'Etat et la societe, ou est-ce que ce sont l'Etat et la societe qui ont
change cette institution traditionnelle? L'institution religieuse chiite qui s'etait donnee
comme objectif de transformer la societe en une societe islamique grace ala conquete
du pouvoir se voit etre transformee graduellement en raison meme de l'exercice du
pouvoir (Khalaji 2008). Un des resultats majeurs de cette transformation est le pouvoir
grandissant du Sepah (l'organisation des gardiens de la revolution) qui sera aborde
clans la partie suivante.
En resume, une des sources principales des institutions paralleles et des ordres
contradictoires en Iran reside clans l'incompatibilite entre un regime theocratique et
une societe qui se modernise. Cette incompatibilite fournit la base d'une coordination
destructive OU meme l'identite des decideurs ne peut etre facilement connue du fait
du caractere envahissant des institutions paralleles. B. Smith (1997) illustre ceci d'une
fac;:on interessante : « Demandez aun fonctionnaire iranien, meme un jeune ministre,
ce qui se passe, et il est probable qu'il reponde "qu'ils" font ceci ou cela, plutot que
"nous". La Republique islamique est devenue dependante d'un systeme de pouvoirs
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paralleles qui garde tout le monde, y compris les employes du gouvernement, partiellement clans l'obscurite. Le plus obscurest l'identite de ceux qui prennent ies decisions
qui comptent. Pratiquement chaque organisation a son ombre, et l'ombre est souvent
la plus importante des deux. »
L'armee a des Sepah, la police et les Komitehs 20 sont maintenant formellement unifies, meme s'ils gardent une certaine autonomie clans la pratique. Dans les provinces,
les gouverneurs proviriciaux, designes par le ministre de l'Interieur, sont coiffes par
les imam jomeh (les leaders de la priere du vendredi) selectionnes par le Valey Faqih
(le guide supreme theocrate). Les 290 membres de Majlis (l' Assemblee nationale islamique ou le Parlement) sont officiellement coiffes par les u-membres du Conseil des
Gardiens, dont les six membres clericaux sont nommes par le guide supreme. En cas
de conflit entre le Majlis et le Conseil des Gardiens, une autre entite appelee le Conseil
du Discernement arbitre entre eux. Cette institution est devenue un autre centre de
pouvoir qui cree des lois.
L'organigramme suivant (figure 2) illustre la structure de la Republique islamique
d'Iran (pour une analyse detaillee de cette structure voir Schirazi 1997).
Les institutions paralleles refletent les querelles intestines 21 politiques en l'absence de
representations politiques organisees de differents groupes sociaux du au role charismatique du guide supreme comme « arbitre final». Quand un regime consensuel n'est
pas en place, des querelles intestines intenses menent ala coordination destructive.

La coordination destructive et le mecanisme d'allocation
Dans la section precedente, nous avons argumente que la coordination destructive est
soutenue par des institutions paralleles et qu'elle peut etre definie comme une forme
d'iritegration sociale atravers l'utilisation directe de moyens coercitifs non institutionnels. La dimension economique de l'integration sociale embrasse l'allocation des ressources rares et la direction des activites humaines. Le mecanisme d'allocation inclut
les transactions reelles et monetaires.
La coordination destructive comprendra l'analyse de l'allocation appropriative, les
formes de propriete correspondant ala predation, ainsi que les transactions monetaires
et non monetaires. Ces points seront etudies successivement clans cette seconde partie.
!:allocation appropriative des ressources

Dans l'economie neoclassique, l'expression la plus proche de« mode de coordination»
est le« mecanisme d'allocation »qui decrit l'allocation des ressources rares. Le concept
est denue de toute connotation institutionnelle et ignore totalement les facteurs non
economiques, particulierement la question de la souverainete. Neanmoins, on doit
noter que Pareto reconna:it au moins deux differents mecanismes d'allocation, asavoir
20. Les Komitehs (!es comites de la Revolution islamique) sont nes juste apres la revolution
de fevrier 1979 en Iran pour assurer la securite des villes contre les attaques eventuelles des forces
royalistes et pour eviter le desordre social. Ces comites ont ete fusionnes par la suite dans la police
nationale meme s'ils ont maintenu une certaine autonomie de leur reseau initial apres la fusion.
21.
Pour une analyse detaillee des differentes factions politiques dans !'Iran postrevolutionnaire
voir Barzin 1995, 1998; Mortaji 1999; Zarifi Nia 1999; Shadloo 2000; Saeidi 2002.
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* L'Assemblee des experts (86 membres uniquement du clerge chiite) est !'institution la plus haute placee de la
Republique islamique. Cene assemblee decide de la nomination, de la decouverte ou de !'election du guide
supreme ou par defaut !'election d'uil conseil de dirigeants. Les membres de cette assemblee sont elus pour huit
ans. La nationalite iranienne n'est pas obligatoire pour etre elu a c~tte assemblee.

**Le Conseil des gardiens (12 membres) est compose de six Faqihs (Jes savants religieux) nommes par le guide
supreme (Valey Faqih) et de sixjuristes proposes par le chef du pouvoir juridique (lui-meme nomme par le guide
supreme) et nommes egalement par le guide supreme. Ce conseil doit verifier si les lois adoptees par l'Assemblee
nationale islamique (Majlis) sont conformes a la constitution et aux principes islamiques. Ce conseil a aussi le
pouvoir de verifier si les candidats aux diverses elections sont eligibles. Un tel pouvoir lui a ete confere par le guide
supreme, meme s'il n'est pas stipule dans la constitution.·
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***Le Conseil du discernement est une instance d'arbitrage et de mediation entre l'Assemblee nationale
islamique (Majlis) et le Conseil des gardiens lorsque ces instances se retrouvent dans un conflit non resolu
concernant I' adoption des lois. Les membres fixes et variables de ce conseil sont nommes par le guide supreme.

Figure 2. L'organigramme de la structure politique de la Republique.islamique d'lran
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les mecanismes productifs et appropriatifs : « Les efforts des hommes sont utilises de
deux fac;:ons differentes : ils sont diriges vers la production ou la transformation des
biens economiques, OU alors vers l'appropriation des biens produits par d'autres »(Pareto 1927, 341). Cependant, puisque l'activite d'appropriation ne ressortit pas du choix
libre, il ne peut concerher l'economiste selon le point de vue neoclassique. Aussi, a travers l'histoire, le mecanisme d'allocation des ressources rares a ete limite al'allocation
de marche
Empruntant la distinction de Pareto entre les efforts humains « productifs » et « appropriatifs »,le mecanisme d'allocation dans une coordination destructive devrait etre
caracterise comme « appropriatif »23 ,2 4 • L'integration sociale atravers l'utilisation directe
de moyens coercitifs non institutionnels suppose une situation ou la protection de la
vie et de la propriete de chacun est l'affaire primordiale de tous. L'allocation des ressources pour proteger la vie et la propriete de chacun, pour acceder aux cercles de pouvoir ou pour etre protege des abus de l'Etat laisse moins de ressources consacrees aux
activites productives. En revanche, cela augmente les investissements dans les moyens
de protection et d'appropriation. L'affirmation d'Adam Smith (1776) selon laquelle la
securite est plus importante que l'opulence est particulierenient applicable ala coordination destructive. Les droits de propriete dependent de la souverainete. Une fois
que la souverainete repose plus sur l'utilisation directe de la coercition physique que
sur les droits legaux et les sanctions, alors la propriete de chacun peut etre confisquee
arbitrairement par ceux qui controlent les moyens coercitifs. Les obligations et droits
de chacun deviennent alors conditionnels a sa relation avec les cercles de pouvoir. En
d'autres termes, le pouvoir destructif plutot qu'economique joue un role primordial
dans l'allocation des ressources.
La propriete privee et d'Etat suppose que les droits de propriete sont institutionnalises et sont bien definis afin que la frontiere ultime de la propriete, a savoir le droit
de detruire (abusus) soit aussi clarifie legalement et mis en application. Mais le role
primordial du 'pouvoir destructif dans l' allocation des ressources implique des droits
de propriete extra legaux, ambigus, non definis et non institutionnalises (ou insuffisamment institutionnalises). Les butins de guerre et le pillage, ou les proprietes confisquees
dans une revolution, sont ce que j'appelle des propiietes indeterminees (Vahabi 2009a).
22

•

22. Frank Knight (1947) soutient que d'autres formes d'allocation existaient durant les phases
primitives de l'histoire humaine atravers la« coutume »et« l'autorite »qui representent les comportements instinctifs et a moitie conscients des etres humains. L'allocation de marche basee sur la libre
entreprise est la seule qui soit liee au consensus delibere et aux activites conscientes des etres humains.
23. La litterature economique recente portant sur !es « conflits rationnels » traite de la question
de !'appropriation. Pour une analyse critique de cette litterature et pour une theorie alternative des
conflits sociaux voir Vahabi (2009c).
24. Cette fondation a ete etablie un mois apres la revolution de 1979 pour soutenir !es parents survivants des martyrs et les anciens combattants handicapes de la revolution et plus tard les families des
martyrs de la guerre de huit ans avec !'Iraq. Pour un rapport plus detaille, voir Encyclopedia Iranica,
1987, 360-361; Maloney 2000, 151-152; Saeidi 2004, 488-490. Pour des donnees recentes concernant
les activites de la fondation ainsi qu'un Bonyad similaire, a savoir le Comite d'entraide d'Imam
Khomeini, voir Sazman Modiryaat va Barnarileh Rizi Keshvar Salnameh Amari Keshvar 1383 (les
statistiques annuelles du pays) 2004, 551-552, 565-571.
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Meme si elles peuvent etre transformees en proprietes publiques, personnelles, privees,
· combinatoires ou d'autres types ~e proprietes, leur statut initial reste indetermine. Pour
les proprietes « indeterminees », l'autorisation de jouir des droits de propriete depend
du pouvoir discretionnaire de l'autorite coercitive. L'allocation appropriative mene ala
propriete indeterminee. Une illustration saillante de la propriete indeterminee est celle
des Bonyads (fondations) dans l'Iran postrevolutionnaire.
Les Bonyads et la propriete indeterminee

Les Bonyads (fondations religieuses) sont considerees comme paragouvernementales
(Saeidi 2004) ou comme des« fondations paraetatiques » (Maloney 2000 ). 11 existe une
grande variete de Bonyads parmi lesquelles Bonyad-e Mostazafan va Janbazan (BMJ,
la fondation des desherites) et Bonyad-e Chahid (la fondation des martyrs) 25 sont les
plus importantes. Le BMJ est etabli apres la confiscation des actifs du Chah et de 53 industriels en exil suite ala revolution conformement al'ordre de Khomeini qui appelait
ces actifs les « bu tins » et ajoute qu' « ils doivent etre gardes et contr6les separement
des proprietes de l'Etat » (Saeidi 2004, 484). Lataille et l'envergure du BMJ equivaut au
· budget d'un gouvernement (New York Times, le 8 janvier 1995). Avec des possessions
valant 12 milliards de dollars americains, le BMJ constitue le secteur non etatique le plus
vaste de l'economie, place en seconde liste apres la compagnie nationale iranienne du
petrole 26 (B. Smith 1997; Maloney 2000 ).
Malgre le fait qu'il n'y ait pas d'information precise sur les activites des Bonyads
etant donne l'opacite totale, un rapport economique de l'Ambassade de France estime que ses differentes branches contribuent a 7-10 % du PIB (Ambassade de France,
Mission Economique, 20 juin 2006). Le BMJ opere comme un holding avec plusieurs
entreprises etendant leur activite dans pratiquement tousles secteurs de l'economie, a
savoir I'exploitation miniere, le logement, la fabrication, le commerce, la navigation, le
transport, les compagnies aeriennes, le tourisme, I' agriculture, les industries agro-alimentaires et les boissons non alcoolisees, etc. Recemment, le BMJ a renforce sa position
.

'

25. Saeidi (2004, 493) note que le budget total des fondations etait estime apratiquement la moitie du budget gouvernemental national, representant 6000 milliards de rials, ala fin des. ~nnees 1980.
26. Concernant la politique de « privatisation » preconisee dans !es premier et second programmes quinquennaux connus sous le nom de.« programme d'ajustenient »et« programme de
stabilisation» durant Jes deux termes presidentiels de Rafsanjani (1989-1993, puis 1993-1997), on.doit
noter que le quatrieme Majlis (1992-1996) a passe une loi en 1994 qui a autorise le gouvernement a
vendre Jes entreprises d'Etat de differentes fa~ons. La loi stipule que Jes lsargaran (Jes personnes pretes
ase sacrifier), a savoir ceux qui se sont devoues ala guerre, Jes prisonniers de guerre, et !es parents
et membres de ceux qui ont ete tues dans la guerre, ontla priorite pour posseder Jes entreprises privatisees. De cette fa~on, la politique de la « privatisation » consiste ~ transferer Jes entreprises d'Etat
aux fondations OU au secteur paraetatique (Adeli 2004, 474-475). Dans la meme veine, la recente
intervention du guide supreme, Khamenei, en faveur de la privatisation en juillet 2006, a ete precedee
par la conclusion de deux contrats importants avec !es Bonyads et Sepah pour la construction des
lignes 6 et 7 du metro de Teheran atteignant la somme de 2,5 milliards de dollars. Enfin, la bourse de
Teheran est principalement un marche pour le secteur paraetatique. Comme le notent Jbili, Kramarenko et Bailen (2004, 44) : «La plupart des compagnies cotees [dans la bourse de Teheran] sont des,
entreprises paraetatiques avec un degre variant de propriete gouvernementale direct.e ou indirecte. »
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dans les secteurs energetiques (incluant les hydrocarbures) et la communication (la
seconde entreprise de mobiles en Iran, etc.).
Cependant, ce holding geant a une « position de cameleon » concernant son statut
institutionnel. Il peut changer son statut avolonte, agissant comme une economie privee quand il achete des entreprises privatisees27 , mais peut aussi etre ((public)) pour
controler les affaires « strategiques » tels que la ligne de navigation nationale, stipule
dans la constitution iranienne comme etant une entreprise de propriete publique. Cette
position de cameleon est due a sa structure de propriete indeterminee. Celle-ci n'est
ni privee ni publique. Le statut legal des fondations a ete decrit comme relevant des
organisations non gouvernementales et publiques, ce qui.parait etre une classification
quelque peu paradoxale, mais fidele en ce qu'il reflete sa nature« indeterminee ».
Sans aucune discretion gouvernementale sur leurs depenses, aucun actionnaire,
aucun compte public, et sans avoir de statut legal clairement defini, ces fondations ont
opere de fa<;:on auto no me par rapport au gouvernement. L' opacite presque totale de
leur activite economique notamment en ce qui concerne leurs avoirs, leurs ventes et
achats, leurs comptes financiers, leurs liens directs avec les cercles de pouvoir, et leur
soutien financier aux activites militaires et paramilitaires en Iran et al'echelle internationale, les rapprochent au secteur mafieux. Contrairement aux« fondations caritatives » en Occident qui sont creees par les entreprises et les gens fortunes, -les Bonyads
en Iran possedent et controlent plusieurs centaines (sinon des milliers) d'entreprises
dans tousles secteurs.
Mais les Bonyads ne constituent ni un holding prive, ni un holding d'Etat puisque
ces « fondations » sont non seulement autonomes de l'Etat mais elles se comportent
comme un secteur mafieux envers l'Etat. Cependant, leur difference majeure avec le
secteur mafieux reside dans le fait qu'elles ont un statut privilegie et comme des organisations pretendument « charitables », elles beneficient d'exemptions de taxes (International Monetary Fund i998, 26), de credits bancaires preferentiels, de subventions et
d'une « redistribution quasi-budgetaire » speciale (Coville 2002).

Les Bonyads et la hierarchie traditionnelle chiite

Malgre la defense historique du vaqf28 (donations religieuses islamiques) par l'ulama,
les fondations, comme les organisations « charitables », ne sont attachees a aucune
institution religieuse. Bien entendu, elles sont absolument loyales au guide supreme
27. Pour une analyse du Vaqf comme dispositif d'engagement credible pour donner la securite
economique aux proprietaires en echange de services sociaux, voir Kuran 2001.
28. Pour un compte rendu historique d'Astan-e Qods-e Razawi, voir Mawlawi, Mostafawi et
Sakurzada i987, 826-837. Un des rapporteurs souligne que !'on aurait pu egalement mentionner Jes
soi-disant « vertus » eventuelles du systeme de coordination destructive meme si le solde est tres
nettement negatif. Par exemple, la fondation Astan-e Qods-e Razawi joue un role important dans le
developpement d'infrastructures modernes dans la region de Khorassan. Dans un pays OU tout ce qui
compte a tendance a etre concentre a Teheran, ce qui constitue un cercle vicieux avec l'exode rural,
une telle force centrifuge est la bienvenue. Plus fondamentalement, la prise de decision etant decentralisee dans un systeme de coordination destructive, celui-ci devrait moins souffrir de certains maux
caracterisant Jes systemes centralises (lenteurs administratives, red tape, etc.).
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et aux guides locaux religieux qui jouent comme leurs representants. Mais elles sont
deconnectees de la hierarchie clericale chiite et des reseaux religieux traditionnels : « le
Bonyad-e Mostazafan opere, pour toils les intentions et buts, en dehors du cadre a la
fois de la structure de pouvoir religieux traditionnel et du gouvernement. » (Maloney
2000, i57).
Les donations religieuses (vaqf) continuent de commander de vastes quantites de
ressources clans la Republique islamique et le Bonyad-e Astan-e Qods, qui gere les
dons lies au lieu saint d'Imarri Reza a Mashhad, possede de la propriete clans le pays
tout entier 29 • Son statut privilegie lui confere un pouvoir economique qui depasse la
simple acquisition des dons par
les croy~nts. Le transfert illegal des droits de propriete
.
.
sur les terres appartenant originalement a la population de Sarakhs (une des villes de
la province de Khorasan) a Astan-e Qods-e Razawi en est une bonne illustration. Ce
transfert par les instances juridico-politiques a provoque recemment de nombreuses
protestations populaires (Tabnak 2009c).
Contrairement au regime du Chah, la Republique islamique a garanti l'independance
du vaqf par rapport au gouvernement; mais les fondations maintiennent leur autonomic
ala fois vis avis du gouvernement et de la hierarchic religieuse traditionnelle.
Que sont done ces fondations, et a qui appartiennent-t-elles? Elles possedent des
proprietes « confisquees » ( « butins » clans la terminologie de Khomeini) qui auraient
pu etre transformees en proprietes privees OU etatiques, mais ne l'ont pas ete. Contrairement a la vision dominante, le secteur etatique clans l'Iran postrevolutionnaire ne
ressemble pas l'Etat omnipresent de l'URSS. L'analogie la Russie postsovietique
est plus attirante. En Russie, le demantelement d'un systeme de pouvoir bien etabli et
la montee concomitante de nouveaux magnats politiques et financiers (des« groupes
financiers-industriels », transitoires puissants30 ) a donne plein pouvoir a un ensemble
de reseaux clientelistes puissants. Mais contrairement aleurs homologues russes, ces.
fondations ne se sont pas transformees en monopoles prives.
Leur position permanente est celle d'une forme « indeterminee » de propriete qui
est due a l'extension d'institutions paralleles meme clans l'economie iranienne sous
la Republique islamique: « Ces organisations representent une structure de pouvoir
duale en Iran qui renforce l'autorite financiere des leaders religieux sans responsabilite
financiere » (Saeidi 2004, 479). Elles constituent des ressources autoritaires des leaders
theocrates : elles favorisent et donnent plein pouvoir aux groupes paralleles militaires
et paramilitaires appartenant aux theocrates, et enrichissent leurs allies traditionnels,
a savoir les bazaaris, et ainsi reproduisent l'autorite du guide supreme et des theo~
crates. Elles jouissent d'une capacite d'intervention sans contraintes clans l'economie
iranienne et clans Ja concurrence politique entre differentes factions, et peuvent etre
decrites comme « un Et~t clans r:Etat » (Scheuer i994).

a

a

29. Concernant ces groupes transitoires dans la t(ansition postsocialiste -en Russie, voir Mathilde
Mesnard 2ooi.
30. En persan, on l'appelle « xodemani »qui veut dire ceux qui font partie de« notre cercle » ou
du serail.
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Cette derniere phrase resume l'essentiel du role des fondations clans l'economie iranienne. Elles constituent « un Etat clans l'Etat » et perturbent tant le secteur d'Etat
que le secteur prive. Contrairement a la compagnie nationale iranienne du petrole, les
Bonyads ne sont pas les canaux d'une politique « publique » de redistribution. Elles
detournent les ressources du secteur d'Etat notamment la rente petroliere, et bien qu' elles redistribuent une partie de leur revenu parmi les couches marginales partisanes du
regime, la plupart de leurs revenus sont repartis clans les spheres (( privees »31 comprenant les divers cercles lies au Sep ah, al' entourage du guide sup.reme et les clerges chiites
partisans de l'Imam, ainsi qu'a certains bazaaris.
Dans ce sens, les Bonyads sont des institutions_« clientelistes » meme si elles ne
peuvent pas etre reduites a la promotion d'une politique clienteliste. Puisqu'elles doivent leur existence a !'abolition de droits de propriete privee, elles empechent aussi
la restaurat.ion des droits de propriete bien definis. En d'autres termes, elles reposent
sur le droit d' abusus et font preuve de !'importance des couts de protection32 contre la
predation possible. Les fondations sont presentes clans des branches d'activite extremement variees et sont organisees comme des holdings. Le point commun entre toutes
ces branches est qu'elles sont toutes sous la protection de« Bonyads »et economisent
Sur les couts de protection! La denree la plus rare sous la Republique islamique est la
securite ce qui rend le developpement du capitalisme industriel particulierement difficile sinon impossible.
Le capital mercantile peut beneficier de cette perturbation systematique de .l'activite industrielle pour importer les biens de consommation, les biens industriels et les
produits intermediaires grace aux recettes petrolieres. L'incertitude sur les droits de
propriete, le principe economique hierarchique de predation, ainsi que'l'entrave institutionnelle contre le developpement du capitalisme industriel sont les raisons pour
lesquelles les fondations s'inscriv:ent clans le cadre d'une coordination destructive.

Les Bonyads et le Sepah

Les relations proches entre le BMJ et l'appareil de securite iranien et son autorite institutionnelle ont ete confirmees par la nomination de Mohsen Refiqdust, un des fondateurs et l'ancien commandant de la garde revolutionnaire (Sepah), pour diriger la
fondation en i989. Du fait de la corruption repandue clans le BMJ et ses diverses branches impliquant les freres de Refiqdust et bien d'autres directeurs (The Economist, le
25 septembre i993; The New York Times, le 8 janvier i995; Financial Times, le 17 juillet

3i. Par« couts de protection», on entend des couts lies a la protection des biens contre J'ap-·
propriation ainsi que Jes couts de securite pour proteger la vie et la liberte des individus. Ces couts
sont associes aux situafions conjlictuelles et doivent etre distingues des couts de J'echange et du
marchandage que !'on peut considerer cornrne des couts de transaction. A vrai dire, ·si !es couts de
coordination par le rnarche peuvent etre regroupes dans la categorie des couts de transaction, Jes
couts de coordination destructive s'inscrivent dans le cadre des couts de protection.
32. Quand celui-ci arriva au bureau, ii a annonce que So % de ses 350 cornpagnies perdaient de
!'argent.
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1997; Saeidi 2004, 495-498), Refiqdust a ete finalement remplace par l'ancien ministre
de la Defense Mohammad Foruzandeh en juillet 1999 33 • •

Durant la direction de Refiqdust, les connections organisationnelles entre la garde
revolutionnaire et le BMJ ont developpe une implication substantielle dans l'obtention et la production d'armes. A titre d'exemple, «la presence importante du Bonyad
dans !'exploitation miniere et la production de produits chimiques dissimule les usines
d'armes chimiques de l'IRGC [la garde revolutionnaire]. En plus, les sources des renseignements allemands soutiennent que le MJF [Bonyad] a utilise un reseau de fausses
entreprises pour acquerir des intrants pour l'industrie de defense de la garde revolutionnaire, incluant ses armes biologiques, chimiques et nucleaires ainsi que son developpement de missiles. Par ailleurs, la fondation entreprend apparemment des efforts
internationaux qui transgressent la definition traditionnelle du commerce - le MJF
est couramment cite comme un soutien genereux et un protecteur politique actif du ...
Hezbollah ... De surcroit, le controle de l'Etat sur le secteur industriel signifiait que "la
bourgeoisie commerciale devenait la faction la plus active de la classe dominante". Bien
entendu, ceci represente un autre lien puissant entre le bazar et les bonyads: ils sont les
"seuls gagnants" dans l'histoire economique peu brillante de la Republique Islamique. »
(Maloney 2000, 159-160).
,
Comme nou~ l'avons not~ dans la section precedente, la inont~e du pouvoir de Sepah
constitue la nouvelle donne politique et economique iranienne. Le nouveau guide supreme, Khamenei, a ete elu par l'Assemblee des Experts, notamment grace au soutien
du president Rafsandjani. Le choix de Khamenei etait fonde sur les criteres « politiques » et non pas sur sa legitimite « religieuse » au sein de la hierarchie chiite. En effet,
le soutien de Rafsahdjani et le vote de ,l' Assemblee des Experts etaient contre Ayatollah
Montazeri et pour un nouveau guide supreme« affaibli ». Cela explique pourquoi par la
suite Khamenei s'est appuye de plus en plus sur le Sep ah pour contrebalancer le pouvofr
des clerges qui lui faisaient de l' ombre.
Le Sepah, la nouvelle armee « revolutionnaire » parallele al'armee officielle du Chah
(Artesh) est nee apres la revolution en 1980 pour lutter contre !'opposition de gauche
(Refiqdust 2007). 11 s'est forme en une veritable organisation pendant la guerre avec
l'Iraq (1980-1988). Le Sepah s'est specialise notamment dans le lancement des missiles
et les attaques kamikazes terrestres et maritimes. Apres la fin de la guerre et pendant
Jes deux mandats presidentiels d' Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsandjani (1989-1993 puis 19931997), le Sepah s'est immisce dans la« reconstruction economique » et a agrandi son.
influence dans les Bonyads (Alfoneh 2007; Wehrey et al. 2009).

33. L'Ayatollah Monatzeri avait ete designe ~omme le rempla<;:ant de Khomeini au debut de
l'instauration de la Republique islamique. II a ete destitue par Khomeini juste avant son deces en 1989
suite a sa protestation contre le massacre des prisonniers po!itiques a l'ete 1988. Montazeri etait un
des premiers th~oriciens de la notion de la tutelle du jurisconsulte (Velayet-e Faqih) et une des figures
politiques !es plus connues contre qui Khamenei et Rafsandjani se sont reunis. Sa marginalisation au
sein du gouvernement a ouvert la voie ala montee de Khamenei au statut de guide supreme. Mais le
manque de legitimite de ce dernier a permis aRafsandjani de devenir un president puissant apres la
mo rt de Khomeini et de supprimer le statut de premier ministre.
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Tout au cours de la periode de Khomeini, le Sepah avait ete strictement tenu de rester« neutre » par rapport aux conflits internes des differentes factions politiques de la
Republique islamique. Cependant, avec le nouveau guide supreme, Khamenei, le Sepah
a pu adopter une nouvelle position« partisane ».La rupture avec la politique de« neutralite » a ete encouragee par le nouveau guide pour renforcer sa position contre les
reformateurs gouvernementaux diriges par le president Mohammad Khatami pendant
ses deux mandats presidentiels (1997-2001 puis 2001-2005). Ce fut durant cette periode
qu'un certain nombre de generaux du Sepah ont adresse une lettre ouverte au president qui le mettait en garde contre toute desobeissance envers le guide supreme. Les
soi-disant (( neuviemes elections presidentielles)) (qui en realite n'etaient qu'un coup
d'Etat electoral avec la participation active du Sepah) ont mis un terme ala periode de
la (( reforme gouvernementale ».
L'ere du Sepah a commence avec l'election du president Mahmood Ahmadinejad en
2005 et a pris un nouveau tournant avec les recentes elections du huitieme Parlement
en mars 2008 34 • La fin de la « neutralite » du Sepah est une menace directe contre la
« democratie interne » du clerge chiite. Ainsi cette nouvelle armee qui devait proteger
les interets du clerge chiite est devenue la grande menace contre le polycentrisme de la
hierarchie traditionnelle chiite.
L'analyse de la dynamique de la Republique islamique demontre que deux tendances
se sont formees depuis une trentaine d'annees. La premiere peut etre nommee la« theocratie constitutionnelle » et la seconde se demarque par une « theocratie militaire »
(Vahabi 2009b). La« theocratie constitutionnelle »est soutenue par l'ancienne coalition sociale autour du clerge chiite, des bazarris et des ex-militants etudiants (transformes souvent en fonctionnaires). Cette tendance s'appuie sur le polycentrisme de la
hierarchie traditionnelle du clerge chiite et insiste sur le maintien d'un certain pluralisme au sein des defenseurs de la Republique islamique. Le caractere « republicain »
du regime est souvent souligne pour.justifier ce pluralisme et la resolution des conflits
interfactionnels par les «,elections».
En opposition avec cette tendance, les partisans d'une « theocratie militaire » soutiennent une nouvelle coalition autour du Sepah et des Basijis dans laquelle le guide
supreme se distance des bazarris et du clerge chiite et consolide une religion d'Etat et
une hierarchie religieuse dependant de l'Etat. Il s'agit d'une vraie «revolution islamique »qui met fin a l'ancienne Republique islamique, puisqu'elle termine avec le pl~ra
lisme au sein des defenseurs de ce regime. La Republique islamique doit se convertir en
« gouvernement islamique »et les elections n'ont plus lieu d'etre. Les fraudes electorales
massives pour determiner le resultat des elections presidentielles sont ainsi necessaires
au cas ou le candidat du Sepah et des Basijis ne sorte pas vaiilqueur des urnes. Les neuviemes et dixiemes elections presidentielles confirment la position dominante de cette
tendance qui a l'appui du guide supreme.
Quelle sera la place et le role du guide supreme dans un regime pretorien? Nous ne
pouvons pas donner une reponse definitive a cette question. A l'heure actuelle, nous
pouvons uniquement constater que l'oligarchie du clerge chiite a evolue vers une nou34. Sur !es fraudes electorales de ces elections par le Sepah et !es Basijis, voir Alfoneh 2008.
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velle oligarchie du Sepah et du clerge chiite. L'enfant'de la « revolution islamique »
sera-t-il le fossoyeur de la Republique islamique? Queique soit le verdict de l'histoire,
'nous savohs desormais que contrairement ala notion weberienne du patrimonialisme,
le Sepah n'est pas« un pur instrument personnel du maitre (le guide supreme)».
Enfin, pour souligner le pouvoir de ce nouveau centre de decision clans la politique
iranienne, ii faut rappeier que la detention du pouvoir n.ucleaire est l'objectif du Sepah
depuis la phase des« guerres des villes » avec !'Iraq en 1987-1988. Cette politique trouve
de plus en plus un appui puissant chez !'Imam et !es decideurs de la politique etrangere
en Iran.
Paralielement a son poids grandissant au sein du gouvernement islamique, !'influence du Sepah sur !es fondations est devenue ecrasante. Les Bonyads comme !es ressources autoritaires refletent cette nouvelle donne. L'activite economique est ainsi prise
en otage par !es interets politiques du Sepah ou des clerges. Agir au-de-ssus de la loi, creer
un Etat dans l'Etat, detourner toute regulation du secteur d'Etat et ses recettes petrolieres,
deroger a toute contrainte budgetaire OU a.toute discipline jinanciere imposee par une
activite privee constituent les normes comportementales de la coordination destructive.
Indubitablement, !'impact d'ensemble d'une telle coordination a ete une catastrophe pour l'economie iranienne. L'on aurait une meilleure evaluation de l'etendue des
consequences sociales et economiques desastreuses de la coordination destructive si
!'on observe que malgre !es recettes du petrole qui ont ete multipliees par quatre35, la
fuite des capitaux a atteint son niveau le plus eleve depuis la presidence d' Ahmadinejad.
Cet exode des capitaux est si colossal qu'il est impossible denier le role primordial
des hautes instances politiques iraniennes. La revelation de l'exode de 18,5 milliards
dollars de !'Iran vers la Turquie en novembre 2008 fait preuve d'une teile hypothese.
Bien que toute l'histoire reste encore opaque, nous avons appris en juillet 2009 par
l'intermediaire des instances politiques turques qu'un camion contenant 20 tonnes
de !ingots d'or et un montant de 7,5 milliards de dollars en especes (appartenant a un
soi-disant commen;:ant iranien denomme Esmail Safarrian Nasab) ont ete confisques
par la douane (Tabnak 2009a). L'avocat du commen;:ant iranien qui a porte plainte
contre la confiscation de ce capital par !es autorites turques a annonce que ce capital
devait etre investi en Turquie. Certes, ce capital a contribue a la stabilite de la banque
centrale turque, mais on n'a aucune explication de la part des instances iraniennes comment une telle somme a pu traverser !es frontieres (Tabnak 2009b). II est d'.autant plus
Surprenant que cette Somme n'a pas fait i'objet d'un transfert bancaire et on a prefere
!es formes primitives de thesaurisation telies que le !ingot d'or ou !'argent en especes.
Malgre le caractere opaque de cette affaire, ii est clair que ce genre d'exode de capitaux ·
est impossible sans l'appui de l'oligarchie du clerge chiite et du Sepah.

35.

Les recettes petrolieres pendant !es trois premieres annees de la presidence d'Ahmadinejad

(2005-2008) etaient le double de !'ensemble de ces recettes pendant !es deux mandats presidentiels de
Khatami ("1997-2005) (Ahmadi Amooei 2008). L'augmentation des depenses publiques parallelement

avec la hausse sans precedent des recettes petrolieres a conduit le gouvernement a ponctionner le
fonds de stabilisation ou sont cantonnes, en principe, !es surplus des rentrees petrolieres. Dix mil~
liards de dollars ont ete ainsi preleves en 2005 et 17'4 milliards en 2006 (Le Monde, le 8 janvier 2008).
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Depuis la dynastie de Pahlavi, l'economie de l'Iran a ete caracterisee par la domination d'un Etat rentier dependant de la recette petroliere (Katouzian 1981). Le caractere
sous-developpe du secteur industriel a ete en consequence apparente au « syndrome
hollandais » (Dutch Disease). Mais l'Iran postrevolutionnaire a aussi ete temoin de la
domination de la coordination destructive qui peut etre appelee le« malaise iranien »,
une pandemie plus dangereuse que le (( syndrome hollandais )) pour la croissance economique et le developpement de l'Iran de meme que pour le Moyen-Orient tout entier.

La coordination destructive et la monnaie
Le mode de coordination par le marche est la seule forme de coordination qui soit necessairement monetarisee. Les transactions clans une coordination ethique (reciprocite)
sont en general non monetarisees, meme sides exceptions peuvent exister quand des
cadeaux sont donnes sous forme monetaire. Dans le mode de coordination bureaucratique, les transactions ne sont pas necessairement monetarisees, inais si elles le sont,
les subordonnes sont dependants financierement de leurs superieurs~ Dans la coordination bureaucratique, la monnaie est semi-passive et le syndrome de la« contrainte
budgetaire lache » (Kornai 1980) est generalement predominant.
Dans. la coordination destructive, du fait de l'allocation appropriative, rapace ou
accapareuse des ressources, le role regulateur de la monnaie est remplace par la violence.
En fait, comme Clower et Due (1972, 320) l' ont deja declare, le« vol et la philanthropie »
ne sont pas soumis au postulat de la contrainte budgetaire. Malgre le fait que l'armee a
ete le berceau de la relation salariale (McNeil 1982) et que les butins de guerre ont ete
la source.du developpement du marche (Vahabi 2004, 208-215), l'econom1e de guerre
de meme que la revolution echappent a I' analyse cout/benefice. Dans la coordination
destructive, les transactions peuvent soit etre monetarisees ou non, mais differemment
de la coordination par le marche, car ici la monnaie ne joue pas un role central.
Dans les periodes recentes, la coordination destructive est marquee par une tendance
inflationniste chronique. Cela fait en effet pres de 30 ans que ce cycle de hausse soutenue des prix <lure. Meme si !'inflation galopante n'est pas un fait nouveau et date deja
de l'epoque du Chah, elle n'a jamais <lure autant. C'est done une periode d'inflation
extremement longue qui n'a pas de precedent clans l'histoire economique iranienne.
Differents facteurs institutionnels soulignent cette tendance.
Le premier est le role primordial de la relation d'autorite par rapport a la propriete
qui donne la priorite a des considerations strategiques non economiques (politiques
OU ideologiques) plutot qu'a des considerations economiques clans le fonctionnement
general du systeme financier sous la Republique islamique. Pour emprunter la terminologie d'Aglietta et d'Orlean (1995), on est en presence d'un systeme financier ou la
legitimite monetaire est soumise a la souverainete politique. A vrai dire, on assiste a
une situation extreme clans laquelle « l'economique devient instrumental clans le sens
d'un procede de gain des clienteles pour le pouvoir » (Aglietta et Orlean 1995, 31). Le
secteur public et surtout les Bonyads sont finances systematiquement et fournissent
le cas d'ecole pour une contrainte budgetaire lache. Le fait que la legitimite monetaire
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soit soumise a l'autorite politique implique I' absence d'un veritable contr6le bancaire
.
de la b0:nque centrale.
L'inflation galopante est techniquement due ala soumission totale de la banque centrale au gouvernement (ou plus exactement aux cercles du pouvoir lies au Sepah et
Basij et au bureau du guide supreme connu sous le nom du Bayt Imam). Cela conduit
a!'injection des devises petrolieres OU a}'usage systematique de la planche abillets pour
financer }es depenses COUrantes toujours grandissantes des etablissements etatiques OU
paraetatiques et le deficit budgetaire chronique. Ce dernier est cause par inadequation
entre les recettes et les depenses publiques, due au clientelisme, ala dependance quasiexclusive par rapport aux recettes petrolieres trop fluctuantes, a un systeme fiscal peu
developpe et archai:que procurant trop peu de recettes, aux depenses massives d'armements meme en periode de paix, etc.
Comme le note a juste titre Thierry Coville (2002, q2-173) : « II est evident que la
banque centrale ne peut pas veritablement contr6ler l'activite des banques secondaires
apartir du moment ou ces dernieres appliquent directement les ordres en provenance
du secteur public ou des fondations religieuses. Ce dysfonctionriement structure! de la
politique de contr6le bancaire de la BCI-Banque Centrale Iranienne-qui s'est traduit
par un certain nombre de scandales bancaires lies a des problemes de corruption, est
d'ailleurs apparu au grand jour avec l'incapacite de la banque centrale a empecher la
plus grosse fondation religieuse, Bonyad Mostazafan, decreer une organisation financiere non bancaire en 2001. »
L'instabilite politique fournit une seconde raison a la tendance inflationniste chronique. A titre d'exemple, Keynes (1940) souligne que la guerre n'est pas soumise a
I' analyse cout/benefice, et que les depenses militaire,s menent ades pressions inflationnistes. La coordinatior;i destructive est en fait generalement apparentee a une crise de
souverainete qui mine un engagement cr~dible par l'Etat pour une stabilisation mone- ·
taire. L'Etat ne peut jamais respecter l'independance de la Banque Centrale et la viole
facilement meme si elle est legalement stipulee, puisque l'autorite discretionnaire des
entites coercitives et les activites rapaces de toutes les institutions fant6mes outrepassent les considerations monetaires.
Les institutions paralleles et leur rivalite intense pour « s'accaparer » les ressolirces
accroissent grandement la quantite de ressources allouees aux depenses « protectrices ». Une politique budgetaire expansionniste s'ensuit qui engendre a son tour plus
de rivalite clans !'appropriation des ressources. Cette rivalite « intensifiee » provoque
un processus cumulatif qui fait monter de plus en plus les depenses courantes des differentes organisations officielles et non officielles, au detriment de l'activite productive
stricto sensu.
·
Enfin et surtout, l'opacite et la non-responsabilite financiere des organisations paralleles strategiques peuvent mener a la corruption et a l'accaparement des ressources
etatiques par les fonctionnaires de l'Etat OU par d'autres autorites non officielles. Les depenses budgetaires additionnelles soutiennent la politique budgetaire expansionniste.
Etant donne le meme niveau d'offre, cela mene a !'inflation~
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En somme, dans une economie monetaire, la coordination destructive peut etre caracterisee par une tendance inflationniste chronique dans laquelle les politiques redistributives et quasi-budgetaires supplantent la politique monetaire.

Conclusion
Nous avons demontre clairement qu'en dehors de la coordination par le marche, la
coordination bureaucratique et la coordination ethique, il existe un autre type de
. coordination qui a ete nomme coordination destructive. La coordination destructive
comme forme d'integration sociale par l'usage de moyens coercitifs a existe atravers
l'histoire, mais dans l'epoque recente son emergence est liee aun type particulier d'ordres contradictoires et d'institutions paralleles.
Ce type de coordination ne doit pas etre confondu avec le chaos et l'anarchie, il represente une periode de transition marquee par une coexistence ou un equilibre instable
entre des institutions paralleles contradictoires. 1V[eme si cette coordination est situee
ala limite de l'ordre social et le desordre, elle a ses propres caracteristiques concernant
le mecanisme d' allocation, les formes de proprietes, et les transactions monetaires.
Il s'agit d'une allocation appropriative qui se caracterise par un principe economique
hierarchique de predation, par la primaute des couts de protection par rapport aux
couts de transaction et de production, par des formes de propriete indeterrilinees, et
enfin par la soumission de la legitimite monetaire ala souverainete politique.
Il y a encore differentes questions qui necessitent plus de recherches. Par exemple,
(1) si un systeme social est une constellation de differents modes de coordination, comment la coordination destructive s'articule+elle alors avec les autres modes?, (2) est-ce
que la coordination destructive peut etre transformee en d'autres modes· de coordination? Si oui, en quels autres types de coordination? Ainsi, I' articulation entre la coordination destructive avec les autres modes de coordination et sa transformation devrait
faire l'objet de recherches futures.
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The Impacts of Farmer Cooperatives
on the Well-Being of Cocoa Producing
Villages in Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana
1

Peter Calkins and Anh-Thu Ngo

ABSTRACT World cocoa prices fell by 48% from 2002 to 2005, with direct impacts on the
incomes, health, and.nutrition of cocoa producers. This study investigates whether cocoa
cooperatives can improve the productivity, incomes, and well-being of producers. Information
was gathered from focus groups, survey questionnaires, and anthropometric measurements in
the two major producing countries, Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana, and subjected to both quantitative and qualitative analysis to test seven hypotheses about the possible benefits of cooperatives.
Results showed that cooperatives did have a positive impact on the income, health, and wellbeing of producers, and these benefits also spread to the surrounding community.
RESUME Les prix mondiaux du cacao ont chute de 48% entre 2002 et 2005, avec des consequences directes sur !es revenus, la sante et l'alimentation des producteurs de cacao. Cette
etude dierche determiner si !es cooperatives de production de cacao peuvent augmenter
la productivite, !es revenus et le bien-etre des producteurs. Des donnees ont ete recueillies
partir de groupes de consultation, de questionnaires de sondage et· de mesures anthropometriques dans !es deux regions productrices majeures, la Cote d'Ivoire et le Ghana, et elles ont ete
soumises a des analyses ala fois quantitatives et qualitatives afin de verifier sept hypotheses
concernant !es possibles bienfaits des cooperatives. Les resultats deinontrent que !es cooperatives ont un impact positif sur !es revenus, la sante et le bien-etre des producteurs, qui se
repercute egalement dans la communaute environnante.
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Introduction
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the economically less developed countries
are faced with rapidly expanding populations, a deteriorating natural resource base,
public epidemics of avian-, insect- and socially-transmitted diseases, grave financial
difficulties, rampant corruption in public governance at all levels, absolute poverty, and
a stubborn gap between the rich few and the impoverished majority. Globalization is
often maligned as a cause and intensifier of such problems. But when combined with
such positive internal forces as education, road-building, and health care, globalization
can also be harnessed as a powerful force to elevate poor rural communities from the
depths of ill-being. It can do so by promoting the spread of better ideas, technology,
data, and goods among countries. The challenge is to identify, import, and integrate
the specific paradigms, know-how, information, and commodities that are most likely
to benefit the least fortunate of world citizens.
This challenge is nowhere more evident nor more complex than in the poorest countries of Africa, which depend heavily upon the export of primary mineral and agricultural commodities to generate the wherewithal for social transformation. Even then,
Africa's mineral patrimony is unevenly distributed: oil in Nigeria, gold in Ghana, and
diamonds in Botswana are the gleaming exceptions, not the rule. Other countries, notably in West Africa, struggle to produce such agricultural export commodities as cotton,
coffee, and cocoa against patterns of inadequate capital, shrinking rainfall, increasing
desertification, and only token assistance from governments who are themselves severely strapped for financial resources.
This article is an in-depth empiric case study of six cocoa producing regions in two
of those countries: Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana. It evaluates a promising paradigm: that
of voluntaristic cooperatives with transparent management as a means of better connecting, and increasing the value added of, scattered and demoralized small-holders on
persistently strong global cocoa markets. Cooperatives may do so through improved ·
know-how, marketing, services, and social management to at least partially compensate
for both market- and government failure; To the extent that clear results come from the
study of cocoa in Cote d'Ivoire and Ghana, we hope that general principles of socially
and envfronmentally sustainable development may be identified for other commodities
and countries. .

The Unique Real-World Problems of Cocoa
W odd cocoa ma.rkets are in crisis. Global production of cocoa beans in the 2003-04
and 2004-05 (FAO 2005) crop years reached 3.21 million tonnes, some 3% higher than
in 2002-03. This suggests steady progress in world production and yields. But since
chocolate is the mainstay of desserts in many countries, the derived demand for cocoa
beans is highly inelastic: a slight increase in production brings about an enormous fall
in price. Between 2002-03 and 2003-04 the world price for cocoa dropped a full 48%
on world markets, from some 3000 US$ per ton to about 1560 US$ in 2003-04 (BNETD
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and 1580 US$ as of April 2005. Given relatively fixed margins for exporters,
middlemen, and assemblers, the largest bite of the price shrink was taken out of prices
paid to producers (Franco 1981; Kouadjo et al. 2002). This bore a direct impact on their
incomes and food security. Without the revenues to pay for health care-or even health
centres to go to-rates of malnutrition and diseases rose.
But world market conditions on cocoa producers may have quite different effects
depending upon national policies, production and marketing conditions (Usman and
Savvides 1994), and social development, notably that of farmer organizations. First,
agricultural structural adjustment policies promoted by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund have induced most cocoa-producing countries, such as Cote
d'Ivoire, to liberalize internal cocoa markets and prices, causing international price
fluctuations to surge through their markets like direct current. Ghana, exceptionally,
has not, preferring to maintain a government-established base price fixed at some 72%
of c.i.f. 2 world price as opposed to only 41 % in Cote d'Ivoire (BNETD 2004). This explains why much cocoa production has leaked from Eastern Cote d'Ivoire across the
border illto Ghana, helping to equilibrate the impacts on farmers in the two countries.
Second, given the relative youth of plantations and the higher prices received, cocoa.
producers in Ghana have continued their steady increase in output levels, one of the
most important causes of the fall in world pri<;:es. Third, the presence, roles,· and impact
of cooperatives in the two countries may also differ substantially, even though it is
widely recognized that technology-led increases in yield should ideally be married with
cooperative-led improvements in price and community organization (STCP 2005). Cooperatives in Cote d'Ivoire were able to spread sales more evenly over the year because
of better storage facilities and market management. This role is vital because patterns
over a 10-year period (see Figure i) show average prices to be highest (squares) and least
volatile (triangles) in March. Holding off part of sales till that month is thus one way to
increase the value added accruing to struggling producers and to regularize the prices
received by both members and non-members (Boratav 2001).
Fourth, the structure of the marketing chains in the two countries also diverges substantially (Kwame 1985; Abanda et al. 1999; BNETD 2000; Wilcox and Abbott 2004).
Prices paid to producers in Ghana are fixed, but vary by region in Cote d'Ivoire from a
low of 334 XOP per tonne in the southwest to a high of 378 XOF per tonne in the east,
where the present study was conducted. This discrepancy is largely due to the weak
presence of cocoa farmer organizations in the former zone, forcing producers to sell
the virtual totall.ty of their crop to trackers 4 backed by Lebanese exporters. Meanwhile,
the export margin in Cote d'Ivoire grew substantially from 265 XOF/kg in 1999-2000 to
435 in 2003-04, despite the drop in world prices, and became increasingly erratic over
time and place. This pattern may be attributed to the licensing fees, fuel, driver salaries,
formal tolls and informal extortions, labour, and other costs beyond the control of the
2004)

2.
c.Lf. =cash, insurance, and freight
3. XOF is the ISO code denoting the West African CFA (Communaute financiere d'Afrique)
franc, which is also sometimes abbreviated as FCFA (franc CFA).
4.. "Trackers" are intermediaries who buy and transport cocoa.
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Figure 1. Indices of seasonal price and inter-annual variability for cocoa, 1995-2005
Source: Our calculations from International Cocoa Organization, JCCO Monthly and Annual Average of Daily Prices of
.Cocoa Beans, 1960-2003; daily prices 2004-05. www.ic'co.org/prices

tracker; but the end result is to squeeze down the share of export price received by the
non-cooperative producer, from 53% in 2001-02 to a mere 41% in 2003-04.
Finally, the socio-political situation in the two countries differs markedly. Ghana,
while by no means prosperous, enjoys unusually stable social and political conditions.
Meanwhile, Cote d'Ivoire is beset by mounting conflict with Burkinabe immigrants
over land rights, 5 generalized tension in the north due to increasing poverty, and occasional violent jockeying for power between the ruling party and election hopefuls-as
there was in 2005, the year of the surveys for this research.

Purpose of the Study
This study seeks to determine whether, as compared to purely market-based policies or
direct government intervention, the voluntary approach associated with ·cocoa c:ooperatives freely set up and joined, seems an essential component of a strategy to improve
productivity, incomes, and well-being in the long run (Panagariya and Schiff 1991). It
explores the relative weight of each of the conditioning variables presented above upon
the end-products of swings in international prices and internal marketing margins:
the incomes and health of cocoa producers and their children. The study is conducted
. at the regional level, targeting the two largest cocoa producers of West Africa: Cote
d'Ivoire and Ghana.

5.

Three million citizens of Burkina Faso live in C6te d'Ivoire.
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Conceptual Framework and Methodology
Four Thrusts of Well-Being Improvement in Cocoa Producing
Regions
The objectives of any cocoa development program should be to improve living through
four coordinated thrusts: 1) improvements in marketing and market information, 2)
research and extension 6 into new 'varieties and production techniques, 3) government
price and extension policies, and 4) multiplication and strengthening of farmer cooperatives. This investigation of quite different African countries will measure, compare,
and explain the degree of success of cocoa producer cooperatives in the light of existing
theory and practice.
'

The Unique Functions of Cooperative Organizations
Theoretically, cooperatives offer a unique third path to social organization that springs to
life when the two other forms-markets and governments-fail to provide inputs, out~
puts, and social goods or services efficiently. Where the private sector and markets function well, there is no demand for farmer organizations at the community level. Even in
the case of "market failure," such as the absence of markets or the presence of monopoly,
it is normally up to government first to correct the problem, with either construction
projects or appropriate legislation (Bonjean, Chambas, and Combes 2001).
· Similarly, when government is able to provide schools, health centres, and drinking
water, there is no demand for farmer organizations at the community level. Conversely,
in the case of"government failure," such as the absence of jobs or the presence of gross
inefficiency, it is up to the market first to correct the problerri, with either private entrepreneurial investment or profit-linked incentives. It is therefore particularly in cases
of simultaneous market and government failure that cooperatives and other forms of
voluntary organization become the natural, and only, recourse. In many countries, particularly those in economically underdeveloped or politically over-managed contexts,
farmer organizations can serve important functions within the overall process of social
development. Cooperatives will tend therefore to seek out and assign themselves to
relatively difficult anq disfavoured areas.
Cooperative organizations work in theory because they are both directed by the producers_ they serve and guided by seven principles that reflect the best interests of those
producers: voluntary and open membership, democratic member control, members'
~conomic participation, autonomy and independence from government or financial
institutions, education and information, cooperation among cooperatives, and concern
for community (Zeuli and Cropp 2004). Recently, these principles have been validated
by game theoreticians. Wenner ( 2007) demonstrates that a large number of heterogeneous actors in a context of unclear gains, high transaction costs, under-funding,
6. "Extension" is the communication to farmers of information about new technologies and how
they are used.
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government interference, faulty technical advice, and an institutional setting that discourages information- and risk-sharing will doom even the best meaning efforts to
failure.
In practiee as well, the potential contribution of cooperatives as civil sector institutions and the sensitivity of local conditions to achieving that contribution have been
confirmed by scholars and practitioners across the full political spectrum. For example,
Korten, a liberal with largely Asian experience, has confirmed (1990, 1997) that civil
society institutions, including cooperatives based on grassroots village experience, are
necessary to counteract the poverty, rising inequality, social disintegration, and environmental degradation left behind by globalizing corporations and insouciant world
bodies. The recent revival of cooperatives with a focus on value-added and vertical integration attests to these advantages in helping farmers to confront concentrated global
agriculture (Torgerson, Reynolds, and Gray 1997). Korten has even shown (1980) that
religious and ethical values, such as those embodied in Sri Lanka's Sarvodaya Shramadana movement, can become an effective motor for channelling social energy and
knowledge.
Meanwhile, leftist thinkers tend to draw their empirical evidence from tumultuous
Latin America, and the area of cooperatives is no exception. Deeply dissatisfied with institutional forms created by the poststructuralist/Marxist/modernist movement, Veltmeyer (1993, 2000, and 2005) argues that civil society, including cooperatives, must be
re-galvanized through renewed class struggle analysis if it is to fight such "neoliberal"
capitalist projects as structural adjustment programs and globalization. He contests the
very term globalization as a euphemism for continued imperialism-and calls for civil
society to replace corporations and large government in a "new world order" based
upon what could be called "anti-globalization."
Although targeted by such criticism, the World Ban~ and other global development
institutions agree with Veltmeyer's contention that it is virtually impossible to make
cooperatives work in most real-world settings. For example, Lele (1981) concludes for
six countries in Africa (Cameroon, Kenya Malawi, Nigeria, Senegal, and Tanzania)
that cooperatives will work only if they a) operate alongside marketing boards and b)
obtain state support without their benefits and policy objectives being co-opted by gov'
.
ernment. Of the six countries, only Kenya was able to maintain those two conditions.
Neutral practitioners also acknowledge the limited success of cooperatives to date
but are hopeful that new knowledge and tools will allow them to achieve their potential
in the future. Chambers (1997, 2008) has made both theoretical and methodological
contributions to promoting that potential. On the one hand (1997), he suggests that
rural poverty is either entirely invisible to or misperceived by researchers, scientists,
administrators, and fieldworkers. On the other (2008), he reviews the revolutionary
changes in the methodologies that can be marshalled to tap the full scope and validity of
ruralpeople's knowledge, including the semi~structured interviews and group dynamic·
techniques used in the present research. He asserts that such participatory methodologies can be a tool of social transformation in their own right.
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Methods of Sampling, Data Collection and Analysis

two

For this study, we concentrated on the
most important cocoa producer countries,
one with free-market policies: Cote d'Ivoire; and the other with a state-controlled marketing board: Ghana. To capture important differences in agro-climate, age of plantations, and proximity to markets, three major cocoa producing zones were selected in
each country. In Cote d'Ivoire, we select the eastern zone, which had supplied 50%,
74%, and 59% (BNETD 2004) of national cocoa production over the previous three
years-and therefore between a fifth and a third of world production. Three provinces
of Cote d'Ivoire, Abengourou, Adzope, and Tiassale, (see Table 1) were chosen to reflect, respectively, above-average, average, and below-average conditions of climate
(rainfall, lack of heat waves), market access (proximity,"roads, infrastructure development), soil (fertility, irrigation, lack of erosion), management (by society leaders), and
socio-economic conditions (income, gender, social relations). Notably, Abengourou
has modest per hectare yields, but lies quite close to Ghana, both geographically and
linguistically. It is therefore in a position to sell cocoa beans across the border if prices
in Cote d'Ivoire fall too low. Its plantations are relatively young, and the management
of farmer organizations is dynamic. Sankadiokro, the leading cocoa cooperative in
Abengourou, was founded in 1968 but renamed the Union of Cooperatives in 1991
because there are so many separate units below them. The members of the cooperative
represent about 10% of the total cocoa producers in the region: a total of 1222 members,
up from 1000 at the creation in 1968 but down from some 6000 members in 1999, when
prices had been more favourable. Adzope does well in per hectare yields, but cooperatives remain scattered. It is for this reason that a Cooperative Union has been set up
to unite all members. The Union now numbers a total of 2600 members, about 20% of
total cocoa planters who farm more than 25% of the cocoa plantatiop. land in the area.
Finally"Tiassale, which lies the farthest to the west, was a very successful cocoa producing area some 30 to 40 years ago, when virtually all producers had been members of a
cooperative. But the aging of plantations and the lack of means to replant or protect the
trees has forced many farmers to abandon their membership, or even to replace cocoa
with other crops. The 25,000 XOF (so US$) per hectare investment required to replant
would seem low to an outsider, but local farmers and their young-adult children report
· that there is nowhere they can obtain that sum.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the study regions
AREAS OF POTENTIAL COOPERATIVE IMPACT
WELL-BEING, HEAL TH AND ENVIRONMENT

COTE D'IVOIRE

Tiassale
(N=62)

GHANA

Adz°-'6e
(N= 6)

Abengourou
(N=75)

Total
(N=213)

Tepah
(N=72)

Konon~o

N. Edubiase
(N=74)

Total
(N=220)

(N=7

13.36

9.12

46.79

23.05

9.35

7.81

7.34

8.16

Land ownership per household (ha)

2.8

6.2

9.5

6.2

7.70

5.25

6.61

6.51

Cocoa land (ha)

2.75

6.22

9.53

6.15

5.77

3.50

4.73

4.66

Proportion cocoa land share-cropped(%)

14%

34%

72%

40%

26%

20%

23%

23%

Score of habitat quality (max= 31)

Living area per capita (m2)

14.42

17.68

20.0

17.35

16.15

16.69

14.26

15.70

Distance to clinic or health centre (km)

4.5

1.8

1.4

2.6

7.2

6.0

21.7

il.6

Diarrhea in children(%)

12%

10%

8%

10%

8%

5%

7%

6%

Malaria in children (%)

33%

36%

40%

37%

36%

31%

35%

34%.

Diarrhea in adults (%)

4%

3%

4%

4%

10%

2%

3%

5%

Malaria in adults(%)

33%

30%

25%

29%

17%

21%.

24%

21%

2.3

2.1

2.5

2.3

2.<;l

2.5

2.4

. 2.4

12.3

. 11.9

10.0

10.1

11.1

10.4

Meals per day (last 24 hours)
Meat per week (meals over last 7 days)

9.2

14.1

Value of possessions per capita (US$)

6.3

4.1

6.3

5.6

3.2

3.7

4.4

3.7

Dependency ratio*

1.31

1.61

1.59

1.50

1.3

1.3

1.5

1.4

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the study regions (continued)
INCOME LEVEL AND SOURCES

Income from cocoa as a% of total income

52%

61%

77%

64%

82%

74%

81%

79%

Non-farm income as% of total income

13%

1%

2%

5%

1%

5%

4%

4%

Salaried employment as% of total income

8%

5%

1%

5%

1%

3%

2%

2%

3%

5%

1%

3%

4%

6%

3%

4%

158.36

121.80

164.90

148.23

0.00

0.66

Remittances from migrants as% oftcital income

113.71

212.06

202.86

175.94

0.48

0.17

0.10

0.25

0.14

1.82

Phosphorus per hectare (kg)

0.03

0.09

0.03

0.05

11.0

16.19

9.19

12.15

Potassium per hectare (kg)

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.02

9.0

13.25

7.52

9.94

Pesticide use per hectare (US$**)

5.11

12.85

13.22

10.41

14.38

15.26

14.41

14.69

243.37

310.33

226.76

261.41

232.16

230.55

277.35

246.82

Income per capita (US$) .
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Nitrogen per hectare (kg)

Cocoa yield per hectare (kg)

*The dependency ratio is calculated as a ratio of dependents (infants, the old, and the infirm) to wc;irkers. Herethe number of dependents is divided by the number of workers ..
**Pesticide use is measured here by the money spent on pesticide rather than by weight or volume of pesticides, since different pesticides are measured differently (powder by weight,
liquid by volume, etc.). To estimate their value for killing insects, price was the most accurate unit of measure.
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Similarly in Ghana, we selected as the central point the city of Kumasi, home base
of the nation's most important cocoa cooperative: Kua pa Kokoo. We then chose three
regional areas within approximately 100 km of Kumasi: one on the Kumasi-Cape
Coast highway (New Edubiase); one on the Kumasi-Accra highway (Konongo); and
one on the Kumasi-Sunyani highway (Tepah). These areas also reflected, in the order
- named, descending levels of cooperative experience and cocoa yield (see Table 1). New
Edubiase is the most successful and dynamic cocoa producing area studied. This may
be explained not only by very favourable rainfall, soil, and market location but also by
dynamic leadership. The cooperative chosen for interview was established in 2002. It
now formally counts 52 members, of which 22 are members of the Credit Union. The
productive conditions and yields in Konongo are the least favourable. Kuapa Kokoo
Society, the Konongo cooperative chosen for study, earned its independence in 2003
and operates in a very democratic manner; the leaders insist on mass consultation
before they make any decisions. Transpareii.t information flows also take into account
cultural practices and beliefs. Although leaders are very responsible, they appear to
have virtually no knowledge of accounting or microfinance such as interest rates, percentage estimation,_ and projection. There are currently more than 80 members in the
sub-society. Forming their own cooperative allowed them to sell their own beans directly. Tepah has relatively good conditions for cocoa production. However, the Kuapa
Kokoo coop there was founded a scant three years ago. At the beginning, getting people
organized was troublesome; but in the end, they managed to stand together. Now they
are one of the biggest coops with 112 members.
In each of these six regional areas, a random sample of 75 producer households was ·
drawn: 35 cooperative members; 20 non-members who were immediate neighbours of
the members and might therefore benefit from spillover effects of cooperative membership; and 20 producers who lived in villages with similar climate and marketing
conditions to the first two groups, but had never seen a cooperative established in
the community. To build the quantitative data set, each household was visited by an
enumerator, who completed an eight-page questionnaire in approximately one hour.
Reference tables used by the World Health Organization (WHO 1986, 2005) served to
categorize children into one of four possible categories of height, weight, or body-mass
index (BMI) compared to a common international standard. All children present were
weighed and measured to identify those who were wasted (abnormally thin), stunted
(abnormally short), or of subnormal body mass (abnormally underweight even for
their height) in each regional area or membership category (coop member, non-member, producer in a village where no coop was available).

Methods of Quantitative Analysis
For all of these socio-economic and anthropometric data, one-way ANOV A and Student t-tests were performed to detect significant differences in mean values across
regional categories and/or membership groups. A final analytical technique applied
to the quantitative data was head-and-tail- analysis for key dependent variables. This
non-parametric approach involves sorting the households by descending order with
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respect to, say, yield per hectare or cooperative satisfaction score and selecting the top
so as the "head group" and the bottom so as the "tail group" for pattern comparisons.

Methods of Qualitative Analysis
To complement these quantitative data, we also conducted qualitative focus groups of
farmers and semi-structured interviews of village- and cooperative leaders as additional
sources of information on the activities and perceptions of cooperative members versus
other cocoa producers. The focus groups were conducted with two sample populations in each of the six regional areas of study. Each focus group involved a sample of
between 10 and lS people, who were invited to sit around a table or under a tree and
to participate' in a democratic manner. In the case of society members, the lS people
were selected to include 4 women, 2 local leaders elected by their society, 3 farmers
with above average cocoa holdings, 3 farmers with average holdings, and 3 farmers
with below average holdings. In the case of non-society members of both types, the lS
participants were selected at random as follows: 4 women, 2 local leaders other than
society leaders, 3 farmers with above average holdings, 3 farmers with average holdings,
and 3 farmers with below average holdings.
Each of the six focus-groups took approximately two hours, one hour for each of two
questions: 1) What have been the successes and advantages of the development experience
to date? and 2) What internal and external constraints have prevented those successes
from being greater? It will be noted that the word "cooperative" was not mentioned in
either question. A discussion leader fluent in the local language was present to explain
each of these questions and to interpret the results back to the lead researcher. It was
the job of the latter to keep the discussion focused on the question at hand-that is,
to receive only positive responses to the first _question and negative responses to the
second, while ensuring that all participants took part on an equal basis. Meanwhile
the focus group recorder took complete notes of all comments made, including-and
especially_:_ repetitions of the same points of view.
These notes were then transferred to an Excel spreadsheet where the frequency of
answers was compiled using a five-dimension classification grid: 1) production technology development and extension; 2) marketing, prices, and transport facilities; 3)
social and educational development; 4) loans, services, and social management; and,
ultimately, s) well-being, health, and nutrition. Each of the five area subtotals was then
divided by the total number of all declarations during the discussion to give a percentage score out of 100%. For example, if only 10% of the total score is given to marketing, prices, and transport facilities while a full so% is given to social and educational
development, we may assume that the respondents feel the latter is five times more
important than the former.
At the end of the focus group discussions, the researchers met for semi-structured
interviews with from five to seven cooperative leaders to explore in more detail the
rankings made by their members and to discuss the strategic implications for management of the cooperative in the future.
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Results of Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis 1
The intensity of "modern" input use (fertilizers, pesticide) and hence per hectare yields of members are significantly higher than those of non-members, especially those in villages where there is no cooperative.

We cannot reject hypothesis 1 for Ghana or for the entire sample on average. The significant Student t-test results highlighted in boldface in Table 2 show that Ghanian
members have higher cocoa yields, gross household cocoa income, and gross margins/
hectare than non-members and significantly higher levels of these variables than the
non-coop village group. As for the intensity of modern input use, fertilizer and pesticide costs for members in Ghana are significantly lower th_an for other groups, further
increasing gross margins per hectare. Cooperative members having consistently higher
yield, gross cocoa income, and gross marginal income and lower costs of fertilizer and
pesticide than non-member groups means that cooperative members use agricultural
chemicals in smaller quantity7 but much more efficiently than non-member farmers,
particularly those in villages where there is no cooperative. A clear pattern of positive
cooperative impacts on cocoa production in Ghana is demonstrated.
In Cote d'Ivoire, however, we found no statistically significant patterns of yield, gross
house.hold income from cocoa, or gross margins per hectare by membershl.p category.
Two reasons may be advanced. First, in Cote d'Ivoire, yields range importantly from
243 kg/ha in Tiassale to 310 in Adzope. This overriding agro-ecological reality may
have dwarfed the potential impacts of cooperatives. Secondly, the free market policy
in Cote d'Ivoire has favoured the subset of non-members with extremely large plantations (up to 50 hectares). These farmers have the choice among marketing through the
cooperative, selling to Ghana, or seeking higher prices from trackers anxious to procure
large quantities. Members, in contrast, are morally bound to sell through the cooperative. Under such free-market conditions, cooperatives have to compete mightily with
other service providers. In addition, sound cocoa cooperative management has become
daunting to farmer organization leaders, due to the downtrend of cocoa prices and the
tense atmosphere of the ongoing civil war in Cote d'Ivoire.
To spotlight the cocoa farmers who are most (and least) successful in achieving high
yields, head- and tail-group analysis was conducted. Given that cooperative members
represented 46% of the sample population (35 out of 75 households sampled in each
region), we would expect there to be 23 member households in both the 50 head group
households and the 50 tail group households. The results showed that there were indeed
24 member households in the head group but only 17 in the tail group, suggesting that
cooperatives had helped to pull some 22% (5/23) of their members out of the lowest
7. Since all farmers pay the same prices for pesticides and fertilizers, a lower cost necessarily
represents a smaller amount used.
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Table 2. Descriptive production statistics

Yield per
hectare
(kg)

Gross
household
cocoa
income
(US$)

Fertilizer
cost/ha
(US$)

Pesticide
use per
hectare
(US$)

Gross margin/ha
including sales in
off-season (US$)

Whole sample (N=433)

254.00

814.28

17.66

12.52

177.58

Members

262.14

869.89

15.09

11.42

188.88

Non-members

274.26

837.63

19.91

12.25

191.83

Non-coop village

220.26

689.83 c

19.92

14.96 .

145.15 b

C6te d'Ivoire (N=213)

261.41

861.81

0.71

10.41

155.21

Members

255.49

881.92

0.35

12.61

146.56

Non-members

299.23

918.08

0.16

9.46

182.87
146.40

Non-coop village

239.07

767.79

1.93

7.56b

Ghana (N=220)

246.82

764.81

35.07

14.69

199.23

Members

268.72

857.52

30.25

10.21

229.39

Non-members

252.68

753.09

40.66

15.18

199.58

Non-coop village

200.79b

607.78 b

37.90

21.83b

143.85b

a= significantly different from members at the 1% level; b =significant at the 5% level; c =significant at the 10%
level.

yield category. Similarly, we would expect equal numbers (13.5 and 13.5) of non-members and non-coop village farmers to lie in both the top and the bottom 50 producers.
We found that twice as many non-coop village producers (21vs.11 non-members) lay
in the bottom and 27% fewer non-coop village producers in the top as non-members.
This pattern suggests important spillover effects from members to their non-member
neighbours.
It is immediately apparent (see Table 3) that high-performing producers obtain
loans from the cooperative, which they prefer8 to loans from private banks, and obtain supplementary advice from pamphlets, international organizations, and private
input companies. They rely upon a particular subset of agricultural chemicals (Actara
and Furin), as well as their own sprayers to apply them. They also use significantly
higher levels of potassium and phosphorus, resulting in higher fertilizer investments
per hectare. They produce subst_antial income from other crops, livestock, and salaries
as government workers or teachers. With the income so earned, they are able to support more dependents (infants, retirees, and the infirm) per household than the tail
group. The head group rates cooperatives much higher than the private sector in terms
·of market services provided.
·
8. This type of preference reflects not only the interest rate obtained but also the principal
accorded, the level of time invested/wasted and other transaction costs, and the personal nature of
the service.
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Table 3. Characteristics of head group in corna yield per hectare
Characteristics*

Mean

Difference

Head

Tail

Interest paid to cooperative(% per year)

11.25

1.00

10.25

1.67

Number of labourers, government workers, or teachers

0.34

0.03

0.31

1.64

Number of sprayers for pests and diseases

0.42

0.05

0.37

1.57

Fertilizer cost per hectare (US$)

62.22

9.05

53.17

1.49

Income from other crops (US$)

223.63

42.98

180.65

1.36

Number of hogs and chickens

4.62

1.00

3.39

1.31

Actara and Furin use (litres/year)

1.74

0.37

1.37

1.30

Number of dependents (infants, aged, infirm)

0.46

0.11

0.35

1.21

Income from non-farm sources (US$)

115.92

29.30

86.62

. 1.19

Potassium and phosphorus per hectare (kg)

15.35

3.89

11.46

1.19

Advice from non-cooperative sources (times last year)

0.26

0.10

0.16

1.12

Pesticide per hectare (US$)

19.84

6.18

13.66

1.05

Marketing edge of cooperative over the private sector
(max= 5; min= -5)

1.16

0.37

0.79

1.03

Absolute /Mean**

*The numbers given are per household-or an average for all the households in the group.
**This column gives the absolute difference divided by the mean. Dividing the absolute difference by the mean
allows one to compare factors that are expressed in different units (USS, number of people, number of sprayers) and
to rank them, as in this table, by descending order of relative difference.

By contrast, the tail group is characterized by use of an entirely different set of agricultural chemicals (Califan, Dithane), income from fish (as opposed to poultry and
hogs), greater applications of nitrogenous fertilizer (as opposed to potassium and phosphorus), reliance on the trucks and cars of others for marketing, women household
heads, loans from non-cooperative sources, income from migrant remittances, and
advice coming from neighbours rather than formal extension channels.

Hypothesis 2
Cooperative members receive fairer weight and quality evaluations of their
beans from cooperatives than non-member and non-coop village farmers receive from the private sector.
We cannot reject this hypothesis for either country. To capture the cocoa farmers'
relating to scale-weight and quality .control performed by various service

experi~nces
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providers, a set of five-point opinion scales, where l means strongly disagree and 5
means strongly agree, was proposed to the respondents. The member group strongly
believe their beans are weighed and classified fairly (4-45 out of 5), while non-members
and non-coop village farmers award significantly lower scores to private buyers for tlie
same services. A full 6i.7% of members either strongly agree or agree with the idea that
they receive true weights for the beans, confirming the widely-held belief in both countries that trackers and other private purchasing agents falsify their scales downward to
give lower weights than coops.
One cannot overemphasize the radically different marketing contexts-that is, pricing policies and quality control mechanisms-in state-controlled Ghana versus freemarket Cote d'Ivoire. In Ghana, there is no difference at all between pre-cooperative
bonus prices received by cocoa cooperative members, non-members, and non-coop
village producers. Prices for all cocoa farmers are made up of two fixed components:
market price and a govern~ent bonus of 15,000 GHS 9 (1.67 US$) per bag, regardless of
cooperative membership. The only difference between members and others is that the
Kuapa Kokoo cooperative pays 1000 GHS/bag (0.11 US$),over and above the government bonus. That is· what gives Kuapa Kokoo members and non-members who sell
through Kuapa Kokoo a slight price edge compared to other producers (Kuapa Kokoo
2001, 2003, and 2004)".
In Cote d'Ivoire, the situation is more complex because of the free-market pricing
system. Members receive higher prices than non-members but about t~e same price as
non-coop village farmers. This is because cooperatives initially retain part of the price
in order to fund social investments and community development projects-or simply
pay their members a little later in the form of cooperative dividends. Certain coopera. tives are willing to pay their farmers as much as 50 XOF (some 10-20%) more per kilogram but delay payments by up to three weeks. Given severe cash liquidity problems
in the back-to-school period, which coincides with traditional harvest-period cultural
festivals, many members are forced to sell their beans to trackers who pay lower prices,
but in cash immediately.
Weighing is a sensitive point in producer satisfaction. Most producers believe that
some revenue will always be forgone through the mis-adjusted scales of the buyers,
such as trackers in Cote d'Ivoire. The statistical results reveal that IlJ.embers have almost absolute trust in the weighing service provided by their coop, while non-member
groups expressed a much lower degree of trust in the scales of private purchasers. Focus
group interviews revealed that cocoa producers believe the forgone weight could reach
20% in some regions of Cote d'Ivoire.
In column 4 of Table 4, members in the sample as a whole accord an average score
of 3.67 (close to agreement) and members in Ghana a full 4.16 out 5 with respect to
the proposition that "cooperative members receive more revenues per bag" than other
producers. These results would be even higher, except that members know that their
cooperatives also award the same prices to non-members who sell through the cooperatives. Interestingly, non-members also agree with the statement, ifless strongly (3.24).
9.

GHS is the ISO currency code for Ghanian Cedis.
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Table 4. Evaluation in cooperative management performance

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Evaluation of
cooperative
impact on
market
management
and
performance

%of
cocoa
sales
in total
income

True
weight*
(scale of
5)**

True
quality*
(scale of
5)**

Whole sample

71%

4.02

4.22

3.36

14.87

3.70

1.96

Members

76.4%

4.45

4.45

3.67

16.16

3.59

2.04

Coop
Coop
marketing
members
perreceive more · formance
revenue/bag
score
(scale of 5)** (max=20)

Ease of
Producers
transport
assume
used by.
more roles producers
in marketing (scale of .
5)**
(scale of 5)**

Non-members

71.0%'

3.ss•

4.13•

3.24b

14.67°

3.93b

1.97

Non-coop
village

63.9%•

3.23°

3.90°

2.73°

12.69°

3.67

1.81b

COte d'Ivoire

'64%

4.03

3.98

2.92

13.76

3.61

2.72

Members

69.6%

4.43

4.35

3.16

15.23

3.41

2.8

Non-members

61.0%

3.81'

3.87'

2.97

13.42°

3.75

2.70

Non-coop
village

58.0%b

3.5o•

3.40'

1.83°

11.41'

3.82c

2.60'

79%

4.01

4.46

3.69

15.95

3.79

1.20

. 84%

4.62

4.55

4.16

17.10

3.77

1.27

Non-members

82.%

3.93'

4.37'

3.41 a•

15.83°

4.08'

1.24

Non-coop
village

69%0

2.95°

4.42

3.11 a

13.98°

3.51

1.03b

Ghana
Members

a= significantly different from members at the 1% level; b = significan.t at the 5% level; c =significant at the 10%
level.
*These numbers measure whether producers believe they are being paid for true weight and true quality of
their beans-rather than the weight or quality being underestimated by unscrupulous purchasers. 1 would
indicate that producers strongly disbelieve that they are getting paid for true weight/quality and 5 would
indicate that they strongly believe they are getting paid for true weight/quality
**For all items scored on a scale of 5, focus group participants were responding to questions on a five-point
scale where 1 meant strongly disagree and 5 meant strongly agree.

In fact, the cooperative is willing to buy beans from non-members in the same village
and pay them the same price with the same bonus. Only non-coop village farmers stand
somewhere between fair agreement and disa&reement (2.73), perhaps due to their lesser
experience with cooperative purchasing practices. High scores awarded to cooperative
revenues per bag prove that the elevated post-bonus price awarded by cooperatives is
recognized even by non-members.
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Hypothesis 3
Cooperative members receive better marketing and transportation services
from the cooperative than non-members or non-coop village farmers obtain
from other ~ources, ifany.

We cannot reject this hypothesis. Column 5 ofTable 4 is a composite 20-point cooperative marketing score built up from four separate five-point scales relating to individual
services such as credit, administrative procedures, input supply, and output marketing
provided by the cooperative to members and large numbers of non-member farmers.
A clear pattern emerges: cooperative members award cooperatives a full ~6.2 out of 20;
non-members give cooperatives 14.7 (still far above average); and ev~n non-coop village producers award cooperatives more than 50% of the points possible. (12.7). Once
farmers realize the income benefits of taking their products to the collection points
themselves, they naturally wish to go on to handle further stages of the marketing chain
themselves as well.
One key marketing service provided by cooperatives is group transport, particularly
for farmers living far from the shed or selling point. In Cote d'Ivoire, product transportation services are taken care of by the cooperative with collectively owned trucks.
Ghanian cooperatives have adopted a different approach: they have set up a selling
point in each village, so members need not be concerned with the distance separating
their village from the central selling point. Column 7 of Table 4 confirms that in each
country, cooperative members enjoy significantly more convenient transport of their
beans.

Hypothesis 4
The servi~es received by members are significantly more numerous and of
greater quality than for non-members, especially non-coop village producers.

To verify this hypothesis, the services received by members were specified as technical
training in production, marketing, and management; cash advances and credit-based
sale of inputs; marketing services; household loans; medical services, infrastructure and
social investments, and group-based consumption purchases. We cannot reject this
hypothesis with respect to all comparable services received from private and cooperative sources by members (see Table 5). Column 6 is a composite score built up from
five satisfaction scales of services offered by both cooperatives and other providers: loan
principal awarded,Joan application procedures, input supply, extension, and output
marketing. This score is calculated for cocoa farmers of any membership category who
have received services from both sources. A positive score means that cooperatives are
evaluated more highly, a negative score that private sources are preferred; a score of o
signals indifference to the quality of cooperative or private services.
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Table 5. Evaluation of cooperative as a service provider

Credit

Input
2

3

Overall

Marketing
4

5

6

7

Bank loan
satisfaction
(scale of
5)*

Barik
loan procedures
satisfaction
(scale of
5)*

Whole sample

,1.89

2.02

2.22

3.48

2.89

3.39

4.46

Members

1.62

1.79

2.26

3.57

2.24

9.51

4.34

Coop
Private
Quality of
Private marketing marketing services
input
services
services from coops· Prefer
satissatissatisminus
coop in
faction
faction
faction
private
my village
(scale of (scale of (scale of
banks &
(scale of
5)*
5)*
5)*
companiest
5)**

Non-members

1.86

2.05

2.46

3.36

3.02'

-0.14'

4.40

Non-coop village

2.57b

2.36

1.86

2.78b

3.03'

-3.63'.

4.70'

C6te d'Ivoire

1.65

1.63

2.13

3.15

2.90

4.62

4.57

Members

2.10

2.09

2.08

3.27

2.64

9.34

4.55

Non-members

1.00b

1.00c

2.00

3.15

2.88

3.03'

4.47

Non-coop village

1.00

1.00

3.00'

2.23'

2.98

-2.13'

4.68

Ghana

1.96

2.20

2.25

3.87

2.88

3.40

4.34

Members

1.42

1.54

2.28

3.87

2.05

9.69

4.13

Non-members

2.69b

2.57b

2.68b

4.00

3.10'

-3.47'

4.35

Non-coop village ·

2.19

2.46

1.84

4.2

3.09'

-5.12'

4.72'

a= significantly different from members at the 1% level; b =significant at the 5% level; c =significant at the 10%
level.
*On this five-point scale, 1 =very unsatisfied and 5 =very satisfied.
tA twenty-point composite score was generated by adding together five four-point scales evaluating each
type of cooperative service. A separate 20-point composite score was generated for the same criteria with
respect to banks and private sector. The private-and-bank score was then subtracted from the cooperative
score. Any positive resultindicates a preference for cooperatives as a service provider, while any negative
result shows a preference for non-cooperative providers. A score of O implies strict indifference between'
the two types of providers.
**Focus group participants were responding to questions on a five-point scale where 1 meant strongly
disagree and 5 meant strongly agree.

The results reveal that members respond far more positively (g.5) to the credit, information, other inputs, marketing, and overall performance they receive from coops
than non-members or non-coop village farmers respond to private alternatives (0.14
and 3.63, respectively). Similarly, members award cooperative marketing services 3.57,
a higher absolute score than that given by non-members or non-coop village farmers
give to private marketing outlets (3.02 and 3.03, respectively).
Within this portrait, the first two columns of Table 5 point to an urgent need for better credit and loan services in both countries, possibly through an expansion of credit
unions, one of the major components of the cooperative movement, as competitors
to private financial institutions. The specific proposition evaluated in column i was
"loans from the bank help me during the cocoa season." The main result of note is the

I
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alarmingly low scores, ranging.~etween strongly disagree and disagree for all groups
of producers.
As for input supply, cooperative members are significantly less satisfied than noncoop village farmers with inputs coming from private sellers (1.79 vs. 2.57) thanks to the
convenience and favourable pricing provided by their own cooperative. The contrast
in the evaluations by the three populations of cooperative versus private marketing is
also eloquent. Cooperative members consistently prefer to market through their own
cooperative (3.57) than through private st;llers (2.24). The high score of marketing services satisfaction awarded to cooperatives from non-member and non-coop village
farmers in Ghana results from Kuapa Kokoo acceptance of beans from non-registered
members, who even receive the cooperative bonus, exaqly as if they were registered
I
members.
·

Hypothesis 5
Cocoa cooperatives are highly instrumental in giving production, marketing,
and management training to their members, as well as share-croppers and
neighbours.
We cannot reject this hypothesis because of the intensity, diversity, and collaborative
nature of cooperative training. Surprising to some, cooperatives provide substantial
extension information to non-members and even non-coop village farmers. This is
particularly true in New Edubiase, Ghana, where over the last year alone, no less than
101 training sessions were given (see Table 6). Roughly five times as many members
attended those sessions as non-members. The Sustainable Tree Crops Program (STCP)
of the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture also delivered a great number
of training sessions (296) over the last year. Because of the close collaboration in Cote
d'Ivoire between the STCP and the Canada-based Societe pour la Cooperation et le
Developpement International (SOCODEVI), most of the beneficiaries of that training
·were cooperative members, who were also encouraged by their leaders to profit more
from government extension and pamphlets.
These sources of advice led to i.5 technical changes per respondent over the past two
years, with significantly higher rates in both countries for members than for non-coop
village farmers. If Cote d'Ivoire non-coop village farmers showed a significantly higher
adoption rate per technical message, this was only because they hardly receive information from any source. Their technical changes therefore fall mainly into the category of
late adoption. The survey results also pointed to the high quality of cooperative extension programmes: substantially more technical changes were adopted per unit of advice
received through the cooperative than through all sources taken together.
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Table 6. Source and relative impacts of training and extension
Absolute and Relative
lmoacts

Sources of Advice for Cocoa Producers
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1.43

0.4

15

1397

12

212

2398

1.6

0.3

100

19

992

0

140

1371

1.5

0.4

0

89

10

766

144

1019

0.96•

0.4

90

366

55

12

2

0

0

526

0.67

0.5

Members

71

320

22

3

2

0

0

418

0.8

0.4

Non-members

19

46

19

6

0

0

0

91

0.8

0.6

Non-coop
villaqe

0

0

14

3

0

0

0

17

0.28•

1.00b

Ghana

258

8

276

31

3161

13

497

4265

2.21

0.4

Members

212

. 121

13

1403

13

214

1987

2.5

0.3

Non-members

40

7

81

13

1001

0

142

1290

2.3

0.3

Non-coop
villaqe

7

0

74

7

754

141

986

1.63•

0.3
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a= significantly different from members at the 1% level; b = sigf)ificant at the 5% level.

Hypothesis 6
Child nutritional status, as one measure of children's well-being, is not significantly lower for members than for non-coop village producers.

There has been much debate in the British and American press (Chatterjee and Raghavan 2001) about the possible exploitation of child labour in cocoa producing areas,
whereby children are forced out of schools to work long hours under the hot sun with
dangerous machetes and noxious pesticide sprayers. Subsequent research has convincingly laid those rumours to rest (CEPRAS 2002). Yet children may still be ill-fed. The
results of the current study reveal a strikingly higher percentage of healthy and lower
percentage of severely deficient children in Ghana than in Cote d'Ivoire. Thirty-eight
percent of Ghanian boys aged o to 5 are healthy versus only 29% in Cote d'Ivoire with
respect to height. Similarly, 65% of girls o to 5 in Ghana have adequate weight versus
only 46% in Cote d'Ivoire.

Table 7. Children's weight and height by membership status
Girls

Boys
6-14(N=199)

0-5 (N=96)

Members
Height

Weight

Mass

Height

Weight

6-14 (N=l 59)

0-5 (N=133)
Mass

Height

Weight

Mass

Height

Weight

11%

11%

35%

21%

29%

24%

9%

19%

8%

12%

10%

11%

Mass

Severe deficiency

16%

12%

33%

16%

30%

39%

Moderate deficiency

11%

14%

13%

7%

17%

11%'

40%

23%

6%

19%

13%

11%

16%

18%

8%

9%

12%

8%

33%

52%

48%'

59%

40%

39%

65%

53%

50%

58%

49%

57%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

. Mild deficiency
Healthy
Total

Weight

Mass

Height

Weight

Mass

Height

Weight

Mass

45%

23%

38%

36%

15%

14%

27%

18%

35%

25%

20%

5%

13%

15%

16%

·12%

12%

7%

24%

16%

11%

52%

27%

3%

9%

11%

5%

15%

19%

13%

18%

13%

14%

25%

38%

47%

54%

37%

42%

58%

55%

53%

39%

36%

50%

100%

98%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Weight

8%

13%

Moderate deficiency

15%

Mild ~eficiency
Healthy

Mass

Height

Weight

Severe deficiency

12%

5%

Moderate deficiency

14%

17%

0-5 (N=77)

6-14 (N=92)

0-5 (N=58)

Non-rnop village

Mass

Height

Weight

Height

Weight

32%

17%

9%

Mass

6-14 (N=78)
Mass
21%

Mass

Height

Weight

21%

21%

19%

28%

30%'

9%

3%

13%

7%

12%

10%

4%

9%

17%

5%

14%

13%

13%

14%

'21%

13%

12%

12%

9%

62%.

59%

51%

67%

100%

100%

100%

28%

Mild deficiency

33%

16%

12%

Healthy

41%

60%

52%

54%

43%

49%

57%

60%

100%

98%

100%

100%

100%

'100%

100%

100%

Total

6-14 (N=92)

0-5 (N=85)

Height

Height

Total

6-14(N=128)

0-5 (N=60)

Non-members

Severe deficiency

100%

100%
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The results also support hypothesis 6 (see Table 7). Although cooperative-member
children live farther away from health services in dwellings of lower habitat quality,
they have achieved par with non-coop village children in many age-gender categories.
The most vulnerable children, boys and girls o to 5, are even healthier. These remarkable achievements probably result from the many services provided by the cooperative
noted above. Within villages of similar distance to clinics, Cote d'Ivoire children whose
parents are members are systematically healthier than non-members in all health categories except for height-for-age of boys 6 to 14 and BMI (Body Mass Index, a measure
of weight-for-height) of girls 6 to 14. The evidence from Ghana also lends strong support to the idea that member children are healthier than their non-member playmates,
particularly boys and girls 6 to 14.
To confirm these results, a composite score of the three health parameters such as
height for age, weight for age, and BMI for age, was calculated (Table 8). The maximum
score of zero indicated that a given child had no health deficiencies in any parameter;
while the lowest possible score, -9, signalled severe malnutrition, -3 in all three areas.
ANOVA and t-tests served to identify significant differences in means by country and
membership status for all children and for each of the four age-sex ca~egories. Non"
coop village household children living much closer to clinics and markets did have
better health status than non-members both overall and in the category girls 6 to 14.
However, in all age-gender groups, member children enjoyed scores closer to o than
non-member children, except in the category of girls o to 5 (-2.71 for members and
-2.42 for non-members).
Table 8 Composite scores* of child malnutrition by membership and age-sex category
Deficit,
girls 0-5

Deficit,
girls6-14

Deficit,
boys 0-5

Deficit,
boys 6-14

Deficit,
all children

N

Mean

N

Mean

N

Mean

N·

Mean

N

Mean

Member

76

-2.71

113

-3.08

76

-3.33

125

-3.69

178

-3.19

Non-member

52

-2.42

73

-3.73

49

-3.69

80

-4.05

112

-3.56

Non-coop
village

42

-2.51

61

-2.67b

46

-3.04

59

-3.43

101

-2.95b

Total

170

-2.57

247

-3.17

171

-3.36

264

-3.74

391

-3.23.

b =significant at the 5% level.
*The numbers in this table report the average nutritional deficits for each gender and age category of children. The
best possible score is 0 (no shortfall in weight, height, or body mass), and the worst is -9 (a severe shortfall in all
three)~ The calculations were made by applying the growth charts and methodology developed by the World Health
Organization to the measurements taken of children during the village-level surveys.

Hypothesis 7
Per capita incomes and the proportion of cocoa revenues in total income are higher
in member households than non-member households, especially those in non-coop
villages.
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We cannot reject this hypothesis for Ghana. In that country (see Table 9), member
households enjoy incomes of 162 US$ per capita, higher than both non-coop village
farmers (137 US$) and non-members (135 US$). The percentage of cocoa sales in total
income is also higher for' members than for non-member control farmers in the same
village and control producers in villages witbout a cooperative: 86% versus 83% and
70% respectively. These results point to the clear success of cooperatives in Ghana in increasing and specializing incomes in cocoa. Success results in large part from the direct
role of cooperatives 'in seeking a high share of world market price for their members.
However, while the results generally favol:lr cooperatives, the presence of free-market
trackers and the border effect mentioned above do not permit statistical acceptance of
the hypothesis.
As for the composition of that income, the percentage that members in both countries derive from cocoa sales, bonuses, and dividends is significantly higher than for
non-member control farmers in the same village, as well as for control producers in
villages without a cooperative: 76% versus 71% and 64%, respectively.. Non-members
and particularly non-coop village farmers must therefore make up the difference with
income from non-farm sources (column 3), salaried employment (column 4), and
remittances from migrants (column 5) in an effort to maintain adequate living standards. Once again, spillover benefits from member to non-member households are
likely present.
Table 9. Impact of cooperatives on household income and community development
Breakdown of income by source
2

Whole sample
Members
Non-members
Non-cooe village
C6te d'Ivoire
Members
Non-members
Non-cooe village
Ghana
Members
Non-members
Non-cooe village

Income per
capita (US$)

Cocoa sales,
bonuses &
dividends as%
of total income

162.27
168.10
163.93
150.36
175.94
174.11
191.03
163.61
148.23
161.92
135.44
137.10

71%
76%
71%'
63.9%'
63%
68%
60%
58%b
71%
86%
83%
69.8%'

3

4

5

Remittances
Salaried
Non-farm
employment from migrants
income as% of
as% of total as% of total
total income
income
income
4%
3%
5%
7%b
5%
3%
8%
7%
4%
2%
2%
7%a

3%
3%
2.9%
5%'
5%
4%
4%
6%
2%
1%
2%
4%'

4%
3%
3%
5.5%'
3%
3%
2%
5%
4%
3%
4%
6.1%'

a= significantly different from members at the 1% level; b = significarit at the 5% level; c =significant at the 10%
level.
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Qualitative Analysis
As noted, focus groups were conducted to explore more deeply the areas of relative
impact across the i2 study area-cum-membership categories and to distinguish past
success and future needs. This analysis yielded typical profiles of villages with and without cooperatives; patterns of strengths and weaknesses for each profile; policy priorities
for cooperative strengthening; and specific recommendations for cross-village learning.

The Profile of Cooperative Absence
The potential impacts of cooperatives must be seen against the backdrop of both nonmember households and non-cooperative villages. We are struck by their similarity:
farmers in both the non-member and non-cooperative-village control groups agree
that the only development that has occurred to date is in welfare and social development through government programs. Virtually no improvements have occurred in
services, technology, or marketing. We infer that these benefits have not yet arrived
due to the absence of a cooperative.
We were also struck by the superior social management of villages with a cooperative. When informed about the study, the cooperative leaders immediately took charge,
calling meetings and organizing villagers into "member" and "non-member" groups.
There was a real sense of self-responsibility from each participant. On the other hand,
in non-coop villages, it took much longer to get the message about the study through,
explain its purposes, and organize people. During the discussion, farmers in non-coop
villages merely enumerated long lists of "needs" with little sense of self-help, collective action, or community responsibility. While non-coop villages regard development tasks as the responsibility of other parties-either the government or foreign aid
agencies-villages with a cooperative are willing and able to take direct steps to help
themselves. A cooperative thus appears to be a mechanism that allows decisions to be
made and actions to be taken collectively at the grassroots level with minimum outside
intervention.

Emerging Patterns of Cooperatives' Strengths and Needs
1.

Typ!cal Advantages and Needs of a Cooperative

The relative successes to date and future needs for certain pairs of cooperatives may
even transcend countries. For example, it is striking to compare members in Adzope,
Cote d'Ivoire with members in Konongo, Ghana. Both wish to build on past success ·
in welfare and services but shift their focus in the future to emphasize marketing and
technology, in which they have enjoyed only modest progress to date.
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Similar Patterns for Research-Development Priority Setting
As cooperatives develop in the future, s~ress should be placed on solutions to problems
that are common to both members and non-members. For example, non-members in
Tiassale and members in New Edubiase show almost identical profiles of past successes
and future needs. In future, therefore, the program emphasis for these and similar localities should shift from social development and service provision to members (areas
in which these regions are currently well served) to training and assistance in welfare,
marketing, and technology (areas of need for both regions).
2.

3. Complementary Patterns for Exchang~ Visits

The focus group results also revealed pairs of cocoa producer groups who have opposite
patterns of strength and weakness. For example, the past successes of society members
in Abengourou (in social development, services, and welfare-in that order) closely
correspond to the future needs of non-members in Konongo, while the latter have rela.tive successes in marketing and welfare that have been identified as the top future needs
in Abengourou. A similar complementarily exists between society non-members in
Abengourou, who have success in technology, welfare, and social development, which
correspond to the top future needs of society members in Tepah. Such results suggest
the possibility for productive cross-border visits by delegates of each community fo
the other.

Strengths to Be Retained and Weaknesses to Be Corrected
Close inspection of focus-group response patterns further leads to a interesting result:
overall, cooperative members have had strongest successes in the areas of services and
social development, non-members in technology and marketing, and non-coop village
populations in welfare (if only because of government intervention). It is evident that
cooperatives have a unique role to play in the future improvement of productive and
living conditions in the cocoa-producing areas of West Africa. It is also clear from the
above patterns that future programs to promote cooperatives should draw upon the
collective search for common problems, on the one hand, and cross-visits between
groups who have opposite past successes and future needs, on the other. For such a
strategy to work, larger numbers of farmers must be drawn into cooperative membership, and to.do this, the reasons for past adhesion or non-adhesion must be identified.
·It is important to analyse the factors that have led cocoa producers in the past to report
high levels of satisfaction with cooperatives.

Strengths in Need of Further Promotion
We therefore conducted head- and tail-group analysis on the characteristics of the
50 most satisfied anci the 50 least satisfied producer households out of the entire 453
household sample. The results from Table 10 show the clear importance of expanding
dividends (lines i and i3), advice (lines 2 and u), and credit (lines 8 and 10) given to
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cocoa producers. Advice is currently most highly appreciated from input companies,
NGOs, pamphlets, the STCP, and cooperatives, in that order. Loans, dividends, and bonuses from cooperatives-and to a lesser extent from private sources-provide muchneeded capital flows to finance technical change and other investments. Private income
services and livestock income, particularly from hogs, also distinguish the head group.

Table 10. Characteristics of head group in cooperative satisfaction

Rank

Characteristics of the head group in cooperative
satisfaction

% income from government dividends & other payments
2
3

Advice from non-cooperative sources (no. of times last
year)
Cabamalt, Dithane, Hydrocao, PP, Sidaro, Touchtone
(litres/year)

Means

Differences

Head

Tail

0.01

0.00

0.01

2.00

3.45

0.00

3.45

2.00

0.21

0.00

0.21

2.00

Absolute /Mean*

4

Land planted with other crops than cocoa (ha)

0.02

0.00

0.02

2.00'

5

Other services received from coop (0 = no, 1 =yes)

0.03

0.00

0.03

2.00

6

Private input service satisfaction level (scale of 5)**

1.63..

0.00

1.63

2.00

7

Income from livestock (US$)

32.84

1.21

31.63

1.86

8

Loans from cooperative (principal) (US$)

56.22

2.56

53.66

1.72

9

Ridomil and Thionex (litres/year)

11.43

0.82

10.61

1.73

10

Interest paid to other sources(% per year)

64.83

5.00

59.83

1.71

11

Advice from cooperative (no. of times last year)

3.44

0.33

3.11

1.65

12

Number of hogs (head)

0.38

0.05

0.33

1.52

13

Income from cooperative dividends and bonuses (US$)

18.17

3.13

15.04

1.41

*Dividing the absolute difference by the mean allows one to compare factors that are expressed in
different units (US$, number of people, number of sprayers) and to rank them, as in this table, by
descending order of relative difference.
**1 =very unsatisfied; 5 =very satisfied.

Weaknesses in Need of Reduction
Meanwhile, producers in the tail group-those least satisfied with cooperatives to
date-are strongly dependent upon income from non-farm sources, notably migration and salaried employment. They have been refused credit significantly more than
the head group- and prefer private output services (grading, weighing, marketing) to
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private input services (seed, fertilizer, and pesticide supply). Living predominantly in
Cote d'Ivoire rather than in Ghana, they suffer more from joblessness and diarrhea
than do the head group farmers. These factors should be corrected through yield improvements, microfinance schemes, job creation, and health programs as part of future
efforts to promote the cooperative movement and to draw in new members.

Conclusions
This case study of cooperatives in two West African countries has shown that cooperatives, as a voluntaristic paradigm of social organization, have clearly positive impacts on the income, health, and well-being of the rural poor. Cooperatives achieve
this through the more effective and equitable provision of services. But what makes
cooperat~ves unique is their contribution to overall social organization, notably the seventh principle of cooperation: care for the entire community. Cooperatives therefore
do not merely act as a channel for passing on technical, marketing, and governmental
services, they themselves become effective actors-perhaps the inost effective of all-in
their own right. Part of tpis effectiveness lies in the grassroots and egalitarian nature of
cooperative membership.
The two countries compared in this report also highlight the fact that sound management of cooperatives is partially tributary to .national socio-economic strategy and political climate. In cases-notably that of Cote d'Ivoire-where governments can hardly
cover all real needs such as education, health care, transportation, and social order, a
. cooperative can become a collective service provider that is in a position to respond
more quickly, specifically, and closely to local needs. If embedded in an adequate .environment, this mechanism can compensate for government failure by providing services
not hitherto covered by the government. Until the income per capita of cocoa farmers
is high enough for them to afford services offered by private service providers, cooperatives remain a solution well worth considering.
Given these unique contributions to productivity, marketing, essential service provision, social development, health status, and income, cooperatives could be promoted in
three strategic ways to enhance and expand that contribution in the future. First, it is
essential that cooperatives be actively involved as one of the four P's-public-privateparticipatory partnerships-of a complete strategic plan. Despite the strengths this article has demonstrated, cooperatives cannot do all of the work alone. If cooperatives
are to help extend technology, that technology must be generated by well-financed and
Aualified agronomists. If cooperatives are to improve marketing power and promote
vertical integration and equitable pricing, others must be working to generate up-todate marketinformation as well as the tangible and intangible scaffolding of efficient
markets. If cooperatives are to implement, and in some cases even inform, government
policy, that policy must take to heart to what extent the development needs of the nation depend upon improving well-being in each farm household.
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Second, exchange visits between farmers with similar problems or complementary
solutions, as determined in focus groups, could help to seek common strategies for
production, marketing, and well-being improvement at the household and community
levels. Of particular interest are cases where the successes of one region may provide
the answers for another, and vice versa.
Finally, domestic and international governments and agencies could well expand
funding for setting up and improving the organization of cooperatives throughout Africa. Yet the issue of well~being is not limited to the six regions selected for this report,
nor to cocoa as a crop. It has to do rather with sustainable improvement in the levels
and inter-household distribution of income, dignified employment, health, and nutrition throughout the entire developing world. Sustainable tree crops of all types and
sustainable social institutions including cooperatives must therefore be given much
greater financial and policy importance by world bodies in the future.
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Peer Effects in Employment: Results from
Mexico's Poor Rural Communities
Caridad Araujo, Alain de Janvry, and Elisabeth Sadoulet

ABSTRACT Empirical evidence has shown that off-farm non-agricultural (OFNA) employment offers a major pathway from rural poverty. However, participation in OFNA employment
is heterogeneous across categories of individuals and is poorly understood. We explore the
role of spillovers from peers on an individual's participation in formal and informal OFNA
employment using data for rural Mexico. We find that peers' participation in OFNA employment has a. large impact on an individual's ability to engage in this type of employment, even
after controlling for individual attributes and village characteristics. Peer effects are structured
by similarities in gender, ethnicity, educational level, and land endowment. While the data do
not allow· to model endogenous formation of peer groups, by estimating different models, we
can confidently reject that the measured peer effects proxy for unobserved individual, villagelevel, or type effects.

RESUME L'evidence empirique a demontre que l'emploi non-agricole hors ferme (NAHF)
offre une porte de sortie importante de la pauvrete rurale. Toutefois, la participation a l'emploi
NAHF est heterogene parmi !es individus de differents profils et ce phenomene est ma! compris. La presente etude explore !'influence des pairs dans la participation des individus a
l'emploi NAHF formel et informel en utilisant d.es donnes portant sur Jes regions rurales du
Mexique. Les resultats montrent que la participation des pairs a l'emploi NAHF a une influence considerable sur la capacite d'un individu a prendre part ace type d'emploi,-et ce meme
apres avoir controle pour ses attributs individuels et !es caracteristiques de son village. Ces
effets de pairs sont transmis sur la base des caracteristiques du sexe, de l'ethnicite, du niveau
de scolarite et des avoirs de terre. Les donnees ne permettent pas de modeliser la' formation
endogene des groupes de pairs. Ceh etant, I'estimation de differents modeles permet de rejeter
avec confiance l'hypothese selon laquelle !es effets de pairs mesures peuvent servir de proxy
pour des effets non-observes au niveau de l'individu ou du village;

Introduction
Rural poverty accounts for some 75% of world poverty. As a consequence, no global
poverty reduction objectives, such as those stated in the Millennium Development
Goals, can possibly be met without addressing the specificity of rural poverty. Short of
cash transfers, moving out of poverty for rural households requires satisfying at least
Canadian Journal of Development Studies 30, nos. 3-4 (2010 ): 565-589
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one of three necessary, but not sufficient, conditions: access to land, access to employment in agriculture, and/or access to off-farm non-agricultural (OFNA) employment
in either the formal or informal sectors. The first has been addressed through programs
ofland reform or of subsidies in acquiring land through the market (Deininger 2003).
It is constrained by the "limited good" nature of land and by the difficulty of turning
beneficiaries into competitive farm entrepreneurs. The second has the advantage of
easy entry iflocal agriculture is sufficiently dynamic and labour intensive. However, it
has·proven not to be much of a strategy out of poverty due to typically low wages and
the seasonality of agriculture. For this reason, considerable attention has been given
to the potential offered by OFNA employment in providing an instrument for r.ural
poverty reduction (World Bank 2002, 2008).
Indeed, the high share of OFNA income for even landed rural households has come
as a surprise to rural development practitioners who traditionally looked at smallholder
farming as the solution to poverty. This has led to considerable efforts to identify the
determinants of access to OFNA employment across space and heterogeneous popu- .
· lations. Who has access to such employment and what helps specific disadvantaged
groups gain such opportunities depends, 1n particular, on individual attributes and
context (see the compilation of country studies in Reardon, Berdegue, and Escobar
2001, or Reardon, Stamoulis, and Pingali 2007 for a reflection on the mechanisms
through which globalization is affecting OFNA activities).
We analyze here an additional effect, namely, the role of peer effects in securing
OFNA employment. The role of peers' decisions on individual participation in off-farm
labour markets is consistent with anecdotal evidence collected in visits to several of the
villages studied. In small, rural communities, it is reasonable to think that peers can affect individual employment choice through multiple channels. In interviews conducted
in the communities studied in this paper, when individuals were asked to describe
the mechanisms used to find OFNA jobs in the formal sector, they recurrently talked
about the importance of referrals from peers, relatives, and neighbours. When asked
to explain how self-employment in informal activities was started, they indicated the
value of information garnered from those in their surroundings. Beyond referrals and
information exchange, it is also plausible to think that peers' choices affect individual
decisions through processes of social learning and changes in attitudes toward risk
or the adoption of new technologies, as documented in the work of Conley and Udry
(2001). These latter channels can play an important role, in particular in the start-up
and growth of household entrepreneurial activities that are classified in this paper as
informal OFNA.
·
If there are peer effects, success in obtaining OFNA employment is influenced by
the occupational outcomes of members of one's own peer group. These effects may
help equalize chances of OFNA employment or, to the contrary, reinforce inequalities
of opportunities, depending on which peer groups an individual belongs to and how
effective these groups are in helping obtain OFNA employment. For instance, relatively
more effective peer groups for women, indigenous populations, and uneducated individuals would promote equality of opportunities, one of the two elements of equity as
proposed by the 2006 World Development Report (World Bank 2005). Since excep-
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tionally high levels of inequality have been identified as one of the main roadblocks to
Latin American development (World Bank 2003), identifying this role of local peer
. effects in helping reproduce or decrease inequality of opportunities is highly relevant.
Important efforts have been made to identify the role of social interactions on individual behaviour. However, while ethnographic and qualitative research suggests a
role for the behaviour of others on individual decisions and choices, serious difficulties
arise when trying to measure this effect empirically. Much of the recent work on social
networks consists of proposing research designs where the identification problem in·
measuring this effect can be overcome.
This paper provides a measurement of the importance of peer effects on participation
by residents of poor Mexican rural communities in formal and informal OFNA employment. Peers are defined as individuals of the same type in the same village, and we
explore different kinds of peer groups, partitioning the village by gender, educational
level, ethnicity, or land ownership status. Observations on the spatial clustering of particular types of activities suggest a role for peer effects. However, other factors could
explain a spati_al distribution of this kind, such as correlation among unobservable indi- .
vidual characteristics of members of the peer group, unobserved village characteristics,
and unobser:ved commo·n factors to individuals of the same type. We conduct tests to
eliminate these possibilities in identifying causality of peer effects on OFNA employment. We estimate different models in order to test that peer effects cannot be proxying
for unobserved individual, village-level, or type effects. The results from these models
are the support for our claim of causality. Since the empirical estimations are done. on
a cross-section of data, modelling endogenous formation of networks or peer groups is
not the aim of this paper. We find the following results:
r. Peer effects are important in explaining individual occupational outcomes.
2. Peer effects are unlikely to be due to unobservable individual, village, or individualtype factors.
3. Marginal peer effects tend to be larger for the groups already more involved in
OFNA activities, namely, men, non-indigenous people, the most educated in the
community, and the landless, thus contributing to reproduce and deepen village
inequalities in accessing these jobs.
4. Peer effects are relatively more important than educational effects in achieving formal OFNA employment for the weaker groups on that market.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 discusses related literature
in search of an identification strategy for peer effects. Section 2 introduces a model of
individual occupational choice and the empirical strategy. Section 3 presents the data.
We then discuss in Section 4 the empirical findings on the determinants of participation in OFNA jobs. Section s concludes the paper.
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Previous Studies of the Role of Social Interactions
There is abundant empirical evidence that members of social networks have similar
behaviour in a range of activities, such as welfare participation, productivity, fertility,
crime, labour market participation, education, and so on. Casual evidence often suggests that this similarity of behaviour comes from the social influence that members of
a network have on each other. Topa (2001) cites different studies for the United States·
that reveal that more than 50% of jobs are found through friends and family. However,
it is difficult to empirically establish this causality, since (1) the observed correlation in
the behaviour of network members could come from omitted individual characteristics that are correlated within networks (in certain cases, networks themselves may be
endogenous to the behaviour that one seeks to analyze if individuals can choose the
network that best supports their decision), or from unobserved factors common to
the network, and (2) the simultaneity in behaviour (one individual both affects and
is affected by the members of his network) makes it difficult to measure the causal
impact (the "reflection" problem in Manski's [1993] terminology). However, ifthe first
problem is properly controlled for, the second is of somewhat lesser importance in
the sense that a measured correlation between peers' behaviours in itself reveals social
interaction, even if one cannot establish the size of a direct causal effect.
Recent empirical studies have been able to circumvent the problein of correlation
among individual characteristics by relying on exogenous and even random assignment of individuals to networks. For example, Mas and Moretti (2009) measure peer
effects on productivity by evaluating how workers respond to the presence of coworkers
with who.m they have different levels of interaction. Their identification strategy relies
on the fact that the assignment of supermarket cashiers to their shifts is exogenous to
worker productivity._ A similar identification strategy, based on exogenous assignment
into groups, is employed by Bandiera, Barankay, and Rasul (2009) to document the
presence of peer effects on productivity of fruit-pickers. Random assignment into golf
tournaments is used by Guryan, Kroft, and Notowidigdo (2009) to test for the presence
of peer effects in the workplace.'
Other studies rely on spatial or time variation in the network that allows them to
use fixed effects to control for unobservables. Ichino and Maggi (2000) use panel data
·with individuals who move across locations and are consequently exposed to different groups and values, to identify the role that group interaction has on employees'
differential shirking behaviour in northern and southern branches of an Italian bank.
An individual's network is composed of the other workers in the same branch. Each
individual's shirking behaviour is influenced by the average shirking behaviour in the
branch, controlling for individual fixed effects, branch fixed effects, and observable

1. Earlier studies of peer effects whose identification strategies relied on random assignment
into groups are those of peer effects on academic achievement by Sacerdote (2001) and Zimmerman
(1003), or spillover effects on non-treated peers ofindividuals randomly assigned into a program by
· Duflo and Saez (1003).
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time variant individual characteristics. Identification of the network effect comes from
the fact that individuals change locations and thus net~orks over time. 2
Instrumental variables are sometimes used to deal with the remaining eridogeneity
problem of network effects. For example, in a study of the role of networks in helping
Mexican migrants find a job in the United States, Munshi (2003) defines a,community' s
network strength by the proportion of its migrants that is in the location at any year.
The probability that an individual migrant finds work is then influenced by network
strength. As the size of the network is itself endogenous and potentially correlated with
unobserved employment factors in the US location, it is instrumented by.rainfall in the
sending community.
In this paper, peers are defined as individuals of the same type (same gender, eth"
nicity, education level, or land ownership status) living in the same village. We show
that individuals' participation in OFNA employment is associated with their peers'
average participation. We then verify (1) that peers' behaviour cannot be proxying for
correlated i.µdividual unobserved factors; (2) that it cannot be proxying for unobserved
village effects; And (3) that it cannot be proxying for a specific individual type effect.

A Model of Occupational Choice under Peer Effects
and the Empirical Strategy
Consider an individual i, from village v, and his decision to work off-farm l; E {0 ,1}. To
formally explore the role of peer effects in influencing this choice, we specify the net
return that an individual obtains from working off-farm as a function of his peers? own
employment decisions. A peer group gv is composed of all the individuals of type gin
village v, where the type is defined by gender, ethnicity, education, or land ownership
status. We can think of the peer effect as reducing transactions cost, whereby peers who
are themselves working off-farm provide information or serve as referral. The net utility
V: from workin&_ off-farm includes an increasing function C(l9J of the average employment behaviour 19" of the individual's peer group gv. We assume this term to be additive
to the standard private net return, R(X;,ZJ, function of individual characteristics Xi
and contextual village characteristics
and an idiosyncratic heterogeneity term E;:

z:,,

V:; = R(X;,+ZJ+C{l9 J+E;
Assuming linear functional forms for C(.) and R(.), the model is written:
V=X l!J'A+ Z o+tlgv +E ., (Model 1)
with the di~crete choice of working off-farm defined by:
li = 1 ~f ~ > 0, l;= 0 otherwise.
I

V

'::,

l

2. Similar identification strategies are employed in the study of peer effects on welfare participation, by Bertrand, Luttmer, and Mullainathan (2000) and on fertility behaviour, by Munshi and
Myaux (2002).

.
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If we assume that the Ei are i.i.d. normal with zero mean and unit variance, the model
can simply be estimated with a probit specification.
In this formulation, the empirical identification of the peer effect is due to the nonlinearity of the decision model. 3 This non-linearity is a fundamental characteristic of
a binary choice model, whereby a change in a covariate affects the decision only if it
pushes the latent variable beyond some threshold level (i.e., induces the individual to
switch from not working to working or vice versa), and has no effect if the latent variable is beyond the threshold (i.e., has no influence if it increases the utility for working
of an individual who is already working). However, the specific numerical results obtained in this estimation may be influenced by the choice of distribution.We have thus
checked that a logit model that assumes E; to be i.i.d. with an extreme-value distribution
gives similar qualitative results to the ones from the probit estimations reported here.
Although the observed average behaviour of the peer group is endogenous, we proceed with what Brock and Durlauf (2001) have called the "naive" estimator of the parameter of this model, using the observed values of peers' decisions.We do this because
we can eliminate four potential sources of bias in this estimation as follows:
First, the structure of the model implies that an individual's unobserved characteristics that enter the individual decision process also influence the decision of his peers,
which, in turn, enter into the individual decision through the peer effect. Hence, by
the very structure 6f the model, E_ is correlated with l gv. However, this effect is un1ikely
to be important in large groups of peers, such as those that we consider here.
2. Second, similar behaviour between peers may simply be due to correlation amorig
unobsei-Ved individual characteristics u1, in a ~odel specified as follows:
vi = XJ3 + ZJJ + (lgv + ui + Ei.
Correlation between the different u. from individuals i pertaining to the same peer
group gv would indeed create a correlation between l9 u and the error term in ~-odel
i. Following Case and Katz (1991), we will verify that the measured effect of l, on
10
l; in Model 1 is unlikely to be solely due to unobserved individual characteristics u;
by testing whether the peers' observed individual characteristics xyu influence i's
behaviour in the following model:
V = Xf3 + Z 8 + X !JV a+ E.·t. (Model 2)
Finding parameters a significantly different from 0 will suggest that there are some
genuine interactions among individuals of the peer group.
3. A third source of bias is the presence of an unobserved common factor u" in the
village:
V = X f3 + Z 0 + (Igv + U +E·t .
If this were the case, the common factor would similarly affect other members of the
· village.We will therefore compare the basic model with a model where we substitute
the average behaviour lg'v of the non-peer~ g'v in the village for lyu:
vi= Xif3 + Zv8 + (vlg'v + Ei. (Model 3)
i.

1.

·1.

I

I

I

-

V

I

V •

U

3. Manski (1993) discusses the difficulties that arise for the empirical identification of peer effects
in a linear model.
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Because lg'v and lgv (e.g., average employment of men and women) may have different orders of magnitude and variability across villages, the comparison of the two
coefficient ( and (v does not reveal the relative importance of the two effects. There
is no simple way to test these two non-nested models against each other. However,
we can test each of them against a general model that encompasses both:
v; = X;~ + Z/) + (l,"' + ('l·"v + £,- (Model 4)
This may or may no tallow us to choose ;ne model over the other if, for example, the test
leads to rejection of both or neither. An ·alternative method is to use the procedure of
model selection based on an information criterion. The two most popular criteria are the
Akaike information criterfon (AIC) and the Bayesian inform~tion criterion (BIC):
AiC = £ ~ k

EiC= £-0.SkN
where£ is the log-likelihood of the model, k the number of estimated parameters,
and N the number of observations. As models i and 3 have the same number of
parameters and observations, the comparison of the information criteria reduces
to the comparison of the log-likelihood functions. Selecting Model I over Model 3
(either on the basis of the tests against Model 4 or using the information criteria) will
indicate that the peer effect is not due to common unobserved village-level factors.·
4. Finally, bias in the estimation of the peer effect could be due to presence of an unobserved common factor u9 to the individual trre g:
VI = X.A
+ Z U8 + r1
lt-J
~ :!,\' + U g + £ t.•
If this were the case, it is likely that the same type of people should similarly" feel this ·
factor in the closest village. We thus estimate a model where we substitute the average employment of the same type of individuals in the closest village (within a 4 km
radius) l yv,for l gu:
V = X.~ + Z 8 + (gl , + £.(Models)
As for the case above, s~le~ti~n of the best ~f the~e two non-nested models is done by
embedding them in a general model that includes b~th lyu' and l9 i? and by comparing
the information criteria, or equivalently the log-likelihood functions. In addit~on, the
sizes of the parameters are comparable iq this contrast, since they apply to similar
variables (average employment of men, for example) in two villages. Selecting Model
i over Model 5 (either from tests against the general model or using the information
criteria) will indicate that the peer effect is not due to an unobserved common factor
for individuals of a particular type.
While none of these tests alone offers a proof of the validity of the estimated effect of
peers' behaviour on individual employment decisions, the combination of them should
' provide support for our claim that estimation of significant peer effects in Model I is
not solely picking up unobserved variables.
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The Data
The data we use are unique in many aspects. First, we have household surveys that include all the individuals within each of the survey villages. 4 Unless otherwise specified,
we refer to the villages included in this data set as survey villages. 5 Second, from the
2000 population census, we have village-level data for all villages in Mexico. And third,
through applications of geographic information systems (GIS), we combine the data
in units that describe the proximity of each village, independent of the predetermined
administrative organization of Mexican municipalities and states.
The sample consists in 57,(:>44 adults from 20,160 households, located in 500 villages
in seven states. 6 Figure I illustrates the different levels of aggregation for the variables
we use in the empirical analysis to characterize the context. The dots (white and black)
represent the survey villages. Our survey includes all the individuals within these villages, for whom we observe Xr In addition, ~e calculated village-level averages for the
decisions and characteristics of neighbours (lgu and X gu).
Our work uses GIS in the construction of explanatory variables that describe the local
context for a particular village (Z ). All the villages that are in the proximity of the survey
villages and that were not incl~ded in the survey are represented by triangles. We have
population census data for these villages, which we then aggregate to describe the context
around the survey villages. Through applications of GIS, we constructed circles with 10
km and 20 km radiuses around each of the survey villages, like those illustrated in Figure
i. The two villages in the centre of the circles are represented with black dots. In order
to characterize the area around a survey village, we have aggregated the data for all the
villages inside a particular circle. The Z" variables (variability of altitude and average employment in the primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors) were constructed in this way.

Choice of Occupation
A key component of this study is the characterization of the different types of occu-·
pations from the information available in the survey. Among the' 57,644 adults in the
survey, agricultural workers (31.5% of adults), non-agricultural employees (7%), inde-

4. This is a census-like, individual-level survey performed in November 1999 as part of the followup on the implementation of the Oportunidades program (formerly Progresa) in 500 poor, rural,
Mexican villages. Oportunidades is a program that m~es conditional cash transfers for education,
nutrition, and health to poor families. The program started in 1997 and, as part of its internal impact
evaluation, every six months it ran an extensive survey on a sample of 25,000 rural households in 500
villages of seven different states. The data used for this paper consists of the 20,160 households that
had complete information (i.e., nothing was missing).
5. Because the format of the surveys changed over time, data on land ownership was not available
in the November 1999 questionnaire and therefore it was matched with the October 1998 round of
the survey. Similarly, data on education, literacy, and ethnicity of adults was matched with the 1997
Encaseh survey.
·
6. We refer to adults as persons 15 years of age or older when the survey was performed. We
excluded individuals who were enrolled in school and not working, part or full time.
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Survey villages. In the data, each is the centre of a circle.
All circles were not drawn in the graph for simplification .
.Survey village when it is the center of a circle.
All other villages in the census not included in the survey.

Figure 1. Description of the data

pendent workers (5.2%), ejidatarios7 (3.4%), and unpaid workers in family businesses
(2.3%) are the most frequent occupations. The adults in the survey were classified into
four types of occupations:.
landed self-employed (farm workers) 8 : 23,302 individuals;
2. agricultural wage workers (off-farm agricultural workers): 18,142 individuals;
3. non-landed informal sector workers and self-employed (informal OFNA): 1,759 individuals;
·
4. formal sector non-agricultural wage workers (formal OFNA) 9 : 4,007 individuals.
1:

This categorization into four groups includes 47,210 "working" adults, leaving
a group of 16,434 non-working adults (or 18%) in the .population of 57,644· persons.
Eighty-eight percent of the non-working adults are women, and 4 % are men older than
65 years.

7. Ejidatarios are hous·eholds with land received through the land reform program that followed
the Mexican revolution of 1910. They terid to be older household heads with low education and low
participation in OFNA. Most landed households in the survey belong to this category.
·
8. Landed self-employed farm workers are described as individuals who used or owned land and
had occupations described as employers, independent workers, workers in family business with no
wage, workers in non-family business with no wage, members of cooperatives, ejidatarios, and others,
as well as persons who appear as not working and who belong to households that used or owned land.
9. Non-landed informal sector workers and self-employed are defined as individuals who did
not use or own land and had occupations described as emp.loyers, independent workers, workers
in family business with no wage, workers in non-family business with no wage, members of cooperatives, ejidatarios, and others, as well as persons who appear as not working and who belong to
households that did not use or own land but who received an income for their work. We excluded the
persons who appeared as not working and who neither use nor own land or earned income.
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The Explanatory Variables
Table i presents summary statistics for the four groups of occupations: farm, off-farm
agriculture, informal OFNA, and formal OFNA activities. We report t-tests on differences between the last two groups. Compared to workers in the formal OFNA, those in
informal OFNA are more likely to be older, male, indigenous, and to have fewer years
of education. They come from smaller households with older heads. They live in places
with less employment in all sectors (primary, secondary, and tertiary) in the surr~und
ings. They have a higher proportion of village neighbours employed in farm, off-farm
agriculture, and informal OFNA. Interestingly, compared to those in the other occupations, people employed in formal OFNA are younger, have the highest education levels,
and come from larger households with young heads and little land. It is also the sector
that absorbs the least indigenous population and, among the off-farm jobs, that with
the highest participation of women.
Data in Table 2 describe the occupations of individuals' village neighbours, or village
averages of the occupational variables. They show that individuals in all occupations
have, on average, more neighbours in their same occupation than in any other, suggesting that interactions are important in the determination of current occupations.

Empirical Results
To identify the determinants of participation in OFNA jobs (Model 1), we estimate
separately probit equations for participation in informal and formal OFNA activities.
We also explore alternative definitions of the peer group. In a first estimation, the peer
group is composed of all the adults from the same village (Table 3).
For both types of employment, results in Table 3 show that the probability of participating in OFNA is highly correlated with individual and household characteristics.
It is higher for men, particularly for formal OFNA, higher when the head of household is female, and somewhat lower for indigenous. The two types of employment
differ sharply in that formal OFNA absorbs young, educated individuals from larger
households, wJ:iile informal OFNA captures older people from smaller households, and
education is not significantly associated with participation in this sector. None of the
contextual variables have an independent effect in these regressions, although they do
in some other specifications. This suggests that the contextual variables in the model
do not adequately capture the attributes of the context that matter in an individual's
occupational decision. Finally, we see that the peer effect is large and significant for
both informal and formal OFNA. Living in a village with an OFNA employment rate
of, for example, 12% rather than 2% increases the probability of each individual to be
working in OFNA by 4%.
In Table 4, we report these peer effects for alternative definitions of peer groups by
considering only adults of the same gender, the same ethnicity, the same education
level, or the same land ownership status within the village. Column 1 repeats the result
of the previous estimation for comparison purposes. Estimations are performed sepa-
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Table 1. Summary statistics by type of occupation

Farm

Off-farm
agriculture

Informal
OFNA

Formal
OFNA

Informal/
Formal
difference

INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age

41.46

37.58

42.03

29.64

**

Male

0.28

0.94

0.74

0.69

**

Indigenous

0.35

0.35

0.3

0.17

**

Educ.ation (years)

3.25

3.74

3.61

5.76

**

Age of household head

52.86

48.8

49.56

47.75

**

Household head is male

0.93

0.93

0.88

0.89

Household size

6.96

6.77

6.26

7;23

Dependency ratio

0.55

0.67

0.64

0.65

Irrigated land (owned ha)

0.16

0.07

0.06

Rainfed land (owned ha)

2.82

1.46

1.23

Standard deviation of altitude
(20km cii"cle)

0.31

0.33

0.31

0.3

Employment"in primary sector
(1 Okm circle)

. 12.87

12.64

12.53

12.75

· Employment in primary sector
(lOkm ring)

3.31

3.34

3.37

4.35

**

Empl. in sec. & ter. sectors
(1 Okm circle)

14.91

16.03

12.28

16.03

**

Empl. in sec. & ter. sectors
(lOkm ring)

6.86

9.1

9.46

7.67

Farm

0.43

0.37

0.34

0.33

**

Off-farm agriculture

0.31

0.34

0.28

0.25

**

Informal OFNA

0.03

0.03

0.05

0.03

**

Formal OFNA ·

0.06

0.06

0.08

0.14

**

23,302

18,142

1,759

4,007

**

VILLAGE CHARACTERISTICS

AVERAGE VILLAGE OCCUPATION

Number of observations
**:significantly different at 1%
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Table 2. Occupations of village neighbours

Individual occupation
Farm

Off-farm agric.

Informal OFNA

Formal OFNA

Neighbours' occupations'
Farm

0.43**

0.37

0.34

0.33

Off-farm agriculture

0.31

0.34**

0.28

0.25

Informal OFNA

0.03

0.03

0.05**.

Formal OFNA

0.06

0.06

0.08

0.14**

23,302

18, 142

1,759

4,007

Number of observations

0.03

a. Share of adults within the village, excluding own household members.
**:significantly different from other values in the row at 1%.

rately for the different types of individuals . These results reveal interesting heterogeneity in the importance of peer effects. Overall peer effects are of similar magnitude or
slightly larger for informal employment than for formal employment, except for the
non-indigenous and the more educated, for whom peer effects matter more in formal
jobs than in informal ones. Peer effects in informal employment are very similar across
groups, except for women and the non-indigenous (where the coefficients are 55% and
80% of what they are for men and the indigenous, respectively). By contrast, peer effects
are very heterogeneous in the formal sector. Men, non-indigenous, educated, and landless individuals benefit far more from their peers' occupational choices than do women,
indigenous, less educated, and landed individuals.1° The groups that are already most
engaged in formal OFNA activities have the highest marginal peer effects on participation. Peer effects thus help reinforce local differences in participation. 11
As mentioned earlier, a potential bias in this estimation could come from unobserved individual characteristics correlated at the village level. For example, by selective migration, some villages retain their most dynamic men, who are more likely to
become employed in OFNA activities; in some ethnic groups largely regrouped in
certain villages, women have a long tradition of handicrafts, while there is little such
tradition in other villages. With dynamism and ethnic tradition not observed, though
important determinants of participation to OFNA activities, the average behaviour of
peers (men or indigenous from the village) could pick up their effects. To support the
claim that there is not only correlation but also genuine interaction among members
of a peer group, we look for the influence of the characteristics of peers corresponding
to the observed characteristics of the individual. This interaction corresponds to what
Manski (1993) called the "exogenous" effect of peers. It can also. be seen as a linearized

10. Partitions based on land ownership status are presented only for formal employment since, by
the definition of informal sector described earlier, those in this sector are landless.
11. Alternative definitions of peer gr:oups (e.g., along age dimensions) were consistent with this
pattern of results.
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Table 3. Participation in off-farm non-agricultural activities (Model 1)
(marginal effects derived from a probit estimation computed at mean value of regressors)
(1) Mean value

(2) Informal

(3) Formal

Peer effect (villagers' occupations)
Proportion in informal OFNA

0.031

Proportion in formal OFNA

0.070

0.4383
[0.0154]**
0.4095
[0.0105]**

INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS EFFECT: X;

Age

38.9

Male

0.504

Indigenous

0.320

Education (years)

Age of household head (years)

Household head is male

Household size

-\

Dependency ratio

Irrigated land (ha)

3.65

50.3

0.917

6.77

0.621

0.0004

-0.001

[0.0000]**

[0.0001]**

0.0274

0.0402

[0.0013]**

[0.001 ll**

-0.0038

-0.0128

[0.0012]**

[0.0018]**

0.0003

0.0062

[0.0002]

[0.0003]**

-0.0003"

-0.0001

[0.0001]**

[0.0001]

-0.0275

-0.0374

[0.0034]**

[0.0041]**

-0.0009

0.0006

[0.0002]**

[0.0003]*

0.0021

0.0014

[0.0010]*

[0.0015]
-0.0024

0.093

[0.0013]

Rainfed land (ha)

-0.0009

1.68

[0.0003]**
CONTEXTUAL VARIABLES: Zv

Standard deviation of altitude 2

0.315

Em pit in primary sector (1 Okm circle)

12.7

Emplt in primary sector (1 Okm ring)

3.45

Emplt in sec. & tert. sectors (1 Okm circle)

15.Ci

-0.0027

-0.0009

[0.0033]

[0.0048]

0.00004

-0.00005

[0.0001]

[0.0001]

-0.0001

0.0002

[0.0001]

[0.0002]

-0.00003

0.00003

[0.0000]

[0.0000]
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Table 3 (continued)
(1) Mean value

Em pit in sec. & tert. sectors· (10km ring)

8.21

Mean value of OFNA employment

(2) Informal

(3) Formal

0.00002

0.00003

[0.0000]

[0.0000]

0.031

0.070

57,644

57,644

Individual characteristics

0.00

0.00

Contextual variables

0.32

0.66

Number of observations
F-test of joint signifcance: p-value

Standard errors in brackets;* significant at 5%; **significant at 1%

reduced form of Model L If correlation among characteristics was the only source of the
estimated influence of the peers in Model 1, then the peers' characteristics should not
appear to influence any individual once his own characteristics are taken into consideration: Table s reports the estimation results of the corresponding Model 2. It shows
very strong influence of peers' characteristics, and therefore support for existence of
genuine interactions among peers, for all definitions of peer groups for formal OFNA
activities. For informal OFNA activities, evidence of interactions is more pronounced
for women than men. Thus, we conclude that peer effects are not exclusively proxying
for unobservable individual characteristics shared among villagers.
A second source of potential bias could come from unobserved village characteristics." There are many obvious village attributes, such as its distance to an urban centre and its infrastructure, that influence OFNA opportunities. If these were the main
source of correlation between peer behaviours, then other non-peer villagers' employment choices should also be correlated with this unobserved factor, and hence "explain" individual behaviour. To discard this argument, we estimate Model 3, in which
we substitute the peers' average behaviour with the average employment behaviour of
.all villagers other than the peers. Results are reported in Table 6 for the different definitions of peers. The magnitude of the coefficients is lower than in Model 1, except for
men, non-indigenous, highly educated, and landless in formal OFNA activities, which
have. much larger values for ig'v than for i8 v. However, the meaningful comparison is
i2. To explore whether the presence of Oportunidades had any effect on the role peers play
on employment decisions, the main set of results from Model i was replicated including a treatment effect in the villages that were receiving Oportunidades and its interaction with the peer effect
.variable. The results of this estimation (available upon request) show that peer effects played a less
important role in the search of informal OFNA jobs in Oportunidades villages. If the cash transfer
was allowing households to invest in productive activities of their own (classified here as informal
OFNA employment), it is plausible to think that this could have decreased the importance ofpeer
effects. On the other hand, peer effects appear to play a stronger role for formal OFNA employment
in treatment villages, in particular among men and the landed. This is a less expected finding, given
that the community activities promoted by the program (such as health and nutrition talks) targeted
women.

Table ·4. Off farm employment, marginal effects of own reference group average employment (Model 1)
(marginal effects derived from a probit estimation computed at mean value of regressors)

(2)

(1)

Peer group:

Village

Observations:

All

Number of observations

(3)

(4)

Same gender
Male

(5)

(6)

Same ethnicity'

Femflle

(7)

(8)

Same education

Indigenous

Non-in dig.

~

4 years

(9)

Same land ownership status

<: 4years

Landed

Landless

57644

29035

28609

18126

4968

26778

30866

0.4383

0.4383

0.2412

0.3220

0.2570

0.3513

0.3387

0.4727

[0.0154]**

[0.0166]**

[0.0164]**

[0.0202]**

[0.0478]**

[0.0192]**

[0.0174]**

[0.0192]**

0.0003

0.0004

0.0002

-0.0003

0.0029

0.0009

0.0006

0.0009

32912

24732

INFORMAL OFF-FARM
EMPLOYMENT
Average reference group
employment
Education

[0.0002]

[0.0004]

[0.0002]

[0.0004]

[0.0008]**

[0.0003]*

[0.0007]

[0.0005]

Mean value ofOFNA

0.031

0.045

0.016

0.028

0.032

0.029

0.032

0.071

Log likelihood

-7102

-4895

-2075

-2069 .

-656

-3154

-3989

-5698

1461

1096

. 1206

-1073

89

390

564

525

0.4095

0.4505

0.2556

0.2709

0.4103

0.5511

0.2544

0.3280

0.4499

[0.0105)**

[0.0122]**

[0.0157]**

[0.0182]**

[0.0394)**

[0.0154)**

[0.0134)**

[0.0130]**

[0.0154]**

Ratio param. (peer/educ.)
FORMAL OFF-FARM
EMPLOYMENT
Average reference group
employment
Education
Mean value ofOFNA
Log likelihood
Ratio param. (peer/educ.)

..

0.0062

0.0084

0.0038

0.0038

0.0059

0.0140

0.0029

0.0045

0.0085

[0.0003]**

[0.0005]**

[0.0003]**

. [0.0003]**

[0.0010]**

[0.0008]**

. [0.0005]**

[0.0003]**

[0.0005]**

0.070

0.095

0.044

0.037

0.066

0.109

O.D35

0.055

0.088

-11806

-7309

-4168

-2251

-1047

-7922

-3860

-5707

-6030

66

54

67

70

69

39

87

73

53

Standard errors in brackets;* significant at 5%; **significant at 1%
· Allprobit models include individual characteristics (gender, age, ethnicity, education, head of household's age and gender, household size, and dependency ratio; and rainfed and
irrigated land in formal employment equations) and contextual variables (standard deviation of altitude, employment in primary and secondary/tertiary sectors in the 1Okm circle
around the village and in the 10 km ring around it)
a: Individuals in villages where there was less than 10% indigenous population were excluded from these estimations.

Table 5. Off-farm employment, effect of reference group average characteristics (Model 2)
(probit estimation)
(1)
Reference group:

Village

Observations:

All

Number of observations

(2)

(4)

(3)

Female

Indigenous

Non-in dig.

< 4years

2' 4 years

(9)

Same land ownership status

Same education group

Same ethnicity'

Same gender
Male

(8) .

(7)

(6)

(])

Landed

30866

32912

Landless
24732

57644

29035

28609

18126

4968

26778

26.9**

9.4

15.4*

43.22**

23.1**

18.8*

8

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

-7513

-5250

-2192

-2196

-657

-3310

-4173

-5991

559.4**

439.5**

73.5**

58.1**

70.5**

257.9**

175.6**

208.6**

231.7**

10

9

9

9

9

10

10

10

8

-12506

-8010

-4285

-2387

-1070

-8491

-4012

-6034

-6420

INFORMAL OFF-FARM EMPLOYMENT
chi2 for joint significance of
reference group average
characteristics
Degrees of freedom
Log likelihood

17.9*.

22.2**

FORMAL OFF-FARM EMPLOYMENT
chi2 for joint significance of
reference group average
characteristics
Degrees of freedom
Log likelihood

Standard errors in brackets;* significant at 5%; **significant at 1%.
All probit models include individual characteristics (gender, age, ethnicity, education, head of household's age and gender; household size, and dependency ratio; and rainfed and
irrigated land in formal employment equations) and contextual variables (standard deviation of altitude, employment in primary and secondary/tertiary sectors in the 10 km circle
around the village and in the 1Okm ring around it).
a: Individuals in villages where there was less than 10% indigenous population were excluded from these estimations.
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on the partial correlation, and hence on the goodness-of-fit of the model, rather than
on the value of the coefficient. Estimating Model 4, which encompasses both models 1
and 3 (results not reported), we find that we cannot reject Model i (i.e., ('=0) at the 5%
confidence level, except for 2 of the .14 cas~s (formal employment of males influencing
female informal employment, and formal employment of the landed influencing formal employment of the landless), and that(' is always a small fraction of(. In contrast,
Model 3 is always rejected at the 1% confidence level. Applying the information-based
selection criteria, Model i is always preferred to Model 3, since its log-likelihood is
higher than that of Model 3 in all 14 cases. In conclusion, we rule out that unobservable
village characteristics are all that is driving the significance of peer effects on occupational choice.
We test for the possibility that the unobserved factor, the source of correlation
among peers, cciuld be an individual type g specific factor. Such shocks would typically come from the labour demand side, with variation in opportunities for types of
jobs that cater to specific groups (such as a maquila employing mostly women, an enterprise recruiting educated people, etc.). However, employment opportunities would
most likely affect two villages that are close to each other in the same way. We thus associate each village with its closest neighbouring village in the sample, and keep in our
survey only the villages that have a closest neighbour at less than 4 km. This reduced
sample includes 158 villages and 18,744 observations. Model I is re-estimated on this
sub-sample and compared to Model 5, in which we substitute the average behavi~ur of
the same type (same gender, ethnicity, education, or land ownership status) in the closest village for the average behaviour of peers from the village. Results are reported in
Table 7: Comparison of parameters is meaningful here since we are typically comparing
the effect of average employment variables l90 and l 9d that are of the same size. Param- ·
eters are much lower in Model 5 than in Model i for all categories of individuals (with
the exception of the indigenous, for which they are of similar magnitude). Embedding
the two specifications in a model that includes both l gu and l yu,we cannot reJ· ect Model
i (&:) at the 5% confidence level in two cases and at 1% confidence level inn cases, out
of the 17 cases considered (results not reported). However, applying the informationbased selection criteria, Model i is always preferred to Model 5, since it has a higher
log-likelihood function.
.
One additional model, reported in Table 8, includes all of the different sets of controls compared across models 2, 3, 4, and 5. The estimations reported in Table 8 control
for average.employment of the individual's peer group (l ), peers' observedindividual
g
characteristics (X90 ), average employment of the non-peers (}9 ,.), and average employment of the same type of individual in the nearest village (l9J The objective of this
exercise is to address the various sources of bias by accounting for all of the different
effects in the same estimation. The estimations are carried out over the smaller sample
of individuals residing in places with a closest neighbouring village less than 4 km away,
as in Table 7. The results are consistent with the previous findings: own reference group
effects are always stronger and significant. This is true even after controlling for nonreference group effects at the village level, reference group effects in the closest village,
and ayerages of individual characteristics across the reference group (the exogenous

Table 6. Off-farm employment, marginal effects of village population other than reference group average employment (Model 3)
(marginal effects derived from a probit estimation computed at mean value of regressors)
(2)

(1)
Reference group:
Observations:
Number of observations

Same gender
Male

(4)

(3)

(5)

Same education group

Same ethnicity

Female

Indigenous

(6)

Non-indig.

<-: 4 years

< 4years

29035

28609

18126

4968

26778

30866

0.4013

0.0765

0.0717

0.2292

0.2829

0.3416

[0.0383]**

[0.0091]**

[0.0105]**

[0.0453]**

[0.0171]**

[0.0188]**

-5204

-2168

-2197

-657

-3184

-4018

0.8500

0.0858

0.0924

0.4574

0.9159

[0.0302]**

[0.0060]**

[0.0096]**

[0.0481]**

-7815

-4209

-2369

-1058

(7)

(8)

Same land ownership status
Landed

Landless

32912

24732

0.1023

0.2232

3.0117

[0~0313]**

[0.0055]**

[0.0100]**

[0.1247]**

-8180

-3901

-5852

-6252

INFORMAL OFF-FARM
EMPLOYMENT

Average employment in
village population·other than
reference group

Log likelihood
FORMAL OFF-FARM
EMPLOYMENT

Average employment in
village population other than
reference group

Log likelihood

Standard errors in brackets;* significant at 5%; **significant at 1%
All probit models include individual characteristics (gender, age, ethnicity, education, head of household's age and gender, household size, and dependency ratio; and rainfed and
irrigated land in formal employment equations) and contextual variables (standard deviation of altitude, employment in primary and secondary/tertiary sectors in the 10 km circle
around the village and in the 1Okm ring around it)
·
·

-

- -

--,----·-----------------------

Table 8. Comparing all effects
(marginal effects derived from a probit estimation computed at mean value of regressors)

(1)
Reference group:
Observations:
Number of observations
Average reference group employm.
in own village
Average employment in village
population other than reference
group
Average reference group employm.
in closest village (Model 5)
Log likelihood
Average reference group employm.
in own village

Average employment in village
population other than reference
group
Average reference group employm.
in closest village (Model 5)
Log likelihood

(2)

Male

(4)

(3)

Same gender

(5)

Same ethnicity

Female

Indigenous

(7)

(6)

Non-indig.

~

4 years

(8)

Same land ownership status

Same education

< 4years

Landed

Landless
7946

9453

9291

7203

11470

8811

9933

10635

0.4389

0.2729

0.1832

0.5969

0.3974

0.3932

0.5824

[0.0292]**

[0.0306]**

[0.0258]**

[0.0389]**

[0.0374]**

[0.0376]**

[0.325]**

0.0224

-0.0189

0.0346

-0.369

[0.0486]

[0.0124]

[0.0172]*

0.0315

0.0062

[0.0219]

[0.0196]

-0.0511 .

-0.0057

[0.0234]

[0.0272]

[0.0394]

0.0195

0.0241

0.0443

0.0361

0.0471

. [0.0156]

[0.0402]

[0.0268]

[0.0196]

[0.0328]

-923

-1257

-1805

-1435

-700

-673

-1528

0.4178

0.3573

0.2424

0.5383

0.5959

0.2256

0.3641

0.5051

[0.0278]**

[0.0362]**

[0.0366]**

[0.0344]**

[0.0398]**

[0.0293]**

[0.0349]**

[0.0471]**

0.0227

-0.0087

-O.D319

-0.0018

-0.1001

-0.0004

-0.0412

-0.0447

[0.0628]

[0.0110]

0.0282

[0.0066]

[0.0628]

[0.0164]

[0.0283]

[0.0383]

0.0484

0.0013

-0.0131

0.0774

0.0599

0.0319

0.0466

0.0186

[0.0230]

[0.0252]

. [0.0361]

[0.0319]*

[0.0315]

[0.0218]

[0.0199]*

[0.0322]

-2041

-1143

-674

-2635

-2219

-1060

-1613

-1633

Standard errors in brackets;* significant at 5%; **significant at 1%
All probit models include individual characteristics (g.ender, age, ethnicity, education, head of household's age and gender, household size, and dependency ratio; and rainfed
and irrigated land in formal employment equations), average of individual characteristics across the reference group, and contextual variables (standard deviation of altitude,
employmen't in primary and secondary/tertiary sectors in the 10 km circle around the village and in the 1Okm ring around it)

-

-

-- - - - - - -

Table 9. Multinomial logit (relative risk ratios)

(2)

(1)
Reference group:

Village

Observations:

All

Number of observations

(3)

Same gender
Male

'(5)

(4)

Same ethnicity

Female

Indigenous

(6)

(7)

Same education

Non-indig.

<: 4 years

(8)

(9)

Same land ownership status

< 4years

Landed

Landless

23908

21198

2710

7560

16348

12386

11522

11919

11989

0.0128

0.1438

0.000029

0.0273

0.0148

0.0332

0.01809

0.0211

0.0112

[0.0039]**

[0.0303]**

[.000243]**

[0.0176]**

[0.0047]**

[0.01012]**

[0.0080]**

[0.0075]**

[0.0049]**

5062.384

373.2384

42450.94

165779.3

2600.379

687.164

60350.55

16462.5

637.9171

[96.4853]** [51649:16]**

[160756]**

[946.965]**

[219.775]** [42245.45]**

[8746.36]**

[295.833]**

Off-farm non-agricultural
employment in formal jobs
Average reference group
employm. in agricultural
activities
Avg. reference group employment in non-ag. formal jobs

[1826.761 ]**
Avg. reference group employment in non-ag. informal jobs

1.9609

1.8319

2.1409

8.7716

1.2149

2.3356

9.0399

0.5688

[1.5148]

[0.9871]

[3.9087]

[11.0031]

[0.9891]

[1.8654]

[9.1989]*

[0.3257]

0.0033

0.0293

0.0001

0.0039

0.0286

0.0057

0.0386

[0.0013]**

[0.0079]**

[0.0001]**

[0.0099]**

[0.0018]**

[0.0138]**

[0.0027]**

[0.0159]**

0.6288

0.5242

5.6619

2.7097

0.8156

2.8317

1.0626

2.999

[0.3177]

[0.1922]

[9.0517]

[3.1145]

[0.4323]

[1.4909]*

[0.9462]

[1.5119]*

141543.1

570.3272

8859020

20565.6

44925.99

234096.5

1634.39

-2143.888

[23059.7]** [44377.54]**

[246022]**

[1426.87]**

[1028.311]**

-6751

-5005

Off-farm non-agricultural
employment in informal jobs
Average reference group
employm. in agricultural
activities
Avg. reference group employment in non-ag. formal jobs
Avg. reference group employment in non-ag. informal jobs

' [119584.4]**
Log likelihood

-11701

[321.491]** [17800000]**
-9667

-1906

0.0169'

-2788

.-8921

-3512

'-8127

Standard errors in brackets;* significant at 5%; **significant at 1%
All pro bit models indude individual characteristics (gender, age, ethnicity, education, head of household's age and gender, household size, and dependency ratio; and rainfed and
irrigated land in formal employment equations), average of individual characteristics across the reference group, and contextual variables (standard deviation of altitude, employment in
primary and secondary/tertiary sectors in the 10 km circle around the village and in the 1Okm ring around it)
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effect). This pattern is observed across all partitions and for both informal and formal
OFNA employment.
As a robustness check, Table 9 presents an alternative to the probit estimations used
so far by proposing the use of a mutinomial logit model, .where the deperident variable
consists of the three types of off-farm occupations: agricultural, non-agricultural formal, and non-agricultural informal. The base group for all the estimations is off-farm
agricultural employment. The number of observations in this estimation differs from
that in earlier models because these estimations focus on modelling the choice across
off-farm.employment options only, and as such do not include individuals who are
either not working or who have on-farm jobs. The table reinforces the message that
peer effects from same-occupation groups are the ones that matter the most. The relative risk of choosing OFNA ipformal (formal) employment over off-farm agricultural
employment increases substantially as the share of peers in OFNA informal (formal)
jobs increases. Perhaps more interesting are cross-occupation effects. It is consistently
observed that the relative risk of choosing OFNA informal (formal) employment over
off-farm agricultural employment decreases as the share of peers in off-farm agricultural jobs increases. In turn, changes in the share of peers in formal (informal) jobs
are not consistently associated in a significant manner to changes in the relative risks
. of choosing OFNA informal (formal) employment over off-farm agricultural employment for most of the partitions presented, with the exception of the landless and the
group with higher education (the low education group). Table 9 documents an interesting difference in the effect of peers' employment choices across off-farm agricultural
and non-agricultural activities. In particular, the likelihood of engaging in OFNA formal (informal) employment vis-a-vis agricultural employment increases with the share
of peers in the same occupation but decreases with the share of peers in agricultural
off-farm employment.
_
The last exercise consists of measuring for which subgroup of the population the
peer effect is relatively more important than the role of education in gaining OFNA
employment. Results are reported in Table ·4. Note that education is not a significant
determinant of employment in informal OFNA. However, education is important in
determining participation in formal OFNA employment for all types of individuals.
Results show an interesting regularity. The role of education is weaker in helping access
OFNA employment in exactly the groups that are less engaged in OFNA employment
and that also have lower peer effects (female, indigenous, less educated, and smallhold-.
ers). However, for them, the peer effect is relatively more important than the role of
education in gaining OFNA employment compared to these relative roles for the more
engaged groups (see ratio parameters [peer/education] in Table 4). Peer effects are thus
relatively more important than educational effects in achieving formal OFNA employment for the weaker groups on that market. Given the current employment va!Ue of
education to them, reinforcing the effectiveness of peer effects can thus assist them in
gaining greater access to formal OFNA employment.
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Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed the role of peer effects in helping rural households access
off-farm, non-agricultural employment, a proven effective instrument in reducing rural
poverty. We used village census data for Mexico, combined with village-level population census data and GIS constructed variables. We established that peer effects are
important, and rejected the possibility that they can be proxying for unobserved individual (Model 2), village-level (Model 3), or individual type (Model 4) effects. We found
the following results:
i. Inside one's own village, an individual's peer effects are structured by similarities in
gender, ethnicity, education, and land endowment. Individuals are strongly influenced in their participation in OFNA employment by the degree of participation of
their peers. These effects are larger for informal than for formal employment. For
informal employmep.t, the magnitude of these effects is similar across peer groups,
except for women, for whom they are lower.
2. Marginal peer effects are-quantitatively more important for members of groups that
already participate more in formal OFNA employment, and for whom the marginal
effect of education is also more important. These groups are composed of individuals that are male, non-indigenous, more educated, and landless. However, marginal peer
effects are most important relative to the role of education for members of groups
participating less in formal OFNA employment and for whom education is less effective. These under-privileged groups are composed of individuals who are female,
less educated, and smallholders.
These results indicate that if OFNA employment is to be a key component of rural
poverty reduction strategies, membership in peer groups and the strength of one's peer
group in accessing OFNA employment are important policy considerations. However,
ifleft to themselves, these social spillover effects t~nd to enhance already deep-rooted
village inequalities in accessing these jobs. For the weaker groups, they can be relatively
more important than what education buys them in gaining employment. Hence, both
understanding better how peer effects work in helping individuals gain access to OFNA
employment and how to use policy instruments to increase the inclusiveness and effectiveness of peer groups are important research subjects to pursue in order to design
better-performing rural development strategies.
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Protection or Obstruction? Women
and Precarious Work in India
Rajeni Chagar

This paper considers how India's economic liberalization under the New
Economic Policy (NEP) has affected its labour policies designed to protect women in precarious work. Particular attention is paid to the negative influence the NEP has had on women's
empowerment schemes from the 1990s onwards. Although India's GDP has incre3;sed exponentially from 267 billion USD in 1991 to 691 billion USD in 2004,' women continue to have
significantly higher levels of unemploymel).t, illiteracy, and poverty than men. However,
it is not solely the NEP that has limited women's protection in the workplace but also the
entrenched hierarchical power relations within India's "soft state."
ABSTRACT

RESUME Cet article examine comment, dans le cadre de la nouvelle politique economique

a

(NPE), la liberalisation economique en Inde a pu affecter ses politiques du travail visant
proteger Jes femmes qui occupent des emplois precaires. Une attention particuliere est donnee !'influence negative que la NPE a eu sur Jes strategies de renforcement de l'autonomie
des femmes depuis Jes annees 1990. Bien que le produit interieur brut (PIB) de l'Inde ait
connu une croissance exponentielle entre 1991 et 2004, passant de 267 milliards a 691 milliards de dollars americains, Jes femmes connaissent toujours des niveaux de chomage,
d'analphabetisme et de pauvrete significativement plus eleves que !es hommes. Toutefois, ce
n'est pas seulement la NPE qui a restreint la protection des femmes dans la sphere du travail,
mais aussi Jes relations de pouvoir hierarchiques bien enracinees qui gouvernent l'Inde consideree comme un « Etat mo!i ».

a

Introduction
In his i928 address to a women's college in British India, the future first Prime Minister
ofindia, Jawaharlal Nehru, reflected on the backward status ofindian women when he
said, "one could judge the degree of civilization of a country by the social and politic
cal position of womeri. The India that is built will be judged by the position of Indian
women" (Gopal i982, 361). His view of the fundamental rights and duties ofindian
citiz~ns was incorporated in the Constitution ofindia, which expounds the principles
of equal status and opportunity regardless of religion, caste, creed, or sex. Yet, while the
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notions of equality and the "protection"• of rights are rooted in the Indian constitution,
it is critical to question whether equality really exists among its citizens.2 Can women
actualize equality with the same rights as men in tl1e economic, political, and social
'spheres ofindian society? Are women afforded the same rights in the workplace? And
what role does the central government play in ensuring that women are not subjected
to oppression or exploitation because of their gender?
The purpose of this paper is to offer a comparative discussion ofindia's labour policies designed to assist women in their pursuit of empowerment and tci explore the impact the neoliberal model has had on women in precarious work. The central question
of this paper is how have India's reforms in the 1990s under the New Economic Policy
(NEP) impacted the objectives of labour policies designed to protect and empower
women workers? I will argue that a decade of reforms has left women with greater
wage inequalities, questionable work participation rates, and increased poverty levels,
as India's labour policies, enacted to protect women's equality in the workplace, have
been undermined by India's NEP growth strategies.
To understand the relationship between women and the Indian state, it is necessary
to understand it as a hierarchically arranged multiplicity of power relations. The Indian
state-is not only plagued by corruption, inefficiencies, and lack of social control but,
in addition, its patriarchal nature has limited women's equality and their right to be
empowered members of society.
Since 1947, the central government has formally recognized the various social constraints that have limited the inclusion of women in the workforce, and consequently,
has implemented various labour policies to assist women in their struggle for empowerment. Policy initiatives such as the Minimum Wages Act (1948), the Maternity Benefits Act (1961), the Equal Remuneration Act (1976), and others, originated under India's
Congress-led welfare model and were enacted to protect the most vulnerable members
of society-those being the members of the Scheduled Caste (SC), Scheduled Tribe
(ST), and Other Backward Caste (OBC) groups and women. Congress's welfare model
1. Wendy Brown (1992) questions whether one can suggest women are "protected" by the very
. power that perpetuates the specific modality of dependence and powerlessness marking many
women's experiences across widely diverse cultures. And Shirin Rai (1998) suggests women are not
"protected" by the state but rather create a protection for themselves by taking control of their lives by
apprnaching the various forms of state differently, taking into account their own experience, needs,
and situation. Rai suggests we must understand the relationship that women construct with the state
in which they live. This paper will use the term protect loosely, as the Indian government contends
current labour legislations have evolved for the."protection" of empowerment initiatives and women's rights in the workplace.
2. Formal equality has been interpreted as "treating likes alike." In contrast, however, substantive equality begins with the recognition that equality sometimes requires that individuals be treated
differently. Thus, substantive equality is concerned with the actual outcome and impact of the law,
whereas formal equality focuses on the legal and policy issues. Substantive equality is directed at
eliminating individual, institutional, and systemic discrimination against disadvantaged groups that
effectively undermines their full and equal social, economic, political, and cultural participation in
society. The central question of this approach is whether the rules and/or practices contribute to the
subordination of the disadvantaged group. Substantive equality is interested in what has been actual·
ized by the state. See Kapur and Cossman (2001).
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adopted an approach of state intervention in conjunction with a market economy to
achieve development and empower.ment for women based on social policy. 3
However, in 1991, when introducing the NEP, Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao
announced that the "protection" of women'·s status must be rooted in a strong base of
economic capabilities and practices. This signalled a shift in Rao's government from
the welfare economic model to a neoliberal economic policy-on the assumption that,
since earnings are linked to the market, if more women were -employed, their status
would improve. I.M. Young suggests though, that as wageworkers women undergo specific forms of gender exploitation in which their energies and powers are expendedunnoticed and unacknowledged-to benefit men (1990, 51). But Rao's government
maintained that the existing gap between men and women in terms of wages and access to employment would decrease as more women entered the workforce. The NEP,
which Rao's government introduced in 1991, relied in part on a strategy of flexibility in
the organization of industry and in labour markets which, as hoped, did result in the
generation of jobs for women. It is important to consider, however, whether this has
actually improved the position of women in India. While India's GDP has incrt'.ased
· exponentially from 267 billion USD in 1991 to 599 billion USD in 2003 (World Bank
2003), economic growth does not necessarily imply development and Indian women
still have significantly higher levels of unemployment, illiteracy, and poverty than men
(Government oflndia 20oia).
Empowerment can be understood as expanding the range of decisions that are made
through democratic processes (Young 1990, 251). Anderson and Siim further expand
this definition to understand empowerment as the process of awareness and capacity
building, which increases the participation and decision-making power of citizens, and
may potentially lead to transformative action that will change opportunity structures in
an inclusive and equalizing direction (2004, 3). Thus, empowerment is linked to local
autonomy and is a means by which to include the participation of oppressed social
groups in decision making at all levels of society (Anderson and Siim 2004, 5). The employment of women in India, however, has not led to the empowerment of women in
India, particularly after the NEP, since-on the contrary--:-the feminization oflabour in
India is closely associated with the feminization of poverty and an increase in exploitation. (begaonkar and Gills 2002, 71).
In addition, patriarchy plays a critical role in policy initiatives and outcomes, which
is significant in the design and implementation of empowerment strategies. According
to Sylvia Walby, patriarchy is a system of social structures and practices in which men
dominate, oppress, and exploit women (1990, 20 ). A complex of forms of patriarchal
closure within waged labour exclude women from the better forms of work and segregate them into the worse jobs, which are deemed to be less skilled. 4 Walby also tells

3. The purpose of this paper is not to discuss Congress's welfare model, but rather to highlight the
shift from the welfare to the neoliberal model and the impact the neoliberal economi~ framework has
had on women workers. For greater discussion oflndia's welfare model see Sen (1970) ..
4. The other structures she discusses are the patriarchal mode of production, patriarchal relations
in sexuality, male violence, and patriarchal relations in cultural institutions.
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us that the state has a systematic bias towards patriarchal interests in its policies and
aCtions. Thus, women are hired for their characteristics as docile, obedient workers and
are paid less than for equivalent work produced by men.
While the central government is currently focused on economic growth and progress, it has ignored women's rights to equality in the workplace. It is critical to question
why women have been denied such rights, since the Indian Constitution and numerous
legislative policies assert the equal status of all Indian citizens, regardless of their sex,
economic status, or religious affiliation. Certainly the entrenchment of patriarchy in
Indian society plays a critical role in denying women's rights to fair and equal treatment
in the home and the workplace. But it is India's status as a "soft state" 5 that allows the
patriarchal nature of Indian society to effectively deny women their equal rights; it is
India's maintenance of the soft state-politically, economically, and socially-that has
led to it to fail to provide Indian women with the protection that is needed. Accord.ingly, this paper will extend its discussion of the negative impact of the NEP on the
protection of women's rights in the workplace to suggest that it is not primarily the
economic model that adversely impacts the status of women workers but rather the
way that India's soft state status has influenced the implementation of its labour policies-by allowing socially entrenched patriarchal values to take precedence over official
state policies on women's rights in the workplace~
This paper will proceed in four main sections. The first section outlines the main
characteristics of the soft state and will discuss why India remains in such a position
even after its shift to a neoliberal framework. The second section discusses India's liberalization policy under the current neoliberal model and considers how the NEP has
impacted women workers in India. The third section critically discusses the political,
economic, and social weaknesses of the Indian state after the NEP and the.fact that its
attempt at economic growth has not led to equitable development for women. And
the final section explores alternative measures for the protection of women in the
workplace, suggesting that the problem is a complex one that goes far beyond simple economics. As long as India remains soft in the economic, social, and political
spheres, empowerment initiatives and labour protection policies enacted for women
in the workforce will continue to prove not merely ineffective but actually obstructive
to women's empowerment and development. The failure of the belief that the NEP
would improve women's position in India has, in fact, only further intensified the inequalities that exist between the sexes-as the lack of policy implementation, increasing
economic insecurity, and the state's support of patriarchally defined gender roles is
evidence oflndia's position as a soft state. By protecting the current patriarchal gender
relations that define community practices and by continuing to exploit and marginalize
women at home and in the workplace, India is preventing the empowerment of women
in precarious work from being fully achieved.

5. The term soft state will be discussed in more detail in the next section of this paper, but in
essence refers to a state that is unable to exert social control or enact policies due to corruption or
inefficiency within.
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The Soft State6
Before proceeding to an in-depth discussion oflndia as a soft state, it is important to
define the characteristics of the so called "soft" or "weak" state. Scholars generally consider the basis for judging a weak versus a strong state to be the state's level of corruption, its administrative efficiency, its coercive powers, and the organizational capacity
.to maintain legitimacy accorded by the population to the state. Characteristics of the
soft state include: a weak ability to enforce decisions and policy implementation; a weak
link between .the state and peak interest groups in civil society; a bureaucracy too large
to be controlled, making it ineffective in practice; corruption in the state and amongst·
its officials;7 a lack of state-society cooperation; and a lack of social control. 8
Shirin Rai contends that with a soft state there is no direct, linear correlation between
"state autonomy" and "state capacity," since the first will not automatically lead to the
other (1998, 25-39)~ Weak states can only exercise a despotic power that Michael Mann
defines as the power of the state elites (that is, groups of high-ranking government
officials who form an elite group within the government) taking precedence. Strong
· states, on the other hand, exert infrastructural power that includes the subordination of
people's inclinations of social behaviour in favour of the behaviour prescribed by state
rules (Mann 1984, 185-212). Whereas in a weak state the lack of infrastructural power
leads laws to be ignored, as directives by the state are held hostage by factors outside
.
the contro.l of the state.
A strong state has the capabilities to complete such tasks as penetrating and coordinating society, regulating social relationships, extracting resources, and appropriating or using resources in determined ways (Migdal 19S8, 22-23). Weak states, on the
other hand, may be capable of penetrating sqciety and extracting resources but have
difficulty regulating society and controlling the use of those resources; a weak state is
unable to insert itself into the survival strategies of its citizens (Lambach 2004). Myrdal
points out that a soft state's rulers are often unwilling to impose obligations on those it
governs, and there is a corresponding unwillingness on their part to. obey the rules laid
down by democratic procedures. The soft state is unable to implement policies that go
against the interests of the bureaucracies or powerful groups in society. Myrdal (cited
in Martinussen 1997, 225-27) suggests that government officials frequently cooperate
with the dominant (and in India's case that would mean exclusively male) individuals
and groups they are supposed to supervise and control, thereby leaving women without
recourse. Thus, state patriarchy has limited women's access to equality and rights. As
Georgina Ashworth points out: "state machineries were constructed by men, for men,
6. I will use the terms soft and weak interchangeably throughout the paper when discussing
india' slack of state strength.
7. Gunnar Myrdal points out that corruption emerges when laws are formulated in such weak
terms that there is a considerable degree of discretionary power left with government officials. See
Myrdal (1968).
8. According to Myrdal, attitudes towards life and work in the soft state have obstructed economic growth and development. See Martinussen (1997, 225-27).
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with a reward system from which women do not constitutionally benefit" (1995, 11).
If the state is controlled by men and constructed in terms of the existing patriarchally
defined gender relations, then women's efforts to achieve their own empowerment are
continually denied, regardless of any legislative measure put in place to equalize their
position in society.
So we see that women experience the power of a soft state differently as their demands and struggles develop. The state institutionalizes male interests and this leads to
uneven development and the denial to women of their equal rights, both in the home
and in the workplace. Concerns of illiteracy (54.5% ofindian females are literate compared to 76.1% ofindian males) 9 and social exclusion are also critical because women
are limited in their access to legislation and state processes when the lack of political
will to disturb traditional family values is manifested in the weak state (Government
ofindia 20oia); Rai suggests that women in Third World countries are more removed
from the state in all its manifestations than are Western women. This is because the
state is unable to provide the kind of safety ne~ork that the Western liberal state does
with its welfare provisions.
India is identified as a soft state for a number of reasons; one being its failure in
implementing its labour policies to protect women in the workplace. Labour policies
created to "protect" women continue to be patriarchally driven and enforced by soft
state apparatus that has little interest in the protection of women workers. This is not
to suggest, of course, that a hard state cannot have patriarchal forces within its own
construction (consider South Korea; Singapore, and Taiwan, to name a few) but rather
that it is the buildup of government inefficiency and corruption and the failure of the
state to correct existing patriarchal structures-rather than the mere presence of these
structures-that limit women's status in India and perpetuate oppressive conditions for
women at home and in the workplace (Root 2001). The soft state thereby becomes not
a protective mechanism but rather one that is obstructive to a women's development.
The state's inability to reinforce women's equal status in India is evidence of its status
as a weak state.
As stated earlier, Rao anticipated that India's economy would grow with the inclusion of women's labour. And India has, indeed, seen an increase of economic growth,
from a steady 3% per annum prior to the reforms to a 6-7% increase under the changed
economic model. However, for women in the workplace, there has been an increase
in poverty, a decrease in wages, and a casualization of the labour force and the state .
continues to show little interest in transcending traditional family values in order to
rede.fine gender relations. The patriarchal structure of the Indian state fails to incorporate women's interests and continues to confine them within oppressive Social roles
determined by gender. The NEP has failed to improve the status of women, but this
failure ~s not solely due to the inadequacies of the NEP; in fact, it is largely due to the
patriarchal nature oflndian society, which effectively relegates women to a lower position, and to the weakness of the state, which makes it incapable of enforcing its own
gender equity policies.
9. This statistic measures the literacy rate for females and males age i5+.
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The New Economic Policy and Empowerment
Until the 1970s, the Indian economy was seen as a classic case of postwar state-led
economic development adopting a N ehruian welfare framework. This began with state
· ownership and control of the basic and core infrastructure industries as well as other
strategic and economically significant industries, with state regulation of other aspects
of activity even in the non-core areas (Mahbub ul Haq Human Development Centre
2002, 63). By the 1960s, deep cracks had appeared in India's. economy; experts realized
their economic growth policies were not working, since extreme wealth and extreme
poverty were both increasing. However, there were no major changes to India's economic structure-apart from some light reforms introduced by Rajiv Gandhi in the
. 198os-until 1991, when, in response to a balance of payments crisis, the ne~ government led by P.V. Narasimha Rao introduced the NEP-.a package of new objectives
with the goal of increasing India's economic growth and inclQding women's productive
labour. 10
These economic reforms led to the adoption of a neoliberal model for economic
growth. Its recommendations included greater fiscal discipline, setting of public expenditure priorities, tax reforms, economic liberalization, the depreciation of exchange
rates, trade liberalization, promotion of foreign direct investment, privatization of state
enterprises, and deregulation (Peet 1999, 52). The neoliberal model prescribes more
market and less state at all levels of governance. The NEP was launched following
a balance of payments crisis, beginning officially in 1991, which was generated by the
withdrawal of international credit and non-resident Indian (NRI) deposits causing
India's foreign exchange reserves to collapse, The government opted for conditional
credit from the IMF to deal with the situatio11, necessitating policies of stabilization and
accelerating structural reforms as outlined by the IMF (Mahbub ul Haq Human Development Centre 2002, 63-68). India's program of economic policy reforms consisted
of stabilization-cum-structural adjustment measures with a view to attaining higher
rates of economic growth. The most significant impact the shift has had on women
workers has been the deregulation oflabour protection, leading to the massive growth
of contract labour and subcontracting.
The empowerment of women was tied to the introduction.of the NEP in India, since
it was believed that employing more women would increase their participation in society and thus their decision-making power, creating a basis for gender equality. The
11

12

10. India had already begun a process of"quiet adjustment" that introduced the neoliberal model
to its economic policy planning in the early 1980s, as multinational corporations were encouraged to
invest by the Indira Gandhi government as well as under Rajiv Gandhi.
11. Neoliberalism has its roots in the late 1960s in opposition to Keynesianism, structuralism, and
development economics. It was adopted by Thatcher and Reagan, in Britain and the United States
respectively, in the 1980s. This signalled a shift in emphasis from welfare to economic growth through
the privatization and liberalization of state-led economies.
12. Neoliberalism became the West's model for reshaping Eastern Europe in the post-communist
1990s.
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principles of gender equality are enshrined in the Indian Constitution in its Preamble,
Fundamental Rights, Fundamental Duties, and Directive Principles. The Constitution
not only grants equality to women, but also empowers the state to adopt measures of
positive discrimination in favour of women. Government programs for the protection
of women workers began from the enactment of the Indian Constitution with Congress's welfare approach claiming equal rights for all men and women and a planned,
socialist economic approach. The importance of empowering women received attention from the first five-year plan (1951-56) but was grouped together with the welfare of
other disadvantaged groups, such as the destitute, disabled, and elderly, since women
were not considered to need their own special status.
The shift from welfare to neoliberal model began in the sixth five-year plan (198085), which adopted a multidisciplinary approach with specific attention to women and
work. Under Indira Gandhi, the sixth five-year plan targeted women, specifically with
regard to poverty alleviation. It was assumed that women's positions would improve
with the increase in economic opportunities for both men and women. Proponents of
the rieoliberal model argued that the welfare model did not reach poor rural women
who constitute to the bulk of the female population in India. And for the first time,
the sixth five-year plan recognized that women's employment and income opportunities should be accelerated-a shift from Nehru's broad welfare approach that focused
on nation building, national development, and community development, without.any
specific focus on women. The sixth five-year plan had the goal of integrating women
and development into India's economic growth through the growth of jobs and access
for women. Through the shift to a neoliberal model, which, it was believed, would lead
to greater female work participation, it was suggested women's empowerment would
be greatly accelerated/3 The ninth five-year plan (1997-2002) made a significant change
in the conceptual strategy of planning for women that drew attention to the absence
of training policies aimed to provide greater employment benefits, social security, and
better work conditions (Government oflndia 1997). However, as will be discussed later,
the benefits of the plans have been questionable, since the legislation has failed to have
any impact on the lives of most poor women.

13. The second to fifth plans (1956-79) continued to reflect the same welfare approach towards
women and work. The seventh five-year plan (1985-90) continued the objective of raising women's
economic and social status to bring them into the m·ainstream of national development with a focus
on both skilled and unskilled employment and specific attention given to education and vocational
training. The eighth five-year plan (1992-97) promised to ensure that benefits of development would
not bypass women and would enable women to function as equal partners and participants in the
development process. See Varma (1992, 55-61).
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The Obstructive Nature of the Soft State towards
Women's Empowerment
Since India's economic reforms were officially launched in 1991, the Indian economy
has sustained an annual average growth rate of over 6% with its GDP growth rate in
2003-04 standing at around 7.5% (Can India work? 2004). Further, Indian's foreign
exchange reserves have crossed 100 billion and are currently repaying its foreign debt
ahead of schedule (Can India work? 2004). Two of the main architects of the 1991
reforms, Finance Minister Manmohan Singh and Commerce Minister Palaniappan
Chidambaram are the current Prime Minister and Finance Minister respectively in the
Congress~ led coalition government. Singh, Chidambaram, and other optimists espousing this approach envisaged an East Asian type experience in which the NEP would
remove the rigidities and price distortions fn the economy and this would increase
the demand for labour, owing to a shift to labour intensive products and techniques
· based on comparative advantage. The demand for unskilled labour would therefore
increase and this would help women find entry into the productfon process jobs in
manufacturing more easily (Dev 2000, 135-36). And while India's economy has grown
rapidly though the adoption of this neoliberal model, this has not necessarily led to the
empowerment of women workers.
·
While many who favour the liberalization policy suggest there is a positive correlation between India's NEP and the improvement of women's livelihood, in reality there
has been little improvement-in fact; there has been a reduction in equality practices
for women workers through its adoption. This section will discuss the negative impact
that economic liberalization has had on women workers, including decreased wages,
reduced job security, and an increase in poverty levels. The downfalls of the NEP are
further exacerbated because India remains weak in the enforcement of policies that
were enacted to protect women from the exploitation and oppressive conditions of the
workplace. Further, women's unemploymeµt levels have actually increased with the
implementation of the NEP: rural India's unemployment level for women was i.4%
in 1983 but grew to i.9% in 1998. Similarly, in urban India, unemployment grew for
women from 6.9% in 1983 to over 8.3% in 1993-94 (Government oflndia 2002). Thus,
Rao's goal of increasing women's produdive labour has not been met; the increase in
wage inequalities, decrease in female participation rates, and higher levels of poverty
suggests the NEP has, in fact, not led to greater inclusion of women in the. workplace.
The inability of the state to implement legislative policy, its inability to provide economic security for women, and its upholding of patriarchally defined gender relations
.persist and dominate all facets of the Indian state.
.

Political Softness: Problems of Implementation
There have been a number of policies created to represent state efforts to protect labour
rights, including the Employees State Insurance Act (1948), the Industrial Disputes
Act (1947), and the Bonus Act (1965), and four of these major labour policies from the
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central government were enacted specifically to protect the labour rights ofwomen. 14
The first of these, the Minimum Wages Act (1948), is relevant to workers in the self-employed and unorganized sectors of employment, in which women represent the greatest
proportion of workers. This act provides for fixing minimum rates of pay in certain
jobs. This was initially done, however, with the wages of women workers based on two
consumption units while those of male workers were calculated on three (Swaminathan
1989, 127). The Minimum Wage Act has si.µce been modified, however, to make the
wages of both men and women determined by equal standards. Most women in India
are employed in the informal sector, with numbers increasing from about 30 million to
90 million since 1971 (Ray and Basu 1999, 57-62). According to the 1991 Census ofindia,
more than 90% of women work in the informal sector, with over 80% in cultivation
and agriculture.15 The Minimum Wages Act was enacted to protect the wages of these
women from exploitative work conditions, particularly in the agricultural sector. Yet,
as will be discussed later, women have, in fact, faced increased wage differences since
the reforms, contrary to the stipulations of the Act.
The second policy designed to protect women, the Equal Remuneration Act (1976), is
similar to the Minimum Wages Act and was developed during International Women's
Year. This act requires equal pay for same and similar work. No discrimination is per-.
missible in recruitment or in service conditions, except where employment of women
is prohibited or restricted by or under any law for the time being in force. There have
been few cases brought under this Act, however, since women are reluctant to come
to court to vindicate their rights (Sarkar 1989, 102). And it is clear that in spite of this
act having been passed decades ago, many employers continue to pay lower wages
to women-and in spite of the known prevalence of disparity in wages between men
and women, there have not been many reports of violations of the Act. To try and
deal with this problem, the State permits voluntary organizations to file complaints
on behalf of women in hopes of ensuring better implementation of the Act. The Self
Employed Women's Association (SEWA),1 6 one of many voluntary organizations that
14. India has also been part of various international conventions, including The Convention
on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (1993), The Mexico Plan of Action
(1975), The Nairobi Forward Looking Strategies (1985), and the Beijing Declaration and the Platform
for Action (1995). All of these conventions have been endorsed and adopted by India's political parties
ranging from Congress, Janata, and the United Front to the BJP.
i5. According to the National Commission on Self-Employed Women and Women in the Informal Sector, "informal" workers fall into the following categories: home based producers, including
artisans and piece-rate workers and paid and unpaid family labourers; petty vendors and hawkers
who do not hire labour but take the assistance of family members; contract labour and sub-contract labour; providers of services such as washerwomen, scavengers, and domestic helpers; women
engaged in processing work in traditional and non-traditional areas; those doing manual work such
as construction labour; and those working in '.lgriculture and other primary sectors. The Report of the
Committee on the Status of Women suggests that it is among these women we find the worst cases of
poverty and malnutrition. See Ray and Basu (1999, 69). ,
16. SEWA is a trade union that organizes self-employed women in the unorganized sector to
achieve their goals of full employrilent and self-reliance through the strategies of struggle and development. The struggle is against the many constraints and limitations imposed on them by society and
the economy, while development activities strengthen women's bargaining power and offer them new
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currently advocates for women's rights supposedly protected by government legislation, has raised a critical concern with the Act, which is that it does not provide any
mechanism for deciding whether different types of work are of a similar nature or not
(SEWA 2004). Vaguely written legislation is a common characteristic of a soft state.
And when objectives are left unclear in a law's conception-and its goals grow even
foggier in the implementation-the law can have the effect of actually promoting the
limitation of women's employment opportunities and decreasing the relative cost of
women workers.
The Maternity Benefit Act (1961) is the third policy for the protection of women we
will discuss. This act legislates that maternity benefits are to be provided on completion
of Bo days of work and that women are not required to work for six weeks immediately
following the day of delivery or miscarriage (Edappagath 2001). Since 2001, the Act
requires the employer to provide expectant mothers 500 INR each for the first two live
births (Edappagath 2001). While some suggest this Act is one of the most valuabl~ for
women workers; few women can actually claim this benefit because most women are
casual and contract labour (Sarkar 1~89, 101). Employers will dismiss female employees
on the slightest pretext in order to deny women the right to claim this benefit, since
permanent status is required under the provisions of the Act. And since employers are
responsible for the cost o_f maternity benefits, the government is unconcerned with
its enforcement. A study conducted during the United Nations Decade for Women
(1975-85) showed that only 11% of women workers were paid this benefit (Sarkar 1989,
101, 132). This number has further decreased as women's labour has become increasingly casualized under the NEP; most employers hire women as seasonal or part-time
workers only in order to deny them their maternity benefits. The legislation was not
created in a manner that effectively protected women, and the adoption of the NEP
has made the situation significantly worse, since now most women are categorized as
casual workers. The patriarch~! n~ture of such policies is obvious; this further raises
the question of whether these laws were actually conceptualized with the intention of
protecting women's rights in the workplace or, instead, created to limit the flexibility·
and opportunities of women.
According to the Equal Remuneration Act, women are supposed to receive the same
pay as men for the same or similar work. Yet with the adoption of the NEP, coupled
with the weak implementation oflabour policies intended to protect women workers,
wage inequalities have only increased. While opportunities to enter the workforce have
increased through the growth of part-time and contract employment, women continue
to earn significantly less than men-and, in addition, are prevented from collecting maternity benefits under the Maternity Benefit Act because they are, for the most part, not
working in permanent full-time jobs. One study shows that many large companies are
subcontracting work to small factories and home-based workers, which enables women

alternatives. SEWA members are workers who have no fixed employee-employer relat.ionship and
depend on their own labour for survival. They are poor, illiterate, and vulnerable. They barely have
any assets or working capital, but are economically active and contribute significantly to the ec·onomy
and society with their labour. See SEWA (2004).
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to earn barely 500 Rs a month, whereas the Minimum Wage Act has set pay for homebased work at i500 Rs per month and an average male worker is earning at least 3000
Rs a month (Jhabvala and Sinha 2002). Womeri are often seen in the lower categories
of the job hierarchy and, thus, discrimination exists not only in terms of wages but also
with regard to access to employment; women are found concentrated in occupations
where the wage rates and working conditions are poor, such as in the manufacturing
and tea sectors. Low levels of skills on entry, lack of access to on the job training, and
the socially-entrenched assumption that men are the primary earners all contribute to
the implicit assumption that women should be paid less than men, and the state has
been unable or unwilling to enforce the existing equality legislation.
The fourth policy we will discuss here is the most current strategy for women workers, the National Policy for the Empowerment of Women (2001). This policy offers
various goals for the economic advancement of women in India, including poverty
eta~ication through the mobilization of poor women to enhance their capabilities; micro-credit mechanisms to ensure that an adequate flow of credit through existing financial institutions is available to all women below the poverty line; the reinterpretation·
and redefinition of work to reflect women's contribution as producers and workers;
the extension of training for women in agriculture; and support for women in industry
(since, for instance, women cannot work on factory night shifts, even if they wish to) .17
Following recommendations of the Second National Commission of Labour in 2002,
the Unorganized Sector Workers Bill was drafted in 2003 to identify workers employed
in the unorganized sector and to provide them with basic social security. Provisions
of the proposed Act included. that the Act would extend to all workers in the unorganized sector; that the central and state governments would constitute an Unorganized
Sector Workers' Ceritral Board for the administration and coordination of the Act at
the central and state levels; that a Worker's Facilitation Centre would be set up for the
registration of workers and distribution of social security numbers and identity cards;
that local panchayats would be given the responsibility of setting disputes; and that the
government would appoint persons to carry out inspections and verify compliance
with the Act. This is the first time in which the government has conceived of a comprehensive law to cover all unorganized sector workers, including migrants (Srivastava
and Sasikumar 2003). The Bill was redrafted again in 2007 to improve definitions and
outline a process of implementation. The title was also amended to The Unorganised
Sector Workers' Social Security Bill. The purpose of the Bill is to provide for the welfare
i7. According to the National Policy for the Empowerment of Women, empowerment consists
of nine main features, which include: creating an environment through positive economic and social
policies to encourage the development of women and enable them to realize their full potential; the
enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms by women on an equal basis with men
in all spheres; equal access to participation and decision making in social, political, and economic
life; equal access to health care, quality education, career and vocation guidance, employment, equal
remuneration, etc.; strengthening legal systems aimed at the elimination of all forms of discrimination against .women; changing social attitudes and community practices through active participation
and involvement by both men and women; mainstreaming a gender perspective in the development
process; elimination of discrimination and all forms of violence against girls and women; and building and strengthening partnerships with civil society, particularly women's organizations.
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of workers who do not have formal social security nor regulation over the conditions of
their work. It would provide registration for all unorganized workers, which is necessary since unorganized wo.rkers need identification in. order to be recognized as being
part of the unorganized sector. The Bill is still in its early stages, however, and criticisms
of it have already begun to mount, for many reasons, not least for its vagueness. Power
to implement the legislation is being discussed between the central and state governments, but we also see this under previous programs which ultimately proved ineffective. Further, the bill promotes the adoption of an advisory board to oversee all of the
affairs and to hold employers accountable, but the board possesses no clear substantive.
powers. As of yet, there has been no progress in the actual legislation or implementation of the Act; it remains in the draft stage.
While many recommendations regarding the employment of women have been proposed, the fact that most women work in the informal sector seriously weakens the
impact of these measures. And while various legislative policies have been enacted;
few women have seen any benefit from them. Thus, it is critical to question the value
of the "rights" supposedly entrenched in these laws for women-who are members of
a society and culture that expects docility from women workers; it is unlikely that the
poorest women feel they have any power to protect themselves from the inequalities
and discriminatory power behaviours in the workplace regardless of what legislation
is in place. However, I would argue the role of the state is still necessary for change
in society's patriarchal gender relations. The undervaluing of women's work and the ·
discrimination women face in the workplace cannot only be tackled by civil society
projects; a coordination of state and societal efforts is necessary if we hope to see any
significant change in the status of women in India.

Economic Softness: Increased Economic Insecurity
While the NEP has in some cases increased employment for women in urban areas,
it has also had a negative effect on the quality of employment, as there has been an
increased casualization oflabour for both male and female workers in rural and urban
areas. Outsourcing simple operations to women who work as home-based workers is
a common system ofsubcontracting production by multinational corporations. However, under this system pay is irregular and low and earnings are far below minimum
wage. This practice clearly negates the labour laws that protect wage rates outlined
by the Minimum Wages Act and the Equal Remuneration Act. And the State has allowed this type of employment-which undermines its own employment legislationthrough the implementation of the NEP. The increased casualization oflabour makes
women doing piece-rate work, for instance, unable to prove permanent status; thus
taking away women's opportunities to benefit from the Maternity Benefits Act. An
example of an area in which subcontracted work has increased is the craft sector,18

18. The craft sector includes work such as the decoration of cloth, cane and bamboo crafts, the
dyeing and bleaching of textiles, weaving, and papier mache, etc.
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which has grown from 4.8 million persons in 1991-92 to over 8.1 million in 1997-98. 19
While women are increasingly employed doing piece-rate work, the numbers of men
employed in this sector are decreasing and, as a result, wom~n are paid nearly half what
is paid to male workers (Jhabvala and Sihna 2002). Again, the NEP has not increased
female participation in an equitable manner, instead job growth has only increased in
the tertiary sector.
Economic softness has led to the casualization of women's labour, since women are
rarely taught skills th<:it are considered "male work." In the unorganized sector, few
women have been able to enter into non-traditional areas. Casual work, with the highest incidence of poverty, is the area in which self-employment is most likely to increase.
Most available work confines women to piece-rate jobs, such as stitching and typing,
instead of better paid waged work, such as plumbing and masonry. This is emphasized
by the fact that there has been an increase in casual labourers since 1972-73 from 23.2%
to over 32% in 1993-94 (Shah et al. 2001). Those who implemented the liberalization
policy hoped, among many things, for a positive correlation between India's NEP and
the improvement of women's livelihood. This optimism, however, has not been borne
out, as there has been little improvement; in fact, there has been a reduction in equality
practices for women workers.
As w~ have already seen, a reduction in unemployment rates overall does not necessarily correlate to an increase in employment rates for women. In rural and urban
India, male work force participation rates have reinained broadly stable from the early
1980s to the late 1990s, whereas female work participation in rural areas is on a declining trend; the participation rates were higher in the 1980s than in the 1990s. Female
participation rates decreased in the rural areas from 34% in 1983 to 29% in 1999-2000
(Government ofindia 2002); a similar trend is also found among urban women, where
the participation rate decreased from 15% in 1983 to 13% in 1999-2000 (Government
ofindia Central Statistics Organization 2002). In urban India, unemployment has also
grown for women from 6.9% in 1983 .to over 8.3% in 1993-94 (Government of India
2002).
These figures are also tied to the bigger concern that more women work in the
unskilled labour force than men, and this imbalance has only increased since the
implementation of the NEP. Currently the average wage for casual labourers in the
non-agricultural sector is 47 Rs per day for females and 76 Rs for males doing the same
type oflabour (Indiastat 2007). So economic liberalization has caused more women to
enter the workforce but at a significantly lower wage rate than men doing similar work.
Thus, it is clearthat female participation rates have not increased in a valuable sense,
as the rising female participation rate of women falls within the marginal work sector
(workers who work less than 183 days in a year). The notion that more women are
entering the workforce is a misleading claim, as the government is using a definition
of work that encompasses both the formal and informal sectors, in the latter of which
women are more often seen. This shows that even with planning and development
19. In India it would be more common express this number in terms oflakh, which is one hundred thousand (i.e., 48 lakh and 81 lakh rather than millions).
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supposedly aimed at helping women, women's economic vulnerability continues to be
a major handicap to women's empowerment. As Rai (1998) and Myrdal (1968) point
out, India's attitude towards the enforcement of policies obstructs its economic growth,
since the low level of accountability built into current labour policies disables any em- powerment strategy women may attempt in the workplace, resulting in higher-not
lower-poverty levels among women working in the informal sector.
India is one of the largest developing countries of the world and is currently ranked
134 out of 182 countries by the 2009 UNDP Human Development Report (UNDP 2009).
While poverty levels are supposed to have decreased through the implementation of
the NEP, the individuals that are currently below the poverty line have in fact remained
the same: Women are most of the poor in India; in 1993-94, over 50% of casual women
workers were below the poverty line with 49.4% in rural areas and 57% in urban areas
(Dev 2000, 135). The problem with poverty, however, is more acute than just earning
capacity. In a soeiety where women are considered second-class citizens or part of
the lower level of society (also taking into consideration whe~her they also belong to
the OBC, SC, ST, or are disabled), the politics of liberalization has impacted women
workers in a overwhelming manner. Women's poverty in India is intensified by its
socio-cultural dynamics, the casualization of labour, and the lack of access to skills
and technology that has ultimately relegated women to falling increasingly below the
poverty line.
After the initiation of the NEP's economic reforms, there was a rapid rate of growth
in GDP per capita, but, until recently, there have been few statistics on the "reduction"
oflndia's poverty. 20 During the first two years of the reform period, there was actually
an increase in rural and urban poverty; there had been a decline in the absolute number
of poor in the 1980s but the post-1991 period evidence suggests an increase in the absolute number of poor. Estimates by the World Bank show that poverty levels actually
grew in the period oflndia's liberalization process (World Bank 2001). These estimates
expose a gap between rural and urban areas, which had been decreasing during the
1970s and 1980s but increased again significantly during the 1990s, since urban poverty
has declined much faster than rural poverty in the post-reform period. So not only
has poverty increased for casual women workers, but there is also a ma,rked increase
in inequality between rural and urban areas. Agricultural wages increased slightly (by
2.5%) but public sector salaries have increased by over 50% (Mahbub ul-Haq Human
Development Centre 2002, 73). Given that public sector employees already tend to be
better off than agricultural labourers, this demonstrates rising inequalities among different occupational groups. Since agricultural labourers live in rural areas and public .
sector workers live in urban areas, this case exemplifies the growing inequality between
rural and urban areas and the rising economic inequalities within Indian society.
There is a positive correlation between women's poverty and the decline in agricultural outputs, since over 80% of women workers were employed in the agricultural
sector prior to the NEP and there has been a decline in,almost all agricultural outputs
20. Official poverty estimates in India are based on large household surveys of consumption carried out by the National Sample Survey approximately every fifth year.
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since the onset of the neoliberal policy. This downward trend in agricultural outputs
has had a significant impact on the levels of poverty. In the agricultural sector, technology (where, for t~e most part, men run the machines) has been substituted for the
many manual jobs that used to be done by women. Men are now performing agricultural operations such as weeding, winnowing, drying, and applying organic manure
with machines in occupations traditionally held by women. Thus technology has had a·
significant impact on the displacement of women's work. And while women have been
losing these jobs, new jobs for women are not growing at the same rate; so the structural
transformation in the economy is not serving to protect women workers (Vecchio and
Roy 1998, 38). Furthermore, the loss of employment has not been balanced by.the creation of new employment, as many Indian products are displaced by imports. Various
examples include silk spinners in Bihar; who have lost their jobs due to the import of
cheaper Chinese and Korean silk, and women in Gujarat who collect gum from Baval
trees, who have lost their employment due to the import of cheaper gum from Sudan.
There is a common notion that unskilled labour is the sector that benefits the most
from globalization (which is, in turn, intimately linked to neoliberal reforms). Yet it is
evident that when a country decides to implement economic reforms to create market
stability and growth, these adjustments tend to increase the burden on the most impoverished persons. Petia Topalova's study of trade liberalization and poverty in India has
shown that trade liberalization has led to an increase in poverty and that the poverty
gap has widened between the rural and urban districts (2005, 293). She found that the
removal of tariffs and the opening of the Indian economy to imports has created a 2%
increase in poverty, as tariffs fell from8o% in 1990 to 37% in 1996. Tue decrease in tariffs increased the poverty rate in rural areas, where they were unable to keep pace with
the drastic changes, particularly with regard to an inability to compete with cheaper
imported foodstuffs. Agricultural imports rose from 7% before the reforms to over 40%
in 1998 to over 80% in 2001 (Topalova 2005), meaning that rural areas are more dramatically impacted by the high tariff reductions than are urban areas and consequently
have made slower progress in poverty reduction.
Inter-state disparities are also an increasing problem, specifically after the adoption
of the NEP, under which policy much foreign direct investment (FDI) was invested in
certain Indian states in preference to others. States such as Gujarat, Punjab, and Maharashtra have succeeded iri reducing poverty levels and increasing the development
standards in their states because there has been more FDI there than in other states
such as Bihar, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh, and West Bengal-which consequently have been
less successful (Kishore 2002). The differentiation among states is quite prominent.
Current poverty figures show that in resource rich Punjab and Delhi; 6.16% and 8.23%
of people are living below the poverty line, respectively (Government of India 2001).
This is compared to the figures for all oflndia showing that on average 26.1 % oflndians
live below the poverty line. It is interesting to note that in 1983, while most of the poorer
Indian states such as Orissa, Bihar, West Bengal, and Tamil Nadu had more than 50%
of their population below the poverty line, the benefits of the NEP were limited. And
while by 1999-2000 Tamil N adu and West Bengal had managed to reduced their poverty ratios by nearly half, Orissa and Bihar continue to be the two poorest states, with
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poverty ratios of 47% and 43%, respectively (Kishore 2002). So it is the states that were
already better off that seem to have benefited most from investment under the NEP.
Not only is the informal sector more vulnerable to the changes produced by the NEP,
but it is at a greater disadvantage because of the lax labour laws currently in place. In
areas where there are prominent informalsectors, workers are more exposed to the
vulnerabilities of the labour market and higher levels of poverty. Topalova points out
that places (such as urban centres) where there is an organized labour market can
more effectively absorb labour market reforms thus ea§ing the shock of liberalizing
the economy and minimizing its unequalizing effects. In the informal market where
labc°ur is not institutionalized, however (which is the situation that predominates in
rural areas), we see an increase in levels of poverty because this portion of the market
· is effectively excluded from the liberalization process .
. As a result, labour policies have been ineffectual in protecting women's rights in the
workplace. While there are laws that protect permanent employees, there are no current
legislative policies to protect part~time or casual workers. And while various NGOs and
voluntary organizations have attempted to lobby the central government over the poor
working conditions and increased levels of poverty amongst women workers, they have
been met with considerable resistance by the state, since it seems to be more interested
in protecting the employers than the poor, illiterate women workers. The patriarchal
nature of the state, its administrative inefficiency, corrupt and exploitative practices,
and lack of enforcement oflabour policies continue to be barriers to women's rightful
claims to empowerment, as the soft state's vested interests are with the dominant (read:
male) members of society, and, by definition then, not with women workers.

Social Softness: Reinforced Patriarchal Ge·nder Relations
According to the World Bank Human Development Report, femaleworkers earn less
than male workers by about 23% in developing countries (World Bank 2001). The difference is generally due to workers' characteristics, such as education, skill, and experience, as well as occupational differences and gender-based wage discrimination.
Economic liberalization is shown to have benefited skilled workers disproportionately;
studies in Indonesia and Malaysia show wage gains between 1989 and 1994 occurring
for workers holding diplomas and university degrees at an average rate of 7%-in contrast to a mere 3% gain for those with only a secondary education (International Labour
Office 1998).
While women constitute at least one-third oflndia's total labour force, with 90% in
the unorganized sector, there is a statistical invisibility of women's work that impacts
their participation in the labour market. Restrictive definitions of economic activity are
generally confined to paid or marketed work, and many types of unpaid or low-paying
activity, especially home-based, community-based, or piece-rate work, are excluded
from national income accounting. Thus, the economic contribution of women remains
unorganized and unrewarded, and what is accepted and recorded as "work'' or economic activity does not extend to women's multiple identities and roles as mothers,
wives, sisters, workers, etc.
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It has been argued that women have been oppressed, politically, socially, and economically for so long that they develop low "aspiration" wages as well as low "efficiency" wages 21 (Standing 1989). Many studies indicate that women are prepared to
work for lower wages and for longer hours under inhospitable conditions. The United
Nations Human Development Report estimates average earned incomes annually for
women. in India are i442 USD compared to a man's average annual income of 3820
USD (UNDP 2004). Wage rates in the unorganized sector are low with no employment
security, and no social security benefits-as is seen in Tamil Nadu where the garment
industry is female dominated, and unskilled jobs are specifically allocated to women.
Further, while minimum wage laws exist, legislated minimum wages have been ineffective in influencing wage levels in unorganized sectors, which are still determined
primarily by supply and demand. One important question is whether wages were more
equitably distributed among men and women workers before the NEP. This paper is
not attempting to argue that wage levels between men and women have ever been equal
in India's workforce, but there has been a significant increase in wage inequalitY since
the adoption of the NEP. India's NEP has brought more low paying casual work for
women, in which they are· treated in an unequal manner with men and forced to work
in substandard conditions.
In a study published in 2004, when employers were asked whether they have gender
preferences for the recruitment of workers in the garment industry, they claimed that
women work more efficiently and have a characteristic docility which makes it less
likely that women will make demands on the employer (Chakravarty 2004, 4912-13).
In situations where both women and men work for piece rates, men tend to make more
then women because stringent labour laws do not permit women to work late at night.
The Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act (1970) specifies that women are
not to work beyond 9 hours a day and must work between the hours of 6 am and 7 pm,
except for midwives and nurses. This is problematic because it means that women cannot work night shifts even if they wish to, which limits women's choice of industry to
work in. In many instances, companies find it too expensive to employ separate groups
of female workers for day shifts and male workers for night shifts and therefore only
employ male workers. And since women are not permitted to work at night there are
fewer workers available for night shifts, and thus, male workers (who can work at night)
are more in demand and as a result are able to demand a higher wage. So we see that
it is not necessarily labour market discrimination per se that leads to lower earnings
for female workers, but social constraints (that is, the belief that women should not be
out at night, for instance) that prohibit women from working and earning at par with
their male counterparts.
Some companies in Mumbai have been offering to arrange transportation for women
who wish to work late at night. Few women are wiling to take up this offer, however,
since working beyond standard hours creates pressures athome; although their families
21. Low aspiration wage refers to women's accepted belief that their labour has a lesser value than
that of males in a similar work situation, whereas low efficiency wage refers to the living wage that
women receive that is considerably less than a male's in a similar work situation.
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and husbands permit their wives, daughters, sisters, etc., to work, this is only permitted when it does not impinge upon the comfort of the male members of the household
, (Chakravarty 2004, 4913). So we see that traditional familial values are reinforced by the
state, as is seen with the Contract Labour Act (stipulating that women must not work
at night). This case exemplifies the influence patriarchy has in the creation and implementation oflegislation. Women were not treated in an equitable manner under the
welfare model, and the treatment of womeri workers has continued to regress under the
neoliberal model, which continues to accept the characterization of women as docile
and obedient workers who do not deserve to be paid on a par with men. So the neoliberal model only contributes to the increase in wage iii.equality and the exploitation of
women in the workplace.

Is There an Alternative Approach?
The question thus arises as to whether the chief minister is compelled to re- .
sign because of adverse findings on some questions of fact by Supreme Court.
Tiie ministers are collectively responsible to the legislature. Therefore, the
·matter was one, which concerned the assembly. As a rule therefore, the ques- .
tion of removing a minister would not arise unless the legislature expressed
its wish by a majority vote.
- first prime minister oflndia, Jawaharlal Nehru·
This comment came from Nehru in 1963 in response to the memorandum of charges
against Pratap Singh Karion submitted to the President oflndia by the non-Communist
opposition in Punjab who were questioning Nehru's position on corruption (Upadhyay
2001). W.H. Morris-Jones (1971, 62) notes that corruption occupies a central (in his
terms, a "great") place in Indian politics. And corruption is ce~tainly not a feature
unique to the neoliberal reforms of the NEP. In fact, R. Kothari notes that access to
and distribution of patronage was one of the four main identifying features of the early
Congress system developed by Nehru. 23 In his article on political corruption in India,
Gurhapal Singh notes the emergence of a grace and favour state in which politicians,
bureaucrats, and businesspeople pursued predatory and clientelistic24 policies assured
22

22. India's Corruption Perception Index (CPI)-as assessed by Transparency International:
an international NGO that works both at the national and international level to curb corruptionincreased from 2.75/10 in 1997 to a score of 2.9/10 in 2005 (the CPI ranges between o [highly corrupt]
and 10 [highly clean]). For more information see Transparency.International (2005).
23. The towering personality of Nehru, who nurtured incremental political development; the
Congress organization, which provided the "steel frame" for linking the country; and a progressive
ideology, which co-opted most significant shades of organized political opinion, were the other three.
See Singh (1997, 629).
24. "Clientelism ... refers to a form of social organization common in many developing regions
characterized by 'patron-client' relationships. In such places, relatively powerful and rich 'patrons'
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in the knowledge that the legal sanctions against the abuse of political power would
be difficult to enforce (1997, 629). While Nehru brought in the acceptance of political
corruption as part of national political culture, these attitudes were further entrenched
during the terms in power of Mrs. Gandhi and her son Rajiv-and have carried on
since then. 25 Corruption has become an accepted element within the political forum
in India.
State .corruption means a lack o.f governmental transparency and accountability
·and that state policies protecting citizens are often not implemented. While corruption has not necessariiy intensified over the years, it is clear that political corruption
is widely accepted and this hinders the state's reliability and credibility as an advocate
of women's rights. Opponents of neoliberal politics in India have highlighted the ways .
in which economic liberalization seems to have increased. the demand and supply of
corruption, providing new opportunities for corruption through deregulation and state .
disinvestments, and marketized politics for the poor (Singh 1997, 628 ). Further, notions
of transparency, responsiveness, accountability, and probity in public life and the idea
of good governance are mere slogans that political parties espouse to maintain their
image status as the "least corrupt" -when, in fact, in the Indian context today, corruption is linked with power and politicians have almost universally adopted a cynical
attitude to political morality (Upadhyay 2001).
India'~ political softness, which has grown from Nehru's era to the current decade,
has created a reality in which formal equality is available to all Indian citizens but
substantive equality is lacking, since women cannot benefit from the current legislative protections. This paper has shown that patriarchal gender relations continue
to manifest within stqte affairs, denying women access to their equal rights as Indian
citizens. While the shift to the neoliberal model further reduced women's status in the
workplace, it is critical to emphasize that genderequality was not even close to being
achieved under the earlier Nehruian welfare model. In addition, India's social softness
enforces culturally~based beliefs about the docility and obedience of women in the
workplace, intensifying the exploitative and oppressive conditions in which women
are forced to work. Finally, India's economic softness has led to many women being
paid wages far below the rate men are being paid for the exact same work, in direct
contravention of the Equal Remuneration Act which contends women are to be paid
at par with men. Where are women to turn to in a state that is exploitative, oppressive,
and marginalizes women as a group?

promise to provide relatively powerless and poor 'clients' with jobs, protection, infrastructure, and
other benefits in exchange for votes and other forms ofloyalty including labor" (Kermath 2005).
25. Complete personal control over party funds, accepting black market money, participating
in illegal currency transactions, and "briefcase politics," such as accepting kickbacks, are some of
the many acts of corruption Mrs. Gandhi and her son are documented as having participated in.
Most recently, in December 2005, 11 MPs in the Lok Sabha were caught on camera-during a sting
operation conducted by media networks in India investigating the "cash-for-query" scam-accepting bribes for asking questions in the Lok Sabha. This led to the removal of 10 MPs on charges of
unbecoming conduct. (Although corruption is actually accepted privately, it is publicly denounced
in order to demonstrate supposed governmental accountability and transparency.)
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The intensification of exploitation has come about through the casualization and
marginalization of labour, the withdrawal of subsidized food, and budgetary cuts in
health and other social expenditures, implemented as part of the reforms (Degaonkar
and Gills 2002, 77). It is critical that strategies and policies for women workers incorporate the various dimensions ofwomen's multiple identities as wives, mothers, and
workers. The inability of the Indian state to enforce existing legislation has required
women to turn to civil society initiatives for support and protection from the obstructive state. While society remains strong in weak states, the solution to the inequality
that persists among men and women in the workforce cannot come solely from civil
society measures. Policies for increasing women's employment must'support strategies
to change gender ideologies both inside as well as outside of the workplace. Notions
of masculinity and femininity affect skill definitions, wage and working conditions,
and the location of women within the production process as well as within different
work sectors. The elimination of the earning gap between men and women is not about
which economic framework India adopts. Rather, it is about the dynamics of the social,
political, and economic composition of the Indian state that create it as a strong or
weak state.
According to the UNDP, two vital elements are necessary for women's empowerment. The first is social mobilization and collective agency, since those who are being
systematically discriminated against often fack the basic capabilities and self-confidence to counter and challenge existing disparities and barriers. Often change agents
are needed to catalyze social mobilization consciously (UNDP 2001). The second, the
report states, is that the process of social mobilization needs to be accompanied and
complemented by economic security. As long as the disadvantaged suffer from economic deprivation and livelihood insecurity, they will not be in a position to mobilize.
It is clear then that the NEP has offered little to women's emp~werment and has, in fact,
actually reduced the quality of employment in the informal sector. As long as India remains soft in its protection of women's rights, women will not be successful in gaining
empowerment, as the institutions, corruptive administrative practices, impreciseness
in the labour and enipioyment policies, and lack of government accountability all work
together to sabotage women's efforts towards development. Social change, political
awareness, and economic success is long overdue for women; it is critical to question,
however, what initiatives are actually needed to support long-term change in the position oflndian women, both at home and in the workplace.
For a significant long-term change in the status of women in India to occur, a col~
laborative effort of c;entral and state level governments as well as voluntary civil organizations is needed-in order ~o introduce large-scale skill upgrades for women that
will enable them to break into areas of employment traditionally reserved for men.
Alongside upgraded skills, however, there must be employment opportunities and,
thus, regulations, such as the Contract Labour Act, that limit women's access to work
need to be abolished, in order to give women greater power over their decisions related
to employment. Greater accountability is also needed when employers fail to uphold '
labour legislation enacted for positive gender discrimination. The National Empowerment of Women Policy has the potential to achieve its goal of equal access to partici-
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pation in economic life for women only if the government reorganizes to commit to
greater accountability and responsibility in the implementation of the labour policies
directed for women workers. Women are unable to achieve equal status among male
wotkers as long as the government remains soft in its enforcement of women's rights.
The Indian state must also move against socially entrenched, patriarchally driven gen"
der structures to place greater emphasis on the substantive equality rights of women
in the informal sector.
As long as India remains weak in its policy implementation, instead giving into
traditional gender roles and thereby denying women- economic security, the empowerment and equal inclusion of women in precarious work will be unable to fully
emerge. While the shift in Indian policy from a welfare model to the neoliberal model
has clearly intensified the poor conditions of women in the workplace, the task of
empowering women requires more than a different economic model; it requires action by governments-both national and state level~non-governmental organizations, and grassroots women's organizations. The collaboration of civil society and
government is necessary for the creation of sustainable· employment opportunities
that can truly enable women to gain economic security. Government enforcement
of women's rights legislation as well as mass social education programs to convince
communities to enforce positive gender-based discrimination policies for women are
also needed. This can be done through NGOs and grassroots organizations that play
a critical role in improving women's socio-economic status and lessening genderbased discrimination.2 6
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Political Tensions in Zanzibar:
Echoes· from the Revolution? 1
Andrea Brown

ABSTRACT The current period of turmoil (nationalist and ethno-racial tensions and violence) in Zanzibar is.similar in many ways to the tumultuous period leadin·g up to the 1964
revolution; however, there are important differences. This paper explores the roots and dynamics of Zanzibari nationalism, ethno-racial identities, and political conflict, examining how
ethnicity, class, and regional identities altered during the thirty-year period between political
openings-with relations with mainland Tanzania a key factor. Two constants are a regionalized division of interests between the islands of Pemba and Unguja and elite-dominated
politics characterized by resistance to open political competition and democratic governance. ·

RESUME La periode d'agitation actuelle au Zanzibar, caracterisee par des tensions et des
violences ethno-raciales et nationalistes, ressemble sous bien des aspects la periode qui a ·
precede la.revolution de 1964, avec toutefois d'importantes differences. Cet article explore !es
racines et !es dynamiques du nationalisme zanzibarien, des identites ethno-raciales et des conflits politiques, en examinant comment les identites fondees sur l'ethnicite, la classe et la region
se sont transformees durant la periode de trente annees entre !es quvertures politiques-les
relations avec l'Etat tanzanien etant un element cle. Deux coilstantes apparaissent, soit une
division regionale d'interets entre !es iles de Pemba et d'Unguja, et !es politiques dominees par
les elites et caracterisees par une resistance ala competition politique ouverte et ala gouvernance democratique.

a

Introduction
The islands of Zanzibar are once again the site of political tensions and conflict, escalating particularly around elections. In the lead up to the October 2010 elections,
there are fears that conflict, intimidation, and violence will recur, continuing the pattern begun with the establishment of multi-party politics in i995. Prior to Zanzibar's
30 years of single-party rule, elections and open political competition were similarly
volatile, culminating in 1964 when a short but violent revolution overthrew Zanzi1. The author gratefully acknowledges that financial support for this research was received
through a grant from Wilfrid Laurier University.
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bar's newly elected post-colonial government, replacing it with Sheikh Abeid Amani
Karume's Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP).
Three months after the revolution Zanzibar unified with mainland Tanganyika, to
form Tanzania and in 1977 the ASP formally merged with the Tanganyika African
National Union (TANU), forming CCM (Chama Cha Mapinduzi-the Party of the
Revolution). This merger consolidated Zanzibar's union with, and domination by,
mainland Tanzania. Despite its close geographical proximity, until the 1964 unification Zanzibar's history was markedly different from that of mainland Tanzania, and
the islands remain culturally distinct in important ways.
Zanzibar is comprised of two islands: Unguja and Pemba. The current population
stands at just over one million; in 1964 it was only 326 ooo. Most of the islands' population resides in Unguja, with its urban centre, Zanzibar Town, dominated by a large
working class quarter, Ng'ambo ("the other side"). Clove production remains Zanzibar's most economically significant sector (accounting for close to 45% of GDP as
compared with 20% for tourism) and is concentrated in Pemba. Both widespread racial
mixing and racial self-identification linked more to socio-political variables than biology complicate the ethnic and racial mix of the islands. Zanzibar's population is a mix
of Arab, largely of Omani descent; indigenous black Africans from the islands' Hadamu
and Tumbatu ethnic groups; main~and black Africans, some descended from slaves,
others more recent migrants; racially mixed populations from the Comoro islands; and
Asians. Large numbers of Zanzibaris, particularly in Peinba, self-identify as Shirazi, a
largely imagined claim to Persian.bloodlines.
During the period of CCM single-party rule (1977-95) in unified Tanzania, Julius
Nyerere and his government were widely credited with forging significant national
unity, a notable accomplishment given the ethnic and religious diversity of the na-tion, with roughly equal numbers of Muslims and Christians and an estimated 120
different ethnic groups. However, while Nyerere's government did avoid many of the
excesses found in other African single-party neo-patrimonial states, this was nonetheless an authoritarian system that brokered no political challenges. Under the terms of
the union, the Zanzibari government retained significant powers and it was appreciably
more authoritarian and repressive than the mainland government. Political tensions in
Zanzibar did not vanish during this time, but were instead suppressed. With political
openings beginning in the late 1980s, they resurfaced, although, this paper argues, not
unchanged.
Observers have noted similarities between the two periods of Zanzibari nationalism
and political unrest (Anglin 2000; Mapuri 1996; Mukangara 2000; Othman 1993). They
are not difficult to identify. Race and class divides figure heavily in both. Elections held
· in each period were marred by violence and contested results. Further, contemporary
political parties parallel those in place in the 1960s in some aspects. The ruling CCM
has warned that the opposition Civic United Front (CUP) is a resurgence of the Arabdominated Zanzibar Nationalist Party (ZNP), and a threat to black Africans, non-Mus. lims, and national unity (Cameron 2002, 316). The current CCM President of Zanzibar,
Amani Abeid Karume, is the son of the first revolutionary President of Zanzibar, Abeid
Karume. Can today's conditions then be understood as a case of political animosities
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and alliances, stifled by thirty years of restrictive single-party rule, being released, ready
to continue where they left off? This is a popular interpretation not only in some academic analyses, but also among Zanzibaris and mainland Tanzanians.
There is a correlation in ethnically divided societies between democratic openings
and civil unrest. Following periods of colonial or authoritarian rule, pent-up expectations result in fierce competition for scarce resources, and this competition often
is articuJated, and open to political opportunism, by elites "representing" communal
identities. Zanzibar's experience demonstrates this in both the 1957-64 period and from
1995 to the present. But beyond the existence of a space or opportunity where poli_tical
differences can come to the fore, what explains the extreme divisiveness in Zanzibar?·
It has been argued that circumstances in Zanzibar can be understood as directly comparable with the tensions leading to the 1964 revolution in terms of economic divisions
(Othman 1993, 13), elite behaviours (Bakari 2001, 316), the dynamics of multi-party
politics (Mpangala 2006), or as a fairly straightforward repetition of political and ethnic
divisions (Mapuri 1996; Anglin 2000; Nyang'oro 2006).
This paper argues that despite some obvious similarities, the recent "Zanzibar Crisis"
cannot be grasped as a straightforward re-emergence of earlier tensions. The social
cleavages that inform this dispute have altered-; they have been shaped by the social,
political, and economic transformations of the independence period. As Marina Ottaway has noted:
In Africa, as elsewhere, the causes of ethnic conflict have to be sought more in
the present than in the past, no matter what imagery or myths are used by the
participants to defend their stance and explain their enmities. Because ethnic conflict is rooted in the present, its dynamics and the possible solutions
change ... In this sense, there is a new ethnicity in Africa today (1999, 300).
The "new ethnicity" in Zanzibar most certainly developed from the ethnic divides
in the islands, which existed prior to the revolution. But while the pre-1964 history of
the islands remains important, changes that have taken place in society and politics are
shaping the recent discord in ways that are novel. As Rawlence emphasizes, "the current divisions between the two parties are more rooted in events that have taken place
since 1964 rather than pre-Revolutionary ties of class and race" (2005, 516).
This paper draws on fieldwork undertaken by the author in Zanzibar and Dar es
Salaam in 1995 and 2002, which included 50 interviews with political leaders and administrators, journalists, academics, and aid workers. Informal discussions with many
locals (taxi drivers, waiters, neighbours, people waiting for the dala dala, and anyone
interested in why I was there and generous enough to share their interpretations with
me) were also very important for my comprehension of both identity politics and party
affiliation: My analysis bullds on the extensive research of the Zanzibar revolution, the
growing body of work addressing the contemporary period of unrest, human rights .
groups' reports, and local newspaper reports and editorials. This article seeks to explore the connections between the two moments of political unrest as a starting point
for exploring how and why identity politics on the islands has transformed. It begins
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with an overview of the lead-up to the 1964 revolution, and then moves to discuss the
subsequent social, economic, and political transformations, which inform the current
"Zanzibar crisis."

The 1964 Revolution
Understanding the forces that shaped the Zanzibar revolution of 1964 is complicated
·by the fact that there is no consensus interpreting the events or dynamics leading up
. to it. As Myers notes:
There are many different versions of revolutionary Zanzibar, all piled on top·
of one another, and all reliant on distinct racial and geographical projections.
In academic accounts, partisan histories, Swahili literature, or private letters, storytelling about Zanzibar's revolution and its aftermath evidences the
many layers of meaning and intersecting interpretations in representations
of historical events. (2000, 430)
Accounts vary on what factors were the most vital: Was the revolution one largely
motivated by class divisions (Lofchie 1965), ideology (Anglin 2000, 41), a generational
divide (Burgess 1999), or was race the central factor (Kuper 1971; Mapuri 1996; Petterson 2002)? Was it a logical consequence of the cultural and political shifts under
way at the close of the colonial era, or was John Okello, the Ugandan who overthrew
the government and handed power over the Karume's ASP, a necessary actor without
whom the revolution could not have occurred? These debates muddy any comparison
with the contemporary period, whose dynamics may be similarly contested. This section attempts to highlight the central factors at play in the 1964 Revolution, not in order
to engage directly in debates over which were most paramount, but rather to lead into
a more detailed analysis of how Zanzibar changed during the years after the revolution
and.the factors causing today's unrest.
For 130 years before the islands came under British indirect rule, Zanzibar was an
Omani sultariate, under the power of Sultan Seyyid Said and his descendants. In contrast to mainland Tanzania, a clear .division corresponding directly to race and class
. existed early on in Zanzibar, with a wealthy elite of Arab descent ruling over black
African slaves, peasants, and urban workers. Indirect rule under _British control further reinforced racial divides through the issuing of identity cards to (male) heads of
households. These cards. were colour coded: green for South Asians, brown for Arabs,
and tan for Africans (Fair 2001, 47).
There have been longstanding pressures, social and economic, for Zanzibaris to identify themselves as Arab (Gray 1962, 19; Bowles 1991, 100 ). These existed prior to the 1890
imposition of Britain's protectorate, as access to the benefits of patron-clientelism were
dependent on some association of kinship to Omani patrons. The British introduced
additional pressures by restricting representation on the Legislative Council and mem-
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bership in the Clove Growers' Association and Land Alienation Board (both essential
for credit as well as other benefits) to Arabs and Asians (Fair 2001, 45; Kuper 1977,
150-151). During the Second World War, rationing was carried out on racial lines and
"Africans" had no or limited access to Kanga cloth or rice. Throughout Zanzibar this
period is known as wakati wa mchele was kadi, "the era of getting rice by ration cards."
During the war many Africans, from Zanzibar and the mainland, changed their names
and began identifying themselves as Shirazi. "Staking a claim as a Shirazi was a political
move intended to assert the rights of long-term residents to all the economic, social,
and political benefits that the state restricted to those of Arab and Asian ancestry" (Fair
2001, 52). As Glassman notes, this was not entirely instrumental; it also involved a fear
of mainland domination and a cultural identification with the Arab world (2000, 405;
2004, 720).
After the British took control there was an increase in migration to Zanzibar from
mainland Tanganyika, to fill labour shortages. These immigrants were not as inclined
to identify as Arab, due both to continued family and cultural ties to the mainland and
the pejorative association they were more likely to hold, linking Arabs historically with
slave traders (Kuper 1977, 149 ). By the 1950s, racial identities were becoming more rigid,
informing new discourses of exclusion and nationalism. As independence approached,
the political stakes grew; Arabs were competing against Afri~ans, with Asians and Shirazi divided in allegiance. Many who identified themselves as Shirazi continued to distinguish themselves from the "Arabs" but still allied with the Arab-led ZNP because
mainlanders were seen as an even greater threat to their economic interests (Burgess
2005, 218). Competition coalesced into two ma.in opposing parties: the ZNP versus the
Afro-Shirazi Party (ASP).
Before the British departed, there was a series of four elections: one in 1957, two
in 1961, and the final independence elections. of 1963. While these elections allowed
for a gradual increase in Zanzibari representation in the Legislative Council, giving
time for political parties to organize and develop bases of support, what occurred was
an extended period of political competition in conditions where party affiliation was
racially charged. The 1961 elections were very close with highly contested results. 2 The
final election was held in June 1963: the ZNP won 18 seats and the ASP 13. However, the
ASP took54% of the popular vote, and on the islandofUnguja, the ASP won 63% of the
vote. Nonetheless, despite the knowledge that his party had won the majority of votes
and a conviction that the British had manipulated electoral ridings to secure a ZNP
victory, ASP leader Abeid Karume agreed to abide by the election results. In December
the British left; one month later the revolution occurred.

2. The 1957 elections were for only six seats iri the Legislative Council: five were won by the AfroShirazi Party, one by an Asian independent, and none by the Zanzibar Nationalist 'Party (ZNP). The
January 1961 elections, gearing up for independence, were for 22 seats: the ZNP won nine, the ASP 10,
and the ZPPP (Zanzibar and Pemba People's Party) three. Two of the ZPPP winners went over to the
ZNP, the other to the.ASP, creating a stalemate. The elections were run again in June, this time with
the ZPPP merged with the ZNP and 23 seats open. This ZNP/ZPPP coalition won 13 of the seats, with
the remaining 10 going to the ASP.'However, the ASP won 50% of the popular vote.
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In academic debates surrounding the revolution, the main bone of contention is
whether or not it was legitimate and representative of the people of Zanzibar. These
arguments are directly linked to race, itself corresponding to class divisions in the islands. Those who argue that the revolution was legitimate characterize the ousted ZNP
as an unrepresentative and racist Arab party moving towards a re-establishment of a
sultanate. For example, journalist Ryszard Kapuscinski, in Zanzibar just two days after
. the revolution, offers the following account:
Abeid Karume was the leader of Zanzibar's Afro-Shirazi Party. Although
this party, representing the island's black African population, won a majority in the last elections, the government was formed by an Arab minority
party supported by London-the Zanzibar Nationalist Party. The Africans,
outraged by this fact, organized a revolt and abolished Arab rule. (2001, 77)
In this version, the Zanzibar revolution is legitimated as carried out by Africans in opposition to an Arab elite in cahoots with the former colonial power, Britain. The ZNP
is presented as simply a party of Arab, not African, nationalists.
Don Petterson, an American in Zanzibar at the time, is similarly vehement in his
depiction of the ZNP government, claiming it, "Made it clear that it intended to form
close ties with the Arab world, not with black African countries, as desired by the ASP.
Adding fuel to the Africans' sense of betrayal, humiliation, and rage, Arab leaders made
no effort to hide their patronizing view of, or downright c·ontempt for, their African
countrymen" (2002, 12). In a similar vein, Ayany argues that the ZNP's multi-ethnic
base of support was simply an artifice to gain power:·
... although the party claimed to be fighting for the political emancipation
of all Zanzibaris irrespective of race and shouted "Africa for Africans," the
Arabs who dominated it. .. were determined to prevent African majority rule
from becoming a reality. Since the Africans and their allies were in the majority in Zanzibar, in order to win elections Barwani and his supporters had to
give the appearance of allying themselves with African nationalists. (1970, 49)
If one accepts that the ZNP was a vehicle only for the continued domination of an
Arab elite over an African majority who desired genuine self-rule, the revolution that
followed elections was both justifiable and arguably inevitable.
Historian Norman: Bennett sees things somewhat differently. He describes the elections as a close but clear win for the ZNP, given the agreed upon electoral system of
constituency seats. He argues that the boundaries of electoral districts were drawn with
reasonable fairness, and the ZNP was simply better organized than its rival. Furthermore, Bennett depicts the ZNP as a party moving towards an inclusive nationalism
(1978, 268). Although Bennett acknowledges some British responsibility in the poor
organization of elections and lead-up to independence, he reserves the bulk of his criticism for the ASP.
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One of the clearest and most detailed accounts of the revolution and the two main
parties competing for power is to be found in Lofchie's 1965 study. Broadening the
analysis beyond the racial divide and British favouritism towards the ZNP, Lofchie
also emphasizes the competing pressures 'Yorking towards and against national unity
in Zanzibar: the shared adherence to Islam promoting unity, while class differences
(mapped onto racial and ethnic divides) forged disunity. In addition, Lofchie notes the
importance of regional differences between the islands of U nguja and Pemba, where
Pembans disproportionately supported the ZNP.
·
The ZNP was Arab-led, but it is important to recognize that the majority of its membership was made up of black Africans who supported its multi-ethnic platform. The
base of support for the ZNP came from Pemba, where there had been less immigration from the mainland and a long-standing positive association with being Arab and
where Arab-black relations were relatively amicable, despite class divisions on raci<ll
lines (Chachage 2000, 30). As Lofchie stresses, the ASP, widely supported -in Unguja,
particularly among urban workers more recently arrived from the mainland, was far
more racially exclusive. It w.as the ASP's anti-Arab stance that prompted the smaller
ZPPP (Zanzibar _and Pemba People's Party) to merge with the ZNP, allowing it to will
the elections.
However, although the ZNP had only one month in office, it is clear that it was
not on a path to democracy or racial inclusiveness. The new government immediately
curtailed freedom of the press and passed a law banning any political party deemed
"troublesome and dangerous" (Babu 1991, 238). Under this legislation the Umma Party,
a leftist splinter group aligned with the ASP, was banned and treason charges brought
against its leaders: charges with mandatory death sentences. ASP attempts to participate in the legislature were thwarted, and indigenous Africans, even with good academic qualifications, were discriminated against in government service (Clayton 1981,
59). ASP members, frustrated with winning the majority of votes but riot seats, were
further angered by the repressive and discriminatory direction being taken by the new
government.
The 1964 revolution was short; it was over within four hours. Mainland Africans
working at the docks and in the plantations were angry. Abdulrahman Babu, the leader
of the U mma Party, was most certainly interested in removing the Sulfan's government
from power, by whatever means necessary. In his own words: "although the Umma
Party did not fire the first shot of the uprising, it nevertheless rose to the occasion with
revolutionary zeal and skill" (1991, 245). The Youth Wing of the ASP was also less willing than its older leadership to accept ZNP rule. Burgess. argues that they alone were
responsible for executing the revolution (1999, 31). The ASP (with mainland assistance)
and the Umma Party (with Chinese assistance) were both plotting revolutipn. And
then, in the pre-dawn hours ofJanuary 12, Johri Okello, a Christian Ugandan who had
been working in Pemba, with a small group of supporters he claims to have trained with
toy guns, toppled the government.
The Zanzibar Revolution was informed by identities of ethnicity, class, region, and
generation-all of which existed as a messy composite creating competing understandings of Zanzibari identity and the terrain for the struggle over leadership. This con-
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flict was, at a superficial level, one between Arab and black African leaders, but at
the popular level was much more complex. In Pemba many Africans supported the
ZNP; in contrast, revolutionary support was firmly centred in Unguja, dominated-by
labourers and unemployed youth from the mainland. This regional divide remains
central to current politics; however, a generation later the political motivations have
been profoundly shaped by the experience of CCM rule and Zanzibar's relations with
mainland Tanzania.

Zanzibar from 1964 to 1995: Existing Tensions Stifled,
or a New Constellation?
Karume's ASP government was no more democratic or inclusive than that of the ZNP:
It was marked by frequent disappearances, detentions, and the torture of political opponents (Kharusi 1967). Karume ruled in·an increasingly personal and despotic manner
(Martin 1978; Clayton 1981; Coulson 1982; Myers 1995). People's courts were established
where ASP members, often with little legal or other education, dispensed justice. No
criticism of the Revolutionary Council was permitted in the press.
Many of the victims of ASP oppression and violence were Arabs. In the days after the
revolution at least 5000 people, mostly Arab shopkeepers and their families, were killed
(Coulson 1982, 133). Many more fled the islands; important financial links exist today
between Zanzibaris who stayed and relatives who left for mainland Tanzania, Oman,
or elsewhere. In 1970 four leaders of the ASP took Iranian girls (aged 14, 15, 16, and
18) as wives without the consent of their parents, justifying their actions on grounds
of "racial integration." Karume declared at a public rally, "In colonial times the Arabs
took African concubines without bothering to marry them. Now that we are in power
the shoe is on the other foot" (Martin 1978, 69).
The weight of Karum~'s oppression was felt most strongly in Pemba, the support
base of the ZNP. There all Arabs and Asians were obligated to communal labour of
three nights and Sunday morning work per week (Clayton 1981,.122). James Mwakisyala, the East African Bureau Chief, described the resentment of Pembans: "Karume
took the money earned from Pemba cloves to build flats in Unguja; the wealth from
Pemba built Unguja. There were no leaders from Pemba. Pemba was simply losing
wealth without representation." 3
Arabs, who in the past had benefited under the leadership of the Sultan and the British, found themselves at a disadvantage under "African" ASP/CCM rule. While significant cultural and social cachet remained linked to Arab identity, after the revolution
black Africans disproportionately claimed economic and political benefits and Arabs,
in particular Pembans, were punished. This served to alienate Pembans in general from
Zanzibari and national leadership. The majority of Pembans had voted for the ASP.
prior to the revolution, but all of Pemba suffered in the post-revolutionary period from
3. Personal commuriication, June 11,

2002,
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a lack of support or investment in the region. As a consequence, the current political
divisions in Zanzibar are even more divided on Pemba/Unguja lines than they were in
the 1960s. Ironically, grievances of the waPemba4 today, economic and political marginalization and exclusion, are comparable to those of the Unguja-based Africans who
led the revolution. In fact most members of the opposition CUF do not believe the
revolution was unjustified; many even participated in it. Rather they argue that the ASP
. (and then CCM) did not deliver on its promises (Cameron 2ocn, 283).
Between 1964 and Karume's assassination in 1972, 35 ooo people, 10% of the population, mostly skilled and educated,' fled from the islands (Martin 1978, 71). Clayton
compares the mixture of awe.and relief at Karume's funeral to that experienced after
the death of Stalin (1981, 153). Although his successor, Jumbe, was considerabiy more
moderate, when the ASP merged with the TANU to form CCM in 1977, many Zanzibaris were pleased to see the end of the oppressive ASP, even while joining even more
closely with the mainland was unpopular. 5
The union between Zanzibar and mainland Tanzania has been an arena of contention since it was formed (Sheriff 1994; Taylor 1994, 32). Zanzibar is "semi-autonomous";
it has its own president, cabinet, House of Representatives, and court system. Nonetheless, resentment of mainland domination has remained robust, and the opportunities
presented by multi-party politics in the early 1990s raised debates regarding not just
Zanzibari identity but also, particularly in Pemba, around further loosening connections with mainland Tanzania or separating entirely. The ZNP did argue prior to the
revolution that if the ASP were in power, the mainland would swallow the islands, but
this concern was not as central a factor at the time of the revolution as ethno-racial
identity or class or the impulse to be free of all remnants of a colonial domination. After
more than two decades of unification, the relationship with the mainland is critical to
election debates and party identification. It is around this issue that political leaders
from both parties mobilize followers through appeals to their ethno-racial identity or
alternatively, through characterizing the opposition's identity in order to create fear of
future exclusion or persecution.
Relations between Zanzibar and mainland Tanzania in the post-colonial era have
introduced new dynamics into the.politics of the region. The decision to unify with
the mainland was made by Karume and Nyerere, without support or dialogue with
the population of Zanzibar. Zanzibar retained its own government autonomy in several key areas, and has disproportionate representation in the federal cabinet, the
national assembly, and ruling party. Nonetheless, widespread dissatisfaction with
the union has persisted at all levels of society. Fractured as it may be by ethnicity and
region and class, Zanzibari identity still remains distinct from that of the mainland.
Much of CUF's support, on both islands, is linked to a Zanzibari nationalist discourse, anchored by their vows to open up discussion of the union should and when

4. People from Pemba. Although it is possible to say "Pembans," the people themselves (even
when speaking English) generally use the Swahili term waPemba.
5. Personal communication with former member of ASP government, July 16, 2002, Zanzibar..
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they take office-either to abandon it all together or to renegotiate its terms, perhaps
with a three-tier government.
An additional attraction of CUF for many of its supporters, although it is not the
party's dominant message, is its perceived identity as a Muslim party: further differentiating Zanzibari nationalism from mainland Tanzania. Political parties throughout
Tanzania are prohibited from being organized on religious lines, and on the mainland
CUF carries no particular religious association. In Zanzibar however CUF has informally garnered support in mosques (Bakari 2001, 186) and has advocated establishing
greater ties between Zanzibar and the Arab world through the Organization of the
Islamic Conference (Okema 2000). Further, CCM's accusations that CUF is a Muslim party have strengthened this perception, arguably increasing its popularity among
Muslims of all ethnicities. "This story backfired. Muslims in CCM were thinking, oh, if
that is aMuslim party then I should switch and be with thein." 6 Islamic revival, including support for more fundamentalist interpretations of Islam, has grown throughout
the Muslim world since the mid-198os, with large followings throughout East Africa
·in groups such as the Qadriyyah Muslim Brotherhood. In Zanzibar, as elsewhere, this
has increased the appeal of many for Muslim political parties (Hayes 2005, 1332). In the
1960s, a shared Muslim identity was a force working to unify the islands of Zanzibar,
although not one strong enough in the face of ethnic, class, and regional divisions.
Today Islam is linked to only one of Zanzibar's political competitors, CUF, and this
serves to further associate CCM with mainland Tanzania.
An additional change that has occurred in Zanzibar during the last 40 years is the
much weaker correlation between ethnicity and economic class. In the 1960s there
was a sharp economic divide between Arabs and Africans, particularly.young migrant
labourers. In the years immediately following the revolution there was an anti-Arab
backlash where many Arabs, and many Asians as well, found themselves without jobs
and had their homes and businesses expropriated (Bissell 2005, 218). As already noted,
there was further discrimination in government employment, and many affluent Arabs
and Asians left Zanzibar entirely. Pemba in particular was a target, and remains economically underdeveloped. Ethnicity and race have long been fluid categories in Zanzibar, with high levels of intermarriage; the population of Zanzibar has more than
doubled since the revolution and while the population is far from homogenous, it is
not sharply divided either. Economic marginalization and poverty, much blamed on
the socialist strategies of CCM and mainland interference with the islands, are central
to CUF' s support, but the correspondence between race and class that dominated 1960s
tensions is not a central component of the contemporary discontent.
Karume's successor, Aboud Jumbe, was forced to resign by the union government in
1984 due to his support for increasing Zanzibar's sovereignty. Jumbe's replacement, Ali
Hassan Mwinyi (who later replaced Nyerere as Tanzania's president) made efforts to
better racial relations in general and the situation in Pemba iJ?- particular. These efforts
failed to resolve Zanzibari uneasiness with the union, however, and this is an issue that
6. Nassor K. Mohammed, Commissioner of the Joint Presidential Supervisory Commission, personal communication, June 27, 2002, Zanzibar.
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CUF was able to rally around when multi-party politics were introduced in the early
i99os. CUF's promotion of a distinct Zanzibari cultur~l identity, rooted in religion and
ties to the Arab world, serves to further polarize politics around these concerns.

The Zanzibar Crisis: i995 to the Present
In contrast to mainland Tanzania where CCM continues to enjoy a clear majority of
support, competition between CCM and CUF was very close in Zanzibar in the elections of i995, 2000, and 2005. And the race in 2010 is predicted to be similarly tight.
These elections were marred not only by violence, but by political repression, electoral
fraud, and limits on the media, working to the advantage ofCCM. The most fair, but
by no means satisfactory, of these elections were those held in 1995 :;ind 2005; in these
elections CCM won by very slim margins, 50.24 % and 53.18% respectively. In the 2000
elections CCM remained in office with a 67% victory, but all international observers
denounced the election as seriously flawed.
When multi-party politics were reintroduced in Tanzania in the· early 1990s, parties
were banned from organizing on any regional, religious, or ethnic basis. The CUF, the
main opposition party, is a national party, and is in fact the leading opposition on the
mainland as well as in Zanzibar. CUF's strongest base of support is in Pemba, though,
and it is widely understood that Seif Sharif Hamad, the Pemba-based leader of the
Zanzibar branch, is the dominant force behind the party as a whole (Mmuya i998, 34).
There has been ongoing debate since CUF's inception as to how closely it replicates
the Pemba-centred party of the 1960s, the ZNP. As was the case with the ZNP, CUF's
multiracial base of support is frequently dismissed as a political ploy on the part of an
Arab elite, who would show their true colours once in power.
After the 1995 election, CUF's charismatic leader Seif Sharif Hamad denm,mced the
election results and refused to recognize the CCM presidency of Salim Amour. CUF
members and leadership protested, boycotting parliament and loudly denouncing
CCM and the election to anyone who would listen. Amour's response was to arrest the
most outspoken CUF members and hold them in detention. Eighteen members of CUF
·were arrested in 1997 on charges of treason, without bail and without being convicted of
anything, and were held for three years. International observers declared these elections
free and fair, but as Kaiser (i999) points out, problems with how voting observation
was conducted and the pre-existing interests of donors complicated this judgement.
Between the 1995 and 2000 elections, CUF's popularity on the islands, but especially
in Pemba, soared, while resentment towards CCM and mainland Tanzania in general
festered. During this period, CUF boycotted the Zanzibari parliament and interna- ·
tional aid to Zanzibar was suspended. Hamad ominously declared that if the 2000
elections were also rigged, there would b('. civil war (Economist i999, 40). Tensions in
Zanzibar became increasingly high in the lead-up to the fall 2600 elections. Amour's
response throughout was hard line: intolerance of any opposition, with intimidation
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and outright thuggery as its tools, particularly in Pemba, where CUF had won all of the
seats in the 1995 election.
Not surprisingly, the 2000 elections were even more violent. In addition, in areas
known as CUF strongholds, voting papers turne_d up late or not at all. Some voters
waited 12 hours to vote, while others, after long waits, were sent to other polling areas.
A number of ballot boxes and papers vanished and observers noted children and nonZanzibaris casting ballots for CCM. The chief of the Zanzibari Electoral Commission
admitted to international observers that he suspected commission staff and police of
stealing ballot papers (Commonwealth Secretariat, 2001, 26). CUF, along with Commonwealth observers, stated that the elections needed to be run again, in all areas of the
islands. However, officials said a rerun would only occur in 16 out of the 50 constituencies. CUF boycotted the rerun and began again its boycott of parliament, denouncing
the elections as rigged.
In January of 2001 CUF organized demonstrations in protest of the elections. In the
days and weeks before these planned demonstrations hundreds ofZanzibaris were arc
rested, and Amnesty International reported that "at least 22 and possibly more than 60
people were shot dead by members of the security forces in circumstances suggesting
unlawful use oflet_hal force. Hundreds were said to have been subjected to torture, including rape, and to sexual abuse amounting to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment" (Amnesty International 2002, 4). The demonstrations went ahead in locations in Unguja, Pemba, and the mainland. In Pemba, 22 demonstrators were killed,
several hundred arrests were made, and there were further reports of torture, rape, and
police looting. Those involved in demonstrations in Unguja also reported police b~at
ings and killings.
An important shift came about after the 2000 elections, however, and that was
the direction taken by CCM leadership, in particular by the new president, Karume.
Amour had responded to the opposition around the 1995 elections with repression
a_nd a resurgence of violence reminiscent of that in the immediate post-revolution era.
With the crackdown on the post-election demonstrations in 2001, it appeared Karume
would be taking the same approach. However. Karume's leadership was also one of
accommodation and attempts towards the cooptation of opposition. This approach
was undertaken through two central means: agreeing to cooperate in an internationally mediated reconciliation process with CUF, and quietly, with no fanfare, boosting
spending on development, particularly on social services, in Pemba.
Even though most donors withheld assistance between 1995 and 2000 and a number
of international efforts were made, from the United Nations, the European Union and
the Commonwealth, to provide mediation, Amour insisted that there was no problem and refused to take any action towards more conciliatory relations with CUF or
reforms to p'revent further human rights abuses. And despite signing an agreement in
1998, under intense Commonwealth pressure, Amour never followed through with its
implementation. In contrast, Karume welcomed external mediation, and with CUF
.established a commission to draw up·a new agreement, the Muafaka, which was signed
by both parties in October, 2001. At the time, this seeming desire to address the crisis
meaningfully went a long way to building public trust in the politic~l process. How-
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ever, the agreement was never fully implemented, with both sides blaming the other
for violating its recommendations and setting up barriers to prevent institutionalizing
its goals. As the 2005 elections grew closer, relations between the two parties worsened
again. The Muafaka accord ended formally in September of 2005, weeks before the
scheduled elections..
Rather than economically punish opposition supporters, the norm ill Zanzibar's
electoral history, Karume's government quietly began to address some of the problems
in Pemba. Under Karume's leadership there has been an increase in spending on health
and education and investment in tourism across affofZanzibar, including an increase
in the absolute amount of spending directed towards Pemba. 7 This has been done without public ceremonies or press conferences to celebrate the openings of new schools
and medical centres in Pemba, likely because this could alienate CCM supporters. More
than a dozen individuals interviewed for this study, including active supporters of CUF, ·
cited Karume's efforts towards improving Pemba's economy as the central difference
between his rule and that of his predecessor, Amour.
The 2005 elections were an improvement over the 2000 elections in terms of their ·
fairness, but there were still considerable irregularities, including multiple voting, intimidation, and violence. CCM won with only S3 % of the vote. Once again CUF disputed the results, publicizing their own count, claiming their victory with 50.38% of the
vote. Predictably clashes between protesters and police began immediately after results
were announced. Even though most observers noted improvements in the fairness of this
election, many in Zanzibar, including numerous CCM supporters; believe it was rigged
(Tronvoll 2006, 238). After these elections there did seem to be a mellowing of tensions,
particularly when CUF formally recognized Karume as the winner. This compromise
raised expectations of some form of political reconciliation, and in 2007, after pressure
from the Tanzanian national government, talks resumed between leaders of Zanzibar's:
CCM and CUF parties, and a new Muafaka accord was agreed to. This agreement however failed quickly, with a lack of action and mutual distrust on both sides.
Between 2005 and 2008 Zanzibar's GDP rose from 5.6% to 6.8%, helping to forge
some confidence in Karume's leadership. Since then, however, the global recession has
resulted in a drop in tourism revenues in Zanzibar; between 2007 and 2008 there was a
decline of more than 10% in tourists visiting the islands (Nayar 2009). There has been
public recognition, by Tanzanian President Kikwete as well as by Karume, of the fact
that all social indicators in Pemba are considerably lower than on Unguja. For example,
64% of Pembans live below the poverty line for basic needs; compared with 59% in
Unguja (Pearson 2.009, 6). In 2007, a project began to link Pemba to national electricity; currently the island relies on diesel generators (Mohamed 2007), whereas Unguja
was connectedto the national grid in the i97os. Zanzibar's 2002 Poverty Reduction
Plan paid particular attentiol). to the problems in Pemba. However, despite greater
attention to the economic needs of Pemba, the government has been slow to address
· them, particularly in ways that can contribute to employment or improved livelihoods ..
The steps taken in this regard are unlikely to draw political support away from CUF,
7. Ivar Strand (World Bank program officer), written correspondence, May 16, 2007.
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whose continued criticism of CCM's development policy has been much louder than
the small investments made in Pemba. For example, clove prices have increased on the
international market over the past decade, yet clove producers, who have to sell to the
Zanzibar State Trading Corporation (ZSTC), are experiencing steady declines their
earnings and production has dropped accordingly (Nayar 2009). While CCM has prioritized tourism, which mainly benefits Unguja, in its economic strategy for Zanzibar,
CUF has promised liberalization of the agricultural sector and more opportunities for
clove farmers, who are centred in Pemba.

Electoral Competition in Zanzibar:
The Politics of Exclusion and Elite Opportunism
There are important differences between the revolutionary periqd and the contemporary period of unrest. The most obvious distinction to be made is that contemporary
political parties are not duplicates of those in the 1960s. On the one hand, one can
loosely characterize CUF and the ZNP as significantly Arab in their leadership, and
there is little evidence that CUF has any more interest in power sharing or democracy
than did the ZNP. However, CUF formed as an opposition party; it speaks to its sup-.
porters about emancipation, being victimized, and of the need for real independence.
In contrast, the ZNP. was a party of the status quo, trying to retain, rather than secure,
privilege. CUF's leadership, particularly the party's leader Seif Sharif Hamad, has consistently argued that their party represents the interests of Zanzibaris who have been
oppressed by both CCM leaders in Zanzibar and on the mainland. In this regard, CUF' s
message of nationalism and the need for greater indigenous representation is much
closer to the revolutionary nationalism of the ASP than to the politics of the ZNP ..
And just as the ASP argued that the ZNP came to power through British support, and
represented a continuation of imperialism, CUF regards CCM as being supported by
its mainland "parent," allowing the mainland to direct and exploit Zanzibar. CUF, like
the ASP before them, draws on discourses of race-of being indigenous-to support
their claims.
Similarly, Zanzibar's CCM is a party far removed from its roots in the ASP. CCM
rule in Zanzibar is complicated by its affiliation with the mainland party. For the Zanzibari leadership there are advantages and disadvantages to this. Since the mainland does
not want to lose Zanzibar, and does not have the institutions in place to accommodate
an opposition g·overnment in the islands, there is substantial mainland support, financial and tactical, to ensure that CCM wins elections on the.islands. Despite its relative
autonomy, CCM Zanzibar remains a branch of the larger Tanzanian party, and is ultimately directed and ruled by them. The leadership in Zanzibar did not want to open
their system up to multi-party politics for example, but when Nyerere made that decision, it was made for the nation as a whole. In addition, CCM itself has changed over
the past 30 years, and is no longer a socialist party amidst the euphoria and optimism
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of the early independence years, but a much more pragmatic institution, stripped of its
ideological appeal.
CCM has some easily understandable reasons to be reluctant to cede the Zanzibari
presidency to CUF. It is unclear if the institutional framework of the nation could
accommodate an opposition party in Zanzibar without opening up and potentially
jeopardizing the entire union agreement (Bakari, 2009;5). 8 During election campaigns
CUF has openly discussed the possibilities of a separation from the union, indicating
they would hold a referendum on the issue when elected. In addition there are popular, iflesscthan credible, fears that CUF, once in power, would move Zanzibar towards
becoming an Islamic state, perhaps even returning the Sultan to his place as head of
state. For example, Baraka Shamte, a well-known CCM politician is quoted as saying,
"I will tell you one thing: In the Civic United Front, Sultanism is still in their blood,
even though they will deny this fact at political platforms" (Guardian 2007 ). The federal
government, if it takes this seriously, has a strong interest in avoiding an Islamic state
on its shore, as this could heighten religious tensions on the mainland, which is roughly
50% Muslim, with a higher percentage along the coast.
Another central difference in the contemporary period of unrest is the basis of support for the opposition. In the i96os, disaffected and disadvantaged groups-the poor,
the young-supported political change and the ZNP. These same groups support CUF
today, but CUF' s base of support is much broader than either the ZNPs or the ASPs had
been. While its strongest suppor:t comes from rural Pemba, CUF also draws significant
support throughout Zanzibar from its wider appeals to Islam, nationalism, and disillusionment with the Revolutionary government on political and economic grounds.
The demographic shifts which have further blurred the Arab-African divide (which was
never all that clear)·also mark a change in the political landscape, despite leadership in
both parties branding one another in ethni~ally-charged ways. "While ethnic animosc
ity has been part and parcel of Zanzibar politics for many years, politicization of racial
identity becomes salient during times of fierce competition over who is to rule: that
is, during elections. _At the core of the problem is ownership and control of the Zanzibar state" (Killian 2008, 102). This politicization of identity is possible because of real
historicaliy-based cultural differences between Pemba and Unguja, where individuals
can be identified by their accents, as well as between Zanzibar more generally and the
mainland. The process of their political use is not linear; there are concrete cultural and
material factors of exclusion which draw political supporters to participate in political
mobilization in this way (Heilman and Kaiser 2002, 694). Nonetheless, monopolizing
political power at the cost of cooperation rewards the elite, not their grassroots support.
The most pervasive parallel between these two periods is a lack of commitment from
political leadership towards more open democratic politics, in terms of ending state
sponsored brutality towards opposition and promoting more accountable and participatory practices: Unfortunately, this seems to hold for both political parties, not just
for CCM.
8. James Mwakisyala, in a conversation we had on June 11,
this concern.
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in Dar es Salaam, also expressed
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The generq.l public perception in Zanzibar is that CCM continues to punish Pembans for their opposition. This is a long-standing view, and one that of course CUP
encourages, raising it repeatedly in public speeches and electoral campaigns. A retired
ASP member who had worked closely with Karume ~fter the revolution acknowledged
that Pemba was viewed as "Arab" and while it was not official policy to "punish" the
region there have been no real efforts to address the economic problems there. 9 There
are some signs that this not accurate any longer. International development workers
closely involved with the administering of development assistance in the islands find
thatKanime's government is very careful to fairly distribute their investments between
the islands, if not based on need at least based on population distribution. An operations officer with the World Bank who was team leader for a recent project noted,
The Zanzibari government took great care to ensure that Pemba will get a
fair share of the investment. I'd say the breakdown is around 35/ 40% of total
investment to Pemba ... Pemba will also get some of the flagship investments
such as a new teacher training college, and some of the better high schools. I
got a sense that government was particularly concerned about reaching out
to Pemba. The program is entirely driven by the Zanzibari government). 10

But as discussed, these investments have been piecemeal and have failed to equalize
economic disparities between the islands.
Further, this is an environment with continual problems running free and fair elections, with repression of the opposition when there are election campaigns, disputed
results, or protests; Pembans are not going to accept that Karume's CCM is not their
enemy. "Though CCM packaged ... Karume as 'new and improved,' in reality however
he was 'old and unreconstituted,' and would continue the winner-take-all strategy of
his former boss and erstwhile comrade-in-arms, 'Comando' Amour and, in fact, undertake wider repression" (Cameron 2002, 315).
A further factor relating to CCM Zanzibar's disinterest in democracy arises from its
status of being a revolutionary government (Martin 1978). Zanzibar was far more reluctant to allow for multi-party competition than mainland Tanzania. As Bakari points
out, "the Zanzibar government derives its legitimacy from the 1964 Revolution and
therefore power cannot be transferred to an opposition party which is perceived to
despise the 'holy' Revolution and which is suspected of intending to break the Union"
(2003, 90 ). The case of Zanzibar raises the issue of imposip.g "good governance" across
Africa: why would elites who do not want to see changes in political practice, changes
that would remove them from power, implement them?
:
Should CUP win an election there is not much room for optimism that their rule
would be superior. Although it is impossible to be certain how the party would perform in office, the indications are not encouraging. Firstly the party is closely linked to
9. Personal communication, Zanzibar, June 12, 2002.
10. Ivar Strand, written correspondence, May 16, 2007.
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its ~harismatic leader, Seif Sharif Hamad, and personalist leaders in Africa are rarely
democratic leaders. Hamad was once a prominent member of CCM; he was Chief
· Minister from 1984 to 1988. After a falling out with other members of the party and his
dismissal, he was imprisoned for his opposition until 199i. His personal background,
along with more than a decade of political acrimony under the multi-party system,
makes it unlikely that he will be interested in genuine power sharing with his longstanding political enemies.
~ere is little popular input from CUF members arid supporters into CUF policy
or platforms. CUF's message is often very contradictory, with statements to different
audiences emphasizing or downplaying their commitment to Islamic rule,_ separation
or autonomy from the mainland, and relations with the Arab world. What is consistent
is CUF's emphasis on CCM's repression and its incitement of popular outrage fortheir
own advantage. There is evidence that CUF as well as CCM has participated in electoral
fraud, through intimidation, multiple voting, and voting by mainland supporters (Bakari 2009). Similarly, CUF's willingness to see through reconciliation attempts, such
as the Muafaka agreements, has also been problematic. All of this points to a power
struggle among CUF and CCM elites, with little attention to building links with grassroots party membership or with civil society (Andreasen 2001, 275) or to building a
peaceful competitive relationship with the opposition.
The political stalemate in Zanzibar is one between political elites vying for power in a
zero-sum system. In this sense, little seems to have changed since the 1960s. As was the·
case then, leaders are unscrupulous in their appeals to ethno-racial divisions to further
their political ambitions, polarizing the society they claim to represent.
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South America's Commodities Boom:
Developmental Opportunity or
Path Dependent Reversion? 1
James Martin Cypher

ABSTRACT
From 2003 through 2008 South America's terms of trade moved strongly in
favour of raw materials, and commodity prices remained very high through early 2010, potentially challenging the Prebisch-Singer hypothesis. Three possible results of the boom are
analyzed: (1) a staples- or mineral-led development strategy creating linkages to overcome the
enclave effects of agro-mineral export structures; (2) a transition strategy wherein ground rents
form the basis for expanding national innovation systems enabling Latin America to move
beyond raw material/chea~ labour export dependence; (3) a return to the nineteenth-.century
pattern of resource and export dependence where an agro-mineral rentier/oligopolistic elite
dominates production.

R.EsuM.E Entre 2003 et 2008, I' echange de marchandises en Amerique du Suds' est fortement
oriente vers !es matieres premieres, et le prix des produits· est demeure tres e!eve jusqu'au
debut de l'annee 2010, dementant ainsi la these de Prebisch-Singer sur le d~clin de longue ·
duree des termes de l'echange. Trois resultats possibles de !'expansion des matieres premieres
sont examines: 1- une strategie de developpement fondee sur I' exploitation des ressmirces de
base ou des ressources minerales et sur la creation de reseaux visant aprevenir I' effet d' enclave
des structures d'exportation agro-minerales; 2- une strategie de transition ou le systeme des
redevances foncieres forme la base pour !'expansion de systemes d'innovation nationaux permettant al'Amerique latine de s'affranchir de sa dependance envers !'exportation de matieres
premieres et de main-d'ceuvre bon marche; 3- un retour au modele de dependance envers !es
ressources et !'exportation qui s'appliquait au dix-neuvieme siecle, ou une elite oligopolistique
et des groupes de rentiers du secteur agro-mineral dominai~nt !es mode!es de production.

a

i. · Special thanks for the graphics are due to Elizabeth.Gomez Rodriquez, to Guillermo Folladori
for information, and to Kevin Gallagher, Esteban Perez Caldentey, and Chris Tilly for their comments. The article has been strengthened by helpful and detailed comments from two anonymous
reviews for this journal.
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Introduction
In the UN's 2007 annual survey report on Latin America, an unusual note of exhilaration was to be found: ECLAC (the Economic Commission for Latin America and the
Caribbean) qualified the recent growth period as "extraordinary" and argued that the
growth achieved was not restricted to quantitative measures (ECLAC 2007, 9-10). The
most important qualitative factor was the strong improvement in the (net barter) terms
of trade between primary products exports and manufactured products imports. Furthermore ECLAC anticipated that the current boom was shaping up to be the longest
and strongest expansion for quite a long time. With the terms of trade rising by 22.8%,
real per capita income in the Latin America rose by an average of 21 % in the 2003-2008
period (ECLAC 2009, Tables A-1, A-12). From early 2008 commodity prices fell precipitously until early 2009. By April 2010, using the Commodity Research Bureau's Raw
Industrials Sub-Index of 13 commodities, commodity prices had dramatically recovered-they were only 6% below their peak in 2008, more than double their 2003 levels.
Mexico, with its emphasis on low and medium technology manufactures, and Central
America, beset with low export prices for coffee, did not experience the effects of the
commodities boom. 2 But South America's terms of trade in 2005 were above the high
levels achieved in 1980. 3
Is this a cyclical or secular trend? There is a strong evidence that the margin of.difference for South America's commodities exports is a function of increased demand from
China and India, and to a much lesser degree other rapidly growing nations in Asia
(Blazquez-Lidoy, Rodriguez and Santiso 2006; Gottschalk and Prates 2006; Lederman,
Olarreaga and Perry 2007a). Jorge Blazquez-Lidoy, Javier Rodriguez, and Javier Santiso, for example, emphasize that the average annual rate of growth of China's imports
in the 1990s was i6% per year (2006).
The commodities boom definitely created a potential moment of opportunity to
seize the economic rents flowing into South America. There is, however, scarce evidence that the commodities boom led to the application of strategic policies that would
engineer a shift toward higher value-added and more stable forms of production and
specialization.
Instead, the hypothesis of this article is that South America 'is undergoing a profound process of "primarization," here defined as the rising and now dominant role

2.
In 2007 coffee prices were 39% above those attained in 2000, but 27% less than the level
achieved in 1985 (UNCTAD 2008).
3. The aggregate figure overrides the decline in the terms of trade for Uruguay, but the consequences for South America as a region are slight given Uruguay's small population. While the terms
of trade for Brazil stood at no, this nation is a significant outlier. Brazil has a very low export profileonly 14.s'Yo of GDP was expbrted in 2006. As in Central America, coffee prices have impacted Brazil,
as have oil prices. However, Brazil's major oil discovery in late 2007 will now permit exploitation of
proven reserves larger than those of Canada, allowing Brazil to attain oil exporter status, perhaps by
2010 (Barrionuevo 2008).
·
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of primary-related production in the growth of exports from South America. 4 When,
in the 1980s, Latin America adopted the "new economic model" of export-led growth,,
the implicit assumption of this model was that Latin America would export labourintensive manufactureg products within the new internationalized context known as
"globalization." The implications of the largely Ul).recognized primarization process
have received very little attention. There is, nonetheless, a small and important body of
research that has focused on the new primarization process. Advances in the analysis
of the primarization process have lagged behind the rapidly unfolding process which
gained momentum through mid-2008. Insufficient time to reflect on relatively current
changes and the difficulties relating to lags in obtaining pertinent data help explain the
fact that primarization has largely gone unobserved.
To some degree the lack of attention given to the primarization process is attributable to the view that the recent commodities boom is a short-run cyclical phenomenon
of little consequence in terms of development policy. Another reason why the broader
implications of the commodities boom have been neglected possibly relates to a prec
vailing linear interpretation; that is, Latin America has passed through several stages of
development, including: (1) nineteenth century primary production for export, (2) the·
state-led (or import substitution) industrialization era (1930-1980), and subsequently
(3) the globaiization stage based in new global manufacturing production chains primarily driven by transnational corporations. 5 The one exception to the above generalization relates to the case of Chile. Its embrace of an export-led model propelled by raw
materials and minimally processed commodity-based manufactures has been widely
analyzed-yet interpreted as a special case. 6
The following section of this· article briefly addresses the evolution of e.conomic
analysis. regarding the manner in which Latin America's development problems have
been interpreted and addressed in the past quarter century under the new economic
4. In Central America and Mexico there is a seemingly distinct, but actually related dynamic.
This region of Latin America has fallen under the sway of a "maquilazation" model-derived from
the term and form of production that·began in the i96os under the inaquiladora program. Under the
maquila model, largely foreign firms import parts and components which are processed and assembled and then exported. A small amount of value-added is received by the host co~ntry, primarily in
terms of wage payment for cheap labour. In this model a surplus oflabour, which cannot be absorbed
through the maquila operations, is expelled and joins the international stream of migration. These
migrants, in turn, collectively send back to their home country remittances that then rival in value
the net exports from maquiladora activities. These processes appear not to be conceptually related to
commodities exports. But, below the level of appearances, Central America and Mexico are actually
caught in what might be termed "sub-primarization." Instead of raw materials, these nations export
both embodied labour, in the maquila products, and direct labour-in the form of migrants.
5. The terms state-led industrialization and import substitution industrialization will be used to
. describe the period from the i93os through the i97os when development banks and economic ministries were used to create and support a broad array of industrial activities that would not have been
built without state invqlvement. Import substitution industriallzation is the more common usage,
and we will use this term when its usage was incorporated into a particular viewpoint-such as that
of the Washington Consensus. However, state-led industrialization is a more accurate term because
the economic policy of the era was not merely concerned with replacement of imports, but more so
with the creation of new, linked, endogenous forms of industrial production.
6. For a critical perspective on the Chilean case see Cypher 2005b.
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model. The subsequent section explores some recent excursions by ECLAC into staples
theory that suggest an unexpected strategy of development for Latin America-mimicking growth patterns and production processes associated with commodity-producing, high-income, "advanced" nations such as Norway. This view is compared to one
of "transition" wherein the high ground-rents obtained from the commodities boom
would be plowed back into infrastructure and industrial capacity to then be linked
to the internal market, in the first instance. These two possible responses to the commodities boom are contrasted with a third trajectory wherein the commodities boom
would have little lasting effect on the structure of the Latin America.n economies. Instead, driven by a rentier/monopolistic/oligopolistic policy-making hierarchy, Latin
America's recent opportunity, like that of the nineteenth century, has been and will be
dissipated through a high import propensity for luxuries and a predilection for conspicuous consumption, thus undermining national production capabilities. In short,
the commodities boom would leave Latin America with some impressive short-term
growth and virtually no development of productive capacities.
Having explored the above themes, with attention paid to the mining industry in
Argentina, the next section focuses on the terms of trade as interpreted at the theoretical level and in terms of empirical trends for primary products and manufactures. The
final section focuses on the problem of institutional inertia and the likelihood of path
dependent reversion to the passive policies adopted in Latin America in the nineteenth
century during 1that long commodity boom.

Creating the New Development Model:
Causes and Effects
From 1981 through 2002 Latin America was beset with an array of profound economic
and social problems. Among the worst of these problems were to be found: (1) devastating capital flight, (2) debt crises in the 1980s that made international borrowing
impossible while requiring debt repayments that drained Latin America of investment
capacity, (3) rising poverty rates and attendant migration, (4) a steep decline in the
. terms of trade, and (5) slow to no per capita economic growth. (Average per capita
income growth was a pathetic 0:6% per year in the 1981-2005 period, while per worker
average income fell by o.6% per year according to the World Bank's World Development Indicators database. See World Bank 2009). All this was summed up by the term
"the lost decade" to describe the 1980s and the "lost half decade" to describe the 1990s.
Over this period a new set of ideas, encapsulated in the Washington Consensus,
reigned supreme (Reinhardt and Peres 2000, 1545). This Consensus claimed entitlement to interpret Latin America's past and to foretell its future: The recent past had
been a series of colossal mistakes and illusions wherein "populist" leaders and the "political class" had adopted unfounded economic policy concepts under the heading of
import substitution industrialization (ISi). ISi had led to "statist" policies such as the
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nationalization of broad swath of industries and services.7 The Washington Consensus posed a Manichean world of"state versus market." The implicit historical counterfactual of the Consensus group was that, had the Latin American nations not opted for
ISi strategies in the i93os, their economies would have been stronger to the degree that
they were "market led" and "export led" since according to World Bank economists
their comparative advantage "naturally lies" in resource intensive activities and agriculture (Lederman, Olarreaga and Perry 2007b, i).
·
None of this Consensus prescriptive advice was based on deep knowledge of the
historical socio-economic conditions which had led the Latin American nations to
adopt state-led industrialization policies. The advice consisted of the well-known "ten
commandments," which included the demand to privatize virtually all state-owned
industries and infrastructure as well as financial intermediaries. Latin America was to
cease to attempt to incubate an industrial base, while ending any and all attempts to
shape the involvement of foreign participants. Opening up to foreign t·ransnational
firms was, according to the Consensus, a quick and efficient way to bring to the region
entrepreneurial talent and organization, technology (know-how and know-why), and
much-needed investment capital. At the same time, by dropping any and all restrictions
and policy guidelines on foreign trade, the Consensus argued that inefficient domestic
industries would either be forced through foreign competition to achieve world-class
efficiency levels or (through the forces of the market) the national producers would
have to realign their economic activities in order to perform where they would be more
efficient. The prescriptive advice proffered was backed by structural adjustment and
balance-of~payment "conditionality" loans from the international financial institutions
(IFis) at a time when Latin American nations had no other means to raise hard currencies to service international debts and buy needed imports (Cypher i989). In short, the
Washington Consensus advocated a profound st~uctural shift in the Latin American
economies that resulted in a brutal process of deind4strialization, mass unemployment,
pervasive bankruptcies, depressed economies, low investment and long-term economic
stagnation-results distinct from those anticipated: "[T]he expected responses to the.
new incentive structure would be a shift from artificially induced capital- and importintensive industrial investment to investment in natural-resource and labor-intensive
production along static comparative advantage lines. The greater efficiency and income
resulting from these responses would in turn generate higher rates of growth in the
long run." (Reinhardt arid Peres 2000, i546).
According to the Washington Consensus, what should developing nations export?
For the early development economists, such a question was easily answered:. virtually
7. State-led industrialization policies in Latin America have generally conformed to the conventional understanding of ISI policies as those that centre on incentive structures to incubate a broad
array of domestic manufacturing firms. In contrast, another variant of state-led industrialization has
been emphasized in the rapid development of several Asian nations~export-oriented industrialization (EOI). The fact is, however, that the distinction is not well demonstrated-:-neither in theory nor
in historical case studies. In the Asian nations a combination of the two, based in strategic sequencing,
was extremely important (Cypher and Dietz 2009, 312-44). In Latin America, ISI was largely limited
to altering the structure of the domestic market, with too little attention paid to export promotion.
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every one of the early developmentalists believed that the only route to a higher standard of living was to effect a transition, famously articulated in the Lewis Model of the
1950s, from "traditional" subsistence agricultural production to manufacturing. This
had been the process followed by all the industrialized nations in the past. In Lewis's
analysis the rise of manufacturing would partly be driven by demand for a high and
growing level of exports oflabour-intensive, low technology manufactured products to
the advanced nations. Near the time when Lewis constructed his model of development
the Dutch economist Petrus Johannes Verdoorn formulated empirical tests that demonstrated that productivity growth was most strongly associated with manufacturing
production. Nicholas Kaldor then used this finding to formulate theoretical arguments
for the prioritization of manufacturing, because it led to strong learning effects and
other externalities, including high innovation levels, not to be found in the expansion
of agriculture, mining or services (Kaldor 1966). All of this served as some sort of antecedent, which-coupled with the growing need for parts and finished manufactured
products from developing nations within the new framework of the "globalized" international trade and production system in place in the 198os-led to the implicit assumption that growing export processing zones and transnational commodity chains
of globally integrated production systems would be determinate. Successful developing
nations would specialize in the export of manufactured products.
However, it was of no' consequence for those who were making policy, both within
developing nations and at the IFis (following the new microfoundations-market fundamentals approach), whether a nation exported petroleum, soft commodities such as
soybeans, hard commodities such as copper, resource-intensive manufactured products such as cement, or labour-intensive manufactured products. In consonance with
the early developmentalist economists and their critics, a hypothesis of this article is
that what a nation exports is of considerable importance in determining the potential
social return (or d~velopniental effect) of a given value of exports. This hypothesis is
pursued within the context of the recently emerged mega-trend of rising commodity
prices. As noted, this phenomenon is generally assumed to be linked to the high levels
of demand created by the rapid growth in the economies of China and India that many
argue is structural and not cyclical. 8 The commodities boom presents an unanticipated
opportunity for Latin.America to shift away from the failed policies of the new economic model of the 1981-2002 period. The current question is what can and what will
the South American nations make of this opportunity?

8. Caution is warranted on this point: Early in 2007 information regarding China's vast mineral
discoveries in Tibet became available. These discoveries have doubled those existing in China, thereby
conditioning the anticipated growth in demand for imported raw materials in the future in some
important areas. For example, the reported new mineral reserves include i billion tons of iron ore, 40
million tons of copper and an equal estimated quantity of lead. These discoveries according to the
director of China's Geological Survey "will fundamentally alleviate the serious bottleneck and big
restrictions our country faces with regard to mineral resources" (Ramzy 2007).
·
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Responding to the Commodities Boom: The Staples Trap
or Commodity Production as a Transition Mechanism?
The current commodities boom presents an opportunity that, taken in perspective, far
surpasses the estimated gains (however distributed) from t.he complete effects of a new
regime of free trade, assuming all the equilibrium conditions. 9 A commodity boom can,
through its effects on the terms of trade, exert a more powerful and potentially longer
lasting effect. The key issue, however, is not that the terms of trade effect has been
largely ignored by trade theorists who have greatly exaggerated the possible short-run
comparative static effects of a trade opening. Rather, for developing nations the issue
is (1) the distribution of the gains from improving terms of trade, and (2) the reaction
to the opportunity created by a commodities boom to alter the structure of the primary
commodity producing nation.

Staples Production
Some recent research by ECLAC indicates a current interest in staples theory-raising
the possibility that resource-intensive production can lead to economic development,
thereby suggesting a positive juxtaposition of relationships generally viewed as opposing elements in the ECLAC tradition (Machinea and Vera 2007). Gerald Meier has
summarized staples theory in the following terms:
The term 'staple' designates a raw material or resource-intensive commodity.
occupying a dominant position in the country's exports. It has a structural
similarity to the vent-for-surplus view in so far as "surplus" resources initially
exist and are subsequently exported ...
The staple theory postulates that with the discovery of a primary product
in which the country has a comparative advantage, or with an increase in the
demand for its comparative advantage commodity, there is an expansion
of a resource-based export commodity; this in turn induces higher rates of
growth of aggregate and per capita income. Previously idle or undiscovered
resources are brought into use, creating a return to these resources and being
consistent with venting a surplus through trade. The export of a primary
product also has effects on the rest of the economy through diminishing underemployment or unemployment, inducing a higher rate of domestic saving and investment, attracting an inflow of factor inputs into the expanding
export sector and establishing linkages with other sectors of the economy.
Although the rise in exports is induced by greater demand, there are supply

9. That is, a free trade agreement, fully and successfully implemented in accordance with the
estimates of computable general equilibrium models, is expected to yield a one-time benefit through
increased economic efficiency equivalent to a 1%, 2% or 3% annual increase in GDP for a short period
of time-perhaps three years (Cypher 2005a).
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responses within the economy that increase the productivity of the exporting
economy.
The staple theory also has some relation to Rostow's leading-sector analysis ... (1988, 7)
Staples theory has been u_sed to interpret the economic development of several successful resource-based economies including Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Finland,
and Norway. Staples theory stands in contrast to the widely circulated findings of Jeffrey Sachs and Andrew Warner, whose econometric work highlights the "resource
curse" effect, leading them to conclude that resource-intensive production suggests
poor economic performance (Sachs and Warner 2001). Sachs and Warner were not,
of course, focusing on the labour-scarce former white~settler economies of the British
Empire, or the Scandinavian countries, where staples and development have not been
mutually exclusive.
The literature relating to staples theory also is linked to the concept of a "staples
trap" where a nation's emphasis on a single commodity or a few commodities is considered excessive. Rather than forging positive forward,· backward, final demand, and
horizontal linkages to the remainder of the economy, the large export sector constitutes an enclave with few and anemic linkage effects. 10 Multiplier effects to surges in
export earnings occur abroad. Little learning occurs and spinoff effects are minimal
or non-existent. Adverse as the structure of the export sector may be for the development prospects of the nation, a coalition of powerful interests-a rentier/monopolistic/
oligopolistic elite often backed by dominant factions within the state sector-is able
to perpetuate the structure through a path dependent process because of a previous
"lock-in" effect which has institutionalized the dysfunctional status quo. As Richard
Auty has noted:
The staples trap is also associated with worsening income inequality and the
slow accumulation of social capital. The failure of the labour market to ab10. In writings published in the i93os and '40s, Harold Innis pioneered staple theory and initiated
the first conceptualization of backward and final demand linkages. Subsequently, A.O. Hirschman
received much recognition for the concept of linkages, although he acknowledged a debt to Innis.
Innis's work, and that of the more conventionally neoclassical advocate of staple theory, Mel Watkins,
is much richer and broader in theoretical scope and historical detail than Hirschman's. Hirschman's
main point is that high levels.of potential linkages often could induce complimentary upstream or
downstream investments (backward and forward linkages) that then lead to capital deepening, productivity advancement, and spread effects which propel an economy forward by internalizing high
value-added activities that had previously been imported (inputs, capital goods) or achieved abroad
(refining/processing of staples, or producing resou.rce-intensive finished goods). Given a reasonably balanced distribution of income, investment in consumer goods production will arise from the
expansion of staples production (final demand or consumer linkage effects). By capturing some of the
high, resource-based, economic rents, an autonomous state can develop fiscal linkages which entail
the funding of state-owned or "mixed" enterprises and state development of vital infrastructure, further expanding staple production. In short, done correctly, the various linkage effects are the basis
of a viable import substitution strategy possibly leading to a more diversified economy with a viable
manufacturing sector (Hirschman 1977, 1989).
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sorb surplus rural labour depresses the remuneration of the poorest while a
unionized labour aristocracy boosts the wages of the favoured [few] ... Contests over the rent stream also skew the distribution of income and assets in
favour of a politically powerful minority.
The staple trap model predicts a growth collapse from which recovery is
protracted because in addition to a legacy of obsolete productive capital all
forms of capital tend to run down ... including , .. physical infrastructure.
(Auty 2001, 845)
The staples trap hypothesis emphasizes the weakness of the state in terms of its inability to mount an alternative national project-the state is seen as nearly a by-product of staples production and serves merely to maintain or expand such production.
Whether or not resource-intensive economies are able to develop depends on their
·ability to diversify. In a recent attempt to model those economies that do develop from
a basis of resource intensity, the determinate factor was not a question of commodities
production per se but rather the institutional structure of the society (Brunnschweiler
2008; Robinson, Torvik and Verdier 2006). Thus, to the degree that some economic
rents are captured by the state, these revenues tend to be plowed back into infrastructure outlays that facilitate the increased production of the staple(s). This is what James
Robinson, Ragnar Torvik, and Thierry Verdier refer to as the improved "efficiency of
the extraction path," which strengthens a rentier institutional structure (2006, 463-64).
Mel Watkins and others have emphasized the weakness of industrial activities: the
inability to diversify production and the dominance of merchant capital in commodities production and trading activities in Canada (1977, 87-88). In this version high
economic growth is possible-but conditioned by foreign demand and susceptible to
the phenomenon of global overproduction leading to price collapse-thereby falling
short in terms of achieving export-led development.
A further important constraint arises from the prototype socio-economic construct
encountered in the staples trap (at least in Latin America)-a highly unequal distribution of resour~e ownership and control, polarizing the distribution of income (Auty
2001).1 Commonly associated with a "plantation economy" model-easily adapted to
a "dualistic" mining "enclave" economic structure where a surplus of labour and a
monopsony buyer oflabour holds the wage rate near subsistence-the highly unequal
distribution of income eliminates the possibilities of "spread" effects that induce final
demand linkages and multiplier-accelerator effects (Watkins 1963, 151).
' Remote as it may seem, the idea that South American nations might adapt some of
their policy strategies from the institutional patterns and learning processes created
1

11. In the classic staples case, independent commodity producers, such as Canadian wheat farmers, play an important role in helping to create backward industrial linkages (farm equipment), final
demand linkages (clothing, food, and consumer durables), and forward linkages (flour milling). At
the same time, wages remain relatively high in industry (creating final demand linkages) because
otherwise workers will exit the labour force even more rapidly to become farmers. None of these
mechanisms functioning to create spread effects from commodity production are commonly associated with Latin America's economic system and socio-economic structure.
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in the resource abundant white-settler nations and/or Scandinavia could conceivably
have merit. Taking seriously such a step would be a dram~tic turn for South America,
and equally for development economists who have generally ignored the possibility
of resource-based development strategies (as well as agriculture-based development).
Most distant, however, are the comparative structures of the tenuous national innovation systems of South America in relation to those of the white-settler former colonies
and the Scandinavian nations ..What tends to describe South America in relation to
staples theory is not the "virtuous" circle formulation described by Meier but rather
the vicious circle of the staples trap. Moving from the one to the other would entail
massive institutional transformations; the incubation of backward, forward, final demand, and horizontal industrial linkages to the resource sector through an agile national industrial policy; systematic dismantling of the neo-liberal state; and the rise of
a national bargaining capacity (to engage transnational resource corporations). Such a
transformation could ultimately entail the nationalization in whole, or part, of key hard
commodity producers. In short, following the conceptof staples theory would demand
a developmental paradigm shift for South America (Cypher 2007).
~short but representative example will serve to illustrate the depth of the situation
facing many South American nations: In 1997 the neo-liberal Argentine government
under President Menem ,and the centre-left Chilean government under President Frei
signed a landmark piece of legislation known as the Integrated and Complementary
Mining Treaty (Solanas 2007a, 1). The new treaty essentially created a third country between Argentina and Chile, running the length of the huge cordiller~-the mineral-rich
mountains-separating the two nations. Promoting the treaty concept in both nations
was the Canadian-based mining transnational Barrick Gold. (Barrick operates several
large mines in the trans-Andean region, including the first binational mine at PascuaLama where gold, silver, and copper are extracted.) The treaty of 1997 was one of several
agreements, protocols, treaties, and memorandums signed between the two nations
from 1991to1997· Under the administration of the 1997 treaty, the trans-Andean mining region has become an autonomous binational region for a 40-year period. Today,
analysts note,. the region is neither Chilean or Argentine; it is a "third territory of the
transnational corporations" (Solanas 2007a, 1).
Argentina (not including the trans~Andean region described above) is now considered the sixth largest mining country in the world, although less than 25% of the
potential reserves has been explored. As part of the general thrust toward privatization
of the new economic model in the 1990s, all existing and potential mining regions
were opened to private exploration-including numerous national parks and environmental reserves. In a bid to promote mining, new mines are exempt from all federal,
provincial, and municipal taxes for five years. The transnational mining corporations
paid no tax on their exports until 2008; they are not required to deposit any of their
foreign exchange receipts from exports in the financial system; and they pay no taxes
on their imports of machinery and equipment (Aldecoa 2009, 4-5; Lavaca 2007, 2).
Although technically the provincial states are the .owners of the natu~al resources, the
mining corporations pay no taxes to them or to the municipalities. Only 7 of the 23
provincial governments charge any royalty on minerals extracted (Solanas 2007b, 1).
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In those cases where royalties are collected, the method is to calculate the value of
the minerals at the point of extraction and to impose a maximum royalty of 3% after
deducting costs for transportation, refining, and smelting, other costs of treating the
minerals, and the costs of marketing. The definition and quantification of these costs is
determined by the mining corporation. "There is no public authority that accounts for
the extraction or exportation, or the cost of marketing. The system functions through
a simple sworn declaration of the mining companies regarding the principle minerals ·
extracted (gold, copper and silver) without a declaration of all the other accompanying
minerals" (Solanas 2007b, i; italics added). Of the 60 other minerals that may be mixed
with gold, silver, or copper, no royalty is paid whatsoever. In all, after the deductions
made, royalty payments of i % to i.5% of the value of the selected minerals are received.
In addition to the inability of the state to share in the ground rents extracted from
Argentina, the mining corporations are exempt from the value-added tax ori the purchase or importation of new capital goods, on any mining infrastructure expenditures,
as well as from.a national fuel tax paid by all others. The existing tax and royalty laws are
scheduled to be in force for 30 years (Solanas 2007c, 2). While the mining companies
are subject to a profit tax, the list of exemptions-including all costs for exploration
and research and mining rights-is exhaustive. In any case, rapid write-off of capital
equipment ensures thatthe profit tax will be minimal, if not zero.
In addition to all of the fiscal benefits mentioned above, the mining companies receive an export subsidy (a reimbursement) of 2.5% of the value of their exports in transAndean region (through Chile), and a repayment of between 5% anduo/o of the value
of minerals hauled to Atlantic Patagonian ports (Aldecoa 2009, 3; Solanas 2007c, 4).
Virtually all the high value-added activities relating to the refining and processing of
extracted mineral occurs outside of Argentina. Fernando Solanas concludes that "it is
no exaggeration to state that not only do the mining companies fail to pay taxes, we pay
them to carry away everything" (Scilarias 2007c, 4). Wages paid are estimated to be only
6% of the value of mining exports-mining is notoriously a capital-intensive operation.
Swiss-owned Minera Alumbrera-one of the ~ve largest mines in Argentina-paid 22
million US$ in salaries in 2005, along with 25 million US$ in royalties. It then received
nearly 50 million US$ from the export subsidy, on exports valued at approximately 2
billion US$ (Solanas 2007c, 5). This company, co-owned by the Canadian firms Goldcorp and Yamana Gold, received average annual net profits on fixed invested capital
of 69% in 2005-2007 (Basualdo and Manzanelli 2009, 22). Minera Alumbrera.used Bo
million litres of high quality water to refine i20,ooo tons of extracted materials each
day of operation. The water·came from aquifers in farming regions, drawing down the
water table while provoking desertification.
The staples trap theory could hardly be better expressed than through a recent analysis of mining policy in Argentina. In spite of the exit of the neo-liberal government
that set up the mining legislation in Argentina, and the arrival of governments that
have been frequently labelled "progressive," the commodities boom in mining has not
brought about strategies, or even the discussion of strategies, that could harness the
developmental potential of the vast mining operations. Nor should 1t be concluded
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that the Argentine case is a great exception. Similar practices exist on the Chilean side
of the Andes (Cypher 2005b).
The slow public revelation of the extent of the subsidies to the transnational mining
companies and the exploding price of minerals brought the Argentine government to
impose a 5% export tax on gold and a 10% tax on copper in 2008. The policy generated
a modest increase in tax revenues (200 million US$ in 2008), and the law was filled
with exemptions. Resistance has been strong. In late 2009 there was at least one court
decision that would force the government to reimburse a mining corporation that paid
the tax. In any case, the '.'retention" tax on gold and copper exports is modest compared
with the 35% retention placed on large estates producing soy exports in 2009. In theory,
the recent policies designed to capture some extraordinary land and mineral rents created by the commodity boom could form the basis for a promising new developmental
strategy in Argentina. This step, however, remains to be taken.

Commodity Production as a Mechanism of Transition
In the best of circumstances, if South-South led growth should last another 5 to 10
years, South America would have time, perhaps not sufficient time, to mobilize a process of transition wherein a triple movementwould occur: First, the commodity-based
export sector would undergo a structural transformation with the objective of raising
national participation (domestic content) as suggested by the virtuous version of the
staples theory. Second, much of the surplus generated by the. commodity boom would
be reoriented toward the manufacturing sector with the objective of new production
capacity utilized to meet the needs of the internal market and the regional market
within the context of an expanded trade area such as Mercosur. This second movement
would require the rapid ascendance of new fiscal policies designed to redistribute the
gains from the terms of trade through royalty payments, corporate income taxes, export and import taxes, and other means. As mentioned, this movement could extend to
nationalizations, partial or complete. The objective would be to capture as much of the
ground rent from resource production as possible. The third movement would have to
entail a reasonable reduction in income- and wealth inequality in order to build effective demand for the internal market as well as to address the issue of economic justice.
There are too many well-known economic arguments against commodity-based
production to anchor a development strategy wholly or largely in resource-based production. A short-to-intermediate competitive advantage should form the basis for a
diversified economy that has the technological capacity to create and recreate new strategic niches, and state capacity sufficient to block lock-in effects and negative path dependence. In the final analysis, such a transition strategy needs to be based in national
manufacturing capacity because, in accordance with Verdoorn's Law, the strongest association with productivity-enhancing activities is in the manufacturing sector. Much
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more than resource production, manufacturing also generates spread effects in terms of.
employment and externalities in terms oflearning and adaptation for the work force. 12

The Terms of Trade
There were several reasons for the rise of state-led industrialization policies in Latin
America. Among the most promine.nt was the hypothesis that future prices of primary
products were destined to fall, and imported manufactured and intermediate prices
were projected to either rise, stay the same, or fall at a slower rate than would commodity exports. Thus the net barter terms of trade, according to Raul Prebisch and
Hans Singer's research in the late i94os and early i95os, were projected to be adverse
for Latin America (Cypher and Dietz 2009, chap. 6; Toye and Toye 2004). Although
Prebisch and Sing~r were severely criticized for their analysis, and Prebisch's original
foray into the subject was flawed, few other hypotheses of such sweeping scope have
been borne out in study after study in the field of development economics. Indeed, the
latest attempt to review the now vast array of studies undertaken on the terms of trade
leaves virtually no room to doubt that Prebisch and Singer's theoretical work had been
summarily confirmed through the i99os (Ocampo and Parra 2007).
The conclusions of Prebisch and Singer's critique of trade relations and effects was
later misinterpreted and attacked because several casual analysts presented the stateled industrialization approach, pioneered by Prebisch and his colleagues at ECLAC
in the late i94os and early i95os, as one which disregarded the external market (Toye
and Toye 2004). As the world market for developing countries' manufacturing exports
became more open in the course of the late i95os and early i96os, it became clear to
Prebisch and Singer that the ISI model could and should be adjusted in regard to exploring the possibilities of exporting labour-intensive simple manufactures (Toye and
Toye 2004). This needed revision of the original ECLAC view never received adequate
consideration at the policy level in constructing state-led industrialization strategies
in Latin America, The development strategies ofISI in Latin America evolved in a distinct fashion from those of the Asian tigers who adopted a parallel strategy designed to
i2. A core element of the strategy of transition would be an "industrial policy" not unlike that
which was employed in Japan and later in other Asian nations in the course of the twentieth century.
Such an industrial policy would be broad-based and comprehensive, going deeper and further into
industrial restructuring than that achieved under ISI policies of the i930-i980 period. The transition
policy would have little in common with modest policy interventions, such as those that promote
foreign direct investment (FDI), that are sometimes claimed to constitute an industrial policy
(Moreno-Brid and Paunovic 2007), or export-promotion policies as allowed even under the Washington Consensus formulation and mistakenly labelled by some as industrial policy (Schrank and
Kurtz 2006). The policy of transition as conceived here goes beyond the prioritization of certain key
industries-the often accepted definition of industrial policy-and would be linked to the creation/
. advancement of a national innovation system, national content legislation, upgrading policies (Petrobelli and Rabellotti, 2006), dynamic competitive advantage, and much more. As Wilson Peres has
noted, state capacity is a prerequisite of industrial policy (Peres 2005).
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both substitute for imports through the ereation of an indigenous industrial base and,
in selective ways, to encourage through a variety of means the export of increasingly
technologically complex manufacturing exports.13
Ironically, with the original Prebisch-Singer (P-S) hypothesis so strongly confirmed
through the i99os, primary commodities recently reversed direction, as mentioned in
the Introduction (see Table I).14 What, then, is to be made of this turn? In the sevenyear period from 2002 through 2008 Latin America's terms of trade improved by an
estimated 25%.
Table I. Latin America and the Caribbean: terms of trade
YEAR

TOFT

YEAR

1998

91.3

2003

TOFT
98.6

1999

94.5

2004

103.7

2000

100

2005

108.8

2001

96.3

2006

115.3

2002

96.6

2007

118

2008E

121.4

2000 = 100; e =estimated.
Source: ECLAC 2009, Table A-12.

13. Singer, however, began to probe the idea that terms of trade could be equally adverse for
simple, labour-intensive, manufactures. If correct, ECLAC's tendency.to maintain its focus on the
internal market would have greater justification than commonly thought. Now, Singer's second
insight has received confirmation in some studies and has been incorporated into some current
analyses of development strategies (Ocampo and Parra 2007; Kaplinsky 2006). Singer's hypothesis
of declining terms of trade for manufactures was limited to certain labour-intensive manufactures
exported from developing nations-it was never a hypothesis regarding manufactured products
in general. Ease of entry and the low level of technological sophistication created perfect conditions for the fallacy-of-composition argument regarding labour-intensive exports. As progressively
more nations entered these markets, the terms of trade began to fall in the early i98os, continuing
at least through 2005 (Ocampo and Parra 2007, 165). These findings do not necessarily exonerate
those who made policy in the state-led era in Latin America, but they do show that the issue is far
more complex than that which was usually posed: e.g. to export or to concentrate on the domestic
market? Had Latin America broadly pursued exports of labour-intensive manufactures there is a
great likelihood that it would in the twenty-first century suffer from the effects of lock-in as path
dependence built around the institutional structures created to nurture such exports. In fact, in the
one major nation that has been congratulated for its ability to excel in manufacturing exportsMexico-this is exactly what has happened (Delgado and Cypher 2007). The development choice
is not embedded in the choice between domestic manufacturing and manufacturing exports, but
rather in the development of.an indigenous capacity in know-how (technological capability) and
know-why (innovation capacity). As Graciela Moguillansky has shown, this is the Achilles heel of
development policy (Moguillansky 2006).
14. The commodity price index calculated by the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) indicates that at the end of the first quarter of 2007, prices had doubled
as compared with 2000. The index, which is calculated on the basis of the structure of developing
countries' exports, reflects the rise in the price of minerals, ores and metals that has been noted since
the beginning of the decade and, to a lesser extent, a rise in the price of foodstuffs and raw materials
ofagricultural origin (UNCTAD 2007).
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Figure I shows that the data in Table I should be disaggregated. Mexico, with its
emphasis on low and medium technology manufactures, and Central America, beset
with low export prices for coffee, have not experienced the effects of the commodities
boom. In 2005 South America's terms of t~ade were above the levels achieved in 1980
(as mentioned) and have risen since.15
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China will at some undetermined point in the future lower its rate of investment and
change its composition of investment in such a way as to reduce its rate of growth of demand for primary products. Whether this will be compensated for by India's demands
and those of other Asian nations simply cannot be determined. There is also the question of future supply increasing at a greater rate than demand. For soft commodities
this is a likely, perhaps inevitable, eventuality given that barriers to entry are not great
and increased productivity in staples agriculture is being driven by rapidly incorporated biotechnologies. For hard commodities, including petroleum, gas, and a variety of
·minerals, in the short term it is unlikely that supply growth will be a universal problem.
. The reason for this is that, unlike agriculture or manufacturing, adding to supply is an
all-or-nothing decision. Investments are "lumpy," not marginal or continuous. And
such investments to increase capacity. imply a commitment of very large capital outlays,
with returns (profits) often to be realized (if at all) only over ~n intermediate-to-long

15. Should 2000 or 1990 or 1980 or some period before be the reference point? There is no
determinant answer to this question, but it should be remembered that using a 1980 reference point
concedes a great deal to any skeptical observer of the recent trends in commodity prices. It is to be
recalled that conditions were, in general, extremely favourable for Latin America in 1980.
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period of time. While expansion of capacity is occurring at a modest pace, mining
and petroleum corporations are, it seeins, more interested in mergers and acquisitions
which are raising the level of concentration in the global mining industry (United Nations 2007, 45-46). Meanwhile, for some soft commodities, such as soybeans, which
were thought to have peaked in price around 2004, prices in 2007 once again soared.
The recent interest in biofuels led to rising prices for sugar cane and corn through
mid-2008. In mid-2007 the Commodity Research Bureau's indexes-for raw materials and metals indicated that 2007 price increases were very strong-consistent with
the late 2002-2006 trend, if not greater (Commodity Research Bureau 2007a, 2007b ).
The metals index, with a base year ofi967 = 100, stood at 875 in May 2007, while.the
broader raw industrials index (Figure II), with the same base year, registered 480-both
dramatically above any year since 1947600
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How much does it matter if the terms of trade change? This dep~nds on the ratio of
exports/GDP (gross domestic product) and the specialization in commodities or other
goods exported. Of 20 Latin American nations analyzed by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), in 14 the export sector was dominated
by commodities (UNCT AD 2005, 91). Nonetheless, there is a high degree of variation
between nations regarding the export/GDP ratio; notably Brazil has only a relatively
modest export propensity. At any time when the terms of trade are shifting it is possible that some nations will experience effects. the obverse of the larger trend, as has
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been the case with the Central American coffee exporters in recent years. Attempts
to quantify the impact of improving terms of trade on economic growth are complex.
A study conducted by UNCTAD covering a variety of nations including 12 in Latin
America concluded that changes in the terms of trade for oil exporting nations are
particularly strong, and highly significant for non-oil-primary commodity exporters.
Over the 1996-2004 period changes in the terms of trade caused income to change
annually by more than 4% of GDP for oil exporters and by more than 1:5% for nonoil commodity exporters (UN CT AD 2005, 101-02). The measure of the effect of the
terms of trade is the absolute difference between the rates of growth of gross domestic
income and GDP. For Latin America the movements in the terms of trade in the period
examined were considerably less than the 24% increase over the 2002-2007 period.
This evidence would suggest that in South America if the underlying growth trend
was 3% per year, then strongly improving terms of trade (changes greater than those
achieved in the 1996-2004 period) could boost growth to 5% a year or perhaps a bit
more. For Latin America ~s a whole (including the weak economies of Central America
and Mexico) GDP growth was only 2.6% in 1996-2004 (ECLAC 2007, 2003, app. Table
A-1). In 2003-2006, in contrast, when the terms of trade were rising strongly, GDP
rose annually by 4.6%-more than 76% higher than the rate of the 1996-2004 period.
On a per capita basis, which is more relevant, the inipact of the terms of trade will be
proportionately more important: for example, in 1998-2002 per capita income fell at an
average annual rate of I%·. Meanwhile from 2003 through 2006 for all of Latin America
per capita income rose at an annual average rate of 3.3% per year (ECLAC 2007, app.
Table A-1). While not all the changes were due to improvements in the terms of trade,
the above calculations and data would seem to confirm the view that changes in the
terms of trade are extremely important regarding the possibility for economic development. The conditions under which this opportunity can be realized will be analyzed
further in the remaining sections.
Befor~ returning to this issue, an additional matter pertaining to the terms oftrade
merits an~lysis: If it is possible to entertain the likelihood ofa sustained commodities
boom for South America over an intermediate period of time, what will be the implications for the now exhaustively tested P-S hypothesis? If the commodities boom lasts for
an intermediate period of time, the P-S hypothesis will be challenged due to conditions
distinct from those assumed in the original formulation. Prebisch and Singer were
focused largely on the demand side of the terms of trade when viewed from the South-.
The main issues were low income elasticity of demand for primary products and the
high likelihood for synthetic substitutes in a North-South exchange of developed versus
developing nations. The recent commodities booilJ.; in contrast, was premised (according to those analysts cited in the Introduction) on a South-South exchange where the
capacity to engineer synthetic substitutes is presumably lower due to relatively modest
research and development (R&D) levels and technological capabilities. For an intermediate time period the income elasticity of demand problem (Engel's Law) would.
seem to have little bearing given the low per capita income levels particularly in China
and India. Strong economic growth would likely bring more purchases (net) of commodities even if some higher income recipients would be increasingly able to shift their
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consumption patterns toward intermediate and advance manufactures and services.
Further, the P-S hypothesis was silent on the impact of massive, resource-using infrastructure investment, particularly in the public sector. This was due to the fact that
in the twentieth century such expenditures were no longer driving the accumulation
process to any great degree in the industrialized core nations. The original P-S hypothesis can only be confirmed or rejected within the North-South context in which it was
intended to be used~ The current South-South context forms a distinct challenge to
what has been an enduring hypothesis.

Primarization
Figure III demonstrates the increasing role of primary production for Latin America
and particularly for Sou~h America. The term commodities production + natural resource based manufactures (CP+ NRBM) is the sum of two of five basic categories used
by ECLAC to classify Latin America's exports. The latter term includes itei:ns such as
cement, glass, plywood, and vegetable oils. In other words these are scarcely processed
raw ·materials that ECLAC combines with unprocessed commodities in order to assess
the role of commodities-based production in the export sector (ECLAC 2006, Statistical app.). Omitting the small economies of Central America and the Caribbean, Figure
IV shows that for Latin America as a whole during the bulk of the years in which the
new economic model has been extant, the ratio of CP+NRBM/exports had been falling at a rapid rate until recently. From a 73% level in 1987, the rise of manufacturing
exports (particularly from Mexico and Central America) led to a precipitate drop in the
CP+ NRBM component until 2002, when the ratio remained at only 44 %.of all exports.
Then, using the actual trend from 2002-2004 (and taking into account the fact that
the ECLAC index of basic commodity prices in 2005 rose by 21 % while that of the IMF
rose by 29%, along with the price trends mentioned earlier as computed by the Commodity Research Bureau through May 2007), the trend estimated level ofCP+NRBM
rose to an estimated 57.5% in 2007. More dramatic is the trend for South America-the
ratio falls from 74.5% in 1987 to .a minimal level of 66.6% in 2001, thereafter rising to
a trend-based estimate of?4.3% in 2007. In short, Latin America remains overwhelmingly oriented towards commodity production in spite of receiving much advice to the
effect that marginal export growth would be stronger and would generate greater technological spillover and learning effects if exports were shifted to manufacturing. 16 In
interpreting Figure III it needs to be very strongly emphasized that these numbers are
incomplete and biased downward. For example, primary iron and steel exports and pig
iron production are excluded, as i.s the production ofleather and gold ore (SITC categories 611, 671, and 971). All three of these are large export categories for Latin America.
i6. This advice was often implicit, embedded in the widely disseminated endogenous growth
models of the i98os and '90s which argued for constant or increasing returns (externality effects) due
to spillovers from FDI.
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For example, with gold ore prices surging, Peru in 2004 exported approximately 2.4
billion US$ of this commodity, while several other Latin American nations exported
large amounts of gold ore (Gottschalk and Prates 2006, 3).
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Another matter to consider in interpreting the role currently played by resourcebased production in Latin America is the fact that the remaining three categories of
exports-low technology manufactures, intermediate technology manufactures, and
high-technology manufactures, collectively (but normally also individually) generated
a net trade deficit.
Meanwhile, as would be anticipated, the CP+NRBM category generated a considerable surplus. While it could be argued that this result is not surprising and that.the
CP+NRBM surplus is used to generate expanded imports that will later yield strong
returns as the industrial base is transformed, this assumption deserves further consideration.17
,
In spite of the overwhelming and growing importance of CP+NRBM exports,
particularly in relation to their trade surplus, there are many well-recognized arguments against resource dependence, two of which will be mentioned here. First, the
CP+NRBM sector generally creates few jobs, particularly in mining and petroleum
production, although these jobs are generally well paid. CP+NRBM activities tend to
be capital intensive with relative high levels oflabour productivity.
Second, the presence of foreign-owned corporations in most of the key.areas of the
CP+NRBM sector is very high. The high and rapidly growing portion of CP+NRBM ,
controlled by foreign transnationals carries important consequences. In brief, much of

17. It can be established that Latin America's high propensity to consume manufactured imports,
particularly intermediate imports needed to operate the maquiladora industry in Mexico and Central
America based on temporary import permits, has ]J.Ut these nations on an export-to-import treadmill
(Delgado and Cypher 2007).
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the analysis on this point can be reduced to th~ fact that inordinately large ground rents
can be taken from this sector. These rents are, in one form or another, sooner or later,
repatriated to the core industrial nations. Thus while mention was made of gross domestic income in the previous section, a ft1rther distinction needs to be made regarding
gross national income. The difference here is repatriated profits and/or other transfers
originating in the CP+NRBM sector. These two points have lead many observers to
urge policy-makers to diversify their production base. At one moment in history the
latter point also drove the process of nationalization. Nationalization in oil and gas reserves is again on the agenda, for obvious reasons, in Bolivia, Ecuador, and Venezuela.
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exports
Source: ECLAC 2006, Table 11-lA.

Back to the Nineteenth Century?
The years between 1850 and 1913 conventionally mark what is termed the "nineteenth
century" in Latin Ame~ica. These years were divided by several key historical moments:
1. the full development ofEngland's competitive industrial capabilities leading to either
stable or falling manufacturing prices for exports to Latin America;
2. rapid improvement in rail transportation, steamship transportation, and labour pro. cesses at key shipping points that dropped transportation costs to and from Latin
America by roughly 50%; 3. the onset of the second industrial (or technological) revolution-which incorporated
much of continental Europe, the United States, and to a lesser degree the whitesettler regions of the British empire in a rapid process of capital-intensive, resourceinten1!ive industrialization. Latin America was a key beneficiary of these processes,
which created seemingly endless deman_ds for minerals, food staples, and resourcebased intermediate products. In spite of dramatic collapses in guano production in
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Peru, rubber production in the Ama:z;on, and coffee prices in Brazil, the general trend
of commodity prices was either upward or stable, while volume exploded. For example, from 1877 to 1900 Mexico's exports increased in value by roughly 100%, from
1870 to 1900 Chile's exports rose in value by 146%, and in the same years Argentina's
exports rose in value by 417% (Cortes Conde 1992, 164);
4. the slow transition from hegemonic dominance by the British to that of the United
States as registered in several indicators including trade trends and financial flows
but most particularly in terms of FDI, where the United States held a solid margin
by 1913;
5. the rise of monopoly capitalism as the second stage of capitalism (the first being
competitive capitalism) in the 1S7os first in Germany and the·U nited States and later
in Europe. The British retained the structure of competitive· capitalism in production
while switching to financial activities to prolong thefr declining hegemonic position.
The importance of monopoly capitalism as a new stage was to be found in the P-S
hypothesis-core nations became "price makers~' due to their oligopoly or monopoly
power while nations in the periphery were "price takers" mired in a web of worldwide
competitors all vying for market share. The nineteenth century created conditions for
a growing export boom that was unthreatened by falling terms of trade, at least until
1870 when Prebisch and Singer found the beginnings of a secular drop. Even then,
some nations coasted along with ·very good terms of trade, particularly Uruguay and
Argentina, u_ntil roughly the onset of World War I. Yet, as Victor Bulmer-Thomas's
classic study of the period shows in detail, the export boom did not lead to export-led
growth (Bulmer-Thomas 1994). He shows that the growth ofthe export sector rarely
was matched by production responses in the non-export sector of any great magnitude.
Bulmer-Thomas created a simple model to show how fast exports would have to grow
to overcome the general torpor of the non-export sector and thereby pull along the entire economy at a rate of growth that would match that whkh the US economy achieved
in the nineteenth century (Bulmer-Thomas 1994, 46-149). The key to the model is to
be found in two factors: (1) the actual rate of growth of exports, which was a function
of the growing absorption capacity of the core industrial nations; and (2) the actual
rate of growth of the non-export economy, which was a function of largely dysfunc. tional or inept institutions, some the legacy of Hispanic capitalism as designed by the
neo-feudal Spanish empire and subsequently amended (for worse) by the agro-mineral
export elite that came to dominate the economies and policy-making framework of the
new Latin American republics (Burns 1980, 132-54; Loveman 2001, 75-79, 83-93). For
any sustained period of time in the nineteenth century only Argentina, and to a much
lesser degree Chile, were able to match the US rate of growth and thereby, according to
Bulmer-Thomas, achieve export-led growth.
The distinction between growing exports and export-led growth is important and
·rarely noted or understood. The fact that neither the Argentine case nor the Chilean
case proved sustainable leads to a third distinction, export-led development. While it
is beyond the scope of this paper to explore either of these cases, it should be noted
that Anibal Pinto, one of Prebisch's closest collaborators, wrote a Classic analysis of the
relationship between the fragmented Chilean State and the dominant agro-mineral
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export elite. When policy-makers at the state level sought to challenge the path dependence of the Chilean economy in the midst of the nitrate boom in the late nineteenth
century (which generated an ample surplus to finance a transition strategy) they were
squashed by the agro-mineralexport elite (Pinto i962). The idea of the policy-makers
was to capture more of the ground rent of the booming nitrate mines and put more of
this surplus into productive infrastructure and industrial activities that would diversify
the economy while also pursuing backward linkage effects, such as supplying more
Chilean-produced food and fuel products to substitute for foreign imports into the
nitrate region. The governmeiit with its transformational ideas was largely viewed as an
affront to the agro-mineral export elite which had built an asymmetrical but mutually
lucrative relationship with the largely British interests that dominated the nitrate mining industry and its related components in terms of intermediate products, shipping,
finance, technical capacity, and so on. In a quick shuffle of power, the developmentalist
ideas raised by the nationalist policy makers were dispensed with from that moment
forward until sometime in the i93os when state-led industrialization concepts were
implemented in a sustained manner and on a national scale. Unfortunately, this Chilean case of "frustrated development," in various gradations, has later been repeated
many times.
Meanwhile, as Bulmer-Thomas noted, the separation between the growth of the export sector and the relative atrophy of the non-export sector where 70%, 80%, or 90%
of the Latin Americans were to be found (given the small magnitude of the export
sector) could become extreme. Thus in the case of Mexico under the Porfiriato dictatorship of the late i8oos, the export sector boomed, but in the non-export sector the
level of per capita income stayed the same or perhaps fell-setting up the preconditions for the Mexican Revolution of the early twentieth century. Throughout the long
nineteenth-century boom, aside from one short-lived Chilean government, no group
with any political power seemed to question the destiny of Latin America-the "law"
of comparative advantage worked remarkably for the agro-mineral export elite. Like
gravity, it was impossible to question the "laws" of economics, least of all one which·
assigned Latin America to its "natural" place in the international economy. Moving
against such perceptions was fruitless. Any attempt to alter the "natural" order had to
be stopped, presumably for the good of all, or at least the good of the national elite and
its partners from abroad.
In the sixyear commodities boom period (2003-2008) the response of South American policy-makers certainly seemed to echo those of the nineteenth century. Blocking alternative strategies partly rests in the widespread uncritical acceptance of the
assertion that import substitution was "exhausted" by i980. The interest in industrial
policy, the key to the success of the Asian economies, and now· China's, is slight (see
footnote 12). Yet disgust with the results of the neo-liberal model are also commonplace
(excluding Chile). There seems to have been no real serious attempt to use the commodities boom to engineer a transformation as sketched above. At best, some nations,
including particularly Chile, have constructed social saving funds to guard some of the
surplus obtained fro in commodities against future declines in demand. But all of these
programs are very small, with little effect-with the possible exception of Chile's fund
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derived ironically from the nationally owned copper company, Codelco (Jimenez and
Tromben 2006, 74-83).Venezuela is using much of the ground rent surplus obtained
by PDVSA-Jhe nationalized oil company-to put money into much needed social
programs. Less clear is the developmentalist vision of policy-makers in Venezuela~ The
classical case of the resource curse, Venezuela now has an opportunity to diversify its
production base, but little seems to be offered. Non-oil GDP fell at an annual rate of
3.5% in i998-2003, while manufacturing GDP fell by a po/orate (Di John 2007, 2).
Nowhere does there seem to be a serious initiative to focus on Latin America's Achilles heel-the pathetic level of training of scientists and engineers, the near non-existent
expenditures of profits by the nationalgrupos (or conglomerates) on process technologies and related R&D, instead of on marketing-_related, organizational-related expenditures (Fernandez Jilberto and Hogenboom 2007; Moguillansky 2006). With the limited
exception of Brazil, R&D expenditure in applied technological developments are trivial
compared to the levels achieved in the fast-growing Asian nations (Figueiredo 2008).
Some observers argue that the commodities boom had the effect of strongly raising
the level of investment. From a base of 100 in the year 2000 the export index stood at
138 in 2006 while the expansion of fixed capital formation lagged behind at 129 (ECLAC
2007, Table A-5). The rate of growth of investment was higher than the rate of growth
of supply (120 in 2006) but the data offered no insight into where the fixed capital was
going. Given the extreme inequality of income in Latin America, the likelihood that
capital formation will"occur in areas where it is desperately needed, such as infrastructure, public investment in schools and teacher training, technological development,
and advanced plant and equipment outlays is low. Luxury housing, luxury hotels, luxury shopping centres, and so on are likely to be the locus of much of the "investment"
if a qualitative division were to be made. There is no doubt that in the nations with the
. fastest rate of growth in investment, Chile, Colombia, and Venezuela, construction
is a key item. For Latin America as a whole, the.percentage of GDP devoted to gross
fixed capital formation stood at 20% in 2006-better than the i8% level registered in
i990, for example, but hopelessly inferior to the 27.6 % level achieved in 1980, under
state-led policies (ECLAC 1997, Table A-4). ~e com.modities boom has created an
absorption problem for national savings-about i.5% of GDP that is save_d is not taken
as investment, and is sent abroad (ECLAC 2007, Table A-8). Absorption problems
seem widespread: Latin America has accumulated massive reserves of foreign currency.
From 2002 to 2006 reserves have risen from roughly 165 billion US$ to 321 billion
US$ (ECLAC 2007, Table A-1). The absorption problem could also be noted at a very
low level where a reporter visited several small Andean towns in Peru. These towns
were given some of the commodities boom surpluses under the World Banl5.'s program of decentralization and "empowerment." In all but one case the reporter found
that the small towns had no intelligent use for the surpluses they were given. Instead,
monuments were built, soccer stadiums were constructed, sports arenas were repaired,
while 30% of the $800 million windfall was simply reposing in bank accounts since the
regional leaders had no idea how to spend the funds (Moffit 2006, 1-2).
One way to dynamize the non-export sector is to achieve a high rate of growth of
internal demand. With much of the windfall going to the top income strata, however,
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Latin America's long-term income elasticity of demand for imports is rising: the ratio
stood at 1.2 in 1983 (as an average for the previous 20 years)~ while in 2003 it stood at 2.6
on the basis of a 20-year moving average (Machinea and Vera 2007, 356). 18
In spite of the commodities boom and the rising average per capita income, workers in the formal sector have received no benefit. An unweighted index of real average
wages in the (ormal sector for Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico,
Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela shows some discouraging results: using 2000 as the
base year, ECLAC's data yield a cumulative increase in average wages _of 0.46% by
2006 (ECLAC 2007, Table A-28). In a word, workers have received "nothing" from the
commodities boom. Even worse results, however, would follow from a weighted index
since Brazil's workers had suffered a pay cut of 12%.
Finally, it should be noted that in the midst of the commodities boom, net resources
transfers (net capital inflows minus the net payment of interest, profit, and net use of
IMF financing) have steadily shifted from a positive level of 29 billion US$ in 1998 to
-41 billion US$ in 2002 and -88.billion US$ in 2006 (ECLAC 2006, Table A-15). 19 As
the data regarding the mining industry and other primary extractive activities demonstrates, particularly in the cases of Argentina and Chile, the gr~ater part of this surge in
outbound funds pertains to the near absence of a taxation regime on hard commodity
production in the Southern Cone. Separately, the data regarding long term capital flows
reveal an interesting and seemingly paradoxical result: net foreign direct investment in
Latin America has dropped from a high of 81 billion US$ in 1999 to only 32 billion US$
in 2006 (ECLAC 2007, Table A-1). In 2006 roughly 4~ billion US$ of outbound FDI
was made by the grupos, revealing the fact that the current economic structure is to
some considerable degree unable to absorb the profits accumulated by national firms.
The bulk of the above factors, relationships, and results tend to be omitted in the·
conventional account of Latin Amerl.ca's economic performance. Instead one is more
likely to find that economic growth is high, Latin America has a large positive balance
on trade in its current account (47 billion US$ in 2006), export growth is strong (18%
increase in 2006), and external debt dropped from 41% of GDP in 1999 to 22% in 2006.
All these positive data and trends are important. But they are not contextualized, particularly within the larger c:ontext of the primarization process.

18. The rising income elasticity of demand for imports also reflects the maquilazation model
widely applied in Central Amerka and pivotal in Mexico. This model requires massive inputs for its
existence since no industrial policies are in place to encourage or stimulate local supplier linkages
nor is there a developmentalist policy that would implement rising domestic content legislation.
Thus while the money flows outward to fund luxury shopping, tourism and residences in well-known
Latin American enclaves in San Antonio, Miami, and La Jolla, and to buy required inputs, given the
backward industrial base, little remains for strategic government investments.
19. Perhaps the most dramatic case of outbound transfers can be found in the calculation made
by Orlando Caputo and Graciela Galarce regarding the increase in role of the foreign-owned (nonstate) copper mining corporations in Chile: in 2006 the official growth figures for GDP was 4%.
However, adjustment for the transference of 25 billion US$, primarily of net revenues by the mining
companies, resulted in a negative growth rate of the gross national product of 3.3% (Caputo and
.
Galarce 2007).
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Conclusions
Latin America, not for the first time, is at a crossroads. Most of the regfon, which is
to say South America, has since the i98os been interpreted as a victim of the depredations of the Washington Consensus-usually with the avid support of the business
elite and the political class. With some exceptions, including the large one of Mexico,
Latin America currently faces a historic opportunity. In general the legacy or path
dependence of neo-liberalism has constrained the Latin American states from seizing
this opportunity. Objectively it exists. Subjectively, or at the level of the socio-economic
structure, a lack of political will and vision, along with a tight web of interests tied to
the status quo, are stalling change while time is limited. Yet, in recent years the speed
of change accelerated. South America is devising autonomous policy initiatives, with
the greatest dynamism originating from Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Venezuela.
While this movement holds the potential for addressing a host of crucial issues for the_
broad mass of South America's population, there are few signs that fundamental structural changes in the primarized economy are near at hand. For the most part needed
changes have come haltingly, overwhelmingly in the area of social programs. Welcome
as this undoubtedly is for the vast majority of the populace, there needs to be change
that go beyond transfers-changes that will yield 19ng-term returns. Strong and wellconsidered steps can be taken to change the current distribution of ground rents and
other windfalls arising due to the time"limited surge in the terms of trade.
Capturing ground rents and carrying through on other policies under a new regime ·
of bargaining with transnational corporations, and perhaps selective nationalizations,
however, is only the first step. Next would come the complex task of instituting a new
industrial policy focused on the internal and regional market where long-term stability and growth are most likely to be found. This is more important than ever with the
growing confirmation of Singer's second major hypothesis: labour-intensive manufacturing exports from the South are facing declining terms of trade in relation to intermediate and high technology imports coming from the core industrial nations and
some.non-core Asian nations (see footnote i3). And in this complex process, time is of
the essence due to the fact that the China/India-led boom in resource-based production will fade either because demand growth will slacken or because supply conditions
will become adverse (oversupply), or both. How long before these processes turn the
commodity boom upside down is unknown.
As stated at the outset, there is a small amount of high-quality research on the subject
of primarization in Latin America-much of it mentioned or partially discussed in this
· article. Yet a full understanding of the scope and depth of the process of primarization
awaits more detailed case studies and the assemblage of data and empirical relationships that reveal the causes and broader implications of the process in its various forms.
The goal of this article has been limited to advancing the line of analysis adopted as
far as possible given the general paucity of materials currently available. In short, this
article is intended to be an initial response to a vast and intriguing topic with complex
historical antecedents and as yet unknown trajectories with at least three possibilities,
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discussed in the text, in terms of eventual outcomes. Of the three, path dependent reversion, or a return to the nineteenth century strategy, unfortunately, would seem to
be the most likely given the existing structural constraints in South America: a quarter
century of policy nihilism under the Washington Consensus has created a new pattern
of dependency which has been accentuated through relationships of economic and
political power that have been further consolidated by the recent commodities boom.
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' The World Food Council:
The Rise and Fall of a United Nations Body1
D. John Shaw

ABSTRACT At the recommendation of the 1974 World Food Conference, the UN World Food
Council (WFC) was established by the UN General Assembly at the ministerial or plenipotentiary level following the worst world food crisis in modern history at the beginning of the
1970s. The WFC was charged with overseeing the follow-up of the conference's resolutions and
coordinating the work of the concerned .UN agencies relating to food production, nutrition,
food security, food trade, and food aid. This is the first summarized and selective account of
the work of the WFC until its demise in 1993. The reasons for the fall of this UN body are given
as well as proposals for another body to fulfil its roles. ·
RESUME Suivant la recommandation de la Conference mondiale l'alimentation de 1974,
l'Assemblee generale de l'ONU a etabli le Conseil mondial de l'alimentation (CMA) au niveau
ministfriel ou plenipotentiaire, apres la pire crise alimentaire de l'histoire moderne au debut
des annees 19]0. Le CMA devait surveiller la mise en ceuvre des resolutio.ns de la Conference
et coordonner le travail des organismes de l'ONU charges des questions relatives a la nutrition, a la production, a la securite et a ]'aide alimentaires ainsi qu'au commerce des aliments.
L'article presente le premier resume selectif du mandat du CMA jusqu'a sa dissolution en
1993. !!'expose !es raisons de l'echec de cet organe et formule des propositions afin qu'un autre
puisse remplir son role.

1. I am particularly grateful to the WFC secretariat for giving me a complete set of the Council's
papers and documents when the decision to close its operations was made in 1993. I would like to
thank Sartaj Aziz-one of the deputy secretaries-general of the 1974 World Food Conference who
played a prominent part in its preparations and deliberation and the first WFC deputy executive
director, as well as former director of FAO's Commodities and Trade Division-for providing me
with his personal papers and proposals for the conference and his views on its outcomes. I would also
like to express my appreciation to Uwe Kracht, senior economist (1976-86) and chief, Policy Development and Analysis (1986-93) in the WFC secretariat, for commenting on a draft of an extended
version of this account. I attended a number of the Council's annual ministerial sessions as the rep·
resentative of the UN World Food Programme.
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Introduction: Mandate and Modus Operandi
The world food crisis of the early 1970s, the worst in modern history, led to a World
Food Conference in 1974 at which 18 substantive resolutions were adopted to tackle the
problem. Among th,em, the UN General Assembly approved the World Food Conference resolution, establishing
2

a World Food Council [WFC], at the ministerial or plenipotentiary level, to
function as an organ of the United Nations reporting to the General Assembly through the Economic and Social Council [ECOSOC], and to serve as a
co-ordinating mechanism to provide over-all, integrated and continuing attention for t_he successful co-ordination and follow-up of policies concerning
food production, nutrition, food security, food trade and food aid, as well as
other related matters, by all the agencies of the United Nations system. (UN
i975, 18)
In taking this step, the complex nature of the world food problem; which can only
be solved through an integrated multi-disciplinary approach within the framework of
economic and social development as a whole, was recognized. The main functions of
the Council, which were laid out in the conference resolution, included
• periodic review of major problems and policy issues affecting the world food situation;
• periodic review of steps being proposed or taken to implem~nt the World Food
Conference resolutions and to resolve the problems by governments, the UN system,
and its regional organizations;
• recommendation of remedial action to resolve these problems;
• co-ordination of relevant UN bodies and agencies dealing with food production,
nutrition, food security, and food aid, giving special attention to the problerris of the
least-developed and most seriously affected countries; and
• maintaining contact with, receiving reports from, and giving advice and making
recommendations to UN bodies and agencies for the formulation and follow-up of
world food policies, and co-operation with regional bodies to formulate and followup policies approved by the council.
In essence, the WFC was to be a political overview body and was to serve as the eyes,
ears, and conscience of the UN system regarding world food security issues. It.was to act
as advocate, catalyst, and co-ordinator, stimulating governments and the international

2. For details of the world food crisis and proposals for national and international action, see
UN (1974a; i974b). For a report on the World Food Conference, see UN (1975). A complete set of
the documents and papers of the World Food Council has been deposited in the British Library. of
Development Studies at the University of Sussex, UK.
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community as a whole to adopt mutually beneficial policies and programs to alleviate
hunger and malnutrition in the world. The 'heads of the UN agencies concerned were
to be invited to attend Council sessions. The establishment of the WFC promised a new
beginning in the quest for world food security. However, from the outset, the Council
represented a compromise between those who did not want any new UN machinery to
address the problems of world food security and the proposals made at the conference
for a World food Authority or a World Food Security Council. Significantly, it was the
only UN body to be specifically set up at the mii;iisterial or plenipotentiary level, reporting directly to the UN General Assembly through ECOSOC. Nominated by ECOSOC
and elected by the UN General Assembly, members were to serve for three years, taking
into consideration balanced geographical representation. 3
At the Council's first session, held in June i975 in Rome, Italy, where its headquarters
was located, its Rules of Procedure, drafted by the secretariat ofECOSOCafter consultation with the UN Office of Legal Affairs, were considered (UN i977). A bureau consisting of a president, three (later four) vice-presidents, and a rapporteur was elected by
Council members for a biennium. In electing the WFC bureau, due respect was paid to
the principle of rotation and equitable geographical representation. An executive director was appointed by the UN secretary-general in consultation with WFC members and
the director-general of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO) for a period of four years, again with due regard to the principle of geographical
rotation. The UN secretary-general, in consultation with the executive director, also
appointed an adequate number of staff to the WFC secretariat, taking into account the
need for equitable geographical distribution in addition to professional competence
and avoiding the appointment of persons who simultaneously perform functions in
other agencies or institutions. 4
In preparing the documentation and providing administrative, operational, and
other services for the Council, the secretariat was required to the maximum extent to
co-operate with and rely on existing international bodies in the field of food and ag- .·
riculture, especially the FAO, in whose headquarters it was located. Funding of WFC
activities was to be met out of the UN administrative budget and was to be closely controlled. While sessions of the Council would normally be held at WFC's headquarters
in Rome and preceded by preparatory meetings, provision was made to hold sessions
elsewhere at the invitation of governments that agreed to defray the costs involved,
after consultation with the UN secretary-general. 5

· 3. The number ofWFC members was agreed upon by the UN G.eneral Assembly in its resolution
XXIX ofi7 December 1974. Of the 36 members, 9 were to come from African states, 8 from Asian
states, 7 from Latin America and the Caribbean, 4 from the socialist states of Eastern Europe, and 8
from Western Europe and other states.
4. The insistence on geographical balance came mainly from the G77 group of non-aligned countries who felt that the UN agencies had been inclined to a Western view of development due to the
heavy weighting of staff in favour of the major contributing donor countries.
5. Of the 18 annual WFC ministerial sessions that were held, 3 were held at WFC headquarters in
Rome, 1 at the UN headquarters in New York, 9 in developing countries, and 5 in developed countries.
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Sayed Ahmed Marei, assistant president of Egypt, who was secretary-general of the
1974 World Food Conference and a strong proponent of the proposal for some form
of world food authority, was elected the first president of the WFC. John A. Hannah
from the United States, former president of Michigan State University in the United
States, head of the US Administration for International Development during the Nixon
administration, president of the American Freedom from Hunger Foundation set up
at the beginning of the Kennedy administration, and chairman of the World Hunger
Action Coalition, who had been chosen by Marei as one of his deputy secretariesgeneral for the World Food Conference, was appointed the WFC's first executive director. Sartaj Aziz, another deputy secretary-general of the World Food Conference
and formerly director of FAO's Commodities and Trade Division, and who played a
major role in preparations for and at the World Food Conference, was appointed as
Hannah's deputy.
At the outset, the WFC faced a formidable array of issues relating to the world food
situation and world food security. Where should it begin, what should be its priorities,
and what should be its program of work? In a note to the Council at its first session,
in 1975, Hannah observed that the functions assigned to the WFC were wide-ranging,
important, and complex and that it might not be practicable to deal with the whole
range of subjects and issues simultaneously (WFC 1975a). He expected that the relative
priority of various issues would change over time and that some program or policy issues may be ready for decision earlier than others. The Council might therefore wish
to consider the best manner in which it could fulfil its mandate by selecting specific
issues or program for special attention at each ministerial session, while maintaining
an overall view of the food problem and of progress made in implementing the 1974
World Food Conference resolution.
At its first session, members gave their revealing first views of the conduct of the
Council's work. They agreed that as the world's highest political body dealing exclusively with food, the WFC's main functions would be to monitor the world food situation in all its aspects, including what international agencies and governments were
doing to develop short and long-term solutions to food problems; to determine, in its
co-ordinating role, whether the world food strategy as a whole makes sense; to identify malfunctions, gaps and problem areas; and to exert its influence, through moral
persuasion, to get any necessary improvements made. Ominously, in the face of this
formidable array of tasks, it was agreed that the WFC secretariat should be small and of
high professional competence and should draw fully on the expertise of other agencies,
especially the PAO (WFC 1975b ).
The Council was required to report annually to the UN General Assembly through
ECOSOC. Members agreed that WFC reports should be different from the usual official
style. They needed to convey the pulse ofhappenings on the world food scene and command international attention. They stipulated that while the Council's reports should
be of a high evaluative and analytical nature, the secretariat should not undertake major
research efforts of its own but should rely on the agencies responsible for the subject,
while exercising its own objectivity with respect to the conclusions it drew from them.
To accomplish this, the secretariat should feel free to call on all agencies for the infor-
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mation it required in a spirit of cooperation and shared concern. The secretariat should
maintain a close watch over the efforts of international agencies and governments to
increase food production and to improve world food security. And it should scrutinize,
review and comment, frankly and impartially, on situations as it found them and suggest improvements as and when necessary.
In addition, the executive director was to bring the Council's reports to the attention of all relevant international and national authorities. It was agreed that only a few
problems should be put on the ~genda of any session, that ample time for preparation
should be allowed, that the dates of each sessions should be fixed with due regard to
other relevant meetings, and that the secretariat should not duplicate documents that
were readily available from other expert sources. At each session, the Council would
need a report that concisely identified the major problems and evaluated the progress
or impediments to their solutions at a worldwide level as well as the progress or needed
improvement in programs of agencies or nations.
This paper will now provide a comprehensive summary of the main work carried out
by the Council for the first time, before turning to the reasons for its demise in i993.

Major Food and Hunger Issues
As standing items on its agenda, the Council reviewed the world food situation and
progress in the implementation of the World Food Conference resolutions.

The World Food Situation
At its first session, in June i975, it was agreed that the WFC's review of the world food
situation should be "deep, objective and penetrating" (WFC i975b, i3). Its reviews were
based on reports submitted by FAO' s Committee on World Food Security, which gave
implicit political support to FAO's work. In its i975 review, the Council called for special attention to be given to the food needs of countries most seriously affected by the
world food crisis by e.nsuring the physical availability of 6'-7 million tons of food aid in .
cereals by the end of the year.
By i984, 10 years after the World Food Conference, the Council noted that the global
food situation had become "more complex, interrelated and in some ways more precarious" (WFC i984f, 2). The world was feeding nearly i billion more people in i984
than it had been 10 years before, and there was ample food produced globally for all the
world's people. Yet there remained hundreds of millions of hungry and malnourished
people. The World Food Conference's goal of eliminating hunger and malnutrition
within a decade had proved unattainable. But the Council reaffirmed that hunger and ·
malnutrition could be eradicated in our time. At its last session, in i992, the Council
noted that most developing regions .had made some headway during the decade of the
i98os in reducing the proportion (not number) of hungry and malnourished people.
But sub-Saharan Africa remained a special concern. The WFC appealed to the intt;!rnational community to help reverse Africa's deteriorating food and hunger situation and
reiterated the need for a Green Revolution.
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World Food Conference Resolutions
As mentioned earlier, the WFC was required to report to the UN General Assembly
through ECOSOC on the implementation of the World Food Conference resolutions.
In carrying out this responsibility, the WFC had an impact particularly on the resolutions relating to food aid, the setting up of an international fund for agricultural development, and international agricultural trade.
The Council's influence on food aid was seen in a number of dimensions. It pressed
not only for an increase in food aid toward the target set by the World Food Conference
of 10 million tons of cereals annually but also for the establishment of an international
emergency food reserve. In particular, it called on the governing body of the UN World
Food Programme (WPP) to set guidelines and criteria for all food aid as a framework
for implementing the resolution of the conference on an improved policy for food aid
(WPP .1979) and to draw up modalities for the operation of the international emergency
food reserve (WPP 1978). The Council also kept up pressure on the developed and oil·
producing and exporting countries (OPEC) countries to reach agreement on their contributions to the international fund for agricultural development. The director-general
of the OPEC Special Fund addressed the WFC's second session in Rome in 1976 and
announced that $400 million, half the resources of OPEC's fund, would be committed to the international fund's target of $1,000 million, subject to developed countries
contributing the-balance of convertible initial resources. After protracted discussion,
an agreement was reached in 1977 and the international fund began operations. International agricultural trade was a standing item on the Council's agenda from inception
as an integral part of its program to eradicate hunger and malnutrition.

Strategic Perspectives
I

To fulfil its mandate and keep the objective of eliminating hunger and poverty in front
of the international community, the WFC also made projections of progress, or the
lack of it, at appropriate times and recommended concrete actions to stimulate positive
trends. At the fifth Council session, in 1979, the prospects for world food security in
the 1980s were reviewed in light of three substantial reports (WFC 1979a; 1979b; 1979c).
The first contained a detailed assessment by the WFC's executive of the prospects for
achieving world food security during the decade, and proposals for action. The second
contained FAO's Plan of Action on World Food Security. And the third concerned
international trade issues. The UN General Assembly had recommended that the WFC
"consider the impact of trade including the protectionist measures harming the exports
of developing countries on the solution of the food problems of developing countries
and put forward specific recommendations thereon" (UN General Assembly Resolution 33/90, 1976).
In submitting his assessment, the executive director took the opportunity to clarify
the concept of world food security, which, in his view, was not a uniformly underst.ood
concept, and was used with a variety of meanings. To him, in a broad serise it meant
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food security at the village or family level among the poorest people so that their food.
consumption could at least be maintained at current levels and progressively improved
over time. In a narrower, more specialized, sense, it meant the stability of the international wheat market, the most widely traded food. Proposed solutions vari~d according
to the scope of the definition of world food security: there were many different conceptions and views. The executive director considered that the broad concept should serve
as the basis for assessing proposed policy measures. Gi".en the complexity of the problems of food security, he fel~ that it was analytically useful to recognize three different
but related aspects: the adequacy of food production and consumption systems within
countries, including the distribution of income; the adequacy of infrastructure for food
distribution and information concerning crop and market conditions; and international trade and adjustment, aid flows, and the stability of international food markets.
On the basis of his assessment, the executive director made five recommendations
for the Council's approval: (1) country and regional assessments of the food security
infrastructure needs of developing countries, with a request to the World Bank and
FAO to expand their activities in this area; (2) agreement on a world food-grain stabilization reserve of 20-30 million tons under internationally agreed and binding rules;
(3) agreement on a 10 million-ton Food Aid Convention to be reached in 1979; (4) immediate achievement of the 500,00_0-ton target for the international emergency food
reserve, and endorsement of a "relatively modest" enlargement to 750,000 tons by 198·1;
(5) support for the establishment of a financial food facility within the IMF.
The adoption by the UN General Assembly of the International Development Strategy (IDS) for the Third United Nations Development Decade of the 1980s presented
another occasion for the Council to carry out a strategic perspective of future prospects
for the elimination of hunger and malnutrition (WFC 1981). Some satisfaction could be
gained from the fact that the IDS had taken note of the WFC's work and recommendations and had included the target of eradicating hunger by the end of the century.
However, it regretted the fact that its elimination within a decade, the goal set at the
1974 World Food Conference, was no longer feasible. The situation of growing mass
hunger and malnutrition was an affront to humanity. The Council called on all governments and agencies to redouble their efforts to eliminate hunger and lead the world to
co-operative development for all people. It was convinced that progress toward peace
and disarmament, including the reduction in military expenditure called for in the IDS,
was crucial for the international community to be able to develop its full capacity to
feed a growing population. The general feeling was that food for all might be difficult to
achieve without peace, as much as peace would not be possible in the long run without
food and development for all.
·
Ten years after the World Food Conference, the WFC asked for a special assessment
on progress in meeting food objectives and the priority tasks that had yet to be achieved.
The WFC president decided that at least part of the assessment should be carried out by
an independent panel of highly qualified individuals with wide-ranging development
experience who were not associated formally with either governments or international
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organizations and who would be capable of rigorously independent judgement. 6 The
panel's report was presented to the Council at its tenth session, in i984 (WFC i984c).
Its assessment concluded that many of the dire forecasts made in 1974 had not been
borne out. Aggregate food and agricultural production had reached record levels, with
corresponding low real prices for most internationally traded cereals and agricultural
commodities. The threat of global food scarcity seemed far off, although the possibility
of major production shortfalls was still in evidence. Identifying the hungry and formulating effective programs required a change in emphasis and thinking, since chronic
under-nutrition had proved to be a much more intractable and deep-seated problem.
Between 400 and 600 million people, especially in the low-income countries of Asia,
Africa, and Latin America, still went without adequate food. The paradox of growing
output and starving millions was the dilemma of the world food situation dealt with in
the panel's assessment.
The assessment implicitly sought to distinguish between the world hunger problem
and the world food problem, although it was acknowledged that the two were related.
In the panel's opinion, hunger would not be conquered until the undernourished had
access to significant employment and income-generating opportunities. In the meantime, direct measures would be needed to provide the poor and undernourished with
access to the food they required. The panel stressed that the problem of hunger must be
tackled primarily at the national level, where short-term and long-run policy decisions
were required to provide immediate needs without hindering long-term solutions. At
the global level, the panel identified the food problem as the inability to reconcile the
increasing commercialization of domestic and international agricultural trade with divergent national agricultural policies and expanding food surpluses. Without some
measure of adjustment, the low-income countries would continue to face the greatest
burden. Changes in agricultural ·and trade policies were necessary in the industrially
advanced countries, although the process of change could only be gradual. Developed
countries needed to shape national agricultural policies by understanding their implications on international prices and their impact oil low-income countries. This was the
nexus where the global food and hunger problems came together.
The WFC ministers concluded that to meet the objectives of the World Food Conference, the major tasks ahead included
• sustained efforts by the developing countries to increase food production and improve access to increased food supplies;
• a renewed commitment to an accelerated reduction of chronic hunger and malnutrition, integrating more effective direct hunger-reducing measures into the process of
economic and social development;
6. The members of the panel were Walter P. Falcon, Food Research Institute, Stanford University,
USA; C.T. Kurien, Madras Institute of Development Studies, India; Fernando Miinckeberg, Institute
of Nutrition and Food Technology, University of Chile; Achola P. Okeyo, University of Nairobi,
Kenya; S.O. Olbyide, University of Ibadan, Nigeria; Ferenc Rabar, Institute of Planning Economy,
Hungary; and Wouter Tims, Centre for World Food Studies, the Netherlands. The cost of the study
was met by grants from the governments of Australia, Canada, and the Netherlands.
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• a major concentrated effort by African countries and the international community
to resolve the African food and development crisis,' and the concomitant need for
increased resources and for further improvements in the utilizatio~ of resources;
• further identification and negotiation of measures for: strengthening the access of
developing countries to food supplies in the event of global food shortages;
• real efforts by developed countries to reduce trade protectionism and international
market instability, in support of food security and development objectiv~s of all
countries;
• efforts to resolve the serious financial problems in general and liquidity problems in
particular, confronting developing countries, which are caused to a large degree by
the impact ofincreases in interest rates; and
• a commitment to sustained and increased development assistance, with a strengthened role for multilateral agencies, and improved coordination of international assistance. (WFC 1984£)

WFC Declarations
The Council issued five resounding declarations as acts of solidarity and in order to
get its messages across to ECOSOC, the UN General Assembly, and the international
community.7

Manila Communique of the World Food Council:
A Programme of Action to Eradicate Hunger and Malnutrition
CWFC 1977b)
.
The communique was adopted at the third session of the Council in Manila, the Philippines, in 1977· The Councffstated that it was encouraged by recent improvements in the
.world food supply situation. Increases in production had permitted the rebuilding of
grain stocks in some countries. It also expressed satisfaction that, with the help of the
Council, pledges for the $1 billion International Fund for Agricultural Development
had been achieved and the fund was expected to be in operation soon. However, the
Council expressed concern that there was no assurance that improvement in the world
food situation would continue. It called for urgent action to accelerate food production, especially in food-deficit countries, create an adequate food reserve, expand and
improve food aid, improve human nutrition, and liberalize and improve food trade, in
line with the resolutions of the 1974 World Food Conference. Its greatest concern was·
the absence of systematic and concerted action to implement the World Food Conference's Universal Declaration on the Eradication of Hunger and Malnutrition, with its
proclamation that every man, woman, and child has the inalienable right to be free
from hunger and malnutrition. Achievement of that goal was critical to the welfare and
human development of over 500 million of the world's population.
7. The content of these declarations is.presented here in highly summarized form. The full details
can be found in each statement separately.
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Several measures were recommended as basic components of an integrated program
of action to eradicate hunger and malnutrition. Governments and international
agencies were called upon to act on six high priority recommendations.
L Food production should be increased,-with special treatment given to food priority countries. Official development assistance to food and agricultural production
should be in~reased to achieve at least a 4% sustained rate of growth in food production in developing countries, and a package of specific inputs should be provided to
reach that goal.
2. World food security could be improved and ensured if countries with grain stocks
converted a portion of their stocks into national reserves.
3. Food aid could be increased and improved by reaching the minimum annual level
of 10 tons of food aid in cereals in 1977-78, adopting the forward planning of food
aid supplies, and developing and implem~nting an improved policy framework for
food aid.
4. Human nutrition could be improved if all governments gave high priority to reducing hunger and improving nutrition in accordance with the appropriate resolution
of the World Food Conference, and bilateral and multilateral agencies assisted developing countries in developing and implementing nutrition plans, policies and
programs, and measures to monitor and evaluate their results.
5. The contribution of trade to the solution of food problems could be improved if all
countries, and particularly developed nations, made serious efforts to stabilize, liberalize, and expand world trade, and if they concluded negotiation of the UN CT AD
Integrated Programme for Commodities in a timely fashion.
6. Donors were requested to increase their ODA to reach the target of 0.7% of GDP
established at the seventh special session by the UN General Assembly by the end of
the decade. Governments and international agencies were encouraged to give major
support toward the implementation of the "basic needs approach" endorsed by the
i976 ILO World Employment Conference (ILO 1976).
The communique was unanimously endorsed by ECOSOC in its resolution 2114
(LXII) of 4 August i977 and adopted in full by the UN General Assembly in its resolution 32/52 of 8December1977.

Mexico Declaration of the World Food Council (WFC 1978)
In his statement to the Second Committee of the UN General Assembly on 20 October i978, Maurice Williams stressed that the eradication of hunger and malnutrition
"must be the key element in the [UN] Third Development Strategy- indeed, it may well
be our central preoccupation until the year 2000" (Williams i978, 10). He noted that
there was a general understanding of the measures that had to be taken to achieve that
objective, but an agreement was needed on the precise measures required to translate
willingness in principle into action in practice. The Mexico Declaration" adopted by
the Council at its fourth session, in i978, laid out a practical program to achieve that
result. Williams sought the strong endorsement of the UN General Assembly in order
to provide a firm basis for the WFC's continuing work.
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The Mexico Declaration was in the form of an international wake-up call. The declaration listed the positive achievements of the Council. However, on closer examination
of the world food situation, the rate of progress in solving fundamental food problems
was far too slow. The Council called for this dangerous situation to be corrected, warning that otherwise that progress would continue to fall short of the objectives of the
World Food Conference and the Manila Communique. Two urgent concerns were
identified: (1) reallocating a share of resources that would be freed as a result of the
reduction of military expenditure to finance measures directt;d to advancing the development of developing countries, especially their food situation; and (2) bearing in mind
the serious situation caused by climatic conditions that again confronted countries in
the Sahelian zone ofWest Africa, governments and multilateral agencies were expressly
requested to supply or increase the necessary emergency food aid and to support th~
efforts of the governments of the region to ensure long-term development of their food
production.
The Mexico Declaration then listed iri. detail the Council's.recommendations concerning the implementation of the Manila Communique. It was to take almost a decade
before· the Council issued another declaration.

Beijing Declaration of the World Food Council (WFC 1987a)
The Beijing Declaration was another clarion call for concerted international action to
eliminate hunger and malnutrition. Coming toward the end of a decade of world recession and non-development, it stated that 13 years after the World Food Conference,
although total food production had increased, the number of undernourished people
had risen. This untenable situation had deep historical root causes and complex social
and economic factors. In the face of this disorder, the Council
• once again proclaimed th~t access to food constituted a human right that must be
defended by governments, peoples, and the international community;
• affirmed, in light of the experience of a number of developing countries, that humanity can feed itself if it adopts the proper means;
• proclaimed that those means depend on the political will of governments and the
international community to win the common battle against hunger; and
• acknowledged that the development of agricultural production required a favourable international climate, and was contingent upon the convergence of financial,
economic) and social policies implemented by each country within the framework
of the concept of national food strategies.
The declaration addressed four major issues. First was the global state of hunger and
malnutrition and the impact of economic adjustment on food and hunger problems.
The second was the impact of international agricultural trade and related national policies on food and development. The third was regional and South-South co-operation in
food and agriculture. Finally, the declaration expressed the.Council's "general appreciation and encouragement" for the work of the multilateral agencies.
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The Cyprus Initiative Against Hunger in the World
(WFC 1988d)
At its fourteenth session, in Nicosia, Cyprus, in 1988, the Council decided to launch the
Cyprus Initiative Against Hunger in the World. The initiative called for an urgent review and assessment of the efforts made to date in reducing hunger and for the identification of ways for improving current policies and programs and of pragmatic, feasible,
and potentially effective new initiatives towards meeting the Council's fundamental objective: the elimination of hunger and malnutrition. The WFC president was requested
to present a full action-oriented report to the Council at its next session, in 1989. In
order to assist the president, an informal ad hoc consultative group was established,
composed of representatives of states members of the United Nations convened by the ·
Council's regional vice-presidents, relevant international organizations, (:lnd the WFC
president. The group's mandate was to review and assess the policies and instruments
available to combat chronic hunger and malnutrition in developing.countries, particularly in low-income, food-deficit countries, and identify the reasons and obstacles
that may have hindered their greater impact; consider concrete and realistic measures
that could make existing policies and instruments more effective; identify workable
initiatives; and recommend a course of action to combat hunger more effectively. The
proposals of the group were to be first examined at a meeting of the WFC bureau by the
end of 1988 before being presented to the Council at its session in 1989.

The Cairo Declaration (WFC 1989f)
The WFC president's comprehensive report in response to the Cyprus Initiative was
discussed by the Council at its fifteenth session, in Cairo, Egypt, in 1989. The three-part
report comprised a review of global hunger 15 years after the World Food Conference,
an assessment of the effectiveness 6f current policies and programs in reducing hunger, and a proposed program of co-operative action (WFC 1989a, 1989b, 1989c, 1989d,
1989e). Deliberations focused on urgently needed action, out of which emerged the
Cairo Declaration. The Council showed signs of frustration and impatience with an
international community that was insufficiently focused on a problem that morally
had to be solved and could be overcome. It it.s view, hunger continued to grow because
even though the resources were available to eradicate it, insufficient work was being
done to do so.
The declaration pointed out that hunger had many manifestations: the starvation .
caused by famine, often associated with violent conflict or war, and natural disasters;
the silent suffering of the growing number of undernourished; the millions of malnourished children, women, and elderly who are unable to meet their special food and
health needs; and the many lives lost to or ruined by disorders caused by deficiencies
of micro-nutrients, such as vitamin A and iodine. While different forms of hunger had
specific causes requiring appropriate responses, they were generally rooted in poverty
and a failure to share food and wealth adequately within and between countries, as
demonstrated with the growth in the number of hungry people despite record-level
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global food stocks. The problem of access by the poor to adequate food had been made
worse by the economic difficulties of the 1980s.
The Cairo Declaration contained a specific call to action. Council members agreed
that they could serve as an example to the rest of the world if they strengthened their
own political determination to eradicate hunger, commensurate with the magnitude
and urgency of the problem. They recognized that each country must take its own
initiatives in the fight against hunger and poverty but achievements would be greater
when WFC members and non-members worked together and co-ordinated their efforts. In this spirit, the Council accepted the steps articulated in the "Programme of
Co-operative Action" proposed by the WFC president (which was annexed to the Cairo
Declaration) as a framework for its individual and collective action to combat hunger.
Specifically, WFC members undertook to
• review their policies and programs to provide food ~ecurity for all people, and devise
a package of corrective measures to address inadequacies, and report to the next session of the council;
• make all efforts to achieve, during the next decade, the elimination of starvation
and death caused by famine, a substantial .reduction of malnutrition and mortality
among young children, a tangible reduction in chronic hunger, and the elimination
of major nutritional deficiency diseases;
.
• adopt, evaluate, and improve food strategies as an important instrument to fight
hunger within broader developmental efforts focused on the improvement of the
human condition; and
• co-operate with each other and with other countries in the fight against hunger and
malnutrition.
To raise the level of political support nationally and internationally, the declaration
proposed that the eradication of hunger and malnutrition be a major theme on the
agenda of the special session of the UN General Assembly on international economic
co-operation in 1990~ and a central objective for the international development strategy
for the 1990s. The Council decided that its future program of work would be in line with the Cairo Declaration.

Beijing Proposal on Sustainable Agriculture and Rural
Development
The final act of the Council was to co-sponsor an international symposium on sustainable agriculture and rural development in Beijing, China, in May 1993· The WFC paper
presented at the symposium argued that in many developing countries a new Green
Revolution was needed to meet the growing demand for food but it needed to be significantly different from the first Green Revolution (WFC 1993). It should be green in
an ecologically sustainable sense, and also socially sustainable. The paper called for new
stra~egic directions in technology development and application for sustainable food
· security, guided by the three basic objectives of productivity, sustainability, and equity.
Five major new directions were identified: (1) a focus on agro-ecological zones to
achieve sustainable food security; (1) the development of a farming systems approach

and livelihood research; (3) the integration of conventional research with modern biotechnology; (4) participatory research and extension by farmers; (5) and improving
the links between research and policy. The paper also addressed the trade-offs-many
of which should be understood as long-term inter-generational trade-offs-between
sustainability, food production growth, and hunger and poverty alleviation.
The Beijing Proposal contained four major recommendations: (1) the establishment
of a regional association for world sustainable agriculture and rural development; (2)
the foundation of an Institute oflnternational Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Development in China; (3) the setting up of a key research and development project on
international sustainable agriculture and rural development; and (4) the holding of
· annual international workshops in different regions of China or countries in the Asia
and Pacific region on sustainable agriculture and rural development.

A Co-ordinating Mechanism
An important function of the WFC was to serve as a co-ordinating mechanism to provide over-all integrated and continuing attention for the s~ccessful co-ordination and
follow-up of policies concerning food production, nutrition; food security, food trade
and food aid, and related matters by all _the agencies of the UN system (UN 1975). A
number of ways were approved for carrying out that role. The WFC president, or his
representative, was permitted to attend meetings of the governing bodies of the relevant
UN agencies. The WFC president and the executive director also met with the executive
heads of UN bodies individually and collectively. And they also organized consultations with relevant UN organizations on specific subjects within the Council's mandate.
The scale and complexity of the Council's co-ordinating function was revealed when
it requested the WFC secretariat to review co-ordination among the UN agencies toward meeting the common objective· of eliminating hunger and malnutrition (WFC
199ob). The review found that well over 30 multilateral institutions were involved
in hunger and malnutrition issues in important ways. But only a few of them were
found to be focused on hunger and poverty alleviation. Agency priorities were generally widely set, reflecting different interests within their governing bodies. Hunger
allevi~tion and food security objectives were not well integrated into agencies' overall
activities. And.there was need for more effective internal co-ordination within agencies, particularly the larger ones. Given the dispersion of priorities, many institutions
spread their limited resources over a wide range of activiti~s, generating large numbers
of small-scale projects, endangering the quality of the agencies' work and their impact
on hunger and poverty reduction.
Efforts had been made to erisure co-ordination among the UN system's institutions. Yet co-ordination remained deficient. The UN agencies were perceived to be
excessively competing, and joint programming of their operational activities remained
mostly inadequate (UN 1987). From its overview, the WFC secretariat drew two general conclusions. First, with so many multilateral institutions involved in hunger and
malnutrition issues, the need for a central focus on hunger in the UN system remained
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as important as it was when the WFC had been established 16 years earlier. To meet
the challenges ahead, the secretariat concluded that the Council would need to further
strengthen its monitoring, assessment, and promotion,al roles. Second, improved coordination was most critically needed at the country level.
From these two conclusions, the WFC secretariat made three recommendations: (1)
to improve the capacity of developing countries to plan, manage, and co-ordinate national ,hunger-focused action and external aid; (2) to strengthen existing co-ordination
mechanisms in the UN system; and (3) to explore opportunities for informal co-ordination arrangements. In light of the growing complexity of hunger and poverty problems, the Council felt that its role in providing a central, undivided focus on hunger
within the UN system was now more important than at the time of its establishment ..
It agreed to encourage an enhanced hunger focus and improved co-ordination among
all relevant international agencies and governing bodies.

Remedial Action and Global Policy Direction:
WFC Initiatives
The Council also recommended remedial action, and pointed to the direction global
policy should take in the fight against hunger and malnutrition. It considered a wide
range of initiatives on the basis of documents and reports submitted to it by the WFC
secretariat. The main initiatives are described below.

Food Priority Countries
One of the Council's first initiatives was to establish what were called "food priority
countries" (FPCs) that required special attention because of the seriousness of their
food problems, their economic and other resource limitations, and their potential for
increasing food production (WFC 1976b, 11-12). The FPCs were described as "the heart
of the food problem" (WFC 1977a). The objective in selecting FPCs was, in the words of
the Council, to lend a "sharper sense.of direction to the overall efforts to increase food
production in the developing countries."
On the basis of criteria established by the Council, 43 FPCs were identified. The
situation of 8 was considered extremely severe; of 23, very severe; and of 12, severe.
These FPCs accounted for more than half the population of developing countries
(excluding China) and for over half their projected food deficits by 1985. It was agreed
that special consideration should be given to the need to support the intent of these
countries to implement policies and programs specifically designed to ensure that
productive efforts fully utilized the human and other resources ofrural areas. They
should also contain practical measures to implement social and other reforms consistent with these objectives and with an equitable distribution of the food and income
benefits of production programs undertaken. It was also agreed that care should be
taken not to interfere with the sovereign rights of each country to decide its own
. priorities and policies: The list of FPCs would be reviewed and further work carried
out to refine and complement the criteria.
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International agencies, including the regional banks, were asked to co-operate with
FPCs in determining specific measures and programs to accelerate food production
by at least 4% per annum. They might also help in indicating other measures, such as
food aid and nutrition programs, that would be required to improve food supply while
production was increased.
The Council noted that the FPCs overlapped with other groups of countries classified by the United Nations as deserving special attention. This underscored the commonality of problems among poor countries. But the other classifications did not focus
on the specific need to increase food production that was characteristic of the FPCs.
The Council called on the international community to effectively and substantially increase its official development assistance to food and agricultural production in order
to achieve, as soon as possible, at least a 4% sustained rate of growth of food production. Their aid was to take into account the estimate, provided by the WFC secretariat,
of $8.3 billion in external resources on an annual basis, of which it was recommended
that about $6.5 billion be on concessional terms (WFC i977b). 8

An International System of Food Security
At its second session, in Rome in June i976, the WFC secretariat submitted a document called "An International System of Food Security." The main components of a
proposed global stock policy to implement such a system were:
• ari international reserve for emergencies with an initial target of 500,000 tons, as
proposed by the UN General Assembly at it seventh special session, in September
i975;
• national reserves for providing emergency relief ana, in special cases, the uncovered
commercial import requirements of most seriously affected developing countries,
which could be covered by countries earmarking a part of their national stocks. The
normal-size of such reserves at the beginning of each year would preferably be 25%
above the annual food aid program of the country concerned; and
• a food s.ecurity reserve of 15-20 million tons to protect against well-defined com. mercial exigencies and to prevent abnormal fluctuations in grain prices. Governments would be urged to intensify their efforts in the appropriate forums to work
out operational and other arrangements for such a reserve taking into account the
interests of both exporting and importing countries. Such a reserve would be used
to avert serious fluctuations in prices in the commercial markets.

Africa's Food Problems
The Council gave attention to the acute food problems of Africa, and discussed ways
of overcoming them, at 8 of its 18 annual sessions. At its second session, in 1976, a
report was received from the African Inter-Ministerial Committee for Food and its
8. $8.3 billion was a WFC secretariat re-evaluation of 1975 prices of the $5 billion for which there
was board support at the World Food Conference. The concessional element was based on at least
86% being provided as grants (WFC i977a).
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recommendations submitted to ECOSOC. In March 1982, the Council sponsored a
regional consultation of African ministers for food and agriculture in Nairobi, Kenya.
The Council recommended urgently accelerated efforts by African countries and international agencies, taking into account the conclusions and recommendations of
the consultation, which were included in the report of its eighth session (WFC 1982b,
annex III; WFC 1982c). African ministers acknowledged that the causes of the deterioration of agriculture in the region were complex, exacerbated by natural and man-made
disasters. They also recognized that to resolve their food problems effectively, African
governments had to disengage from the colonial legacies of urban-biased development,
deeply embedded trade dependence, and unrealistic terms of trade.
Progress and critical issues in food strategies in Africa were discussed at the Council's tenth session, in 1984, on the basis of a report by the executive director (WFC
1984a). The pivotal role of women in Africa's food systems was discussed at its eleventh
session, in 1985 (WFC 1985a). In 1986, the Council met in Rome for its twelfth session,
immediately after a special session of the UN General Assembly on the critical economic situation in Africa, the first on a single region of the world, which adopted the
United Natio9s Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development 1986-90 (UN General Assembly resolution S-13/2, 1986). In the framework of
the UN African action program, the WFC executive director outlined what he called
the "imperative of food-centred development" for Africa's economicrecovery (WFC
1986a, 4-6).
WFC continued it_s food policy dialogue with donor countries, international aid
agencies, and African countries and institutions. A ministers' round table on food security in Africa, organized by the Development Policy Forum of the German Foundation for International Development (DSE) in co-operation with the WFC president,
was held in Berlin, Germany, in 1987 (DSE 1987). The Couricil contin.ued to promote
the proposal for the establishment of food policy management training programs in
Africa in support of national and regional food strategies. This was done through a
series of visits to 20 African government and training institutions. A high-level workshop was held in 1988 by the WFC and the European Centre for Development Policy
Management with senior experts from African and international institutions. And a
consultation on food policy management training programs in Africa was held in Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire, in 1989, organized jointly by WFC and the African Development
Bank, with representatives of African governments, regional and training institutions,
and interested bilateral and multilateral agencies. The consultation reaffirmed the need
· for strengthening African expertise in food policy management and proposed several
types of training programs that could be carried out in existing African institutions.

National Food Strategies
The WFC invested more time and effort in promoting the concept of national food
strategies as a planning tool for countries to deal with their particular food problems
than perhaps any other single subject it promoted. This was largely initiated by Maurice J. Williams of the United States, previously chairman of OECD's Development
Assistance Committee. Williams took over from John Hannah as the WRC executive
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director in 1978 and served for eight years until 1986, with Salahuddin Ahmed, previously the Bangladesh permanent representative to the FAO, as his deputy. The Council
endorsed the concept of national food strategies at its fifth session, in Ottawa, in 1979
(WFC 1979d).
What motivated the WFC executive director to take this initiative? Many developing
countries continued to have increasing food deficits in the years immediately following
the 1974 World Food Conference. This suggested that their approaches to resolving
their food problems were proving inadequate. Production shortfalls and high import
bills indicated that special attention should be given to the food sector. It should not
simply "tag alop.g" with the rest of a country's economy and development objectives.
Specific and concerted attention was required. Apart from expanding food production,
equal attention would be required for the demand side concerns of ensuring acceptable
consumption levels for the poor and undernourished and promoting their incomegenerating potential (Williams 1984).
The concept of national food strategies emerged from seven consultations organized
by the WFC during 1979 among representatives of developing and developed countries
and assistance agencies (WFC 1982a), The Council also called for policy adjustments
in a framework of priorities that kept a country's perceptions of its food needs at the
centre of the development process, and enabled development agencies to direct and
project their assistance programmes. Critically, a national food strategy was countryspecific in two senses. It was formulated and adapted to the particular circumstances
of each country. And its thrust and content were entirely matters for each country's
policy-makers to determine. It was said to differ from other approaches in several important ways: it linked more directly consumption needs to production objectives as
a basis for meeting those needs; it emphasized the integration of policies and project
activities and avoided fragmentation of efforts; it included provisions for strengthening
the institutions necessary for its implementation as a continuing process designed to
sustain adequate priority for the food sector; it facilitated national decisions over time
covering the whole range of activities affecting food; it equally facilitated the increased
and co-ordinated international assistance needed for its implementation; and it was·
ultimately directed toward a paramount aim of development-a world without hunger.
Williams saw what was termed the food policy dilemma as perhaps the most fundamental issue to be tackled. This involved the policy choices-of how to raise prices as an
incentive to increase domestic food production while simultaneously safeguarding the
nutrition of the poor. Resolving this issue required a clear understanding of the shortand long-term trade-offs involved in the pursuit of both production and consumption
objectives. In turn, this widened the focus to include such concerns as employment and
income generation and consumer food subsidy programs. The national food strategy
concept caught the attention of both developing and developed countries. By 1982,
some 50 developing countries were said to be engaged in food strategy reviews, 32 of
them with WFC-arranged assistance. Other countries initiated food strategy reviews
without specific external assistance. A number of bilateral development agencies and
UN bodies and development banks offered support. National food strategies were en-
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dorsed by the UN General Assembly and at the conferences of UN and other organizations.
Subsequently, the Council, in co-operation with other bodies, carried out seven reviews of the experience of countries, particularly in Africa, in implementing national
food strategies, and over 30 papers and reports were produced between 1984 and 1992.
The Council also drew up detailed guidelines for the preparation and implementation
of national food strategies, including institutional considerations, and addressed some
important issues such as the co-ordination of internatjonal support. A number of lessons were learned. Because a number of sectors of a country's economy were involved
in planning and implementing food strategies, leadership from the highest political
level and inter-ministerial support and co-ordination were of paramount importance. ·
·Adequate institutions and trained manpower were necessary; hence_ the need for training, public management, and sustai_ned institutional support.
Policy change and program innovatiOn involved political and economic risks and
·required special efforts to overcome organizational inertia and resistance to change.
Similarly, adjustments were required in the assistance policies and programs of development agencies. There were no quick fixes and a long-term and sustained effort
was required by national governments and the international community to resolve the.
national and global food problems and end the scourge of hunger. And the replication of successful experience among developing countries and regions was not easy.
One criticism was that national food strategies involved so many aspects of a country's
developmentthat it was difficult to distinguish the concept from that of general economic development. With so many government and international agencies involved,
co-ordination among them proved particularly frustrating, making their implementation difficult. The concept was later abandoned.
.

Eradicating Hunger and Malnutrition
Encouraged by its executive directors and supported by its secretariat, the Council
never lost sight of its mission of seeking ways and means of eradicating hunger and
malnutrition. Various approaches were taken by the Council to address the issue. Improving nutrition was the message at the WFC's third session, in 1977 (WFC 1977b).
A broad approach to nutritional problems in their social and econo~ic context was
strongly supported. It was also recognized that increased food production and economic development, while important elements in eradicating hunger and improving
nutrition, were by themselves insufficient to achieve those objectives while people were
unable to afford an adequate diet because of unemployment or poverty. The importance of introducing nutrition improvement as a major objective in national development was emphasized.
Mobilizing greater effort in the struggle to overcome hunger was the theme at its
eighth session, in 1982 (WFC 1982a). The executive director emphasized that food and
hunger issues must remain at the centre of the global development agenda until hunger was completely eradicated. A number of direct measures were proposed to reduce
hunger on the basis of a report prepared by its secretariat (WFC 1982e). With inputs
from international consultants, the WFC secretariat developed 'the idea of an interna-
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tional food entitlement scheme, focused on international support for direct measures
at the national level to eradicate hunger and malnutrition, including various types of
consumer subsidy and related programs. This idea was not pursued.9 ·
Instead, a WFC secretariat report identified a number of ways to improve the poor' s
access to food, including the prospects for the hungry to grow more food; labourintensive investment programs; productive credits for low-income people; subsidizing
supplementary food; and food aid to meet food import requirements. Maurice Williams, WFC's executive director, pointed out that the costs of an accelerated program
of direct measures to reduce hunger as part of a campaign to raise productivity and
generate incomes and assets lay "within the capacity of world economic resources"
(Williams 1982, 657). However, he recognized that the political, social, and administrative constraints were real and should not be underestimated. But if such an effort were
launched, there were prospects that the objective of food and jobs for all could still be
achieved by the turn of the century.
The Council called for a renewal of the commitment to eradicate hunger at its tenth
session, in 1984 (WFC 1984£). ECOSOC had requested the WFC carry out an assessment of resources provided through the UN system for the food and agricultural sector
toward meeting the objectives of the World Food Conference (WFC 1984b ). On the
basis of that assessment, the executive director made a proposal to increase external
assistance by $5 billion over the next five-year period to reverse the trend of declining
assistance to the sector. He regarded this as a minimum amount, which would be additional to existing commitments in support of food policy adjustments in developing
countries and would be channelled through existing ai<;l mechanisms and institutions.
Half could be in the form of food aid to support consumption and nutrition objectives, and half in capital and technical assistance directed to related food production
efforts as part of food policy support packages. A number of Council delegates (but not
all) supported the executive director's proposal. In addition, there was consensus that
peace and disarmament were requisites to the elimination of poverty and eradication
of hunger.
Improving access to food for the undernourished was the focus of the Council's discussions at its eleventh session, in 1985 (WFC 1985b). The Council once again strongly
urged governments to take determined and more sharply focused action that made the
elimination of hunger and malnutrition a truly central objective.in national development. Specifically, it recommended that political determination should be focused on
four'objectives:
Prevention ofloss of life and human suffering caused by famine through both immediate action to improve disaster preparedness and management and longer-term
efforts to remove the root causes of famine.
2. Drastic reduction of infant deaths from malnutrition and disease and protection of
the gains achieved, especially in times of economic crisis.

I.

9. I am grateful to Uwe Kracht for this information. Personal correspondence,
2006.
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3. Efforts to alleviate the factors that led to growing world hunger in the immediate
period ahead. International financial institutions, especially the IMF, were requested
to take food security and poverty issues into account in the design of adjustment programs to assist developing countries in restoring their financial and economic health.
And development agencies were requested to assist governments in identifying eco.nomic policy alternatives and implementing programs to protect and improve the
food security of the poor.
4. Redirected programs for a substantial reduction of chronic hunger in the i99os ..
Council ministers strongly emphasized that this would require some reorientation of
· development priorities and policies to meet the multiple objectives of growth, equity,
self-reliance, improved efficiency, and productivity, with a view to bringing about a
more equitable partieipation of all people in development.

The paradox of growing hunger amid record food surpluses caused the Council to
address the potential for hunger reduction through food-surplus-based development
assistance at its fourteenth session, in 1988. The WFC secretariat report on this subject
contained a proposal for an International Hunger Initiative, a combination of concessional food transfers from food-surplus countries, financial assistance from nonfood-surplus developed countries, and the efforts of developing countries to alleviate
hunger and poverty (WFC i988b). The proposed initiative was supported in principle
but many WFC ministers felt that it did not go far enough, that it dealt more with
food aid and the utilization of food surpluses than with the eradication of hunger, and
· that it did not take adequate account of the problems inherent in increased food aid.
Instead, a much broader initiative, called the Cyprus Initiative Against Hunger in the
World (see above), was articulated and supported. The initiative focused more directly
on the possibility of hunger eradication in the foreseeable future and how to go about
it, which, in the Council's view, could make a significant contribution to food security
in the long term.
At its fifteenth session, in i989, the Council adopted the Cairo Declaration, which,·
among other things, significantly committed WFC ministers to set an example to the
rest of the world by putting into place policies and programs to reduce hunger and
malnutrition in their own countries as well as at the global level. They undertook to
review the actions taken to provide food security for all at its sixteenth session, in i990.
To assist them, the executive director produced a review on a range of national policies
and programs to reduce hunger and poverty. The review drew on four regional· consultations that the WFC secretariat had organized to identify additional and more. effective
measures and to draw attention to the constraints and problems that countries faced in
their implementation (WFC i99oa).
In response to the executive director's review, the Council unanimously agreed that
the development process must increasingly take into account the needs of the poor,
and called for multi-level, equitable, human-centred development policies to be implemented in order to counter earlier neglect and distribute benefits more fairly. Many
delegates stressed that agricultural.policies and programs that focused on the small
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farmer were doubly effective because they simultaneously raised incomes of the poor
and increasing agricultural output. Special attention to the creation of employment
and income-earning opportunities in both rural and urban areas was emphasized. The
important role food subsidies and direct interventions could play in alleviating hunger
and malnutrition was also recognized. Ministers from developing countries recognized
that sound economic policies and measures to fight hunger and poverty were primarily
a domestic responsibility. Developed-country ministers noted that hunger and poverty
were already being given greater attention in development co-operation. ,
At its seventeenth session, in i99!, on the last occasion it addressed issues of hunger
and poverty, the WFC stressed the need to focus development assistance specifically
on the objective of their alleviation, encouraged by a report by the WFC secretariat
on the subject (WFC i99ia). Council ministers from developed countries recognized
the need for a constant re-examination 6f the focus on hunger and poverty alleviation
in the development co-operation programs, which WFC ministers from developing
countries supported (WFC 1991b).

Food Crisis Contingency Planning
It was generally predicted that the 1980s would be a food-crisis-prone decade. The
Council therefore agreed to consider specific contingency measures to counteract
problems as they occurred. In 1980, at the sixth session, the WFC executive director presented a two-part proposal f9r strengthening food crisis contingency planning
(WFC 1980). The.first part was the constitution of a food security contingency reserve
of 12 million tons of food grains to be held in advance or as part of a new International
Wheat Agreement. Developing countries might hold up to 5 million tons, financed
through OPEC and develope~ countries assistance. Multilateral agencies and bilateral
donors would provide additional technical and financial assistance and food aid to
increase sto~age capacity and meet the costs of holding the reserves.
The second part was a world food crisis pledge to avoid the catastrophe of the world
food crisis of the early 1970s. The pledge's elements included an undertaking on the part
of countries to act, in periods of tight international food grain markets, to minimize
unilateral or destabilizing action, and to establish specific logistical standby procedures.
The proposal also included special provisions for assistance to developing countries
during an eventual world food crisis. It reiterated the need for the establishment of a
food financing facility in the IMF and an additional flow of food aid in case of global
crisis. The executive director stressed that a true and reliable contingency arrangement
could not be left to voluntary or unilateral commitments; it had to have the character
of a binding international instrument. The actions that the proposed pledge would put
into motion would concern the international community as a whole because its impact
would affect the actions of all nations and their ability to deal with a world food crisis.
The negotiation of the pledge and the monitoring of its provisions should therefore be
the responsibility of the United Nations.
The Council shared the executive director's concern for the coming decade of the
1980s. All but three WFC members agreed that if an International Wheat Agreement
could not be brought to a successful conclusion .by mid-1981, serious consideration
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needed to be given to alternative ways of establishing a contingency reserve of adequate size in advance of and for eventual incorporation into a new International Wheat·
Agreement. Regarding the prnposed world food crisis contingency pledge, the Council
considered that it could be a major help toward meeting a world food crisis like that of
1973-75. It requested the WFC secretariat to further explore the possible modalities of
such an arrangement with the appropriate agencies.

A Developing Country-Owned Reserve
At its eighth session, in 1982, the Council discussed the possibility of establishing developing country-owned food reserves·within the overall objectives of achieving world
food security and market stability and as part of a strategy to mobilize greater effort
in the struggle to overcome hunger (WFC 1982b ). The executive director reported on
consultations he had held on the possible establishment of such reserves (WFC 1982a).
In the view of the experts he had met, grain markets were likely to be as volatile in the
future as they had been in the past, with increasing food security risks for developing
countries. There was therefore a strong case for developing countries to build up reserves as part of their national food policies as well as for protection against external
uncertainty. Making adequate financing available to assist them when internatiqnal
prices were low therefore seemed very reasonable. If enough countries, both exporters
· . and importers, showed interest, a good case could be made for the use of the IMF buffer
stock facility that had been relatively idle since its establishment in 1969.
Experts estimated that the sum of individual reserves needed to satisfy the commercial cereal annual requirements for the 72 low-income countries that at the time qualified for soft loans through the World Bank's International Development Association
would amount to 7 million tons of wheat, 3 million tons of coarse grains, and i.3 million
tons of rice~ These estimates limited the reserves of any one country to a maximum of
500,000 tons of wheat, 500,000 tons of coarse grains, and 50,000 tons of rice, but it
was considered that only a few of the eligible countries would have annual commercial
requirements above those limits.
Many Council members, particularly those from developing countries, suggested
that the proposal move forward toward intergovernmental discussion. They stressed
the need for speedy action so that advantage could be taken of the favourable global
grain supply situation to build reserves at minimum cost and to assist farmers in the
process. Representatives of socialist countries also generally supported the proposal
and suggested that although many problems remained they could be solved by an intergovernmental working group. While expressing interest, members from food-exporting developed countries caHed for more study of the technical and financial modalities
of the proposal. The Council requested that the WFC president and executive director
continue the process of consultations on the proposal with the help of other interested
agencies. It also stressed that if global negotiations were launched at the United Nations, the proposal could become part of a wider effort in food security and international co-operation.
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Denouement
This highly summarized and selective account shows the considerable work and initiatives the World Food Council undertook during its existence. As a report of the
UN Joint Inspection Unit (the "watchdog" of the UN system's performance) stated,
"The World Food Council is the only body which each year brings together ministers
and whose deliberations have a real effec~ on the shape of operations. Meetings of the
United Nations at ministerial level are thus the exception and have little impact on the
day-to-day life of the Organization" (Bertrand 1985, 21). It was this ministerial character, and the political weight it carried, that made the Council a unique policy forum.
The WFC president, and especially the Council's executive director, backed by a small,
dedicated secretariat, played important roles in formulating and advocating policy proposals and consensus building. Despite their Hercul.ean efforts, they were given neither
the authority nor the means to carry out the Council's formidable mandate.'0
Although much was achieved, there was disquiet both within and outside the
Council about the way in which it functioned. This was discussed at its fifth session,
in 1979 (WFC 1979d) and again at its eleventh session, in 1985, when it was considered timely to conduct a review of the Council's modus operandi, ideally by the UN
Secretary-General's Office with a small committee of member states (WFC 1985b ). UN
Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar appointed a small advisory group to evaluate the
effectiveness of the WFC. and recommend ways in which the Council might more effectively accomplish its objectives." Conscious of the tight financial situation of the
UN and that substantial additional resources could not be expected, the group recom~
mended strengthening the Council through improvements in its organization, modus
operandi, and programs and methods of work, but with very modest additions to its
resources and staff. The Council discussed measures to strengthen its role in th~ light
of the advisory group's report at its twelfth session, in 1986 (WFC 1986c). It agreed that
its mandate approved by the UN General Assembly should not be amended, but every .
' effort should be made to strengthen its work through improvements in its organization,
program, and method of work, within the framework of its terms of reference, keeping
in view the current budgetary constraints.
The thirteenth session of the Council, in 1987, which was held in Beijing, China,
marked an important juncture in its.attempts to strengthen its role, the first to be at10. To give some idea of the workload carried by the WFC executive director, according to WFC
records, Maurice Williams made 85 statements outside those he made at WFC meetings, and wrote
47 progress reports, papers, and articles, during his eight years as WFC executive director.
11: The group was chaired by Margaret Joan Anstee, an assistant director-general with a long
and distinguished career in the UN. The other members of the group were Sartaj Aziz, Minister of
Agriculture of Pakistan at the time, who, as deputy secretary-general of the 1974 World Food Conference, was closely involved in the creation of the WFC and who became a former WFC deputy
executive director, and Abdellatif Ghissassi of Morocco. In her autobiography Never Learn to Type:.
A Woman at the United Nations (Chichester, UK: Wiley, 2003), Dame Anstee wrote, "Our report was
well received but with the financial situation of the UN worsening, no follow-up action was taken by
the governments that had mandated the review" (394).
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tended by a n_ew executive director, Gerald I. Trant, formerly deputy agriculture minister of Canada. ECOSOC had established a special commission to conduct anin-depth
study of the UN intergovernmental structure and functions in the economic and social
fields on which the views of the Council were· requested. The terms ofreference of the
commission included simplifying the intergovernmental structure, avoiding duplica~
tion, precisely defining the areas of responsibility of the UN bodies, and strengthening
the co-ordination of UN activities.
Ministers recommended to the special commission that account be taken of the fact
that the Council was the highest political body in the United Nations system dealing
with food and that Council reviewed and recommended remedial action_on major
problems or policy issues affecting all aspects of the world food situation. The Council
was an overall ministerial level policy body, not an operational one. The other UN bodies concerned with food were all operational in character. Consequently, their activities
did not duplicate those of the Council. Ministers were unanimous in their support of
the Council retaining its own independent identity as a political bodyfor addressing
food and hunger issues. They emphasized that its mandate could not be fulfilled if the
Council was merged with or its functions were taken over by another UN body.
At the beginning of the -1990s, disquiet concerning the need to strengthen and improve the Council's effectiveness resurfaced against the background of attempts to
revitalize the UN system in the economic and'social sectors, initiated by the UN secretary-general, Boutros Boutros-Ghali. At its eighteenth session, in 1992, the last time
the Council met, the need for greater leadership and co-ordination in the fight against
hunger was discussed (WFC 1992b). It was observed that increased resources would
strengthen the work of the Council. The WFC president at the time, Issa Kalantari,
Iranian minister of agriculture, informed the Council that he had received an indication from UN Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar of possible increased resources to
strengthen the work of the Council. He wrote to his successor, Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
expressing the'view that it was now time to improve the Council's role.
The Council addressed new ways of approaching the preparation, conduct, and
follow-up of ministerial sessions, with implications for the functioning of the WFC
bureau and secretariat. The ministerial composition of the Council was also reconsidered. Since the perception of world hunger had shifted over the years from a food
production problem, within the responsibility of ministers of agriculture, to a multifaceted development problem, participation in the Council could be broadened to include
economic and development co-operation ministers, which in turn could lead to a world
development council, as had been suggested in the report of the advisory group on the
WFC. As long as a broader development council did not exist, a strengthened WFC, as
the UN system's highest policy-making and co-ordinating body on food, hunger, and
poverty issues, was essential.
The minister agreed that the Council had fallen short of achieving the political leadership and co-ordination role expected from its founders at the 1974 World Food Conference (WFC 199w). Coundl members conceded that the objectives of the conference
were as important in 1992 as they were in 1974 and that food and hunger issues needed
to remain at the centre of national and international development efforts. There was
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also broadly based agreement that in a rapidly changing world there could be no continuation of the status quo for the World Food Council or for the United Nations as a
whole. Therefore, there was general agreement on the need for review of the role and
functioning of the Council in the wider context of global food security management
and the overall restructuring of the social and economic activities of the UN system.
For this purpose, the Council agreed to establish an ad hoc committee to develop further specific proposals, which would be open to all member states at the level of minister or his delegate.
, In early September i992, Council members held a two-day meeting in New York at
which they gave their views on the WFC's future (WFC i992c). The meeting took place
at a time when reform and revitalization of the UN system was under active consideration. ECOSOC had established an open-ended ad hoc working group on the role of
the UN system in enhancing international development co-operation. Restructuring
of the UN system was on the agenda of the forty-seventh session of the UN General
Assembly that was to start on is September. There was therefore considerable pressure
on the ad hoc committee to complete its work and submit its report.
Issa Kalantari, the WFC president, added to the tension by drawing attention to the
fact that the document that had been prepared for the meeting by the WFC secretariat
fell short of what Council members had requested the secretariat to do. Kalantari felt
that a majority of Council members believed that with adequate reform the Council
could fulfil its mandate more effectively: He gave his own observations on the options
expressed in the document and expressed doubt that ECOSOC could provide a central
policy-leadership role in food and hunger issues since it already had the considerable
task of addressing the.full range of economic and social development issues. Kalantari
also took issue with the proposal to integrate the Council's mandate and functions into
the FAO. In his opinion, the FAO did not stand above the sectoral lines along which
the UN system was organized. It was therefore not well placed to provide policy guidance to multilateral agencies or to monitor their policies. Kalantari instead supported
the proposal for a reformed Council with a substantially new approach its functions.
In his view, the work of the Council needed to be understood as a continuum in which
ministerial sessions constituted the high point in an ongoing process rather than being
an end in themselves. It was his -strong personal belief that a WFC reformed in accordance with the proposals of Council members and the additional considerations he had
to offer could more than adequately fulfil its mandate.
The statement by UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, which was delivered
by UN Under-Secretary-General Ji Chaozhu, put the future of the Council in a different perspective. The UN secretary-general recognized that the functions entrusted to
the WFC were indeed far reaching. It seemed evident that the Council had not been
able to accomplish their ambitious mandate, even though members had explored the
possibilities for improving its functioning on several occasions. Meanwhile, the UN
system had established or strengthened structures and made advances in directing the
world's attention to the problem of hunger and enhancing understanding of issues
relating to food security. The functions of the Council were being reviewed within the
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o.verall framework of the restructuring of the economic and social sectors of the United
Nations.
According to the UN secretary-general, the best course would be to centre the coordination of food issues more closely on a newly restructured ECOSOC, which would
include procedures for regular reporting from the FAO, WFP, and the international
fund for agricultural development. Drawing on the demonstrated capabilities of those
agencies would ensure coherent management of the policy and operational aspects
of the world food problem. In Boutros-Ghali's view, a primary objective would be to
distribute responsibilities more effectively within the UN system, based on a clear understanding of its priorities. B.outros-Ghali was also seeking to enhance interagency
co-ordination.
Eighteen Council members made interventions at the meeting. Fourteen were in
favour of retaining the WFC but with various proposals for its reform, Four members
(Canada, Denmark, Japan, and- the United States) supported the dissolution of the
Council and a distribution of its functions and responsibilities along the lines indicated
by the UN secretary-general.
But the die was already cast. Ominously, no successor had been appointed in place of
Gerald Trant, whose term of office as WFC executive director had expired on 30 June
1992. In the ensuing debate in the UN General Assembly, with no fanfare or ceremony,
the almost two decades of the Council came to an end, one of the few UN bodies to be
disbanded after their creation. For some, the Council was seen as the victim of a restructuring process in the UN system that had to demonstrate to the major developed
countries, par~icularly the United States, that the UN secretary-general meant business
in cost-cutting and streamlining UN decision-making. For others, the Council had
served its time and demonstrated its ineffectiveness, and interest had moved on to
other priorities.

Conclusions
In many ways, the Council and its work served as a microcosm of the complexities
and difficulties of achieving world food security. A number of reasons have been put
forward for its demise (Talbot 1990; Maxwell and Shaw 1995; Shaw and Clay 1998;
Shaw 1999 ). Soine point to ·the compromise that led to the establishment of the Council
at the 1974 World Food Conference, and the fact that delegates were as much influenced by what they did not want to create as what they intended to do. As a result, the
Council was given many of the far-reaching roles and responsibilities of the World
Food Authority, whichwas proposed at the_1974 World Food Conference, without the
required authority and resources. 12 The Council was ther~fore never able to command

As an illustration of the Council's limited resources, it approved a budget of the order of
"to promote more effective dissemination of information about the World Food Council's effort" in 1980. The preparatory meetings before ministerial sessions were discontinued in 1986
12.

$20,000
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the leadership and co-ordinating roles expected of it or the respect and attention that
was required for it to fulfil its functions.
Born out of a world food crisis that quickly passed, the Council's utility for developing and developed countries also waned. Crucially, the Council was never really able
to distinguish between the world food problem and the world food security problem.
Members consisted mainly of agriculture ministers who had neither the mandate nor
experience to cover the range of food security issues outside the agricultural sector, nor
legally binding control over the activities of the large number of UN agencies whose
work related to food security. The WFC's work became a confused mixture of general
advocacy and action plans. Its four-to-five day sessions, which took place once a year,
preceded by a brief preparatory meeting, covered too many agenda items, were often
too broad in scope, and insufficiently focused on monitoring key action programs. Insufficient attention was given to inter-sessional activities to keep the focus and maintain
momentum. Its secretariat and resources were far too limited to effectively perform its
wide-ranging functions.
Co-operation from key UN agencies was also essential for the WFC executive director and secretariat to carry out their work. Yet there was resentment toward the Council's establishment, which was seen by some UN agencies as unnecessary, adding to the
institutional inconsistency that already existed among the numerous bodies concerned
with world food security issues. And its location, as a UN agency, at the FAO headquarters in Rome, Italy, away from UN headquarters in New York, was a major impediment, particularly as the FAO saw itself as playing a significant and co-ordinating role
in the UN system for policies and activities related to food security and nutrition. FAO
Director-General Boerma had offered to place premises at the FAO headquarters at the
disposal of the WFC free of charge, and even entered a $240,000 subsidy in favour of
the Council in his draft budget for 1976-77. His successor, Edouard Saouma, withdrew
the. subsidy and asked the WFC to pay rent for use of FAO premises, just as the FAO
was required to pay rent for the offices it occupied at UN headquarters in New York.
In Saouma's view, the Council had been born out of a crisis of confidence in the FAO,
and apparently conceived as a war machine against the FAO. According to Saouma,
the Council did not succeed in destroying the FAO but seriously undermined its credibility. On the other hand, he acknowledged that the WFC had the merit of placing the
debate on world food security in its proper context, by going beyond the technical and
scientific vision of development, and stressing the importance of the social aspects and
the need to focus on the poor. In this sense, he conceded that the WFC represented an
opportunity for FAQ's own renewal (Saouma 1993).
Yet, as the Council agreed in 1992 at its last session, the need for a central, undivided
focus within the UN system on the achievement of food security for all remained as
important as when the Council was established in 1974. The experience of the WFC
showed that the solution did not lie in the establishment of a separate body without
executing authority and with a mandate that cut across that of other UN agencies. Nor
because of the tight budgetary situation. The WFC secretariat had about a dozen professional officers
and an annual budget of $2 million.
·
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did it lie in giving co-ordinating responsibility to a single agency with restricted sectoral
membership and a limited sectoral mandate. No single ag~ncy or institution has the resources, capacity, or competence to address food insecurity issues alone. And it should
not be left to NGOs and the private sector, important as.their contributions can be.
Proposals have been made to overcome these problems. Many commentators have
detailed the problems of bureaucratic fragmentation in the UN system and the need
for centralized co-ordination on all economic and social affairs (e.g., Jackson 1969;
Bertrand 1985). In 1997, under the reform measures proposed by UN Secretary-General
Kofi Annan, a UN development group was established, ~omposed of the concerned
UN funds and programs, but not the UN specialized agencies, to co-ordinate their
develop_ment activities (Annan 1997). With a strengthened service staff drawing heavily on the UN Department for Economic and Social Affairs, these co-ordinating bodies might become a kind of policy planning forum at the global level. But changes in
structure, procedures, and attitudes will be needed to create a central and permanent
co-ordinating mechanism for all UN bodies, including the UN specialized agencies.
A UN Economic Security Council has been advocated as a decision-making forum
at the highest level to review threats to global human security and agree on required
action (UNDP 1994; ul Haq 1995). The creation of a UN Economic and Social Security
Council has been proposed to provide a stru.cture to deal with issues of world governance and world action toward poverty and social needs in a systematic and politically
realistk way (Stewart and Daws 1998). Achieving world food security would be one of
the primary tasks. The Group of Seven leading industrialized countries and the Group
of Fifteen developing countries have been called upon to establish a joint high-level
steering committee for sustainable food security. And because of the difficulties of establishing a new UN body, a proposal has been made to add responsibility for world
food security to the extended tasks of the UN Security Council (Singer 1995).
Whatever decisions are made on UN reform, it remains necessary to have a focal .
point at the highest political level that would ensure that food security is advocated
and managed as a central issue embedded in world and national action for achieving
equitable and sustainable economic and social development and peace, with cohesive.
and coordinated programs of internation~l development assistance.
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Reviews · Recensions
Exporting Good Governance: Temptations and Challenges in Canada's
Aid Program
Jennifer Welsh and Ngaire Woods, eds.
Waterloo: Centre for International Governance Innovation and Wilfrid Laurier
University Press, 2007. pb, 304 pp. ISBN 1-55458-029-;3
Perhaps the best way to begin a review of this timely and important volume is in its
own concluding words: "By avoiding both undue pessimism (about the intractability of
problems in the developing world) and unwarranted optimism (about the capacity of
outside actors to transform partners through foreign aid), Canada, working in concert
with others, can support the local actors and processes that ultimately hold the key to
better governance in their societies" (Welsh, 301).
This modest claim summarizes, in a rather Canadian sort of way actually, what these
essays have to say. The authors are in the camp who .believe that aid can be useful,
provided that the donors and recipients, acting in consort, get it right. They are committed to better donor co-ordination and harmonization, again with the qualification
that the goals are pursued in ways that sustain and promote good governance and not
undermine it. Above all, in varying contextual ways, they recognize the paramoun~
importance of national and local leadership in setting the agenda, establishing priorities and giving clear guidance and direction, or in the Words of one essay, calling upon
recipient governments "to move from partnership to leadership in the aid relationship
and from ownership of policies and systems to sovereignty over them" (de Renzio and
Mulley, 275, emphasis in original).
There is a wise emphasis on avoiding technocratic in favour of integrated developmental solutions. In his chapter, Sandbrook offers this pithy formulation: "Effective
. democratic governance depends on giving voice, bread and dignity to ordinary people
... For procedural democracy to survive and thrive, it must move toward a more participatory and equity-enhancing democracy" (120). ,
The authors generally favo2!r well informed and grounded assessments of each particular country context. This leads them to eschew conditionalities in favour of patient
negotiation. That this approach will lead to a good deal of diversity is clear from the
case study countries selected.
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Taken together, these twelve chapters are well researched and effectively presented.
They draw prudent conclusions and do not make exaggerated claims. The country case
studies are appropriately chosen to illustrate a range of situations, from fragile states
like Haiti and Afghanistan, to more promising examples like Ghana, through to a relative success story like Mauritius. Moreover, the volume is highly readable, not only
by serious scholars but also by practitioners and journalists. One pleasing feature is
the extensive use of cross-referencing. Several of the authors had obviously read and
thought about the other chapters, and this reading informs what they have to say, thus
enhancing the unity and the quality of the whole volume.
While naming particular contributions might suggest that others are oflesser quality
- certainly an unintended impression - there are a few which stand out as exceptional.
Among the strongest chapters, in this reviewer's estimation, are those by Unsworth on
focusing aid on governance (21-40), Smillie on the evolution of Canada's good governance agenda (41-71), Muggah on Haiti (169-202), Sandbrook on Mauritius (203-221)
and de Renzio and Mulley on donor co-ordination and governance (253-278). Welsh
and Wood nicely set forth the terms of the discussion in their introduction (xi-xx), and
Welsh does an admirable job of pulling together common threads in her final chapter,
while not glossing over any remaining divergence of view and emphasis (279-302).
One difficulty for anyone writing on this subject is that "good governance" has not
yet gelled into a universally agreed definition. This is particularly apparent when it
comes to the question of democracy: "Traditionally, good governance for development
economists has not meant democracy ... Good governance, in the parlance of the World
Bank and the IMF, deliberately strives to avoid such political connotations. For these
multilateral institutions, it is a much narrower concept that focuses on institutions that
underpin the functioning of free markets" (Welsh and Woods, xi).
It is not surprising, then, that some diversity of understanding persists. For instance,
Canada's 2005 International Policy Statement has "democratization" as the first of its
five pillars of governance programming (Smillie, 44-45). Yet Gulrajani speaks of good
governance as "striking a balance between the need for effective state control and capacity to act, and the need for holders of state power· to be accountable for their actions
... with an eye on its prospects for evolving into a democratic polity" (76, emphasis added)
- not now but perhaps later.
To their credit, the authors do not suggest agreement where it is less than complete.
Of course, good governance discourse often reflects the variety of national contexts.
The use of democracy language is more explicit in the chapters on Bangladesh (Qua-·
dir, 99-118) and Ghana (Arthur and Black, 119-142), where evolved norms now favour
pluralistic, competitive electoral processes, than in Vietnam (Gulrajani, 75-98), where
such options are not on the official agenda. Muggah reports that CIDA officials he interviewed had some trouble defining "good governance" (178 ), notwithstanding the priority the Agency has attached to it. In one delicious phrase, he characterizes "Canada's
restless conceptual approach to governance itself' (Muggah, 180-181).
As regards shortcomings, there are not many, though a few might be worth mention.
Woods (3-19) begins the first chapter on the "changing politics of aid" well, though the
bulk of her piece constitutes four major donor case studies (the US, Japan, the UK and
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the EU). Interesting as these are, general trends rather than particular cases may have
more effectively set the stage for the rest of the book. One also wonders if Unsworth, in
her very good" can it work" chapter (21-40 ), may not have leapt a little too quickly over
the political-ethical to the pragmatic aspects of promoting good governance. Bernard
Woods's chapter on "managing Canada's growing development co-operation" (225252), a very good piece in its own right, appears to stand awkwardly apart from the
specific focus of this volume-right chapter but the wrong book, perhaps. Finally, many
abbreviations and acronyms will appear in a three hundred page book on a subject like
this. A listing of these is conspicuous by its absence.
These little quibbles aside,. this is a highly recommended book that commands serious attention.
Lawrence S. Cumming
Consultant in International Development and Civil Society
Ottawa, Ontario

UN Ideas that Changed the World
Richard Jolly, Louis Emmerij, and Thomas G. Weiss
Bloomington and Indianapolis, IN: Indiana University Press, 2009. hb; 310 pp. ISBN
978-0-253-35355-9; pb, 310 pp. ISBN 978-0-253-22118-6
Over the past decade (1999-2009), the United Nations Intellectual History Project
(UNIHP) has sought to provid~ a history of the ideas and concepts for human progress
formed and launched at the UN, which hitherto had been lacking. In a book review
article in the CJDS in 2005,1 I introduced readers to UNIHP, and to the books that were
to be published in the UNIHP series. UN Ideas that Changed the World is the concluding volume to that series.
In his foreword to the book, former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan expressed his
gratitude to the project's directors, Louis Emmerij, Richard Jolly, and Thomas Weiss,
"for their unstinting efforts to document how UN ideas have been among the world
· organization's most important achievements," and described them as "independent
thinkers who have an inside knowledge but who write in their personal and professional capacities" (xv). In this concluding volume, Jolly, Emmerij, and Weiss draw
from the other books in the UNIHP series (see 309-310 for full list). They assess the
development and implementation of UN ideas regarding sustainable economic and
social development, an·d apply lessons learned to suggest ways in which the UN can
1. See Shaw, D.J. 2005. Powerhouse ofldeas: The United Nations Intellectual History Project: A
Book Review Article. Canadian Journal of Development Studies 26 (1): 15-2i.
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play a more complete role in confronting the challenges of human survival with dignity
in the twenty-first century. The book is divided into three parts.
Part I, UNIHP at a Glance, presents a balance sheet of what the authors consider to
be the credit and debit sides of the UN ledger. On the credit side, they list eight items:
promoting human rights for all; providing an intei:national economic framework for
national development policies; quantifying the world by providing a statistical framework to measure and compare progress in many economic and social areas; changing
the debate about trade and development; setting global targets; proposing development
policies that combine economic growth with poverty reduction, employment creation,
and better income distribution; promoting the human development approach in the
1990s; and bringing issues that combine concerns about the environment and development to global attention, most recently the threat of global warming, along with gender
and population issues. On the debit side, they lis~ a late reaction to the Washington
consensus; a weak response to the special needs ofleast-developed countries; too little
done to introduce cultural aspects into the development equation; inadequate attention to international and national distribution of irl'come and wealth; and a tardy and
weak reaction to HIVI AIDS, despite the World Health Organization initiating an early
response, which was aborted. The balance sheet is supplemented by a table of key events
over the UN's lifetime and a brief history of "shifting preoccupations" o_ver its past s~x
and half decades, leading to a priority check-list of intellectual challenges that Jolly,
Emmerij, and Weiss stress should be creatively undertaken by the UN. These include
such issues as the environment and the eco-sustainability of the planet; international
migration and population problems such as urbanization and youth unemployment;
the perceived growing divide between the Islamic world and the West; and policies to
harness the benefits and mitigate the downsides of the trend towards multi-polarity and
the rise of new economic giants, among others.
The authors take great pains to point out that there are "three UNs" from the point of
view of ideas and policies: the arenas of the member states, including the UN General
Assembly and the UN Security Council; UN Secretariat staff members; and the oftforgotten "third UN" ofNGOs, academics, consultants, experts, independent commissions, and other groups of individuals "who routinely engage with the first and second
UNs and thereby influence UN thinking, policies, priorities and actions" (33).
Part 2, United Nations Ideas that Shaped the World, consists of what the authors call
nine ideas that "changed the world": human rights for all, from aspiration to imple~entation; gender equality, from eliminating discrimination to promoting women's
rights and empowerment; development goals, from national and regional policies to
the Millennium Development Goals; fairer international economic relations, from aid
and mutual interest to global solidarity; development strategies, from national planning
to governing the market; social development, from sectoral to integrated perspectives;
environmental sustainability, from environment and development to preserving the
planet; peace and human security, from preventing state conflict to protecting individuals; and human development, from separate actions to an integrated approach. The
authors stress that none of these are static. Each has evolved over time in relation to a
changing world context and, in their different ways, has made a major impact.
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Part 3, A Future for the UN and the Planet, revisits the balance sheet in Part land the
nine ideas in Part 2. The authors examine the challenges ahead, and give thefr views on
strengthening global governance. They subject the nine ideas to four questions: what
difference they made in practice; where the world would be without the UN and its
ideas in the economic and social arenas arid in aspects of peace and security; whether
the UN could have done better; and whether it could have done more, where, and why?
After a decade of engagement in UNIHP, the authors present their collective judgment and verdict on each of the nine ideas in an overview table (Table i2, 204-205) .
. They consider that the impact of each UN idea has varied considerably by issue and
over time, but has also been affected by particular events and origins. Iri their view,
the strongest points of international consensus, "at least in rhetoric," have been in the
areas of human rights, social development, women's rights, and empowerment, where,
"the UN has had a major influence both in presenting these ideas and in promoting a
positive international climate of opinion" (203), although the UN's influence has been
considerably less in implementation and practice.
However, the authors note UN influence and impact is complicated regarding humanitarian affairs and human security and economic development. They see increasing
support for the notion that the UN should have a leading role in humanitarian affairs
and human security, and that UN action and support is necessary for international
legitimacy, despite the tendency for major powers to proceed in certain areas regardless of UN Security Council approval. They also find that the UN has been marginal in
recent decades in the economic arena, having less visibility and clout. However, they
note that the UN contributed to setting goals for economic and social development for
the new millennium as major questions were being raised about neoliberal approaches
of the preceding decades. Accotding to the project directors, the current economic
recession has "put full-blooded free-market orthodoxy with a minimum of regulatory
control out of favour, at least until another bubble of speculation dims memories. TJ:ie
public and politicians in many countries demand stronger regulation and government
controls" (207).
The authors identify 10 "top issues" for the UN in the next decade: tackling global
warming and climate change; strengthening global governance in a multi-polar world;
supporting fragile states; balancing regionalism with globalization; moderating inequalities in global development; responding to population growth and international
migration; bridging international divides of culture and identities; shifting the focus
of security from states to individuals: incorporating culture and human rights into
development; and improving the quality of education worldwide. They propose that
these 10 global challenges may be translated into five broad themes for the intellectual and action agenda on which the UN system should work in the years ahead: promoting global human solidarity; enhancing opportunities for people throughout the
world; preventing conflict, building peace, and fostering human security; sustaining
the planet's ecosystem; and strengthening global governance. The final thapter deals
with enhancing UN decision making, bringing social justice into global governance,
strengthening the UN's intellectual work, narrowing the gaps between rhetoric and
reality, and mobilizing the three UNs.
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At the end of a decade's work on UNIHP, the project directors "feel compelled" to
return to their starting point, the UN's intellectual contributions, since its establishment in i945. They identify five contributions: ideas embod-ied in analysis, policies, and
action, which are among the_ UN'~ most important achievements; intellectual contributions, embodied in the UN's leadership and operations in the economic and social
arenas, which have had more impact and success than is often acknowledged or realized; ideas and innovations in preventive diplomacy and peacekeeping; leadership in
peace, sovereignty, development and buman rights, brought together by the concepts
of human security and human development; and strengthening the UN's capacities for
the twenty-first century (p. 255).
With such a large canvas to cover, there will no doubt be critics of the project's
coverage and the directors' conclusions. One suspects that one of the UNIHP's hidden agendas has been to strengthen confidence in the UN by documenting evidence
of its pioneering role in the creation and implementation of sound ideas for development. This reviewer would have liked to see a clearer distinction between the UN and
the UN system, an amorphous collection of some 50 bodies, consi~ting of funds and
programmes, specialized agencies, research and training institutes, functioning and
regional commissions, and other entities, of which the UN is one part. If not in this
book, one of the volumes in the UNIHP series could have been devoted to the interplay
of ideas, concepts, and policies between these bodies and the UN. In this book, Jolly,
.Emmerij, and Weiss could have expanded on their views about potential reform within
the UN, between the three UNs, and between the UN and the UN system, which would
help to examine the UN's future agenda. It is also surprising that the 10 top issues for
the next decade do not include a significant reduction in poverty and hunger, Millennium Development Goal i.
Despite these criticisms, UNIHP's completion is a considerable achievement. Its directors should be congratulated for undertaking a project that was long overdue. The
UNIHP series, especially the books written by its directors, should be read by all those
interested in the UN's revitalization as world organization prepared to meet future
global challenges. IfUNIHP succeeds in stimulating UN bodies to write their own histories, putting their archives in order, and in instigating a general debate on the future
role of the UN, it will have rewarded its directors and supporters.

a

D. John Shaw
Formerly Economic Adviser and Chief, Policy Affairs Service
UN World Food Programme, Rome, Italy
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World Democratic Federalism: Peace and Justice Indivisible
Myron J. i;rankman
New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004. hb, 232 pp. ISBN 1-4039-3492-4
The ideas behind world democratic federalism can be traced to the 1940s when a group
. of students called for a world government to address global problems and inequality.
In more recent years, the notion of global citizenship has gained currency. Global citizenship can be defined as a way of understanding the world in which an individual's
attitudes and behaviours reflect a compassion and concern for the marginalized and/
or poor, and for the relationship between poverty and wealth within and between communities, countries, and regions. World Democratic Federalism provides an alternative
way of understanding and promoting global citizenship through the introduction of
a world government. Frankman's core argument throughout the book is that an integrated world economy, combined with widespread inequality and injustice, requires a
world government that promotes democracy and greater universal equity.
He begins by explaining that we live in an interconnected world of great inequality but seldom question the status quo; or what he calls "default settings." The default settings are intimately linked to our anti-politics, which are prescribed to us
through the current mainstream education system. Frankman's book predicates
a moral imperative based on a "philosophy of human solidarity and of planetary
one-ness" .(20). Throughout the book the author examines existing economic arrangements that exacerbate economic inequalities and poverty. Concrete suggestions proposed by Frankman include the introduction of a single world currency,
global public finance, income and profit taxes, and a planet-wide citizen's income.
He argues that in order to achieve these, we require a world government that reflects
democratic prillciples.
In addition to democratic political institutions, Frankman calls for more democratic economic activities. He argues that economies, like political institutions, are
social creations. As social creations they can be altered to accommodate the needs
and desires of the citizens. The economy must, therefore, also reflect the democratic
principles of society.
Frankman presents a range of excellent ideas for promoting a more peaceful and
equitable world. The biggest challenge, however, is buy-in. Throughout the book, he
calls for economic and income redistribution. While the "have-nots" would certainly ·
favour redistribution of wealth and power, it is much more difficult to persuade those
who hold power to give it up. Feminists have long argued that this is one of the biggest
challenges to the promotion of gender quality. If the status quo favours a particular
group, it is unlikely that the rriore powerful group will give up its power and privilege
to promote better equity. Addressing power is therefore a fundamental component of
rethinking the international system in favour of world democratic federalism.
Nonetheless, Frankman's ideas are refreshing and thought-provoking. We need to
think differently if we are to find reasonable solutions to end the decades of failure that
we have witnessed in the name of promoting development, social justice, and equality. At one point in the book, Frankman makes a call to action for youth. This book
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challenges all of us, but especially yo~ng people, to think creatively about the solutions
to world problems. The context, background, and detailed prescription provided by
Frankman give the reader ample information to make informed decisions and to take
that next step to begin discussions about global change.
Rebecca Tiessen
Canada Research Chair in Global Studies and Leadership
Royal Military College of Canada
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New Guidelines for Reviews
The Canadian Journal of Development Studies (CJDS) is pleased to introduce its new guidelines for
reviewers, updated as of March 2010.
CJDS is an interdisciplinary, bilingual forum where scholars, practitioners, and policy-makers
explore and exchange ideas on both conventional and alternative approaches to development. In line
with its aims, CJDS will consider reviews in English and French of academic and policy works that
are thought-provoking, scholarly in nature, and relevant to an interdisciplinary and international
readership in international development.
In selecting reviews for publication, CJDS seeks to strike a balance between disciplinary fields,
conceptual frames, and sectoral foci; theoretical, policy, and research-oriented works; and comparative and single-case studies. At this time, the journal is particularly interested in publishing reviews
on works addressing issues in Canadian development policy and practice, emerging powers; conflict-affected contexts, and sectors, regions, or countries that are otherwise underrepresented in the
journal. Works by Canadian authors and published by Canadian presses, research, or development
. organizations are especially welcome. In general, reviews are of books, however, reviews of other
material, such as documentary films, that would be of interest to our readers will be considered.
The work should be approved by the Review Editor prior to submission of the review. Suggestions
for works to be reviewed are welcome. Reviewers may not review their own works or those with
which they have a conflict of interest.

General Guidelines
Reviews should:
.• Be mindful of the audience, which is interdisciplinary and international. Avoid technical jargon
and overly specialized language which may be unfamiliar to a wider audience.
• Ideally be of 1000 words in length. Longer reviews will be returned for revision unless they are
double reviews.
• Provide a balanced, critical analysis of the work in a thought-provoking and engaging style.
• Comment on the intended audience and identify who would find the work useful, and provide a
brief background of the author/edjtor.

Particular considerations:
• The focus of the review should be on the academic contribution of the work to the topic and
scholarship in the field and/or its significance to policy or practice.
• If the work is an edited volume or includes chapters by different authors, the review should focus
on the overall theme and content. Reviewers can focus on chapters that they find particularly
significant, explaining the significance in the context of the work or topic.
• Outline the main thesis and major objectives and how effectively they are achieved. Highlight
particularly original content.
• Place the work within the current thinking, scholarship, and policy context as appropriate, providing a comparison with other works. Readers are particularly interested in how the work adds to,
or breaks new ground, in the knowledge base.
• Analyse the soundness of methods (if appropriate).
• The review should conclude with implications for research, policy, or practice as appropriate.

. Formatting

•- Reviews should be double-spaced on 81h x 11 inch paper with i inch margins.
• Use in-text citations for references. Refer to CJDS journal style.
• The header of the review should include: Author(s) or editor(s) first and last name(s) (indicate
if it is an edited book); title of book; year of publication; place of publication; publisher; number
· of pages; price (indicate paperback or hard cover) if available; ISBN. If the work is an electronic
document, provide permanent URL and retrieval date.
_
• At the end of the review, please include reviewer's first and last names; institution and affiliation;
and email address.

Deadline and Submission Procedure
Reviews are expected within six weeks of receipt of the book/document by reviewers. Earlier receipt
of reviews will permit faster publication in upcoming issues.
Please submit completed reviews to cjds@uottawa.ca with a copy to the Review Editor electronically as a Microsoft Word document. The subject heading of the email should state the review num~
ber (in the form of a code beginning with BR which will be supplied to reviewers) and the title of
the work.

Queries
In the first instance, please address general queries to cjds@uottawa.ca with a copy to the Review
Editor.
REVIEW EDITOR

Dr Prachi Srivastava
Assistant Professor
School ofinternational Development and Global Studies
University of Ottawa
prachi.srivastava@uottawa.ca
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Nouvelles lignes directrices pour les comptes rendus
La Revue canadienne d'etudes du developpement (RCED) presente avec plaisir ses nouvelles lignes
directrices, mises a jour en mars 2010, al'iiltention des redacteurs de comptes rendus.
La RCED est une tribune interdisciplinaire bilingue ou praticiens, universitaires et decideurs
peuvent explorer et echanger des idees sur les approches classiques et nouvelles en matiere de developpement. Conformement a ces objectifs, nous acceptons des comptes rendus, en frarn;:ais et en anglais,
de travaux scientifiques traitant de theories et de politiques novatrices; ils devraient etre pertinents
pour un lectorat multidisciplinaire, a l' echelle mondiale, qui s'interesse au domaine du developpement international.
Pour choisir les comptes rendus, nous cherchons a atteindre un equilibre entre divers elements :
disciplines, cadres conceptuels et themes sectoriels; travamc axes sur les theories, les politiques et
les recherches; etudes comparatives et etudes sur des cas uniques. En ce moment, nous ch,erchons
en particulier des comptes rendus de documents sur les politiques et les pratiques dans le domaine
du developpement au Canada, les pouvoirs emergents, les milieux fouches par les conflits ainsi que
les secteurs, les regions ou les pays sous-representes dans les pages de la RCED. Nous sommes tres
interesses aux textes d'auteurs canadiens publies par des editeurs canadiens ou des organismes de
recherche ou de developpement. En general, il s'agit de comptes rendus de livres, mais il est possible
de traite.r d' autres types de documents susceptibles d'interesser notre lectorat, par exemple des films
documentaires.
Les documents qui feront l'objet d'un compte rendu doivent recevoir !'approbation prealable de
la responsable des recensions. Les suggestions de documents a recenser sont aussi les bienvenues.
Les redacteurs ne peuvent presenter un compte rendu traitant de leurs prop res travaux ni de fravaux
par rapport auxquels ils se trouveraient en conflit d'interets.

Lignes directrices generales
Le compte rendu devrait :

• S'adresser a un lectorat multidisciplinaire a l'echelle internationale. Il faut done eviter le jargon
technique et le langage trop specialise que ne connaitrait pas un public plus general. .
o Respecter, idealement, la longueur maximale de i ooo mots. Tout compte rendu plus long sera
retourne a l'auteur pour revision, sauf s'il traite de plusieurs documents.
• Presenter une analyse critique equilibree du document recense, dans un style inspirant et stimulant.
·• Preciser a quel public s'adresse le document recense et a quel public il serait utile; donner un bref apen;:u des antecedents de l'auteur ou du directeur du collectif.

Considerations particulieres

• Lecompte rendu devrait faire ressortir la contribution scientifique qu'apporte le document recense
au theme aborde ou aux recherches dans le domaine et/ou sa signification pour les politiques ou les
pratiques.
• Dans le cas d'un collectif, le compte rendu devrait signaler le theme general et le coritenu global.
Vous pouvez neanmoins traiter de chapitres que vous jugez particulierement importants et en
expliquer le sens dans le contexte du document recense ou du theme aborde.
• Le compte rendu devrait exposer la these principale et les grands objectifs du document recense,
puis mentionner dans quelle mesure ces derniers ont ete atteints. Il faut egalement souligner tout
contenu original.

• II convient de replacer le document recense clans le contexte des theories, des recherches et
des politiques actuelles, s'il ya lieu, et de le comparer avec d'autres textes. Les lecteurs veulent
notamment savoir comment ce document vient completer le corpus de connaissances ou explorer
de nouvelles avenues.
• II faut analyser le bien-fonde des methodes utilisees (s'il ya lieu).
• Dans la conclusion, le compte rendu devrait evoquer l' incidence du document recense sur la
recherche, les politiques ou les pratiques, selon le cas.

Format

• Lecompte rendu doit etre redige a double interligne sur des feuilles de papier 8,5 pox 11 po avec
des marges de I po. ·
• II faut indiquer les renvois entre parentheses clans le texte. Consultez ace sujet les directives de la
RCED pour les references bibliographiques.
• Le titre du compte rendu devrait comprendre les elements suivants: prenom et nom pour I' auteur
(ou les auteurs) OU le(s) redacteur(s) (indiquez s'il s'agit d'un collectif); titre de l'ouvrage; annee
de publication; lieu de publication; editeur; nombre de pages; prix, si possible (indiquez s'il s'agit
d'une couverture cartonnee OU souple); numero ISBN. Dans le cas d'un document electronique,
indiquez l'adresse URL permanente et la date de consultation.
A la fin du compte rendu, indiquez vos prenom et nom; le nom de votre etablissement et votre
poste; votre courriel.

Echeance et processus de presentation
.

'
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Le redacteur doit remettre soil compte rendu clans les six semaines qui suivent la reception du livre
ou document arecenser. Le fait de le remettre plus tot permettra d'accelerer la publication clans les
futurs numeros.
Veuillez envoyer votre compte rendu a cjds@uottawa.ca et adresser une copie electronique en
format Microsoft Word a la responsable des recensions. Dans la rubrique Objet de votre courriel,
indiquez le numero du compte rendu (le code debutant par BR qui vous a ete attribue) et le titre du
livre OU document recense.
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